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Pig Face Mug 
and T-Shirt Combo

When you’re facing oily obstacles and hazardous hang-ups on a daily basis, 
you don’t always have the tools you need to do the right thing. Sometimes you 
don’t even know what the right thing is. And in the world of leaks and spills, a 
second’s hesitation can be the difference between routine cleanup, really bad 
injury or really big fi ne.

World’s Best Stuff for Leaks, Drips and Spills®

With New Pig as your partner in grime, you’ll never have to go it alone. We 
can supply you with plant-proven products like the strongest decks and 
pallets on the market, the toughest drain covers you can buy and a full line 
of unbeatable absorbents from the world’s #1 brand. In all, more than 3,100 
products to keep your facility clean, safe and productive.

Day in and day out, it’s our job 
to help you do yours.
Great products are only half the battle. We’re also 
oozing with leak-and-spill expertise and rarin’ to 
share it with you! We’ve been doing this since 
1985 — it’s in our DNA — so feel free to tap into 
our knowledge bank for help with regs, safety or 
any mess you’ve made. Call our Tech Team and fi re 
away, or dig into newpig.com and fi nd our white 
papers, articles, blog and videos. 

With the world’s best products in your hands, and the 
support of the leak and spill leader at your back, you’re 
all set. So go ahead — unleash your inner PIG!

with any $350 purchase!
It’s fi nally in vogue to be two-faced. This Pigalog-exclusive 
shirt/mug medley features our fun-loving pig face on not one 
but two collectibles! You get a charcoal gray long-sleeve T-shirt 
(sizes S–3XL) that’s sure to make strangers grin wherever you 
go. Pair that with a 14 oz. ceramic mug that’s perfect for pens, 
pencils or whatever’s percolating. Just use the Promo Code from 
the back cover when you order. Face it — you want this!

Fight back against leaks and spills 
with products and know-how from 



EXPERT CUSTOMER SERVICE
Do-right done right.
Your call is answered in 2 rings by a real person. The average order 
takes only 3 minutes. And we won’t rest until you’re a happy camper. 
Call 1-800-HOT-HOGS or chat us up at newpig.com.

FAST SHIPPING
24 hours is plenty.
In-stock orders placed by 5 PM ship within 24 hours thanks to F.L.O.W. 
(Flawless Logistics and Optimized Warehousing) — our super-effi cient 
system to get your orders on the road lickety split!

RISK-FREE SHOPPING
Zero risk. No guff. All good.
We stand behind 100% of our products, 100% of the time. So if 
you’re not happy, we’ll refund every single penny, including shipping 
both ways. We’ll even schedule the return from your location.

COMPLETE SATISFACTION
The extra mile isn’t far enough.
We serve you with a smile, always. Whether it’s through an exclusive 
gift or a sympathetic customer service rep, we’ll go the distance — 
and then some — to brighten your workday.

THE PIG PROMISE 
SERVES YOU RIGHT.PINKY SWEAR

Dear Friend of New Pig,

Thank you for trusting us to be your resource for 
managing leaks, drips and spills. Nothing could 
mean more to us than that.

Along with our promises of great service, fast 
shipping and risk-free buying, we promise to work 
our butts off every day to keep earning your trust. 

Keeping you happy drives us to always do 
more and get better. Thanks again for doing 
business with PIG — here’s to a clean, safe 
and productive 2017.

Sincerely,

Nino Vella 
President & CEO
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PIG Spill Kit 
in 95-Gallon 
Hi-Viz 
Container
Every PIG Spill Kit is loaded 
with the world’s best-selling 
absorbents. Comply with regs 
and avoid fines with the 
plant-proven power of PIG!

KIT262  See page 89

Unmake any mess with PIG products.
When you’re going up against industrial hazards like acid baths, 
oil-slicked floors and runaway spills, you need products you can trust. 
And nobody can beat the quality, engineering or performance of PIG 
products. That’s why more than 300,000 customers worldwide have 
relied on New Pig to help them absorb, contain and control their liquid 
messes. We’ve highlighted some of our most popular solutions below — 
the world’s best stuff is ready to take on your worst leaks and spills.

PIG DrainBlocker Drain Cover
New Pig makes the only covers tough enough for long-term 
outdoor deployment. They stand up to UV rays, pouring rain 
and anything else Mother Nature can dish out. 
We even make a cover that you 
can drive over!

PLR403  
See page 171

PIG Latching Drum Lid
Make quick work of closed container regs with our industry-first 
design. It’s so easy to close our latching lid, you can do it with 
one hand tied behind your back!

DRM659  
See page 313

PIG Absorbent Mat
Supertough PIG Mat lasts 2X 
longer than ordinary mats. 
The world’s #1 brand is in 
more workplaces than any 
other mat.

MAT240 
See page 9

WORLD’S BEST STUFF 
 FOR LEAKS, DRIPS AND SPILLS.®

#1 MAT IN 
THE WORLD!

THE ONLY KITS
PACKED WITH PIG!

MOST DURABLE
DRAIN COVERS

STRONGEST PALLETS 
YOU CAN BUY!

PIG-EXCLUSIVE
ONE-HAND LATCH

PIG Poly Spill Containment Pallet
Don’t risk your pallet failing under a 

filled poly drum. Switch to PIG! 
Ours transfer weight to load-

bearing channels, so they won’t 
bow or buckle. Guaranteed.

PAK210  See page 380



WHAT’S  
AT NEW PIG
We think the best solutions don’t just get the job done — they deliver great value. And at New Pig, 
we’re always looking for new products that work as hard as you do. Check out our latest arrivals!

NEW
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BAG & CABINET 
KIT4004 Hang cabinet 
on a station pole, beam 
or wall

See these kits on pages N2–N4! Perfect for marinas, garages, commercial, military,
industrial, construction, airports, truck terminals and remote operations.

Spills around fuel stations are a given, but the cleanup can get a little dicey. So we studied fueling operations (every shape and size) and designed 
PIG Fuel Station Spill Kits: the ONLY kits made specifically for safe cleanup of fuel and oil-based spills. No more worries — you can count on our kits 
to be sturdy, fast-acting, versatile, UV-resistant, weatherproof — and safe for fuels!

DUFFEL BAG
KIT4003 Store in 
a cabinet, building 
or vehicle

FUEL STATION SPILL KITS

BUCKET
KIT4000 Keep indoors or out, 
in vehicles or at fuel stations

OVERPACK
KIT4002 Place by 
above-ground tanks, 
piping, or at fueling sites 

CART
KIT4001 Park indoors 
or out, at a fuel island or 
near above-ground tanks

Made to Soak Up Fuel Spills
We pack our kits with PIG Absorbents, PPE and cleanup tools to safely 
and effectively clean up gasoline, diesel, jet fuel and kerosene — but 
no water.

Safer Cleanup = Peace of Mind
The PIG Mats and Socks in our kits are static-dissipative and meet 
NFPA 99 Standards, so you can be confident you’ll be safe 
when responding to flammable liquid spills. 

Rugged Containers
All the kits are UV-resistant, weather-resistant and grime-hiding black 
with reflective labeling and striping for visibility — perfect for outdoor 
storage. Portable, wheeled or stationary kits: You have options for every 
fueling location.
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PIG® Fuel Station Spill Kit in Overpack
Item # 1-2 3-6 7+

KIT4002 • Absorbs up to 41.7 gal. • UN1H2/X345/S $645 $625 $605
RFL4002 • Refi ll • Absorbs up to 41.7 gal. $445
KIT4002 & RFL4002 Contents • 14 Socks • 150 Mat Pads • 6 Loose Absorbents • 4 Economy Goggles • 4 Pairs 
Neoprene Gloves • 4 Aprons • 2 Dustpans/Brooms • 10 Disposal Bags and Ties • 2 Caution Tapes • 1 Instructions

•   The only kits designed for fueling stations — tough, grime-
hiding containers packed with absorbents specifically made for 
gasoline, diesel, jet fuel and kerosene, but no water

•   Packed with absorbent, static-dissipative mats and socks that 
pass NFPA 99 standards for static decay and surface resistivity

•  Includes PIG Loose Absorbent, PPE and cleanup tools

•   Opaque black container has reflective labeling and striping for 
easy visibility at night

•   95-gallon overpack container is UN Rated 1H2/X345/S 
for shipping waste after cleanup and is weatherproof and 
UV resistant

•   Lift-out, prepacked baskets allow easy access to contents; molded-
in ledges make it easy to move by forklift

•   Ideal to store near above-ground storage tanks, by piping or at fuel-
dispensing stations

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 112.7 SPCC Regulations

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 122.26 Stormwater Regs

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

41.7

KIT4002

EXCLUSIVE!

KIT4002

 Fuel Station Spill Kit in Overpack — Use this 
kit for spill cleanup, then ship the waste in the 
UN Rated container.

2016
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•   12-gallon polyethylene bucket has easy-open, screw-on lid and is 
weatherproof and UV resistant

•  UN Rated 1H2/Y40/S for shipping waste after cleanup

•   Ideal to store at fuel dispensing stations, on equipment and vehicles, 
or in- or outside permanent structures or buildings

•   Plus many of the features and regulatory compliance of our 
Overpack Kit on opposite page

PIG® Fuel Station Spill Kit in Bucket
Item # 1-2 3-6 7+

KIT4000 • Absorbs up to 8.2 gal. • UN1H2/Y40/S $195 $185 $175
RFL4000 • Refi ll • Absorbs up to 8.2 gal. $145
KIT4000 & RFL4000 Contents • 4 Socks • 25 Mat Pads • 4 Loose Absorbents • 1 Economy Goggles 
1 Pair Neoprene Gloves • 1 Apron • 1 Dustpan/Broom • 5 Disposal Bags and Ties • 1 Caution Tape
1 Instructions

•   Fuel Station Spill Kit in Duffel Bag (KIT4003) is packed with PIG 
Absorbents for fuel spills; durable black Cordura nylon and rugged 
construction won’t rip or tear

•   End and side straps make it easy to pull the bag from its storage 
space and take supplies to the spill

•   Duffel Bag and contents should be stored inside a building, truck 
or cabinet 

•   Fuel Station Spill Kit in Cabinet (KIT4004) houses a Kit in Duffel 
Bag (included) packed with PIG Absorbents for fuel spills

•   UV- and weather-resistant black cabinet can be mounted to a 
flat surface like a wall, pole or beam at fuel stations (mounting 
hardware not included)

•   Easy-access detachable lid helps speed removal of spill kit; 
padlockable for security

•    Plus many of the features and regulatory compliance of our 
Overpack Kit on opposite page

PIG® Fuel Station Spill Kit in Duffel Bag
Item # 1-2 3-6 7+

KIT4003 • Absorbs up to 3.6 gal. $165 $155 $145
RFL4003 • Refi ll • Absorbs up to 3.6 gal. $125

PIG® Fuel Station Spill Kit in Wall-Mount Cabinet
Item # 1-2 3-6 7+

KIT4004 • Absorbs up to 3.6 gal. $345 $335 $325
KIT4003, RFL4003, KIT4004 Contents • 2 Socks • 15 Mat Pads • 1 Loose Absorbent • 1 Economy Goggles
1 Pair Neoprene Gloves • 1 Apron • 5 Disposal Bags and Ties • 1 Caution Tape • 1 Instructions

 Fuel Station Spill Kit in Bucket — Grab this bucket for quick and safe response 
to small or medium fuel spills.

KIT4000

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

8.2

Spill Kit in Duffel Bag contains all the absorbents you need for quick, 
portable response to fuel and oil-based spills.

Attach the Wall-Mount Cabinet to a pole, wall or beam at your fuel 
island; the detachable lid gives easy access to the Spill Kit in Duffel.

KIT4003

KIT4004

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

3.6

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

3.6

Fuel Station Spill Kit in Duffel Bag and Wall-Mount 
Cabinet — Hang a kit at your fuel island so it’s handy for 
grab-and-go response. 
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Just roll the kit to the scene of 
the spill for fast response.

•   Suitable for indoor or outdoor storage, the cart is UV- and weather-
resistant, with a locking latch and sloped, gasketed lid to channel 
away liquid

•   Rubber wheels make it easy to take supplies to the spill site

•   Ergonomic design features outside handles to push and an inside 
handle to pull the cart

•   Ideal to store at fuel 
dispensing stations, inside or 
outside permanent structures 
or buildings or near above-
ground storage tanks

•   Plus many of the features 
and regulatory compliance of 
our Overpack Kit on page N2

PIG® Fuel Station Spill Kit in Cart
Item # 1-2 3-6 7+

KIT4001 • Absorbs up to 13.8 gal. $585 $575 $565
RFL4001 • Refi ll • Absorbs up to 13.8 gal. $225
KIT4001 & RLF4001 Contents • 4 Socks • 70 Mat Pads • 6 Loose Absorbents • 1 Economy Goggles • 1 Pair 
Neoprene Gloves • 1 Apron • 1 Dustpan/Broom • 10 Disposal Bags and Ties • 1 Caution Tape • 1 Instructions

KIT4001

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

13.8

Fuel Station Spill Kit in Cart — With your spill kit on 
wheels, you’ll be able to speed to fuel spills.

Browse titles on pages 251–253 
and get full course descriptions 
at newpig.com/training.

NEW! OVER 90  TRAINING COURSES!

WE’VE CHANGED THE TRAINING GAME.
Boring doesn’t work. PIG Training is 
written and designed to keep workers 
awake and engaged!

Train your workers in 7 categories:
Spill Response • SPCC • RCRA • Hazmat 
Safety • Maintenance • Heavy Equipment

TRN191 – PIG RCRA Training
Emergencies, Inspections, and Training

Licenses 
starting at
(Price breaks for multiple licenses)

$49
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PIG® Stat-Mat® Absorbent Mat Pads
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Light MAT215 15"W x 20"L 200 pads 22 gal./bag $121 $111 $99
Heavy MAT214 15"W x 20"L 100 pads 22 gal./bag $121 $111 $99

MAT414 15"W x 20"L 50 pads 11 gal./bag $65 $62 $52

PIG® Stat-Mat® Absorbent Mat Rolls
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Heavy MAT402 30"W x 150'L 1 roll 40.2 gal./bag $200 $182 $167

MAT420 15"W x 150'L 2 rolls 40.2 gal./bag $200 $182 $167

•  Stat-Mat Pads and Rolls pass NFPA 99 standards for static decay 
and surface resistivity; perfect for fueling areas and solvent cleanup

•   Reduces the risk of electrostatic discharge; a critical 
precaution around flammable liquids and vapors

•  Absorbs and retains oils and fuels — including acetone, 
benzene, gasoline, toluene, xylene, mineral spirits and jet fuels — 
without taking in a drop of water

•   Absorbents are treated to dissipate static and absorb JP-8, 
JP-5, JP-4; ideal for use in fueling areas and where flammable 
vapors are present

�  Helps you comply with 29 CFR 1910.106(h)(7)(i)(a) for preventing 
static that could ignite flammable vapors

PIG Static-Dissipative Absorbent Socks — Static discharge won’t be a problem if 
you clean up volatile spills with these socks. 

•   Reduces the risk of electrostatic discharge; a critical precaution 
around flammable liquids and vapors

•   Absorbs and retains oil-based solvents and fuels — acetone, 
benzene, gasoline, toluene, xylene, mineral spirits and jet fuels — but 
not water

•    Spunbond polypropylene skin is UV resistant up to 12 months; 
filler and skin are 100% static-dissipative polypropylene

•   Socks pass NFPA 99 standards for static decay and surface 
resistivity; ideal for fueling areas, solvent cleanup and truck spill kits

�  Helps you comply with 29 CFR 1910.106(h)(7)(i)(a) for preventing 
static that could ignite flammable vapors

PIG® Static-Dissipative Absorbent Sock
Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

SKM700 Ext. Dia. 3" x 48"L 12 socks 12 gal./box $129 $119 $109

SKM701 Ext. Dia. 3" x 10'L 6 socks 15 gal./box $189 $179 $169

MAT215

SKM701

Stat-Mat — The ONLY absorbent mat for fuels and 
solvents proven to dissipate static.

Packaged in special bags that dissipate 
static charge buildup for sensitive 
environments; bright pink color is 
easily distinguishable to prevent 
improper use or pilfering.

MAT402

MAT214

2016

Read why you need PIG Stat-Mat Absorbents for 
fl ammables: newpig.com/nostatic

EXPERT ADVICE
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•   Cart is prepacked with encapsulating and neutralizing PIG Mats, 
Loose, Socks and Wipes as well as PPE and cleanup tools

•   Cart is hi-viz yellow for easy locating in the event of a spill; highly 
portable, with 8" wheels  

•   Swing-out doors, prepacked shelves and compartments make it easy 
to access and inventory

�  Helps you comply with 29 CFR 1910.178 (g)(2)

NOTE: Not for use with hydrofluoric acid

See note on page 116 for more details on compatibility and testing.

RFL354

KIT354

KIT354

PIG® Battery Acid Spill Kit in Cart
Item # 1-3 4+

KIT354 • Absorbs up to 7 gal. $780 $764
RFL354 • Refi ll • Absorbs up to 7 gal. $530
KIT354 & RFL354 Contents • 6 Socks • 50 Mat Pads • 2 PIG® Acid Encapsulating/Neutralizing Loose Absorbent 
1 PIG® Battery Acid Cleaner and Neutralizer Wipes • 1 Faceshield Window • 1 Headgear • 1 Economy Goggles
2 Pair of Neoprene Gloves • 1 Apron • 1 Dustpan/Broom • 10 Caution Disposal Bags • 1 Instructions

Drum Lock Set
Item # 1 2+

DRM1340 • For Steel Drums with .75" and 2" Bungs $68 $65

Drum Lock Set — Protect drums with 
a sleek, low-profile bung lock.
•   Protects steel drum contents from cross contamination, theft 

or sabotage

•   Set includes a 2"- and a ¾"-drum lock that easily attaches 
to bungs on 15–110 gallon steel drums

•   Hinged, one-piece design, constructed of heavy-duty, 
nonsparking zinc alloy and with a built-in, all-weather locking 
mechanism; gator-like grips clamp around the bung plugs to secure 
the drum contents

•   Locks are treated with an electrophoretic coating that is corrosion-
proof and engineered to last a lifetime

•  RoHS compliant and CE certified

Battery Acid Spill Kit in Cart — Put your response 
on wheels and speed to the spill.

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

7

DRM1340
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Battery-Operated Transfer Pump
Item # 1+

DRM1226 • For Water and Light Oil (Max. 20 wt.) • 2.5 gal./minute • Fits Sumps, 
Bladders & Containers $24

NiCad Battery-Operated Pump System
Item # 1+

DRM1220 • Pump • For DEF, Water-Based Chemicals, Insecticides, Antifreeze (Max. 
20 wt.) • 7 gal./minute • Fits up to 55-gal. Drum & Container with 2" Bung $295

DRM1222 • Replacement Battery for NiCad Battery-Operated Pump System $65
DRM1223 • Charging Dock for NiCad Battery-Operated Pump System $37

Lithium Battery-Operated Pump System
Item # 1+

DRM1221 • Pump • For DEF, Water-Based Chemicals, Insecticides, Antifreeze (Max. 
20 wt.) • 7 gal./minute • Fits up to 55-gal. Drum & Container with 2" Bung $382

DRM1224 • Replacement Battery for Lithium Battery-Operated Pump System $95
DRM1225 • Charging Dock for Lithium Battery-Operated Pump System $46.25

Battery-Operated Transfer Pump — A 
handheld pump great for small jobs.

•   Unique and portable; can be used remotely in different locations 
without the use of power cords or air lines

•   Compatible with diesel exhaust fluid (DEF), water-based chemicals, 
detergents, soap, petroleum products, insecticides and antifreeze 
with maximum 20 wt. viscosity

•  Maximum flow rate of 7 gal./minute

•   NiCad Battery-Operated Pump (DRM1220) pumps 106 gallons 
per charge and uses a 
19.2V rechargeable 
NiCad battery and 
Charging Dock 
(included and also 
sold separately)

•   Lithium Battery-
Operated Pump 
(DRM1221) pumps 
136 gal. per charge 
and uses a 19.2V 
rechargeable 
lithium battery 
and Charging Dock 
(included and also 
sold separately)

•   Unique, portable design can be used remotely in different 
locations, unlike standard pumps that require power cords or air lines; 
uses two “D” size alkaline batteries (not included)

•   Compatible with water and light oils of maximum 20 wt. viscosity

•   Ideal for moving material from 5-gallon and smaller cans to 
equipment or other containers; fits sumps, bladders and containers

•   Maximum flow rate of 2.5 gal./minute; pumps approximately 
1,000 gal. per set of batteries

NiCad & Lithium Battery-Operated Pump Systems — Stow your 
power cords and air lines.

DRM1220 and DRM1221 come 
with a 70"L polyethylene hose, 
nozzle, holster and stainless 
steel spout.

DRM1221

DRM1223

DRM1226

DRM1222

DRM1220
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Alleviator™ Comfort-King™ Anti-Fatigue Mat
(Specify Color:   Black    Steel Gray)

Item # 1-4 5+

FLM836 • 2'W x 3'L x 0.875"H $89 $85
FLM837 • 3'W x 5'L x 0.875"H $219 $209
FLM838 • 2'W x 30'L x 0.875"H $865 $820
FLM839 • 3'W x 30'L x 0.875"H $1289 $1225
FLM840 • 4'W x 30'L x 0.875"H $1695 $1610

Diamond-Deluxe™ with Grit-Safe™ Anti-Fatigue Mat
Item # 1-4 5+

FLM830 • 3'W x 5'L x 0.5"H $199 $189
FLM831 • 3'W x 40'L x 0.5"H $1389 $1319
FLM832 • 4'W x 40'L x 0.5"H $1850 $1760

•   More than twice the thickness of original Comfort-King Mat for 
superior comfort in light- and non-industrial areas

•   7/8"-thick Zedlan Foam construction relieves stress on knees, 
back, feet and ankles

•   Textured surface helps reduce slips and falls; beveled edges 
help reduce tripping hazard

•   Delivers anti-fatigue support without the industrial look

Alleviator Anti-Fatigue Mat — Nearly an 
inch of soft, comfortable foam to stand on!

•   Open-loop, flow-through design allows liquids to pass through 
the entire mat surface; provides better drainage than mats with 
punched holes

•   Elevates feet out of wet, oily environments to promote a drier 
work surface and minimize tracking through your facility

•   Diamond embossed surface is impregnated with non-slip grit 
for extra traction to minimize slips and falls

•   Durable vinyl construction resists water and most oils; ideal for 
use in wet, slippery areas in factories, garages and steel mills

•  Anti-fatigue properties reduce leg stress and back strain

Diamond-Deluxe with Grit-Safe Anti-
Fatigue Mat — Safer and drier footing.

•   Soft flange on extra-wide rubber nosepiece distributes 
weight evenly and eliminates pressure on the nose

•   Bayonet-style flexible rubber temples give soft cushioning and 
a pressure-free, secure fit behind the ear; four lens color choices

•   Scratch- and impact-resistant polycarbonate lens provides 99.9% UV 
protection; exceeds ANSI Z87.1 Safety Standards for impact

Intrepid II Safety Glasses — Wear this ultralight, frameless design for all-day comfort.

GLS802

GLS803

GLS804

GLS805

FLM830FLM836

Intrepid II® Safety Glasses
Item # 1-9 10+

GLS802 • Clear Lens • Black Frame $3.95 $3.75

GLS803 • Gray Lens • Black Frame $4.65 $4.40

GLS804 • Sun Block Bronze Lens • Black Frame $4.70 $4.45

GLS805 • Indoor/Outdoor Mirror Lens • Black Frame $4.70 $4.45
GLS805
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•   H2X anti-fog protection blocks out fog, mist, sweat and steam for 
clearer vision

•   Soft foam padding around the inside of the lens provides a 
comfortable and secure fit; two lens color choices

•  9.5 base curve lens provides excellent side protection

•   Scratch- and impact-resistant polycarbonate lens provides 99% UV 
protection; exceeds ANSI Z87.1 Safety Standards for impact

GLS806

Proximity Safety Glasses  — Enjoy clear 
vision with anti-fog protection.

•   Ventilated, bayonet-style flexible temples and straight back 
design provide a secure, comfortable fit

•   Lens and padded frame are polycarbonate; temple ends and 
padded nosepiece are rubber

•   Impact- and scratch-resistant; provides 99% UV protection and 
exceeds ANSI Z87.1 Safety Standards for impact

•  Black frame; two lens color choices

PMXTREME Safety Glasses — A great 
combination of safety and style.

Proximity® Safety Glasses
Item # 1-9 10+

GLS806 • Clear Lens • Black Frame $5.95 $5.65

GLS807 • Dark Gray Lens • Black Frame $6.40 $6.10

PMXTREME® Safety Glasses
Item # 1-9 10+

GLS800 • Clear Lens • Black Frame $3.75 $3.55

GLS801 • Gray Lens • Black Frame $4.25 $3.95

GLS807

GLS800

GLS801

 Grippy Floor Mat:
The world’s fi rst 
adhesive-backed mat.

Tired of tripping over rubber-backed mats? Fed up 
with their shifting and sliding? Sick of spending too 
much on contracts and claims? It’s time to say no 
to rugs. Take control of your fl oor safety with our 
revolutionary new mat.

Learn more about
PIG Grippy Floor Mat 

on pages 234–237
or visit

newpig.com/grippyfl oormat

NO SLIP. NO TRIP. ALL GRIP.
Adhesive backing grips your fl oor.

Absorbent top pulls 
in liquid without 
puddling.

GLS800

GLS806



 

ABSORBENTS
Any liquid, any job, any facility — soak it up with PIG.

World’s

#1
Absorbent

Brand



UNIVERSAL for oils, coolants, solvents & water ...........6–45

PIG Universal Mats ....................................6–31
PIG Universal Socks ................................34–37
PIG Universal Pillows, Pans & More .... 38–45

PIG HazMat Pads and Rolls ....................72–73
PIG HazMat Socks ...........................................74
PIG HazMat Pillows and More ...............75–79

PIG Oil-Only Mats .....................................48–57
PIG Oil-Only Socks and Booms ............ 58–64
PIG Oil-Only Pillows, Pans & More ...... 65–68

Specially treated absorbents soak up spills without degrading or 
reacting to corrosive liquids. Play it even safer with our neutralizing 
absorbents for most acids and bases.

World’s fi rst sock: The PIG 
that launched an industry.
In the early ’80s, our founders were 
working hard cleaning up oil and grime 
in dirty factories. The worst job was 
shoveling up the loose, oil-soaked cat 
litter around the bases of leaking 
machinery. The clay pellets stuck to 
everything. It was a nightmare. And it 
was everywhere. When they started 
losing money on these jobs, they set 
out to fi nd a better way to soak up 
the oily mess.

They cut up pantyhose and stuffed them with everything 
from sawdust to rice hulls. Then they laid these sausage-
shaped things into pools of oil to see what would happen. 
Nothing worked. Finally, they tried the ground corncob 
they used to blast oil off 
factory walls — and the 
fi rst PIG was born.

The PIG Original Sock 
is still the most preferred absorbent sock in the world — sucking up oils, 
coolants, solvents and water in all kinds of workplaces. Don’t miss the 
PIG Socks on pages 34–37 to see how our offering has grown!

When absorbent mats came on the scene 30 years 
ago, they were fl imsy and fell apart. So we made 
one that was better. Today, PIG Mat is still the 
most durable absorbent mat you can buy.

What makes PIG Mat so strong? 

Our exclusive eight-layer construction delivers
the perfect combination of fi ne-fi ber materials, 

thermal bonding and multilayered design. That all adds 
up to absorption, retention and durability that just can’t be beat.

PIG Mat: It’s mat with muscle!

OIL-ONLY for oil-based liquids, NOT water .................. 46–68

Oil-only absorbents are naturally water-repellent, making them 
your best choice for oily cleanups in the rain or on water. Perfect 
when you want to preserve absorbency just for oil.

Also called MRO absorbents (Maintenance, Repair & Operations), 
they soak up the widest range of liquids in everyday applications. 
Use these versatile products for almost any job.

5 Phone: 1-800-HOT-HOGS (468-4647) • Fax: 1-800-621-PIGS (621-7447) • Web: newpig.com

HAZMAT for most acids, bases & chemicals ................. 70–79

TRUST EVERY MESS 
TO THE #1 BRAND.

We stand behind 100% of our products 100% of 
the time. If you’re not happy for any reason, we’ll 
refund every single penny of your order, including 
taxes and shipping both ways. We’ll even schedule 
return shipping from your location.

We guarantee it!

It’s our No Guff Guarantee™: Every product. Every penny. Every time.



6  No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.

Also called “MRO” absorbents, they soak up the widest range of liquids for everyday applications, including:

What is Universal?

•  Hydraulic oil
•  Vegetable oil
•  Gasoline

• Diesel fuel
•  Antifreeze
•  Water-based solvents

•  Propylene glycol
•  Acetone
•  Toluene & Xylene

•  MEK (methyl ethyl ketone)
•  Many other noncorrosive 

liquids
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UNIVERSAL MATS 
Perform everyday maintenance and clean up spills of 
oils, coolants, solvents and water.

World’s

#1
Absorbent

Brand



PIG Universal Mat
Lasts 2X longer than ordinary mats
for fewer changeouts. Classic 
eight-layer toughness.

See pages 8–11

Pig Blue Mat 
Our most absorbent mat for big spills 
and high-volume leaks.

See pages 12–13

PIG Grippy 
Absorbent Mat
The only absorbent mat 
with Grippy® backing 
stays put no matter what!®

See pages 18–19

PIG Traffi c Mat
Our most durable absorbent mat stands 
up to forklift traffi c and keeps absorbing. 
Also available with Grippy® backing!

See pages 20–21

PIG Ham-O Mat
Pig pattern hides leaks and drips, scuff-
resistant top stands up to foot traffi c.

See pages 24–25

PIG Fat Mat
Double-thick 16-layer pads and rolls 
absorb more and last longer.

See page 26

PIG Barrel Top Mat
Keep drum tops clean with the mat that 
is specially precut to fi t.

See pages 30–31

Q: Which PIG Mat is best for my application?

A:  We make dozens of different mats to perform in a wide variety of 
jobs. It all depends on your liquid type, amount, location and level 
of nearby traffi c. Need help choosing? Call 1-800-HOT-HOGS!

Q: Should I choose pads or a roll? 

A:  Pads are great for catching drips and soaking up spills; they’re 
also preferred for spill response. Rolls cover large areas to 
soak up leaks and overspray along walkways.

Q: How do I choose between light-, medium- 
 and heavyweight? 

A:  No matter which PIG Mat you choose, you always get the 
toughness and durability you expect from New Pig. Our weights 
refer to the amount of liquid each mat can absorb — so choose 
light for small jobs, heavy for your big spills, and medium for 
everything in between!

Frequently asked questions:

The perfect balance of absorbency, 
retention and durability.

BEST-SELLING MATS A
b
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iversal
Absorbs oils, coolants, solvents and w

ater

WHAT GIVES PIG MAT 
ITS AWESOMENESS?

LASTS 2X LONGER
Eight layers of thermally 
bonded polypropylene give 
PIG Mat superior strength 
and abrasion resistance.

HOLDS ITS LIQUID
Highly absorbent fine fibers 
trap liquids so the mess 
doesn’t pour back out when 
you pick it up.

SOAKS UP FAST
Exclusive dimple pattern 
speeds wicking of liquid 
throughout the mat for 
quick leak and spill cleanup.

MAT240

MAT230

BLU101

MAT32100

MAT218

MAT116

MAT2101

MAT208

7 Phone: 1-800-HOT-HOGS (468-4647) • Fax: 1-800-621-PIGS (621-7447) • Web: newpig.com



Eight layers of melt-blown 
polypropylene make PIG Mat the 
toughest mat on the market!

Superior 
technology 
inside 
and out

8 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.
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 Mat Pads — The #1 brand worldwide absorbs 
anything, works everywhere.
•  Eight layers of 100% polypropylene are thermally bonded to make 

PIG Mat the strongest mat on the market; it won’t rip, tear or fray even 
when saturated

•  Highly absorbent, fine-fiber construction won’t leave liquids or 
fiber residue behind; easy-tear perforations for less waste

•  Absorbs common industrial liquids; oils, water, solvents, coolants 
and more; multiple weights available to suit different absorbencies

•  Exclusive dimple pattern speeds wicking of liquid throughout mat 
for faster, easier cleanup

•  Flame-resistant; won’t burn immediately like untreated cellulose mats

•  Dark gray color hides grime so mat stays on the job longer

•   Pads are ideal for catching drips and soaking up spills

•  Can be wrung out and incinerated after use to reduce waste 

�  Helps you comply with 29 CFR 1910.22(a)(2) for maintaining 
floors in a clean, dry condition

MAT240

ALL-TIME
BEST 

SELLER!

LASTS 2X LONGER
THAN ORDINARY MATS.

EXCLUSIVE!

See why PIG Mat is the #1 mat in the world:
newpig.com/pig-mat-video

EXPERT ADVICE
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PIG Mat lets you work grit-free to keep your shop clean and your tools 
and parts in top condition.

MAT216

MAT240

MAT203

•   Poly backing prevents absorbed liquids from reaching 
floors, counters or other surfaces

•   Place over a spill with poly-back side up to suppress potentially 
harmful, flammable or irritating vapors

•  Also available in rolls (MAT283, page 11)

 Poly-Back Absorbent Mat Pads — An 
extra layer of protection to prevent liquids 
from reaching floors.

MAT285
PIG® Poly-Back Absorbent Mat Pads
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Heavy MAT285 15.5"W x 20"L 50 pads 11.4 gal./bag $80 $73 $67

DRM167
5 gal.

“ Since we started using PIG products we 
cut our spill cleanup costs almost in half! 
PIG Mats are the perfect size for an 
automotive shop. There are nasty spills 
here and your mats kick ‘em to the curb! 
Thanks for your superior products and 
excellent service!“
      — Rebecca D.  MAT412 Customer

“ …cut spill 
cleanup 
costs almost 
in half...”

PIG® Absorbent Mat Pads
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Light MAT204 15"W x 20"L 200 pads 22 gal./bag $102 $95 $84

MAT172 15"W x 20"L 50 pads 5.5 gal./box $40 $37 $33
Medium MAT160 15"W x 20"L 100 pads 17 gal./bag $81 $75 $70

MAT412 15"W x 20"L 125 pads 21.7 gal./bag $102 $95 $84
Heavy MAT216 30"W x 30"L 50 pads 33.3 gal./bag $199 $183 $167

MAT203 15"W x 20"L 100 pads 22 gal./bag $102 $95 $84

MAT231 15"W x 20"L 50 pads 11 gal./bag $65 $62 $54

PIG® Absorbent Mat Pads in Dispenser Box
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Light MAT135 15"W x 20"L 200 pads 22 gal./box $104 $97 $86

MAT155 15"W x 20"L 100 pads 11 gal./box $67 $64 $56
Medium MAT139 15"W x 20"L 125 pads 21.7 gal./box $104 $97 $86

MAT154 15"W x 20"L 100 pads 17.2 gal./box $83 $77 $73

MAT171 15"W x 20"L 50 pads 8.6 gal./box $56 $50 $44
Heavy MAT240 15"W x 20"L 100 pads 22 gal./box $104 $97 $86

MAT170 15"W x 20"L 50 pads 11 gal./box $67 $64 $56

MAT251 10"W x 13"L 100 pads 10 gal./box $65 $62 $54

Also 
packed in
PIG Spill

Kits!
See pages
86–104.

BEST 
SELLER!

9 Phone: 1-800-HOT-HOGS (468-4647) • Fax: 1-800-621-PIGS (621-7447) • Web: newpig.com

WANT A FREE PIG MAT SAMPLE? 
CALL 1-800-468-4647 OR ENTER THE 
PRODUCT NUMBER AT NEWPIG.COM



•  Eight layers of 100% polypropylene are 
thermally bonded to make PIG Mat the 
strongest mat on the market; won’t rip, 
tear or fray even when saturated

•  Highly absorbent, fine-fiber construction 
won’t leave liquids or fiber residue behind

•  Absorbs and retains oils, coolants, 
solvents and water

•  Exclusive dimple pattern speeds 
wicking of liquid throughout mat for faster, 
easier cleanup

•  Flame-resistant material won’t burn 
immediately like untreated cellulose mats; 
melts when exposed to high heat 

•  Dark gray color hides grime so mat stays 
on the job longer

•  Can be wrung out and incinerated after use 
to reduce waste or for fuels blending

•   Rolls are ideal for covering large areas 
and soaking up leaks and overspray

•  Easy-tear perforations let you take 
only what you need so you use less mat 
and save money

•  Multiple weights available to suit the 
level of absorbency you need

�  Helps you comply with 29 CFR 
1910.22(a)(2) for maintaining floors in a 
clean, dry condition

Don’t waste money and energy on grit. PIG 
Mat Rolls cover more area to absorb leaks 
and spills so your shop stays cleaner, longer.

10 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.
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MAT230

ALL-TIME
BEST 

SELLER!

EXCLUSIVE!

 Mat Rolls — Cover more ground when you buy by 
the roll. Soak up big leaks and messy overspray.



PIG® Absorbent Mat Rolls
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Light MAT225 30"W x 300'L 1 roll 40.2 gal./bag $176 $164 $143

MAT137 30"W x 150'L 1 roll 20.1 gal./bag $102 $97 $83

MAT245 24"W x 300'L 1 roll 32.4 gal./bag $141 $131 $113

MAT246 15"W x 300'L 2 rolls 40.2 gal./bag $176 $165 $143
Medium MAT411 30"W x 200'L 1 roll 42.5 gal./bag $176 $165 $143

MAT153 30"W x 150'L 1 roll 31.9 gal./bag $132 $121 $108

MAT185 24"W x 200'L 1 roll 33.8 gal./bag $142 $133 $114

MAT2009 15"W x 150'L 2 rolls 32 gal./bag $132 $121 $108

MAT193 10"W x 25'L 4 rolls 7 gal./box $51
Heavy MAT230 30"W x 150'L 1 roll 40.2 gal./bag $176 $165 $143

MAT202-01 24"W x 150'L 1 roll 32.4 gal./bag $141 $131 $113
MAT220 15"W x 150'L 2 rolls 40.2 gal./bag $176 $165 $143
MAT229 10"W x 150'L 3 rolls 40.2 gal./bag $176 $165 $143

PIG® Absorbent Mat Rolls in Dispenser Box
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Light MAT141 15"W x 150'L 1 roll 9.8 gal./box $56 $52 $44
MAT226 10"W x 100'L 2 rolls 8.8 gal./box $72 $66 $61

Medium MAT2001 15"W x 75'L 1 roll 8 gal./box $49 $45 $39
Heavy MAT140 15"W x 75'L 1 roll 9.8 gal./box $56 $50 $42

Need to chat about a mat? 
Call our Tech Team at 1-800-HOT-HOGS!

•   Poly backing prevents absorbed liquids from reaching floors, 
counters or other surfaces

•   Place over a spill with poly-back side up to suppress 
potentially harmful, flammable or irritating vapors

•  Also available in pads (MAT285, page 9)

      Poly-Back Absorbent Mat Roll — 
An extra layer of protection to prevent 
liquids from reaching floors.

PIG® Poly-Back Absorbent Mat Roll
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Heavy MAT283 31"W x 75'L 1 roll 20.5 gal./bag $132 $121 $108

Eight layers of melt-blown 
polypropylene make PIG Mat the 
toughest mat on the market!

Superior 
technology 
inside 
and out

MAT283

MAT230

MAT202-01MAT140

MAT2009
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BEST 
SELLER!
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See why PIG Mat is the #1 mat in the world:
newpig.com/pig-mat-video

EXPERT ADVICE



•    Maximum absorbency soaks up more so you use less on 
big spills and high-volume leaks

•   No leak zones! Consistent construction produces a mat 
that’s free of light spots to absorb liquid evenly for better 
wicking and retention

•   Stays together, even when picking up or shifting a fully 
saturated mat

•   Contains 75% recycled fibers; ideal in situations where 
green products are desired or required

•   Fire retardant for added safety; flame tested in 
accordance with ASTM Standard E84-08

•   Absorbs oils, coolants, solvents and water; not 
recommended for acids, bases or other corrosive liquids

�  Helps you comply with 29 CFR 1910.22(a)(2) for 
maintaining floors in a clean, dry condition

Fused layers 
create strength 
and enhance 
absorbency.

BLU102

SUPER 
SOAKER-
UPPER

12 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.
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EXCLUSIVE!

Lofty inner 
core for 
superabsorbency

Superabsorbent core 
fuses natural and 
synthetic fi bers 
to enhance 
absorbency, 
strength 
and loft.

Exclusive FiberFusion
technology 

 Blue Mat — Our most absorbent mat easily handles 
high-volume leaks and spills.



Use Pig Blue for maintenance messes or steady leaks. More 
absorbency means fewer changeouts!

High-volume leaks are no match for Pig Blue! It soaks up 
more liquid to keep the mess under control.

BLU101

BLU102

BLU102

BLU101

BLU106

Pig Blue® Absorbent Mat Pads
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Light BLU100 15"W x 19"L 100 pads 24 gal./box $67 $64 $56
Heavy BLU101 15"W x 19"L 100 pads 34 gal./box $94 $87 $78

Pig Blue® Absorbent Mat Pads in Dispenser Box
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Light BLU107 15"W x 19"L 50 pads 12 gal./box $44 $41 $37
Heavy BLU106 15"W x 19"L 50 pads 17 gal./box $61 $57 $51

Pig Blue® Absorbent Mat Rolls
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Light BLU104 30"W x 150'L 1 roll 41 gal./bag $112 $105 $93

BLU105 15"W x 150'L 1 roll 20.5 gal./bag $65 $62 $53
Heavy BLU102 30"W x 150'L 1 roll 64 gal./bag $157 $147 $129

BLU103 15"W x 150'L 1 roll 32 gal./bag $92 $85 $76

Pig Blue® Absorbent Mat Roll in Dispenser Box
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Heavy BLU108 15"W x 50'L 1 roll 10.67 gal./box $45 $43 $41
Patent 8,182,927Corrosive Liquids Notice: Not recommended for acids, bases or other corrosive liquids. 

BLU102

DRM167
5 gal.

“ These are the most absorbent pads I’ve 
ever used. It really saves time not having 
to change pads so often. It’s amazing 
how heavy they get when saturated — 
they really hold a lot of oil. They help us 
keep the place clean and safe!“ 
           — Craig B.  BLU106 Customer

“ …the most 
absorbent 
pads I’ve 
ever used...”

Need to chat about a mat? 
Call our Tech Team at 1-800-HOT-HOGS!

NEW
BEST 

SELLER!
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BEST 
SELLER!

BEST 
SELLER!
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Watch the superabsorbency of Pig Blue in action:
newpig.com/pigblue

EXPERT ADVICE
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•   Extra perforations in our Rip-&-Fit Mat 
allow you to easily “rip” this PIG Mat and 
“fit” it to your application without cutting

•   No matter how you rip it, this mat features 
the proven eight-layer, 100% polypropylene 
construction of PIG Mat, the strongest 
mat on the market!

•   Standard mat (MAT242, MAT243) is 
perfed every 33 ⁄4" across width and every 
10" along length

•   Extra-wide mat (MAT252, MAT253) is 
perfed every 10" across width and length; 
prefolded for increased absorbency and 
compact storage; unfolds to cover 
large areas

•  Dispenser box (MAT253, MAT242) is 
easy to carry and store your mat while 
protecting it from dirt and moisture

Unfold to cover wide aisles and walkways, 
or leave it folded to increase absorbency.

MAT253
Tear at the perfs to create the right mat size 
for any area, any shape!

MAT243

20"

MAT242

20"10" 30"

       Rip-&-Fit Rolls — Create custom sizes without cutting!

PIG® Rip-&-Fit® Absorbent Mat Rolls
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Heavy MAT252 30"W x 50'L 2 rolls 26.5 gal./bag $141 $130 $118

MAT243 15"W x 150'L 1 roll 19.6 gal./bag $102 $95 $84

PIG® Rip-&-Fit® Absorbent Mat Rolls in Dispenser Box
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Heavy MAT253 30"W x 50'L 1 roll 13.7 gal./box $83 $76 $71

MAT242 15"W x 60'L 1 roll 7.8 gal./box $51 $45 $41
BEST 

SELLER!

•   4" x 150' rolls are ideal for covering long runs, narrow areas or   
placing in troughs; mat absorbs and retains leaks, spills and 
condensation to stop them from spreading into walkways

•   100% polypropylene resists the growth of mildew, tearing and 
chemicals; reduces dust and holds in liquids, even when saturated

•   Perforated every 10" so you can tear off as much as you need

•   Very effective and highly efficient for absorbing water; also 
absorbs and retains oils, coolants, grease, gasoline, solvents, auto 
fluids, paint, battery acid and most other liquids

•   Choose dark gray color to hide grime so mat stays on the job 
longer, or hi-viz yellow for high traffic or poorly lit areas

MAT4150

 Absorbent Mat Roll — Catch moisture 
along narrow ledges or near coolers.

NEW!

10"

10" 10" 10"

PIG® Absorbent Mat Rolls in Dispenser Box

(Specify Color:   Gray     Yellow)

Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Heavy MAT4150 4"W x 150'L 1 roll 5.4 gal./box $36 $32 $29



PIG® High Visibility Absorbent Mat Pads
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Light MAT604 15"W x 20"L 200 pads 22 gal./bag $102 $95 $84
Heavy MAT603 15"W x 20"L 100 pads 22 gal./bag $100 $91 $81

PIG® High Visibility Absorbent Mat Pads in Dispenser Box
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Heavy MAT605 15"W x 20"L 100 pads 22 gal./box $104 $97 $86

PIG® High Visibility Absorbent Mat Rolls
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Light MAT606 30"W x 300'L 1 roll 40.3 gal./bag $176 $165 $143
Heavy MAT630 30"W x 150'L 1 roll 40.3 gal./bag $176 $165 $143

MAT602 24"W x 150'L 1 roll 32.4 gal./bag $144 $134 $116
MAT625 15"W x 150'L 2 rolls 40 gal./bag $176 $165 $143

•  High-visibility yellow color is easier to see in poorly lit areas to 
minimize tripping hazards; alerts workers to potential dangers and 
work in progress

•  Eight layers of 100% polypropylene are thermally bonded to make 
PIG Mat the strongest mat on the market; won’t rip, tear or 
fray even when saturated

•  Highly absorbent, fine-fiber construction won’t leave liquids or 
fiber residue behind

•  Absorbs and retains oils, coolants, solvents and water

•  Exclusive dimple pattern speeds wicking of liquid 
throughout mat for faster, easier cleanup

•  Perforated pads and rolls are easy to tear to size

MAT603

MAT630

MAT606

MAT605
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BEST 
SELLER!
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Eight layers of melt-blown 
polypropylene make PIG Mat the 
toughest mat on the market!

Superior technology
inside and out

 High Visibility Mat — Alert workers to slip hazards 
while cleaning up leaks.
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•   Two additional spunbond outer layers resist ripping and fraying 
from wiping rough surfaces or parts that would shred 
conventional mats

•  Exclusive dimple pattern speeds wicking of liquid throughout 
mat for faster, easier cleanup

•  Highly absorbent, fine-fiber construction won’t leave behind 
liquids or fiber residue

•  Absorbs and retains oils, coolants, 
solvents and water

•   Low-lint for wiping rough parts or 
equipment and for cleaning in paint 
booth applications; also 
great for lining benches 
for rough or sharp parts

MAT173

PIG® Extra-Duty Absorbent Mat Pads in Dispenser Box
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Medium MAT2002 16"W x 20"L 100 pads 14 gal./box $77 $74 $72
Heavy MAT173 16"W x 20"L 100 pads 18.1 gal./box $98 $96 $91

PIG® Extra-Duty Absorbent Mat Rolls
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Medium MAT2005 16"W x 150'L 1 roll 14 gal./bag $74 $70 $67
Heavy MAT175 32"W x 150'L 1 roll 36.8 gal./bag $169 $160 $153

MAT176 16"W x 150'L 1 roll 18.4 gal./bag $96 $92 $86

“ We’ve tried many different cleanup 
mats and found the extra-duty 
absorbent mats to be superior. We 
now use them exclusively. You can’t 
go wrong with the quality!“

  — Mike E.  MAT173 Customer

“ You can’t go 
wrong with 
the quality!”
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•   Eight layers of 100% polypropylene are 
thermally bonded to make PIG Mat the 
strongest mat on the market; won’t 
rip, tear or fray even when saturated

•   Perforated at the bound edge — one 
quick tear is all it takes

•   Pop-up tabs and cardboard back let 
you hang pack anywhere in your 
plant — on a pegboard by your 
workbench, on your tool cart, even 
on your forklift

MAT127

 Mat Tablet — Hang this handy pack of mat 
pads anywhere you need it.

       Extra-Duty Mat — Clean up with two-sided toughness.

BEST 
SELLER!

MAT173

MAT175

PIG® Mat Tablet® Pack
Weight Item # Size Pads/Unit; # Units Total Pads Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Light MAT124 14"W x 15"L 20/tablet; 9 tablets 180 pads 13.7 gal./box $88 $83 $74
Heavy MAT127 15"W x 20"L 10/tablet; 9 tablets 90 pads 19.6 gal./box $106 $98 $82

Patent 6,548,135

YOU GET EVERY PENNY BACK. 
Buying from New Pig is completely risk-free. 
If you’re not happy with any product, for 
any reason, we’ll refund 
the purchase price PLUS 
all taxes and shipping 
costs both ways!

100% MONEY-BACK 
GUARANTEE



PIG Elephant Mat
We took our classic PIG Mat 
and zigzag-stitched it for extra 
durability. This mat can take 
whatever your boots dish out.

See pages 22–23

Our original eight-layer PIG Mat offers plenty of 
oomph! for messy jobs all around your facility. 
That’s why it’s used in more plants worldwide 
than any other brand. But when leaks, drips 
and spills hit your aisles, walkways and other 
high-traffi c areas, you need something more.

Our family of high-traffi c fl oor mats pump up 
durability without losing absorbency — it’s like 
PIG Mat on steroids! Upgraded features like 
spunbond layers, zigzag stitching, heat fusion, 
needle punching and adhesive backing make 
these mats the toughest you can buy. They can 
take a daily barrage of wheels and work boots, 
and some are even tough enough for forklifts.

See our most durable mats on pages 18–28.

Our roughest, toughest mats are built 
for traffi c — from feet to forklifts!

PIG Grippy 
Floor Mat 
See pages 20–21

PIG Grippy Absorbent Mat
See pages 18–19

PIG Grippy 
Floor Mat
All the strength and durability 
of PIG Traffic Mat, plus adhesive 
backing to grip floors in 
entrances and walkways.

 See pages 20–21

PIG Grippy 
Absorbent Mat
Zigzag-stitched and adhesive-
backed to prevent slips, trips 
and falls around workstations 
and walkways near machinery.

See pages 18–19

PIG Traffi c Mat
Heat-fused and needle-
punched for incredible 
durability. Right at home on 
busy plant fl oors, even in 
forklift areas!

See pages 20–21

MAT32100

MAT218

GRP36200
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BEST-SELLERS

MAT234

 Phone: 1-800-HOT-HOGS (468-4647) • Fax: 1-800-621-PIGS (621-7447) • Web: newpig.com

PIG HIGH-TRAFFIC 
ABSORBENT MATS
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•   Adhesive-backed absorbent mat stays exactly where you put it with 
no shifting, bunching up or flipping over

•   Proprietary adhesive sticks to the floor with a super-tight grip, but 
peels up easily for quick changeouts

•   Tough, spunbond top layer with heavy-duty zigzag stitching 
stands up to foot and light-wheeled traffic as well as 
heavy equipment driveovers

•   Eight layers of fine-fiber polypropylene safely absorb leaks, 
drips and overspray of oils, coolants, solvents and water

•   Traps oil, grease and grime to keep them from 
being tracked around

•   Mat rolls provide enough length to 
create continuous coverage and 
absorbency in oily areas near machines 
and equipment

•   Easy to cut and install: just roll it out, stick it down and 
smooth it out (also available in precut pads)

�  Helps you comply with 29 CFR 1910.22(a)(2) for
maintaining floors in a clean, dry condition

Specially formulated 
Grippy Absorbent Mat 
grabs anything it touches — 
where will you stick it?

MAT32100

STAYS PUT
NO MATTER WHAT.®

Holds tight when you need it to, but peels up 
easily when you’re done.

18 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.
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NEW
BEST 

SELLER!

EXCLUSIVE!

ADHESIVE
BACKED!

Reduce slip and fall claims
by as much as 90%! 

Grippy Mat is tested and certified by the 
National Floor Safety Institute (NFSI) 
as a high-traction surface, which can 

reduce slip and fall claims by as 
much as 90% when used as 

part of a Floor Safety Program.

 Grippy Absorbent Mat — Soak up oily messes to stop 
slips, trips and falls around workstations and machinery.



Who wants a rug that slips, slides and bunches 
up? Watch how Grippy stays where it’s put:
newpig.com/grippymatvideo

EXPERT ADVICE

Mats won’t bunch, 
curl or slide, thanks 
to our exclusive 
full-coverage 
adhesive backing.

MAT32100

MAT1625

“ It sticks and stays in place under foot 
traffi c, carts and dolly traffi c. I’m able to 
walk, work and restock shelving safely 
and productively without having to 
worry about tripping over loose or 
bunched-up mats.“

  — Greg V.  MAT32100 Customer

“ …stays in 
place under 
foot traffic, 
carts.”
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PIG® Grippy® Absorbent Mat Pads
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Medium MAT3200 16"W x 24"L 10 pads 1 gal./box $36 $34 $32

PIG® Grippy® Absorbent Mat Rolls
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Medium MAT32100 32"W x 100'L 1 roll 10.5 gal./roll $224 $216 $209

MAT3250 32"W x 50'L 1 roll 5.25 gal./roll $125 $122 $119

MAT3210 32"W x 10'L 5 mats/roll 5.25 gal./roll $128 $125 $122

MAT3205 32"W x 5'L 10 mats/roll 5.25 gal./roll $128 $125 $122

MAT1650 16"W x 50'L 1 roll 2.63 gal./roll $57 $55 $53

MAT1625 16"W x 25'L 1 roll 1.31 gal./roll $32 $30 $28

MAT3251 32"W x 40"L 1 roll .35 gal./roll $20
Patent Pending

BEST 
SELLER!

19 Phone: 1-800-HOT-HOGS (468-4647) • Fax: 1-800-621-PIGS (621-7447) • Web: newpig.com

Line your counters with Grippy Absorbent Mat for a spill-soaking 
surface that won’t shift or slide.

Look inside our exclusive 
Grippy Absorbent Mat.
Spunbond top layer stands up to 
traffi c; dark color hides grime.

Zigzag stitching adds strength.

Eight layers of fi ne-fi ber 
polypropylene absorb oils, 
coolants, solvents and water.

Poly backing stops liquid from 
passing through to fl oors.

Fully coated adhesive backing 
holds tight but peels up easily.

MAT1625

MAT32100

PIG Grippy Absorbent Mats Notice: PIG Grippy Absorbent Mats are formulated to work with most common industrial and 
commercial floor surfaces but are not intended for home/residential use and wood flooring. All adhesive mats have some 
potential to leave residue or lift or discolor finish coatings, paint, and loose or predamaged tiles depending on the condition 
and age of the floor surface. If you have questions about the suitability of PIG Grippy Absorbent Mats for your application, test 
a 6” x 6” piece in a noncritical area before use. PIG Grippy Absorbent Mats should be replaced if they become saturated or 
show signs of wear or damage.

CUSTOMER ASSUMES THE RISK THAT A NEW PIG ADHESIVE-BACKED MAT MAY DAMAGE OR ALTER CUSTOMER’S EXISTING 
FLOORING OR FLOOR COVERING. NEW PIG PROVIDES NO WARRANTY OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NO 
WARRANTY THAT THE USE OF AN ADHESIVE-BACKED MAT WILL BE ACCEPTABLE FOR USE IN THE CUSTOMER’S FACILITY.  
NEW PIG SHALL HAVE NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR, AND CUSTOMER HEREBY RELEASES AND DISCHARGES NEW PIG FROM, 
ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES TO CUSTOMER’S FLOORS, FLOORING MATERIAL, OR 
ANY OTHER SURFACES IN CUSTOMER’S FACILITY. CUSTOMER IS SOLELY RESPONSIBLE FOR DETERMINING THE FITNESS AND 
APPROPRIATENESS OF THE USE OF A NEW PIG ADHESIVE-BACKED MAT IN CUSTOMER’S FACILITY. 



20 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.
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•   100% polypropylene material is heat fused and needle punched for 
incredible durability for walk-on and wheeled traffic

•   Our most durable mat won’t rip, shred or fray, even under heavy 
forklift traffic!

•   Absorbs and retains oils, coolants, solvents and water
•    Dark gray color hides grime so mat stays on the job longer

•   Rolls are ideal for walkways and large areas to soak up leaks 
and overspray

•  Cuts easily with scissors or utility knife

Need to chat about a mat? 
Call our Tech Team at 1-800-HOT-HOGS!

Superior technology 
inside and out

MAT223 adds a layer of poly 
backing to keep liquid from 
passing through to floors.

Grippy Floor Mat includes poly layer 
PLUS special adhesive backing so 
mat holds tight but peels up easily.

Barbed needles interlock 
polypropylene fibers for 
more durability.

Surface is heat
fused for superior 
durability.

“This is, without a doubt, the best thing 
I’ve ever used. We have a high traffi c area 
in our dispatch with lots of dirty boots and 
shoes coming into the offi ces. I put this 
stuff down months ago and it still looks 
almost as good as the day I put it down.“

  — Ginny H.  GRP36200 Customer

“ …the best 
thing I’ve 
ever used.”

GRP36200

NEW
BEST 

SELLER!

EXCLUSIVE!

 Traffic Mat — Keep floors dry, even in forklift areas, 
with our most durable absorbent mat.



 Phone: 1-800-HOT-HOGS (468-4647) • Fax: 1-800-621-PIGS (621-7447) • Web: newpig.com
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Same durable top layer — different features underneath! Available 
in three versions to match your job.

•   Choose 24" or 36" widths; 36"W rolls 
are available in 150' or 300' lengths 

•   Heavyweight version (MAT162) is twice 
as heavy and absorbs twice as much per 
foot as our standard Traffic Mat

•   Poly backing prevents absorbed 
liquids from reaching floors, counters 
or other surfaces

•   Proprietary adhesive sticks to the fl oor 
with a super-tight grip, but peels up easily

•   Adhesive-backed fl oor mat prevents 
shifting, bunching up or fl ipping 
over; traps dirt, salt and moisture to keep 
it from being tracked around

 Traffic Mat — Pick the 
size and weight you need 
and just roll it out.

 Traffic Mat Poly-Back 
Mat — Poly backing stops 
liquid seep-through.

 Grippy Floor Mat — 
Adhesive-backed mat stays 
right where you put it.

21

GRP36200

PIG® Traffi c Mat® Absorbent Mat
Item # 1-2 3-6 7+

MAT218 • Mediumweight
36"W x 300'L • 1 roll
Absorbs up to 39 gal./bag

$306 $284 $264

MAT247 • Mediumweight
24"W x 300'L • 1 roll
Absorbs up to 26 gal./bag

$205 $191 $176

MAT280 • Mediumweight
36"W x 150'L • 1 roll
Absorbs up to 19.5 gal./bag

$159 $148 $136

MAT162 • Heavyweight
36"W x 150'L • 1 roll
Absorbs up to 39 gal./bag

$306 $284 $264

PIG® Traffi c Mat® Poly-Back
Absorbent Mat
Item # 1-2 3-6 7+

MAT223 • Mediumweight
36"W x 100'L • 1 roll
Absorbs up to 13 gal./bag

$223 $208 $193

MAT218 MAT223 GRP36200

PIG Grippy
Floor Mat  with special  

adhesive backing sticks to 
fl oors but peels up easily.

PIG® Grippy® Floor Mat
Item # 1-2 3-6 7+

GRP36200 • Mediumweight
36"W x 100'L • 1 roll
Absorbs up to 8 gal./roll

$285 $264 $242

GRP36201 • Mediumweight
36"W x 50'L • 1 roll
Absorbs up to 4 gal./roll

$158 $147 $137

GRP36301 • Heavyweight
36"W x 50'L • 1 roll
Absorbs up to 7.5 gal./roll

$233 $222 $212

BEST 
SELLER!

See full disclaimer and product limitation 
information on page 237

Patent Pending

See more 
sizes and colors 

on pg. 237!

GRP36200
PIG Grippy Floor Mat

Helps reduce slip and fall claims 
by as much as 90% when used 
as part of a Floor Safety Program.

MAT218 MAT223



MAT234

22 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.
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•   Mat has greater wear resistance so you replace it less often 

•   Highly absorbent eight-layer PIG Mat is zigzag stitched to offer 
excellent walk-on durability

•   Designed specifically for heavy foot traffic or moderate to light 
wheel traffic; put the zigzag side up to extend product life

•   Exclusive dimple pattern speeds wicking of liquid throughout mat 
for faster, easier cleanup

•   Highly absorbent, fine-fiber construction won’t leave liquids or 
fiber residue behind

•   Absorbs and retains oils, coolants, solvents and water

•   Dark gray color hides grime, so mat stays on the job longer

•   Flame-resistant material won’t burn immediately like untreated 
cellulose mats; melts when exposed to high heat while on the job

�  Helps you comply with 29 CFR 1910.22(a)(2) for maintaining 
floors in a clean, dry condition

Zigzag stitching lets 
you walk all over it.

 Elephant Mat — Step up to our zigzag-stitched mat 
for absorbency plus walk-on durability.

Eight layers of 
melt-blown polypropylene

Zigzag stitching 
adds strength.

Superior technology 
inside and out

See why PIG Mat is the #1 mat in the world:
newpig.com/pig-mat-video

EXPERT ADVICE



MAT286

MAT169

MAT234

MAT265
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•   Poly backing prevents liquids from reaching floors, counters or 
other surfaces

•    Place over a spill with poly-back side up to suppress 
potentially harmful, flammable or irritating vapors

MAT270

PIG® Elephant Poly-Back Absorbent Mat Roll
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Medium MAT270 31"W x 100'L 1 roll 14.5 gal./bag $184 $168 $153

DRM167
5 gal.

” This is definitely some tough material. 
Very similar absorbing capacity as other 
mats we already use, but TOUGH! I like 
how it does not pill up when tools or 
materials get set down, moved or slid 
on the mat.”

  — Mike T.  MAT256 Customer

“I like how 
this mat
doesn’t 
pill up...”

Reusable tray 
holds MAT234 
or MAT256.

PIG Elephant Mat Tray 
(MAT905) holds 33"-wide 
PIG Elephant Mat in place. 
Chemical-resistant, nitrile 
rubber tray helps keep floors 
dry. Beveled edges prevent 
liquids from spreading. 

 Elephant Poly-Back Absorbent Mat — 
An extra layer of protection prevents 
liquids from reaching floors.

23 Phone: 1-800-HOT-HOGS (468-4647) • Fax: 1-800-621-PIGS (621-7447) • Web: newpig.com

PIG® Elephant Absorbent Mat Pads
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Medium MAT286 16.5"W x 20"L 100 pads 12.6 gal./bag $102 $95 $84

PIG® Elephant Absorbent Mat Pads in Dispenser Box
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Medium MAT169 16.5"W x 20"L 100 pads 12.6 gal./box $104 $97 $86

PIG® Elephant Absorbent Mat Rolls
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Medium MAT234 33"W x 150'L 1 roll 23 gal./bag $184 $168 $153
MAT265 16.5"W x 150'L 2 rolls 23 gal./bag $184 $168 $153
MAT256 33"W x 75'L 1 roll 11.6 gal./bag $101 $93 $81

Tray for PIG® Elephant Absorbent Mat
Item # Size 1+

MAT905 For 33"W x 6'L Mats $125

BEST 
SELLER!



•  Exclusive “hamouflage” top layer saves on product and disposal 
costs; absorbed grime is invisible, so you’ll leave mat in place 
longer and save money!

•  Fast-wicking dimple pattern transfers liquids from the top layer 
into the absorbent inner layers; spills disappear in seconds

•  Absorbs and retains oils, coolants, solvents and water

•  Available in two grime-hiding colors

•  Tough, scuff-resistant, spunbond top layer stands up to heavy 
foot traffic; won’t rip, tear, fray or create a trip hazard, even 
when saturated

•  Easy-tear perforations let you take only what you need so you 
use less mat and save money

•   Flame-resistant material won’t burn immediately like untreated 
cellulose mats; melts when exposed to high heat while on the job

24 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.
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MAT116

TOP 10
BEST 

SELLER!

HAMOUFLAGE
 YOUR LEAKS & SPILLS!

Now you see it… 
now you don’t!
Oily leaks, drips and spills 
disappear as they’re absorbed.

EXCLUSIVE!

 Ham-O Mat — Keep it down ’til it’s soaked. The 
grime-hiding top always looks clean!



PIG® Green Ham-O® Absorbent Mat Pads in Dispenser Box
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Heavy MAT268 16"W x 20"L 100 pads 26.1 gal./box $132 $121 $108

PIG® Green Ham-O® Absorbent Mat Rolls
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Medium MAT112 32"W x 200'L 1 roll 47.4 gal./bag $229 $211 $192
Heavy MAT269 32"W x 150'L 1 roll 47.4 gal./bag $229 $211 $192

PIG® Green Ham-O® Absorbent Mat Rolls in Dispenser Box
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Medium MAT110 16"W x 200'L 1 roll 23.7 gal./box $135 $124 $111
Heavy MAT267 16"W x 150'L 1 roll 23.7 gal./box $135 $124 $111

PIG® Gray Ham-O® Absorbent Mat Pads
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Heavy MAT117 16"W x 20"L 100 pads 26.1 gal./bag $124 $111 $100

PIG® Gray Ham-O® Absorbent Mat Pads in Dispenser Box
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Light MAT188 16"W x 20"L 200 pads 26.2 gal./box $126 $113 $102
Heavy MAT142 16"W x 20"L 100 pads 26.1 gal./box $126 $113 $102

PIG® Gray Ham-O® Absorbent Mat Rolls
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Light MAT189 32"W x 300'L 1 roll 47.5 gal./bag $210 $197 $186

MAT190 16"W x 300'L 2 rolls 47.5 gal./bag $210 $197 $186
Heavy MAT116 32"W x 150'L 1 roll 47.4 gal./bag $210 $197 $186

MAT115 16"W x 150'L 2 rolls 47.4 gal./bag $210 $197 $186

PIG® Gray Ham-O® Absorbent Mat Roll in Dispenser Box
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Heavy MAT191 16"W x 150'L 1 roll 23.7 gal./box $115 $111 $104

•   Poly backing prevents absorbed liquids from reaching 
floors, counters or other surfaces

•   Can be placed over a spill with poly-back side up to suppress 
potentially harmful, flammable or irritating vapors

NOTE:  Ham-O Mat is not recommended for absorbing solvents or corrosive 
liquids that may affect the printed pattern.

      Gray Ham-O Poly-Back Mat Roll — 
Poly back stops liquid from reaching floor.

PIG® Gray Ham-O® Poly-Back Absorbent Mat Roll
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Heavy MAT132 31"W x 150'L 1 roll 40.6 gal./bag $248 $240 $223

Eight layers of polypropylene 
and a spunbond top provide 
absorbency and wear resistance.

Superior 
technology 
inside and out

MAT132
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DISPENSE YOUR HAM-O MAT FROM 
A ROLL HOLDER. SEE PAGE 81.

“These really suck up the spills very well. 
The pattern helps hide the stain on the 
mats, they look better than a white sheet 
with brown/black stains. They help keep 
the shop looking clean and neat.“

  — Paul O.  MAT191 Customer

“ …the 
pattern 
helps hide 
the stain...”

BEST 
SELLER!

BEST 
SELLER!

MAT269

MAT142

MAT116

MAT268
MAT115

25 Phone: 1-800-HOT-HOGS (468-4647) • Fax: 1-800-621-PIGS (621-7447) • Web: newpig.com



 Fat Mat — Double-thick to absorb more and 
last longer.
•  16 thermally bonded layers of polypropylene are capable of 

drinking up huge volumes of liquid

•  Tough, spunbond top layer stands up to heavy foot traffic; won’t 
rip, tear, fray or create a trip hazard, even when saturated

•   Fast-wicking ”diaper action” transfers liquids into the absorbent 
inner layers to keep moisture away from surface

•   Easy-tear perforations let you take only what you need, so you 
use less mat and save money

26 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.
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BEST 
SELLER!

MAT2101

MAT2102 PIG® Fat Mat® Absorbent Mat Pads in Dispenser Box
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Heavy MAT2101 16"W x 20"L 50 pads 22 gal./box $109 $100 $91

PIG® Fat Mat® Absorbent Mat Roll
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Heavy MAT2102 32"W x 75'L 1 roll 40 gal./bag $183 $171 $149

Superior technology 
inside and out
Spunbond polypropylene 
adds walk-on durability.

Sixteen layers of melt-blown 
polypropylene make PIG Fat Mat 
extremely absorbent.

BEST 
SELLER!



PIG® 4 in 1® Absorbent Mat Roll
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Medium MAT235 16"W x 150'L 1 roll 17.4 gal./bag $134 $124 $110

PIG® 4 in 1® Absorbent Mat Roll in Dispenser Box
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Medium MAT284 16"W x 80'L 1 roll 9.2 gal./box $79 $72 $65
Patent 5,888,604; 5,597,418
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•  Exclusive 4 in 1 Mat is a pad, roll, sock and wiper all in one!

•  Use as a pad to catch drips and soak up spills; roll out to cover large 
areas; fold along score lines to make a thick, absorbent sock; tear off 
a piece to use as a low-lint wiper

•   Builds on the proven eight-layer, 100% polypropylene construction of 
PIG Mat, the strongest mat on the market!

•  Scuff-resistant, spunbond outer layer resists wear and tear, 
even under heavy foot traffic or abrasive conditions

•  Exclusive dimple pattern speeds wicking of liquid throughout mat 
for faster, easier cleanup

•  Highly absorbent, fine-fiber construction won’t leave liquids or 
fiber residue behind

•   Flame-resistant material won’t 
burn immediately like untreated 
cellulose mats; melts when exposed 
to high heat while on the job

•   Rolls are perforated every 10"; 
easy to tear to size, 
use only what you need

IT’S A PAD!1

IT’S A WIPER!3 IT’S A SOCK!4

IT’S A ROLL!2

MAT235

MAT284

Eight layers of polypropylene 
and a spunbond top provide 
absorbency and wear resistance.

Superior 
technology
inside and out

 4 in 1 Mat — Stock one absorbent for a variety 
of leaks, drips and spills.

EXCLUSIVE!
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BEST 
SELLER!
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•   Durable needle-punched outer layer extends product life

•   Built to withstand being wrung out 100 times or more

•  Soak up oils, coolants, solvents and water, then release them 
when processed through an absorbent wringer (see page 301)

•    Specially designed filler springs back into shape after being wrung 
out, so it’s ready to use again

•   Save money by reclaiming and recycling used liquids

REZ106
PIG® Re-Uz-It® Wringable Mat 
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Heavy REZ106 15"W x 15"L 20 pads 7 gal./box $130 $127 $116

REZ105 5"W x 48"L 20 pads 7 gal./box $130 $127 $116

 Re-Uz-It Wringable Mat — Soak it up, wring it out and reuse the pad up to 
100 times!

WE’VE GOT A WRINGER FOR THAT! SEE PAGE 301.

PIG® Chat Mat® Yellow Absorbent Roll
(Specify Legend)

Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Medium MAT607 24"W x 75'L 1 roll 13.5 gal./bag $91 $85 $78

PIG® Chat Mat® Gray Absorbent Roll
(Specify Legend)

Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Medium MAT608 24"W x 75'L 1 roll 13.5 gal./bag $91 $85 $78

•   Clearly visible messages are repeated down the length of the roll 
to help create a safer environment for workers

•  Durable top layer prevents wear, even under heavy foot traffic

•   Under the Chat Mat top layer is proven eight-layer PIG Mat, the 
strongest mat on the market

•   Absorbs and retains oils, coolants, solvents and water

•   Easy-tear perforations let you take only what you need

MAT607

MAT608

MAT607

All legends available on hi-viz yellow. 
Select legends come on grime-hiding gray mat.

“Clean Up! Your Mom Doesn’t Work Here.” is a registered trademark of New Pig.

CLEAN UP
Your Mom Doesn’t

Work Here!®

SAFETY
Is Everyone’s Business

TM

DON’T LET A DRIP
TURN INTO A SLIP

CLEAN UP

CAUTION
Watch Your Step

WORK SAFELY
Protect Your Tail

MAT607 Only MAT607 Only

MAT607 Only

 Chat Mat — Keep floors dry and deliver a safety message.  

REZ105
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•   Thirsty air pockets absorb even the stickiest thick liquids with 
only slight pressure

•   Quickly absorbs thick, high-viscosity liquids that conventional 
absorbents can’t handle

•  Can also be used to filter metal chips and other large debris

MAT209

•   Tackles high-volume machine drips and leaks, soaking in over 
1 gallon of petroleum-based liquid

•   Reuse up to 17 times! Simply wring out the saturated pad and put it 
back down to save money on absorbents and disposal

•   Low, 1" height fits in tight spaces where pans won’t

PAD210

      Drip Pads — Soak up leaks by the 
gallon with our reusable drip pads.

 Thick Liquids Mat — Specially made to 
soak up paints, glues, resins and more.
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PIG® Thick Liquids Absorbent Mat Pads
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Heavy MAT209 18"W x 22"L 50 pads 48 gal./bag $157 $142 $131

PIG® Thick Liquids Absorbent Mat Roll
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Heavy MAT210 22"W x 85'L 1 roll 55 gal./bag $178 $160 $147

BEST 
SELLER!

PIG® Absorbent Drip Pads
Item # 1-2 3-9 10+

PAD210 • 18"W x 18"L • 15 pads • 17.3 gal./bag $226 $213 $204

Ready to immerse yourself deeper in the PIG 
experience? Here are three ways you can access 
the latest and greatest that New Pig has to offer:

MORE WAYS 
TO GET YOUR
PIG FIX

newpig.com

Shop from our 
Online Pigalog
Don't have a copy of our full-line 
catalog handy? It’s always online — 
page for page — and fully interactive 
at pigalog.com.

Sign up for 
PIG email perks
Sign up for PIG email at newpig.com 
to get the inside scoop on our best 
deals, latest products and cool promos.

Your two cents 
could win you $250
Just write a review on your recent 
purchase and you’re automatically entered 
for a chance at a $250 Visa Gift Card.
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Precut holes 
for pump and 

fill gauge.

MAT208

•   Soak up pump drips without cluttering 
up your workspace with dirty rags

•  Eight layers of 100% polypropylene 
make PIG Mat the strongest mat on the 
market; won’t rip, tear or fray even 
when saturated

•  Dispenser box makes it easy to carry and 
store your mat while protecting it from dirt 
and moisture

•   All Barrel Top Mats have precut holes 
for 3⁄4" and 2" bungs that provide a perfect 
fit on drum tops with the exception of 
MAT255, precut for two 2" bungs and 
MAT237, precut for one 2" bung

•   Available in five mat varieties and 
multiple sizes to match your application 
(see opposite page)

All PIG Barrel Top Mats 
are packaged in a wall-
mount dispenser — 
hang it anywhere! NO MORE

MESSY DRUM TOPS!

DRM167
5 gal.

”These pads perform well and fit easily 
with all of my drums. They work well 
with my 5S program and environmental 
requirements. The guys on the floor like 
the way they look and perform.”

  — Mike E.  MAT255 Customer

“ …like the 
way they 
look and 
perform.”

CLASSIC
BEST 

SELLER!

PUMPS SOLD ON
PAGES 352–359.
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 Barrel Top Mat — Keep drum tops clean with a mat 
that’s shaped to fit.



PIG® Barrel Top Absorbent Mat
Weight Item # Use With Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Light MAT244 55-Gallon 
Steel Drum 25 pads 3.5 gal./box $53 $49 $42

Heavy MAT208 55-Gallon 
Steel Drum 25 pads 6.9 gal./box $83 $76 $71

MAT255 55-Gallon 
Steel/Poly Drum 25 pads 5.9 gal./box $83 $76 $71

MAT237 30-Gallon 
Steel Drum 25 pads 4.9 gal./box $51 $45 $40

PIG® Barrel Top Absorbent Mat with Skirt
Weight Item # Use With Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Heavy MAT182 55-Gallon 
Steel Drum 15 pads 9.8 gal./box $63 $61 $56

Pig Blue® Barrel  Top Absorbent Mat
Weight Item # Use With Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Light BLU255 55-Gallon 
Steel Drum 25 pads 12 gal./box $57 $53 $50

Patent 8,182,927
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at that fits your liquids.

PIG® Brown Oil-Only Barrel Top Absorbent Mat
Weight Item # Use With Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Light MAT544 55-Gallon 
Steel Drum 25 pads 3.5 gal./box $53 $49 $42

Heavy MAT508 55-Gallon 
Steel Drum 25 pads 6.9 gal./box $83 $76 $71

PIG® UV-Resistant Oil-Only Barrel Top Absorbent Mat
Weight Item # Use With Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Heavy MAT4109 55-Gallon 
Steel Drum 25 pads 7 gal./box $89 $85 $81

PIG Burpless 
Drum Funnels 
sold on pages 
320–325.

MAT208

Pig Blue Barrel Top Mat absorbs almost twice as much as 
standard mats. (Not for use with acids, bases or other corrosives.)

BLU255

PIG Poly-Back Barrel Top Mat with Skirt includes floor coverage.

MAT182

MAT4109

MAT544

PIG Brown Oil-Only Barrel Top Mat absorbs oil-based liquids but 
not a drop of water. Dark color hides grime.

PIG UV-Resistant Oil-Only Barrel Top Mat absorbs oil-based 
liquids, not water. Resists UV rays for long-term outdoor use.

UNIVERSAL — for oils, coolants, solvents & water

OIL-ONLY — for oil-based liquids, NOT water
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BEST 
SELLER!
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Also called “MRO” absorbents, they soak up the widest range of liquids for everyday applications, including:

What is Universal?

•  Hydraulic oil
•  Vegetable oil
•  Gasoline

• Diesel fuel
•  Antifreeze
•  Water-based solvents

•  Propylene glycol
•  Acetone
•  Toluene & Xylene

•  MEK (methyl ethyl ketone)
•  Many other noncorrosive 

liquids
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UNIVERSAL SOCKS, PANS, 
PILLOWS AND LOOSE 
PIG-tough solutions to absorb oils, coolants, solvents and water.

World’s

#1
Absorbent

Brand



PIG Original 
Absorbent Sock
The world’s first sock is still going strong! 
Control everyday leaks with our most 
shape-hugging sock.

See page 34

PIG Blue 
Absorbent Sock
Our heaviest sock forms a barrier to 
prevent spills from spreading. Hugs floors 
to stay in place. 

See page 35

PIG Super 
Absorbent Sock
Control high-volume leaks with our most 
absorbent sock. Nearly twice the liquid 
capacity of other socks.

See page 36

PIG Absorbent Pillow 
High-capacity absorbents soak up liquid 
by the gallon to stay on the job longer.

See page 39

PIG Absorbent Drip Pan
Low-profi le drip-catchers trap liquids from 
leaky faucets, spigots and fl anges.

See page 40

PIG Lite-Dri 
Loose Absorbent 
Silica-free absorbent is lighter than clay 
and three times more absorbent.

See page 43
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SOME MESSES NEED 
MORE THAN A MAT.

simple steps to get the most 
out of your PIG Socks.3

1.  Clean up all loose absorbents, rags and other debris around the 
source of the leak. Hold each sock by its ends and shake to 
evenly distribute fi ller. This will create better surface contact.

2.  Make sure your PIG Socks have direct contact with the fl oor 
and the liquid being absorbed. Don’t stack socks on top of 
each other. When placing end-to-end, overlap them by 3".

3.  If it ain’t soaked, don’t pitch it! Let the sock work until it’s 
saturated. Replace the sock when you see liquid seeping out 
from underneath. 

404

4048

PIG210

PIL204

2410PP

PLP201

BEST-SELLERS
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We stand behind 100% of our products 100% of 
the time. If you’re not happy for any reason, we’ll 
refund every single penny of your order, including 
taxes and shipping both ways. We’ll even schedule 
return shipping from your location.

We guarantee it!

It’s our No Guff Guarantee™: Every product. Every penny. Every time.

See what makes PIG Socks cleaner, safer and 
fl at-out better than clay: newpig.com/sockvideo

EXPERT ADVICE



PIG® Original Absorbent Sock
Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

PIG209 Ext. Dia. 3" x 8'L 16 socks 13.75 gal./box $98 $85 $83

404 Ext. Dia. 3" x 42"L 40 socks 20 gal./box $81 $74 $52

204 Ext. Dia. 3" x 42"L 20 socks 10 gal./box $45 $43 $35

PIG237 Ext. Dia. 3" x 42"L 12 socks 6 gal./box $30 $28 $26

PIG218 Ext. Dia. 3" x 24"L 36 socks 7.88 gal./box $55 $45 $43

PIG® Mini-Mizer Absorbent Sock
Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

PIG205 Ext. Dia. 2" x 42"L 60 socks 15 gal./box $94 $84 $80

PIG® Clip-&-Fit® Absorbent Sock
Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3+

PIG220 Ext. Dia. 3" x 120'L 1 sock 15 gal./box $108 $101

PIG219 Ext. Dia. 2" x 120'L 1 sock 8 gal./box $97 $89

34 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.
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“ We have about 30 CNC machines in our shop 
and, of course, some of these machines leak 
coolant and oil. Out of everything we’ve tried 
to contain these leaks, we found that PIG 
products work the best. Very happy with our 
purchases from PIG.”  

  — Adam R.  PIG218 Customer

“ …PIG 
products 
work the 
best.”

PIG Clip-&-Fit Socks (PIG220) let you create custom-sized socks in 
seconds! Use only what you need and reduce waste.

•   Formable socks hug corners and surround machine bases 
to absorb leaks, contain puddles and keep workers safe

•   Corncob filler pulls liquids from the floor for 
maximum absorbency; cleanup is quick and easy

•   Polypropylene skin resists tearing; reduces 
dust and holds in liquid, even when saturated

CLASSIC
BEST 

SELLER!

404

STOP MESSING 
WITH RAGS & GRIT.

EXCLUSIVE!

BEST 
SELLER!

 Original Sock — Control your everyday leaks with 
our most shape-hugging socks.



PIG® Blue Absorbent Sock
Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

PIG217 Ext. Dia. 5" x 10'L 4 socks 32 gal./box $127 $121 $112

PIG203 Ext. Dia. 3" x 20'L 4 socks 14.84 gal./box $109 $94 $90

PIG202 Ext. Dia. 3" x 10'L 8 socks 14.88 gal./box $101 $91 $83

4048 Ext. Dia. 3" x 4'L 40 socks 30 gal./box $120 $115 $80

2048 Ext. Dia. 3" x 4'L 20 socks 15 gal./box $71 $62 $55

PIG238 Ext. Dia. 3" x 4'L 12 socks 9 gal./box $45 $43 $40

PIG201 Ext. Dia. 3" x 2'L 55 socks 20.63 gal./box $107 $100 $92

MA1097 Ext. Dia. 1.5" x 29"L 50 socks 9 gal./box $107 $98 $91
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•   The heaviest sock we make features extra-dense construction to 
hug floors and stay in place while containing spills; ideal for diking 
and damming liquids

•   Fine-grade vermiculite filler quickly absorbs leaks, drips and 
spills; great for spill response or absorbing machine leaks  

•   Stitch-bonded, polypropylene skin resists bursting; reduces 
dust and holds in liquid, even when saturated  

•   Absorbs and retains oils, coolants, solvents and water

•   Can be air-dried for reuse when soaked with water  

TOP TEN
BEST 

SELLER!

PIG202

Also 
packed in
PIG Spill

Kits!
See pages
86–104.

Need to talk about a sock? 
Call our Tech Team at 1-800-HOT-HOGS!

BEST 
SELLER!

Ideal for surrounding leaking machines, too!

4048
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 Blue Sock — Our heaviest sock forms
a barrier to keep spills from spreading.

See what makes PIG Socks cleaner, safer and 
fl at-out better than clay: newpig.com/sockvideo

EXPERT ADVICE
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•   Extra-thirsty, formable socks hug corners and walls, surround 
higher-volume machine leaks and contain spills to keep workers safe  

•   Cellulose filler is highly absorbent for big leaks and spills; 
super absorbency means that you replace them less often

•   Stitch-bonded, polypropylene skin resists bursting; 
reduces dust and holds in liquid, even when saturated

•   Absorbs and retains oils, coolants, solvents and water

•   95% recycled cellulose filler is ideal when green products 
are desired

•   Wringable for reclaiming up to 65% of absorbed liquid

•   Can be incinerated after use to reduce waste 
or for fuels blending  

PIG210

GOT A BIG LEAK?

Super Socks can be 
wrung out to reclaim 
liquids for recycling. 
(See page 301 for 
wringer.)

RNG202

PIG210PIG® Super Absorbent Sock
Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

PIG214 Ext. Dia. 3.25" x 7'L 12 socks 24 gal./box $75 $72 $67

PIG210 Ext. Dia. 3.25" x 42"L 24 socks 24 gal./box $71 $65 $62

PIG211 Ext. Dia. 3.25" x 21"L 48 socks 24 gal./box $73 $67 $65

PIG212 Ext. Dia. 2.25" x 42"L 35 socks 17.5 gal./box $73 $67 $65

BEST 
SELLER!

 Super Absorbent Sock — Handle your 
high-volume leaks with our most absorbent sock.



PIG Water-
Absorbing Sock 
right out of the bag. 

Sock’s filler expands 
and gels as liquid is 
absorbed.
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Absorbs w

ater-based liquids

•   Locks liquids inside sock to avoid additional leakage; saves time 
and money in cleanup efforts 

•   Ideal for use with water-based, noncorrosive liquids 

•   Not for use with acids, bases or corrosives

•   Great choice for absorbing cutting fluids and surrounding 
grinding machines and coolant tanks

PIG233

PIG® Water-Absorbing Sock
Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

PIG233 Ext. Dia. 3" x 48"L 40 socks 61 gal./box $79 $76 $74

•   Prevent frozen fuel 
lines and gelled fuel; 
just drop a Water 
Hog into tank port 
for fast absorption 
of water  

•   Combats rust, algae 
and filter blockage to 
help prevent 
premature engine 
wear and potential 
failure

•   Heavy-duty rip-stop 
nylon skin with 
unbreakable plastic 
casing ensures 
snag-free use in 
closed tanks and ports

PIG® Water Hog
Item # Size Abs. Up To 1-3 4+

SKM408 Ext. Dia. 3.5" x 12"L 36 oz./box $33 $31.70

SKM407 Ext. Dia. 2" x 12"L 12 oz./box $22.10 $20.90

SKM406 Ext. Dia. 1.5" x 12"L 8 oz./box $19.75 $18.70

SKM405 Ext. Dia. 1" x 9"L 3 oz./box $15.80 $15

Absorb water settled at 
the bottom of your tank.

SKM407

       Water-Absorbing Sock — Delivers the best retention 
of absorbed water-based leaks and spills.
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•   Stops leaks, spills and condensation from spreading

•   100% polypropylene skin and filler resist the growth of mildew, 
unlike cellulose absorbent socks

•   Very effective and efficient for absorbing water; air-dry and reuse 
(when absorbing water only)

•   Also absorbs oils, coolants, grease, paint, gasoline, solvents, auto 
fluids, battery acid

PIG® Mildew-Resistant Absorbent Sock
(Specify Color:   Blue     Yellow)

Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

PIG105 Ext. Dia. 3" x 48"L 12 socks 12 gal./box $40 $36 $31

 Water Hog — Remove water from fuel 
tanks with easy-to-retrieve absorbents.

 Mildew-Resistant Sock — Use our best 
sock for water, hang it to dry — use it again!

PIG105

NEW!

BEST 
SELLER!
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DRM167
5 gal.

•   Extra-tough, stitch-bonded polypropylene skin resists bursting; 
for use with a wringer or other demanding applications

•   Pillow has large surface area, high capacity and fast-wicking filler 
to quickly soak up liquids

•   Compact design is great for catching persistent drips and leaks in 
small spaces or adding absorbency for spill response

•   Durable, low-profile pan slides underneath machinery and into 
other tight spaces; acts as a barrier to contain liquids

•   Pillow has large surface area, high capacity and is fast wicking 

•   Ideal for absorbing nuisance drips from leaking spigots, flanges, 
machinery and pipes

PUT ’EM THROUGH THE WRINGER! SEE PAGE 301.

PIL205 PAN204

PIG® Super Absorbent Pillow
Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-9 10+

PIL205 8"W x 20"L x 1.5"H 14 pillows 14 gal./box $57 $53 $49

PIG® Super Absorbent Pillow-In-A-Pan
Item # Size Abs. Up To 1-2 3-9 10+

PAN204 8"W x 20"L x 2"H 12 gal. $112 $106 $100
PAN204 Contents • 12 Pillows • 12 Pans

•   Flat design is a hybrid of round socks and flat pillows; hugs 
walls, machine bases and uneven ground to contain leaks, drips 
and spills

•   Low-profile design puts more material in contact with the ground 
for better diking and maximum saturation

•   Stitch-bonded, polypropylene skin resists bursting; sock is 
wringable for reclaiming up to 65% of absorbed liquid

•   Cellulose filler is highly absorbent for containing and soaking 
up liquids

PIG100

PIG® Flat Absorbent Sock
Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-4 5-11 12+

PIG100 6"W x 4'L x 2"H 6 socks 12 gal./box $79 $73 $69

       Flat Sock — More ground contact provides better 
protection against seepage.

      Super Pillow — Reclaim absorbed 
liquids from our tough, wringable pillow.

      Super Pillow-In-A-Pan — Wringable 
pillow absorbs liquids; pan catches runoff.

BEST 
SELLER!
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•   Pillow has large surface area, high capacity and fast-wicking 
filler to quickly soak up liquids

•   Polypropylene skin resists tearing; reduces dust and holds 
in liquid, even when saturated

•   Cellulose filler is highly absorbent for 
long-term use or big spill cleanup

•   Compact design is great 
for catching persistent drips 
and leaks in small spaces or 
adding absorbency for 
spill response 

•   Pillow has large surface area, high capacity and fast-wicking filler 
to quickly soak up liquids; absorbs up to 12 gallons

•   Durable, low-profile pan slides underneath 
machinery and into other tight spaces; acts 
as a barrier to contain liquids

•  Extra pillows are included

PIL201
Large pillow

PIL201
Large

PIL204
Small

Also 
packed in
PIG Spill

Kits!
See pages
86–104.

DRM167
5 gal.

“ We’ve used these pillows for catching 
oil drips in tight spots, as they can be 
shoved into a nonconforming area and 
positioned to catch drips. They hold up 
extremely well!”

  — David D.  PIL201 Customer

“ …catch 
drips in 
tight spots.”

PIG® Absorbent Pillow
Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-9 10+

PIL201 17"W x 21"L x 2"H 16 pillows 32 gal./box $123 $115 $111

PIL204 10"W x 10"L x 2"H 40 pillows 20 gal./box $96 $92 $88

BEST 
SELLER!

PIG® Absorbent Pillow-In-A-Pan
Item # Size Abs. Up To 1-2 3-9 10+

PAN201 10.375"W x 10.375"L x 3"H 12 gal. $112 $106 $100
PAN201 Contents • 24 Pillows • 12 Pans

Got a question about your application? 
Call our Tech Team at 1-800-HOT-HOGS!

PAN201

       Pillow — Highly absorbent pillows have the
capacity for large spills and steady drips.

      Pillow-In-A-Pan — Keep runoff from fully 
saturated pillows off your floor.
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PIG® Absorbent Drip Pan
Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-9 10+

2410PP 10.55"W x 10.5"L x 3"H 24 pans 18 gal./box $154 $145 $135

2410PP-01 10.55"W x 10.5"L x 3"H 12 pans 9 gal./box $90 $88 $79

•  Low-profile drip pan fits underneath drum faucets and other tight 
spaces; wide base won’t tip over like unsturdy coffee cans

•  Soft polypropylene cover catches drips without splashing 
and prevents polypropylene filler from spilling out

•  Highly absorbent polypropylene filler soaks up liquid on contact

•  Ideal for use under leaking drum faucets, spigots and flanges 
to absorb nuisance drips; keeps your floors clean and safe

•  Absorbs and retains oils, coolants, solvents and water

2410PP

PIG Pans are packed with highly 
absorbent, recycled loose filler 
that holds up to 96 oz. of liquid!

40 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.
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THIS IS A 
“SOLUTION?” 

GET EVERY DROP OUT OF YOUR DRUM WITH OUR
DRAIN-IT-ALL DRUM SIPHON (DRM678) 

AT NEWPIG.COM

DRM167
5 gal.

“ The PIG Pan was just the answer for us. 
Not only does it work well, but it looks 
better than the mats or rags we used in 
the past. If, like us, you try to maintain 
your facility in a ‘tour-ready‘ state, I 
strongly recommend using this product.”  

  — Tim W.  2410PP-01 Customer

“ …I strongly 
recommend 
using this 
product.”

BEST 
SELLER!

CLASSIC
BEST 

SELLER!

 Drip Pan — Low-profile pan traps leaks from drum 
faucets, spigots and flanges.



IT’S SCARIER
      WITHOUT THE

BARRIER.

PIG SPILLBLOCKER DIKES
Stop nasty oil spills from creeping down your drain. 
See pages 178–181.
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•   Low-profile pan fits underneath drum faucets and other tight 
spaces; wide base won’t tip over like unsturdy coffee cans

•   Mesh top lets liquid pass into absorbent polyester filler housed 
in a chemical-resistant base

•   Ideal for trapping thick fluids such as paint, glue, resins, 
syrup and varnish

•  Absorbs up to 17 gallons 

•  Includes three kinds of PIG Socks: Original, Blue and Super

•   Includes five different PIG Mat Pads, including Barrel Top Mat, 
in universal and oil-only versions

•   Features one PIG Pan and two PIG Pillows for catching persistent 
drips and adding absorbency to spill cleanup  

PIG® Deluxe Variety Pack
Item # 1+

KIT254 • Absorbs up to 17 gal. $121
KIT254 Contents • 11 Socks • 15 Mat Pads • 4 Barrel Top Mats • 2 Pillows • 1 Pan • 1 Canvas Duffel Bag

PAN202

KIT254

•   Absorbs up to 24 gallons 

•    Contains a user-friendly selection of PIG Socks, Pillows and Mats 
to absorb oils, coolants, solvents and water 

•   Prepacked container provides easy access to contents

PIG® Absorbents in Workstation Box
Item # 1-4 5-8 9+

KIT221 • Absorbs up to 24 gal. $128 $116 $105
KIT221 Contents • 26 Socks • 35 Mat Pads • 6 Pillows 

KIT221

      Variety Pack — Try 14 best-selling 
PIG Absorbents in a FREE duffel bag!

      Thick Liquids Drip Pan — Catch and 
contain paints, glues, resins and more.

 Absorbents in 
Workstation Box — 
Keep them handy for everyday cleanups.
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PIG® Thick Liquids Absorbent Drip Pan
Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-9 10+

PAN202 10.5"W x 10.5"L x 3"H 6 pans 3.52 gal./box $45 $42 $40



DRM167
5 gal.

“We tried several different brands from at least 6 different 
vendors. This product tops them all. Very little dust, it’s 
light, but won’t blow away in outside applications and it 
absorbs faster than anything we’ve tried. New Pig has all 
my shop’s business for absorbent products.“
                           — Mark H.  PLP213-50 Customer

“ …it’s light, but 
won’t blow 
away outside...”

•   Unlike clay, which coats itself in liquid, fast-
wicking cellulose-based kaolin granules 
begin to soak up liquid the moment 
they touch the spill

•   100% recycled content (a by-product of the 
papermaking process); ideal when green 
products are desired or required

•   Silica-free composition does not pose 
the health hazards associated with
breathing in clay dust

•   Lightweight absorbent is easier than clay 
to carry and use without injury

•   Absorbs and retains oils, coolants, 
solvents and water

•   Can be incinerated after use to 
reduce waste or for fuels blending

•   Easy-to-handle pouch (PLP220) is 
perfect for small spills; helps reduce 
injuries from lifting heavy bags of loose

42 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.
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PLP219
Shaker bottle

PLP213-1
40 lb. bag

PIG® Dri Loose Absorbent in Spill Pouch
Item # 1-2 3+

PLP220 • 12 - 3-lb. pouches • Absorbs up to 4.5 gal./box $46 $42
Corrosive Liquids Notice: Not recommended for acids, bases or other corrosive liquids.

PIG® Dri Loose Absorbent
Item # 1-2 3+

PLP213-50 • 50 - 40-lb. Bags • Absorbs up to 250 gal./pallet $413  $382

PLP213-1 • 1 - 40-lb. Bag • Absorbs up to 5 gal./bag $11.75

PLP219 • 4 - 5-lb. Containers • Absorbs up to 2.5 gal./box $45

BEST 
SELLER!

PLP213-1

PLP220

PLP220
Spill pouch

 Dri Loose Absorbent — Highly absorbent granules 
are heavy like clay and won’t blow around.
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PLP218
Universal
multipackPLP201

•   Unlike clay, which is simply coated with liquid, fast-wicking recycled 
cellulose actually soaks up the spill the moment it touches 
the liquid

•   Three times more absorbent means you’ll use less material on the 
spill, reducing your labor and disposal costs

•   Silica-free composition is nonabrasive and does not pose the 
health hazards associated with breathing in clay dust

•   Nonabrasive composition won’t harm finished floors or damage 
expensive machinery

•   Lightweight absorbent is easier than clay to carry and use 
without injury

•  Absorbs and retains oils, coolants, solvents and water

•   Bag features a built-in handle for easy 
portability, handling and dispersal

•   Recycled cellulose is ideal when 
green products are desired or required

LITE-DRI VS. CLAY? 
THERE’S NO COMPARISON!

Number of bags needed
 Lite-Dri ���� = 5.5
 Clay ���������= 10

Dry weight of absorbent
 Lite-Dri ����� = 121 lbs.
 Clay ��������������= 500 lbs.

Used absorbent & liquid
 Lite-Dri ��= 1 drum
 Clay ����= 2 drums

Disposal costa

 Lite-Dri ������= $600b

 Clay ��������������= $1,800c

Total costs (material, disposal)

 Lite-Dri �������= $696
 Clay ���������������= $1,991

Use PIG Lite-Dri and save $1,295!
 

a  Whether you use incineration or landfill, savings are 50% because you 
dispose of 50% less volume.

b  This is because of higher Btu potential and lower ash content of Lite-Dri 
Absorbent.

c  $900/drum for 2 drums.

What happens when we put 
PIG Lite-Dri Absorbent against clay 
on a 45-gallon spill? Lite-Dri 
Absorbent wins hands down!

ORDER A PALLET (54 BAGS) OF PLP201 OR PLP218 FOR MAXIMUM FREIGHT SAVINGS!

PIG® Lite-Dri® Loose Absorbent
Item # 1-9 10-53 54+

PLP201 • 1 - 22-lb. Bag • Absorbs up to 8 gal./bag $17.50  $16.40  $13.45

Item # 1-6 7-19 20+

PLP218 • 8 - 5-lb. Bags • Absorbs up to 12 gal./box $52 $49 $46
Corrosive Liquids Notice: Not recommended for acids, bases or other corrosive liquids.

BEST 
SELLER!
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BEST 
SELLER!

 Lite-Dri Loose Absorbent — Lighter and easier to 
carry than clay, plus it absorbs up to 3X more!
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•   Helps reduce slips and falls by quickly absorbing spills and removing liquid residue that can 
leave floors slick and dangerous

•   Fine, granular absorbent gets into cracks and crevices to help remove 
trapped liquids; removes slippery sheen from surfaces

•    Quickly absorbs oils, coolants, solvents, water, paint or viscous liquids

•   Specially formulated to minimize dust

•    Highly absorbent; you use less and save

•    Lightweight and easy to handle; bag has gusseted sides for easy pouring

PLP900-1

PIG® Sheen Clean® Loose Absorbent
Item # 1-2 3+

PLP900-50 • 50 - 10-lb. Bags • Absorbs up to 400 gal./pallet $690  $638

PLP900-1 • 1 - 10-lb. Bag • Absorbs up to 8 gal./bag $16.50

Notice: Not for use with hydrofluoric acid.

 PIG Sheen Clean Loose  
 Absorbent SCOF Test
Surface Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Avg.

Dry Concrete .84 .80 .81 .82

Oily Concrete .43 .36 .21 .33

Oily Concrete 
Cleaned with 
PIG Sheen 
Clean Loose 
Absorbent

.80 .74 .77 .77

To show how well PIG Sheen Clean 
Loose Absorbent cleans up oily sheen 
on concrete floors, we used the BOT-
3000 Binary Output Tribometer 
Universal Walkway Tester to measure 
the Static Coefficient of Friction 
(SCOF). High SCOF numbers mean a 
higher traction surface; low numbers 
indicate a slippery surface.

Sheen Clean shines in tests! 

We measured the SCOF on dry 
concrete, oily concrete and oily 
concrete cleaned with Sheen Clean. 
There was a dramatic increase in 
SCOF when the oily concrete was 
cleaned with PIG Sheen Clean 
Loose Absorbent. It picked up the 
oily residue and also restored the 
surface to nearly its original 
condition! 

SHEEN CLEAN HELPS 
PREVENT SLIPS AND FALLS!

 Sheen Clean Loose Absorbent — 
Removes slippery sheen from all surfaces.

Surround the spill with Sheen Clean Loose; it 
quickly absorbs spills and any liquid residue.

Then just sweep it up: it’s lightweight and 
specially formulated to minimize dust.
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•   100% chemically inert #2 vermiculite 
absorbs a broad range of liquids, 
yet adds very little weight to the 
shipping container

•   Flows into cracks and crevices to 
create a snug fit between 
container and overpack

Loose Packing Absorbent — Provides a 
cushion between a container and overpack.

PLP205

PLP206

Loose Packing Absorbent
Item # 1-4 5-26 27+

PLP206 • 18-lb. Bag • Absorbs up to 5.7 gal./bag $41  $39  $29

•   Packing the power of PIG Mat in a loose absorbent, this pulp can be 
used in a variety of applications 

•   Fast-wicking PIG Mat material cleans up spills fast, reducing the 
risk of environmental contamination

•   Nonabrasive composition will not harm 
floors or expensive machinery; 
silica-free

PIG® Absorbent Mat Pulp
Item # 1+

PLP205 • 12.5-lb. Bag • Absorbs up to 23 gal./bag $63

 Mat Pulp — Our most absorbent loose!

•   Unique blend of select corncob effectively absorbs four times its 
weight in oil- and water-based liquids

•   Coarse texture is great for use with thick liquids like paint, glue, 
resins, syrup, varnish and more

•   Nonabrasive composition will not harm floors or expensive 
machinery; silica-free

 Loose Cob — Fine granular absorbent 
finds cracks, corners and porous surfaces.

PIG® Loose Cob Absorbent
Item # 1+

PLP216 • 25-lb. Bag • Absorbs up to 12.5 gal./bag $21BEST 
SELLER!

SEE OUR SELECTION OF 
OVERPACKS ON 
PAGES 360–362.
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Loose cob absorbent is light and easy 
to clean up!  

PLP216
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Oil-only absorbents are naturally water-repellent. They should be your fi rst choice for any application — 
indoors or out — where you need to soak up oil but don’t want to waste absorbency on water. Use for any 
oil- or hydrocarbon-based liquids including:

What is Oil-Only?

• Motor oil
• Hydraulic oil

•  Cutting oil
• Diesel fuel

• Synthetic oils
•  Vehicle fl uids

•  Vegetable fl uids
• Oil-based solvents
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OIL-ONLY ABSORBENTS 
Soak up oily leaks and spills without wasting 
absorbency on water.

World’s

#1
Absorbent

Brand



PIG Oil-Only Mat
Clean up oily leaks and spills without 
taking in a drop of water. Lasts 2X 
longer than ordinary mats.

See pages 48–49

PIG Stat Mat Pads 
and Rolls
The ONLY absorbent mat for fuels and 
solvents that’s proven to dissipate static.

See page 53

PIG Oil-Only 
Absorbent Sock
The best outdoor sock you can buy for 
oily spills on land — UV resistant up 
to one year.

See page 58

PIG Sump Skimmer
Keep sumps, tanks and bilges oil-free with 
easy-to-retrieve PIG Sump Skimmers.

See page 61

PIG Oil-Only
Absorbent Boom
Works in all conditions to confine and 
absorb oil spills on land or water. 

See pages 62–63

PIG Skimmer Pillow
High-capacity pillows keep pulling in oil 
in jobs where a mat just isn’t enough.

See page 67

PIG Peat Absorbent
Our best loose absorbent for cleaning up 
oil that was spilled on soil.

See page 68

Q:  Will the oil-only mats absorb diesel fuel?

A:   Yes! PIG Oil-Only Mat absorbs all fuels and oil-based liquids 
including hydrocarbon-based, vegetable-based and synthetic oils 
and solvents. If static is a concern, choose PIG Stat Mat (page 53).

Q:  Can I use oil-only mats to fi lter oil out of water? 

A:  No. Oil-only mats will remove free-fl oating oil-based liquids from 
the surface of water or in the rain, but they won’t fi lter oil out of 
water or demulsify an oil/water solution. For oil fi ltration products, 
see pages 289–295.

Q:  Are the mats safe to use around jet fuel and other 
fl ammable liquids? 

A:   PIG Stat-Mat Pads and Rolls (see page 53) are specially treated 
to reduce the risk of electrostatic discharge when working with 
fl ammables and consistently dissipate static per NFPA 99 criteria in 
0.05 seconds or less. Our new static-dissipative socks are available 
on page N5.

Frequently asked questions:
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ater

WATER REPELLENT. 
OIL OBSESSED. 

applications where PIG Oil-Only 
Absorbents are most effective:3

1.  On water — Our oil-only socks, booms, mats and pillows 
fl oat on the surface so you can control even large waterborne 
oil spills. They won’t sink, even if they’re soaked!

2.  In the rain — Raindrops bounce right off our oil-only 
products for easy, effective outdoor cleanups. Don’t waste 
absorbency on a puddle of water when you can just skim the 
oil off the top.

3.  Just oil — Indoors or out, if you know you’re only cleaning up 
fuels or oil-based liquids, PIG Oil-Only Absorbents can 
maximize effi ciency and save you money.  

BEST-SELLERS

MAT403

MAT214

SKM210

SKM413

BOM304

PIL203

PIL404

MAT401
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Oil hates water and so does PIG Oil-Only Mat! 
Watch them go at it:
newpig.com/oil-absorbent-mat-video

EXPERT ADVICE



MAT403

48 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.
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Eight layers of melt-blown 
polypropylene make PIG Mat the 
toughest mat on the market!

Superior 
technology 
inside 
and out

•   Eight layers of 100% polypropylene are thermally bonded to make PIG 
Mat the strongest mat on the market; won’t rip, tear or fray even 
when saturated

•   Highly absorbent, fine-fiber construction won’t leave behind 
liquids or fiber residue

•   Absorbs and retains oil-based liquids — including lubricants — 
without taking in a drop of water

•   Exclusive dimple pattern speeds wicking of liquid throughout mat 
for faster, easier cleanup

•   Bright white color makes absorbed oil easier to see; draws 
attention to machine leaks and clearly shows saturation level during 
spill response

•  Floats to clean up spills on water

•   Can be wrung out and incinerated after use to reduce waste or for 
fuels blending

•   Flame-resistant material won’t burn immediately like untreated 
cellulose mats; melts when exposed to high heat while on the job

•   Pads are ideal for catching drips and soaking up spills

•   Rolls are ideal for covering large areas and soaking up leaks 
and overspray

•   Easy-tear perforations let you take only what you need, so you use 
less mat and save money

TOP 10
BEST 

SELLER!

LOVES OIL
HATES WATER.

EXCLUSIVE!

 Oil-Only Mat — Absorbs oil-based liquids, repels 
water. Lasts 2X longer than ordinary mats!
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PIG Oil-Only Mat Pads absorb oil-based liquids but not water.

PIG® Poly-Back Oil-Only Absorbent Mat
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Heavy MAT498 31"W x 75'L 1 roll 20.5 gal./bag $107 $102 $96

MAT440

MAT498

MAT403

•   Clear poly backing prevents absorbed liquids from reaching 
floors, counters or other surfaces

•   Place over a spill with poly-back side up to suppress 
potentially harmful, flammable or irritating vapors

•  Plus all the features of PIG Oil-Only Absorbent Mat

 Poly-Back Oil-Only Absorbent Mat — 
An extra layer of clear poly backing 
prevents liquids from reaching floors. 

MAT401

MAT425

MAT403
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PIG® Oil-Only Absorbent Mat Pads
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Light MAT423 15"W x 20"L 200 pads 22 gal./bag $79 $71 $61
Medium MAT460 15"W x 20"L 125 pads 21.7 gal./bag $79 $71 $61

MAT455 15"W x 20"L 100 pads 18 gal./bag $65 $56 $54
Heavy MAT426 30"W x 30"L 50 pads 33.3 gal./bag $149 $142 $123

MAT403 15"W x 20"L 100 pads 22 gal./bag $79 $71 $61

MAT415 15"W x 20"L 50 pads 11 gal./bag $44 $42 $38

PIG® Oil-Only Absorbent Mat Pads in Dispenser Box
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Light MAT485 15"W x 20"L 200 pads 22 gal./box $81 $73 $63
Medium MAT454 15"W x 20"L 100 pads 17 gal./box $67 $62 $56
Heavy MAT440 15"W x 20"L 100 pads 22 gal./box $81 $73 $63

PIG® Oil-Only Absorbent Mat Rolls
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Light MAT419 30"W x 300'L 1 roll 40.2 gal./bag $136 $122 $112

MAT462 30"W x 150'L 1 roll 20.1 gal./bag $75 $68 $61

MAT441 15"W x 300'L 2 rolls 41 gal./bag $136 $121 $112
Medium MAT461 30"W x 200'L 1 roll 42.5 gal./bag $136 $122 $112

MAT458 30"W x 150'L 1 roll 32 gal./bag $102 $94 $86

MAT446 15"W x 150'L 1 roll 16.5 gal./bag $61 $54 $50
Heavy MAT401 30"W x 150'L 1 roll 40.2 gal./bag $136 $122 $112

MAT424 24"W x 150'L 1 roll 32.4 gal./bag $108 $98 $90
MAT425 15"W x 150'L 2 rolls 40.2 gal./bag $136 $122 $112

PIG® Oil-Only Absorbent Mat Rolls in Dispenser Box
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Light MAT427 10"W x 100'L 2 rolls 9 gal./box $67 $64 $56

BEST 
SELLER!

BEST 
SELLER!



 
HIDE THE GRIME 
FOR A LONGER TIME

MAT530

•   Brown color blends in with most environments for both indoor and 
outdoor use; hides grime, so mat stays on the job longer

•   Eight layers of 100% polypropylene are thermally bonded to make 
PIG Mat the strongest mat on the market; won’t rip, tear or fray 
even when saturated

•   Exclusive dimple pattern speeds wicking throughout mat for faster, 
easier cleanup

•   Highly absorbent, fine-fiber construction won’t leave behind 
liquids or fiber residue

•   Absorbs and retains oil-based liquids — including lubricants — 
without taking in a drop of water

•  Floats to clean up spills on water

•   Can be wrung out and incinerated after use to reduce waste or for 
fuels blending

•   Flame-resistant material won’t burn immediately like untreated 
cellulose mats; melts when exposed to high heat while on the job

•   Pads are ideal for catching drips and soaking up spills

•   Rolls are ideal for covering large areas and soaking up leaks and 
overspray

•   Dispenser box makes mat easy to access, carry and store while 
protecting contents from dirt and moisture

•   Easy-tear perfs let you take only what you need; use less mat and 
save money

50 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.
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Eight layers of melt-blown 
polypropylene make PIG Mat the 
toughest mat on the market!

Superior 
technology 
inside 
and out

 Brown Oil-Only Mat — Our oil-loving brown mat 
hates water, hides grime and works indoors or out.



MAT520

MAT540
MAT503

MAT530
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ater

DRM167
5 gal.

“Our auto repair shop has a waste oil 
furnace and waste oil tanks. We put 
mats around tanks to catch spills or drips 
during fill or transfer. We also use them 
under service lifts and towed wrecks. 
They save our lot, prevent runoff, and 
keep the shop clean.“
    — Christopher S.  MAT540 Customer

“ …catch 
spills during 
fill and 
transfer…”

Compact your saturated absorbents to 
save on disposal and reclaim used oil. 
See our PIG Waste Compactor 
on page 297.

PIG® Brown Oil-Only Absorbent Mat Pads
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Light MAT504 15"W x 20"L 200 pads 22 gal./bag $104 $96 $85
Medium MAT502 15"W x 20"L 125 pads 21.7 gal./bag $102 $95 $84

MAT560 15"W x 20"L 100 pads 17 gal./bag $79 $74 $65
Heavy MAT503 15"W x 20"L 100 pads 22 gal./bag $102 $95 $84

PIG® Brown Oil-Only Absorbent Mat Pads in Dispenser Box
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Light MAT577 15"W x 20"L 200 pads 22 gal./box $104 $97 $86
Medium MAT554 15"W x 20"L 100 pads 17 gal./box $81 $75 $66
Heavy MAT540 15"W x 20"L 100 pads 22 gal./box $104 $97 $86

PIG® Brown Oil-Only Absorbent Mat Rolls
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Light MAT525 30"W x 300'L 1 roll 40.2 gal./bag $180 $168 $146

MAT545 24"W x 300'L 1 roll 32.4 gal./bag $145 $136 $117

MAT546 15"W x 300'L 2 rolls 41 gal./bag $187 $173 $150
Medium MAT501 30"W x 200'L 1 roll 42.5 gal./bag $176 $165 $143
Heavy MAT530 30"W x 150'L 1 roll 40.2 gal./bag $176 $165 $143

MAT502-01 24"W x 150'L 1 roll 32.4 gal./bag $143 $134 $115
MAT520 15"W x 150'L 2 rolls 40.2 gal./bag $176 $165 $143

Need to chat about a mat? 
Call our Tech Team at 1-800-HOT-HOGS!

PIG Brown Oil-Only Mat floats to clean up oil spills on water. Its 
grime-hiding color blends in, making it less noticeable!

MAT503

BEST 
SELLER!

BEST 
SELLER!
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Oil hates water and so does PIG Oil-Only Mat! 
Watch them go at it:
newpig.com/oil-absorbent-mat-video

EXPERT ADVICE
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•  Extra perforations allow you to easily ”rip” this PIG Mat and ”fit” 
it to your application without cutting

•  Eight-layer construction is the strongest on the market!  

•  Absorbs and retains oil-based liquids — including lubricants — 
without taking in a drop of water

•   Bright white color makes absorbed oil easier to see; draws 
attention to machine leaks and clearly shows saturation level during 
spill response

10"

20"

3.75"

Tear at the perfs to create the right mat size 
for any area.

MAT442

MAT442

•   360° swivel-head aluminum mop allows you to clean against 
walls, in tight corners, underneath machinery and in other 
hard-to-reach places

•   Disposable PIG Oil-Only Pads have a textured outer layer that firmly 
grips hook-closure mophead and holds it in place

•  Handle telescopes from 401⁄2"L to 69"L for extended reach

•  Wring out pad to reclaim or dispose of oil; no laundering required

•   Replacement pads (RFL631) sold separately

Textured pads attach 
to fabric on mophead.

TLS631

•   Skim tramp oil off coolant to save money on disposal and costly 
coolant replacement

•   Durable quilted pads float in tank at coolant level; won’t sink, even 
if detergents or soaps are present

Quilted layers won’t 
easily pull apart.SKM221
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 Rip-&-Fit Oil-Only Mat — Create a 
custom size to fit your workspace and 
reduce waste. 

PIG® Rip-&-Fit® Oil-Only Absorbent Mat Roll
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Heavy MAT443 15"W x 150'L 1 roll 19.6 gal./bag $91 $85 $79

MAT442 15"W x 60'L 1 roll 7.9 gal./box $49 $43 $38

PIG® Coolant Skimming Pads
Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-4 5-11 12+

SKM221 11"W x 14"L 20 pads 1.25 gal./box $110 $106 $100

 Coolant Skimming Pads —  Remove 
oils from coolants in the presence 
of detergents. 

PIG® Oil-Only Mop System
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1+

Heavy TLS631 9"W x 19"L 1/box 1.75 gal./box $92
TLS631 Contents • 1 Handle with head • 12 Oil-Only Mop Pads

Refi ll for PIG® Oil-Only Mop System
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1+

Heavy RFL631 9"W x 19"L 12 pads 1.75 gal./box $21

 Oil-Only Mop System — Clean up an 
oily mess without bending or stooping. 

BEST 
SELLER!



EXCLUSIVE!

MAT214

•  Stat-Mat Pads and Rolls pass NFPA 99 standards for static decay 
and surface resistivity; perfect for fueling areas and solvent cleanup

•   Reduces the risk of electrostatic discharge; a critical 
precaution around flammable liquids and vapors

•  Absorbs and retains oils and fuels — including acetone, 
benzene, gasoline, toluene, xylene, mineral spirits and jet fuels — 
without taking in a drop of water

�   Helps you comply with 29 CFR 1910.106(h)(7)(i)(a) for preventing 
static that could ignite flammable vapors

Packaged in special bags that 
dissipate static charge buildup 
for sensitive environments; bright 
pink color is easily distinguishable 
to prevent improper use or pilfering.
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Absorbs fuels and oil-based liquids, but not w
ater

PIG® Stat-Mat® Absorbent Mat Pads
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Light MAT215 15"W x 20"L 200 pads 22 gal./bag $121 $111 $99
Heavy MAT214 15"W x 20"L 100 pads 22 gal./bag $121 $111 $99

MAT414 15"W x 20"L 50 pads 11 gal./bag $65 $62 $52

PIG® Stat-Mat® Absorbent Mat Rolls
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Light MAT418 30"W x 300'L 1 roll 40.2 gal./bag $200 $182 $167
Heavy MAT402 30"W x 150'L 1 roll 40.2 gal./bag $200 $182 $167

MAT420 15"W x 150'L 2 rolls 40.2 gal./bag $200 $182 $167

MAT214

BEST 
SELLER!

MAT402

SKM700
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Read why you need PIG Stat-Mat Absorbents for 
fl ammables: newpig.com/nostatic

EXPERT ADVICE

PIG Static-
Dissipative 
Absorbent Sock
The ONLY absorbent 
sock for fuels and 
solvents proven to 
dissipate static. 
See it on page N5.

 Stat-Mat — The ONLY absorbent mat for fuels and 
solvents proven to dissipate static. 

NEW!
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•   The grime-hiding top layer lets you leave the mat in place longer and 
save money; stands up to heavy foot traffic, and won’t rip, 
tear, fray or create a trip hazard, even when saturated

•   Fast-wicking ”diaper action” transfers liquids from the tough, 
spunbond top layer into the absorbent inner layers

•   Under the Ham-O top layer is the proven eight-layer, 100% 
polypropylene construction of PIG Mat

•   Absorbs and retains oil-based liquids, not water
NOTE:  Ham-O Mat is not recommended for absorbing solvents or corrosive 
liquids that may affect the printed pattern.

MAT437

•   Exclusive 4 in 1 Mat is a pad, roll, sock 
and wiper all in one

•   Use as a pad to catch drips and soak up 
oil-based spills; roll out to cover large 
areas; fold along score lines to make a 
thick, absorbent ”sock”; tear off a piece 
to use as a low-lint wiper

•   Eight-layer, 100% polypropylene 
PIG Mat construction

•   Scuff-resistant, spunbond outer layer 
resists wear and tear, even under 
heavy foot traffic or abrasive conditions

•   Highly absorbent, fine-fiber construction 
won’t leave behind liquids or
fiber residue

IT’S A PAD!

IT’S A SOCK!

IT’S A ROLL!

IT’S A WIPER!

1 2

3 4

 4 in 1 Oil-Only Mat — Our most versatile mat is like 
four products in one.

Eight layers of polypropylene and a 
spunbond top provide absorbency 
and wear resistance.

Superior technology 
inside and out

PIG® 4 in 1® Oil-Only Absorbent Mat Roll
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Medium MAT435 16"W x 150'L 1 roll 17.4 gal./bag $134 $124 $110

PIG® 4 in 1® Oil-Only Absorbent Mat Roll in Dispenser Box
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Medium MAT484 16"W x 80'L 1 roll 9.2 gal./box $79 $72 $65
Patent 5,888,604; 5,597,418

PIG® Ham-O® Oil-Only Absorbent Mat Rolls
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Heavy MAT437 32"W x 150'L 1 roll 47.4 gal./bag $229 $220 $208

MAT436 16"W x 150'L 2 rolls 47.4 gal./bag $229 $220 $208

 Ham-O Oil-Only Mat — Exclusive “hamouflage” top layer makes absorbed oily grime 
invisible so you can keep the mat down longer.

EXCLUSIVE!

BEST 
SELLER!



•   16 layers of polypropylene are thermally bonded to form a highly 
absorbent mat capable of drinking up huge volumes of oily liquid

•  Extremeweight Fat Mat construction is ideal for jobs that require 
long life and high capacity

•  Tough, spunbond top layer stands up to heavy foot traffic; 
won’t rip, tear, fray or create a trip hazard, even when saturated

•  Fast-wicking ”diaper action” transfers liquids into the absorbent inner 
layers to keep moisture away from surface

•  Absorbs and retains oil-based liquids — including lubricants — 
without taking in a drop of water

•  Perforations let you take only what you need; white color makes 
it easy to see how much capacity the mat has remaining

MAT4101 
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Absorbs oil-based liquids, but not w
ater

Spunbond polypropylene 
adds walk-on durability.

Sixteen layers of melt-
blown polypropylene make 
PIG Fat Mat extremely 
absorbent.

Superior 
technology 
inside and out

 Oil-Only Fat Mat— Double-thick, 
so it absorbs more, lasts longer.

PIG® Fat Mat® Oil-Only 
Absorbent Mat Pads in Dispenser Box
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Heavy MAT4101 16"W x 20"L 50 pads 22 gal./box $84 $77 $65

PIG® Fat Mat® Oil-Only Absorbent Mat Roll
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Heavy MAT4102 32"W x 75'L 1 roll 40 gal./bag $141 $136 $118
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BEST 
SELLER!

Oil hates water and so does PIG Oil-Only Mat. 
Watch them go at it:
newpig.com/oil-absorbent-mat-video

EXPERT ADVICE

WANT A FREE FAT MAT SAMPLE? 
CALL 1-800-468-4647 OR ENTER THE 
PRODUCT NUMBER AT NEWPIG.COM
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•    Weighted drip pad system stays where 
you put it; even in wind

•   Pad holder accepts PIG Oil-Only 
UV-Resistant Mat Pads (included) to 
absorb oil-based liquids but not water

•   Extra-large surface area provides more 
coverage than standard mat pads 

•   Mat pads resist UV rays for up to 
12 months

�   Helps you comply with SPCC and 
Stormwater Regs

PVC holder stops 
oil from soaking 
through to the 
ground.

Oil-Only UV-Resistant Mat 
Pads absorb oil-based 
liquids outdoors.PAK228

PAD202

•   Tough vinyl-coated holder with sewn-on 
mesh screen and bermed edge acts as a 
nonabsorbent barrier and keeps 
fluids from penetrating the ground

•   Includes PIG Oil-Only Mat Pads; refills 
sold separately (MAT415, MAT497)

•  Tough spunbond top layer won’t rip, tear or fray and is UV resistant 
up to 12 months

•  Provides long-term outdoor use without degradation

•  Heavyweight mat features proven eight-layer PIG Mat construction

•  Absorbs and retains oil-based liquids — including lubricants — 
without taking in a drop of water

•  Bright white color makes absorbed oil easier to see

• Floats to clean up spills on water

MAT4107

PIG® Oil-Only UV-Resistant Absorbent Mat Pads
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Heavy MAT4105 16"W x 20"L 100 pads 22 gal./bag $126 $113 $102

PIG® Oil-Only UV-Resistant Absorbent Mat Rolls
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Heavy MAT4107 32"W x 150'L 1 roll 40 gal./bag $214 $206 $199

 Oil-Only UV-Resistant Mat — Leave it in the sun for up to 
12 months. It won’t disintegrate!

 Outdoor Drip Pad — Hot sun or strong winds won’t 
stop this pad system from doing its job.

 Leak and Drip Pad —
Holds a mat to catch oil.

BEST 
SELLER!

PIG® Outdoor Drip Pad System
Item # 1+

PAK228 • Heavyweight • 61"W x 61"L $181
PAK227 • Heavyweight • 30"W x 74"L $112
PAK226 • Heavyweight • 30"W x 52"L $98

Refi ll for 
PIG® Outdoor Drip Pad System
Item # 1+

MAT4306 • Heavyweight • 29"W x 58.75"L 
6 pads/bag $37

MAT4305 • Heavyweight • 28"W x 72.5"L 
3 pads/bag $25

MAT4304 • Heavyweight • 28"W x 48.5"L 
3 pads/bag $21

PIG® Leak and Drip Pad
Item # 1+

PAD203 • Heavy • 24" W x 36"L • 1 unit
Abs. up to 2 gal./box $108

PAD202 • Heavy • 21" W x 23"L • 1 unit
Abs. up to 1 gal./box $67

PAD203 & PAD202 Contents • 1 Leak and Drip Pad • 5 Mat Pads

Refi ll for PIG® Leak and Drip Pad
Item # 1-2 3-6 7+

MAT497 • Heavy
20" W x 30"L • 5 pads
Abs. up to 2 gal./box

$20 $18 $16

MAT415 • Heavy 
15" W x 20"L • 50 pads
Abs. up to 11 gal./bag

$44 $42 $38



PIG® Oil-Only Railroad Absorbent Mat
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Heavy MAT465 59"W x 100'L 1 roll 60 gal./bag $478 $456 $433

MAT466 19"W x 100'L 2 rolls 41 gal./bag $358 $341 $324
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Absorbs oil-based liquids, but not w
ater

•   Heavy-duty three-layer tarp ensures oily leaks and drips never 
reach the ground; use for outdoor equipment maintenance or storage

•   Top layer is constructed with a tough geotextile fabric that’s needle 
punched for added durability

•   Highly absorbent polypropylene middle layer traps oil-based 
liquids but lets rainwater evaporate

•   Impermeable bottom barrier film prevents liquids from leaching 
into ground

•   UV resistant and reusable

•   MAT467 is customizable; material is pretaped on one side 
with hook closures to easily attach another section

•   MAT444 and MAT445 feature brass corner grommets for 
tying in place MAT467

Tarp system lets you create 
custom widths. 

Precut ground tarps 
catch leaks during 
maintenance; 
MAT444 and 
MAT445 feature 
brass corner 
grommets for 
tying in place.

MAT466

MAT465

•   Heavy-duty, three-ply mat is designed specifically to absorb 
oil-based liquids during railyard maintenance

•  Top layer is constructed with a tough geotextile fabric that’s needle 
punched for added durability; UV resistant for outdoor use

•  Highly absorbent polypropylene middle layer traps oils but allows 
rainwater to evaporate

•  Impermeable bottom barrier film prevents liquids from leaching 
into the ground

MAT465

MAT466

BEST 
SELLER!

 Oil-Only Railroad Mat — Three-ply mat protects the 
ground from oil-based liquids during railyard maintenance.

 Ground Tarp System — Keep oily leaks off the ground 
with our durable barrier.
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PIG® Absorbent Ground Tarp System
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3+

Heavy MAT467 59"W x 80'L 1 roll 48 gal./bag $482 $457

PIG® Absorbent Ground Tarp
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3+

Heavy MAT444 5'W x 5'L 1 pad 3 gal./bag $67 $64

MAT445 10'W x 10'L 1 pad 12 gal./bag $181 $170



SKM210
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•  Moldable socks hug corners and surround machine bases to absorb 
leaks, contain puddles and keep workers safe

•  Cellulose filler is hydrophobic — absorbs oil-based liquids but 
not water — in a variety of environments

•  Polypropylene skin resists tearing; reduces dust and holds in 
liquid, even when saturated

•  Ideal for use on land, but also floats to clean up oil spills 
on water

•  Attached string conveniently allows socks to be tied down, 
tied together or dipped in noncorrosive wash baths

•  Skin is UV resistant up to 12 months; meets 
NFPA 99 standards for static decay

•  95% recycled content is ideal when green 
products are desired or required 

Also 
packed in
PIG Spill

Kits!
See pages
105–115.

BEST 
SELLER!

 Oil-Only Sock — A full year of UV resistance makes 
PIG the best outdoor sock you can buy.

DRM167
5 gal.

“ Delivery was super fast. The socks are 
easy to use just about anywhere. They 
bend or can be tied together for the 
shape and length you need. And, they 
get the job done. We’ll be purchasing 
these again and again.“

  — Mindy R.  SKM210 Customer

“ …easy to 
use, and 
they get the 
job done...”

PIG® Oil-Only Absorbent Sock
Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-4 5-11 12+

SKM210 Ext. Dia. 3" x 4'L 12 socks 12 gal./box $72 $70 $68BEST 
SELLER!

PIG Oil-Only Socks are effective 
at absorbing oil-based liquids 
on land and float to clean up oil 
spills on water outdoors.

WANT A FREE SOCK SAMPLE? 
CALL 1-800-468-4647 OR ENTER THE 
PRODUCT NUMBER AT NEWPIG.COM
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Absorbs oil-based liquids, but not w
ater

•   Proprietary filler blends high-capacity recycled cellulose with a 
copolymer that pulls in thin, “rainbow” sheens of oil

•  Ideal for long-term deployment to remove sheen from oil spills or 
absorb residue in retention ponds, catch basins, tanks and more

•  Polypropylene skin resists tearing; reduces dust and holds in liquid, 
even when saturated

•  Attached string for tying socks down, together or dipping into tanks

•  Absorbs and retains oil-based liquids — including lubricants — 
without taking in a drop of water

•   Skin is UV resistant up to 12 months; provides long-term outdoor 
use without degradation

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 122.26 Stormwater Regulations

�   Helps you comply with 40 CFR 112.7 SPCC Regulations

•   Designed for use indoors, these socks absorb a variety of oils, 
solvents, food-grade oils and other hydrocarbons, but not a 
drop of water

•  Economical design for general, daily use, compared to socks for 
specialty applications

•   Tan color hides grime to stay on the job longer; discourages 
changeouts before sock is saturated

•   95% recycled content is ideal when you want or need to purchase 
green products

•  Filler is a mixture of pre- and postconsumer hydrophobic newsprint 
NOTE: Not for continuous outdoor use.

BOM600

 Sheen Clean Sock — Cleans up thin, oily residue floating 
on water that other absorbents leave behind.

 Oil-Only Maintenance Sock — Soak up oil-based liquid 
indoors with our 95% recycled-content sock.

PIG® Sheen Clean® Oil-Only Absorbent Sock
Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

SKM601 Ext. Dia. 3" x 10'L 6 socks 15 gal./box $209 $198 $194

SKM600 Ext. Dia. 3" x 48"L 12 socks 12 gal./box $166 $156 $152

PIG® Sheen Clean® Oil-Only Boom
Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

BOM600 Ext. Dia. 5" x 10'L 4 booms 24 gal./bag $319 $309 $303

BEST 
SELLER!
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SKM500

SKM500

PIG® Oil-Only Maintenance Absorbent Sock
Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-4 5-11 12+

SKM500 Ext. Dia. 3" x 48"L 30 socks 30 gal./box $121 $119 $115

See what makes PIG Socks cleaner, safer and 
fl at-out better than clay: newpig.com/sockvideo

EXPERT ADVICE



•   Design is a hybrid 
of round socks 
and flat pillows; 
hugs walls, machine 
bases and uneven 
ground to absorb 
and contain oil-
based leaks, drips 
and spills, but no 
water  

•   Low-profile design 
puts more material 
in contact with the 
ground for better 
diking and max 
saturation  

•    Polypropylene skin 
resists tearing; 
reduces dust and 
holds in liquid, even 
when saturated

•  Skin is UV 
resistant up to 
12 months; meets 
NFPA 99 standards 
for static decay

SKM414

 Flat Oil-Only Sock — UV-resistant flat sock 
has a wider surface area for oily drips outdoors.

PIG® Flat Oil-Only Absorbent Sock
Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-4 5-11 12+

SKM414 6"W x 4'L x 2"H 8 socks 16 gal./box $99 $93 $86

60 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.
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•  Tough, chemical-resistant polypropylene skin and filler absorb 
oil-based liquids but repel water-based liquids

•   Ideal for skimming oil off acid or caustic baths or in other 
acidic environments

•  Meets NFPA 99 standards for static decay

•  Attached string allows socks to be tied down, tied together 
or dipped into tanks

•  Socks float for easy retrieval

104PS

PIG® Skimmer Oil-Only Absorbent Sock
Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-4 5-11 12+

SKM203 Ext. Dia. 3" x 10'L 6 socks 15 gal./box $177 $171 $163

104PS Ext. Dia. 3" x 48"L 10 socks 10 gal./box $122 $116 $110

 Skimmer Sock — Skim and absorb surface oil from acid 
baths or other caustic environments.

SKM203

BEST 
SELLER!

Ever buy a bag of cat 
litter for your site 
because you were out 
of floor sweep?
It’s the same grit.
Do yourself a favor — 
take the floor sweep 
home and use it in the 
kitty box. Because that’s 
where it really belongs. 

DITCH THE GRIT.
PICK UP PIG MAT!

RAISE YOUR HAND 
IF YOU KNOW 

WHERE FLOOR 
SWEEP BELONGS.



 •   Simply lower floating skimmer into any water-based liquid to 
absorb oil-based liquids without taking in water

•   Bright white color makes absorbed oil easier to see; clearly 
shows saturation level

•   Can be incinerated after use to reduce waste or for 
fuels blending

•   SKM400, SKM401 and SKM404 meet NFPA 99 standards for 
static decay
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Absorbs oil-based liquids, but not w
ater

DRM167
5 gal.

“ Your skimmers and oil-only products 
saved our bacon many times during 
surprise environmental regulators’ visits. 
They were impressed with how they 
absorb all the oil and don’t drip any 
while being retrieved from the sump.“

 — Robert B.  SKM400 Customer

“ …oil-only 
products 
saved our 
bacon...”

•   Rigid polypropylene case with large apertures keeps small-diameter 
sock in direct contact with liquids at all times for max efficiency

•   Design prevents bunching or bending when lowered into spaces 
as tight as 2" wide

•   Perfect for soaking up unwanted oil-based fluids 
that collect in monitoring wells, tanks, 
bilges, underground substations, 
stormwater drains and other 
limited-access applications

Eyelet on each end lets 
you attach ropes and 
weights (not included).

SKM413

PIG Monitoring Well Skimming Socks are 
just the right size for keeping an eye on 
well maintenance. 

SKM415

SKM404

SKM415

PIG® Rigid Monitoring Well Sock
Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-9 10+

SKM415 Ext. Dia. 1.5" x 23"L 12 socks 1.7 gal./box $147 $139 $132

 Rigid Monitoring Sock — Small- 
diameter sock lets you know if there’s 
oil in your monitoring well.

 Sump Skimmer — Perfectly sized to pull oil out of your 
sumps, tanks and bilges.

Tie skimmer to grate with a rope (not included) for easy retrieval 
during inspections and changeouts.

PIG® Sump Skimmer
Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-9 10+

SKM413 Ext. Dia. 8" x 30"L 6 socks 20 gal./box $149 $142 $138

SKM412 Ext. Dia. 5" x 30"L 6 socks 9 gal./box $129 $122 $116

SKM400 Ext. Dia. 3" x 30"L 15 socks 9.5 gal./box $108 $101 $95

SKM403 Ext. Dia. 8" x 18"L 12 socks 21.6 gal./box $162 $158 $150

SKM411 Ext. Dia. 5" x 18"L 12 socks 10 gal./box $141 $137 $130

SKM404 Ext. Dia. 3" x 18"L 25 socks 9.38 gal./box $114 $108 $104

PIG® Monitoring Well Skimming Sock
Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-9 10+

SKM401 Ext. Dia. 1.5" x 18"L 30 socks 4 gal./box $83 $81 $79

Skimmer floats while 
absorbing oils without 
taking in water.

BEST 
SELLER!

SKM403 
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SKM401 



 
SOP UP SPILLS 
ON LAND OR WATER

BOM304
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•   Floats to confine and soak up spills on 
water; hugs ground for land-based spills

•  Tough outer mesh is UV resistant for 
long-term outdoor use without 
degradation; lets fluids easily pass through 
to filler material

•  Rope running along length of boom 
withstands up to 400 lb. loads, adding 
strength for deployment and retrieval

•  White spunbond polypropylene skin is UV 
resistant up to 12 months; meets NFPA 
99 standards for static decay

•   Dark color (BOM410–BOM415)
spunbond polypropylene boom skin is UV 
resistant up to 4 months

•   Bright white color makes booms easier 
to see in outdoor environments and clearly 
shows saturation level

•  Booms float at surface for easy retrieval, 
even when saturated

•   Absorbs and retains oil-based 
liquids — including lubricants — without 
taking in a drop of water

•   Strong, zinc-plated carbon steel attachment 
clips and rings allow you to link booms 
together for greater length

•  Can be incinerated after use to reduce 
waste or for fuels blending

Surround spill 
with booms. 
They begin to 
absorb oil (not 
water) as soon 
as they’re in 
place. 

As oil is 
absorbed, the 
boom sinks in 
the water. Oil is 
now exposed to 
fresh absorbent.

When 
completely 
saturated, the 
boom will 
”bob” just 
below the 
water‘s surface. 

OIL-ONLY BOOMS AT WORK ...

TOP 10
BEST 

SELLER!

 Absorbent Boom — Control 
an oil spill anywhere with our 
field-proven boom.
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Absorbs oil-based liquids, but not w
ater

“ All of the stormwater that falls on the roof of 
our facility and parking lot runs into one 
outfall pipe. Then it spills into a nice little 
creek. Thanks to the boom, all debris, oil and 
other contaminants are collected, keeping the 
creek clean for wildlife to thrive.“

  — John T.  BOM304 Customer

“ …boom 
keeps 
the creek 
clean…”

Dark color booms blend in while they absorb so they’re 
barely noticeable.

BOM414

PIG® Dark Oil-Only Absorbent Boom
Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-4 5-11 12+

BOM415 Ext. Dia. 8" x 20'L 2 booms 48 gal./bag $145 $139 $133

BOM414 Ext. Dia. 8" x 10'L 4 booms 48 gal./bag $147 $141 $135

BOM413 Ext. Dia. 5" x 20'L 2 booms 24 gal./bag $113 $108 $104

BOM412 Ext. Dia. 5" x 10'L 4 booms 24 gal./bag $115 $110 $106

BOM411 Ext. Dia. 3" x 20'L 4 booms 16 gal./bag $97 $93 $89

BOM410 Ext. Dia. 3" x 10'L 8 booms 16 gal./bag $99 $95 $91

Also 
packed in
PIG Spill

Kits!
See pages
105–115.

BOM304

BOM414
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PIG Oil-Only Booms in bright white are easier to see in outdoor 
environments and clearly show the saturation level.

BOM304

PIG® Oil-Only Absorbent Boom
Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-4 5-11 12+

BOM409 Ext. Dia. 8" x 20'L 2 booms 48 gal./bag $145 $139 $133

BOM304 Ext. Dia. 8" x 10'L 4 booms 48 gal./bag $147 $141 $135
BOM400 Ext. Dia. 8" x 10'L 2 booms 24 gal./bag $82 $76 $72
BOM408 Ext. Dia. 5" x 20'L 2 booms 24 gal./bag $113 $108 $104

BOM405 Ext. Dia. 5" x 10'L 4 booms 24 gal./bag $115 $110 $106

BOM407 Ext. Dia. 3" x 20'L 4 booms 16 gal./bag $97 $93 $89

BOM406 Ext. Dia. 3" x 10'L 8 booms 16 gal./bag $99 $95 $91

BEST 
SELLER!

BEST 
SELLER!

Lower the boom on big spills! Read our blog post 
at newpig.com/lowertheboom

EXPERT ADVICE



PIG® Oil-Only Spaghetti Boom
Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-4 5-11 12+

BOM402 Ext. Dia. 8" x 20'L 2 booms 48 gal./bag $342 $328 $316

BOM202 Ext. Dia. 8" x 10'L 4 booms 48 gal./bag $280 $270 $259

BOM403 Ext. Dia. 5" x 20'L 2 booms 24 gal./bag $171 $161 $154

BOM203 Ext. Dia. 5" x 10'L 4 booms 24 gal./bag $184 $176 $171

BOM404 Ext. Dia. 3" x 20'L 4 booms 16 gal./bag $150 $144 $139

BOM204 Ext. Dia. 3" x 10'L 8 booms 16 gal./bag $155 $147 $143

64 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.
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PIG® Spaghetti Pillow
Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-4 5-11 12+

PIL402 24"W x 24"L 5 pillows 10 gal./bag $115 $109 $103

PIL403 15"W x 15"L 10 pillows 10 gal./bag $150 $146 $135

NOTE:  Spaghetti Booms not recommended for land. See page 63 for PIG Oil-Only 
Absorbent Booms for spills on land.

PIL402 
PIG Spaghetti Pillows 
make cleanup even faster!

BOM202

•   Mesh skin and spaghetti strip filler design are ideal for pulling in 
thick oil or for use in fast-moving waters

•   Tough outer mesh is UV resistant for long-term outdoor use without 
degradation; lets fluids easily pass through to filler material

•   Rope running along length of boom withstands up to 
400 lb. loads, adding strength for deployment and retrieval

•   Absorbs and retains oil-based liquids — including lubricants 
and crude oil — without absorbing a drop of water

•  Boom floats at surface for easy retrieval, even when saturated

•   Strong, zinc-plated carbon steel attachment clips and rings allow you 
to link booms together

•   Bright white color makes boom easier to see in outdoor 
environments and clearly shows saturation level

•   To confine spills in rough water, add a skimming sweep 
(MAT405-01, see page 65) — absorbs an additional 4 gallons

Spaghetti strip filler 
pulls in thick, 
petroleum-based 
liquids for effective 
spill cleanup.

 Oil-Only Spaghetti Boom — Specially designed to 
contain and absorb thick oils on water.

BEST 
SELLER!

BOM204 – 3" boom

BOM403 – 5" boom

BOM202 – 8" boom
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Absorbs oil-based liquids, but not w
ater

•   Highly effective for areas with hard-to-reach crevices 
and grooves

•   Pull- and tug-resistant polypropylene pompoms soak up thick 
fluids and oils; durable steel wire tie holds strands together

PIG403
Mops on 50' rope

Striated strands 
increase absorption.

•    Clips can attach sweep to the mesh of a boom; straps let you tie 
sweep across a waterway or onto a boat

•   Bright white color is easy to see; shows saturation level

•    Tough webbing resists snags and debris; remains pliable

•   Absorbs and retains oil-based liquids, not water

MAT405-01

 PomPom Oil Mops — High-surface-area 
mops help you absorb thick oils on water.

 Oil-Only Skimming Sweep — Catch 
trailing oil from booms for more complete 
spill cleanup. 

Clips every 5' attach 
sweep to the booms. 
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PIG® PomPom Oil-Mops
Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1 2-5 6+

PIG400 6"W x 18"L 30 mops 11.6 gal./bag $136 $129 $122

PIG403 6"W x 50'L x 18"H 30 mops/rope 11.6 gal./bag $187 $179 $174

PIG® Oil-Only Skimming Sweep
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Light MAT405-01 17"W x 50'L 1 sweep 3.9 gal./bag $56 $52 $46

TEACH
SOMEONE A LESSON.

Over 90 online courses packed with tactics for 
safety and compliance. Protect your workers, 
facility and environment with PIG Training.

Learn more and see course titles on pages 250–253.



PIG® Outdoor Pan
Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-9 10+

PAN401 10.25"W x 10.25"L x 3"H 12 Pans 6 gal./box $115 $109 $98

PAN402 • Crab for PIG® Outdoor Pan • 2/box $67

66 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.
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•   Replaceable pillows trap oil-based liquids — including 
lubricants — but allow clean stormwater to drain out of holes
in base of pan

•   Pillow skin is UV resistant up to 12 months; meets NFPA 99 
standards for static decay

�  Helps you comply with Stormwater and SPCC Regulations

•   Absorbs and retains oil-based liquids 

•   Mesh top lets liquid pass into absorbent filler housed in a 
chemical-resistant pan

•  Rainwater passes through slits in side of pan to avoid puddling

•  Low-profile pan fits in tight spaces and won’t tip over

•   Includes PIG Oil-Only Mat to absorb any 
additional oily discharge and protect the ground

FLT610

PAN401

•  Ballast keeps blanket in place, even in winds up to 40 mph — 
visit newpig.com/oil-absorbent-blanket-video to see for yourself!

•  Hydrophobic polypropylene filler absorbs petroleum-based 
liquids but not water

•  Durable spunbond outer shell repels water and is UV resistant 
up to 12 months

•  Heavy-duty seams form self-contained pockets to keep filler 
evenly distributed

•  Folds easily for conforming to uneven surfaces or adding 
capacity where you need it

�   Helps you comply with SPCC and Stormwater Regs

Grommeted corners allow 
blanket to be staked down.

PIL104

 Weighted Blanket — Even in 40 mph 
winds, it stays down to soak up oil. 

PIG® Oil-Only Weighted Absorbent Blanket
Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-4 5-11 12+

PIL104 27"W x 36"L 2 blankets 7.7 gal./box $121 $111 $101

 Outdoor Pan — Traps oily drips while 
rainwater passes through.  

 Outdoor Pillow-In-A-Pan — Large-scale 
drip-catcher traps oil, drains rainwater.

PIG® Outdoor Pillow-In-A-Pan
Item # 1-5 6+

FLT610 • 40"W x 40"L x 5"H  • Absorbs up to 6 gal. $118 $108
FLT609 • 16.25"W x 52.25"L x 5"H • Absorbs up to 5 gal. $87 $80

Absorbent Pillow for PIG® Outdoor Pillow-In-A-Pan
Item # 1-3 4+

FLT611 • 18"W x 18"L x 2"H • Absorbs up to 6 gal./bag • 4 pillows/box $32 $26

BEST 
SELLER!



PIG® Skimmer Oil-Only Absorbent Pillow 
Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-4 5-11 12+

PIL203 16"W x 17"L x 1"H 10 pillows 10 gal./box $165 $159 $152

PIL405 12"W x 12"L x 1"H 10 pillows 5 gal./box $101 $93 $91
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Absorbs oil-based liquids, but not w
ater

•   Pillow has large surface area, high capacity and fast-wicking 
filler to quickly soak up oil-based liquids; resists tearing, reduces 
dust and holds in liquid, even when saturated

•   Tough, chemical-resistant polypropylene skin and filler absorb oils
but repel water-based liquids

•   UV resistant  to 12 months; meets NFPA 99 standards 
for static decay

PIL203

SKM602

•   Proprietary filler blends high-capacity recycled cellulose with a 
copolymer that pulls in thin, “rainbow” sheens of oil

•   Ideal for long-term deployment to remove sheen after oil-based 
spills or absorb oil residue 

•   Tear-resistant skin is UV resistant up to 12 months

�  Helps you comply with Stormwater 
and SPCC Regulations

 Sheen Clean Pillow — Clean up thin, 
oily residue floating on water.

PIG® Sheen Clean® Oil-Only Absorbent Pillow 
Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

SKM602 16"W x 17"L x 1.75"H 10 pillows 10 gal./box $186 $173 $167

 Skimmer Pillow — When you need more than a mat, our 
high-capacity pillows keep drinking oil.

PIL405
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BEST 
SELLER!

WANT A FREE PILLOW SAMPLE? 
CALL 1-800-468-4647 OR ENTER THE 
PRODUCT NUMBER AT NEWPIG.COM

PIL203



68 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.

•    Recycled cellulose repels water while absorbing
oil-based liquids

•    Absorbent begins to work the instant it 
comes in contact with liquid 

•   Superabsorbent, nonleaching activated sphagnum peat moss 
absorbs up to 8 gallons of oil per bag

•   Just throw it on a spill and sweep it up; used indoors, it even 
removes the oily sheen from your floor

NOTE: Not recommended for oil spills on water.

PLP415

•   Polypropylene material absorbs oil-based liquids but not a drop 
of water

•   Packaged loose so it can be broadcast into nooks and crannies 
where booms and pillows can’t reach 

•   Floats to clean up spills on water confined by booms or socks

•   Permanently solidifies to ”lock in” absorbed liquids; 
won’t leak or revert to liquid state, 
even in disposal

•   Environmentally friendly material

PLP404

SA8010 PLP500

PIG® Peat Absorbent
Item # 1-9 10-39 40+

PLP404 • 11-lb. Bag • Absorbs up to 8 gal./bag $31.75  $28.50  $25.50

 Oil-Only Lite-Dri — Lighter than clay 
plus it absorbs 3X more oil.

 Peat — Our best loose absorbent for 
cleaning up oil that was spilled on soil.

 Skimming Pulp — Pound for pound, our 
most absorbent loose for oils and fuels.

 Absorb-&-Lock — Turn spilled solvents 
or oils into an easy solid cleanup.

PLP505
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PIG® Absorb-&-Lock® Absorbent
Item # 1-2 3+

PLP505 • For Solvents • 4 - 4-lb. Containers $308  $296

PLP500 • For Oils • 4 - 2-lb. Containers $218  $210

PIG® Oil-Only Lite-Dri® Loose Absorbent
Item # 1-2 3+

PLP415 • 10-lb. Bag • Absorbs up to 3.5 gal./bag $17.05  $16.05

Item # 1-9 10+

PLP410 • 22-lb. Bag • Absorbs up to 8 gal./bag $25.35 $24.10

PIG® Skimming Pulp
Item # 1-4 5-11 12+

SA8010 • 5-lb. Bag • Absorbs up to 7.5 gal./box $90  $87  $81

BEST 
SELLER!



GET YOUR SHIP TOGETHER!

•  Never run out of your favorite 
PIG products

•  Get email alerts before your 
order ships

•  Make changes or cancel anytime

Stay stocked with 

AUTOSHIP.
Get automatic 
deliveries plus 
a FREE gift with
every shipment.

Pick your products.
Choose from hundreds 
of items.

1
Set your quantity 
and frequency.
Get what you want when 
you want it.

2

Go to checkout.
Complete your purchase 
and you’re done!

3
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IT’S A CINCH

Call us at 1-855-371-SHIP (7447)

or visit newpig.com/autoship
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World’s

#1
Absorbent

Brand

70  No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.

PIG HazMat Absorbents are specially treated to soak up spills without degrading or reacting to corrosive 
liquids including:

What is HazMat?

• Sulfuric acid
• Hydrochloric acid

• Nitric acid
• Hydrofl uoric acid

• Phosphoric acid
•  Sodium hydroxide

•  Potassium hydroxide
• Hydrogen peroxide
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HAZMAT ABSORBENTS 
Specially treated to absorb most acids, 
bases, corrosives and chemicals.



PIG HazMat
Pads and Rolls
Specially treated mats are the best you can 
buy for highly concentrated corrosives.

See pages 72–73

PIG Rip-&-Fit 
HazMat Roll 
Extra perforations let you create 
custom mat sizes without cutting.

See page 73

PIG HazMat Sock
Contain and absorb small spills of 
concentrated acids, bases and other 
corrosives.

See page 74

PIG HazMat Dike
Your high-volume spills need the stopping 
power of our large-diameter dikes.

See page 74

PIG HazMat Pillow
High-capacity pillows pump up the 
absorbency on large corrosive spills.

See page 75

PIG HazMat Pulp
Pound for pound, our most absorbent 
loose for acids, bases and unknown liquids

See page 75

Q:  Do they neutralize acids and bases?

A:   No. PIG HazMat Absorbents help responders with cleanup by 
quickly absorbing spills but they don’t neutralize. (See our 
neutralizing absorbents on pages 76–79.)

Q: Why do these cost more than universal sorbents? 

A:  Many universal sorbents on the market are made from cellulose or 
other materials that are unsuitable for corrosive liquids. PIG 
HazMat Absorbents are 100% polypropylene and specially treated 
to provide the widest range of chemical resistance.

Q:  Why are high concentrations of acids or bases slow 
to absorb?

A:   The surface tension of highly concentrated acids and bases slows 
absorption. Lightly misting the absorbent with water will help 
break the surface tension and allow it to be absorbed more quickly.

Frequently asked questions:

Specially treated to absorb 
highly concentrated corrosives.
Only PIG HazMat Absorbents are built to handle the 
worst of the worst. Highly corrosive liquids like 
98% sulfuric acid and 30% sodium hydroxide 
can cause inferior cellulose mats, socks and 
pillows to degrade or react. But PIG is 
specially treated to absorb high 
concentrations of chemicals. 

PIG HazMat Absorbents provide the widest 
range of chemical resistance you can buy, but don’t 
let the pink color fool you — they’re all tough as nails. You get the same 
strength and durability that make PIG the world’s #1 selling absorbent 
brand. Highly concentrated corrosives? Think pink!
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KICKIN’ ACID 
AND TAKIN’ NAMES.

OURS
Even 98% sulfuric acid is 
completely absorbed.

THEIRS
Highly concentrated corrosives 
just puddle on top.

GET OUR HAZMAT ABSORBENTS
PACKED IN PIG SPILL KITS!

SEE PAGES 116–123.

PIG HazMat outperforms the competition:

BEST-SELLERS

MAT301

MAT342

124CR

HA1010

HA7015

HA8010

MAT309
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•   Absorbs the widest range of acids, bases and unknown liquids — 
even those with high concentrations like 98% sulfuric acid 
and 30% sodium hydroxide

•   Chemical-resistant mat won’t degrade or cause a dangerous 
reaction upon contact with corrosive spills

•   Eight layers of 100% polypropylene are thermally bonded to make 
PIG Mat the strongest mat on the market; won’t rip, tear or fray 
even when saturated

•   Exclusive dimple pattern speeds wicking of liquid throughout mat 
for faster, easier cleanup

•   Highly absorbent, fine-fiber construction won’t leave behind 
liquids or fiber residue

•   Absorbs and retains most acids, bases and unknown liquids

•   Pink color is easily distinguishable to assure workers use the 
correct mat during a spill emergency

•   Flame-resistant material won’t burn immediately like untreated 
cellulose mats; melts when exposed to high heat while on the job

•   Heavyweight construction is highly durable and absorbent for 
demanding tasks and large-volume cleanups

CHEMICALS?
PIG HAZMAT 
EATS ‘EM FOR LUNCH.

MAT302

72 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.
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 HazMat Pads and Rolls — Specially treated to 
absorb highly concentrated corrosives.

TOP 10
BEST 

SELLER!

EXCLUSIVE!



MAT309

MAT354

MAT303

MAT301

Tear off a section of Rip-&-Fit HazMat Roll (MAT342) to line an acid 
cabinet — then use the rest for the shelf it sits on!

MAT342
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Eight layers of melt-blown 
polypropylene specially treated to 
absorb corrosives make PIG Mat 
the toughest mat on the market!

Superior 
technology 
inside 
and out

“I work for a chemical delivery company 
and we must be prepared for spills at all 
times with special pads and socks. New 
Pig has the best products hands-down 
and we never worry if they’re going to 
work. All the area fi re departments also 
use PIG products.“
          — Cory F.  MAT354 Customer

“ …the best 
products, 
hands-
down...”

Also 
packed in
PIG Spill

Kits!
See pages
116–123.

PIG® HazMat Pads
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Light MAT302 15"W x 20"L 200 pads 22 gal./bag $104 $100 $85
Heavy MAT301 15"W x 20"L 100 pads 22 gal./bag $104 $100 $85

MAT310 15"W x 20"L 50 pads 11 gal./bag $65 $62 $54

PIG® HazMat Pads in Dispenser Box
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Heavy MAT354 15"W x 20"L 100 pads 22 gal./box $106 $99 $87

MAT351 10"W x 13"L 100 pads 9.8 gal./box $68 $65 $57

PIG® HazMat Rolls
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Light MAT325 30"W x 300'L 1 roll 40 gal./bag $177 $166 $145
Heavy MAT309 30"W x 150'L 1 roll 40.2 gal./bag $177 $166 $145

MAT303 15"W x 150'L 1 roll 20.1 gal./bag $104 $99 $85
MAT320 15"W x 150'L 2 rolls 40 gal./bag $177 $166 $145

PIG® Rip-&-Fit® HazMat Roll
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Heavy MAT343 15"W x 150'L 1 roll 19.6 gal./bag $104 $100 $85

PIG® Rip-&-Fit® HazMat Roll in Dispenser Box
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-6 7+

Heavy MAT342 15"W x 60'L 1 roll 7.9 gal./box $51 $45 $42

HazMat Notice: To ensure effectiveness and your safety, we recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption 
testing of your chemicals with PIG HazMat products prior to purchase. If you have any questions or need samples to test, 
please call Technical Services.

BEST 
SELLER!

BEST 
SELLER!

MAT351
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•   Each sock absorbs 80 oz. of acids, bases, 
coolants, solvents and water; should not be 
used with hydrofluoric acid or hydrazine

•   Fast-wicking amorphous silicate filler 
retains liquids after absorbing

•   Flexible socks are great for diking and 
molding around chemical spills

124CRPIG HazMat Pillows sold 
on opposite page.

PIG305

•   Absorbs the widest range of acids, bases and unknown 
liquids, even those with high concentrations like 98% sulfuric acid 
and 30% sodium hydroxide

•   Chemical-resistant socks and dikes won’t degrade or cause a 
dangerous reaction upon contact with corrosive spills

•   Polypropylene skin resists chemicals and tearing; reduces dust 
and holds in liquid, even when saturated

•   Polypropylene filler is highly absorbent for containing corrosive or 
reactive spills

•     Socks (124CR and PIG301) are excellent for quickly diking and 
stopping the spread of smaller chemical spills; dikes (HA1010) 
are excellent for quickly diking and stopping the spread of larger 
chemical spills

•   Pink color is easily distinguishable to assure workers use the 
correct dike during a spill emergency

•  Can be incinerated after use to reduce waste 

74 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.
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 HazMat Socks and Dikes — Contain and absorb 
spreading spills of highly concentrated corrosives.

BEST 
SELLER!

PIG® HazMat Chemical Absorbent Sock/Dike
Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3-9 10+

HA1010 Ext. Dia. 5" x 10'L 2 socks 18 gal./box $199 $192 $190

PIG301 Ext. Dia. 3" x 10'L 6 socks 12 gal./box $208 $202 $195

124CR Ext. Dia. 3" x 46"L 12 socks 9 gal./box $141 $128 $126
HazMat Notice: To ensure effectiveness and your safety, we recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption 
testing of your chemicals with PIG HazMat products prior to purchase. If you have any questions or need samples to test, 
please call Technical Services.

HazMat Notice: To ensure effectiveness and your safety, we recommend 
that you conduct compatibility and absorption testing of your chemicals with 
PIG HazMat products prior to purchase. If you have any questions or need 
samples to test, please call Technical Services.

Acid Absorbents Notice: Not for use with hydrofluoric acid.

 Chem Guard Sock — Form a barrier to stop corrosive 
spills from spreading. 

BEST 
SELLER!

PIG301

PIG® Chem Guard Hazardous 
Chemical Absorbent Sock
Item # 1-2 3-9 10+

PIG305 • Ext. Dia. 3" x 48"L 
12 socks • Abs. up to 
7.5 gal./box

$110 $105 $100

Also 
packed in
PIG Spill

Kits!
See pages
116–123.

HA1010

Watch how PIG Socks dike and stop the spread 
of smaller chemical spills: newpig.com/sockvideo

EXPERT ADVICE



•   Absorbs the widest range of acids, bases and unknown liquids, 
even 98% sulfuric acid and 30% sodium hydroxide

•   Pillow won’t degrade or cause a dangerous reaction upon contact 
with corrosive spills

•   Pillow has large surface area, high capacity and fast-wicking filler 
to quickly soak up liquids; great for adding absorbency 
during spill response

•    Pink color is easily seen to assure use of the correct pillow

Forms into a solid mass that can be easily 
removed with a shovel and broom.

•   Permanently solidifies to ”lock in” 
absorbed acids; won’t leak or revert to 
liquid state when handled or placed 
under pressure

•   Environmentally friendly product absorbs 
acids and corrosives

•   Helps you comply with EPA 
requirements when used to solidify 
waste prior to shipment or landfilling

•   With the power of PIG HazMat in a loose 
absorbent, pulp can be used for various 
applications; it’s ideal for hard-to-reach 
spaces or final cleanup

•   Chemical-resistant pulp won’t degrade or 
cause a dangerous reaction

HR7015

PLP501

HA8010
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PIG® HazMat Chemical Absorbent Pillow 
in Dispenser Box
Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-4 5-11 12+

PIL302 8"W x 8"L x 1"H 20 pillows 4.69 gal./box $132 $123 $119

PIL306 8"W x 8"L x 1"H 10 pillows 2.34 gal./box $73 $72 $62

PIG® HazMat Chemical Absorbent Pillow
Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-4 5-11 12+

HR7015 17"W x 16"L x 2"H 10 pillows 10 gal./box $229 $222 $214

PIL307 8"W x 17"L x 2.5"H 10 pillows 6 gal./box $132 $123 $119
See note on page 74 for more details on compatibility and testing.

 HazMat Pillow — More absorbency for large chemical cleanups.

BEST 
SELLER!

PIG® Absorb-&-Lock® Acid Absorbent
Item # 1-2 3+

PLP501 • 4 - 4-lb. Containers $236  $228

 Absorb-&-Lock Absorbent — Solidifies absorbed acids 
and locks them into the material for easier cleanup.

PIG® HazMat Chemical
Absorbent Pulp
Item # 1-4 5-11 12+

HA8010 • 1 - 5-lb. bag 
Abs. up to 6.5 gal./box $60 $56 $53

See note on page 74 for more details on compatibility and testing.

 Absorbent Pulp — Our 
HazMat Pad in loose form.

PIL302

HR7015
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PIG Encapsulating 
& Neutralizing 
Mat Pads
Absorb, encapsulate and 
neutralize corrosives in one 
easy step for safer spill cleanup. 

See page 77

PIG Base 
Encapsulating/ 
Neutralizing 
Loose Absorbent
Neutralizes and encapsulates 
spills of bases, changing color 
to let you know when it’s safe
to fi nish the cleanup.

See page 78

Spill-X-A Acid 
Neutralizing 
Adsorbent
Quickly neutralizes and solidifies 
larger acid spills for safer cleanup 
and handling. 

See page 79

Neutralizing Spill Kits

See pages 124–131

Battery Acid Cleanup & 
Maintenance Products

See pages 125–129

BEST SELLERS
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NEUTRALIZING   
 ABSORBENTS

Absorb and neutralize small spills 
of most acids and bases for safer 
handling and cleanup.
Neutralizers and neutralizing absorbents are made for spills of 5 gallons or less. If 
you’re working with small quantities of acids or bases, neutralizers can help make 
these liquids safer to clean up and handle. Because the process of neutralizing 
acids and bases generates heat, it can also create the potential for a fi re, making 
neutralizers impractical for large corrosive spills.

Color change helps you work safer.

To further minimize your risk during chemical cleanup, many of our absorbents 
feature color-change technology. Take our PIG Encapsulating & Neutralizing 
Absorbents on the opposite page. They change color on contact with acids or 
bases, then return to their original color when neutralization is complete.

Look for this important safety feature in our offering of neutralizing products. 
Need help choosing? Just call 1-800-HOT-HOGS!

World’s

#1
Absorbent

Brand

PLP804

GEN322

MAT304

Train workers on best practices for incidental spills with our 
award-winning PIG Spill Response Tactics Training. 
See TRN100 and DVD100 on page 251.



 Acid Encapsulating/Neutralizing Absorbents — Four 
absorbent choices, one easy step for safer acid cleanup.
•   Choose from mats, pillows, socks and loose to help encapsulate 

and neutralize common acids in one step

•   Color changes as acids are taken in, then returns to normal when 
neutralization is complete; helps identify the best time to handle with 
least risk

•   Gelling agents solidify acids during neutralization; prevents them 
from leaching out of the absorbent

•   Acid neutralizer instantly absorbs up to 98% concentrations of 
sulfuric acid and other acids

MAT304

Color-change technology 
takes the guesswork out 
of safe handling. 

Quick-acting mats absorb, encapsulate and 
neutralize common acids.

Stop a spreading spill with socks, and use 
mats and pillows to encapsulate the acid.

Loose absorbent neutralizes and solidifies 
spilled acid for safe and easy cleanup.

PIG® Acid Encapsulating/Neutralizing Loose Absorbent
Item # 1-2 3-6 7+

PLP801 • 1 - 40-lb. Pail  $141  $137  $133

PLP800 • 1 - 8-lb. Pail $56  $54 $52

PLP802 • 10 - 2-lb. Shaker Bottles $185  $182 $178
Acid Absorbents Notice: Not for use with hydrofluoric acid.

Need help choosing the best absorbent for your job? 
Call our Tech Team at 1-800-HOT-HOGS!

PIG® Acid Encapsulating & Neutralizing Absorbents
Item # 1-2 3-6 7+

MAT304 • Mat Pad • 25 pads/box • Absorbs up to 80 oz./box  
11"W x 12"L $75 $71 $68

PIL352 • Pillow • 4 pillows/box • Absorbs up to 1 gal./box 
12"W x 12"L x 1"H $76 $73 $69

PIG309 • Sock • 4 socks/box • Absorbs up to 1.5 gal./box 
Ext. Dia. 2" x 4'L $64 $59 $56

Notice: Not for use with hydrofluoric acid.

HazMat Notice: To ensure effectiveness and your safety, we recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption 
testing of your chemicals with PIG HazMat products prior to purchase. If you have any questions or need samples to test, 
please call Technical Services.

HazMat Notice: To ensure effectiveness and your safety, we recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption 
testing of your chemicals with PIG HazMat products prior to purchase. If you have any questions or need samples to test, 
please call Technical Services.

BEST 
SELLER!
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BEST 
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PLP801

PLP800

PIG309

PIL352
MAT304

PLP802
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•   Powder turns red on contact with acid;  
turns blue on contact with a base

•   Neutralized chemical spills turn 
green/yellow

•   Helps you identify what’s been 
spilled; sulfuric acid is often mistaken for 
water, making it the number one material 
for accidental injury

Turns acids bright red.

Ampho-Mag Neutralizer — 
Color change identifies an 
acid or a base.

PLP300

Dry Acid Neutralizer — 
Economical and easy to 
use for large spill cleanup.
•   Dry, granular solids are easy to use; large 

bag provides quick and easy way to 
neutralize acid spills

•    Sodium sesquicarbonate effectively 
neutralizes most acids; simply sweep up 
after neutralization

•    Ideal for use in battery storage and 
charging areas

•   Specially treated polypropylene quickly 
absorbs formaldehyde, formaldehyde-
based fixatives, glutaraldehyde and other 
aldehyde solutions

•   Rapidly neutralizes formaldehyde vapors 
to help protect workers

•   Durable top surface resists rips, tears 
and abrasion

MAT1400

PLP217

PIG® Base Encapsulating & Neutralizing Absorbents
Item # 1-2 3-6 7+

MAT353 • Mat Pad • 25 pads/box • Absorbs up to 80 oz./box 
11"W x 12"L $75 $71 $68

PIL353 • Pillow • 4 pillows/box • Absorbs up to 1 gal./box 
12"W x 12"L x 1"H $76 $73 $69

PIG353 • Sock • 4 socks/box • Absorbs up to 1.5 gal./box 
Ext. Dia. 2" x 4'L $64 $59 $56

PIG® Base Encapsulating/Neutralizing Loose Absorbent
Item # 1-2 3-6 7+

PLP804 • 1 - 40-lb. Pail $304  $300  $298

PLP803 • 1 - 8-lb. Pail $109  $104 $99

PLP805 • 10 - 2-lb. Shaker Bottles $248  $243 $237
Base Absorbents Notice: Avoid contact with metallic nitrates, cyanides, sulfides and strong oxidizers. Contact with 
sodium or calcium hypochlorite creates chlorine gas.

HazMat Notice: To ensure effectiveness and your safety, we recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption 
testing of your chemicals with PIG HazMat products prior to purchase. If you have any questions or need samples to test, 
please call Technical Services.

•   Choose from mats, pillows, socks and loose to help encapsulate 
and neutralize common bases in one step

•   Color changes as bases are taken in, returns to normal when 
neutralization is done; identifies when to handle with the least risk

•   Gelling agents solidify bases during neutralization; prevents 
them from leaching out of absorbents

•   Base neutralizer instantly absorbs up to 50% potassium hydroxide
and other bases

PLP805

PLP804

PLP805

Choose the appropriate absorbent 
to encapsulate/neutralize bases.

MAT353

 Formaldehyde Pads —  
Minimize vapors for safer 
formaldehyde cleanup.

 Base Encapsulating/Neutralizing Absorbents — Handle bases 
in one easy step for safer spill cleanup.

BEST 
SELLER!

Ampho-Mag™ Neutralizer
Item # 1-4 5-9 10+

PLP217 • 6 - 3-lb. Shaker 
Bottles $270 $247 $237

Dry Acid Neutralizer
Item # 1-2 3+

PLP300 • 1 - 50-lb. Bag $85 $80

PIG® Formaldehyde Neutralizing 
Absorbent Mat Pads
Item # 1-2 3-6 7+

MAT1400 • 16"W x 20"L 
Absorbs up to 4.5 gal./box 
25 pads/box

$333 $326 $319
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•   GEN522 is a portable kit packed with agents that neutralize a 
wide range of hazardous chemicals and solvents

•   Includes guide, safety goggles, rubber gloves, disposal bags, 
scraper, pick-up pans and pH test paper

•   GEN527 has separate neutralizers for acids, caustics and 
organic solvents

•   GEN528 is packed with spill control agents that neutralize and 
solidify acid spills; works on most mineral and organic acids 
including sulfuric, hydrochloric, nitric, and hydrofluoric

•   GEN529 has spill control agents that neutralize and solidify 
caustic spills including sodium hydroxide (50%) and ammonium 
hydroxide (29%)

Spill-X Portable Spill Treatment — Neutralize smaller spills for safer 
cleanup and handling. Great for labs!

GEN522

GEN527
Multi-pack includes 
agents for cleaning up 
acids, caustics and 
organic solvents. 

•   GEN322 and GEN381 neutralize and solidify most mineral 
and organic acids including sulfuric, hydrochloric, nitric and 
hydrofluoric

•   GEN323 and GEN382 neutralize and solidify many caustics 
including sodium hydroxide (50%) and ammonium hydroxide (29%)

•   GEN324 adsorbs spills of many common hydrocarbon
solvents (including mineral spirits, naphtha and xylene), reagents 
and fuels; solidified liquid is easy to clean up

Ansul Adsorbents  — Neutralize large spills for safer cleanup 
and handling.

GEN322
GEN323

GEN324

GEN381

GEN322

GEN382

SEE BATTERY ACID SPILL KITS ON 
PAGES 125–127.

Spill-X® Portable Chemical Spill Treatment Kit
Item # 1+

GEN522 • 6 - 2-lb. Shaker Bottles $609
GEN522 Contents • 1 Portable Plastic Case • 6 Spill-X® Shaker Bottles • 1 Pair of Safety Goggles • 1 Pair of Safety 
Gloves • 2 Clean-up Pans, Mixers, Scrapers • 6 Chemical Spill Waste Bags • 1 Spill Kit Treatment Guide • 1 Package 
pH Indicator Paper • 1 Package Wall-mount Hardware

GEN527 • Multi-Purpose Spill Treatment Kit • 6 - 2-lb. Shaker Bottles  $168
GEN528 • Acids Spill Treatment Kit • 6 - 2-lb. Shaker Bottles  $116
GEN529 • Caustics Spill Treatment Kit • 6 - 2-lb. Shaker Bottles  $181

Ansul® Neutralizing Adsorbents
Item # 1+

GEN382 • Spill-X-C® Caustic-Neutralizing Adsorbent • 168-lb. Fiber Drum $1690
GEN381 • Spill-X-A® Acid-Neutralizing Adsorbent • 168-lb. Fiber Drum $965
GEN324 • Spill-X-S® Solvent Adsorbent • 16-lb. Pail $509
GEN323 • Spill-X-C® Caustic-Neutralizing Adsorbent • 42-lb. Pail $460
GEN322 • Spill-X-A® Acid-Neutralizing Adsorbent • 50-lb. Pail $293BEST 

SELLER!
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 Picker — Back saver! 
Just grab used absorbents.
•   Aluminum and stainless steel 

construction resists rust, oil and 
most chemicals

•   Rubber cups provide a precision grip 
on objects as small as a postage stamp, 
holds up to 5 lbs.  

•   Trigger-action handle features 
adjustable tension 

•   34"-long handle for extended reach

GEN572

Mobile Cart for Loose Absorbents — Store and transport 
your loose, indoors or out.
•   Holds loose absorbents by the bag, or 

they can be poured directly into the cart

•   Weatherproof cart with rubber wheels 
resists UV and gasketed lid is slanted to 
keep out water

Add a handle to any bag!

PLP106

PIG® Picker
Item # 1+

GEN572 • 34"L $38

PIG® Clip-&-Go™ Bag Carrier
Item # 1-2 3+

PLP106 • Use with PIG® Bagged Absorbents up to 40 lbs. $14 $13

Mobile Cart for Loose Absorbents 
(Specify Color:   Black    Red    Yellow)

Item # 1-2 3+

PLP1000 • Use with Loose Absorbent $410 $399

Designed for easy pull-
behind mobility.

PLP1000

•   Clips to any bagged product to reduce bending and back strain

•   Locking system with teeth grabs 
bags tightly without tearing

•   Store bags with clip in place to 
protect contents

 Clip-&-Go Carrier — Make your bags of 
loose easier to carry and pour.

FURIOUSLY

FAST
FUNNELS

PIG Burpless Funnels chug 
as fast as you pour with no burping 
or dangerous splashback. See our 
selection on pages 320–323.

DRM1125
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 Wall-Mount Dispenser — Position your PIG Mat Roll for easy access.

•  Width adjustable from 16" to 33"

• Locks open for hassle-free moving

•  Tilted design enhances stability when dispensing

•  Durable painted steel resists rust and corrosion

•   No-tip swivel wheel 
casters allow holder to 
move freely in any direction

•  Constructed of powder-
coated, hot-rolled steel 
with handle

•  Holds any PIG Mat Roll 
up to 361⁄2"W x 20"Dia.

•  3"-high platform is low 
enough for easy mat 
positioning

GEN182

GEN249

•   Drop-in core rod holds mat roll; three sizes available; 
easy to refill and replace

•   ”Slot and cork” brake prevents mat from unfurling 
as it’s dispensed

MAT293
Wall-mount dispenser fits rolls up to 
36" wide and 20" in diameter.

MAT293
Easily refill and replace rolls up to 36" 
wide and 20" in diameter. Built to last 
in industrial settings.

PIG® Mat Vertical Mat 
Roll Holder
Item # 1+

GEN249 • For rolls up to 
20"Dia. x 36"W $140

BEST 
SELLER!

 Mat Roll Dispenser — Free-standing 
dispenser works with a variety of 
PIG Mat Rolls for easy access.

 Vertical Roll Holder — Put your mat roll 
on wheels.

PIG® Adjustable Mat Roll Dispenser
Item # 1+

GEN182 • Use with 16"–33"W PIG® Mat Rolls $109
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PIG® Wall-Mount Mat Roll Dispenser
Item # 1+

MAT291 • For rolls up to 16.5"W x 20"Dia. $89

MAT292 • For rolls up to 24"W x 20"Dia. $89

MAT293 • For rolls up to 36"W x 20"Dia. $89BEST 
SELLER!



SPILL KITS
Be prepared with PIG for fast response to any spill.

Comply 
with 

Spill Plan 
Regs!



UNIVERSAL for oils, coolants, solvents & water ..... 86–104

Bad spills can lead to big fi nes.
Better get a PIG Spill Kit!
Spills are serious business. With harmful consequences like slip-and-fall 
injuries, environmental contamination and EPA fi nes, you can’t risk a 
failed response with inferior absorbents or a clumsy container. PIG Spill 
Kits deliver peace of mind:

Packed with PIG Absorbents 
PIG Mats, Socks, Pillows and Loose are the best you can buy — 
and you’ll only fi nd them in PIG Spill Kits.

Filled for fast response
Every PIG Spill Kit is fi lled in the order you need the contents. No 
digging required! Cleanup starts the second you open the lid.

More choices to fi t your facility 
From UN Rated overpack salvage drums to grab-and-go bag kits, 
you’ll fi nd a PIG Spill Kit that’s perfect for your application.

PACKED WITH 
THE WORLD’S # 1 
ABSORBENT BRAND.

Also called “MRO” 
absorbents, they 
soak up the widest 
range of liquids: 
oils, coolants, 
solvents and water.

Q:  Do you have instructions on how to use spill kits?
A:  We sure do! Visit newpig.com/spilldrill to view our Spill Drill Video, 

and you’ll fi nd even more spill info at newpig.com/expertadvice. 

Q:  What size kit do I need? 
A:  National Response Center Statistics show that most industrial spills 

are less than 50 gallons. Placing kits in spill-prone locations 
throughout your facility can help you respond quickly and keep spills 
under control until they can be cleaned up. 

Q:  Why don’t you put PPE in most of your spill kits?
A:  Spill kits are used to absorb thousands of different liquids and a 

one-size-fi ts-all approach to PPE doesn’t work. Instead, stock kits 
with your own PPE that’s appropriate for your liquids and responders. 

Frequently asked questions:

PIG Oil-Only 
Absorbents repel 
water, so you can 
clean up fuel and 
oil-based spills, 
even in outdoor 
applications.

OIL-ONLY for oils and fuels, NOT water ..................105–115

PIG HazMat 
Absorbents are 
specially treated to 
soak up acids and 
bases without 
degrading or 
reacting.

HAZMAT for most acids, bases & chemicals ........... 116–123

SPECIALTY KITS & ACCESSORIES ..............124–141

Specialized spill kits 
with premium 
supplies for safer 
handling of 
hazardous liquids. 
Plus wall brackets, 
UV covers and more.

We stand behind 100% of our products 100% of 
the time. If you’re not happy for any reason, we’ll 
refund every single penny of your order, including 
taxes and shipping both ways. We’ll even schedule 
return shipping from your location.

We guarantee it!

It’s our No Guff Guarantee™: Every product. Every penny. Every time.
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UNIVERSAL SPILL KITS
Also called “MRO” absorbents, they 
soak up the widest range of liquids —  
oils, coolants, solvents and water.

See pages 86–104

OIL-ONLY SPILL KITS 
PIG Oil-Only Absorbents repel water, so 
you can clean up fuel and oil-based spills, 
even in outdoor applications.

See pages 105–115

HAZMAT SPILL KITS 
PIG HazMat Absorbents are specially treated 
to soak up acids and bases without degrading 
or reacting.

See pages 116–123

SPILL KITS 
Clean up spills of any liquid, any size, 
indoors or out.

Comply
with

Spill Plan
Regs!

OURS
Even 98% sulfuric acid 
is completely absorbed.

SPILLS HAPPEN! PIG KITS SOAK UP 
ANY LIQUID, ANYWHERE.

THEIRS
Highly corrosive liquids 
just puddle on top.

WATER REPELLENT.
OIL OBSESSED.

Three versions for any liquid:



PIG Universal Spill Kit
in 95-Gallon Overpack
Shippable container is packed for
absorbing spills up to 60 gallons.

See page 87

PIG Universal Spill Kit
in Hi-Viz Mobile Container
High-visibility mobile spill kit is easy to 
locate and take to the site.

See page 93

PIG Truck Spill Kit 
in Stowaway Bag
Be ready for spills on the road with 
durable kits made just for trucks.

See page 95

PIG Oil-Only Spill Kit
in XL Response Cart
Absorb up to 127 gallons of oils and 
fuels with our largest oil spill kit.

See page 108

PIG HazMat Spill Kit in 
95 Gal. Hi-Viz Container
Hi-viz kit is easy to locate and loaded for 
chemical spill response.

See page 117

PIG Battery Acid Spill Kit
in 20-Gallon Overpack
Equip your battery charging area to absorb 
and neutralize acids.

See page 125

Make PIG Spill Kits part of your 
plan for SPCC and Stormwater 
Regulation compliance.

S
p

ill K
its

MORE THAN CLEANUP.
IT’S COMPLIANCE.

Check out two of the most common EPA regulations that affect industrial 
facilities. PIG Spill Kits can help you comply with:

��SPCC 
40 CFR 112.7
Facilities must have written 
plans and documentation of 
the products that are in place 
to prevent discharge of oil 
into waters.

��STORMWATER 
40 CFR 122.26
Facilities with an SWPPP
must describe the plan and 
equipment available to prevent 
illegal discharge of pollutants 
into waterways.

Spill kits can help you meet 
SPCC requirements for active 
secondary containment.
If your facility is subject to SPCC requirements, spill kits 
can be an effective active secondary containment strategy 

for areas where you don’t store bulk containers but you still have the 
potential for oil discharges.

New Pig has teamed up with regulation experts AARCHER and 
Daniels Training Services to offer the most current information 
and FREE reg advice. See page 386 for details.

 REG 
 TIP

BEST-SELLING KITS

KIT202

KIT273

KIT622

KIT404-01

KIT362

KIT352
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KIT202

•   Packed with PIG Absorbents for the durability and retention you 
need for spill cleanup

•    Lift-out baskets in 50-, 65- and 95-gallon kits provide speedy 
access and block damaging UV rays

•   Overpacks are X- and Y-rated for Packing Groups I, II and III 
for shipping spill cleanup waste by land, sea or rail

•    Lightweight, 100% plastic container resists chemicals and keeps 
contents clean and dry

•   Overpacks are available with or without wheels

•   Leakproof, twist-on lid protects contents from water damage

•   Ledges molded into container make kit easy to move by forklift

•   Tamperproof seal helps prevent pilfering of spill response supplies

�  Helps you comply with HAZWOPER 29 CFR 1910.120 (j)(1)(vii)

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 112.7 SPCC Regulations

NOTE: A PIG Overpack Protection Cover (sold separately) is suggested 
for outdoor storage to protect container from UV degradation and 
weathering. See page 135.

Lid insert protects against 
UV exposure from the top 
down. Keep your absorbents 
covered for longer life and 
maximum effectiveness!

Exclusive UV InnerShield System protects 
kit contents and provides easy access.

Lift-out baskets make it easy to 
reach the supplies you need. They 
also provide side protection 
against UV rays.

86 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.
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 Spill Kit in Overpack Drum — Strong enough to 
earn a UN Rating for shipping spill cleanup waste.

TOP TEN
BEST 

SELLER!

Learn how to choose the right kit to respond to 
spills: newpig.com/spill-kits-10-things

EXPERT ADVICE



KIT202

KIT272

KIT236
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Absorbs oils, coolants, solvents and w

ater

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

21
gallons

Absorbs 
up to

30

PIG® Spill Kit in Overpack Salvage Drum

Item # Container Size Absorbency Wheels UN # Socks Mat Pads Pillows Wipers Bags & Ties Tamperproof 
Labels Instructions 1-2 3-5 6+

KIT202 95-gallon Up to 60 gal. None UN1H2/X295/S 26 60 8 56 10 6 1 $689 $653 $601
KIT241 95-gallon Up to 60 gal. 6" Polyolefi n UN1H2/X113/S 26 60 8 56 10 6 1 $702 $672 $613

KIT243 65-gallon Up to 39 gal. None UN1H2/X200/S 16 40 6 56 10 6 1 $580 $545 $496

KIT272 50-gallon Up to 30 gal. 6" Polyolefi n UN1H2/X125/S 10 40 4 56 5 6 1 $487 $472 $422

KIT236 30-gallon Up to 21 gal. None UN1H2/X100/S 4 25 4 — 5 6 1 $243 $231 $217

KIT211 20-gallon Up to 12 gal. None UN1H2/X66/S 5 15 2 — 5 6 1 $177 $173 $155BEST 
SELLER!

BEST 
SELLER!

Refi ll for PIG® Spill Kit in Overpack Salvage Drum

Item # For Spill Kit Absorbency Socks Mat Pads Pillows Wipers Bags & Ties Tamperproof Labels Instructions 1+

KITR202 KIT202, KIT241 Up to 60 gal. 26 60 8 56 10 6 1 $408
RFL243 KIT243 Up to 39 gal. 16 40 6 56 10 6 1 $358

RFL272 KIT272 Up to 30 gal. 10 40 4 56 5 6 1 $340

RFL236 KIT236 Up to 21 gal. 4 25 4 — 5 6 1 $170

KITR211 KIT211 Up to 12 gal. 5 15 2 — 5 6 1 $107

“ This product is great — we had a 
fuel supplier who was not paying 
attention and overfilled our tanks. 
We had this on-hand, ready for 
action and it held everything we 
needed to contain and resolve the 
spill. Great stuff!”

  — Jim H.  KIT236 Customer

“ …it held 
everything 
we needed 
to contain...”

OVERPACK ACCESSORIES 
SOLD ON PAGES 135–139.

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

60

KITR202

87

ZP Coming

FPO

KIT211

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

12
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KIT2500

Don’t get us wrong, spill kits in overpack salvage drums are well worth 
the money when you need a UN Rated shipping container. But when 
you just need a spill kit, you can’t beat the value (or visibility) of these 
economical containers.

•   Basic container saves money when a UN Rated container for 
shipping haz waste is not necessary

•   Packed with top-quality PIG Absorbents to soak up oils, 
coolants, solvents and water

•   Nonthreaded lid lifts off for fast access; molded-in handles 
make carrying easy

•   Lightweight plastic container resists chemicals and 
protects contents; bright yellow color is easy to locate

�   Helps you comply with 40 CFR 112.7 SPCC Regulations

NOTE: Not recommended for outdoor storage.

DLY313 
Dolly can be used with 20-, 
32- and 55-gallon kits.

KIT2200

KIT2500 KIT2400
KIT2300

       Spill Kit in Hi-Viz Economy Container — Clean up and  
comply without the extra cost of a UN Rated container.

PIG® Spill Kit in High-Visibility Economy Container

Item # Container 
Size Absorbency Socks Mat Pads Pillows Wipers Bags & 

Ties
Tamperproof 

Labels Instructions 1-2 3-6 7+

KIT2500 55-gallon Up to 39 gal. 16 40 6 56 10 6 1 $499 $462 $428
KIT2400 32-gallon Up to 21 gal. 4 25 4 — 5 6 1 $217 $206 $191

KIT2300 20-gallon Up to 12 gal. 5 15 2 — 5 6 1 $157 $152 $134

KIT2200 5-gallon Up to 3.5 gal. 3 8 — — 2 6 1 $57 $53 $50

Dolly for Hi-Viz Economy Container Kits
Item # 1-2 3+

DLY313 $56 $52

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

39
gallons

Absorbs 
up to

21
gallons

Absorbs 
up to

12
gallons

Absorbs 
up to

3.5

BEST 
SELLER!

REFILLS AVAILABLE AT NEWPIG.COM
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KIT262 
This kit can’t hide in the shadows — 
our lime green container is always 
easy to locate.

•   Lime green container is easy to locate, even in low light

•    Lightweight, plastic container resists chemicals and keeps contents 
clean and dry (not rated for shipping)

•   Lift-out, prepacked baskets speed access and guard contents from 
UV rays

•   Nonthreaded lid lifts off for easy access

�  Help you comply with 40 CFR 112.7 SPCC Regulations

NOTE: A PIG Overpack Protection Cover (sold separately) is required for 
outdoor storage to protect containers from UV degradation and weathering. 
See page 135.

KIT264

KIT245

KIT263 U
n

iversal

BEST 
SELLER!

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

39

 Spill Kit in Hi-Viz Container — Easy to find, even in low light.

PIG® Spill Kit in High-Visibility Container

Item # Container Size Absorbency Socks Mat Pads Pillows Wipers Bags & Ties Tamperproof 
Labels Instructions 1-2 3-5 6+

KIT262 95-gallon Up to 60 gal. 26 60 8 56 10 6 1 $605 $576 $534
KIT263 65-gallon Up to 39 gal. 16 40 6 56 10 6 1 $514 $486 $454

KIT245 30-gallon Up to 21 gal. 4 25 4 — 5 6 1 $243 $231 $217

KIT264 20-gallon Up to 12 gal. 5 15 2 — 5 6 1 $177 $173 $155

Refi ll for PIG® Spill Kit in Overpack Salvage Drum

Item # For Spill Kit Absorbency Socks Mat Pads Pillows Wipers Bags & Ties Tamperproof 
Labels Instructions 1+

KITR202 KIT262 Up to 60 gal. 26 60 8 56 10 6 1 $408
RFL243 KIT263 Up to 39 gal. 16 40 6 56 10 6 1 $358

RFL236 KIT245 Up to 21 gal. 4 25 4 — 5 6 1 $170

KITR211 KIT264 Up to 12 gal. 5 15 2 — 5 6 1 $107

“ I work where there is a lot of forklift 
traffi c and KIT264 is perfect for that line 
of work. It’s a refl ector with benefi ts. The 
contents are easy to use and perfect for 
this company’s work.“

  —  Misty S.  KIT264 Customer

“ It’s a 
reflector 
with 
benefits.”

BEST 
SELLER!
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gallons

Absorbs 
up to

60

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

21

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

12
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•  Seamless, polyethylene, lockable containers keep absorbents clean, 
dry and secure before use

•  Four-way forklift entry for easy moving

•   Choose 10" no-flat wheels for mobility on rough surfaces and 
5" wheels for smooth indoor rolling

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 112.7 SPCC Regulations

Refills can also be used as 
economical spill kits.
Refills for chests feature four 
compartments for easy access and 
wooden pallets for forklift entry. 
Absorbents are packed in sturdy, 
affordable, tri-wall cardboard.KITR204

Precision-packed with 
PIG Absorbents — the 
world’s #1 brand.

Choose 10" no-flat wheels (pictured) or 5" rubber wheels.
48"

NOTE: A PIG Response Chest Protection Cover (available separately) is suggested 
for outdoor storage to protect container from UV degradation and weathering. 
See PAK800 on page 135.

BEST 
SELLER!

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

143

PIG® Spill Kit in Extra-Large Response Chest
Item # 1 2-5 6+

KIT204-01 • Absorbs up to 143 gal. • 10" No-fl at Wheels  $1999 $1917 $1782
KIT204 • Absorbs up to 143 gal. • 5" Rubber Wheels  $1850 $1767 $1630
KIT204-02 • Absorbs up to 143 gal. • No Wheels  $1599 $1514 $1367
KITR204 • Refi ll • Absorbs up to 143 gal. $965
KIT204-01, KIT204, KIT204-02 & KITR204 Contents • 73 Socks • 150 Mat Pads • 17 Pillows • 224 Wipers  
30 Disposal Bags and Ties • 6 Tamperproof Labels • 1 Instructions

BEST 
SELLER!

 Spill Kit in Extra-Large Response Chest — 
Absorb up to 143 gallons with our largest spill kit!

Only PIG Spill Kits are packed with the 
mat that absorbs anything, works 
everywhere and is the #1 brand worldwide.

PIG Universal Absorbent Mat:

WORLD’S #1 MAT
LASTS 2X LONGER

KIT204-01

30 1⁄2"
with 
lid 

KIT204-01

44"

Four-way 
forklift entry
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Shown with optional 
8" no-flat wheels 

Contents are 
compartmentalized 
for fast response.

31"

413⁄4"
with 
lid 

48"

KIT280

PIG® Spill Kit in High-Visibility Storage Chest
Item # 1 2-5 6+

KIT280 • Absorbs up to 76 gal. • 8" No-fl at Wheels $1186 $1126 $1017
KIT279 • Absorbs up to 76 gal. • 5" Rubber Wheels  $999 $962 $870
KITR203 • Refi ll • Absorbs up to 76 gal. $609
KIT279, KIT280 & KITR203 Contents • 41 Socks • 154 Mat Pads • 112 Wipers • 15 Disposal Bags and Ties 
6 Tamperproof Labels • 1 Instructions

NOTE: A PIG Response Chest Protection Cover (available separately) is suggested 
for outdoor storage to protect container from UV degradation and weathering. 
See PAK802 on page 135.

•  Durable polyethylene container with snap-tight lid keeps absorbents 
clean, dry and secure before use

•  Stocked with PIG Absorbent Socks, Mats and Pillows plus PIG 
Lite-Dri Loose for absorbing spills in cracks and crevices 

•  4" plastic wheels roll easily over smooth surfaces and pavement

• Built-in handles allow easy steering through tight spots

• Hinged lid provides easy access

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 112.7 SPCC Regulations
NOTE: Not for outdoor storage.KIT276

PIG® Spill Kit in Small Mobile Container
Item # 1-2 3+

KIT276 • Absorbs up to 22 gal. • 4" Plastic Wheels $225 $216
RFL276 • Refi ll • Absorbs up to 22 gal. $198
KIT276 & RFL276 Contents • 5 Socks • 50 Mat Pads • 2 Pillows • 1 Loose Absorbent Bag • 6 Tamperproof Labels 
5 Disposal Bags and Ties • 1 Instructions

•  UV-resistant, lockable polyethylene container keeps absorbents 
secure and dry indoors or out

•  31"-wide chest fits through standard doors and aisles and has 
forklift entry for easy moving

•  Highly visible color helps you locate the kit faster

•  Choose 5" rubber wheels or 8" no-flat wheels

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 112.7 SPCC Regulations

KIT280 gallons

Absorbs 
up to

76

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

22

 Spill Kit in Mobile Container — Lightweight container rolls to 
spills of up to 22 gallons.

 Spill Kit in Hi-Viz Chest — 76 gallons of absorbency that fits 
through doorways.

BEST 
SELLER!
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•  Prepacked, compartmentalized carts 
provide easy access to contents

•  8" wheels roll easily over uneven surfaces

•  Narrow width fits easily through doors
and aisles

•   Cart holds and dispenses a 60' roll 
of PIG Rip-&-Fit Mat

•  Lockable for added security

•  Choose hi-viz yellow (KIT244) or 
industrial gray (KIT297)

�  Helps you comply with 
40 CFR 112.7 SPCC Regulations

NOTE: Not for outdoor storage.

KIT244

KIT297

 Spill Kit in Cart — Swing-out 
front doors make it easy to grab 
the supplies you need.

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

14

KIT278

PIG® Spill Kit in Cart
Item # 1-2 3+

KIT244 • High-Visibility • Absorbs up to 14 gal. • 8" HDPE Wheels  $438 $382
KIT297 • Standard Gray • Absorbs up to 14 gal. • 8" HDPE Wheels $388 $343
RFL244 • Refi ll • Absorbs up to 14 gal. $123
KIT244, KIT297 & RFL244 Contents • 5 Socks • 1 Mat Roll • 4 Pillows • 1 Multi-Purpose Epoxy Putty
1 Pair Nitrile Gloves • 1 Economy Goggles • 5 Disposal Bags and Ties • 1 Instructions

PIG® Empty High-Visibility Spill Cart 
Item # 1-2 3+

PAK968 • 8" HDPE Wheels w/ FPVC Tire • Holds 6 cu. ft.  $277 $265

PIG® Spill Kit in See-Thru Container
Item # 1-2 3-4 5+

KIT278 • Absorbs up to 12 gal. • 1.5" Plastic Wheels $141 $131 $126
KIT278 Contents • 4 Socks • 25 Mat Pads • 2 Pillows • 1 Loose Absorbent Bag • 2 Temporary Disposal Bags and Ties

•   Durable polypropylene container with snap-tight lid protects 
absorbents from dirt and moisture 

•   Mounted on 11⁄2" caster wheels for easy rolling on smooth surfaces

•   PIG Blue Socks stop spreading spills; PIG Mat and Pillows absorb 
quickly; PIG Lite-Dri Loose Absorbent speeds final cleanup on 
rough surfaces or crevices

•   Small footprint is ideal for storage closets and other tight spaces

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 112.7 SPCC Regulations

 Spill Kit in See-Thru Container — Roll 
right to the spill with this see-through kit.

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

12

BEST 
SELLER!

Turn an unused 30- or 
55-gallon drum into a 
cost-effective spill kit!

•  Contents packed in 
two easy-to-lift 
bags for quick 
response with socks 
on top of pads

•  Includes ”Emergency 
Spill Kit” decals for 
easy identification

�  Helps you comply 
with 40 CFR 112.7 
SPCC Regulations

KIT205

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

29

Drum not included.
See our selection on 
pages 328–333.

PIG® You-Supply-the-Drum Spill Kit
Item # 1-2 3-5 6+

KIT205 • For 55-gal. drums • Absorbs up to 29 gal. $259 $242 $222
KIT205 Contents • 6 Socks • 80 Mat Pads • 10 Disposal Bags and Ties • 2 Emergency Spill Kit Decals • 1 Instructions

KIT206 • For 30-gal. drums • Absorbs up to 14.5 gal. $135
KIT206 Contents • 3 Socks • 40 Mat Pads • 5 Disposal Bags and Ties • 1 Emergency Spill Kit Decals • 1 Instructions

 You-Supply-the-Drum Spill Kit — Your 
drum. Our absorbents.

Dispenses a 60' roll 
of PIG Rip-&-Fit Mat.



•  Lightweight, 100% polyethylene container resists chemicals and 
keeps contents clean and dry

•  Yellow high-visibility container (KIT273) is easy to locate; 
standard blue (KIT259) hides dirt and grime

•  Heavy-duty 8" rubber wheels roll easily over nearly any surface

•  Built-in handles allow easy steering through tight spots

•  Hinged lid provides easy access

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 112.7 SPCC Regulations

NOTE: Not for outdoor storage.

Bright yellow container stands 
out so you can locate it quickly.

PIG® Spill Kit in Large Mobile Container
Item # 1-2 3+

KIT273 • High-Visibility • Absorbs up to 37 gal. • 8" Rubber Wheels  $419 $382
KIT259 • Standard Blue • Absorbs up to 37 gal. • 8" Rubber Wheels  $405 $366
RFL259 • Refi ll • Absorbs up to 37 gal. $302
KIT273, KIT259 & RFL259 Contents • 5 Socks • 70 Mat Pads • 4 Loose Absorbent Bags 
5 Disposal Bags and Ties • 6 Tamperproof Labels • 1 Instructions

KIT259

BEST 
SELLER!
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gallons

Absorbs 
up to

37

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

37

 Spill Kit in Large Mobile Container — Versatile 
wheeled kit comes in blue or hi-viz yellow.

KIT273

“ There are even tamper-resistant stickers 
and SDS for the absorbents. The cart is 
easy to handle and wheels are durable/
tough enough for common terrain. 
Delivery was fast and I would purchase 
this product again.”

         — Lee R.  KIT259 Customer

“ These 
PIGS have 
thought of 
everything!”

BEST 
SELLER!
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See what makes PIG Socks cleaner, safer and 
fl at-out better than clay: newpig.com/sockvideo

EXPERT ADVICE
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Behind the seat
Stowaway Bags are just the 
right size for storing behind or 
underneath your seat.

Long compartments
Duffel Bag Kits fit wheel well boxes 
and other long, narrow areas. External 
mounting containers also available.

In the bed
Storage Boxes fit standard truck 
beds. Bucket Kits are also designed 
to ride outside and protect contents.

Big rig, box truck or pickup, 
there’s a spill kit that fits on 
pages 94–98 and 112–113. 

KIT624Exterior mounted
Bucket Kits and Duffel 
Bag Kits can be mounted 
with optional brackets.

Box compartments
Tote Bag Kits are ideal for large 
internal or external compartments 
and mounted storage boxes.

TRUCK SPILL KITS
Inside and out, we designed PIG Truck Spill Kits specifically for trucks. That may sound like a no-brainer, but until now, 
people have used industrial spill kits as truck kits — and it just doesn’t work. We’ve tackled this square-peg-round-hole 
problem by putting the “truck” in truck spill kit:

TRUCK-FIRST DESIGN
We studied trucks of every size and 
shape, then we developed spill kits 
to fit. (Check ‘em out below!)

ULTRA-DURABILITY
Rugged construction for the rigors of 
the road. Our new bags won’t rip or 
tear, so you can refill and reuse them.

ROAD-READY SUPPLIES
Packed with PIG Absorbents, 
collapsible containment and more for 
cleaning up spilled oil, gas and other 
vehicle fluids.

Learn about our spill kits designed 
specifi cally for all kinds of trucks:
newpig.com/truckkitsvideo

EXPERT ADVICE



•   Suitcase-style stowaway bag is designed to fit behind or 
underneath the seat of a truck or other vehicles

•   Packed with PIG Absorbents and other spill response supplies for 
cleaning up oil, gasoline and other fluids that leak, drip or spill 
from your vehicle (see contents at right)

•   Hi-viz yellow bag with reflective striping is easy to find; 
increases driver visibility and safety during spill response

•   Bold “Spill Kit” lettering on front and sides for quick identification

•   Durable fabric and rugged construction for repeated use

•   Three interior compartments help segregate contents

•   Use carrying straps to pull bag from its space and take to the spill

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 263.30(a) 

 Truck Spill Kit in Stowaway Bag —  Space-saving 
spill response stashes behind or underneath your seat.

Your truck’s external compartments are 
perfect for spill kit storage. And now you 
can buy a kit that fits!

KIT622

KIT622

S
p

ill K
its

U
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iversal
Absorbs oils, coolants, solvents and w

ater
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n
iversal

HIT THE ROAD
WITH PIG!

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

6.5

SEE OIL-ONLY VERSION ON PAGE 112.

PIG® Truck Spill Kit in Stowaway Bag
Item # 1-2 3-5 6+

KIT622 • Absorbs up to 6.5 gal. $207 $203 $183
RFL622 • Refi ll • Absorbs up to 6.5 gal. $144 $142 $120
KIT622 & RFL622 Contents • 3 Socks • 40 Mat Pads • 2 Repair Paste • 1 Pair of Gloves • 1 Pair of Goggles  
1 Apron • 1 Collapsible Container • 1 Lightstick • 5 Disposal Bags and Ties • 1 Instructions

BEST 
SELLER!

EXCLUSIVE!
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KIT624

KIT624

•   Cube-shaped tote bag fits in a mounted storage box or large 
external compartment of a truck or other vehicles

•   Packed with PIG Absorbents and other supplies for cleaning up oil, 
gasoline and other fluids (see contents below)

•   Same rugged construction and hi-viz features as Stowaway 
Bag shown on page 95

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

7

PIG® Truck Spill Kit in Tote Bag
Item # 1-2 3-5 6+

KIT624 • Absorbs up to 7 gal. $272 $258 $248
RFL624 • Refi ll • Absorbs up to 7 gal. $176 $165 $155
KIT624 & RFL624 Contents • 4 Socks • 25 Mat Pads • 1 Loose • 30 Premoistened Wipers • 2 Repair Paste 
1 Pair of Gloves • 1 Pair of Goggles • 1 Apron • 1 Collapsible Container • 1 Dustpan/Broom • 1 Lightstick  
5 Disposal Bags and Ties • 1 Instructions

•   Designed just for trucks! Packed with PIG Absorbents and essential 
spill supplies for cleaning up oil, gas and other vehicle fluids

•   Fits behind or beneath the seat of a truck or other vehicle; 
carrying strap makes it easy to pull bag from its storage space

•  See-through bag allows for easy inspection of kit contents

•   Hi-viz yellow bag is easy to find; increases driver visibility and 
safety during spill response

•   Bag is constructed of heavy-duty, cold-resistant vinyl with a 
reinforced zipper and seams; tough enough to refill and reuse

•   Bold “Spill Kit” lettering 
printed on front and sides 
of bag for quick identification

KIT632

KIT632

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

6
PIG® Truck Spill Kit in See-Thru Bag
Item # 1-2 3-5 6+

KIT632 • Absorbs up to 6 gal. $116 $110 $103
KIT632 Contents • 3 Socks • 30 Mat Pads • 1 Loose Absorbent • 1 No-Freeze Patching Paste
1 Collapsible Container • 1 Pair of Neoprene Gloves • 1 Apron • 1 Economy Goggles • 1 Lightstick
5 Polyethylene Disposal Bags • 1 Instructions

 Truck Spill Kit in Tote Bag — Store this cube-shaped bag in 
large compartments.

 Truck Spill Kit in See-Thru Bag — Tuck this road-tough kit 
in your truck and be ready to respond to a spill.
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KIT626
Small Duffel

KIT628
Large Duffel

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

3.8

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

8.8

PIG® Truck Spill Kit in Duffel Bag
Item # 1-2 3-5 6+

KIT628 • Large • Absorbs up to 8.8 gal. $255 $242 $221

RFL628 • Refi ll • Large • Absorbs up to 8.8 gal. $210 $201 $178
KIT628 & RFL628 Contents • 3 Socks • 30 Mat Pads • 2 Loose • 30 Premoistened Wipers • 1 Repair Paste 
2 Pairs of Gloves • 1 Pair of Goggles • 1 Apron • 1 Portable Pool • 1 Shovel • 1 Lightstick • 5 Disposal Bags and Ties 
1 Instructions (Refill does not include Portable Pool or Shovel)

KIT626 • Small • Absorbs up to 3.8 gal. $164 $154 $149
RFL626 • Refi ll • Small • Absorbs up to 3.8 gal. $127 $118 $112
KIT626 & RFL626 Contents • 3 Socks • 15 Mat Pads • 1 Repair Paste • 1 Pair of Gloves • 1 Pair of Goggles 
1 Apron • 1 Collapsible Container • 1 Lightstick • 5 Disposal Bags and Ties • 1 Instructions 

PIG® Empty Truck-Mount Container
Item # 1-5 6+

PAK284 • For KIT628 and KIT629 • Ext. Dia. 16" x 35"H $180 $168
Item # 1-9 10+

PAK572 • For KIT626 and KIT627 • 13"W x 28"L x 10.5"H $63.75 $58.60

BEST 
SELLER!

•   Hi-viz yellow bag with reflective striping is easy to find; 
increases driver visibility and safety during spill response

•   Side and end straps let you easily pull bag from storage

•   Can be stored in a weatherproof PIG Truck-Mount Container 
(PAK284, PAK572) for easy access right on your vehicle’s exterior

•   Packed with PIG Absorbents and other spill response supplies for 
cleaning up oil, gasoline and other fluids that leak, drip or 
spill from your vehicle (see contents below)

KIT628
Large Duffel

PAK284

The Truck-Mount Container (PAK284) attaches to a 
truck exterior, stores a bag kit and saves cab space.

 Truck Spill Kit in Duffel Bag — Versatile duffel bag kits can 
go in your cab, compartment or truck-mount container.

KIT626
Small Duffel
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•   61⁄2-gallon bucket kit is ideal for placement in truck beds and 
large external compartments on a truck or other vehicles

•   Can also be mounted to your truck’s exterior using an aluminum 
mounting bracket (BKT213, sold separately)

•   Packed with PIG Absorbents for response to leaks and spills of oil, 
gasoline and other vehicle fluids
(see contents below)

•   UV-resistant container 
with gasketed lid protects 
contents from the 
elements; black color
hides road grime 

KIT630

BKT213

98 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.
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KIT234

 Truck Spill Kit in Storage Box — Keep the spill response 
power of 100 PIG Mat Pads right in the bed of your pickup truck.

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

38

 Truck Spill Kit in Bucket — Mount this kit on your truck or 
store it in the bed for spill preparedness on the road.

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

3.3

PIG® Truck Spill Kit in Storage Box
Item # 1-3 4-6 7+

KIT234 • Absorbs up to 38 gal. $466 $443 $419
RFL234 • Refi ll • Absorbs up to 38 gal. $275
KIT234 & RFL234 Contents • 13 Socks • 100 Mat Pads • 10 Disposal Bags and Ties • 1 Instructions

PIG® Truck Spill Kit in Bucket
Item # 1-2 3-5 6+

KIT630 • Absorbs up to 3.3 gal. • UN1H2/Y30/S $154 $143 $139
KIT630 Contents • 2 Socks • 10 Mat Pads • 2 Loose • 1 Repair Paste • 1 Pair of Gloves • 1 Pair of Goggles 
1 Apron • 1 Collapsible Container • 1 Lightstick • 2 Disposal Bags and Ties • 1 Instructions

Truck Mounting Bracket for PIG® Spill Kit in Bucket
Item # 1-2 3+

BKT213 • For KIT630 and KIT631 $100 $96

KIT630

OIL-ONLY VERSION SOLD
ON PAGE 113

BEST 
SELLER!

KIT234

•   UV-resistant storage box protects contents from the elements; 
black color hides road grime 

•   Rugged construction stands up to truck bed wear and tear

•   Packed with PIG Absorbents for response to 
leaks and spills of oil, gasoline 
and other vehicle fluids 
(see contents below)

•    Large storage box contains 
an assortment of PIG Socks 
to surround spills and a stack of 
100 PIG Mat Pads for cleanup

•   Bold “Spill Kit” lettering 
printed on label for quick 
identification
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 Pesticide Spill Kit — Packed with the absorbents, tools and 
PPE you need for pesticide cleanup and compliance with regs.

WALL-MOUNT OPTIONS AVAILABLE
ON PAGE 138

SEE PIG PESTICIDES SAFETY CABINETS 
ON PAGE 370

•    Polyethylene bucket with easy-open, screw-on lid can be used to 
ship or temporarily store used absorbents

•   Bucket is prepacked with PIG Absorbents for response to small 
spills of oils, coolants, solvents and water

•   UN Rating 1H2/Y30/S for Packing Groups II and III

�  Helps you comply with 
HAZWOPER 29 CFR 
1910.120 (j)(1)(vii)

�  Helps you comply with
40 CFR 112.7 
SPCC Regulations

 Spill Kit in Bucket — Grab-and-go spill response comes in a 
UN Rated container for shipping waste.

PIG® Spill Kit in Bucket
Item # 1-2 3-5 6+

KIT213 • Absorbs up to 4 gal. • UN1H2/Y30/S $66 $62 $58
KIT213 Contents • 2 Socks • 4 Mat Pads • 2 Disposal Bags and Ties • 6 Tamperproof Labels

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

4.8

BEST 
SELLER!

BEST 
SELLER!

KIT621

PIG® Pesticide Spill Kit in Stowaway Bag
Item # 1-2 3+

KIT621 • Absorbs up to 4.8 gal.  $151 $146
KIT621 Contents • 3 Socks • 10 Mat Pads • 1 Loose Absorbent • 1 Goggles • 1 Apron • 1 Pair of Gloves
1 Roll of Caution Tape • 1 Dustpan/Broom • 2 Temporary Disposal Bags • 1 Instructions

PIG® Pesticide Spill Kit in Bucket
Item # 1-2 3+

KIT620 • Absorbs up to 3.5 gal. • UN1H2/Y30/S $135 $128
KIT620 Contents • 2 Socks • 6 Mat Pads • 2 Loose Absorbents • 1 Goggles • 1 Apron • 1 Pair of Gloves
1 Dustpan/Broom • 2 Temporary Disposal Bags and Ties • 6 Tamperproof Labels • 1 Roll of Caution Tape • 1 Instructions

•   Quickly clean up spills of liquid and particulate pesticides

•   Hi-viz yellow bag (KIT621) has zippered mesh 
pockets and reflective strips; opens like 
a suitcase for fast access

•   UN Rated bucket (KIT620) doubles
as a shipping container for 
used absorbents

�   Helps you comply with 
state and federal regs for 
pesticide spill cleanup

99 Phone: 1-800-HOT-HOGS (468-4647) • Fax: 1-800-621-PIGS (621-7447) • Web: newpig.com

KIT620

KIT213

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

3.5

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

4

KIT213
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 Spill Kit in Camo Duffel — Respond to 
spills with this versatile kit in camo bag.
•   Packed with PIG Absorbents, PIG Putty and PPE

•   Durable, camouflaged duffel bag hides dirt and is easy to 
grab and go to the spill

•   Bag is spacious enough
to fit additional items

�   Helps you comply 
with 40 CFR 263.30(a) 
and 40 CFR 263.31

KIT298

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

8.7
KIT298

PIG® Spill Kit in Camo Duffel Bag
Item # 1-2 3-6 7+

KIT298 • Absorbs up to 8.7 gal. $118 $112 $105
KIT298 Contents • 3 Socks • 30 Mat Pads • 1 Goggles • 1 Pair of Gloves • 1 Repair Putty 
5 Temporary Disposal Bags and Ties

 Spill Kit in Duffel — You get four spill 
packs in one large, sturdy sports bag.

 Spill Kit in Tote Bag — Absorb spills 
with this kit in a sturdy, high-quality bag.

•  Used absorbents can be put in the included temporary 
disposal bags

•  Duffel bag is packed with four kits — absorb spills at a great 
price, then keep the bag

•  Makes a great 
vehicle spill kit

�  Helps you comply 
with 40 CFR 263.30(a) 

•  Vinyl-coated canvas tool bag withstands tough environments; 
pockets store additional tools and supplies

•  Bag features a wide-opening mouth 
and self-standing design

•   Padded shoulder strap makes 
bag easy to carry and hang

�  Helps you comply 
with 40 CFR 263.30(a) 

KIT223 KIT283

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

20

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

6

PIG® Spill Kit in Tote Bag
Item # 1-2 3+

KIT283 • Absorbs up to 6 gal.  $145 $132
KIT283 Contents • 3 Socks • 15 Mat Pads • 1 Multi-Purpose Epoxy Putty • 1 Coveralls • 1 Pair Nitrile Gloves
1 Economy Goggles • 5 Disposal Bags and Ties

PIG® Economy Spill Kits in Duffel Bag
Item # 1-2 3-4 5+

KIT223 • Absorbs up to 20 gal. $170 $162 $153
KIT223 Contents • 4 Economy Spill Kits - Each Includes: 3 Socks • 12 Mat Pads • 2 Disposal Bags 

KIT242 • Refi ll • Absorbs up to 5 gal. $54
KIT242 Contents • 3 Socks • 12 Mat Pads • 2 Disposal Bags 

BEST 
SELLER!

See why PIG Mat is the #1 mat in the world:
newpig.com/pig-mat-video

EXPERT ADVICE

KIT223
KIT242 KIT283



 Spill Kit in See-Thru Bag — Inventory at 
a glance with our most economical kit.

 Kit in Hi-Viz Bag — PIG Absorbents in a 
bright-yellow bag that’s easy to find.

 Spill Pack — Vacuum-sealed package 
is ready to go when you need it.

•   Compact kit with zipper closure is ideal for outfitting a 
vehicle fleet

•  Transparent bag lets you check 
supply levels at a glance while 
keeping contents clean and dry

�  Helps you comply 
with 40 CFR 263.30(a) 

•    Water-resistant bag with hook-and-loop 
closure protects kit contents

•    Bright yellow bag makes kit 
easy to see

�  Helps you comply
with 40 CFR 263.30(a) 

•    Rugged vacuum packaging keeps contents clean and dry and 
makes it easy to detect tampering

•    Highly visible pack is 
easy to locate

•    Built-in handle and 
grommets make pack 
easy to carry 
and hang

�  Helps you comply 
with 40 CFR 263.30(a) 

KIT274

KIT220

See page 138.
Wall-Mount Hook

KIT220

KIT261

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

5

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

9

PIG® Spill Kit in See-Thru Bag
Item # 1-2 3-4 5+

KIT274 • Absorbs up to 5 gal. $61 $59 $56
KIT274 Contents • 3 Socks • 12 Mat Pads • 2 Disposal Bags and Ties

PIG® Spill Kit in High-Visibility Bag
Item # 1-2 3-5 6+

KIT220 • Absorbs up to 9 gal. $149 $143 $125
KIT220 Contents • 4 Socks • 28 Mat Pads • 5 Disposal Bags and Ties

PIG® Spill Pack
Item # 1-3 4+

KIT261• Absorbs up to 4 gal.  $89 $83
KIT261 Contents • 3 Socks • 20 Mat Pads • 1 Pair Nitrile Gloves • 1 Disposal Bag and Tie

KIT261

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

4

S
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U
n

iversal
Absorbs oils, coolants, solvents and w

ater
U

n
iversal

BEST 
SELLER!

KIT274
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PIG® Spill Kit in a Clear-Top Duffel Bag
Item # 1-2 3-4 5+

KIT289 • Absorbs up to 8 gal. $145 $136 $131
KIT289 Contents • 3 Socks • 40 Mat Pads • 2 Pillows • 1 Multi-Purpose Epoxy Putty • 5 Disposal Bags and Ties

 Spill Kit in Denim Duffel Bag — Run to 
the spill with a rugged drawstring bag.

 Spill Kit in Clear-Top Duffel — Easy to 
store, carry and inspect kit contents.

•   Durable denim bag hides dirt; ideal for storage behind a seat

•  Instant bucket, goggles, gloves and coveralls help you handle spills 
or ruptures 

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 263.30(a) 

•   Heavy-duty, black vinyl duffel bag resists wear and tear

•  Clear plastic top flap lets you easily check contents, stay prepared

•   Compact size is ideal for storage in vehicles or in other tight spaces 

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 263.30(a) 

KIT201

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

6

PIG® Spill Kit in Denim Duffel Bag
Item # 1-2 3-4 5+

KIT201 • Absorbs up to 6 gal. $135 $127 $122
KIT201 Contents • 2 Socks • 16 Mat Pads • 1 Multi-Purpose Epoxy Putty • 1 Coveralls • 1 Pair Nitrile Gloves
1 Economy Goggles • 1 Lightstick • 1 Instant Bucket • 5 Disposal Bags and Ties • 1 Emergency Spill Kit Label

KIT201

KIT295
Cabinet with drawers 
adds storage options. 
(Absorbents included.)

KIT224
Cabinet with shelving includes PIG Absorbents 
(PPE sold separately). Empty cabinets also available.

PIG® Spill Kit in Cabinet
Item # 1 2+

KIT224 • Shelved Unit • Absorbs up to 60 gal. • 4 - Adjustable Shelves, 
1 - Non-adjustable Shelf $1469 $1387

KIT295 • Drawer Unit • Absorbs up to 60 gal. • 2 - Adjustable Shelves, 
1 - Non-adjustable Shelf • 3 - Lockable Drawers $1589 $1533

KITR202 • Refi ll • Absorbs up to 60 gal.  $408
KIT224, KIT295 & KITR202 Contents • 26 Socks • 60 Mat Pads • 8 Pillows • 56 Wipers • 10 Disposal Bags 
and Ties • 6 Tamperproof Labels • 1 Instructions

PIG® Empty Spill Response Cabinet
Item # 1+

CAB237 • Shelved Unit • 26"W x 36.5"L x 78.5"H • 4 - Adjustable 
Shelves, 1 - Nonadjustable Shelf • 500 lbs. Load Capacity UDL/Shelf $1020

CAB400 • Drawer Unit • 24"W x 36"L x 78"H • 2 - Adjustable Shelves, 
1 - Nonadjustable Shelf • 3 - Lockable Drawers $1209

•    Safety yellow, heavy-gauge steel cabinet is 
printed ”Spill Response Center” for quick identification

•    Ships fully assembled (absorbents packaged in 
a separate box) so you can use it without delay

•   Features padlockable doors, adjustable shelves 
and coat rack

•   PIG Blue Socks stop spreading spills; PIG Mat and 
Pillows absorb; wipers clean surfaces, hands 

•   KIT295 and CAB400 include lockable drawers 
for secure storage of PPE and other response items

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 112.7 
SPCC Regulations

 Spill Kit in Cabinet — Ships assembled and ready to be your 
central spill response station.

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

60

KIT289

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

8
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 Spill Kit in UV-Resistant Wall-Mount Cabinet — Hang 
weather-resistant spill kits outdoors wherever you need them.

PIG® Spill Kit in Large Wall-Mount Cabinet
Item # 1-3 4-6 7+

KIT228 • Absorbs up to 17 gal. $344 $328 $307
RFL228 • Refi ll • Absorbs up to 17 gal. $179
KIT228 & RFL228 Contents • 5 Socks • 80 Mat Pads • 8 Pillows • 56 Wipers • 10 Disposal Bags and Ties
1 Emergency Phone Number Label

PIG® Spill Kit in Small Wall-Mount Cabinet
Item # 1-3 4-6 7+

KIT215 • Absorbs up to 12 gal. $256 $245 $225
KIT216 • Refi ll • Absorbs up to 12 gal. $140
KIT215 & KIT216 Contents • 75 Mat Pads • 10 Pillows • 56 Wipers • 5 Disposal Bags and Ties 

•   Safety yellow, heavy-gauge, welded steel cabinet is printed 
”Spill Kit” for quick identification 

•   See-through front panel lets you 
easily check inventory levels

�  Helps you comply 
with 29 CFR 1910.1450 

 Spill Kit in Wall-Mount Cabinet — Wall-mountable kit lets 
you locate spill supplies right where you need them.

KIT228
gallons

Absorbs 
up to

17

BEST 
SELLER!

RFL228

KIT2900

KIT2900

PIG® Spill Kit in UV-Resistant Wall-Mount Cabinet
Item # 1-2 3+

KIT2900• Absorbs up to 8.3 gal. $435 $414
RFL2900 • Refi ll • Absorbs up to 8.3 gal. $195 $174
KIT2900 & RFL2900 Contents • 3 Socks • 125 Mat Pads • 2 Loose • 1 Pair of Gloves • 1 Pair of Goggles
1 Apron • 1 Dustpan/Brush • 5 Disposal Bags • 1 Instructions

•   Weather-resistant, wall-mount cabinets are ideal for outdoor 
locations near spill-prone areas

•   Gasketed door and UV-resistant poly construction keep out 
moisture and protect absorbents

•   Prepacked cabinet provides easy 
access to contents

•   PPE included to help protect 
workers during cleanup

•    Includes PIG Universal Mat, 
PIG Blue Socks and 
PIG Dri Loose to contain 
and absorb spills of oils, 
coolants, solvents 
and water

�  Helps you comply 
with 40 CFR 112.7 
SPCC Regulations

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

8.3

NEW!

RFL2900



Mounting Bracket for PIG® See-Thru Chest
Item # 1-2 3+

BKT215 • 7.5"W x 14"H x 5.75"D • 2/box  $42 $37

KIT285

PIG® Spill Kit in See-Thru Wall-Mount Chest
Item # 1 2-3 4+

KIT285 • Absorbs up to 23 gal. $222 $211 $194
KIT285 Contents • 8 Socks • 50 Mat Pads • 2 Pillows • 1 Multi-Purpose Epoxy Putty • 1 Spill Kit Station Sign  
1 Economy Goggles • 1 Pair of Nitrile Gloves • 5 Disposal Bags and Ties

BKT215

Opens wide for easy 
counter access; can 

also be wall-mounted.

KIT290

PIG® Spill Kit in GoBox® Cabinet
Item # 1-2 3+

KIT290 • Absorbs up to 6 gal.  $121 $111
KIT290 Contents • 3 Socks • 30 Mat Pads • 1 Pillow • 50 Wipers • 1 Economy Goggles • 1 Pair of Nitrile Gloves 
2 Disposal Bags 

PIG® Spill Kit in Countertop Box
Item # 1-3 4+

KIT281 • Absorbs up to 3.5 gal.  $118 $112
KIT281 Contents • 1 Mat Roll • 3 Pillows • 30 Wipers • 1 Multi-Purpose Epoxy Putty • 1 Economy Goggles  
1 Pair of Nitrile Gloves 

PIG® Absorbent Mat Roll
Item # 1-2

MAT193 • Mat refill for KIT281 • Mediumweight • 4 rolls/box  
Absorbs up to 7 gal./box • 25'L x 10"W $51

Kit easily mounts to 
a wall with precut 
keyhole openings.

KIT281

KIT292

PIG® Spill Kit in GoBox® Pack
Item # 1-2 3+

KIT292 • Absorbs up to 4.5 gal.  $69 $63
KIT292 Contents • 3 Socks • 10 Mat Pads • 2 Disposal Bags • 5 Ties

104 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.
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 Spill Kit in GoBox Pack — Pay for the 
spill supplies, not the container.
 •  Recyclable cardboard is low-cost alternative to reusable containers

•  Hi-viz container has a built-in handle

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 112.7 SPCC Regulations

 Kit in See-Thru Chest — Spill supplies 
are ready to go and easy to inventory.
• Sturdy, snap-tight clear container; check supplies at a glance

•   Nitrile gloves and goggles are included

•  Remove kit from optional bracket and take directly to a spill

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 112.7 SPCC Regulations
NOTE: Not for outdoor storage.

 Spill Kit in Box — Compact kit sits right 
on your countertops for fast response.
•    Hi-viz corrugated plastic container is durable and easy to move

•    Contains a PIG Mat Roll and Pillows, PPE, PIG Premoistened Hand 
and Surface Wipers, and PIG Repair Putty

•    Dispenses 25' PIG Mat Mini Roll from side slot

 Spill Kit in GoBox Cabinet — Quality 
PIG Absorbents in a disposable box kit.
•   Economical kit with built-in handle and grab-and-go convenience

•  Sturdy, recyclable cardboard made for indoor storage and one-time use

 •  Spill response instructions printed inside container

•  Basic PPE included

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 112.7 SPCC Regulations

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

4.5

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

23 gallons

Absorbs 
up to

3.5

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

6

BEST 
SELLER!



•    Absorb fuels and oil-based liquids but repel water for quick spill 
cleanup, indoors or out

•   PIG Oil-Only Absorbents meet NFPA 99 standards for static decay for 
safer use with fuels and flammables

•   Overpacks are X- and Y-rated for Packing Groups I, II and III 
for shipping spill cleanup waste by land, sea or rail

•    Lightweight, 100% plastic container resists chemicals and keeps 
contents clean and dry; leakproof, twist-on lid 

•   Ledges molded into container make kit easy to move by forklift

•  Lift-out baskets speed access, protect from UV rays

�  Helps you comply with HAZWOPER 29 CFR 1910.120 (j)(1)(vii)

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 112.7 SPCC Regulations

KIT468

Overpack protection 
covers sold separately 
on page 135.

KIT411-01

KIT443

KIT402 S
p

ill K
its

O
il-O

n
ly

Absorbs fuels and oil-based fluids, but not w
ater

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

31

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

39
gallons

Absorbs 
up to

52

 Oil-Only Spill Kit in Overpack — Strong enough to earn a 
UN rating so you can ship waste after cleaning up spilled oil.

JUST NEED THE CONTAINER? EMPTY OVERPACK 
SALVAGE DRUMS SOLD ON PAGES 360–361.

PIG® Oil-Only Spill Kit in Overpack Salvage Drum

Item # Container 
Size Absorbency Wheels UN # Booms Socks Mat Pads Pillows Skimmers Wipers Bags & Ties Tamperproof 

Labels Instructions 1-2 3-5 6+

KIT402 95-gallon Up to 52 gal. None UN1H2/X295/S 13 — 60 — — — 10 6 1 $744 $727 $669
KIT441 95-gallon Up to 52 gal. 6" Polyolefi n UN1H2/X113/S 13 — 60 — — — 10 6 1 $788 $758 $710

KIT443 65-gallon Up to 39 gal. None UN1H2/X200/S 11 — 40 — — — 10 6 1 $657 $630 $567

KIT468 50-gallon Up to 31 gal. 6" Polyolefi n UN1H2/X125/S — 10 40 4 — 56 5 6 1 $483 $467 $416

KIT436 30-gallon Up to 21 gal. None UN1H2/X100/S 4 — 25 — 4 — 5 6 1 $260 $248 $237

KIT411-01 20-gallon Up to 12.5 gal. None UN1H2/X66/S 3 — 12 — 2 — 5 6 1 $224 $217 $202

BEST 
SELLER!
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BEST 
SELLER!

RFL402

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

12.5

Refi ll for PIG® Oil-Only Spill Kit in Overpack Salvage Drum

Item # For Spill Kit Absorbency Booms Socks Mat Pads Pillows Skimmers Wipers Bags & Ties Tamperproof 
Labels Instructions 1+

RFL402 KIT402, KIT441 Up to 52 gal. 13 — 60 — — — 10 6 1 $402
RFL443 KIT443 Up to 39 gal. 11 — 40 — — — 10 6 1 $357

RFL468 KIT468 Up to 31 gal. — 10 40 4 — 56 5 6 1 $337

RFL436 KIT436 Up to 21 gal. 4 — 25 — 4 — 5 6 1 $195

RFL411-01 KIT411-01 Up to 12.5 gal. 3 — 12 — 2 — 5 6 1 $134



reghelp@newpig.com • 1-800-HOT-HOGS
GET FREE ADVICE ON REGS! See page 386 for details.

Meet both sides of the SPCC 
equation with active and 
passive containment. 
If your facility is subject to SPCC regs, you need 
both active and passive containment. Absorbents, 

spill kits and drain covers comply as active containment; pallets, 
decks, dikes and berms as passive.
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•  Opaque container blocks UV from degrading contents for up to 
8,000 hours

•  All absorbents resist UV for up to 1 year (12 hours/day of 
direct exposure for 12 months) and float to absorb oil on water

•  Lift-out, prepacked baskets allow easy access to contents

• Overpack drum is UN Rated for shipping waste after cleanup

•  Reflective tape on the lid adds visibility

•  Ledges molded into container make kit easy to move by forklift

•  Leakproof, twist-on lid is notched for easy removal or tightening 
with a 2x4 or pole

•  KIT416 contains PIG Oil-Only Booms, PIG Oil-Only UV-Resistant Mat 
and Pillows, PIG Lite-Dri and temporary disposal bags

•  KIT467 includes the same absorbents as KIT416 plus materials for 
responding to ruptured or punctured transformers (see contents) 

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 112.7 SPCC Regulations

KIT416

 UV-Resistant Oil-Only Spill Kit — Overpack and 
contents resist UV for up to 12 months.

PIG® UV-Resistant Oil-Only Spill Kit 
in a 95-Gallon Overpack Salvage Drum
Item # 1-2 3-5 6+

KIT416 • Absorbs up to 40 gal. •  UN1H2/Y345/S $562 $545 $539
KIT416 Contents • 2 Booms • 50 Mat Pads • 2 Pillows • 1 PIG® Oil-Only Lite-Dri® Loose Absorbent • 2 Coveralls  
12 Neoprene Gloves • 4 PVC Boot Protectors • 10 Disposal Bags and Ties • 6 Tamperproof Labels

PIG® Transformer Kit in a 95-Gallon Overpack Salvage Drum
Item # 1-2 3-5 6+

KIT467 • Absorbs up to 40 gal. •  UN1H2/Y345/S $610 $575 $559
KIT467 Contents • 2 Booms • 50 Mat Pads • 2 Pillows • 1 PIG® Oil-Only Lite-Dri® Loose Absorbent • 1 Multi-
Purpose Epoxy Putty • 1 Blue Poly Tarp • 2 Round Bottom Drum Liner • 1 Marking Stik • 2 Coveralls • 12 Neoprene 
Gloves • 4 PVC Boot Protectors • 10 Disposal Bags and Ties

Refi ll for KIT416 and KIT467
Item # 1-2 3-5 6+

KITR450 • Upper Basket • Absorbs up to 17 gal. $154 $146 $139
KITR450 Contents • 50 Mat Pads • 1 PIG® Oil-Only Lite-Dri® Loose Absorbent • 10 Disposal Bags and Ties  
6 Tamperproof Labels

KITR451 • Lower Basket • Absorbs up to 26 gal. $147 $140 $133
KITR451 Contents • 2 Booms • 2 Pillows

BEST 
SELLER!

KIT467

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

40gallons

Absorbs 
up to

40
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the money when you need a UN Rated shipping container. But when you 
just need a spill kit, you can’t beat the value (or visibility) of these 
economical containers.

•   Basic container saves money when a UN Rated container for 
shipping haz waste is not necessary

•  Bright yellow color is easy to locate

•   Nonthreaded lid lifts off for fast access; molded-in handles make 
carrying easy

•   Lightweight polyethylene container resists chemicals and 
protects contents

�   Helps you comply with 40 CFR 112.7 SPCC Regulations

      Oil-Only Spill Kit in Hi-Viz Economy Container — Clean up 
and comply without the extra cost of a UN Rated container.

KIT4400
KIT4200

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

21

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

39

KIT413

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

4.5

KIT4500

PIG® Oil-Only Spill Kit in High-Visibility Economy Container
Item # Container Size Absorbency Booms Socks Mat Pads Skimmers Bags & Ties Tamperproof Labels Instructions 1-2 3-6 7+

KIT4500 55-gallon Up to 39 gal. 11 — 40 — 10 6 1 $638 $609 $543
KIT4400 32-gallon Up to 21 gal. 4 — 25 4 5 6 1 $296 $281 $267

KIT4300 20-gallon Up to 12.5 gal. 3 — 12 2 5 6 1 $209 $201 $186

KIT4200 5-gallon Up to 4.3 gal. — 3 8 — 2 6 1 $69 $65 $62

REFILLS SOLD 
AT NEWPIG.COM

 Oil-Only Spill Kit in Bucket — Carry this shippable pail to small oil or fuel spills.

•    Polyethylene bucket with easy-open, screw-on lid can be used to 
ship or temporarily store used absorbents 

�  Helps you comply with HAZWOPER 29 CFR 1910.120 (j)(1)(vii)

PIG® Oil-Only Spill Kit in Bucket
Item # 1-2 3-5 6+

KIT413 • Absorbs up to 4.5 gal. • UN1H2/Y30/S $76 $73 $68
KIT413 Contents • 2 Socks • 4 Mat Pads • 2 Disposal Bags and Ties • 6 Tamperproof Labels • 1 Instructions

 
” It has what you need for small spills, and is nice for our vehicles. It doesn’t 

eat up much room on the truck. A bonus is the watertight container to keep 
in the back of a truck or stationed outdoors near oil-containing machines.”

  — Peter S.  KIT413 Customer

“ PIG KIT413 is a real oinker.”

BEST 
SELLER!

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

4.3
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•  Lockable, seamless box with gasket protects contents from 
moisture, chemicals and dirt 

•  Opaque container blocks UV rays from degrading contents; you get 
up to 8,000 hours of outdoor storage

•  Equipped with PPE, temporary disposal bags, a response shovel 
and more

PIG® UV-Resistant Oil-Only Spill Kit in Response Chest
Item # 1 2-5 6+

KIT418 • Absorbs up to 119 gal. • No Wheels  $1660 $1569 $1423
KIT418-01 • Absorbs up to 119 gal. • 10" No-fl at Wheels $1961 $1866 $1730
KIT418 & KIT418-01 Contents • 22 Booms • 150 Mat Pads • 2 Pillows • 2 Loose Absorbent Bags • 24 Neoprene 
Gloves • 4 Coveralls • 8 PVC Boot Protectors • 1 Response Shovel • 30 Temporary Disposal Bags and Ties  
6 Tamperproof Labels

KIT418

•  Seamless, polyethylene, lockable containers keep absorbents 
clean, dry and secure before use

•  Four-way forklift entry for easy moving

•   Choose 10" wheels for mobility on uneven surfaces and 
5" wheels for smooth indoor rolling

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 112.7 SPCC Regulations

NOTE: A PIG Response Chest Protection Cover (available separately) is suggested 
for outdoor storage to protect container from UV degradation and weathering. 
See PAK800 on page 135.

       Oil-Only Spill Kit in Extra-Large Chest — Our largest kit 
provides wheeled response for oil spills up to 127 gallons.

       Oil-Only Kit in Response Chest — Container and contents 
resist UV up to 12 months.

PIG® Oil-Only Spill Kit in Extra-Large Response Chest
Item # 1 2-5 6+

KIT404-02 • Absorbs up to 127 gal. • 10" No-fl at Wheels  $1963 $1877 $1747
KIT404-01 • Absorbs up to 127 gal. • 5" Rubber Wheels  $1740 $1654 $1485
KIT404-03 • Absorbs up to 127 gal. • No Wheels  $1559 $1479 $1341
KITR404 • Refi ll • Absorbs up to 127 gal. $940
KIT404-02, KIT404-01, KIT404-03 & KITR404 Contents • 20 Booms • 150 Mat Pads • 6 Skimmers • 2 Bags of 
Spaghetti Strips • 30 Disposal Bags and Ties • 6 Tamperproof Labels • 1 Instructions 

KIT404-02
gallons

Absorbs 
up to

127

BEST 
SELLER!

KIT418-01

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

119

KITR404
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NOTE: A PIG Response Chest Protection Cover (available separately) is suggested 
for outdoor storage to protect container from UV degradation and weathering. 
See PAK802 on page 135.

       Oil-Only Spill Kit in Mobile Container — Wheeled 
response in blue or hi-viz yellow.

 Refills can also be used 
as economical spill kits!
Refills for chests feature four 
compartments for easy access and 
wooden pallets for forklift entry. 
Absorbents are packed in sturdy, 
affordable, tri-wall cardboard.KITR403

•  Lightweight, 100% polyethylene container resists chemicals and 
keeps contents clean and dry

•  Yellow high-visibility container (KIT469) is easy to locate

•  Built-in handles allow easy steering through tight spots

•  Hinged lid provides 
easy access

�  Helps you comply 
with 40 CFR 112.7 
SPCC Regulations

NOTE: Not for outdoor storage.

PIG® Oil-Only Spill Kit in High-Visibility Storage Chest
Item # 1 2-5 6+

KIT480 • Absorbs up to 74 gal. • 8" No-fl at Wheels $1150 $1096 $993
KIT479 • Absorbs up to 74 gal. • 5" Rubber Wheels  $1020 $970 $909
KITR403 • Refi ll • Absorbs up to 74 gal. $610
KIT479, KIT480 & KITR403 Contents • 11 Booms • 100 Mat Pads • 4 Skimmers • 1 Bag of Spaghetti Strips  
15 Disposal Bags and Ties • 6 Tamperproof Labels • 1 Instructions

Bright yellow container 
stands out so you can 
locate it quickly.

KIT469

PIG® Oil-Only Spill Kit in Large Mobile Container
Item # 1-2 3+

KIT469 • High-Visibility • Absorbs up to 40 gal. • 8" Rubber Wheels  $448 $408
KIT459 • Standard Blue • Absorbs up to 40 gal. • 8" Rubber Wheels  $399 $360
RFL459 • Refi ll • Absorbs up to 40 gal. $340
KIT469, KIT459 & RFL459 Contents • 6 Socks • 70 Mat Pads • 2 Loose Absorbent Bags • 5 Disposal Bags and 
Ties • 6 Tamperproof Labels • 1 Instructions

Shown with optional 
8" no-flat wheels 

31"

413⁄4"
with 
lid 

48"

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

40

KIT459

BEST 
SELLER!
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•  31"-wide chest fits through standard doors and aisles and has 
forklift entry for easy moving

•  UV-resistant, lockable polyethylene container keeps absorbents 
secure and dry indoors or out

•  Highly visible color helps you locate the kit faster

•  Choose 5" rubber wheels or 8" no-flats for rugged terrain

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 112.7 SPCC Regulations
gallons

Absorbs 
up to

74

       Oil-Only Spill Kit in Hi-Viz Chest — Big-spill capacity that still 
fits through doorways.

KIT480

PIG Absorbents are 
compartmentalized 
for fast response.

RFL459
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•  Prepacked, compartmentalized carts provide easy access to contents

•  8" wheels roll easily over uneven surfaces

•  Narrow width fits easily through doors and aisles

•   Lockable cart holds and dispenses a 60' roll of PIG Rip-&-Fit 
Oil-Only Mat for tearing off pads or sections as needed

• Available in gray or hi-viz yellow for more visibility

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 112.7 SPCC Regulations
NOTE: Not for outdoor storage.

KIT444

•  Polyethylene container protects absorbents from dirt and moisture

•  4" plastic wheels are suitable for rough floors or pavement 

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 112.7 SPCC Regulations
NOTE: Not for outdoor storage.

KIT476

       Oil-Only Spill Kit in Cart — Swing-out front doors make it 
easy to get to the supplies you need.

PIG® Oil-Only Spill Kit in Cart
Item # 1-2 3+

KIT444 • High-Visibility • Absorbs up to 15 gal. • 8" HDPE Wheels  $471 $444
KIT497 • Standard Gray • Absorbs up to 15 gal. • 8" HDPE Wheels $395 $365
RFL444 • Refi ll • Absorbs up to 15 gal. $148
KIT444, KIT497 & RFL444 Contents • 5 Socks • 1 Mat Roll • 4 Pillows • 1 Multi-Purpose Epoxy Putty • 1 Pair 
Nitrile Gloves • 1 Economy Goggles • 5 Disposal Bags and Ties • 1 Instructions

PIG® Empty High-Visibility Spill Cart 
Item # 1-2 3+

PAK968 • 8" HDPE Wheels w/ FPVC Tire • Holds 6 cu. ft.  $277 $265

BEST 
SELLER!

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

15

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

25
PIG® Oil-Only Spill Kit in Small Mobile Container
Item # 1-2 3+

KIT476 • Absorbs up to 25 gal. • 4" Plastic Wheels $250 $236
KIT476 Contents • 5 Socks • 50 Mat Pads • 2 Pillows • 1 Bag of Pulp • 6 Tamperproof Labels • 5 Disposal Bags 
and Ties • 1 Instructions

 Kit in Mobile Container — Lightweight kit rolls to oil and fuel spills 
up to 25 gallons.

Oil hates water and so does PIG Oil-Only Mat! 
Watch them go at it:
newpig.com/oil-absorbent-mat-video

EXPERT ADVICE
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•    Rugged vacuum packaging keeps contents clean and dry and 
makes it easy to detect tampering

•   Highly visible pack is easy to locate

•    Built-in handle and grommets make pack easy to carry and hang

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 263.30(a) 

•  Compact kit with zipper closure is easy to store and carry

•  Transparent bag lets you check supply levels at a glance while 
keeping contents clean and dry

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 263.30(a) 

KIT471
KIT470

 Oil-Only Spill Kit in Hi-Viz Bag — Wall-mount this spill kit to find it 
even faster!

KIT420

BKT214
Wall-Mount Hook 
sold separately on 
page 138.

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

10

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

8

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

6

PIG® Oil-Only Spill Pack
Item # 1-3 4+

KIT471• Absorbs up to 8 gal.  $99 $92
KIT471 Contents • 3 Socks • 20 Mat Pads • 1 Pair Nitrile Gloves • 1 Disposal Bag and Tie

 Oil-Only Spill Pack — Vacuum-sealed 
package deters pilfering.

 Oil-Only Spill Kit in See-Thru Bag — Our 
most economical kit is easy to inventory.

PIG® Oil-Only Spill Kit in See-Thru Bag
Item # 1-2 3-5 6+

KIT470 • Absorbs up to 6 gal. $70 $68 $63
KIT470 Contents • 3 Socks • 12 Mat Pads • 2 Disposal Bags • 5 Ties

•    Durable, water-resistant bag with hook-and-loop closure keeps 
contents clean and dry

•    Bright yellow bag makes kit easy to see

•    Strap for easy carrying and hanging

•   Compact and easy to store; great for use in trucks or equipment

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 263.30(a) 

KIT420

PIG® Oil-Only Spill Kit in High-Visibility Bag
Item # 1-2 3-5 6+

KIT420 • Absorbs up to 10 gal. $141 $129 $123
KIT420 Contents • 4 Socks • 28 Mat Pads • 5 Disposal Bags and Ties

BEST 
SELLER!
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•    Made to fit behind or beneath a truck seat

•    Hi-viz yellow bag is heavy-duty, see-thru vinyl; easy to locate 
and check contents, including PIG Oil-Only Absorbents for oil, gas, 
and other oil-based fluids, but not water

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 263.30(a) and 40CFR 263.31

•    Durable, high-viz yellow fabric bag with reflective striping is 
rugged, won’t rip or tear; tough enough to refill and reuse  

•  Packed with PIG Absorbents for oil, gas and other vehicle fluids

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 263.30(a) and 40 CFR 263.31

KIT633

KIT625

 Oil-Only Truck Spill Kit in Stowaway Bag — Stash this kit behind or 
beneath your seat to stay prepared for spills on the road.

KIT623

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

7.3

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

6 gallons

Absorbs 
up to

10

•    Designed just for trucks; packed with PIG Absorbents and spill 
supplies to clean up oil, gas and other vehicle fluids

•    Hi-viz yellow bag with reflective striping is easy to find; 
increases driver visibility and safety during spill response

•    Durable fabric and rugged construction 
won’t rip or tear; tough enough 
to refill and reuse

•    Compact and easy 
to store 

�  Helps you comply 
with 40 CFR 263.30(a) 

�  Helps you comply 
with 40 CFR 263.31 KIT623

 Oil-Only Truck Spill Kit in Bag — See-
thru kit is tough, compact and portable.

 Oil-Only Truck Spill Kit in Tote Bag — 
Cube-shaped bag fits in truck storage box.

PIG® Oil-Only Truck Spill Kit in See-Thru Bag
Item # 1-2 3-5 6+

KIT633 • Absorbs up to 6 gal. $127 $120 $109
KIT633 Contents • 3 Socks • 30 Mat Pads • 1 PIG® Dri Loose Absorbent in Spill Pouch • 1 No-Freeze Patching Paste 
1 Collapsible Container • 1 Pair of Neoprene Gloves • 1 Apron • 1 Economy Goggles • 1 Lightstick • 5 Polyethylene 
Disposal Bags • 1 Instructions

PIG® Oil-Only Truck Spill Kit in Tote Bag
Item # 1-2 3-5 6+

KIT625 • Absorbs up to 10 gal. $300 $287 $265
KIT625 Contents • 4 Socks • 25 Mat Pads • 1 Loose • 30 Premoistened Wipers • 2 Repair Paste • 1 Pair of Gloves 
1 Pair of Goggles • 1 Apron • 1 Collapsible Container • 1 Dustpan/Broom • 1 Lightstick • 5 Disposal Bags and Ties
1 Instructions

PIG® Oil-Only Truck Spill Kit in Stowaway Bag
Item # 1-2 3-5 6+

KIT623 • Absorbs up to 7.3 gal. $215 $196 $184
RFL623 • Refi ll • Absorbs up to 7.3 gal. $153 $133 $129
KIT623 & RFL623 Contents • 3 Socks • 40 Mat Pads • 2 Repair Paste • 1 Pair of Gloves • 1 Pair of Goggles 
1 Apron • 1 Collapsible Container • 1 Lightstick • 5 Disposal Bags and Ties • 1 Instructions

BEST 
SELLER!

Learn about our spill kits designed specifi cally for 
all kinds of trucks: newpig.com/truckkitsvideo

EXPERT ADVICE
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•    Designed for truck beds, external compartments or mounting

•    UN Rating 1H2/Y30/S for Packing Groups II and III

•   Packed with PIG Absorbents for oil, gas and other vehicle fluids

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 263.30(a) and 40 CFR 263.31

•   Fits standard truck beds; rugged and weather resistant 

•   Packed with Oil-Only PIG Mats and Socks for oil, gas and other 
vehicle fluids, but not water

•  Storage box is lockable

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 263.30(a) and 40 CFR 263.31

KIT631

KIT434

 Oil-Only Truck Spill Kit in Duffel Bag — Tuck it in your cab, 
compartment or mounted container so you’ll always be spill-ready!

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

9.6

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

3.7
gallons

Absorbs 
up to

44

 Oil-Only Truck Spill Kit in Bucket — 
Weather resistant, compact & UN Rated.

 Oil-Only Truck Spill Kit in Box — Tough 
storage box packs a road-ready spill kit.
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PIG® Oil-Only Truck Spill Kit in Duffel Bag
Item # 1-2 3-5 6+

KIT629 • Large • Absorbs up to 9.6 gal. $285 $274 $251
KIT629 Contents • 3 Socks • 30 Mat Pads • 2 Loose • 30 Premoistened Wipers • 1 Repair Paste • 2 Pairs of Gloves 
1 Pair of Goggles • 1 Apron • 1 Portable Pool • 1 Shovel • 1 Lightstick • 5 Disposal Bags and Ties • 1 Instructions

KIT627 • Small • Absorbs up to 4.6 gal. $171 $160 $155
RFL627 • Refi ll • Small • Absorbs up to 4.6 gal. $133 $123 $119
KIT627 & RFL627 Contents • 3 Socks • 15 Mat Pads • 1 Repair Paste • 1 Pair of Gloves • 1 Pair of Goggles 
1 Apron • 1 Collapsible Container • 1 Lightstick • 5 Disposal Bags and Ties • 1 Instructions KIT629

TUCK THE DUFFEL BAG KIT INTO THE TRUCK-
MOUNT CONTAINER ON PAGE 410. PERFECT FIT!

•    Compact duffel bag design fits in the cab or inside a long, 
narrow external compartment of a truck or other vehicles

•   PIG Oil-Only Absorbents soak up small leaks and spills of motor 
oil, gasoline and other oil-based 
vehicle fluids but not water

•    Bright yellow bag with reflective 
striping is easy to see

�  Helps you comply 
with 40 CFR 263.30(a)

�  Helps you comply 
with 40 CFR 263.31

KIT627

PIG® Oil-Only Truck Spill Kit in Bucket
Item # 1-2 3-5 6+

KIT631 • Absorbs up to 3.7 gal. • UN1H2/Y30/S $161 $152 $146
KIT631 Contents • 2 Socks • 10 Mat Pads • 2 Loose • 1 Repair Paste • 1 Pair of Gloves • 1 Pair of Goggles 
1 Apron • 1 Collapsible Container • 1 Lightstick • 2 Disposal Bags and Ties • 1 Instructions

PIG® Oil-Only Truck Spill Kit in Storage Box
Item # 1-3 4-6 7+

KIT434 • Absorbs up to 44 gal. $535 $510 $456
RFL434 • Refi ll • Absorbs up to 44 gal. $340
KIT434 & RFL434 Contents • 6 Socks • 100 Mat Pads • 6 Booms • 10 Disposal Bags and Ties • 1 InstructionsSEE MOUNTING BRACKET ON PAGE 138
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•  Absorb oil spills at a great price, then 
keep the bag!

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 263.30(a)

KIT423

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

23
KIT406

•   Bag is spacious enough to fit additional items

•   Camouflaged duffel bag hides dirt

•   Packed with PIG Absorbents, PIG Putty and PPE for grab-and-
go response to spills of oils and fuels

�   Helps you comply with 40 CFR 263.30(a) and 40 CFR 263.31

KIT498

•  Vinyl-coated canvas tote bag withstands tough environments; 
pockets store additional tools and supplies

•  Bag features a wide-opening mouth and self-standing design

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 263.30(a) 

KIT483

•   Rugged denim bag with drawstring closure 
hides dirt and is ideal for storage behind
a seat

•  Includes instant bucket, absorbents, 
goggles, gloves and coveralls 

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 263.30(a) 

  Oil-Only Spill Kits in Duffel — Get four spill packs in a 
sturdy sports bag.

PIG® Oil-Only Economy Spill Kits in Duffel Bag
Item # 1-2 3-4 5+

KIT423 • Absorbs up to 23 gal. $225 $212 $202
KIT423 Contents • 4 Economy Spill Kits - Each Includes: 3 Socks • 12 Mat Pads • 2 Disposal Bags • 1 Instructions

KIT442 • Refi ll • Absorbs up to 6 gal. $71
KIT442 Contents • 3 Socks • 12 Mat Pads • 2 Disposal Bags 

KIT423

 Oil-Only Spill Kit in Camo Duffel — 
Versatile kit in a durable camouflage bag.

PIG® Oil-Only Spill Kit in Camo Duffel Bag
Item # 1-2 3-6 7+

KIT498 • Absorbs up to 9.5 gal. $125 $117 $109
KIT498 Contents • 3 Socks • 30 Mat Pads • 1 Goggles • 1 Pair of Gloves • 1 Repair Putty • 5 Temporary Disposal 
Bags and Ties • 1 Instructions

 Oil-Only Spill Kit in Tote Bag — Carry 
supplies in this sturdy, high-quality bag.

PIG® Oil-Only Spill Kit in Tote Bag
Item # 1-2 3+

KIT483 • Absorbs up to 6.5 gal. $156 $145
KIT483 Contents • 3 Socks • 15 Mat Pads • 1 Multi-Purpose Epoxy Putty • 1 Economy Goggles • 1 Pair of Nitrile 
Gloves • 1 Coveralls • 5 Disposal Bags and Ties

 Oil-Only Spill Kit in Denim 
Duffel Bag — Denim bag 
fits almost anywhere.

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

9.5
gallons

Absorbs 
up to

6.5

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

6

BEST 
SELLER!

PIG® Oil-Only Spill Kit 
in Denim Duffel Bag
Item # 1-2 3-4 5+

KIT406 • Absorbs up to 6 gal.  $151 $145 $127
KIT406 Contents • 2 Socks • 16 Mat Pads • 1 Multi-Purpose Epoxy 
Putty • 1 Economy Goggles • 1 Pair Nitrile Gloves • 1 Coveralls  
1 Lightstick • 5 Temporary Disposal Bags & Ties • 1 Instant Bucket  
1 Emergency Spill Kit Decal • 1 Instructions
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Turn an unused 30- or 
55-gallon drum into a 
cost-effective spill kit!

•  Contents packed in two 
easy-to-lift bags for 
quick response with 
socks on top of pads

•  Includes ”Emergency 
Spill Kit” decals for 
easy identification

�  Helps you comply with 
40 CFR 112.7 SPCC 
Regulations

KIT408

  Oil-Only Spill Kit in Clear Chest — Keep 
supplies ready to go and easy to inventory.
• Sturdy, snap-tight clear container; check supplies at a glance

•   Nitrile gloves and goggles are included

Mounting Bracket for PIG® See-Thru Chest
Item # 1-2 3+

BKT215 • 7.5"W x 14"H x 5.75"D • 2/box  $42 $37

PIG® Oil-Only Spill Kit in See-Thru Wall-Mount Chest
Item # 1 2-3 4+

KIT485 • Absorbs up to 23 gal. $254 $249 $224
KIT485 Contents • 8 Socks • 50 Mat Pads • 2 Pillows • 1 Multi-Purpose Epoxy Putty • 1 Spill Kit Station Sign  
1 Economy Goggles • 1 Pair of Nitrile Gloves • 5 Disposal Bags and Ties • 1 Instructions

 Oil-Only You-Supply-the-Drum Spill 
Kit — Your drum. Our absorbents.

PIG® Oil-Only You-Supply-the-Drum Spill Kit
Item # 1-2 3-5 6+

KIT408 • For 55-gal. drums • Absorbs up to 30 gal. $271 $256 $232
KIT408 Contents • 6 Booms • 80 Mat Pads • 10 Disposal Bags and Ties • 2 Emergency Spill Kit Decals
1 Instructions

KIT409 • For 30-gal. drums • Absorbs up to 15 gal. $140
KIT409 Contents • 3 Booms • 40 Mat Pads • 5 Disposal Bags and Ties • 1 Emergency Spill Kit Decal  
1 Instructions

BEST 
SELLER!

KIT485

BKT215
sold 
separately 
below.

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

23

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

30
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 Spill Kit in UV-Resistant Wall-Mount Cabinet — Hang 
weather-resistant spill kits outdoors wherever you need them.

PIG® Oil-Only Spill Kit in UV-Resistant Wall-Mount Cabinet
Item # 1-2 3+

KIT4900• Absorbs up to 9 gal. $456 $435
RFL4900 • Refi ll • Absorbs up to 9 gal. $215 $195
KIT4900 & RFL4900 Contents • 3 Socks • 125 Mat Pads • 2 Loose • 1 Pair of Gloves • 1 Pair of Goggles
1 Apron • 1 Dustpan/Brush • 5 Disposal Bags • 1 Instructions

•   Weather-resistant, wall-mount cabinets are ideal for outdoor 
locations near spill-prone areas

•   Gasketed door and UV-resistant poly construction keep out 
moisture and protect absorbents

•  Prepacked cabinet provides easy access to contents

•   PPE included to help protect 
workers during cleanup

•    Includes PIG Stat Mat Pads and 
PIG Oil-Only Socks to contain 
and quickly absorb oil-based 
spills but not a drop of water

�  Helps you comply 
with 40 CFR 112.7 
SPCC Regulations

KIT4900

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

9

KIT4900

RFL4900

NEW!



gallons

Absorbs 
up to

21 gallons

Absorbs 
up to

39
gallons

Absorbs 
up to

63
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KIT311

KIT336

ATTENTION: Independent testing indicates that PIG HazMat products are compatible with and absorb most acids and bases. Due to variables and conditions of applications beyond our control, 
New Pig cannot guarantee that this product will absorb to your satisfaction. To ensure effectiveness and your safety, we recommend that you conduct compatibility and absorption testing of 
your chemicals with PIG HazMat products prior to purchase. If you have any questions or need samples to test, please call us toll free at 1-800-HOT-HOGS.

KIT343

KIT341

 HazMat Spill Kit in Overpack — Ship 
chemical spill waste in a UN Rated drum.

Refi ll for PIG® HazMat Spill Kit in Overpack Salvage Drum

Item # For Spill Kit Absorbency Socks Dikes Mat Pads Pillows Wipers Bags & Ties Tamperproof 
Labels Instructions 1+

KITR302 KIT302, KIT341, KIT362 Up to 63 gal. 18 2 75 7 — 10 6 1 $940
RFL343 KIT343, KIT363 Up to 39 gal. 13 1 40 5 — 10 6 1 $518

RFL365 KIT365 Up to 27 gal. 10 — 40 4 56 5 6 1 $454

RFL336 KIT336, KIT310 Up to 21 gal. 4 — 25 4 — 5 6 1 $292

KITR311 KIT311, KIT312 Up to 11 gal. 6 — 6 5 — 5 6 1 $190

PIG® HazMat Spill Kit in Overpack Salvage Drum

Item # Container 
Size Absorbency Wheels UN # Socks Dikes Mat Pads Pillows Wipers Bags & Ties Tamperproof 

Labels Instructions 1-2 3-5 6+

KIT302 95-gallon Up to 63 gal. None UN1H2/X295/S 18 2 75 7 — 10 6 1 $1206 $1134 $1022
KIT341 95-gallon Up to 63 gal. 6" Polyolefi n UN1H2/X113/S 18 2 75 7 — 10 6 1 $1198 $1127 $1017

KIT343 65-gallon Up to 39 gal. None UN1H2/X200/S 13 1 40 5 — 10 6 1 $815 $767 $710

KIT365 50-gallon Up to 27 gal. 6" Polyolefi n UN1H2/X125/S 10 — 40 4 56 5 6 1 $630 $608 $545

KIT336 30-gallon Up to 21 gal. None UN1H2/X100/S 4 — 25 4 — 5 6 1 $427 $416 $386

KIT311 20-gallon Up to 11 gal. None UN1H2/X66/S 6 — 6 5 — 5 6 1 $318 $310 $287BEST 
SELLER!

KITR302

•  Durable overpack is UN Rated and X- and Y-rated for Packing 
Groups I, II and III for shipping spill cleanup waste

•   Comply with Spill Plan regs, avoid fines and be ready to respond with 
the #1 kit for chemical and unknown spills

•   Leakproof, twist-on lid keeps contents clean before use or 
shipped waste secure after use; lightweight, 100% plastic container 
resists chemicals and keeps contents clean and dry

•  PIG HazMat Absorbents 
are specially treated to absorb 
concentrated corrosives such as 98% sulfuric acid and 
30% sodium hydroxide

�  Helps you comply with HAZWOPER 29 CFR 1910.120 (j)(1)(vii)

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 112.7 SPCC Regulations

NOTE: A protection cover is recommended for outdoor storage. See page 135.

See why PIG Mat is the #1 mat in the world:
newpig.com/pig-mat-video

EXPERT ADVICE

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

11
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•   Lime green drum stands out from the 
crowd so it’s easy to locate

•   Lift-out baskets are prepacked with PIG 
HazMat Absorbents; speed access to the 
supplies you need and guard against UV

•   Lightweight, 100% plastic drum resists 
chemicals and keeps contents clean and dry

�  Help you comply with 40 CFR 112.7 
SPCC Regulations

NOTE: A protection cover is required for outdoor 
storage. See page 135.

KIT3300

•   Basic container saves money when a 
UN Rated container for shipping haz waste 
is not necessary

•  Bright yellow color is easy to locate

•   Nonthreaded lid lifts off for fast access; 
molded-in handles make carrying easy

•   Lightweight polyethylene container resists 
chemicals and protects contents

�   Helps you comply with 40 CFR 112.7 
SPCC Regulations

KIT3500

KIT363

KIT362

DON’T RISK RUNNING ON EMPTY ... REFILLS SOLD ON OPPOSITE PAGE.

PIG® HazMat Spill Kit in High-Visibility Container

Item # Container Size Absorbency Socks Dikes Mat 
Pads Pillows Bags 

& Ties
Tamperproof 

Labels Instructions 1-2 3-5 6+

KIT362 95-gallon Up to 63 gal. 18 2 75 7 10 6 1 $1037 $982 $887
KIT363 65-gallon Up to 39 gal. 13 1 40 5 10 6 1 $689 $656 $593

KIT310 30-gallon Up to 21 gal. 4 — 25 4 5 6 1 $427 $416 $386

KIT312 20-gallon Up to 11 gal. 6 — 6 5 5 6 1 $318 $310 $287
See note on page 116 for more details on compatibility and life expectancy.

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

39
gallons

Absorbs 
up to

63

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

11

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

39

PIG® HazMat Spill Kit in High-Visibility Economy Container

Item # Container Size Absorbency Socks Mat 
Pads Pillows Bags 

& Ties
Tamperproof 

Labels Instructions 1-2 3-6 7+

KIT3500 55-gallon Up to 39 gal. 14 40 5 10 6 1 $736 $689 $642
KIT3400 32-gallon Up to 21 gal. 4 25 4 5 6 1 $390 $379 $345

KIT3300 20-gallon Up to 11 gal. 6 6 5 5 6 1 $279 $273 $250

KIT3200 5-gallon Up to 4 gal. 3 8 — 2 6 1 $89 $85 $82
See note on page 116 for more details on compatibility and testing.

 HazMat Spill Kit in Hi-Viz Container — Easy 
to spot for fast chemical spill response!

 HazMat Spill Kit in Hi-Viz Economy Container — Low-cost kit is perfect for 
cleaning up spilled acids, bases and unknown liquids.

BEST 
SELLER!

BEST 
SELLER!

NOTE: Not recommended for outdoor storage. 
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KIT310

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

21

KIT312

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

11
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•  Seamless, polyethylene, lockable containers keep absorbents clean, 
dry and secure before use

•  Four-way forklift entry for easy moving

•   Choose 10" wheels for mobility on uneven surfaces and 
5" wheels for smooth indoor rolling

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 112.7 SPCC Regulations

NOTE: A PIG Response Chest Protection Cover (available separately) is suggested 
for outdoor storage to protect container from UV degradation and weathering. 
See PAK800 on page 135.

Four-way 
forklift entry

Choose 5" rubber wheels (pictured) or 10" no-flat wheels.

48"

30 1⁄2"
with 
lid 

KIT304

44"

•  UV-resistant, lockable polyethylene container keeps chemical spill 
absorbents secure and dry indoors or out

•  31"-wide chest fits through standard doors and aisles and has 
forklift entry for easy moving

•  Highly visible color helps you locate the kit faster

• Choose 5" rubber wheels or 8" no-flats for uneven surfaces

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 112.7 SPCC Regulations

NOTE: A PIG Response Chest Protection Cover (available separately) is suggested 
for outdoor storage to protect container from UV degradation and weathering. 
See PAK802 on page 135.

KIT380

Shown with 
optional 8" 
no-flat wheels 

PIG Absorbents are 
compartmentalized 
for fast response.

413⁄4"
with 
lid 

48"

See note on page 116 for more details on compatibility and testing.

PIG® HazMat Spill Kit in High-Visibility Storage Chest
Item # 1 2-5 6+

KIT380 • Absorbs up to 74 gal. • 8" No-fl at Wheels $1670 $1585 $1430
KIT379 • Absorbs up to 74 gal. • 5" Rubber Wheels  $1517 $1430 $1319
KITR303 • Refi ll • Absorbs up to 74 gal. $1115
KIT379, KIT380 & KITR303 Contents • 17 Socks • 2 Dikes • 100 Mat Pads • 7 Pillows • 2 Bags of Pulp  
15 Disposal Bags and Ties • 6 Tamperproof Labels • 1 Instructions

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

74

31"

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

108

 HazMat Spill Kit in XL Chest — Absorb up to 108 gallons with 
our largest chemical spill kit.

 HazMat Spill Kit in Hi-Viz Chest — Easily roll right through 
doorways to get to a big chemical spill quickly.

See note on page 116 for more details on compatibility and testing.

PIG® HazMat Spill Kit in Extra-Large Response Chest
Item # 1 2-5 6+

KIT304-01 • Absorbs up to 108 gal. • 10" No-fl at Wheels  $2799 $2678 $2426
KIT304 • Absorbs up to 108 gal. • 5" Rubber Wheels  $2678 $2555 $2301
KIT304-02 • Absorbs up to 108 gal. • No Wheels  $2383 $2259 $2042
KITR304 • Refi ll • Absorbs up to 108 gal. $1826
KIT304-01, KIT304, KIT304-02 & KITR304 Contents • 43 Socks • 2 Dike • 100 Mat Pads • 15 Pillows • 2 Bags 
of Pulp • 30 Disposal Bags and Ties • 6 Tamperproof Labels • 1 Instructions

BEST 
SELLER!
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KIT366

•  Lightweight, 100% polyethylene container resists chemicals and 
keeps contents clean and dry

•   Packed with PIG Absorbents specially treated to handle 
concentrated chemicals

•  Yellow high-visibility container (KIT366) is easy to locate

•  Heavy-duty 8" rubber wheels roll 
easily over nearly any surface

•  Hinged lid provides easy access 

•  Built-in handles allow easy 
steering through tight spots

�  Helps you comply with 
40 CFR 112.7 SPCC Regulations

NOTE: Not for outdoor storage.

See note on page 116 for more details on compatibility and testing.

KIT395

•   Durable polypropylene container with snap-tight lid protects 
absorbents from dirt and moisture 

•   Mounted on 11⁄2" caster wheels for easy rolling over smooth surfaces

•   PIG HazMat Socks stop spreading spills; PIG HazMat Pads and 
Pillows absorb; PIG Acid & Base Neutralizing Loose Absorbent 
neutralizes remaining acid or base

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 112.7 SPCC Regulations

See note on page 116 for more details on compatibility and testing.

•  Narrow width fits easily through doors and aisles; 8" wheels roll 
easily over uneven surfaces

•   Packed with PIG Absorbents specially treated to handle 
concentrated chemicals

•   Holds and dispenses a 60' roll of PIG Rip-&-Fit Mat 

•  Hi-viz yellow cart (KIT344) is easy to locate in the event of a spill

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 112.7 SPCC Regulations
NOTE: Not for outdoor storage.

KIT397

 HazMat Kit in See-Thru Container — It’s 
easy to inventory your spill supplies with 
this see-through container.

PIG® HazMat Spill Kit in See-Thru Container
Item # 1-2 3-4 5+

KIT395 • Absorbs up to 8 gal. • 1.5" Plastic Wheels $191 $176 $170
KIT395 Contents • 4 Socks • 12 Mat Pads • 4 Pillows • 1 Acid Encapsulating/Neutralizing Loose Absorbent  
1 Base Encapsulating/Neutralizing Loose Absorbent • 2 Disposal Bags and Ties

PIG® HazMat Spill Kit in Large Mobile Container
Item # 1-2 3+

KIT366 • High-Visibility • Absorbs up to 34 gal. • 8" Rubber Wheels  $501 $460
KIT359 • Standard Blue • Absorbs up to 34 gal. • 8" Rubber Wheels  $457 $415
RFL359 • Refi ll • Absorbs up to 34 gal. $404
KIT366, KIT359 & RFL359 Contents • 6 Socks • 70 Mat Pads • 2 Bags of Absorbent Pulp • 5 Disposal Bags and 
Ties • 6 Tamperproof Labels • 1 Instructions

BEST 
SELLER!

 HazMat Spill Kit in Mobile Container — 
Roll this kit to the spill for fast response.

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

8
gallons

Absorbs 
up to

34

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

14

 HazMat Spill Kit in Cart — Shelves and compartments are easy to inventory and access.

PIG® HazMat Spill Kit in Cart
Item # 1-2 3+

KIT344 • High-Visibility • Absorbs up to 14 gal. • 8" HDPE Wheels  $531 $490
KIT397 • Standard Grey • Absorbs up to 14 gal. • 8" HDPE Wheels $468 $426
RFL344 • Refi ll • Absorbs up to 14 gal. $205
KIT344, KIT397 & RFL344 Contents • 5 Socks • 1 Mat Roll • 4 Pillows • 1 Multi-Purpose Epoxy Putty  
5 Disposal Bags and Ties • 1 Instructions

See note on page 116 for more details on compatibility and testing.

RFL359
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•   Camouflaged duffel bag hides dirt and is easy to grab and go to 
the spill; bag can also be used for hunting/camping

•   Packed with PIG Absorbents, PIG Putty and PPE to respond to 
chemical spills

�   Helps you comply with 40 CFR 263.30(a) and 40 CFR 263.31

KIT398

See note on page 116 for more details on compatibility and testing.

•    Rugged vacuum packaging keeps contents clean and dry and 
makes it easy to detect tampering

•    Highly visible pack is easy to locate; handle and sturdy grommets 
make it easy to carry and hang

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 263.30(a) 

See note on page 116 for more details on compatibility and testing.

KIT355

•   Durable denim bag with drawstring hides dirt; 
stores behind a seat

•  Instant bucket, goggles, gloves and 
coveralls help you handle chemical spills 
or ruptures 

�  Helps you comply with 
40 CFR 263.30(a) 

KIT306

See note on page 116 for more details on compatibility and testing.

•   Heavy-duty, black vinyl duffel bag resists wear and tear; pockets let 
you store additional tools and supplies

•  Clear plastic top flap lets you easily check chemical spill response 
supplies, so you know you’re prepared prior to a spill or an audit

•   Compact size is ideal for storage in vehicles or in other tight spaces 

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 263.30(a) 

KIT389

See note on page 116 for more details on compatibility and testing.

PIG® HazMat Spill Pack
Item # 1-3 4+

KIT355 • Absorbs up to 5.5 gal. $117 $110
KIT355 Contents • 3 Socks • 20 Mat Pads • 1 Disposal Bag and Tie

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

5.5

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

9.5

 HazMat Spill Pack — Single-use pack is 
great for chemical spills in tight spots.

 HazMat Spill Kit in Camo Duffel — 
Durable bag is versatile and portable.

PIG® HazMat Spill Kit in Camo Duffel Bag
Item # 1-2 3-6 7+

KIT398 • Absorbs up to 9.5 gal. $140 $137 $128
KIT398 Contents • 3 Socks • 30 Mat Pads • 1 Goggles • 1 Pair of Gloves • 1 Repair Putty • 5 Temporary Disposal 
Bags and Ties • 1 Instructions

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

6

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

8

PIG® HazMat Spill Kit in Denim Duffel Bag
Item # 1-2 3-4 5+

KIT306 • Absorbs up to 6 gal. $162 $152 $144
KIT306 Contents • 2 Socks • 16 Mat Pads • 1 Multi-Purpose Epoxy Putty • 1 Instant Bucket • 1 Lightstick  
1 Emergency Spill Kit Decal • 5 Disposal Bags and Ties

PIG® HazMat Spill Kit in a Clear-Top Duffel Bag
Item # 1-2 3-4 5+

KIT389 • Absorbs up to 8 gal. $182 $175 $157
KIT389 Contents • 3 Socks • 40 Mat Pads • 4 Pillows • 5 Disposal Bags and Ties • 1 Instructions

 HazMat Kit in Denim Duffel Bag — 
Carry your kit in this rugged denim bag.

 HazMat Kit in Clear-Top Duffel — Easily 
see, store or carry chemical kit supplies.

KIT306
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•  Used absorbents can be put in the included temporary 
disposal bags

•  Duffel bag is packed with four portable kits — absorb chemical 
spills at a great price, then buy refills to restock the bag

•  Makes a great 
vehicle spill kit

�  Helps you 
comply with 
40 CFR 263.30(a) 

See note on page 116 for more details on compatibility and testing.

KIT323

KIT323

•    Durable bag with hook-and-loop closure keeps chemical spill 
response products clean and dry

•    Bright yellow bag makes kit easy to see

•   Strap for easy carrying and hanging

•    Compact and easy to store; makes a 
great truck spill kit

�  Helps you comply 
with 40 CFR 263.30(a) 

KIT320

See note on page 116 for more details on compatibility and testing.

KIT320

•  Compact kit with zipper closure is ideal for outfitting a vehicle fleet

•  Transparent bag lets you check 
chemical spill supplies at a glance 
while keeping contents 
clean and dry

•   Stores easily behind a 
vehicle seat

�  Helps you comply with 
40 CFR 263.30(a) 

See note on page 116 for more details on compatibility and testing.

KIT367

KIT367

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

20

PIG® HazMat Economy Spill Kits in Duffel Bag
Item # 1-2 3-4 5+

KIT323 • Absorbs up to 20 gal. $287 $271 $256
KIT323 Contents • 4 Economy Spill Kits - Each Includes: 3 Socks • 12 Mat Pads • 2 Disposal Bags • 1 Instructions

KIT342 • Refi ll • Absorbs up to 5 gal. $82
KIT342 Contents • 3 Socks • 12 Mat Pads • 2 Disposal Bags • 1 Instructions

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

9

PIG® HazMat Spill Kit in High-Visibility Bag
Item # 1-2 3-5 6+

KIT320 • Absorbs up to 9 gal. $244 $233 $206
KIT320 Contents • 4 Socks • 28 Mat Pads • 5 Disposal Bags and Ties • 1 Instructions

 HazMat Spill Kits in Duffel — Holds 
chemical spill kits for up to four sites.

 HazMat Kit in Hi-Viz Bag — Easy to 
store, locate and carry to a small spill.

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

5

 HazMat Spill Kit in See-Thru Bag — Our 
most economical kit comes in a clear bag.

PIG® HazMat Spill Kit in See-Thru Bag
Item # 1-2 3-4 5+

KIT367 • Absorbs up to 5 gal. $85 $79 $74
KIT367 Contents • 3 Socks • 12 Mat Pads • 2 Disposal Bags and Ties • 1 Instructions

BEST 
SELLER!

BEST 
SELLER!
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PIG® HazMat Spill Kit in Bucket
Item # 1-2 3-5 6+

64CRSC • Absorbs up to 3.6 gal. 
UN1H2/Y30/S $104 $99 $97

64CRSC Contents • 2 Socks • 4 Mat Pads • 2 Disposal Bags and Ties
6 Tamperproof Labels
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•  Recyclable cardboard is low-cost 
alternative to reusable containers

•   Compact with built-in handle for grab-and-
go convenience

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 112.7 
SPCC Regulations

• Sturdy, snap-tight clear container; check supplies at a glance

•  Wall-mounting saves space; maximizes visibility (mounting bracket 
BKT215 sold separately)

•   Prepacked containers gives easy access to PIG HazMat Absorbents

•  NOTE: Not for outdoor storage.

KIT392

 HazMat Spill Kit in 
GoBox Pack — Portable and 
low-cost for small spills.

 HazMat You-Supply-the-Drum Spill Kit — 
Your drum. Our absorbents. Instant 
chemical spill kit!

 HazMat Spill Kit in Bucket — Grab-and-go pail is 
UN Rated to ship waste.

 HazMat Kit in See-Thru Chest — Keep 
spill supplies ready to go and easy to see.

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

4.5

KIT307

KIT385

See note on page 116 for more details on compatibility and testing.

PIG® HazMat You-Supply-the-Drum Spill Kit
Item # 1-2 3-5 6+

KIT307 • For 55-gal. drums • Absorbs up to 30 gal. $560 $529 $493
KIT307 Contents • 6 Socks • 80 Mat Pads • 10 Disposal Bags and Ties • 1 Instructions

KIT308 • For 30-gal. drums • Absorbs up to 15 gal. $289
KIT308 Contents • 3 Socks • 40 Mat Pads • 5 Disposal Bags and Ties • 1 Instructions

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

30

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

21

PIG® HazMat Spill Kit 
in GoBox® Pack
Item # 1-2 3+

KIT392 • Absorbs up to 4.5 gal.  $85 $77
KIT392 Contents • 3 Socks • 10 Mat Pads • 2 Disposal Bags • 5 Ties

See note on page 116 for more details on compatibility and testing.See note on page 116 for more details on compatibility and testing.

See note on page 116 for more details on compatibility and testing.

PIG® HazMat Spill Kit in See-Thru Wall-Mount Chest
Item # 1 2-3 4+

KIT385 • Absorbs up to 21.25 gal. $278 $262 $247
KIT385 Contents • 8 Socks • 50 Mat Pads • 2 Pillows • 1 Multi-Purpose Epoxy Putty • 1 Spill Kit Station Sign  
5 Disposal Bags and Ties • 1 Instructions

Mounting Bracket for PIG® See-Thru Chest
Item # 1-2 3+

BKT215 • 7.5"W x 14"H x 5.75"D • 2/box  $42 $37

BKT215
sold 
separately 
below.

•    Polyethylene bucket with easy-open, 
screw-on lid can be used to ship or 
temporarily store used absorbents 

•   UN Rating 1H2/Y30/S for Packing 
Groups II and III

�  Helps you comply with HAZWOPER 29 CFR 
1910.120 (j)(1)(vii) and 40 CFR 112.7 
SPCC Regulations

Prepacked with 
PIG HazMat 
Absorbents.

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

3.6

64CRSC

WALL-MOUNT BRACKET 
AVAILABLE ON PAGE 138

•   Turns your 30- or 
55-gallon drum into 
a cost-effective 
spill kit

•  Contents packed in 
two easy-to-lift 
bags for quick 
response with socks 
on top of pads

•  Includes “Emergency 
Spill Kit” decals 
for easy 
identification

�  Helps you comply 
with 40 CFR 112.7 
SPCC Regulations
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•   Safety yellow, heavy-gauge, welded steel cabinet is printed 
”Spill Kit” for quick identification 

•   See-through front panel lets you 
easily check inventory levels

�  Helps you comply with
29 CFR 1910.1450 

KIT315

•   Economical kit with built-in handle and 
grab-and-go convenience

•  Sturdy, recyclable cardboard made for 
indoor storage and one-time use

 •  Spill response instructions printed inside

•  Basic PPE included

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 112.7 
SPCC Regulations

KIT390

 HazMat Spill Kit in Wall-Mount Cabinet — Hang your chemical 
spill supplies right where you need them.

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

10

 HazMat Kit in GoBox 
Cabinet — Save with a kit 
of just the essentials.

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

5.5

PIG® HazMat Spill Kit in Large Wall-Mount Cabinet
Item # 1-3 4-6 7+

KIT328 • Absorbs up to 18 gal. $474 $460 $405
RFL328 • Refi ll • Absorbs up to 18 gal. $318
KIT328 & RFL328 Contents • 5 Socks • 80 Mat Pads • 12 Pillows • 50 Wipers • 10 Disposal Bags and Ties  
1 Emergency Phone Number Label

PIG® HazMat Spill Kit in Small Wall-Mount Cabinet
Item # 1-3 4-6 7+

KIT315 • Absorbs up to 10 gal. $388 $369 $332
KIT316 • Refi ll • Absorbs up to 10 gal. $176
KIT315 & KIT316 Contents • 75 Mat Pads • 10 Pillows • 50 Wipers • 5 Disposal Bags and Ties • 1 Emergency 
Phone Number Label

BEST 
SELLER!

See note on page 116 for more details on compatibility and testing. See note on page 116 for more details on compatibility and testing.
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RFL328

PIG® HazMat Spill Kit 
in GoBox® Cabinet
Item # 1-2 3+

KIT390 • Absorbs up to 5.5 gal.  $152 $145
KIT390 Contents • 3 Socks • 30 Mat Pads • 1 Pillow • 40 Wipers 
1 Economy Goggles • 1 Pair of Neoprene Gloves • 5 Ties

PIG® HazMat Spill Kit in UV-Resistant Wall-Mount Cabinet
Item # 1-2 3+

KIT3900• Absorbs up to 8.5 gal. $545 $519
RFL3900 • Refi ll • Absorbs up to 8.5 gal. $306 $280
KIT3900 & RFL3900 Contents • 3 Socks • 125 Mat Pads • 2 Loose • 1 Pair of Gloves • 1 Pair of Goggles • 1 Apron • 1 Dustpan/Brush • 5 Disposal Bags
1 Instructions

 HazMat Kit in Wall-Mount Cabinet — Go 
on, hang it outside — it’s weather resistant!

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

8.5
KIT3900

KIT3900

RFL3900

•   Contains PIG HazMat Pads, PIG 
ChemGuard Socks and PIG Acid/Base 
Neutralizing Loose to contain and quickly 
absorb spills of most acids, bases and 
unknown liquids

•   Weather-resistant, wall-mount 
cabinets are ideal for outdoor locations 
near spill-prone areas

•   Gasketed door and UV-resistant poly 
construction keep out moisture and 
protect absorbents

•   PPE included to help 
protect workers 
during cleanup

NEW!

See note on page 116 for more details on compatibility and testing.



NEUTRALIZING SPILL 
KITS & BATTERY 
MANAGEMENT
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An extra measure of safety for 
chemical spill cleanups.
Size matters when deciding if you need to use a neutralizer. Neutralizers 
and neutralizing absorbents are made for spills of 5 gallons or less. If 
you’re working with small quantities of acids or bases, neutralizers can 
help make these liquids safer to clean up and handle.

Because the process of neutralizing acids and bases generates heat, it 
can also create the potential for a fi re, making neutralizers impractical 
for large corrosive spills.

Battery management must-haves!

Speaking of safety, we’ve also put together a selection of products 
specifi cally designed for safer handling of batteries and battery acid. 
From specialized spill kits to cleaners and PPE, you’ll fi nd a solution 
on pages 125–129 to help you protect workers and comply with 
OSHA regulations. For battery recycling containers, see page 300.

KIT322

SEE OUR NEUTRALIZING PRODUCTS 
ON PAGES 76–79.

PIG Hydrofl uoric 
Acid Neutralizing Kit
Helps you safely neutralize hydrofl uoric 
acid spills without generating 
dangerous gases.

See page 130

PIG Neutralizing 
Spill Kit in Bucket
Absorbents and PPE to help you 
neutralize and absorb spilled acids.

See page 130

PIG Battery Acid 
Spill Kit
Includes absorbents for cleaning 
up and neutralizing battery acid.

See page 125

DRM167
5 gal.

” I don’t have time to shop all day 
so when we need products to meet 
requirements and provide a high 
level of reliability, we choose New 
Pig. I’m happy when I find a 
supplier like this!”    

— Jeffrey W. 
PIG Battery Acid Spill Kit Customer

“ Products 
provide a 
high level of 
reliability…”

KIT352

KIT399

KIT601

PIG Mercury Spill Kit  
Stocked with supplies for safer 
mercury cleanup, vapor suppression 
and decontamination.

See page 134

KIT600

PIG Formaldehyde 
Spill Kit in Bucket
Helps you safely absorb spilled 
formaldehyde and neutralize 
its vapors.

See page 131

KIT501

BEST-SELLING
NEUTRALIZING KITS



•  Kit contents are formulated specifically 
for absorbing and neutralizing battery acid

•  20-gallon overpack salvage drum 
meets DOT shipping specifications for 
overpacking hazardous materials

•   Includes PPE to guard against corrosive 
battery acid

�  Helps you comply with 29 CFR 
1910.178(g)(2) 

KIT352
KIT352

See note on page 116 for more details on compatibility and testing.

KIT322

KIT322

•   Contains special PIG Socks, Loose Absorbents 
and Wipers for neutralizing and cleaning 
up battery acid

•  See-through door for quick supply checks

•  Stocked with personal protective equipment 
(PPE), including a full face shield

�  Helps you comply with 29 CFR 
1910.178(g)(2)

“ …cutting edge 
of battery acid 
spill control.”

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

12.5

 Battery Acid Kit in Overpack — Equip your battery charging 
area with a kit for absorbing and neutralizing acid.

PIG® Battery Acid Spill Kit in 
20-Gallon Overpack Salvage Drum
Item # 1-3 4+

KIT352 • Absorbs up to 12.5 gal. 
UN1H2/X66/S $373 $344

KIT352 Contents • 3 Socks • 36 Mat Pads • 1 Pillow • 2 PIG® Acid 
Encapsulating/Neutralizing Loose Absorbent • 1 Faceshield Window 
1 Headgear • 1 Pair of Neoprene Gloves • 1 Apron • 6 Tamperproof 
Labels • 10 Caution Disposal Bags • 1 Instructions

BEST 
SELLER!

 Battery Acid Kit in Bin — Your workplace isn’t complete without  
an easy-to-inventory kit in a see-through bin.

See note on page 116 for more details on compatibility and testing.

PIG® Battery Acid Spill Kit 
in See-Thru Bin
Item # 1-3 4+

KIT322 • Absorbs up to 5 gal. $283 $267
KIT322 Contents • 2 Socks • 30 Neutralizing Wipes • 1 Battery Acid 
Neutralizing Loose Absorbent • 2 Pairs of Neoprene Gloves • 2 Aprons  
1 Dustpan/Broom • 2 PVC Boot Covers • 1 Faceshield/Headgear  
5 Disposal Bags and Ties • 1 Instructions

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

5

REFILLS AVAILABLE AT NEWPIG.COM
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 “ Great service, a well-thought-out product in a 
professional package that makes us look like we 
are on the cutting edge of battery acid spill control. 
Thank you, New Pig.“
                           — Kevin L.  KIT352 Customer
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•  Unique, high-visibility foil vacuum package protects contents
and deters pilfering

•   PIG Chem Guard Socks stop 
spreading spills; PIG HazMat Pads 
absorb quickly; PPE included

•  Built-in grommets and handle

•   Compact pack stores easily 
behind forktruck seat

�  Helps you comply with 
29 CFR 1910.178(g)(2) 

KIT610

KIT610

 Battery Acid Spill Kit in Cart — Wheeled 
cart speeds to spills.

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

4
gallons

Absorbs 
up to

3.4

KIT353

See note on page 116 for more details on compatibility and testing.
NOTE: Avoid contact with metallic nitrates, cyanides, sulfides and strong oxidizers. Contact with sodium or calcium 
hypochlorite creates chlorine gas.

PIG® NiCad Battery Neutralizing Spill Kit in Bucket
Item # 1-2 3-6 7+

KIT610 • Absorbs up to 3.4 gal. • UN1H2/Y30/S $322 $314 $297
KIT610 • 5 Mat Pads • 2 Socks • 1 Base Encapsulating/ Neutralizing Loose Absorbent • 1 Apron • 1 Dustpan/Broom 
Combo • 1 Economy Goggles • 1 Pair of Neoprene Gloves • 5 Temporary Disposal Bags and Ties • 1 Instructions

See note on page 116 for more details on compatibility and testing.

Acid Absorbents Notice: Not for use with hydrofluoric acid.

PIG® Battery Acid Spill Pack
Item # 1-3 4+

KIT353 • Absorbs up to 4 gal.  $128 $116
KIT353 Contents • 3 Socks • 20 Mat Pads • 1 Pair of Neoprene Gloves • 1 Economy Goggles • 1 Apron
1 Disposal Bag and Tie

 NiCad Battery Neutralizing Spill Kit — 
Be prepared to handle electrolyte spills.

 Battery Acid Spill Pack — Store this 
sealed pack on a forklift to stay prepared.
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•   Cart is prepacked with encapsulating and neutralizing PIG Mats, 
Loose, Socks and Wipes as well as PPE and cleanup tools to respond 
to a battery acid spill

•  Highly portable, with 8" wheels

•   Cart is hi-viz yellow for easy locating in the event of a spill

•   Swing-out doors and prepacked shelves
and compartments make it easy to 
access and inventory

NOTE: Not for use with hydrofluoric acid

KIT354
RFL354

See note on page 116 for more details on compatibility and testing.

PIG® Battery Acid Spill Kit in Cart
Item # 1-3 4+

KIT354 • Absorbs up to 7 gal. $780 $764
RFL354 • Refi ll • Absorbs up to 7 gal. $530
KIT354 & RFL354 Contents • 6 Socks • 50 Mat Pads • 2 PIG® Acid Encapsulating/Neutralizing Loose Absorbent
1 PIG® Battery Acid Cleaner and Neutralizer Wipes • 1 Faceshield Window • 1 Headgear • 1 Economy Goggles
2 Pair of Neoprene Gloves • 2 Aprons • 1 Dustpan/Broom • 10 Caution Disposal Bags • 1 Instructions

Swing-out doors that open to 
prepacked shelves make it easy to 
quickly respond to spills.

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

7

KIT353

•   All absorbents in this specially designed 
kit absorb and neutralize NiCad 
battery electrolyte spills; gelling 
agents solidify electrolytes

•   Color changes on contact with 
electrolyte; returns to original color

•   Polyethylene bucket can ship or 
temporarily store used absorbents; 
UN Rating 1H2/Y30/S for 
Packing Groups II and III

NEW!

BEST 
SELLER!



•  All components are attached to a hi-viz, 
wall-mounted board labeled “Battery 
Changing Area“ (hardware included)

•   Includes easy-to-read hydrometer to 
accurately measure acid concentration 

•  Includes gloves, goggles, faceshield and 
apron for protection from battery acid; 
also includes flashlight (batteries not 
included)

Battery Handling PPE Kit — Wall-mounted kit holds PPE for 
handling leaky batteries.

WPL105

•    Premoistened wipers neutralize battery 
acid residue while cleaning the surface of 
batteries, tools, workstations and small 
spill sites 

•   Wipers change color to indicate 
neutralization; when wipe is completely 
colored, neutralizing ability is exhausted

•   Plastic container with snap-tight lid 
neatly dispenses wipers

WIP700

•   Contains, absorbs and neutralizes

•   Pellet formula absorbs more and 
requires less cleanup; safe around 
sensitive equipment

•   Doesn’t create hazardous 
respirable dust or leave residue

•   Helps reduce trickle discharges, shorts and corrosion damage; 
can also be used to pinpoint leaks

•   Color-change indicators show when neutralization is complete

•   Included spray cleaner neutralizes, cleans and degreases 
batteries; foam gets into cracks and crevices with no run-off

�  Helps you comply with 29 CFR 1910.178(g)(2)  (CLN1001)

PLP301

CLN1001

PLP303

Battery Handling PPE Kit
Item # 1+

WPL105 • For PIG® Battery Acid Spill Kit $137
WPL105 Contents • 1 Mounting Board • 1 Battery Hydrometer • 1 Flashlight • 1 Battery Cap-Off Tool • 1 Faceshield Headgear • 1 Faceshield • 1 Nitrile Apron 
1 Pair of Neoprene Gloves • 1 Centurion® Goggles

 Battery Acid Wipes — 
Color-changing cleanup!

 Battery Acid Neutralizing 
Absorbent — It’s pelletized!

 Battery Maintenance Kit — Make your 
battery cleaning and maintenance safer.
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 Kit includes PPE, 
neutralizers, and 
nonconductive tools.

See note on page 116 for more details on compatibility and testing.

PIG® Battery Acid Neutralizing Loose Absorbent
Item # 1-4 5-9 10+

PLP303 • 30-lb. Pail • Absorbs up to 10.5 gal./pail $215  $211  $205

PLP301 • 10-lb. Pail • Absorbs up to 3.5 gal./pail $85  $81  $77See note on page 116 for more details on compatibility and testing.
Acid Absorbents Notice: Not for use with hydrofluoric acid.

PIG® Battery Cleaning & Maintenance Kit
Item # 1-3 4+

CLN1001 • Absorbs up to 16 oz.  $177 $170
RFL1001 • Refi ll • Absorbs up to 16 oz. $127 $118
CLN1001 & RFL1001 Contents • 5 Mat Pads • 2 PIG Battery Acid Neutralizer & Cleaner • 40 Wipers 
30 Neutralizing Wipes • 1 Large Brush • 1 Small Brush • 1 Faceshield/Headgear • 1 Apron • 2 Pairs of Gloves  
2 Disposal Bags and Ties • 1 Instructions

CLN1000 • PIG Battery Cleaner & Acid Neutralizer • 12 - 20-oz. Canisters   $96 $89

PIG® Battery Acid Cleaner 
and Neutralizer Wipes
Item # 1-4 5+

WIP700 • Center-pull Roll • White
30/pack • 7"W x 8"L $14 $13

BEST 
SELLER!



PAK4040
Includes walls, liner and absorbents.

128 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.

HAWK Battery Containment Unit — System includes neutralizing 
pillows, barrier walls and floor liner to keep acid leaks in check.
•   Provides spill containment for stationary, sealed or VRLA lead-

acid battery systems 

•   Acid-resistant barrier walls and liner contain leaks and spills of 
corrosive battery acid

•   VRLA Battery Acid-Neutralizing UL Recognized Pillows 
(included) change color on contact with acids or electrolytes (but not 
water) to indicate a spill; replacement pillows sold separately

•   Entire system is made of non-metallic components for 
a wide range of chemical compatibility 

•  UL Recognized liner has Class 1 fire rating (NFPA 101)

�  Helps you comply with battery containment regulations
LISTED

HAWK™ Battery Containment Unit
Item # Size Unit Sump Capacity 1+

PAK28200 28"W x 200"L x 4"H 51 pillows 95 gal. $3050

PAK28150 28"W x 150"L x 4"H 39 pillows 71 gal. $2275

PAK28110 28"W x 110"L x 4"H 30 pillows 58 gal. $1675

PAK24108 24"W x 108"L x 4"H 18 pillows 43 gal. $1405

PAK4040 40"W x 40"L x 4"H 16 pillows 27.5 gal. $870

Replacement VRLA Battery Acid-Neutralizing Pillow
Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To Approval 1-2 3+

PIL3000 12"W x 12"L 20 pillows 3 gal./box UL $395 $380

Quick-slip barrier walls 
with floor liner are quick 
and easy to install.

DON’T NEED VRLA PILLOWS? CUSTOM ORDER 
FOR FLA OR NiCAD! CALL 1-800-HOT-HOGS.
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Battery Terminal Covers — Protect workers from accidental shock and avoid 
short circuits during battery use and maintenance.

•   Electrically insulating post cover prevents accidental 
contact with workers’ hands, tools or other objects

•   Clear design lets you check posts for 
corrosion at a glance

•   Section gaps promote ventilation so 
covers won’t trap heat

•  Helps meet NFPA 70E requirements
PAK3104

PAK3100

Battery Terminal Covers
Item # Size Use with Unit 1+

PAK3101 4"W x 4'L x 4.29"H Enersys Batteries 4/box $295

PAK3104 4"W x 4'L x 4"H Excide and GNB Batteries 4/box $325

PAK3103 3"W x 4'L x 3.91"H Excide and GNB Batteries 4/box $305

PAK3102 2.76"W x 4'L x 3.91"H Enersys Batteries 4/box $279

PAK3100 2.81"W x 4'L x 2.21"H C & D Technologies and BAE Batteries 4/box $275



Battery Acid-Resistant Tray — Protect your equipment and flooring from 
corrosive leaks and drips.

•   Low-profile tray is easy to use with cabinet and Valve Regulated 
Lead Acid (VRLA) battery applications; also use with motive power 
and backup battery power systems

•   Acid-resistant tray is compatible with a wide range of chemicals

•   Designed for use with battery acid-neutralizing pillows and socks 
(sold separately below) based on your battery type and application

•   Acid-neutralizing filler protects your people and equipment 
against dangerous leaks, drips and spills

•   Choose pillows and socks to absorb acid in VRLA or FLA battery 
applications; also available to absorb NiCAD electrolytes (KOH)

•   Changes color on contact with acids or electrolytes (but not 
water) to indicate that a spill has occurred

•   Choose a combination of 12" x 12" pillows or 4" x 24" socks to 
cover the surface area of your containment unit or tray

•   UL Recognized Pillows and Socks have been tested to meet 
Class 1 fire ratings; FM Approved Pillows and Socks meet approval 
standard 4955 (see ordering information below)

•   Use with existing containment units or buy as refills for the 
units sold on these two pages

PAK3002

LISTED

Battery Acid-Neutralizing Absorbents — Already have a containment unit? 
Line it with these socks and pillows. Choose VRLA, FLA or NiCAD.

PIL3005

PIL3000
SOC3001

Battery Acid-Resistant Tray
Item # Size Sump Capacity 1-2 3+

PAK3003 30"W x 40"L x 1"H 5 gal. $389 $369

PAK3002 30"W x 30"L x 1"H 3.9 gal. $299 $279

PAK3001 28"W x 20"L x 1"H 2.4 gal. $189 $179

PAK3000 20"W x 20"L x 1"H 1.7 gal. $149 $139

SOC3001
SOC3003

NOTE: Absorbents 
not included.

DON’T FORGET THE ABSORBENTS! FILL THIS 
TRAY WITH PILLOWS AND SOCKS SOLD BELOW.

VRLA NiCAD Battery Electrolyte-Neutralizing
Pillow & Sock
Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3+

PIL3005 12"W x 12"L 20 pillows 3 gal./box $395 $380

SOC3004 4"W x 24"L x 2"H 15 socks 3.75 gal./box $300 $285

FLA NiCAD Battery Electrolyte-Neutralizing 
Pillow & Sock
Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3+

PIL3004 12"W x 12"L 10 pillows 5 gal./box $220 $205

SOC3003 4"W x 24"L x 2"H 15 socks 3.75 gal./box $300 $285

VRLA Battery Acid-Neutralizing Pillows & Socks
Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To Approval 1-2 3+

PIL3000 12"W x 12"L 20 pillows 3 gal./box UL $395 $380

PIL3001 12"W x 12"L 20 pillows 3 gal./box FM/UL $475 $460

SOC3000 4"W x 24"L x 2"H 15 socks 3.75 gal./box FM/UL $310 $295

FLA Battery Acid-Neutralizing Pillows & Socks
Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To Approval 1-2 3+

PIL3002 12"W x 12"L 10 pillows 5 gal./box UL $235 $225

PIL3003 12"W x 12"L 10 pillows 5 gal./box FM/UL $275 $260

SOC3001 4"W x 24"L x 2"H 15 socks 3.75 gal./box UL $320 $310

SOC3002 4"W x 24"L x 2"H 15 socks 3.75 gal./box FM/UL $375 $365

NOTE: 
Containment 
tray not included.

PIL3000PIL3003

SOC3000
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•   Pour PIG Hydrofluoric Acid Neutralizer onto 
spills or spray into the air for vapor control

•   To help minimize risk, liquid changes
color on contact with acid and 
again when neutralization 
is complete

•   Specially formulated liquid 
changes dangerous hydrofluoric 
acid into organic salts and water; 
safer to use than caustic 
soda neutralizers

•  All absorbents in this specially designed kit neutralize acid spills

•   PIG Acid Neutralizing Socks stop spreading spills; PIG Acid 
Neutralizing Mats, Pillows and Loose absorb and neutralize; 
PIG Wipers finish cleanup

•   Includes PPE to guard against acidic materials

•  Product contains, absorbs and neutralizes hydrofluoric acid

•   Pelletized formula absorbs more and requires less cleanup than 
traditional hydrofluoric acid neutralizers

•   Safer to use because it doesn’t splatter, create 
hazardous respirable dust or leave residue 
like other powdered loose neutralizers

•   Larger particle size is safer to use 
around sensitive equipment 
and outdoors

•   Available in bulk-size container for 
larger spills and smaller containers 
for handling convenience

KIT399

See note on page 116 for more details on compatibility and testing. 
Acid Absorbents Notice: Not for use with hydrofluoric acid.

KIT601

 Acid Spill Kit in Bucket — Stay ready to 
absorb and neutralize acids. 

 Hydrofluoric Acid Neutralizing Loose —  
Safer handling and disposal of acid spills. 

PIG® Acid Neutralizing Spill Kit in Bucket
Item # 1-2 3+

KIT399 • Absorbs up to 4 gal.   $232 $216
KIT399 Contents • 2 Socks • 5 Mat Pads • 2 Pillows • 3 PIG® Acid Encapsulating / Neutralizing Loose Absorbent 
1 Headgear/Faceshield • 1 Economy Goggles • 1 Pair of Neoprene Gloves • 1 Apron • 30 Neutralizing Wipes  
2 Temporary Disposal Bags and Ties • 1 Instructions

 Hydrofluoric Acid Neutralizer Spill Kit — Neutralize dangerous 
hydrofluoric acid without nasty by-products.

BEST 
SELLER!

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

4

PIG® Hydrofl uoric Acid Neutralizing Spill Kit in Bucket
Item # 1-2 3-4 5+

KIT601 • Absorbs up to 2 gal. $254 $240 $223
KIT601 Contents • 10 Mat Pads • 2 PIG® Hydrofluoric Acid Neutralizer • 1 Economy Goggles • 1 Empty Spray Bottle
1 Trigger Sprayer • 1 Funnel • 1 Pair of Neoprene Gloves • 1 Coveralls • 5 Disposal Bags and Ties • 1 Instructions

PIG® Hydrofl uoric Acid Neutralizer
Item # 1-2 3+

GEN864 • 4 - 1-gal. Bottles $319 $307

After neutralizing a 
dangerous hydrofluoric 
acid spill (above), absorb 
it with the included 
PIG HazMat Pads!

KIT601

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

2

PIG® Hydrofl uoric Acid Neutralizing Loose Absorbent
Item # 1-2 3-6 7+

PLP806 • 6 - 1.5-lb. Containers • Neutralizes up to 1.4 gal./box $97  $91  $87

PLP807 • 1 - 10-lb. Container • Neutralizes up to 1.6 gal. $87 $81 $77

PLP807

PLP806

PLP807

NEW!

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

1.6

Watch how easy it is to clean up an acid spill with 
a PIG Acid Spill Kit: newpig.com/acidkitvideo

EXPERT ADVICE
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See note on page 116 for more details on compatibility and testing.

KIT319

gallons

Absorbs 
up to

4

PIG® Base Neutralizing Spill Kit in Bucket
Item # 1-2 3+

KIT319 • Absorbs up to 4 gal.  $372 $351
KIT319 Contents • 2 Socks • 5 Mat Pads • 2 Pillows • 3 Loose Absorbent • 1 Headgear/Faceshield • 1 Economy 
Goggles  • 1 Pair of Neoprene Gloves • 1 Apron • 2 Temporary Disposal Bags and Ties • 1 Instructions

•  Absorbs, solidifies formaldehyde, glutaraldehyde, formaldehyde-
based fixatives and other aldehyde solutions

• Includes PPE and cleanup tools for safe, effective spill response

•  Absorbents in this specially designed kit neutralize bases (caustics)

•  PIG Base Neutralizing Socks stop spreading spills; PIG Base 
Neutralizing Mats, Pillows and Loose absorb and neutralize; 
includes PPE to guard against caustics

KIT501

Respirator 
not included.

 Base Spill Kit in Bucket — Absorb and 
neutralize caustic spills.

 Formaldehyde Spill Kit in Bucket — 
Quickly absorb and solidify formaldehyde.

PIG® Formaldehyde Spill Kit in Bucket
Item # 1-2 3-5 6+

KIT501 • Absorbs up to 1.5 gal. $181 $174 $169
KIT501 Contents • 1 Formaldehyde Loose Absorbent • 2 Aprons • 2 Pairs of Goggles • 2 Pairs of Gloves
2 Pairs of Boot Covers • 1 Hand Broom & Dustpan • 1 Roll Caution Tape • 1 Disposal Bag
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gallons

Absorbs 
up to

1.5

NOBODY KNOWS
SPILLS LIKE PIG.

Over 90 online courses packed with tactics for safety and compliance. 
Protect your workers, facility and environment with PIG Training.

Learn more and see course titles on pages 250–253.

Train your workers with our 
award-winning spill course!

PIG Spill Response 
Tactics Training (TRN100)
Winner of Environmental Protection’s 
2015 New Product of the Year.
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•   Body Fluid Cleanup Kit (PLS1013) is an excellent supplement to 
keep on hand with standard first aid kits and supplies

•   Contains 16 body protection items including an eye shield, 
gown and gloves

•   Bloodborne Pathogen Kit (PLS1014) helps protect workers from 
bloodborne pathogens; 26 pieces include a CPR pack, head-to-toe 
protection and cleanup items

�  Helps you comply with 29 CFR 1910.1030 for bloodborne pathogens

•   An excellent supplemental kit to keep on hand with standard first aid 
kits and supplies

•   Body fluid cleanup kit includes protection gear, a biohazard bag, 
germicidal cloth and other supplies

�  Helps you comply with 29 CFR 1910.1030 for bloodborne pathogens

Body Fluid Cleanup Kits — Clean up body 
fluid hazards with your choice of two kits.

Vomit & Body Fluid Kit — A helping hand 
for vomit, urine, blood and feces cleanup.

PLS1013
16-piece kit

FOR CONTENTS OF CLEANUP KITS, VISIT 
NEWPIG.COM OR CALL 1-800-HOT-HOGS.

Body Fluid Clean-Up Pack
Item # 1-5 6+

PLS1013 • 16 Pieces $20 $19

Bloodborne Pathogen Protection Kit
Item # 1-5 6+

PLS1014 • 26 Pieces $35 $33

PLS1131

Vomit & Body Fluid Cleanup Kit
Item # 1-6 7+

PLS1131 • 13 Pieces $25.30 $24.15

•   Permanently solidifies to lock in 
absorbed liquids so they won’t leak or 
liquefy when the absorbents are handled or 
placed under pressure

•   Contains chlorine to kill pathogens, 
reduce odors and help you meet OSHA 
standards

•   Environmentally friendly product 
absorbs biological fluids including blood, 
urine and vomit

•   Shaker bottle for easy application directly 
onto spill area

�  Helps you comply with 29 CFR 
1910.1030

PLP503 
Forms into a solid mass that can 
be easily scraped up for disposal.

PIG® Absorb-&-Lock® Bio-Fluids 
Absorbent
Item # 1-2 3+

PLP503 • 4 - 4-lb. Containers $202  $195
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its  Absorb-&-Lock Absorbent — Kill pathogens 

and lock in biofluids.

PLS1014
26-piece kit

BEST 
SELLER!

The Ultimate 
Multitasker

You only have two hands, but 
PIG All-Purpose Wipers will do 
the work of many. Multitask all 
around your facility 
with our most 
versatile wiper. 
See WIP231 
on page 153.



•   Portable, multi-use kit reduces safety risks during cleanup

•   Includes PPE, PIG Absorbent Pads, PIG Absorb-&-Lock 
Bio-Fluids Loose Absorbent, germicidal wipes and other 
supplies for scene cleanup

•   Ideal for first responders, hospitals, schools, nursing 
homes and industrial facilities

•   Portable, single-use kit helps reduce the risks while cleaning up 
blood, urine or other biofluids

•   Includes PPE, PIG Absorbent Pads, blood solidifier and supplies for 
responder and scene cleanup

•   Packaged in a clear plastic, lightweight case for easy transportation

�  Helps you comply with 29 CFR 1910.1030

PIG® Biohazard Spill Kit
Item # 1-4 5+

PLS1245 • 26 Pieces $63 $60

PLS1850

PLS1850

PLS1245

PIG® Biohazard Spill Kit
Item # 1-4 5+

PLS1850 • Absorbs up to 8.5 gal.  $154 $142
PLS1850 Contents • 20 Mat Pads • 1 Loose Absorbent • 1 Economy Goggles  • 4 Pairs of Neoprene Gloves 
2 Aprons • 6 Surface Wipes • 6 Hand Wipes • 4 Scraper and Scoops • 4 Biohazard Bags and Ties  
1 Instructions

See note on page 116 for more details on compatibility and testing.
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 Biohazard Spill Kit — Clean up blood, urine and other biofluids.

 Biohazard Spill Kit — Stocked with PIG Absorbents and more for 
safer cleanup .

PLS1245
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•   Vacuum pump allows you to quickly and 
effectively capture mercury spills for proper 
recycling and disposal 

•   Includes collection vials and cleanup 
gear for up to six spills

•   Scoop and spatula allow for easier 
gathering of scattered mercury

•   Durable polyethylene carrying case keeps 
equipment in one place

•   No hazardous components 
to generate additional hazardous waste

KIT330

 Mercury Vacuum Kit — 
Control mercury spills with 
a vacuum pump.

KIT600

FOR INFORMATION ON CUSTOM KITS CALL 1-800-HOT-HOGS.
NOTE: Avoid contact with metallic nitrates, cyanides, sulfides and strong oxidizers. Contact with sodium or calcium hypochlorite creates chlorine gas.

PIG® Mercury Spill Kit in Bucket
Item # 1-2 3-4 5+

KIT600 • Absorbs up to 35.27 oz. $127 $123 $117
KIT600 Contents • 1 Mercury Absorbent Powder • 1 Goggles • 1 Pair of 18 mil. Gloves • 10 Wipers • 1 Dustpan & Hand Broom • 1 Spatula
1 Disposal Bag and Tie • 1 Instructions

PIG® Mercury Absorbent Powder
Item # 1-2 3-4 5+

PLP602 • Absorbs Mercury • 1 - 1,000 gram Container $101 $98 $94

PIG® Mercury Cleanup Wipers
Item # 1-2 3-5 6+

WIP1404 • Center-pull roll • White • 10 wipers $8.80 $8.30 $7.80

BEST 
SELLER!

PIG® Mercury Spill Vacuum Kit
Item # 1-2 3+

KIT330 • Absorbs up to 6 oz. $457 $443
KIT330 Contents • 6 Pair of Latex Gloves • 6 Scoop/Spatulas • 1 Butyl 
Rubber Tape • 7 Plastic Zip Closure Bags • 6 Premoistened Wipes  
1 Storage/Carrying Case • 1 Vacuum Hand Pump • 6 Collection Vials  
1 Safety Glasses 

RFL330 • Refi ll $152 $145
RFL330 Contents • 6 Pair of Latex Gloves • 6 Scoop/Spatulas • 1 Butyl 
Rubber Tape • 7 Plastic Zip Closure Bags • 6 Premoistened Wipes  
6 Collection Vials  

•  Includes PIG Mercury Absorbent 
Powder to transform up to 1,000 grams of 
visible mercury into a zinc amalgam

•   Suppresses hazardous mercury vapors 
to limit worker exposure

•   Hand broom, dustpan and disposal 
bags included

•   Lightweight, 100% polyethylene 
container resists chemicals

•   Screw-on lid opens easily for access 
to supplies

•   Includes PPE to guard against mercury

•   PIG Mercury Cleanup Wipers 
decontaminate hands, tools and surfaces

 Mercury Spill Kit — A must-have if you 
work with mercury.

Eliminate dangerous residue 
and decontaminate hands, 
tools and surfaces with 
premoistened PIG Mercury 
Cleanup Wipers.

Use enclosed hand broom and 
dustpan to sweep up stabilized 
mercury for easy transfer into 
disposal bags.

Shake PIG Mercury Absorbent 
Powder onto spills to absorb 
visible mercury, transform it 
into a zinc amalgam and 
suppress hazardous vapors.
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•  Keeps water, snow, dirt and debris off lid 
and resists weathering and UV rays

•  High-visibility color is easy to locate

•  Durable, PVC-laminated polyester cover 
with elasticized bottom

•  For overpacks with handles, elastic 
cutout lets handle stick out but won’t 
let water get in

•   See-through pocket for your 
identification label 

•  Available in multiple sizes to fit PIG 
Overpacks and PIG Response Chests

 Protection Cover — Protect spill kits against damaging UV rays 
and harsh weather while adding visibility.

PAK802

PAK201

PAK757

PIG® Response Chest Protection Cover
Item # 1+

PAK800 • Yellow • For PIG® Extra-Large Response Chest • 45"L x 49"W x 28"H $136
PAK802 • Yellow • For PIG® Large Response Chest • 29.75"L x 42.75"W x 28"H $119

PIG® Overpack Protection Cover
Item # 1+

PAK276 • Yellow • For 95-gal. PIG® Wheeled Spill Kits & Overpacks $78.15

PAK277 • High-Visibility Green • For 95-gal. PIG® Wheeled Spill Kits & Overpacks $86.35

PAK201 • Yellow • For 65- and 95-gal. PIG® Spill Kits & Overpacks $77.50

PAK747 • High-Visibility Green • For 65- and 95-gal. PIG® Spill Kits & Overpacks $83.25

PAK294 • Yellow • For 50-gal. PIG® Wheeled Spill Kits & Overpacks $67.85

PAK295 • High-Visibility Green • For 50-gal. PIG® Wheeled Spill Kits & Overpacks $74
PAK205 • Yellow • For 20- and 30-gal. PIG® Spill Kits & Overpacks $58.15

PAK757 • High-Visibility Green • For 20- and 30-gal. PIG® Spill Kits & Overpacks $63.75

“ We have spill kits at each storm 
drain. Exposure to the elements causes 
the packaging to fail prematurely. 
These covers are the perfect answer to 
our problem.“ 
         — Dayna K.  PAK205 Customer

“ …the perfect 
answer to our 
problem.”

BEST 
SELLER!

Handle sticks out but 
rainwater can’t get in.

PAK295
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GEN305

Nonsparking Tools — These tools make it safer to handle 
loose absorbents, powder and contaminated soils.

•   Collapses to 24" for compact storage, 
extends to 36" for use

•   Strong and lightweight injection-molded 
ABS plastic construction

•   Nonsparking, chemical and corrosion 
resistant

•    T-handle allows a secure grip for easier 
shoveling of saturated absorbents

Telescoping Response 
Shovel — Handle collapses 
for easy storage.

TLS1000

•   Deep scoop is ideal 
for shoveling heavy, 
bulky loads such as 
saturated absorbents 
or spill waste

•   Smooth surface 
won’t scratch 
metal or paint 
during cleanup

•   Made of 
polypropylene 
that won’t rust 
or corrode

•   D-grip handle 
provides more 
control and a more 
secure grip when 
moving heavy 
materials

•   Rugged industrial 
shovel takes the 
abuse of everyday 
work tasks

Industrial Shovel — Rugged, one-piece 
shovel for cleaning up used absorbents.

•   Safely cleans up spill response waste such as 
used absorbents, hazardous materials and 
contaminated soils

•   Lightweight, nonsparking aluminum construction

Response Shovel — Nonsparking shovel 
helps you safely finish spill cleanup.

TLS281

Both shovels 
have removable 

handles for 
easy storage.

TLS280

Telescoping Response Shovel 
(Specify Color: Black or Orange • Add $10 to price shown for orange)

Item # 1-4 5+

TLS1000 • 10"W x 24"L $50 $48

TLS326

Industrial Shovel
Item # 1-4 5+

TLS326 • 14"W x 42"L  $53 $50
TLS327 • 11"W x 38"L  $53 $50

Response Shovel
Item # 1-4 5+

TLS281 • 10"W x 39"L  $71 $67
TLS280 • 10"W x 29"L  $62 $59
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TLS292

TLS290

•   Made of durable, corrosion-resistant 
polypropylene for excellent chemical 
resistance

•   Nonsparking, chemical- and corrosion-
resistant

•   Hardwood-core handle resists hundreds 
of pounds of pressure

•  Shovel is in two pieces for easy storage

Nonsparking Tools
Item # 1+

GEN305 • Shovel • 14"W x 40.5"L  $76
GEN423 • Shovel • 10.5"W x 43.5"L  $66
TLS290 • Scoop • 6"W x 9"L $10
TLS292 • Scraper • 4.4"W x 9.7"L  $10

BEST 
SELLER!
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•  Tough polyethylene bags resist punctures, tearing and blowouts 

•  Bright yellow bag carries bold hazardous content warning

•  Ideal for lining drums or short-term storage of saturated waste

•  Durable 3-mil thickness (BAG201 and BAG202) is ideal for most 
waste; 6-mil thickness (BAG111, BAG114, BAG115, BAG206) handles 
heaviest saturated waste

Polyethylene Disposal Bags — Confidently bag hazardous waste 
or used absorbents for disposal.

Spill Response Tool Kit — Be prepared with the equipment you 
need to clean up spills on land or water.

BAG201

Polyethylene Disposal Bags
Item # 1-9 10+

BAG201 
“Caution- Handle 
with Care”

Large • 45 gal. • 25/box • 3 mil • 36"W x 60"H $80 $76

Small • 10 gal. • 50/box • 3 mil • 18"W x 30"H $61 $57

BAG202 
“Hazardous Material - 
Handle with Care”

Large • 45 gal. • 25/box • 3 mil • 36"W x 60"H $82 $78

Small • 10 gal. • 50/box • 3 mil • 18"W x 30"H $63 $59

BAG115
“Excluded Solvent-
Contaminated Wipes”

55 gal. • 50/box • 6 mil • 38"W x 65"H $224 $214

BAG114
“Excluded Solvent-
Contaminated Wipes”

30 gal. • 100/box • 6 mil • 38"W x 36"H $230 $220

BAG111
“Used Absorbents” 33 gal. • 100/box • 6 mil • 38"W x 36"H $363 $339

(Specify Legend for BAG206: “Caution - Handle with Care” or “Hazardous Material - Handle with Care”)

Item # 1-9 10+

BAG206 55 gal. • 25/box • 6 mil • 38"W x 65"H $111 $104

BEST 
SELLER!

•  Designed for environmental and industrial spill cleanups

•   Grab-and-go, water-resistant nylon bag with handles and shoulder 
strap make kit easy to carry

•  Sturdy, chemical-resistant tools are built to last

•   TLS1002 is designed for land-based spills 

•   TLS1003 is designed for waterborne spills

TLS1002

Spill Response Tool Kits
Item # 1+

TLS1002 • For Spills on Land $357
TLS1002 Contents • 1 - Telescoping Response Shovel • 1 Non-Sparking Shovel • 1 PIG Picker • 1 Non-Sparking 
Scraper • 1 Large Broom Head • 1 Large Squeegee Head • 1 Telescoping Handle • 1 Decon Brush • 1 Dust Pan/Brush 
Combo • 5 Disposal Bags & Ties • 1 Duffel Bag

TLS1003 • For Spills on Water $344
TLS1003 Contents • 1 - Telescoping Pole • 1 Retrieval Hook • 1 PIG Picker • 1 Telescoping Shovel
1 Slotted Shovel • 5 Disposal Bags & Ties • 1 Duffel Bag

BEST 
SELLER!
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Wall-Mount Hook for PIG® Spill Kit
Item # 1-2 3+

BKT214 • Use with PIG® Spill Kits w/
Handles • 2.5"W x 8.5"L $28 $26

138 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.
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Truck Mounting Bracket for 
PIG® Spill Kit in Bucket
Item # 1-2 3+

BKT213 • For 6.5-gal. Spill Kit Buckets $100 $96

Wall-Mount Bracket for 
PIG® Spill Kit Container
Item # 1+

TLS468 • For 20- and 30-gal. Spill Kits $98

PIG® Overpack Dolly
Item # 1+

PAK414 • For 95-gal. & 110-gal. Overpack  
800 lb. Load Capacity $155

Wall-Mount Bracket for 
PIG® Spill Kit in Bucket
Item # 1-4 5+

GEN160 • For KIT800, KIT318, KIT319, 
KIT213, KIT413 and 64CRSC $16 $15

Wall Sign for PIG® Spill Kit
Item # 1-2 3+

SGN1065 • 19"W x 24"L • 1/package $34 $30

•  Designed for use with PIG Spill Kit in Bucket 
or other PIG Spill Kits in 61⁄2-gallon 
containers

•  Corrosion-resistant aluminum bracket is 
lightweight yet very durable

Vehicle Bracket — Mount 
your spill kit right on your 
truck to save cab space.

BKT213

THIS BRACKET FITS OUR 
SPILL KITS IN BUCKETS 
ON PAGES 98, 99, 107,

113 AND 122.

•  Keeps spill kits in the open and 
elevates them to maximize visibility 
and response

•  Hot-rolled steel for long-term use

•  Use with 20- and 30-gallon overpack kits

 •  Designed to wall-mount your PIG 
Spill Kit in Bucket for better visibility 
and accessibility (mounting hardware 
not included)

•   Powder-coated steel bracket 

 •  Designed to wall-mount your PIG 
Spill Kit in Bucket for better visibility 
and accessibility (mounting hardware 
not included)

•   Powder-coated steel bracket 

•   Increase spill kit visibility for faster 
response; establish a specific kit location 

•   Durable steel hook mounts on any 
surface (hardware not included); accepts 
most PIG Spill Kits with handles or straps 

•   Wall-mounted kits build awareness 
of where to find tools quickly

Container Wall Bracket — 
Mount kits near spill areas.

Bucket Wall Bracket — 
Mount spill kits on the wall 
so they’re easier to see.

Wall Sign — Display spill 
response instructions and 
designate your kit location.

Wall-Mount Hook — Hang 
your PIG Spill Kit so you 
can find it fast.

TLS468

GEN160

BKT214

•  Wide-base design helps keep overpacks 
stable during transport

•  Heavy-duty rolled steel construction holds 
up to 800 lbs.

•  Lockable casters keep overpack 
stationary, even on uneven surfaces

PAK414
For use with 95 and 110 gal. 
overpack containers.

 Overpack Dolly — 
Quickly move your PIG 
Overpack Spill Kit.

SGN1065



Refl ective Tape for PIG® Spill Kit
Item # 1-4 5+

PLS2000 • For PIG Spill Kits
2"W x 150'L $115 $109

SGN570

SGN566

SGN567 SGN568

SGN569

Choose from two sizes and three 
different compositions:

•   Long-lasting aluminum signs offer 
superior resistance to abrasion, chemicals, 
weather, splashes and washdowns

•   Indoors or sheltered outdoors, plastic 
signs are an economical choice for 
light-duty or temporary use on flat or 
slightly curved surfaces

•    Indoors or out, Dura-Vinyl self-sticking 
signs provide exceptional flexibility and 
performance; high-gloss film resists UV 
rays, water, chemicals and abrasion      

Safety Signs — Point out 
spill kits and supplies with 
these easy-to-read signs.

Easy ordering:
1. Choose a sign
2.  Choose a composition
3.  Choose a size

•  Protrudes from wall for higher visibility

•   Even from a distance, helps indicate the 
location of spill kits and supplies 

•   Molded plexiglass construction has 
prepunched holes and self-sticking tape 
for mounting

SGN1030

SGN1032 SGN1033
(SGN1032 & SGN1033 are 10" x 14" only.)

Tamperproof Seal Label
Item # 1+

LBL100 • For Containers w/ Lids • 102/pack $36

BEST 
SELLER!

SEE MORE SPILL SIGNAGE
ON PAGES 256–258.

Spill Station 3D Projection Sign
Item # 1+

SGN303 • 15"L x 8"H $37
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•   Floor label designates a specific place 
for a spill kit; increases the visibility of kit 
location and saves valuable response time

•   Helps ensure that your kit is in the proper 
location during inspections

•   Self-adhesive vinyl label with 
skid-resistant overlay withstands 
industrial traffic

•   Durable, highly reflective glass bead tape 
maximizes visibility in any lighting

•   Apply to floors or walls to 
create a designated 
spill kit location

•   Printed “Spill Kit”
legend repeats 
along length of tape

•    Attach a tamperproof seal to container 
lid and sidewall to show when it’s 
been opened

•   Ideal for ensuring that routine cleanups 
don’t deplete your emergency spill kits 

•   Bright yellow 
color is highly 
visible

Floor Label — Reserve a 
floor spot for your spill kit!

Spill Station Sign — Make a 
spill kit easy to find for 
quick response.

Reflective Tape — Make 
your spill kit easier to find 
in dimly lit areas.

Tamperproof Seals —
Secure kits and containers 
with tamper-evident seals.

SGN1061

Floor Label for PIG® Spill Kit 
Item # 1-2 3+

SGN1061 • 8.305"W x 26.8701"H 
2 each $27 $23

SGN303

BEST 
SELLER!

Safety Signs 
Item # 1-9 10+

Aluminum • 10"W x 14"L $35 $34
Aluminum • 7"W x 10"L $33 $32
Plastic • 10"W x 14"L $25 $24
Plastic • 7"W x 10"L $20 $19
Self-Sticking • 10"W x 14"L $23 $22
Self-Sticking • 7"W x 10"L $18 $17

PLS2000

LBL100

PLS2000
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•  Instantly indicates any pH from 0 to 13 with one of 14 colors

•   Color chart has checkpoints at each unit pH, determined by single-
color match

•  Portable kit includes color chart, dispenser and polyethylene case

Effective in concentrations 
down to 20 mg/L!

Insta-Chek Paper — When unknown liquid 
spills, use this paper for pH checks.

Chemical Classifier Kit — Identify a 
hazardous chemical in 30 seconds.
•   Kit’s color-changing 

test strips quickly 
and accurately identify 
the presence of acids/
bases, oxidizers, 
fluoride, petroleums/
organic solvents and 
iodine/bromine/
chlorine

•   Portable, 
easy-to-use kit

•   Can be used in sewers, 
construction sites, 
landfills and other 
sites of unknown 
chemicals

GEN420

PLS236

Fluoride Detection Paper — Detect fluoride 
ions or hydrofluoric acid.
•   Paper quickly changes color 

when in contact with dangerous 
fluoride ions or hydrofluoric acid, 
whether in liquid or vapor

•  Improve spill response safety by 
testing unknown liquids before cleanup 
or by attaching to protective suit for 
an instant warning

•  Hard plastic case protects remaining 
strips; compact for convenient storage

Chemical Classifi er Kit
Item # 1+

GEN420 • Ext. Dia. 1.5" x 12"L $91
GEN420 Contents • 6 Test Strips • 1 Bobbin of Polypropylene Thread • 1 Classifier Chart

pHydrion® INSTA-CHEK® Paper
Item # 1-3 4+

PLS236 • 0.5"W x 50'L $14.25 $13.55

Fluoride Detection Test Paper
Item # 1-4 5+

GEN179 • .75"W x 2.75"L • 200/dispenser $49 $47

Oil Detection Test Paper
Item # 1-4 5+

GEN180 • .75"W x 2.75"L • 100/dispenser $48 $46
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GEN179

GEN420

•   Paper quickly changes color when 
in contact with hydrocarbons, including 
gasoline, diesel, fuel, oil, lubricating oils 
and mineral oils

•  Immerse in water to test for oil 
contamination or press to soil to 
check need for remediation

•  Compact, easily stored, hard plastic 
case protects remaining strips

Oil Detection Paper — Hydrocarbon-
detecting strips show need for cleanup.

Whether you use it on 
soil or water, if the 
color changes, there’s 
oil present!

GEN180

GEN180

BEST 
SELLER!
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Water Indicating Paste —  
Detect water in fuel tanks.
•   Easily test for water in a fuel tank by 

spreading a thin film of Kolor Kut onto a 
dipstick or other graduated rod

•   Dark brown paste turns bright red 
after contacting water, clearly measuring 
the level of water in your tank

•   Will not harm or alter the composition 
of gasoline, kerosene or any other fuel

•   Paste is made entirely of nonhazardous 
materials and cleans off easily after use

Oil Detection Light — LEDs make even the 
smallest drops of oil glow purple!
•   Titanium-reinforced aluminum with sealed 

O-rings and polycarbonate lens resists corrosion, 
abrasion, impact and water

•   Multi Ops Task Light has four settings: 
5-LED oil detection light, C4 LED floodlight 
and laser pointer with or without floodlight

•   Ideal for inspections in utilities, 
automotive and other industries 
where catching leaks early is imperative

Tiny drops of oil can 
be nearly impossible 
to see, especially 
outside on white 
absorbents.

The 390 nM UV LEDs in these lights make even traces of 
oil glow bright purple for quick, accurate identification!

pH Spill Stiks — Easy-to-
read test strips keep hands 
away from acids and bases.
•  6"-long, nonwicking strip helps keep 

potentially dangerous acids and bases away 
from hands

•  1"-square pad of pH-testing paper is easy 
to read in dark or confined spaces

•  One-dip, one-color system instantly 
identifies pH value

•  Included chart features 14 colors to 
identify pH from 0 to 13

PLS1268
Buffer solutions to calibrate 
tester come in pH 4, 7 or 10.

Waterproof pH Tester — Accurate 
even in harsh conditions.

PLS1552
Protective plastic case and quick-
release lanyard also included.

•  Dip into any liquid for 
readings down to ±0.01; 
capable of off-the-chart pH 
measurements from –1.00 to 
+15.00

•  Easy-to-read screen 
displays pH and temperature; 
adjusts pH for temps from 
32°F to 122°F

•  Double-junction electrode 
withstands plating baths, 
process streams, wastewater 
and other harsh liquids

Compact 51⁄4" 
model fits in 
your pocket.

PLS1559 GEN834

ELS218

Double Junction Waterproof pHTestr™ 30
Item # 1+

PLS1552 • Ext. Dia. 1.5" x 6.5"L $169

pH Buffer Solution
(Specify pH: 4, 7 or 10)

Item # 1-4 5+

PLS1268 • For pH Testers • 500 mL Bottle $17.90 $17.10

Multi Ops® LED Oil-Detection Task Light
Item # 1-4 5+

ELS218 • 50 Lumens • Ext. Dia. 1.5" x 5.25"L  $69 $66

Hydrion® pH Spill Stiks
Item # 1-5 6+

PLS1559 • 1"W x 6"L • 10/package $23.90 $22.80
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Kolor Kut® Modifi ed Water 
Indicating Paste
Item # 1-4 5+

GEN834 • 1.5"W x 6"L x 1"H $21 $20

MISSING
SOMETHING?

Refi ll
KITR202

Check your
spill kits and 
stock up on 
PIG Refi lls 
now!

A spill emergency is 
no time to discover your  

kit is empty…



WIPERS & RAGS
For jobs from rough scrubbing to fine dusting. 



PERFORMANCE-RATED WIPERS .................145–156

Ultra-Duty Wipers ........................................ 145
Heavy-Duty Wipers ..............................146–150
Medium-Duty Wipers .......................... 151–155
Light-Duty Wipers ................................155–156

Reclaimed Material .............................162–163
New Material  ........................................164–165

Special Application Wipers ...............157–159
Premoistened Wipers ..........................160–161

Screened and double scanned to be the highest-quality rags 
anywhere. No undersized pieces or metal content.

What’s in those shop towels?
You wouldn’t use dirty rags for your critical 
wiping jobs, but that’s exactly what you’re 
getting with rental shop towels. They may 
be laundered, but they still contain residual 
oil, grease and metal shavings that can 
contaminate what you’re wiping. So think 
twice before you wipe your hands or face 
with that “clean” red rag.

A clean break from rental towels.

Disposable wipers are always clean and 
free from contamination. They’re not only safer for you, but you can fine-
tune the strength, absorbency and chemical resistance you need for every 
job. When you’re done, just toss ‘em in the proper disposal container!

MASTER YOUR 
MESSES WITH THESE
PIG-TOUGH WIPERS.

SPECIALTY WIPERS & ACCESSORIES ..........157–161

SHOP RAGS & TOWELS .....................................162–165

These wipers do what others can’t — excel at high-demand 
tasks like working with strong solvents or precision optics. 
Plus accessories to make wiper use more convenient.

Find the best balance of strength, absorbency and chemical 
resistance using our Performance Rating system (see page 144).

EPA rule change delivers
big savings for some 
solvent users.
The EPA has relaxed its defi nition of haz waste for solvent-
contaminated wipes. This change can save you money 

and make your life easier because properly managed wipes with no free 
liquids can now be exempted from full haz waste regulations. That means 
potentially lower shipping costs and less paperwork. 

Here are three reasons to find out how the change affects you:
 •  You may no longer need to use an expensive laundering service for 

solvent-contaminated wipes
 •  You can avoid the cost of using a designated hazardous landfill and 

use lower-cost landfills for your solvent-contaminated wipes
 •  You may be able to improve your status as a waste generator 

depending on your volume of solvent-contaminated wipes

New Pig has teamed up with EPA experts at Aarcher Institute of 
Environmental Training and DOT experts at Daniels Training 
Services to offer the most current info and FREE advice. 
See page 386.

 REG 
 TIP

We stand behind 100% of our products 100% of 
the time. If you’re not happy for any reason, we’ll 
refund every single penny of your order, including 
taxes and shipping both ways. We’ll even schedule 
return shipping from your location.

We guarantee it!

It’s our No Guff Guarantee™: Every product. Every penny. Every time.
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BEST-SELLING WIPERSWE’VE GOT YOUR 
NUMBER. 

•   PR100 Ultra-Duty can be used all day and provide 
the highest levels of abrasion and solvent resistance

•    PR60–80 Heavy-Duty provides the extra toughness you need for 
jobs like wiping rough parts, gears and sprockets

•    PR30–40 Medium-Duty delivers a balance of toughness, 
absorbency, and economical cost per toss

•    PR10–20 Light-Duty is made for high-volume use during light 
wiping or surface drying jobs

PR

100
ULTRA
DUTY

Look for this icon — we’ve done the 
comparison shopping for you! The higher 
the Performance Rating (PR), the more you 
can expect from your wiper.

Performance Ratings (PR) help 
you zero in on the right wiper 
for your job and budget.

Quarter-fold stack

PR

80
HEAVY
DUTY

PR

40
MEDIUM

DUTY

Pop-up 
dispenser box Center-pull roll

PR

20
LIGHT
DUTY
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PR70 Heavy-Duty 
Maintenance Wipers
Low-lint blend is our top seller for 
heavy-duty wiping jobs.

See page 148

WIP304

FREE SAMPLES ARE AVAILABLE FOR MANY 
OF OUR WIPERS. CALL 1-800-HOT-HOGS 

OR VISIT NEWPIG.COM.

Wiper, shop towel or rag? Follow these 
three steps to choosing the right one:
newpig.com/wiper-rag-shoptowel-selection

EXPERT ADVICE

PR100 Disposable 
Polishing 
& Wiping Cloths
Highly absorbent, no-scratch material stands 
up to solvents and harsh degreasers.

See page 145

WIP230

PR40 All-Purpose 
Wipers
Versatility makes these tough but soft 
wipers our most popular choice. 

See pages 152–153

WIP555

WorkWipes 
New Material Rags in 
Bags — White T-shirt
Factory mill ends are highly absorbent and 
always screened for quality.

See page 164

WIP551

WorkWipes 
Reclaimed Rags in 
Bags — Colored T-shirt
Cost-friendly rags are made from recycled, 
postconsumer materials. 100% usable!

See pages 162–163

WIP1301

Premoistened Hand 
& Surface Wipers
Dual-textured citrus power needs no water 
to remove oil, paint, tar and more.

See page 161

WIP306

WIP950
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All-day durability for the toughest tasks

•   Perfect for no-scratch removal of wax, 
polishing compound, fi ngerprints and 
smudges from surfaces, or for prepping 
products for painting

•   Rayon/poly blend stands up to harsh 
sanitizers, degreasers, cleaners 
and solvents

•   Highly absorbent and textured cloth pulls 
contaminants away from parts and surfaces 
while soaking up liquids

•   Can be rinsed and reused for long life 
and less frequent replacement

•   Binder-free, solvent resistant and 
low linting

•   Unlike T-shirt rags, size and 
performance are consistent

•   Highly absorbent microfiber material is 
strong but still soft enough for polishing

•    Towels can be repeatedly washed and 
reused; can be used wet or dry

Tiny pores are great 
for final wiping.

WIP689

WIP699

Tiny microfibers lift 
dirt, oil and grime.

WIP693

WIP950

PR

100
ULTRA
DUTY

 PR100 Disposable Polishing & Wiping Cloths — Tiny pores nab 
dust, wax and other contaminants. Great for final wiping!

PIG® PR100 Disposable Polishing & Wiping Cloths
Style Item # Color Wipers/Unit; # Units Total Wipers Size 1-2 3-6 7+

Flat Sheet WIP950 White 300/box; 1 box 300 14"W x 18"L $53 $50 $48
1/4-Fold WIP455 White 25/pack; 12 packs 300 13"W x 13"L $46 $44 $43
Center-pull 
Dispenser Box WIP456 White 475/box; 1 box 475 11.375"W x 15"L $71 $68 $64

PR

100
ULTRA
DUTY

PIG® PR100 Super Shop Towels
Style Item # Color Wipers/Unit; # Units Total Wipers Size 1-2 3-6 7+

Flat Sheet WIP699 White 135/box; 1 box 135 16"W x 24"L $221 $207 $192

WIP693 White 300/box; 1 box 300 13"W x 13"L $221 $207 $192

WIP689 White 150/box; 1 box 150 13"W x 13"L $114 $107 $100

 PR100 Super Shop Towels — Absorbent option to laundered 
shop towels is 50% stronger than T-shirt rags.

BEST 
SELLER!

WIP455

WIP456

WIP950
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WorkWipes Series 80 Wipers — Clothlike thickness for tackling 
wet jobs on rough, jagged surfaces.

WIP484

WIP880

•   Exceptional abrasion resistance and 
strength, yet very soft and pliable

•   One wiper can handle everything from 
scrubbing rough parts to fi nal wipedown 
and inspection of machined parts

•   Embossed texture grabs grime due to a 
durable hydroentangled blend of cellulose 
and synthetic fi bers

•   No chemical binders or adhesives that 
could degrade in solvents; quickly absorbs 
liquids to leave surfaces dry and lint-free

Embossed texture 
helps lift dirt and 

grime from surfaces.

WIP881

•   Durable, clothlike thickness handles wet 
wiping jobs, even on unfinished parts 
with rough edges

•   Won’t degrade in solvents, even during 
long-term contact

•   Embossed woven texture provides extra 
”tooth” for removing grime when used 
with solvents and degreasers

•  Low-lint construction

Wipers won’t shed, 
pill or leave behind 
unwanted fibers.

®

WIP483

PR

80
HEAVY
DUTY

 PR80 Extra-Heavy-Duty Maintenance Wipers — No stiffness 
here! These wipers are tough, yet soft.

PIG® PR80 Extra-Heavy-Duty Maintenance Wipers
Style Item # Color Wipers/Unit; # Units Total Wipers Size 1-2 3-6 7+

1/4-Fold WIP880 White 50/pack; 10 packs 500 12"W x 13"L $94 $90 $83
Pop-up WIP881 White 100/box; 6 boxes 600 9.5"W x 16"L $163 $156 $150

WorkWipes® Series 80 Wipers
Style Item # Color Wipers/Unit; # Units Total Wipers Size 1-2 3-6 7+

1/4-Fold WIP480 White 50/pack; 8 packs 400 12"W x 13"L $78.10 $73.85 $69.55

Flat Sheet WIP483 White 500/box; 1 box 500 12"W x 13"L $78.10 $73.85 $69.55

Jumbo Roll WIP484 White 500/roll; 1 roll 500 12"W x 12"L $78.10 $73.85 $69.55

®

BEST 
SELLER!

WIP480

WIP881

PR

80
HEAVY
DUTY
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Extra tough for w

iping rough parts and gears

WypAll X80 Wipers — These wipers work just like rental shop 
rags, except they’re clean and reliable every time!

WIP5930

•   Wipers are fresh and clean every time — no 
contaminants, snags or rough edges

•   Reusable for small jobs and designed for 
durability; withstand solvents as well as 
shop towels 

•   Low-lint; won’t shed, pill or leave behind 
unwanted fibers when wiping parts

•   Binder-free construction withstands 
solvents, degreasers, cleaning agents

WIP41041

WIP41025

WIP5930

WIP41026

Tork Premium Multipurpose Wipers — Reliable quality and 
convenient dispensing options help you handle general wiping jobs.
•   Cellulose and synthetic fiber construction 

—  highly absorbent, yet durable 
enough to withstand grease, oil 
and solvents

•   Top-pak system (WIP313) dispenses 
right from the package; convenient 
pop-up box (WIP316) lets you take 
just one wiper at a time

•   Low-lint construction won’t shed, pill 
or leave behind unwanted fibers

WIP313 WIP313

WIP316

PR

80
HEAVY
DUTY

PR

70
HEAVY
DUTY

BUY 3 ROLLS, 
GET A FREE $53 DISPENSER! 

SEE PAGE 160.

Tork® Premium Multipurpose Wipers
Style Item # Color Wipers/Unit; # Units Total Wipers Size 1-2 3-6 7+

Pop-up WIP316 Gray 280/box; 1 box 280 15"W x 16.5"L $80 $77 $72
Z-Fold WIP313 Gray 140/pack; 5 packs 700 15"W x 16.5"L $163 $160 $153

WypAll® X80 Wipers
Style Item # Color Wipers/Unit; # Units Total Wipers Size 1-2 3-6 7+

Dual Pop-up WIP41041 Blue 160/box; 1 box 160 12.5"W x 16.8"L $47 $44 $41
Pop-up WIP41048 White 80/box; 5 boxes 400 9.1"W x 16.8"L $115 $111 $106

WIP5930 Red 80/box; 5 boxes 400 9.1"W x 16.8"L $117 $114 $111
Jumbo Roll WIP41025 White 475/roll; 1 roll 475 12.5"W x 13.4"L $100 $97 $88

WIP41055 Red 475/roll; 1 roll 475 12.5"W x 13.4"L $96 $93 $85

WIP41043 Blue 475/roll; 1 roll 475 12.5"W x 13.4"L $98 $95 $87
1/4-Fold WIP41026 White 50/pack; 4 packs 200 12.5"W x 13"L $47 $45 $43

WIP41029 Red 50/pack; 4 packs 200 12.5"W x 13"L $53 $50 $48

BEST 
SELLER!
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•   Strong and solvent resistant for wiping 
machines and rough parts, but soft enough 
for cleaning skin or preparing surfaces

•   Exceptional abrasion resistance and 
wet strength that stands up to rough 
surfaces, jagged edges or metal chips

•   For heavy-duty maintenance jobs like 
machine wipedowns and degreasing parts

•   Many size and packaging options
(see order box below)

WIP306

WIP325

Binder-free cellulose/poly blend 
leaves surfaces dry and lint-free.

Available in blue or white.

PR

70
HEAVY
DUTY

WIP306

PIG® PR70 Heavy-Duty Maintenance Wipers
Style Item # Color Wipers/Unit; # Units Total Wipers Size 1-2 3-6 7+

1/4-Fold WIP303 White 50/pack; 20 packs 1,000 12"W x 13"L $121 $115 $111

WIP304 Blue 50/pack; 20 packs 1,000 12"W x 13"L $121 $115 $111

WIP329 White 50/pack; 10 packs 500 12"W x 13"L $91 $76 $72
Z-Fold WIP325 White 200/box; 1 box 200 12"W x 12.5"L $39 $37 $32
Jumbo Roll WIP309 White 1,035/roll; 1 roll 1,035 10"W x 12"L $89 $85 $77
Pop-up WIP328 White 125/box; 6 boxes 750 9.625"W x 16"L $117 $111 $107

WIP306 Blue 125/box; 6 boxes 750 9.625"W x 16"L $117 $111 $107
Center-pull Roll WIP333 Blue 625/box; 1 box 625 9"W x 12"L $74 $72 $69

 PR70 Heavy-Duty Maintenance Wipers — Low-lint 
blend is our top seller for heavy-duty jobs.

“This is a high-quality product with good 
absorbency, and tough enough to wring 
out and keep using all day. It can be 
used in places that would shred a paper 
towel. For durability, it’s more akin to 
cloth than to paper.“
            — Drew P.  WIP309 Customer

“ …wring it out 
and use all day.” BEST 

SELLER!

BEST 
SELLER!
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WIP303

WIP309

WANT A FREE SAMPLE? CALL 1-800-HOT-HOGS.

WIP333
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Extra tough for w

iping rough parts and gearsWypAll X70 Wipers — Durable, heavy-duty wipers with thirsty, 
tear-resistant Hydroknit construction won’t harm surfaces or skin.

WIP41611

•   Durable enough for heavy-duty jobs, but 
soft and pliable — won’t scratch delicate 
surfaces or irritate your hands or face

•   Durable, nonwoven, fast-absorbing 
Hydroknit polypropylene/cellulose blend 
material absorbs more than cloth rags

•   Use in place of scrap rags for cleaning 
up grease, oil, solvents and other chemicals

•   Low-lint construction won’t shed, pill or 
leave behind unwanted fi bers

WIP41455

WIP41100

WIP41200

WIP41300

WIP41611

®

WorkWipes Series 70 Wipers — Heavy-duty wipers offer great 
solvent resistance and low-lint construction.
•   Cellulose-polypropylene blend for strength, 

low lint and a unique “stretch” for wiping 
jagged parts without tearing

•   Low-lint construction won’t shed, pill or 
leave behind fi bers when wiping parts

•   Binder-free construction withstands 
solvents, degreasers and cleaning agents

Textured surface 
helps remove dirt 

and dust.

WIP771

WIP771

PR

70
HEAVY
DUTY

PR

70
HEAVY
DUTY

WypAll® X70 Wipers
Style Item # Color Wipers/Unit; # Units Total Wipers Size 1-2 3-6 7+

Flat Sheet WIP41100 White 300/box; 1 box 300 14.9"W x 16.6"L $102 $97 $95
Jumbo Roll WIP41611 Blue 870/roll; 1 roll 870 12.5"W x 13.4"L $149 $143 $135
1/4-Fold WIP41200 White 76/pack; 12 packs 912 12.5"W x 13"L $130 $128 $119
Pop-up WIP41300 White 152/box; 1 box 152 12"W x 16.75"L $47 $45 $41

WIP41455 White 100/box; 10 boxes 1,000 9.1"W x 16.8"L $196 $186 $177

WorkWipes® Series 70 Wipers
Style Item # Color Wipers/Unit; # Units Total Wipers Size 1-2 3-6 7+

1/4-Fold WIP770 White 50/pack; 20 packs 1,000 12"W x 13"L $109 $105 $98
Jumbo Roll WIP771 White 950/roll; 1 roll 950 12"W x 12"L $82 $79 $75

®

BEST 
SELLER!

WIP770

149 Phone: 1-800-HOT-HOGS (468-4647) • Fax: 1-800-621-PIGS (621-7447) • Web: newpig.com

BUY 3 ROLLS, 
GET A FREE $53 DISPENSER! 

SEE PAGE 160.
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®

WorkWipes Series 60 Wipers — Tackle heavy-duty, industrial jobs 
without spending more than you need to.

WypAll X60 Wipers — Heavy-duty wipers are strong but soft for a 
range of lighter wiping and cleaning jobs.

•    Great value for fast cleanups — 
tougher than general-purpose and 
maintenance wipers but the lightest of the 
heavy-duty wipers

•   Cellulose-polypropylene blend for strength, 
low lint and a unique “stretch” for wiping 
jagged parts without tearing

•   Durable enough for nearly any light 
wiping job, but soft and pliable so they won’t 
scratch delicate surfaces or irritate your skin

•   Constructed of lightweight, nonwoven 
Hydroknit for superior absorbency 
and long-lasting durability

•   Great value, fast cleanups; tougher than 
general-purpose and maintenance wipers

•   Lightweight version of WypAll X70 Wipers 
are reusable in a variety of tasks

Textured surface 
grabs dirt and dust.WIP661

WIP661

WIP34790

WIP660

WIP34790WIP34955

WIP34015

WIP34865

PR

60
HEAVY
DUTY

PR

60
HEAVY
DUTY

WorkWipes® Series 60 Wipers
Style Item # Color Wipers/Unit; # Units Total Wipers Size 1-2 3-6 7+

Pop-up WIP662 White 110/box; 9 boxes 990 16"W x 8"L $96 $93 $89

WIP663 White 110/box; 9 boxes 990 12"W x 8"L $87 $82 $77
1/4-Fold WIP660 White 75/pack; 12 packs 900 12"W x 13"L $101 $95 $92
Jumbo Roll WIP661 White 1,100/roll; 1 roll 1,100 12"W x 12"L $80 $78 $74

®

BEST 
SELLER!

WypAll® X60 Wipers
Style Item # Color Wipers/Unit; # Units Total Wipers Size 1-2 3-6 7+

Pop-up WIP34015 White 180/box; 1 box 180 12.5"W x 16.8"L $32 $30 $27

WIP34790 White 126/box; 10 boxes 1,260 9.1"W x 16.8"L $131 $124 $117
Jumbo Roll WIP34955 White 1,100/roll; 1 roll 1,100 12.5"W x 13.4"L $124 $121 $112
1/4-Fold WIP34865 White 76/pack; 12 packs 912 12.5"W x 13"L $138 $129 $125

BUY 3 ROLLS, 
GET A FREE $53 DISPENSER! 

SEE PAGE 160.



USING SOLVENTS? 
You could be

Thanks to the EPA’s Solvent-Contaminated Wipes Management Rule 
(40 CFR 261.4), you could eliminate some red tape at your facility. Properly 
managed wipes with no free liquids could be haz waste exempted (depending 
on the solvent) — meaning less paperwork and lower shipping costs for you.

Take a step toward exemption by using PIG Latching Drum Lids (see pages 
312–319) to help meet closed container regs. 

Questions on the Solvent-Contaminated Wipes Reg? 
Call our Tech Team at 1-800-HOT-HOGS!

DRM659HAZ WASTE EXEMPTED!
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Tough and absorbent plus low
 cost per toss

WorkWipes Series 40 Wipers — Soft, absorbent wipers are a solid value. 

WypAll L40 Wipers — You can use these wipers for a variety of daily tasks.

•   Good for wiping up grease, oils and small 
spills or for cleaning parts and tools

•   Absorbent with clothlike softness for 
wiping hands and face

•   Binder is forced deep into the soft cellulose 
fi bers for extra strength

•   DRC (Double Recreped Cellulose) 
construction provides medium absorption 
and strength for general-purpose wiping

•   Chemical binder increases strength 
while maintaining absorbency

•  Top-of-the-line limited-use wiper

®

Cellulose fibers are 
soft enough for 
hands and face.

PR:

WIP5701

WIP642

WIP5790

WIP5701

WIP640

PR

40
MEDIUM

DUTY

PR

40
MEDIUM

DUTY

WorkWipes® Series 40 Wipers
Style Item # Color Wipers/Unit; # Units Total Wipers Size 1-2 3-6 7+

Pop-up WIP642 White 72/box; 12 boxes 864 15.875"W x 8"L $83 $80 $75
Jumbo Roll WIP641 White 600/roll; 1 roll 600 11.812"W x 13.25"L $68 $64 $61
1/4-Fold WIP640 White 30/pack; 32 packs 960 11.312"W x 13"L $87 $80 $78

®

BEST 
SELLER!

WypAll® L40 Wipers
Style Item # Color Wipers/Unit; # Units Total Wipers Size 1-2 3-6 7+

Jumbo Roll WIP5007 White 750/roll; 1 roll 750 12.5"W x 13.4"L $87 $82 $79
1/4-Fold WIP5701 White 56/pack; 18 packs 1,008 12.5"W x 13"L $142 $133 $129
Pop-up WIP5790 White 100/box; 9 boxes 900 9.8"W x 16.4"L $163 $156 $147

151 Phone: 1-800-HOT-HOGS (468-4647) • Fax: 1-800-621-PIGS (621-7447) • Web: newpig.com

BUY 3 ROLLS, 
GET A FREE $53 DISPENSER! 

SEE PAGE 160.
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•   Constructed of soft, absorbent cellulose fi bers 
with a high-quality binder to increase 
strength for wet or dry wiping

•   Made thick and absorbent to quickly soak 
up oils, degreasers and other liquids

•   Low-lint material won’t leave residue 
or create a mess

•   Excellent for a variety of wiping 
applications from quick cleanups 
to degreasing

Cellulose fibers with binder 
for extra strength. Available in 

blue and white.

WIP311

PIG All-Purpose Wipers are ideal for quick 
cleanups and degreasing tools and parts.

Soft but strong and absorbent, PIG Wipers 
quickly soak up oils, degreasers and other 
liquids without leaving lint residue.

WIP310 WIP230

PR

40
MEDIUM

DUTY

 PR40 All-Purpose Wipers — Versatility makes these 
tough but soft wipers our best sellers. Use them for 
quick cleaning to light degreasing.

TOP 10
BEST 

SELLER!
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Tough and absorbent plus low
 cost per toss

FREE dispensers!
Buy 5 cases of WIP200 or WIP247 and receive a 
wall bracket (WIP905, $11 value). 

Buy 3 cases of WIP232 or WIP327 and receive a 
dispenser (WIP907, $54 value).

FREE wall bracket
holds WIP200
or WIP247.

FREE dispenser
holds WIP232 
or WIP327.

(7447)

WIP200

WIP232

WIP231

WIP311

WIP242

WIP230

PIG® PR40 All-Purpose Wipers
Style Item # Color Wipers/Unit; # Units Total Wipers Size 1-2 3-6 7+

1/4-Fold WIP310 White 56/pack; 18 packs 1,008 11.875"W x 13"L $104 $98 $93

WIP230 Blue 56/pack; 18 packs 1,008 11.875"W x 13"L $104 $98 $93

WIP443 White 500/box; 1 box 500 11.875"W x 13"L $48 $44 $41
Z-Fold WIP245 White 150/box; 1 box 150 11.875"W x 12.5"L $21 $20 $19

WIP242 Blue 150/box; 1 box 150 11.875"W x 12.5"L $21 $20 $19
Center-pull Roll WIP327 White 250/roll; 2 rolls 500 8.875"W x 13.25"L $47 $45 $43

WIP232 Blue 250/roll; 2 rolls 500 8.875"W x 13.25"L $47 $45 $43
Roll WIP238 White 415/roll; 2 rolls 830 11.812"W x 6.625"L $56 $53 $51

WIP235 Blue 415/roll; 2 rolls 830 11.812"W x 6.625"L $56 $53 $51
Pop-up WIP311 White 75/box; 12 boxes 900 9.5"W x 16"L $102 $98 $94

WIP231 Blue 75/box; 12 boxes 900 9.5"W x 16"L $102 $98 $94
Center-pull 
Dispenser Box

WIP200 White 225/box; 1 box 225 8.875"W x 13.25"L $23 $21 $20

WIP247 Blue 225/box; 1 box 225 8.875"W x 13.25"L $23 $21 $20

“The mechanics use these wipers to wipe their hands, soak up liquid 
spills and clean off grease marks. They like that they don’t leave lint 
or fuzz when used on engines, and that they don’t have to reclean the 
area after they use the wipers.“
         — Zoe D.  WIP230 Customer

“Our 
mechanics 
approve!”

BEST 
SELLER!

BEST 
SELLER!

153 Phone: 1-800-HOT-HOGS (468-4647) • Fax: 1-800-621-PIGS (621-7447) • Web: newpig.com

WANT A FREE SAMPLE? CALL 1-800-HOT-HOGS.

NEVER RUN OUT OF WIPERS AGAIN!
Sign up for Autoship and get automatic, on-time deliveries. 
 Never run out • Save time  • Any quantity  • No hassles • 100% Guaranteed  
Plus! A FREE gift in every shipment!

Call NOW! 1-855-371-SHIP
(7447)



WIP155

WIP154

WIP150

WIP153
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•   Use in shops, garages and plants 
with brake fl uid, antifreeze, grease, oils 
and many more liquids

•    Ideal for low-cost daily maintenance 
(not recommended for long-term contact 
with solvents) 

•   Embossed surface grabs grime with 
backup from two-ply tissue and hidden 
nylon scrim

•   Quickly absorbs oils, grease and water

•   Made of nonwoven cellulose soft enough 
to wipe hands and face

•   Great for general cleanup, machine 
wipedowns and small workstation spills

WIP216

WIP218

WIP150

Surface is embossed to 
pick up grime.

WIP218

WIP229

Nonwoven cellulose 
is soft enough for
hands and face.

PR

35
MEDIUM

DUTY

PR

35
MEDIUM

DUTY

 PR35 Maintenance Wipers — Here’s the low-lint, nylon scrim-
reinforced answer for use-and-toss wiping. 

 PR35 Parched Piggy Wipers — You’ll love the extra thickness, 
softness and absorbency.

PIG® PR35 Parched Piggy Wipers
Style Item # Color Wipers/Unit; # Units Total Wipers Size 1-2 3-6 7+

1/4-Fold WIP150 White 50/pack; 18 packs 900 11.5"W x 13"L $83 $78 $72
Pop-up WIP154 White 75/box; 12 boxes 900 9"W x 16"L $91 $86 $81
Center-pull Roll WIP155 White 500/box; 1 box 500 9"W x 12"L $36 $34 $31

WIP153 White 277/roll; 4 rolls 1,108 8"W x 13"L $67 $64 $61

PIG® PR35 Maintenance Wipers
Style Item # Color Wipers/Unit; # Units Total Wipers Size 1-2 3-6 7+

Roll WIP229 White 275/roll; 6 rolls 1,650 9.75"W x 12"L $79 $75 $71
1/4-Fold WIP218 Blue 50/pack; 20 packs 1,000 12"W x 13"L $67 $64 $61
Pop-up WIP216 Blue 150/box; 6 boxes 900 9"W x 17"L $80 $77 $72

BEST 
SELLER!
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Tough and absorbent plus low
 cost per toss

WorkWipes Series 30 Wipers — Clothlike thickness for general housekeeping.
 •   Good for lighter-duty jobs like wiping up 

small spills or cleaning tools

•   Clothlike construction is soft enough for 
wiping hands and face

•   Made with binder forced deep into soft 
cellulose fi bers for extra strength

®

WIP631

Cellulose fibers 
offer clothlike 

softness.

Lightly textured 
for wiping grimy 

surfaces.

WypAll L30 Wipers — Lightweight wiper has good absorbency for daily jobs.
•   Clothlike and soft for increased 

absorbency that won’t irritate skin

•   Constructed of lightweight bonded cellulose 
for general wiping and cleanup

•   Economical wipers for a variety of medium- 
to light-duty maintenance applications

PR:

WIP5812

•   Made of highly absorbent, 100% 
preconsumer recycled content; wipes 
surfaces completely clean and dry

•   Four-ply, but economical design is ideal for 
light-duty wipe-and-toss jobs

•   Absorb oils, grease and water during 
everyday tasks 

WIP118

WIP633

WIP5812

WIP100

PR

30
MEDIUM

DUTY

PR

30
MEDIUM

DUTY

PR

20
LIGHT
DUTY

WorkWipes® Series 30 Wipers
Style Item # Color Wipers/Unit; # Units Total Wipers Size 1-2 3-6 7+

Pop-up WIP633 White 90/box; 6 boxes 540 11.875"W x 8"L $40 $38 $35
Jumbo Roll WIP631 White 950/roll; 1 roll 950 11.312"W x 13.25"L $58 $56 $53
1/4-Fold WIP630 White 60/pack; 16 packs 960 11.312"W x 13"L $60 $57 $55
Roll WIP635 White 500/roll; 2 rolls 1,000 11.312"W x 6.625"L $48 $47 $44

®

BEST 
SELLER!

WypAll® L30 Wipers
Style Item # Color Wipers/Unit; # Units Total Wipers Size 1-2 3-6 7+

1/4-Fold WIP5812 White 90/pack; 12 packs 1,080 12.5"W x 14.4"L $78 $75 $72
Jumbo Roll WIP5841 White 950/roll; 1 roll 950 12.4"W x 13.3"L $69 $65 $62
Pop-up WIP3086 White 120/box; 10 boxes 1,200 10"W x 11.2"L $99 $97 $89

WIP5816 White 120/box; 6 boxes 720 9.8"W x 16.4"L $76 $75 $71

PIG® PR20 Value Wipers
Style Item # Color Wipers/Unit; # Units Total Wipers Size 1-2 3-6 7+

1/4-Fold WIP100 White 50/pack; 18 packs 900 12.25"W x 13.25"L $47 $45 $43
Roll WIP115 White 500/roll; 2 rolls 1,000 12"W x 12"L $50 $48 $46
Pop-up WIP118 White 100/box; 6 boxes 600 9.5"W x 16.25"L $42 $40 $37
Center-pull Roll WIP119 White 700/box; 1 boxes 700 9"W x 12"L $38 $36 $34

 PR20 Value Wipers — Ideal for light-duty wiping and drying.

BEST 
SELLER!

WIP3086
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BUY 3 ROLLS, 
GET A FREE $53 DISPENSER! 

SEE PAGE 160.
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WypAll L10 Utility Wipers — Great 
economical wipers for high-volume tasks.

 •   Absorb oils, water 
and other liquids, 
then throw away 
these one-time-
use shop wipes

•   A good choice for 
applications such as 
wiping hands or 
smooth parts and 
drying surfaces 
or windows

•   One-ply construction 
is an economical 
choice for your 
lightest wiping 
jobs

•   Convenient 
pop-up box lets 
you take just one 
wiper at a time 
while keeping 
remaining stock 
clean and dry

•   Easy-to-carry box 
can be located at 
any workstation

WIP5320

PR

 10
LIGHT
DUTY

Textured surface 
grabs dirt and dust.

WIP101

WorkWipes Series 20 Wipers — 
Economical, eco-friendly and light-duty. 
•   Made of highly absorbent, 100% 

preconsumer recycled content; 
wipes surfaces completely clean and dry

•   Great for light-duty jobs — use them 
once, then throw them away

•   Ideal for jobs such as wiping light 
dirt, washing windows and 
drying surfaces

•   Wipers are ¼ folded and poly 
wrapped for easy handling 
and loading

PR

20
LIGHT
DUTY

•  Embossed towels are great for drying face and hands

•   Great for use in dispensers near sinks and basins, in restrooms, 
washrooms and kitchens

•   Easily removable cardboard core allows center-pull free 
dispensing or for roll to be used with wall-mount unit

Washroom Hand Towels — Embossed 
design is ideal for high-volume dispensers.

WRT601

WRT900
use with
WRT601

General Use Paper Towel Rolls
Item # 1-2 3-6 7+

WRT619 • 11"W x 8"L • 85 towels/roll • 2,550 towels/case $51 $49 $47

•   Familiar kitchen towel roll packaging fits 
in many dispensers

•   An economical choice for general use 
such as stocking kitchenettes

•   A balance of basic absorbency 
and economy

Paper Towel Rolls — Ideal for light-duty 
wiping and general cleaning.

WRT619

WRT619

WypAll® L10 Utility Wipers
Item # 1-2 3-6 7+

WIP5320 • White • Pop-up • 125/box; 18 boxes 
2,250 wipers/case • 9"W x 10.5"L $84 $82 $79

®WorkWipes® Series 20 Wipers
Item # 1-2 3-6 7+

WIP101 • Blue • 1/4-Fold • 50/pack; 16 packs
800 wipers • 13"W x 13.25"L $48 $46 $44

2-Ply Center-Pull  Washroom Hand Towels
Item # 1-2 3-6 7+

WRT601 • 2-Ply Center-Pull • 7.25"W x 11"L • 600 wipers/roll 
3,600 wipers/case $56 $53 $51

Item # 1+

WRT900 • Center-Pull • Washroom Hand Towel Dispenser
For Rolls up to 9.5" Dia. $34
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WIP251

WIP255

Lightly textured 
for wiping 

grimy surfaces.

Lightly textured for 
wiping grimy surfaces.

WIP190

WIP171

WIP251

•   Low-lint cellulose/polyester blend has 
excellent wipe-dry properties; ideal for 
the printing industry 

•   Binder-free construction is specifically 
designed to resist solvents 
and degradation; absorbs oils, grease, 
water and solvents

•  Comfortable, clothlike feel

•   Cellulose-free, ultra-fine fibers stick to one 
another, preventing lint or residue 
on surfaces

•   Ideal for wiping down printing 
equipment and cleaning machine and 
engine parts before assembly

•   Excellent resistance to harsh solvents, 
acids, bases and other corrosive chemicals

•   Also great for many general-purpose 
cleaning and maintenance jobs

 Light-Duty Solvent Wipers — These binder-free wipers excel at 
solvent wipedowns with alcohol and MEK.

PIG® Light-Duty Solvent Wipers
Style Item # Color Wipers/Unit; # Units Total Wipers Size 1-2 3-6 7+

1/4-Fold WIP190 White 50/pack; 20 packs 1,000 12"W x 13"L $73 $70 $67
Flat Sheet WIP171 White 1,000/box; 1 box 1,000 12"W x 13"L $80 $78 $74

PIG® PolyPro® Wipers
Style Item # Color Wipers/Unit; # Units Total Wipers Size 1-2 3-6 7+

1/4-Fold WIP251 Gray 40/pack; 12 packs 480 12.25"W x 13"L $81 $77 $73
Z-fold WIP255 Gray 180/box; 1 box 180 12.25"W x 12.5"L $32 $30 $28

 PolyPro Wipers — Low-lint wipers can withstand chemicals, 
acids or bases.
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BEST 
SELLER!

Solvent users: Stop 
overcomplying!
newpig.com/
solventwipes

EXPERT ADVICE

BEST 
SELLER!

WANT A FREE SAMPLE? CALL 1-800-HOT-HOGS.
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•    Soft and absorbent to remove 
smudges and smears from sensitive 
surfaces like glass and lenses

•  Ideal for labs, quality control, 
product inspections, instrument 
and electronic cleaning

•  Low linting and won’t leave residue

•   Antistatic, coated packaging 
reduces lint and protects wipers 
from drips and spills when in box

KIMTECH Precision Wipes — Trusted 
for no-scratch cleaning and wiping. WIP5514

WIP5511

Sontara Aerospace Grade Wipers — Wipers meet strict grading requirements 
for aerospace manufacturing and maintenance.

WIP1212

WIP1213

WIP12165 WIP9165

•   Contains no binders, chemical residue, 
contaminants or metal shavings

•   Highly absorbent fi ber blend requires 
fewer wipes per job to help reduce waste

•   Extremely low-linting fabric to 
eliminate defects and contamination

•   Durable; resists snagging on metal 
parts and corners

•   Compatible with isopropyl alcohol, MEK, 
MPK and other strong solvents

WIP9165

•   Very strong, low-lint and nonscratching; 
versatile for many applications

•   Apertured, nonwoven wiper slides across 
surfaces to capture grime and particles

•   Highly solvent resistant for printing industry 
tasks like cleaning blankets, rollers and 
ink trays

Binder-free wiper material 
is hydroentangled for 
extreme absorption.

WIP920

WIP922
WIP920

WIP921

Sontara® Aerospace Grade Wipes
Style Item # Color Wipers/Unit; # Units Total Wipers Size 1-2 3-6 7+

Dual Pop-up WIP12165 White 250/box; 1 box 250 12"W x 16.5"L $62 $60 $58
Pop-up WIP9165 White 800/case; 1 case 800 9"W x 16.5"L $159 $157 $155
1/4-Fold WIP1213 White 500/case; 1 case 500 12"W x 13"L $75 $73 $71
Flat Sheet WIP1212 White 1,000/case; 1 case 1,000 12"W x 12"L $150 $146 $144

KIMTECH SCIENCE® Large Precision Wipes
Style Item # Wipers/Unit; # Units Total Size 1-2 3-6 7+

Pop-up WIP5514 140/box; 15 boxes 2,100 15"W x 16.8"L $85 $82 $77

WIP5517 90/box; 15 boxes 1,350 15"W x 16.8"L $148 $138 $133

KIMTECH SCIENCE® Small Precision Wipes
Style Item # Wipers/Unit; # Units Total Size 1-2 3-6 7+

Pop-up WIP5511 280/box; 60 boxes 16,800 4.4"W x 8.4"L $143 $135 $127

 PrintShop Wipers — Soft, solvent-resistant and low-lint wiper won’t 
scratch, mar or harm your printing equipment.

PIG PrintShop™ Wipers
Style Item # Color Wipers/Unit; # Units Total Wipers Size 1-2 3-6 7+

1/4-Fold WIP920 Light Blue 25/pack; 15 packs 375 13"W x 13"L $80 $75 $70
Roll WIP921 Light Blue 400/roll; 2 rolls 800 12"W x 15"L $159 $152 $148
Flat sheet WIP922 Light Blue 500/box; 1 box 500 15"W x 17.5"L $156 $148 $137

BEST 
SELLER!
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•   Nonwoven fabric features hydraulically entangled fibers — strong 
and durable, with low extractables

•   Cellulose/polyester blend absorbs quickly with excellent 
wipe-dry properties

•   Perfectly suited for less critical environments; compatible with 
operations of Class 1000 and higher

•   Bulk flat packing means less packaging material and a lower cost 
per wiper

Amplitude Sigma Cleanroom Wipers — All-
purpose wiper for Class 1000 and higher.

WIP330

PIG® Dual-Textured Wipers
Item # 1-2 3-6 7+

WIP850 • White • 12"W x 
13"L • 200 wipers/box $43 $41 $39

•   Smooth side for general use and a 
textured dotted side for scrubbing

•   Use to wipe heavy-duty machine 
parts, for aggressive cleaning or surface 
prep with solvents

Smooth
side

Textured
side

WIP850

•   Thicker than a wiper, thinner than a 
mat, these pads provide a clean, 
cushioned surface for benchtop jobs

•   Affordable pads provide a fresh, 
disposable work surface for each job with 
no extra waste

•   Bench pad lays flat, with no wrinkles 
or creases to cause small parts to roll 
off your bench

•   Binder-free pads stand up to lubricants,
degreasers, solvents and brake cleaners

•   Lofty construction retains thick liquids 
like paint, resin, grease and glue

•   Much more absorbent than a typical 
wiper or rag

WIP1600
WIP1600

WIP32992

WIP75130

Scott Towels — Industrial performance in a 
handy package that fits your tool cart.
•   Pro Shop Towels are ideal for tough tasks like wiping greasy parts, 

cleaning up spilled oil and applying solvents

•   Shop Towels are great for everyday maintenance jobs

Scott® Pro Shop Towels
Item # 1-2 3-6 7+

WIP32992 • Blue • 60 wipers/roll • 720 towels/case
11"W x 10.4"L $63 $59 $57

Scott® Shop Towels
Item # 1-2 3-6 7+

WIP75130 • Blue • 55 wipers/roll • 1,650 towels/case 
11"W x 10.4"L $110 $108 $106

 Bench Pads — Just right for lining benchtop 
jobs and small spills.

Amplitude™ Sigma™ Cleanroom Wipers
Style Item # Wipers/Unit; # Units Total Wipers Size 1-2 3+

Flat Sheet WIP330 300/bag; 12 bags 3,600 9"W x 9"L $331 $314

WIP363 300/bag; 1 bag 300 9"W x 9"L $30.85

PIG® Bench Pads
Style Item # Color Pads/Unit; # Units Total Pads Size 1-2 3-6 7+

Flat Sheet WIP1600 White 100/case; 1 case 100 12"W x 15"L, center perfed $27 $25 $23

 Dual-Textured Wipers — 
Tackle a range of jobs.
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WIP80579

Get the dispenser rack shown below absolutely FREE when you buy any 
three of these jumbo rolls:

FREE DISPENSER OFFER!  A $53 VALUE!

PR Rating 80
WIP41025 (See pg. 147)
WIP41055 (See pg. 147)
WIP41043 (See pg. 147)

PR Rating 70
WIP41611 (See pg. 149)

PR Rating 60
WIP34955 (See pg. 150)

PR Rating 40
WIP5007 (See pg. 151)

PR Rating 30
WIP5841 (See pg. 155)

160 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.

WIP80595

•  Holds one jumbo roll for 
convenient, efficient dispensing 

•  Durable, powder-coated 
steel resists chips, rust 
and corrosion

•  Choose floor model 
dispenser or wall-mount 
(mounting hardware 
not included)

•   Keeps wipers off work 
surfaces and accessible 
so they stay clean 
and ready for use

Wiper Dispensers  — Three 
options to help keep your wipers 
organized and ready to use.
•   Quarter-Fold Dispenser (WIP906) holds the contents of a 

poly pack of quarter-fold wipers; simply remove packaging and 
insert wipers 

•   Access Pop-Up Dispenser (WIP905) has a clip allowing 
replacement of pop-up boxes of WypAll Wipers (sold separately)

•   Strong magnets hold Magnetic Roll Dispenser (WIP902) to 
any metal surface, yet it’s easy to reposition

WIP906

WIP905

WIP902

•   Create a customized presaturated wiper system using your 
favorite cleaning agent; buy it in bulk to save money

•  Place wipers in bucket, fill with choice of solution, close lid 

•   Hydroentangled cellulose and polypropylene fibers for medium-duty 
absorption and strength; scrubs without shredding or pilling

Wet Task Wiping System — Customize 
with the solution and saturation you need.

WIP6006 WIP9361

Jumbo Roll Dispenser
Item # 1+

WIP80595 • For WypAll® Jumbo Rolls $53

WypAll® Jumbo Wall-Mount  Wiper Dispenser
Item # 1+

WIP80579 • For WypAll® Jumbo Rolls $45

Quarter-Fold Wiper Dispenser
Item # 1+

WIP906 • For Quarter-Fold Wipers $18.45

Access® Pop-Up Dispenser
Item # 1+

WIP905 • For Most Standard Kimberly-Clark Pop-up Boxes $11

Magnetic Roll Dispenser
Item # 1+

WIP902 • For Wiper Rolls w/ 1.25" Dia. Core $73

Wet Task® Wiping System Center-Pull Roll
Style Item # Wipers/Unit Total Wipers Size 1-2 3-6 7+

Center-pull Roll WIP6006 275/roll 550 9"W x 15"L $104 $97 $93

Wet Task® Wiping System Refi llable Bucket
Item # Use Color Unit 1+

WIP9361 For Wet Task® Wipers Blue 2 buckets $66
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•   Premoistened pop-up wipes are proven to kill pathogens 
such as TB, MRSA, VRE, E. Coli and more in 10 minutes and HIV-1 in 
2 minutes; also kills Pandemic 2009 H1N1 Influenza A

•   For use on all hard, nonporous surfaces normally treated with a 
disinfectant (not for personal wiping)

•   Safe to ship; dual quat, alcohol-free formula (EPA registered) is 
nonflammable and noncorrosive

•   Virtually no lint or particle residue; won’t scratch or 
contaminate surfaces

Germicidal Wipes — Premoistened wipes 
clean, disinfect and deodorize.

SaniZide Plus® Germicidal Wipes
Item # 1-2 3-6 7+

WIP1500 • White • Pop-up • 160 wipers/dispenser; 
12 dispensers; 1,920 wipers • 6"W x 6.75"L $119 $117 $115

WIP1500

NEW!

WypAll Jumbo Roll Dispenser — Create a 
convenient dispensing station for WypAll 
Jumbo Rolls.



WIP91371

•   Premeasured natural cleanser and conditioner
with no unpleasant residue

•  Alcohol-free; will not chap or dry hands

•  WIP58310 is a heavy-duty version of WIP91371 
with a more aggressive texture

•   Portable container is great for work vehicles, 
toolboxes and remote worksites

WypAll Hand Wipes — Get easy, on-the-go 
hand cleaning and conditioning. 

WIP58310

Tough dirt and grease have met their match in the textured side of
PIG Premoistened Wipers.

•   Citrus-based formula needs no water for removing oil, paint, tar, 
adhesives, ink and dirt

•  Wipers are tough on grime but gently condition skin

•   Dual-textured material has smooth, nonabrasive side for general 
use, textured side for scrubbing tough surface dirt and grease

•   Plastic container with snap-tight lid dispenses wipers 
individually while keeping the remainder clean and moist

•   Compact size makes the container easy to transport 
and store in trucks, workspaces and on equipment

DRM167
5 gal.

“ We handle herbicide application along roadsides 
and parklands. Small amounts of spray get on the 
applicator. WIP1300 has the gentle, nonabrasive 
side for the face and minor abrasive for the hands. 
Of all we’ve tried, this wipe is the most desired by 
our crews.“

          — Jim M.  WIP1300 Customer

“ …most 
desired 
by our 
crews.”

WIP1302
Refill

WIP1300
30 wipers

WIP1301
72 wipers

 Premoistened Hand and Surface Wipers — Dual-textured citrus 
power needs no water.

PIG® Premoistened Hand and Surface Wipers
Item # 1-2 3-6 7+

WIP1303 • Center-pull Roll • Magenta
350 wipers/dispenser • 700 wipers $135 $131 $127

WIP1304 • Refi ll for WIP1303 Center-pull Roll • Magenta
350 wipers/package • 700 wipers $118 $116 $114

WIP1301 • Center-pull Roll • Magenta
72 wipers/dispenser • 432 wipers $96 $91 $87

WIP1300 • Center-pull Roll • Magenta
30 wipers/dispenser • 180 wipers $54 $51 $49

WIP1302 • Refi ll for WIP1301 Center-pull Roll • Magenta 
72 wipers/package • 432 wipers $92 $87 $84

BEST 
SELLER!

WypAll® Heavy-Duty Hand Wipes
Style Item # Color Wipers/Unit; # Units Total Wipers Size 1-2 3-6 7+

Center-pull Roll WIP58310 Green 50/roll; 8 dispensers 400 10"W x 12"L $108 $102 $96

WypAll® Waterless Hand Wipes
Style Item # Color Wipers/Unit; # Units Total Wipers Size 1+

Center-pull Roll WIP91371 Green 75/bucket; 6 buckets 450 10"W x 12.25"L $103

Refi ll for WypAll® Waterless Hand Wipes
Style Item # Color Wipers/Unit; # Units Total Wipers Size 1-2 3-6 7+

Center-pull Roll WIP91367 Green 75/roll; 6 rolls 450 10.5"W x 12.25"L $92 $90 $87

WIP1301
BEST 

SELLER!
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WorkWipes Rags — Screened, sized and  

Compression-packed bags take up half the 
space of loosely packed boxes. 

All 10 lb. bags feature a built-in handle, so 
they’re easy to carry. Rags dispense right 
from the bag!

•   Strict material and size requirements 
mean more usable, high-quality rags in 
every package

•   All rags are double scanned for 
metallic content and screened for 
printing, so you never have to worry 
about contamination or poor performance

•   Eco- and cost-friendly rags are made 
from recycled, postconsumer materials

•   Choose white colored material for use 
with solvents, which might cause colored 
rags to bleed

•   Poly bags are compression packed to take 
up half the space of loosely packed boxes; 
plus no heavy packaging added into the 
final weight

•   Cardboard boxes provide neat storage, 
stacking and dispensing with handles for 
easy transportation; some offer 
compression packaging for space savings 
(see ordering information)

Pick from eight reclaimed options:

•   T-shirts are durable, laundered, low-lint 
cotton; ideal for staining, wiping, polishing 

•   Refreshed T-shirts are washed and 
scented to remove odors and stains

•   Sweatshirts are thick, absorbent cotton 
and cotton blends for softness and 
strength; ideal for heavy-duty wiping 

•   Surgical huck is colorfast, low lint and 
sanitized; 100% cotton for glass cleaning 

•   Denim has no rivets or zippers, great for
heavy-duty wiping and absorbing oil; ideal 
for high-temperature worksites

•   Flannel is durable, absorbent, soft, 
nonscratching cotton and cotton blends; for 
general wiping 

•    Healthcare linen is low-lint and 
laundered for staining, wiping and polishing

•    Hospital blankets are soft, absorbent, 
thoroughly washed and sanitized; ideal for 
polishing and cleaning 

Eco-friendly rags are made from reclaimed post-
consumer materials and conveniently packaged.

Personal-sized packs in WIP519 and WIP520  
feature a slide closure for easy access to rags.

All boxes feature built-in handles and an 
opening for easy dispensing.

WIP550

WIP560
WIP531

BEST 
SELLER!
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®WorkWipes® Reclaimed Rags in Bags
Item # Material Features lbs./bag 1-2 3-6 7+

WIP520 White T-Shirt PP MM WC 28 lbs. $65 $63 $61

WIP561 White T-Shirt PP MM WC 25 lbs. $56 $52 $49

WIP560 White T-Shirt PP MM WC 10 lbs. $24 $23 $22

WIP519 Colored T-Shirt PP MM WC 28 lbs. $36 $34 $31

WIP551 Colored T-Shirt PP MM WC 25 lbs. $30.50 $28.50 $26.50

WIP550 Colored T-Shirt PP MM WC 10 lbs. $12.75 $12 $11.25

WIP515 Refreshed Colored T-Shirt PP MM WC 25 lbs. $39 $38 $34

WIP557 Colored Flannel PP MM WC 25 lbs. $39 $36 $33

WIP553 White Sweatshirt PP MM WC 25 lbs. $33 $31 $30

WIP569 Colored Sweatshirt PP MM WC 25 lbs. $22 $21 $20

WIP570 Blue Surgical Huck Towel PP MM WC 20 lbs. $65 $62 $57

WIP575 Denim PP MM WC 25 lbs. $19 $17 $15

WIP592 Colored Healthcare Linen PP MM WC 25 lbs. $28 $27 $25

WIP591 Colored Healthcare Linen PP MM WC 10 lbs. $10.50 $9.75 $9.25

WIP594 White Healthcare Linen PP MM WC 25 lbs. $42 $40 $38

WorkWipes® Reclaimed Rags in Box
Item # Material Features lbs./bag 1-2 3-6 7+

WIP531 White T-shirt PP MM WC 50 lbs. $114 $110 $107

WIP537 White T-Shirt PP MM WC 25 lbs. $64 $62 $58

WIP529 Colored T-shirt PP MM WC 50 lbs. $57 $55 $53

WIP585 Colored T-shirt PP MM WC 25 lbs. $30.50 $28.50 $26.50

WIP535 Colored T-Shirt PP MM WC 25 lbs. $32 $30 $28

WIP532 White Sweatshirt PP MM WC 50 lbs. $69 $67 $65

WIP538 Colored Sweatshirt PP MM WC 26 lbs. $21.50 $20.50 $19.50

WIP587 Colored Sweatshirt PP MM WC 25 lbs. $22 $21 $20

WIP530 Colored Flannel PP MM WC 50 lbs. $71 $68 $64

WIP565 Hospital Blanket PP MM WC 25 lbs. $58 $54 $52

®
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 scanned so you get only usable rags.

WIP519
Master box contains five personal-sized 
packs of colored T-shirts. Also available 
with white T-shirts (WIP520).

WIP529

WIP585

WIP551

“We order the Bag of Rags often. We’ve 
never gotten an unusable rag in the 
package. Because of the packaging, 
there is no wasted space. When it says 
25 lbs., that’s what you get. Ordering 
and delivery is fast and easy.”
          — Robin Z.  WIP551 Customer

“ …never gotten 
an unusable rag 
in the package.”

Scanned for 
metal content

Washed

Compression 
packed
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WashedSorted for 
printingPP W

Compression 
packedC

FEATURES KEY

•   All new rags are screened to assure 
material quality and performance

•   Strict material and size requirements mean 
more usable, high-quality rags 

•   Eco- and cost-friendly rags are made from 
factory mill ends of new cotton and cotton-
blend T-shirt material, 100% terry cotton 
washcloth seconds, and new terry 
foodservice-style towels

•   White and colored T-shirts are a 
durable, low-lint material ideal for staining,
polishing and general wiping

•   WIP578 and WIP581 are from white terry 
washcloth seconds and white terry towels 
and are ideal for foodservice work

•   WIP518 rags are made from new 
foodservice towels, washed, scratch-free, 
and have stitched edging

•   Rags are packed in compression bags 
that take up half the space of loosely 
packed boxes, and sturdy cardboard 
boxes with handles (WIP588, WIP589)

WorkWipes New Material Rags — All rags are new, 100% 
usable and have many material, size and package options.

WIP555

WIP589

WIP581

WorkWipes® Rags in Box
Item # Material Features lbs./bag 1-2 3-6 7+

WIP588 New White T-Shirt PP MM WC 25 lbs. $72 $68 $64

WIP589 New Colored T-Shirt PP MM WC 25 lbs. $39 $37 $36

®

WorkWipes® New Material Rags in Bags
Item # Material Features lbs./bag 1-2 3-6 7+

WIP555 White T-Shirt PP WC 25 lbs. $72 $68 $64

WIP554 White T-Shirt PP WC 10 lbs. $32 $31 $30

WIP559 Colored T-Shirt PP WC 25 lbs. $39 $37 $36

WIP578 White Terry Washcloth Seconds P WC 20 lbs. $63 $59 $51

WIP581 White Terry Towel P WC 20 lbs. $70 $66 $63

WIP518 Foodservice Towel P WC 8 lbs. $36 $34 $31

®

BEST 
SELLER!
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®

®

WIP548

WIP547

Dispenser box 
provides 
convenient 
access while 
keeping rags 
neat and clean.

WorkWipes® Super Absorbent Rags in Bags
Item # Material Features lbs./bag 1-2 3-6 7+

WIP501 New White T-Shirt PP WC 25 lbs. $80 $76 $74

WorkWipes® Super Absorbent Rags in a Box
Item # Material Features lbs./bag 1-2 3-6 7+

WIP505 New White T-Shirt PP WC 26 lbs. $83 $80 $77

WIP506 New Gray T-Shirt PP WC 26 lbs. $77 $73 $69

WorkWipes® New White 100% Cotton Rags in Bag
Item # Material Features lbs./bag 1-2 3-6 7+

WIP597 New White T-Shirt WC 20 lbs. $132 $129 $127

WIP596 New White T-Shirt WC 10 lbs. $70 $66 $63

WorkWipes® New White 100% Cotton Rags in Box
Item # Material Features lbs./bag 1-2 3-6 7+

WIP595 New White T-Shirt WC 5 lbs. $38 $35 $33

®

®

BEST 
SELLER!

WorkWipes® Shop Towels in Bag
Item # Color Wipers/Unit Features Size 1-2 3-6 7+

WIP547 Red 50/bag W 14"W x 14"L $18 $17 $16

WIP548 Natural 50/bag W 14"W x 14"L $18 $17 $16

®
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Shop Rags
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WorkWipes Super Absorbent Rags — New mill ends offer cost-effective wiping power.
•   Processed for maximum absorbency to 

soak up far more than untreated rags

•   Screened to assure quality and 
performance

•   Strict material and size requirements 
mean more usable, high-quality rags

•   Choose white for use with solvents; 
choose gray when solvent color bleed is 
not a concern

®

WorkWipes Rags — 100% USA-made cotton rags are the most absorbent we offer.

WorkWipes Shop Towels — The old shop towel favorite in new prewashed cotton.

•   Washed for maximum absorbency; 
absorbs far more liquid than unwashed rags

•   High-end wiping textile with no seams; 
white color is ideal for use with solvents

•   Low lint and super absorbent for oil- and 
water-based liquids; strict material and size 
requirements for no useless rag pieces

•   Compression-packed bags and boxes 
are space-saving

WIP505

WIP595

WIP597

•   Made of first quality, 100% cotton — no 
rips, metallic content or other 
contaminants; in natural or red

•    Reclosable slider bag dispenses while 
keeping remainder clean

•    Prewashed towels are soft and absorbent; 
can be rewashed

NEW!

WIP595

WIP547

WIP501



Comply 
with 

Spill Plan 
Regs!

SPILL CONTROL
Take control of spill situations with best-selling, 
best-sealing PIG products. 



FOR SPILLS ON LAND ............................... 168–191

DrainBlocker Drain Covers ...............170–176
SpillBlocker Dikes ................................178–184
Build-A-Berm Barriers ........................186–189
Drain Plugs .....................................................191

The PIG Difference: Top-quality 
materials and patented designs.
When you need to block drains or channel liquids to keep contaminants 
out of your water system, New Pig makes the toughest, tightest-sealing 
products you can buy. 

Built for performance
Every PIG Blocker features a 
patented, tear-resistant 
formulation that stands up 
to real-world abuse. In 
addition to all that 
toughness is a super-sealing 
bottom layer to keep liquids 
from seeping underneath. 
Unlike ordinary blockers, 
PIG DrainBlockers and 
SpillBlockers won’t rip when 
you pick them back up. 
Most are even built UV-safe for long-term outdoor deployment. From the 
plant fl oor to your parking lot, our family of blockers has a solution for 
every drain you need to protect.

A better way to work
Superior products mean less work for you. Since our stuff is so tough, 
you save time and money with longer-term product deployment, fewer 
replacements and more reliable performance. In the following pages, 
you’ll see how our drain covers and dikes can help you avoid EPA fi nes!

RUNAWAY LIQUIDS? 
SATISFY YOUR INNER 
CONTROL FREAK.

Protect your drains and avoid fi nes with our family of DrainBlocker 
Drain Covers and Plugs. Stop spills in their tracks with super-sealing 
PIG SpillBlocker Dikes. And for a more permanent solution, install 
a PIG Build-A-Berm Barrier around your leak-prone areas for 
custom containment.

Fast-Water Containment Booms .....192–193
Calm-Water Containment Booms ....192–193
Tidal Containment Booms .......................193

Looking for Absorbent Booms? 

See pages 59, 62–64

FOR SPILLS ON WATER ............................ 192–193

Quickly surround oil and debris on bodies of water with our 
containment booms for any environment. These fl oating, 
nonabsorbent booms stop spills from spreading to minimize 
environmental impact.

“Awesome product that has saved our staff a tremendous amount of time. 
Before we had a SpillBlocker to divert any leaks or puddles towards a drain, 
we would have to squeegee liquids around. This product has made spill 
management much easier on my staff.“

           — Dan S. PLR204 Customer

“… easier spill management.”

We stand behind 100% of our products 100% of 
the time. If you’re not happy for any reason, we’ll 
refund every single penny of your order, including 
taxes and shipping both ways. We’ll even schedule 
return shipping from your location.

We guarantee it!

It’s our No Guff Guarantee™: Every product. Every penny. Every time.
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168  No Guff Guarantee • Every penny. Every product. Every time.
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Three PIG-proven ways     

You’re protecting more than a drain.

Q:  Can I reuse my DrainBlocker and SpillBlocker?
A:  Yes, we use a very high-quality urethane and our patented 

formulations are built to last. They clean up easily with soap and 
water so you can reuse them over and over again. (Our SpillBlocker 
Rough Surface Dike is designed for one-time use on asphalt.)

Q:  Can I drive over a SpillBlocker Dike? 
A:  Yes and no. SpillBlocker Dikes are tough, but they’re not built 

for vehicle traffi c. That’s why we invented the Drive-Over 
SpillBlocker Dike — it stands up to the heavy stuff and 
then some! See page 182 for details.

Q:  Can I leave my DrainBlocker out in the sun? 
A:  Yes, PIG DrainBlockers with DuPont Elvaloy and our Drive-Over 

DrainBlockers are built for long-term outdoor use. If you’re not 
using PIG, get ready for gooey degradation!

Frequently asked questions:

Comply with SPCC regs to keep water 
sources clean and avoid fi nes.

Stormwater Regs: Why comply?
Noncompliance with EPA’s Stormwater Regs can result in 
fi nes of up to $100,000 per day and/or six years in jail. 
But aside from the fi nes, protecting the environment 
is just the right thing to do! The products on this 
page can help you on both fronts. 

Does your facility need a Stormwater Plan? New 
Pig can help you choose the best products to get 
into compliance. Call our Technical Specialists at 
1-800-HOT-HOGS for expert advice!

The environment isn’t the only thing that takes a hit when oil goes 
down your drains — the EPA retaliates with a hit to your wallet. Our 
DrainBlockers, SpillBlockers and Build-A-Berm Barriers help you 
contain oil and keep it away from sensitive areas.  

40 CFR 112.7 states that facilities subject to SPCC Regulations 
must have written plans discussing what measures are in place 
to prevent spills. Facilities must also have documentation of the 
products, countermeasures and procedures that are in place, or will 
be in place, to prevent discharge of oil into waters.

FREE SAMPLES OF
SPILL CONTROL PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE! 

CALL 1-800-HOT-HOGS.

How do you choose the right drain cover? 
Find out at: newpig.com/drain-cover-chart

EXPERT ADVICE

3

3"

PLR403

PLR267

PLR222



COVER DRAINS

CONFINE & CHANNEL LIQUIDS

SEMIPERMANENT CONTAINMENT
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      to protect drains and control liquids.
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PIG DrainBlocker Drain Cover
•   Seals tight to keep out unwanted liquids

•   Won’t rip, tear or stretch when you 
pick it back up

•   Use for fast spill response or long-term 
outdoor deployment without 
UV degradation

1

PIG SpillBlocker Dike
•   Flexible and formable to the shape 

of the spill

•   Tacky bottom layer seals tight so 
no liquid seeps underneath

•   Confi nes spills or channels 
washdown liquids without 
absorbing them

2

PIG Build-A-Berm Barrier
•   Confi gure a custom barrier to fi t your 

leak-prone areas

•   Pliable foam barrier springs back to shape 
so you can roll wheeled equipment right in

•   Big savings compared to building concrete 
curbs or angle iron

3
PLR264

PLR283

PIG DrainBlocker Drain Cover
Elvaloy fortified; resists rips, chemicals, UV & weather

See pages 170–171

PIG SpillBlocker Dike
13⁄8"H dike contains small spills & leaks

See pages 180–181

PIG Rapid Response DrainBlocker
Affordable, tight-sealing & designed for emergency spills

See pages 174–175

PIG Drive-Over DrainBlocker
Tough enough to handle heavy driveovers  

See pages 172–173

PIG SpillBlocker Rough Surface Dike
Special bottom layer stops seepage from spills on asphalt

See page 183

PIG Build-A-Berm Barrier
Crush resistant; surrounds & contains leaks

See pages 186–187

PIG Drive-Over Build-A-Berm Barrier
Our toughest barrier can handle heavy driveovers

See page 189

PLR403

PLR604

PLR303

41⁄2"
PLR253

PLR230

13⁄8"

PLR212

21⁄4"

2"H

PIG High-Volume SpillBlocker Dike
Our tallest dikes for high-volume spills & pooling liquids

See pages 178–179



PLR403

•   Patented two-layer design seals tight to protect drains and 
won’t rip. Guaranteed.

•   Use cover for quick spill response or long-term, outdoor 
deployment without worrying about degradation

•  Vinyl composite top layer resists stretching, ripping and tearing

•  DuPont Elvaloy technology provides lifelong fl exibility plus 
chemical, UV and infrared light resistance to vinyl top

•  Super-sealing urethane bottom layer conforms to uneven 
surfaces and tightly seals drain openings to block liquid

•  Cover withstands prolonged exposure to diesel fuel 
and gasoline, even when completely submerged

•  Ideal for drain protection where liquid transfers, washdowns 
or other leak- and spill-prone jobs are common

•  High-visibility yellow top layer draws attention to spills for 
increased safety

�    Helps you comply with SPCC and Stormwater Regulations

OTHER COVERS CAN’T 
TAKE THE HEAT.

DRAINBLOCKERS 
ARE UV TOUGH!

170 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.

TOP 10
BEST 

SELLER!

EXCLUSIVE!

 DrainBlocker Drain Cover — Our patented design 
protects drains, seals tight and won’t rip.

Problem: Our original DrainBlocker used to work great for spill 
response: seal the drain, pick it up, use it again. The problem was 
that people would leave it outside for weeks and it would become 
gooey. Or it would tear when they picked it back up.

Finding the solution: We wanted to come up with a top cover 
that could withstand long-term outdoor use and keep the urethane 
layer from tearing when customers pulled it off the drain. We created 
15 different versions before we had the best combination. The next 
step was fusing the layers together. 
We ultimately patented a way to 
bond a rugged layer of DuPont 
Elvaloy vinyl with our super-sealing 
urethane to create the toughest, 
most weather- and UV-resistant 
drain cover on the market. 

Problem Solved:
PIG DrainBlocker Drain Cover

Vinyl top with 
DuPont Elvaloy 

technology

Super-sealing 
urethane bottom
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The PIG DrainBlocker is tough enough for long-term use  — and it 
won’t rip when you pick it back up.

PLR404

Protect drains near washdown areas or workstations.

These tough covers protect your 
drains — no rips, no tears, no worries!

Tear Resistant 
Tougher than standard covers to 
resist ripping.

Chemical Resistant 
Stands up to long-term 
hydrocarbon exposure.

UV & IR Light Resistant 
Let the sun shine — this cover is 
made for long-term outdoor use.

Easy to Clean 
Dirt and grime won’t stick to the 
surface, so the top wipes clean.

Rectangular covers are perfect for 
long or narrow drains.

PLR407PLR430

Round covers are available in 
sizes for drains up to 24" dia.

PLR403

DRM167
5 gal.

“ We purchased this to cover a trap we 
don’t want water getting into. Since we 
have installed it we have cleaned the floor 
numerous times even with a pressure 
washer and no water has gotten past the 
cover. Excellent product!“

  — James P.  PLR402 Customer

“ …no water 
has gotten 
past the 
cover.”

DRAINBLOCKER CARRYING BAGS AND CASES 
AVAILABLE ON PAGE 177.

Trying to decipher SPCC/Stormwater Regs?
Call our Tech Team at 1-800-HOT-HOGS!

PIG® DrainBlocker® Drain Cover with DuPont Elvaloy®

Item # 1-2 3+

PLR408 • 36"W x 60"L • For Rectangular Drains up to 30"W x 54"L $785 $745
PLR407 • 18"W x 60"L • For Rectangular Drains up to 12"W x 54"L $451 $426
PLR409 • 30"W x 54"L • For Rectangular Drains up to 24"W x 48"L $602 $541
PLR406 • 54"W x 54"L • For Square Drains up to 48"W x 48"L $809 $768
PLR405 • 48"W x 48"L • For Square Drains up to 42"W x 42"L $755 $716
PLR404 • 42"W x 42"L • For Square Drains up to 36"W x 36"L $630 $598
PLR403 • 36"W x 36"L • For Square Drains up to 30"W x 30"L $460 $437
PLR402 • 30"W x 30"L • For Square Drains up to 24"W x 24"L $376 $358
PLR401 • 24"W x 24"L • For Square Drains up to 18"W x 18"L $240 $229
PLR400 • 18"W x 18"L • For Square Drains up to 12"W x 12"L $158 $148
PLR430 • Ext. Dia. 30" • For Round Drains up to 24"Dia. $302 $288
PLR420 • Ext. Dia. 20" • For Round Drains up to 14"Dia. $191 $183
PLR412 • Ext. Dia. 12" • For Round Drains up to 6"Dia. $119 $113

Urethane Notice: Due to the nature of softer urethane, the physical properties of these products may change over time 
with exposure to certain environmental conditions like temperature, humidity, and UV radiation. Typical life expectancy 
is 5 years. Please inspect the stored product regularly to ensure it is in a usable state. For more details and for chemical 
compatibility, please call Technical Services. For optimum performance, ensure that the area surrounding your drain is free of 
debris, cracks and holes.  

Patent 8,117,686

BEST 
SELLER!

BEST 
SELLER!
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Nothing beats the toughest, best-sealing 
covers on the market. See why here:
newpig.com/pig-drainblocker-video

EXPERT ADVICE



•   Patented design is the only cover tough enough to handle 
driveovers, only from New Pig

•  Ideal for long-term drain protection where liquid transfers, 
washdowns or other leak- and spill-prone jobs are common

•  Eliminates the need to frequently deploy and remove a 
temporary cover or permanently seal your drains

•  Tough, patented-rubber HogHyde Skin stands up to punctures, tearing 
and abrasion, even under heavy vehicle traffi c from tankers, 
trucks or forklifts

•  Super-sealing urethane bottom layer conforms to uneven 
surfaces and tightly seals drain openings to block liquid

•  Also withstands UV rays, infrared light and all weather 
conditions; keep outdoors without worrying about degradation

•  Polyurethane and rubber materials resist water, oils and 
many chemicals

�  Helps you comply with Stormwater and SPCC Regulations

PLR306Skin
HogHyde

with 
®

WIMPY COVERS 
CAN’T CUT IT.

172 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.

 Drive-Over DrainBlocker — The only drain cover 
you can buy that withstands tanker traffic.

Problem: Drain covers shred when vehicles drive over them.

Finding the solution: Our bottom urethane layer sealed tight 
and stuck just the way we wanted it to, so we set out 
to create a top layer that would stand up to all kinds 
of conditions and be tough enough to drive over. 
But getting it just right took years of trial and error.

We tried every type of vinyl, 
rubber and urethane formulation 
out there and finally had a 
breakthrough with a material that 
we named HogHyde. It’s the 
toughest, most UV-resistant and 
weatherproof top layer ever —
and it stands up to heavy traffic.

Problem Solved: 
PIG Drive-Over DrainBlocker

HogHyde
Top Layer

Skin
HogHyde

with 
®

Super-Sealing 
Urethane Bottom
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Cover indoor drains in busy forklift areas. 

Even after repeated tanker driveovers, this DrainBlocker still 
seals tight. And it won’t rip when you pick it back up.

PLR308

PLR303

Punctures 
Stands up to debris and sharp 
objects that trash other covers.

Abrasion  
Won’t wear down even when tires 
track on dirt and gravel.

Chemicals 
Resists many commonly used 
chemicals to keep drains secure.

UV & IR Light 
Made to take the baking sun in 
your parking lot.

PLR330

Round drains? No problem! We have DrainBlockers for those, too.

Our toughest DrainBlocker can take 
whatever your parking lot dishes out.

FREE SAMPLES AND CUSTOM SIZES 
ARE AVAILABLE! CALL 1-800-HOT-HOGS.

PIG® Drive-Over DrainBlocker® Drain Cover
Item # 1-2 3+

PLR308 • 36"W x 60"L • For Rectangular Drains up to 30"W x 54"L $819 $780
PLR307 • 18"W x 60"L • For Rectangular Drains up to 12"W x 54"L $480 $455
PLR309 • 30"W x 54"L • For Rectangular Drains up to 24"W x 48"L $637 $607
PLR306 • 54"W x 54"L • For Square Drains up to 48"W x 48"L $854 $809
PLR305 • 48"W x 48"L • For Square Drains up to 42"W x 42"L $817 $785
PLR304 • 42"W x 42"L • For Square Drains up to 36"W x 36"L $665 $626
PLR303 • 36"W x 36"L • For Square Drains up to 30"W x 30"L $476 $453
PLR302 • 30"W x 30"L • For Square Drains up to 24"W x 24"L $403 $396
PLR301 • 24"W x 24"L • For Square Drains up to 18"W x 18"L $260 $249
PLR300 • 18"W x 18"L • For Square Drains up to 12"W x 12"L $165 $156
PLR330 • Ext. Dia. 30" • For Round Drains up to 24"Dia. $320 $302
PLR320 • Ext. Dia. 20" • For Round Drains up to 14"Dia. $214 $193
PLR312 • Ext. Dia. 12" • For Round Drains up to 6"Dia. $135 $128

Urethane Notice: Due to the nature of softer urethane, the physical properties of these products may change over time 
with exposure to certain environmental conditions like temperature, humidity, and UV radiation. Typical life expectancy 
is 5 years. Please inspect the stored product regularly to ensure it is in a usable state. For more details and for chemical 
compatibility, please call Technical Services. For optimum performance, ensure that the area surrounding your drain is free of 
debris, cracks and holes.  

Patent 8,117,686

BEST 
SELLER!

BEST 
SELLER!
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reghelp@newpig.com • 1-800-HOT-HOGS
GET FREE ADVICE ON REGS! See page 386 for details.

Meet both sides of the SPCC 
equation with active and 
passive containment. 
If your facility is subject to SPCC regs, you need 
both active and passive containment. Absorbents, 

spill kits and drain covers comply as active containment; pallets, 
decks, dikes and berms as passive.

 REG 
 TIP
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PLR601

•   Helps you meet spill plan requirements without buying more 
cover than you need

•   Specially designed to work in emergency spill applications; 
mount on a wall (bracket sold separately) or store in a spill kit

•   Polypropylene top layer prevents drain cover from stretching 
or tearing when you pick it up; cover resists chemicals, oils 
and detergents

•   Super-sealing urethane bottom layer creates a tight seal

•   Packaged in an easy-open, hi-viz storage tube so workers can find 
it fast and get to the spill

•   Storage tube (included) is for indoor use only; for outdoor 
storage, use PLR700, sold on opposite page

•   Add a Wall-Mount Bracket (BKT102, BKT100) for easier access 
and faster response

�    Helps you comply with SPCC and Stormwater Regulations

DRAIN PROTECTION THAT
WON’T DRAIN 
YOUR BUDGET.

174 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.

 Rapid Response DrainBlocker Drain Cover — Our 
most affordable cover helps you meet regs.

Problem: Some customers don’t need all the 
bells and whistles of a DrainBlocker that’s 
designed for repeated use, long-term deployment 
or vehicle traffic.

Finding the solution: There’s no sense in 
buying a Lamborghini and only keeping it in the 
garage. So we wanted to offer a more affordable 
drain cover for limited-use situations. Something 
that just covered the basics, like protecting drains 
in emergencies and helping facilities comply with 
SPCC regs. We ended up with a finished product 
made from our highest-quality urethane for a 
classic PIG seal. It’s thinner and costs less, but 
there’s nothing cheap about it!   

Problem solved:
PIG Rapid Response DrainBlocker
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PLR601

BKT100 
(sold 
separately)

2013

PLR600

PLR602

PLR603

PLR601

PLR604

PLR700

BKT100

SGN1060

Urethane Notice: Due to the nature of softer urethane, the physical properties of these products may change over time 
with exposure to certain environmental conditions like temperature, humidity, and UV radiation. Typical life expectancy 
is 5 years. Please inspect the stored product regularly to ensure it is in a usable state. For more details and for chemical 
compatibility, please call Technical Services. For optimum performance, ensure that the area surrounding your drain is free of 
debris, cracks and holes.  

PIG® Rapid Response DrainBlocker® Drain Cover
Item # 1-2 3+

PLR604 • 42"W x 42"L • For up to 36" Square & Round Drains $444 $423
PLR603 • 36"W x 36"L • For up to 30" Square & Round Drains $350 $333
PLR602 • 30"W x 30"L • For up to 24" Square & Round Drains $313 $298
PLR601 • 21"W x 21"L • For up to 15" Square & Round Drains $166 $158
PLR600 • 15"W x 15"L • For up to 9" Square & Round Drains $113 $107

Patent 8,117,686

Wall-Mount Bracket for 
PIG® Rapid Response DrainBlocker® Drain Cover
Item # 1+

BKT102 • Use with PLR602, PLR603 and PLR604 • 6"W x 8.5"H x 4.5"D $33
BKT100 • Use with PLR600 and PLR601 • 4"W x 9"H x 3"D $18

DrainBlocker Accessories
•   Weather-Resistant Storage 

Tube lets you store your drain cover 
outdoors; hi-viz for easy location

•   Wall-Mount Bracket keeps your 
DrainBlocker close to spill-prone areas 
for easier access and faster response

•   Sign creates awareness of where to 
go in the event of a spill

Sign for PIG® Rapid Response 
DrainBlocker® Drain Cover
Item # 1-9 10+

SGN1060 • 10"W x 14"L x 0.055"H $24 $23
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Weather-Resistant Storage Tube for 
PIG® Rapid Response DrainBlocker® Drain Cover
Item # Specify 1+

PLR700  

43" tube fi ts PLR604 $62
37" tube fi ts PLR603 $56
31" tube fi ts PLR602 $49
22" tube fi ts PLR601 $42
16" tube fi ts PLR600 $35
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176 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.

Skin
HogHyde

with 
®

Urethane connectors “fuse” 
together for a liquidtight seal.

Don’t leave vertical drains unprotected 
during routine washdowns!

•   Thin, pliable drain cover can form 
into an S-shape to block liquids from 
vertical storm drains

•   Tear-resistant polypropylene top 
withstands repeated use

•   Super-sealing urethane bottom layer 
creates a tight seal on curved or 
face-opening drains

•   Reusable cover resists chemicals, oils 
and detergents

�  Helps you comply with SPCC 
and Stormwater Regulations

•   Ideal for long-term drain protection 
where liquid transfers, washdowns or other 
leak- and spill-prone jobs are common

•   Eliminates the need to frequently 
deploy and remove a temporary cover or 
permanently seal your drains

•   HogHyde Skin stands up to punctures, 
tearing and abrasion, even under heavy 
vehicle traffic 

•   Urethane bottom layer conforms 
to uneven surfaces and tightly seals 
drain openings

u  Helps you comply with SPCC and 
Stormwater Regulations

PLR340

PLR510

See note on page 175 for more details on compatibility and life expectancy.
Patent 8,117,686

PIG® Drive-Over DrainBlocker® 
Trench Drain Cover
Item # 1-2 3+

PLR340 • 18"W x 62.5"L 
For Rectangular Drains 62.5" & Longer $519 $503

 Drive-Over DrainBlocker Trench Drain Cover — Use the built-in 
connectors to join multiple covers and create the perfect length.

 DrainBlocker Curb-Style Drain Cover — Mold it to seal curved 
or vertical openings.

See note on page 175 for more details on compatibility and life expectancy.
Patent Pending

PIG® DrainBlocker® 
Curb-Style Drain Cover
Item # 1-3 4+

PLR510 • 18"W x 120"L • For 
Rectangular Drains up to 12"W x 114"L $390 $373

BEST 
SELLER!
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•   Hardshell case (PLR285–PLR288) of 
rigid polypropylene is corrosion and UV 
resistant; threaded, screw-in brackets 
mount on any vertical surface

•   Portable bag of PVC-supported, 
weather-resistant nylon fits rectangular 
and square (PLR232) or 12" round 
(PLR282) covers; designed for easy 
transportation and fast spill response

•   Wall-mountable bag (PLR215) made 
of weather-resistant, PVC-supported 
nylon protects drain cover and 
withstands damp environments; 
can be installed indoors or out

Store your PIG Drain 
Cover where you need it!

 DrainBlocker Accessories — Keep your drain cover protected 
and ready for quick response.

Carrying Case for PIG® DrainBlocker® Drain Cover
Item # 1+

PLR288 • For Square 54" PIG® DrainBlocker® Drain Cover $249
PLR287 • For Square 42" to 48" or Rectangular 30"W x 54"L PIG® DrainBlocker® Drain Cover $193
PLR286 • For Square 30" to 36", Rectangular 36"W x 60"L or Round up to 30" Dia. PIG® DrainBlocker® 
Drain Cover $174

PLR285 • For Square 18" to 24", Rectangular 18"W x 60"L or Round up to 20" Dia. PIG® DrainBlocker® 
Drain Cover $151

Carry Bag for PIG® DrainBlocker® Drain Cover 
Item # 1+

PLR232 • For 18", 24", 36" or 48" PIG® DrainBlocker® Drain Cover $59
PLR282 • For 12" Round PIG® DrainBlocker® Drain Cover $27

Wall-Mount Holder for PIG® DrainBlocker® Drain Cover
Item # 1 2+

PLR215 $292 $275

BEST 
SELLER!

PLR232

PLR215

177 Phone: 1-800-HOT-HOGS (468-4647) • Fax: 1-800-621-PIGS (621-7447) • Web: newpig.com
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DrainBlocker Cases

PIG Drain Insert Plus 
for drains up to 54" x 54"

FLT116 on page 291.

Capture silt, sediment 
and hydrocarbons 
from runoff to 
avoid EPA fi nes 
in high-traffi c 
areas.

COLLECT OIL, NOT FINES.
Install a PIG Drain Insert Plus and



PLR267

•    Exclusive New Pig formulation resists tearing and a tacky bottom 
layer seals tight to smooth surfaces

•   Dike is flexible and formable to shape to the spill; confines and 
diverts fluids without absorbing them, making cleanup or 
reclamation simpler

•   Built-in dovetail connectors create a liquidproof seal and 
allow you to join as many sections as you need 

•    Polyurethane material resists water, oils and many chemicals

•   Reusable dike cleans easily with soap and water

•   PLR267 includes two 5' lengths of 3"-high dikes for 
easy handling; add a corner (PLR268) for perfect right angles

•   PLR253 and PLR254 are our tallest dikes; get up to 63⁄4" of 
spill-stopping power for high-volume spills

�    Helps you comply with SPCC and Stormwater Regulations

SEALS TIGHT   
TO STOP THE SPILL.

178 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.

EXCLUSIVE!

 SpillBlocker Dike — Fast protection for when a 
spill is heading right for your drain.

BEST 
SELLER!

Need to discuss a drain dilemma?
Call our Tech Team at 1-800-HOT-HOGS!
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You’re only 5 steps from effective spill response:
newpig.com/spillresponse

EXPERT ADVICE



More than just spill response! 
Control liquids during washdowns 
by channeling water to the drain.

Reliability and performance are built 
into every SpillBlocker Dike.
 Polyurethane molds to fit most shapes and cleans up with soap 
and water to let you use your SpillBlocker over and over.

1.  Built-in connectors let you create barriers of any length. 

2.  Durable, tear-resistant formulation holds back liquid. 

3.  Flexible, tacky bottom layer creates a tight seal.

1

2

PLR267

3

PLR254

63⁄4"

41⁄2"

PLR253

PLR267 PLR253

PLR267

PLR254

3"

PLR267

PIG® High-Volume SpillBlocker® Dike
Item # Name/Color Size Unit 1 2-3 4+

PLR254 Dike • Lime Green 4.5"W x 5'L x 6.75"H 1/box $527 $516 $495

PLR253 Dike • Lime Green 4"W x 5'L x 4.5"H 1/box $356 $346 $332
Patent 5,236,281

NOTE: Due to the nature of softer urethane, the physical properties of these products may change over time 
with exposure to certain environmental conditions like temperature, humidity, and UV radiation. Typical product 
life expectancy is five years. Inspect the product regularly to ensure it is in a usable state. For details and 
chemical compatibility, call Technical Services at 1-800-HOT-HOGS® (468-4647) or visit us online at
newpig.com. For temporary use only. Pick up after each use, clean, then store properly. Do not leave down for 
extended periods of time or drive vehicles over dike . 

PIG® SpillBlocker® Dike
(Specify Color for PLR267:   Black     Yellow)

Item # Name/Color Size Unit 1 2-3 4+

PLR267 Dike 3.5"W x 5'L x 3"H 2/box $467 $457 $439

PLR268 Corner • Black 4.75"W x 5"L x 3"H 1/box $75

BEST 
SELLER!

SAVE YOUR STORM DRAINS! 
SEE OUR DRAIN INSERTS ON PAGES 290–292.

Taller dikes contain more liquid. 
Our tallest dikes can handle high volume 
spills and pooling liquids up to 63⁄4" deep. 
The high-visibility lime green color draws 
attention to spills.
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SpillBlocker Dikes
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180 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.

PLR212

•  Fast protection for when a leak is starting to spread: just surround 
machine with dike to contain liquid until you can make repairs

•  Exclusive New Pig formulation features a flexible, tacky bottom 
that seals tight to smooth surfaces and blocks liquids

•  Confines and diverts fluids without absorbing them, making 
cleanup or reclamation simpler

•  Polyurethane material resists water, oils and many chemicals

•   High-visibility yellow draws attention to spill for increased safety

•   Reusable — cleans easily with soap and water

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 112.7 SPCC Regulations where 
containment devices can be used to control or prevent oil discharges

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 112.26 when used as a BMP in a 
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan

Choose from two options to suit your needs:

•  PLR212 is 13⁄8"H, has built-in, interlocking end joints that 
create a liquidproof seal and allow you to join as many sections 
as you need without extra parts

•  PLR204 is 21⁄4"H and provides slightly deeper containment; corners, 
connectors and accessories sold on opposite page

BEST 
SELLER!

 SpillBlocker Dike — These dikes work quickly to stop 
small spills and leaks around machines from spreading.

PLR204

Also ideal for containing liquids 
during washdowns.

PLR205
Connector
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SpillBlocker Dikes
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“ We ordered these dikes to block the doorway bottom of an electrical 
control room near a production area that gets wet during cleanup. 
Problem solved.“
     — Jeremy W.  PLR212 Customer

“ …No more puddles in the 
electrical room!”

Add corners and connectors (PLR205 and 
PLR206) to PLR204 to join dike sections 
and/or Vacuum Dikes together.

PLR205

PLR206

Interlocking end joints on PLR212 connect 
dike sections to create longer lengths.

Attach the SpillBlocker Vacuum Dike (PLR280) to your wet vac — 
the four intakes and integrated channels will suck up liquid faster 
than a traditional vacuum. You can also connect it to the Original 
SpillBlocker Dike (PLR204) to create a larger containment area.

PLR280

PLR205
Connector

PLR204
Dike

FOR MACHINES WITH CONSTANT LEAKS, 
SEE PERMANENT BARRIERS ON PAGES 186–188.

PLR204

21⁄4"

Patent 5,236,281See note on page 179 for more details on compatibility and life expectancy.

13⁄8" High PIG® SpillBlocker® Dike
Item # Name Size 1-2 3-5 6+

PLR212 Dike (Yellow only) 2.25"W x 10'L x 1.375"H $271 $260 $250

21⁄4" High PIG® Original SpillBlocker® Dike
(Specify Color for PLR204:  Black     Yellow)

Item # Name Size 1 2-3 4+

PLR204 Dike 4"W x 10'L x 2.25"H $452 $435 $417

PLR205 Connector (Black) 5.5"W x 4"L x 2.25"H $35

PLR206 Corner (Yellow) 4"W x 4"L x 2.25"H $76

PLR284 Carrying Case (Black) 24.75" Dia x 4"D $173

PLR280 Vacuum Dike 4"W x 5'L x 2.25"H $382

BEST 
SELLER!

PLR212
13⁄8"



182 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.

 Interlocking end joints connect dike sections 
to create longer lengths.

PLR351

Creates a tight seal that contains liquids, 
diverts stormwater and helps you comply 
with regs.

 Optional corner pieces let you make sharp 
90° turns to create a fully enclosed 
containment area.

 HogHyde skin stands 
up to heavy traffic 
and resists UV rays. 

 Super-sealing urethane 
bonds to concrete and 
smooth surfaces 
without adhesives.

•  First flexible barrier designed for traffic and long-term outdoor 
use; driveovers won’t rip, tear or crush it to compromise containment 

•  HogHyde skin stands up to heavy traffic driveovers and resists 
UV rays

•  Molds easily around mounting brackets or other obstacles

•  Provides a full-width bond that strengthens over time

•  Reusable — cleans up with soap and water; picks up and 
repositions as needed

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 112.7 SPCC Regulations where 
containment devices can be used to control or prevent oil discharges

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 122.26 when used as a BMP in a 
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan

SHREDDED!

LIKES TO PLAY 
IN TRAFFIC

PLR350

 Drive-Over SpillBlocker Dike — The ONLY barrier 
designed for traffic and long-term outdoor use.

Problem: Customers were trying to use our spill response dikes for 
long-term outdoor and driveover applications — and they didn’t work.

Finding the solution: To create a barrier tough enough for long-
term use and driveover applications, we started with our patented 
HogHyde skin. Then we combined it with our super-sealing urethane 
so that it would bond to asphalt or concrete without adhesive. When 
we tested our new dike in all kinds of harsh conditions, it didn’t 
become brittle or lose adhesion — in fact, it stayed put 
until a snow plow peeled it up. 

Problem solved: 
PIG Drive-Over SpillBlocker Dike

Skin
HogHyde

with 
®

Superior technology inside and out

See note on page 179 for more details on compatibility and life expectancy.
Patent Pending

PIG® Drive-Over SpillBlocker® Dike
Item # 1-2 3-5 6+

PLR350 • 2"W x 10'L x 1"H $338 $321 $308
PLR352 • 2"W x 5'L x 1"H $173 $161 $156
PLR351 • Corner • 2"W x 6"L x 1"H $108

BEST 
SELLER!
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•   Exclusive New Pig formulation resists tearing and has a super-
tacky bottom layer for tight seals on rough surfaces

•   Specially designed bottom layer ”seeps” into surface cracks; our 
best blocker for asphalt

•   Fast protection when spills head for your drain, confines and 
diverts fluids without absorbing for easy cleanup or reclamation

•   21⁄4" height contains spills up to 2" deep; intended for one-time 
use only, and should not be left down for extended period

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 112.7 SPCC Regulations where 
containment devices can be used to control or prevent oil discharges

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 122.26 when used as a BMP in a 
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan Easy installation — lay dike down on its side, turn it over so sticky 

strip contacts asphalt, and press into place.

Bottom layer 
”seeps” into 
surface cracks 
to form a 
liquidtight seal. 

PLR230

21⁄4"

 SpillBlocker Rough Surface Dike — Stop a spill on 
asphalt from seeping under your dike.

See note on page 179 for more details on compatibility and life expectancy. Patent 5,236,281

PIG® SpillBlocker® Rough Surface Dike
Item # 1+

PLR230 • 2"W x 10'L x 2.25"H $242
PLR230 Contents • 1 Connector • 1 Disposal Bag

“ Great product! Really sticks to the floor 
forming a very good seal against liquid 
seepage. Very easy to apply, no cure 
time needed.“

    — David J.  PLR230 Customer

“ Really 
sticks to 
the floor…”
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SpillBlocker Dikes
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184 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.

PLR213

 DoorBlocker Dike — Quickly seal off a doorway from a spreading spill or 
washdown liquid.

•   Contains benchtop spills without absorbing; ideal for small spills 
on smooth work surfaces

•   Polyurethane material resists water, oils and many chemicals

•   Cut to any length for a custom fit

 SpillBlocker Tabletop Dike — 
Create a mini-barrier in seconds 
with our lowest-profile dike.

See note on page 179 for more details on compatibility and life expectancy.
Patent 5,236,281

PIG® SpillBlocker® Tabletop Dike
Item # 1-2 3-5 6+

PLR229 • 1"W x 4'L x .75"H $59 $52 $50

3⁄4"

PLR229

Complete the loop for 
total spill containment.

See note on page 179 for more details on compatibility and life expectancy.
Patent 5,236,281

PIG® DoorBlocker Dike
Item # 1-2 3-5 6+

PLR213 • 2"W x 4'L x 1.5"H $204 $189 $182

•    Ideal as a barrier during washdowns, as a dam to control or 
contain spilled liquids or as a diverter to direct water or liquid away 
from equipment or supplies

•   Polyurethane material resists water, oils 
and many chemicals

•    Hi-viz yellow color draws attention 
to spill

•   Fits any doorway up to 4' wide

•   Lightweight dike is easy to handle and 
deploy; reusable and easily cleaned

11⁄2"

Unique 45° wedge 
design gives this 
special dike a tight fit 
against doorjambs.

BEST 
SELLER!
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•  Use low-profile spill dike for routine containment of washdown 
and sanitizing liquid

•  Block doorways, protect carpeting and channel liquid to drains

•  Lightweight strip 
is easy to handle 
and store

•  Reusable barrier 
cleans up easily

•  Bright green color 
is highly visible

 WashBlocker Dike — Easily keep 
washdown liquid from going through 
doorways or reaching rugs.

Tear-resistant 
polypropylene top
withstands
repeated use.

Tacky urethane bottom creates 
a leakproof seal on dry floors.

See note on page 179 for more details on compatibility and life expectancy.
Patent 5,236,281

PIG® WashBlocker® Dike
Item # 1-2 3-5 6+

PLR500 • 1.25"W x 10'L x .75"H $204 $198 $186

PLR500
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PIG
 Training
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Get online training in 7 categories — 
we know safety and compliance like 
nobody’s business!
We’ve all seen boring trainings where you 
sit down, zone out, take a quiz and leave. 
Workers doze off to lifeless PowerPoint slides 
and humdrum narration, or else it’s delivered in 
regulation-ese that goes right over their heads. 
Either way, they barely remember what the 
training was about 15 minutes later, let alone 
15 days later when they need it to do their jobs.

You deserve a better way to train your workers, 
so we’ve been hard at work creating courses 
that were up to PIG standards.

Check out the PIG Training difference:
•  Original content from the experts in leaks, 

spills and workplace safety — never just a 
regurgitation of regs and codes

•  State-of-the-art 3D animation shows you 
what to do instead of just telling you

•  Real-world examples that apply to 
everyday workplace scenarios

•  Flexible short-segment format adapts to 
your facility’s training needs

Looking for training that gets their attention 
and keeps it? PIG Training delivers real-world 
tactics for the right way to work.

See pages 250–253 for course details or get more info and video clips at:

newpig.com/training
Licenses starting at
Price breaks for multiple licenses

$49
NEW! Over 90 courses for workplace safety and compliance!

Spill Response

RCRA

SPCC

Heavy Equipment

Industrial Maintenance

Hazmat

Safety



•  PIG Build-A-Berm Barriers can be constructed into a semipermanent, 
high-visibility barrier that’s exactly the size and shape you need — 
indoors or out

•  Pliable open-cell foam barrier springs back into shape after you walk 
or roll over it with light, wheeled equipment (see drive-over version on 
page 189)

•  Durable, 18 oz. vinyl covering resists oils, coolants and 
most chemicals

•  Contain leaks and spills around your machinery without building 
expensive concrete curbs or cutting angle iron

•   For best sealing results, secure to a smooth, sealed surface 

•   Kit (PLR222, PLR511) includes straight sections, corners and 
Sili-Thane sealant; create any length or configuration

�  Helps you comply with SPCC and Stormwater Regulations

Add these components to your layout: 

•   Corners let you create liquidproof junctions; join two Build-A-Berm 
sections at a 90-degree angle

•   Vented corner prevents seam rupture by letting air escape during a 
cart driveover

•  Wall end seals flush against the floor and wall for a seepage-
free connection

•  Drain plug lets you drain your barrier with any standard garden hose

Open-cell foam interior springs back into 
shape after you walk on it or roll over it 
with a hand cart.

PLR264

186 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.

 Build-A-Berm Barrier — Configure a barrier to fit 
your leak-prone area.

2"H
PLR264 

11⁄2"H
PLR278 4"H

PLR258
 6"H

PLR276

Available in four heights!

BEST
SELLER!

EXCLUSIVE!

PLR222
Install a 2"H barrier
around machines to keep leaks 
and drips away from walkways.
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PLR264
Barrier

Nonabsorbent
18 oz. vinyl cover

Crush-resistant 
foam

Installation Accessories — You’ll need 
these to build your Build-A-Berm.

•   Use vinyl cement (PTY105) to connect 
Build-A-Berm sections at seams

•   Use sealant (PTY340) to secure your 
Build-A-Berm Barriers to the floor; 
forms a one-part hybrid seal that is 
flexible and liquidtight (included with 
PLR511 and PLR222)

PTY105

PTY340

PLR117
Wall endPLR103

Vented corner

Simple installation 

1.  Cut to desired length with scissors or utility knife

2.  Fit pieces together and secure to floor with silicone sealant 
(PTY340 sold above; use one tube per approx. 25 ft. of barrier)

3.  Seal seams with industrial-strength vinyl cement (PTY105 sold 
above; installs approx. 10 connections)

PTY340
Sealant

PTY105
Vinyl cement
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Industrial-Strength Vinyl Cement
Item # 1+

PTY105 • 8 oz. can $16.40

Sili-Thane™ 803 Sealant
(Specify Color: Black or White)

Item # 1+

PTY340 • 10.3 fl . oz. cartridge • 6/case $63
PTY340-1 • 10.3 fl . oz. cartridge • 1 each $11

NOTE: Each cartridge covers 25 ft. when applied .25"W x .125"D

11⁄2" High PIG® Build-A-Berm® Barrier
Item # Name Size Unit 1 2-3 4+

PLR511 Kit 4.5"W x 50'L x 1.5"H 1/box $730 $695 $661
PLR511 Contents • 2 PIG® Build-A-Berm® Barriers • 6 Sili-Thane™ 803 Sealant Tubes   
4 PIG® Build-A-Berm® Corners

PLR278 Straight Section 4.5"W x 15'L x 1.5"H 1/box $223 $213 $203

PLR279 Corner 4.5"W x 6.75"L x 1.5"H 2/box $92

PLR114 Wall End 4.5"W x 6"L x 1.5"H 2/box $77

2" High PIG® Build-A-Berm® Barrier
Item # Name Size Unit 1 2-3 4+

PLR222 Kit 5.5"W x 50'L x 2"H 1/box $744 $707 $672
PLR222 Contents • 2 PIG® Build-A-Berm® Barriers • 6 Sili-Thane™ 803 Sealant Tubes  
4 PIG® Build-A-Berm® Corners

PLR264 Straight Section 5.5"W x 15'L x 2"H 1/box $229 $218 $208

PLR265 Corner 5.5"W x 7.25"L x 2"H 2/box $98

PLR103 Vented Corner 5.5"W x 7.25"L x 2"H 2/box $106

PLR117 Wall End 5.5"W x 3"L x 2"H 2/box $87

PLR289 Draining Plug 5.5"W x 10"L x 2"H 1/box $64.20

4" High PIG® Build-A-Berm® Barrier
Item # Name Size Unit 1 2-3 4+

PLR258 Straight Section 7.25"W x 5'L x 4"H 2/box $210 $199 $189

PLR263 Corner 7.25"W x 9.5"L x 4"H 2/box $127

PLR512 Wall End 7.5"W x 10"L x 4"H 2/box $138

PLR528 Draining Plug 4"W x 12"L x 4"H 1/box $80

6" High PIG® Build-A-Berm® Barrier
Item # Name Size Unit 1 2-3 4+

PLR276 Straight Section 9"W x 5'L x 6"H 2/box $264 $251 $239

PLR277 Corner 9"W x 10.5"L x 6"H 2/box $162

PLR513 Wall End 9"W x 11"L x 6"H 2/box $195

Repair Material for PIG® Build-A-Berm® Barrier
Item # Color Size Unit 1+

PLR525 Yellow 4"W x 10'L 1/roll $36

Patent 5,820,297

BEST 
SELLER!

BEST 
SELLER!
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Build-A-Berm
 Barriers
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Installing a PIG Build-A-Berm is easy:
newpig.com/buildabermhowto

EXPERT ADVICE

PLR517

PLR258

PLR263

Add a Build-A-Berm Bladder Section 
(sold on page 188), to provide extra 
containment to your barrier.

PLR517



•   Bladder expands to provide 55 gallons of additional 
containment to your 4"H PIG Build-A-Berm system (PLR258, 
sold separately on page 187)

•   Helps you meet containment regs without increasing the footprint 
or wall height of your barrier system (requires 66" x 58" area)

•  Build a new berm or retrofit your existing berm system

•   Durable, 18 oz. all-vinyl covering resists oil, coolants and 
most chemicals

�   Helps you comply with 40 CFR 112.7 SPCC Regulations

�   Helps you comply with 40 CFR 122.26 Stormwater Regulations

�   Helps you comply with 40 CFR 264.175 

Patent 9,181,669

PIG® Build-A-Berm® Barrier Bladder Section
Item # 1+

PLR517 • 7.25"W x 44"L x 4"H • Bladder Dimensions: 58"W x 66"L $256
PAK525 • Replacement Bladder $90

PLR517 
Bladder automatically 
deploys in the event of a spill.

PLR517 PLR258 and PLR263
(see page 187)

Bladder section before a spill.

2013

•   Berm wall lays flat to allow forklifts, pallet jacks and drum trucks to 
drive over for easy access to containment area

•   In the event of a spill, drive-over gate will automatically rise with 
the spill level to keep liquids contained

•   Berm ends can be directly connected to an existing 4"H 
Build-A-Berm system (PLR258, sold separately on page 187)

•   Ends of 4"H berm are pliable, open-cell foam core covered with vinyl; 
gate section is constructed of durable PVC

•    Secure to a smooth, sealed surface with Sili-Thane sealant and 
reinforce with predrilled aluminum mounting strips and anchors; seal 
seams with Industrial-Strength Vinyl Cement (sealant and vinyl 
cement sold separately on page 187)

�  Helps you comply with regs listed below

PLR258 and PLR263
(sold on page 187)

188 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.

 Build-A-Berm Self-Rising Drive-Over Barrier — Roll across this special 
gate section, and when a spill strikes, it rises to the occasion.

4" High PIG® Build-A-Berm® Self-Rising Drive-Over Barrier
Item # Name Size Unit 1+

PLR518 Drive-over Section 7"W x 9'L x 4"H 1/box $295
Patent Pending

 Build-A-Berm Bladder Section — Increase your 
containment capacity, but not your barrier system’s 
height or footprint.

Big leak? No worries! 
Orange gate section rises with the 
liquid level for instant containment.

PLR518
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PLR518
Self-Rising Drive-Over Barrier

Easy access for pallet jacks, 
forklifts and drum trucks!



Anchor 
point

PLR283
Drive-over 
barrier

Aluminum 
mounting strip

Crush-
resistant 
foam

Strong 40 oz. 
vinyl cover

•  Provides semipermanent containment in 
high-traffic areas on concrete, asphalt or 
most sealed surfaces; for best results, use on 
a smooth, sealed surface

•   Constructed of 40-ounce, vinyl-coated fabric 
with an open-cell foam core; compresses to 
approximately 1⁄4" when driven over; springs 
back to shape when vehicles pass

•  Can withstand indoor or outdoor traffic 
from heavy vehicles

•  Predrilled aluminum mounting strips with 
anchors secure berm to most surfaces; 
remove anchors to reposition and create 
any configuration 

•   Vented corner allows built-up air pressure 
caused by heavy vehicle driveovers to 
escape; wall ends seal flush for seepage-
free connection

�  Helps you comply with SPCC and 
Stormwater Regulations

TOUGH ENOUGH
FOR TRUCK TRAFFIC.

Use vinyl cement 
(PTY105, sold on 
page 187) to connect 
barrier sections 
and corners.

Sili-Thane 803 
Sealant (PTY340, 
sold on page 187)
cures fast and 
holds securely.

11⁄2” High PIG® Drive-Over Build-A-Berm® Barrier
Item # Name Size Unit 1 2-3 4+

PLR514 Straight Section 4.5"W x 12'L x 1.5"H 1/box $284 $269 $256

PLR515 Vented Corner 4.5"W x 6.75"L x 1.5"H 2/box $147

PLR516 Wall End 4.5"W x 6"L x 1.5"H 2/box $118

2” High PIG® Drive-Over Build-A-Berm® Barrier
Item # Name Size Unit 1 2-3 4+

PLR283 Straight Section 5.5"W x 12'L x 2"H 1/box $287 $273 $258
PLR283 Contents • 6 Mounting Strips • 33 Anchors

PLR108 Vented Corner 5.5"W x 11.25"L x 2"H 2/box $152

PLR109 Wall End 5.5"W x 3"L x 2"H 2/box $129

Repair Material for PIG® Build-A-Berm® Barrier
Item # Color Size Unit 1+

PLR526 Orange 4"W x 10'L 1/roll $46
Patent 5,820,297

 Drive-Over Build-A-Berm Barrier — Build a spill 
berm that can handle heavy vehicle driveovers.

“ I work in a chemical warehouse where 
forklift traffi c is constant. Build-A-Berm 
made going over containment strips a 
walk in the park. I like this product so 
much that I installed it in our shop and 
other warehouses.“

— Andrew G.  PLR283 Customer

“ …made going 
over strips a walk 
in the park.”

BEST 
SELLER!
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 Barriers
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PLR283
Drive-over barrier

PLR108
Corner



190 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.

•    Heavy-duty boom is durable, reusable and moldable 
(not 100% watertight)

•    Great for controlling and directing water from pressure washing 
operations (not for long-term containment of liquids)

•   High-visibility orange dike helps prevent trips and falls 
during washdowns

•  Convenient valve for quick filling and emptying 

�  Helps you comply with SPCC and Stormwater Regulations

•   Sacks contain superabsorbent polymer powder that swells on 
contact with water to form a solid, heavy barrier

•   Dry, unactivated product is lightweight, compact and easy to 
handle; place in flood-prone areas

•   Sandless Sandbags can be stacked up to three rows high or 
higher; a pyramid shape allows higher retaining walls

•   Flood Barriers are longer and ideal for stopping water in front of 
entrances and dock doors

PLR260

PLS2005

Drain the water and roll it 
up for compact storage.

PIG® Water-Filled Containment Dike
Item # 1+

PLR260 • 9.5"W x 50'L x 3"H • 1 each $315
PLR266 • 9.5"W x 25'L x 3"H • 1 each $189
PLR225 • 4.5"W x 10'L x 2"H • 1 each $84

 Water-Filled Containment Dike — 
Contain liquids with a roll-up dike.
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Quick Dam Barriers — The lightweight 
alternative to heavy sandbags.

PLS1710 
Sandbags sold six bags per 
unit. 18 bags shown above.

Quick Dam Sandless Sandbags 
Item # 1-9 10+

PLS1710 • 12"W x 24"L x 0.25"H • 6 each  $46 $44

Quick Dam Flood Barrier
Item # 1-9 10+

PLS1713 • 9"W x 206"L x 0.25"H • 1 each  $45 $43
PLS1712 • 9"W x 122"L x 0.25"H • 1 each  $29 $28
PLS1711 • 9"W x 62"L x 0.25"H • 2 each  $29 $28

Saltwater Notice: Not for use with saltwater flooding.

BEFORE water 
contact: 
Flat sacks are 
easy to handle.

AFTER water 
contact:
Sacks swell up 
to 32 lbs. each.

•   Fill these durable 10 mil polyurethane tubes with water to 
divert floodwaters

•   Reusable, compact and lightweight for storage, with dual 
chambers to prevent water curb from rolling

•   PLS2008, PLS2009 and PLS2010 deploy up to 10"H when 
filled with water; PLS2005, PLS2006 and PLS2007 deploy up to 
6.5"H when filled with water

Quick Dam Water Curb — Contain, control 
and divert floodwaters.

Quick Dam Water Curb 
Item # 1-3 4+

PLS2010 • 38"W x 20'L x 10"H • Capacity 700 gal. $434 $413
PLS2009 • 38"W x 10'L x 10"H • Capacity 350 gal. $289 $273
PLS2008 • 38"W x 5'L x 10"H • Capacity 175 gal. $191 $182
PLS2007 • 23.5"W x 20'L x 6.5"H • Capacity 160 gal. $262 $249
PLS2006 • 23.5"W x 10'L x 6.5"H • Capacity 80 gal. $177 $168
PLS2005 • 23.5"W x 5'L x 6.5"H • Capacity 40 gal. $121 $115

NEW!



Multi-Flex Inflatable Pipe Plug — Expands up to eight times its size to fit a 
wide range of pipe dimensions.

•  Small, flexible design can be snaked through hot tap or branch 
pipes into larger, otherwise inaccessible pipelines

•  Pipe plug inflates up to eight times its size to prevent the flow 
of liquids during repairs or to block pipes or drains in the event of a 
spill (connects to your air compressor)

•   Conforms to a wide range of pipe dimensions; inflate fully or 
partially to fit your application

•  UV-resistant, nylon-reinforced nitrile resists oils and has 
a shelf life of more than ten years

•  Compact for storage and grab-and-go applications

•  Brass valve (TLS178) maintains air pressure inside pipe plug so 
hose and air source can be disconnected and used elsewhere 

u  Helps you comply with Stormwater Regulations

 NOTE: Seal may not be airtight. Not recommended for pressure tests.

Use compressed air supply to 
inflate plug and block liquid.

Add an optional monitoring 
valve to retain air pressure.

PLR112

TLS178

When deflated, a Multi-Flex Plug slides into just about any pipe. 
Three models cover a range of pipes from 3.5" to 24".

•  Durable polyurethane plug forms a liquidtight, chemical-resistant 
seal in seconds

•  Wedge plug in drain; easy alternative to cement

•   Installed plug is low-profile enough to fit below floor grate

•  Allows your drain to function when plug is out; removes easily 
with hand tools

•   Conical drain plugs available in sizes from 2"– 6" 

•   Kit (PLR207) contains three sizes to seal drains from 
2" to 4" in diameter

��Helps you comply with SPCC and Stormwater Regulations

PLR252

PLR208

PLR209

PLR210

PLR281

PLR281

Drain plug (PLR281) 
fits right underneath 
your drain cover.

 31⁄2"

Multi-Flex™ Infl atable Pipe Plug
Item # 1+

PLR113 • For 6" to 24" Dia. Pipes • 10 PSI Max • 2" MNPT To 1/2" Quick 
Connect Infl ation Port $1191

PLR112 • For 5.5" to 16" Dia. Pipes • 20 PSI Max • 2" MNPT To 1/2" Quick 
Connect Infl ation Port $779

PLR111 • For 3.5" to 8" Dia. Pipes • 30 PSI Max • 1" MNPT To 1/4" Quick 
Connect Infl ation Port $435

Pressure Monitoring Valve for Multi-Flex™ Infl atable Pipe Plugs
(Specify Size: .5" or .25"; Add $12 to price shown for .5")

Item # 1+

TLS178 $119

BEST 
SELLER!

 Conical Drain Plug — Seal drains below the grate without the hassle or 
permanence of cement.

See note on page 179 for more details on compatibility and life expectancy.

PIG® Conical Drain Plug
Item # 1-4 5+

PLR252 • For 6" Dia. Drains $161 $156
PLR210 • For 4" Dia. Drains $72 $68
PLR281 • For 3.5" Dia. Drains $68 $60
PLR209 • For 3" Dia. Drains $71 $66
PLR208 • For 2" Dia. Drains $56 $50

PIG® Conical Drain Plug Kit
Item # 1+

PLR207 • For 2" to 4" Dia. Drains $219

PLR207 Contents • (1) 2" Dia. Conical Drain Plug • (1) 3" Dia. Conical Drain Plug • (1) 4" Dia. Conical Drain Plug

BEST 
SELLER!
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12" draft

8" freeboard

Optimax Boom — High breaking strength helps keep spills in check, 
even on rough, fast-flowing water.

BOM118

•   Floating spill containment boom corrals liquids and debris
while its skirting blocks pollutants underneath

•   Vinyl-coated, UV-resistant polyester withstands up to a 
12-month deployment

•  6,400 lb. breaking strength

•  Link multiple booms using aluminum universal slide connectors

•  Nylon handles allow single-person handling and anchoring

•  Meet OPA-90 specs for protected water and fast currents

•   Optimax I (BOM118) is ideal for containing spills and debris on 
moderately fast-flowing water

•   Optimax II (BOM119) is designed to quickly contain oil spills on 
rough, fast-flowing water

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 112.7 SPCC Regulations where 
containment devices can be used to control or prevent oil discharges

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 122.26 when used as a BMP in a 
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan

�  Helps you comply with 33 CFR 154.545(a) regarding discharge 
containment equipment

�  Helps you comply with 33 CFR 154.1040 requirements for 
facilities that could case harm to the environment

Aluminum 
universal 
slide 
connector

BOM119
The foam float is 
segmented, so 
all booms fold 
up neatly for 
compact storage.

Optimax II Boom
Item # 1 2+

BOM119 • 50'L x 20"H $1512 $1412

Optimax I Boom
Item # 1 2+

BOM118 • 100'L x 19"H $2145 $2007

Aluminum 
universal 
slide 
connector 12" draft

7" freeboard

BOM118

BOM119

•  Floats to surround and stop oil spills or debris in calm waters 
from spreading 

•  UV-resistant, PVC-coated shell is packed with lightweight foam

•   Above-water height of 6"; submerged depth of 12"

•  Quality construction provides 7,500 lbs. actual 
breaking strength

•  Highly visible yellow color for instant recognition in 
emergency situations

•  Snap hooks secure and overlap booms

BOM301

PIG® Oil & Debris Containment Boom
Item # 1 2+

BOM301 • 100'L x 18"H $1917 $1803
BOM302 • 50'L x 18"H $1181 $1123

192 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.

 Oil & Debris Containment Boom — Stop a spill on calm water from spreading.

BEST 
SELLER!
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Containment Booms — Contain oil and 
debris on calm water with hi-viz booms. 

BOM100
Super Swamp Boom

•   Closed-cell polyethylene foam flotation 
blocks corral liquids and debris

•    Skirting barrier hangs below the water 
line to keep pollutants from creeping under

•     Galvanized steel chain the length of the 
boom adds weight and rigidity

•   Heavy-duty, high-visibility yellow, vinyl-
coated polyester is UV resistant 

•    Polypropylene handle/anchor point 
(BOM100–BOM102, BOM106–BOM107)

•   EconoMax Booms contain waterborne 
spills on calm water; actual breaking 
strength of 1,800 lbs.

•   Super Swamp Booms contain oil and 
debris in swamps or calm, shallow 
water; actual breaking strength of 
1,800 lbs.

•   Simplex Booms quickly contain oil and 
debris in strong currents; actual breaking 
strength of 5,000 lbs.

•   Conform to OPA-90 specifications

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 112.7

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 122.26

�  Helps you comply with 33 CFR 154.1040

All booms feature marine-grade aluminum 
slide connectors and toggle pins.

6" freeboard

12" draft

Round 
foam 
insert

10" draft
Rectangular 
foam insert

6" freeboard

•   Round, closed-cell microfoam flotation 
cylinders corral liquids and debris 
up to 6" above water line; ideal for tides

•   Ballast chamber floats below 
waterline or seals to the ground 
to block pollutants

•   Vinyl-coated polyester with welded seams 
resists UV in regular outdoor use Water-filled boom floats in deeper waters 

(A), but settles snugly in marshes or when 
the tide is low (B).

B.A.

Fill port

6" freeboard

8" draft

Round 
foam 
insert

4" freeboard

6" draft

Round 
foam 
insert

BOM108

BOM105

BOM100

BOM107

BOM100

EconoMax Boom
Item # 1 2+

BOM105 • 100'L x 16"H $992 $941
BOM104 • 50'L x 16"H $595 $560
BOM103 • 25'L x 16"H $424 $398

Super Swamp Boom
Item # 1 2+

BOM102 • 100'L x 10"H $1192 $1140
BOM101 • 50'L x 10"H $704 $670
BOM100 • 25'L x 10"H $465 $442

Simplex™ Boom
Item # 1 2+

BOM107 • 100'L x 18"H $1405 $1344
BOM106 • 50'L x 18"H $1019 $972

Tundra Guard Boom
Item # 1 2+

BOM108 • 50'L x 14"H • 6" Freeboard • 8" Draft • 5,000 lb. Break Strength $1680 $1588

Tundra Guard Boom — Great for tides, it floats or seals to the ground in shallow areas.

BEST 
SELLER!
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PERSONAL SAFETY & PPE



 Phone: 1-800-HOT-HOGS (468-4647) • Fax: 1-800-621-PIGS (621-7447) • Web: newpig.com

Gloves & Sleeves
From light grime to chemical 

and cut resistance, we have the 
gloves to fi t every job.

Eye Wash Stations 
& Safety Showers
Because even the best PPE can’t 

block every spray, splash or 
particle every time.

First Aid Kits 
Help prevent injuries from getting 

worse by stocking up on 
quality fi rst aid kits.

Get covered from head to toe with personal 
protective equipment from trusted brands.

See pages 196–211

Safety Glasses 
& Goggles 

High-quality designs that protect 
your eyes from impact, 

splashes or sprays.

See pages 219–223 See pages 226–229 See page 229

Respirators & 
Dust Masks 

From nuisance dust masks to 
full-face respirators, proven 

designs help keep workers safe.

See page 212

Protective Suits, 
Coveralls & More  

Suit up for work with choices 
from disposable coveralls to 

Level A hazmat suits. 

See pages 213–217

Work Boots & 
Overboots 

Step safely and stay dry with slip-
resistant and chemical-resistant 

boots and overboots.

See pages 217–218
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Ear Plugs & Muffs
Keep your facility fully equipped 
and compliant with our range of 
high-quality hearing protection.

See pages 224–225



From light grime protection to a full-spectrum chemical barrier, we have the gloves to fit every job. Use the 
quick-selection guide below to help you find what you’re looking for. If you have questions or need help 
choosing the right gloves, call us at 1-800-HOT-HOGS (468-4647).

QUICK-SELECTION GUIDE: GLOVES 

Ideal ForGlove Category Page(s)

Our best-selling gloves! From light-duty latex to heavyweight 
nitrile, we have a glove for every wear-and-toss application. 

Disposable • Assembly
• Repair
• Electronics
• Quality Control
• Chemicals

• Polishing
• Laboratories
• Hospitals
• Food Handling
• Police/Security

198–201

Provide extra protection to keep hands safe when working with 
chemicals like MEK, harsh solvents, degreasers and more. 

NOTE: Chemical Compatability Guide on page 203.

Chemical Resistant

Always verify chemical resistance for your 
job by calling New Pig Technical Services.

202–204

• Spill Response
• Degreasing
• Solvent Washing

• Painting
• Acid Dipping
• Oil Refining

Working with sheet metal, glass, castings or other sharp 
objects? Keep hands and wrists protected with gloves that 
are made for the job. 

Cut Resistant
205–206

GLV500

• Metal Casting
• Glass Handling
• Packaging
• Assembly
• Automotive

• Pulp/Paper Mills
• Food Processing
• Salvage
• Sanitation
• Canning/Bottling

196

Coated gloves give workers a secure grip on slippery 
parts — without the expense of leather! 

Coated
207

• Assembly
• Fabrication
• Warehousing
• Packaging
• Maintenance

• Mat’l Handling
• Automotive
• Construction
• Printing
• PlumbingGLV323

Mechanic’s Style
Get a comfortable, sure grip on hand tools when you’re 
wrenching in these top-quality gloves. 

208–209

WPL838

• Assembly
• Maintenance
• Automotive
• Construction
• Landscaping

• Masonry
• Railroad
• Mat’l Handling
• Electric Tools
• Injection Molding

Jersey & Cotton
When you need minor abrasion protection, our knit and cotton 
jersey gloves do the job without breaking the bank. 

210

GLV328

• Warehousing
• Production
• Inspections
• Maintenance
• Agriculture

• Polishing
• Automotive
• Construction
• Landscaping
• Pkg. Handling

GLV410

From thin, supple goatskin to tough cowhide, we have a 
leather work glove for every job. 

Leather
211

• Foundry
• Masonry
• Lumber
• Construction
• Machinery

• Forklifts
• Utilities
• Automotive
• Mining
• Packaging

Durable cowhide reinforcement in high-wear areas and a 
rubberized safety cuff provide durability and economy.

Leather Palm
211

• Fabrication
• Masonry
• Lumber
• Construction
• Machinery

• Railroad
• Millwright
• Mining
• Pipefitting
• Steel Working

GLV463

From high-temp applications to winter fleet work, we have a 
glove to shield your hands so you can get the job done. 

Extreme Temperature
206

GLV920

• Welding
• Plastic Molding
• Maintenance
• Laboratories
• Food Handling

• Cold Storage
• Construction
• Utilities
• Agriculture
• Machinery

No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.

GLV107

GLV213
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WORK WITHOUT THE WORRY IN 
COST-EFFECTIVE DISPOSABLES!

Nitrile Gloves
•  Nonallergenic

•   More chemical resistant 
than latex to protect 
against intermittent 
contact and splashes

•   Resists puncture and 
abrasion better than 
PVC/vinyl

See pages 198–199

Vinyl Gloves
•  Nonallergenic

•   Versatile material delivers 
comfort, sensitivity and 
performance

•   Tough enough for reuse, 
but inexpensive enough 
to be disposable

See page 200

Latex Gloves
•  Excellent stretchability

•   Fits hands tightly to give 
them added sensitivity for 
delicate tasks

•   More economical 
than nitrile

See page 201

Triple Polymer 
Gloves
•   An exclusive blend of 

rubber, neoprene and nitrile

•    Delivers the comfort of 
latex with the strength of 
nitrile and neoprene

•   Flexible for easy on and off

See page 200

THE TOP BRANDS 
FOR YOUR HANDS.

 
“ It is of utmost importance to have these thick gloves to prevent 

punctures from contaminated sharp instruments. Strong and tough, 
yet flexible enough to handle our delicate surgical instruments 
without compromising precise control.”

 — Dorian M. 
N-DEX Disposable Glove Customer (WPL579)

 “Strong and tough, yet flexible.”

®

NORTH

Choose from more than 85 gloves 
on pages 198–211.
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Disposable Nitrile Gloves — Light-duty protection 
for handling grease, food and chemicals.
•   Nonallergenic nitrile is more chemical resistant than latex to 

guard against intermittent contact and splashes

•   Resists puncture and abrasion better than PVC or vinyl

•   Offer light protection, sensitivity and dexterity with 
use-and-toss convenience

•   Thin enough to use as a liner under another glove

•   Ambidextrous design simplifi es inventory

•   Beaded cuff helps prevent ripping and creates a better seal

•   Available powder-free to help eliminate skin irritation, 
contamination and residue

•   Nonsterile industrial grade provides an affordable barrier to keep 
dirt or mild chemicals away from hands

•   Nonsterile medical grade ensures reliability with strict standards

•   Great for assembly, repair, electronics, quality control, 
chemicals, hospitals, food, laboratories and more

•   Available fully textured or with textured fi ngertips to provide a 
fi rm grip when handling wet or oily objects

Special features to suit your needs:
•   GLV104, WPL362, GLV120 and GLV102 have a light dusting of 

powder to help gloves slide on effortlessly and absorb perspiration 
throughout the day

•  GLV108, GLV117, GLV123, GLV127 and WPL580 have a longer cuff 
for extended protection onto forearm

•  GLV109 and WPL847 feature an accelerator-free formulation that 
won’t cause dermatitis

•  GLV107, GLV109 and GLV116 are thicker in fingertips and palm to 
minimize tearouts

•  GLV116 features an aloe and vitamin A inner coating to help 
prevent chapped or cracked skin

•  GLV123 has an interior polymer coating that allows easy on/
off without powder and additional thickness in fingertips and 
palm to minimize tearouts

•  GLV1211 has 3,000 raised diamonds per glove that produce 
an aggressive texture for a superior grip under oily, wet or 
dry conditions

GLV118

198 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.

MUCK ‘EM UP &
TOSS ‘EM OUT!

BEST 
SELLER!

Need help choosing the right glove? Call our Tech Team at 1-800-HOT-HOGS!
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Lightly Powdered Disposable Nitrile Gloves
(Specify size for all but GLV102 & GLV104: S, M, L or XL • Specify size for GLV102: S, M, L, XL or XXL • Specify size for GLV104:  M, L or XL)

Item # Brand Name Mil Grade Length Texture Color Qty 1-4 5-9 10+

GLV104 PIP Ambidex™ 8 Industrial 9.5" Fully Lt. Blue 50 $18.90 $17.95 $17.05

WPL362 Showa-Best N-DEX® 8 Industrial 9.5" None Lt. Blue 50 $28.25 $26.90 $25.50

GLV120 Showa-Best N-DEX® 4.5 Industrial 9.5" None Lt. Blue 100 $20.25 $19.25 $18.25

GLV102 PIP Ambidex™ 4 Industrial 9.5" Fully Lt. Blue 100 $18.05 $17.20 $16.40

Powder-Free Disposable Nitrile Gloves
(Specify size for all but GLV103, GLV108, GLV111, GLV117, GLV118, GLV123, GLV127 & GLV1211: S, M, L or XL • Specify size for GLV118 : S, M, L, XL or XXL • Specify size for GLV123 & GLV1211: M, L, XL or XXL
Specify size for GLV117, GLV103, GLV108, GLV111 & GLV127: M, L or XL • Quantity = 90 in XL for GLV112 & GLV107)

Item # Brand Name Mil Grade Length Texture Color Qty 1-4 5-9 10+

GLV123 Microfl ex Supreno® EC 8.7 Industrial 11.6" Fingertips Blue 50 $19.70 $18.75 $17.85

GLV117 Ammex N/A 8 Medical 12" Fully Blue 50 $15.10 $14.30 $13.55

GLV127 Gloves, Inc. ntX 8 Industrial 11.6" Fingertips Lt. Blue 50 $19.35 $18.40 $17.50

GLV1211 Ammex Gloveworks 8 Industrial 9" Fully Orange 100 $19.50 $18.55 $17.65

GLV122 Microfl ex Supreno® SE 7.1 Industrial 9.6" Fingertips Blue 100 $21.55 $20.50 $19.50

WPL580 Showa-Best N-DEX® 6 Industrial 11" None Lt. Blue 50 $24.75 $23.25 $22.10

GLV108 Kimberly-Clark® PURPLE NITRILE-
XTRA® 5.9 Medical 12" Fingertips Purple 50 $25.25 $23.95 $22.65

GLV112 Kimberly-Clark® KleenGuard® G10 5.9 Industrial 9.5" Fingertips Blue 100 $18.35 $17.35 $16.55

GLV116 High Five® N/A 5.9 Class I Med. 9.5" Fully Lt. Green 100 $23.10 $22.05 $20.90

GLV107 Kimberly-Clark® PURPLE NITRILE® 5.9 Medical 9.5" Fingertips Purple 100 $29.75 $28.20 $26.80

GLV115 High Five® N/A 4.5 Class I Med. 9.5" Fully Cobalt 100 $16.30 $15.50 $14.80

WPL847 Showa-Best N-DEX® Free 4 Industrial 9.5" Fingertips Green 100 $22.05 $21.15 $20.10

GLV118 Ammex Xtreme® Grip 4 Industrial 9" Fully Blue 100 $11.85 $11.30 $10.75

GLV103 PIP Ambidex® 4 Industrial 9" Fully Lt. Blue 100 $19.95 $18.90 $18

GLV109 Showa-Best N-DEX® 

NightHawk™ 4 Industrial 9.5" Fingertips Black 50 $11 $10.40 $9.90

GLV111 Showa-Best N-DEX® 4 Economy 9.5" Fingertips Lt. Blue 100 $14.25 $13.50 $12.85

“ I have tried many different manufacturers’ 
gloves of varying thicknesses and materials. 
There’s a great feel through this glove, they 
allow easy use of hand and power tools, and 
just look awesome!”

– Joshua S. GLV109 Customer

“ …There’s a great feel 
through this glove.”

GLV109

GLV107

GLV1211

WPL847

NOTE: Mil indicates the thickness of the glove material. For chemical resistance and exact thickness information call Technical Services at 1-800-HOT-HOGS® (468-4647) or go to newpig.com. 

BEST 
SELLER!

BEST 
SELLER!

BEST 
SELLER!
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•   Vinyl gloves contain no latex proteins 
and minimize the risk of allergy 
and irritation

•  5-mil construction is tough enough for 
reuse, yet inexpensive for single use 

•  Thin enough to use as a liner 

•  Ambidextrous design simplifies inventory

•  Beaded cuff helps prevent ripping and 
creates a better seal

Disposable Vinyl Gloves — Latex-free protection delivers comfort, 
fit and performance. 

GLV173

GLV175

Vinyl gloves 
are ideal for 
light work.

•  Wire dispenser accepts most cardboard 
glove dispenser boxes

•  Hangs on a wall or other flat surface 
to keep gloves readily available

•  Saves work space and helps keep gloves 
clean and dry

•  Hardware included for easy mounting

Glove Dispenser — Give 
workers easy access to 
latex or nitrile gloves.

•  Exclusive tripolymer formulation 
blends natural rubber, neoprene and 
nitrile for comfort, durability and 
chemical resistance

•  Lightly halogenated finish adds 
flexibility and helps prevent labels and tape 
from sticking to gloves

•   Textured fingertips provide grip when 
handling wet or oily objects

•   Entirely free of powder to help 
eliminate skin irritation, contamination 
and residue

•  Beaded cuff helps prevent tearouts

Triple Polymer Gloves — Get the comfort of latex plus the 
chemical resistance of nitrile and neoprene.

GLV162

GLV900

Sani-Gloves Disposable Vinyl Gloves
(Specify Size: S, M, L or XL)

Item # 1-4 5-9 10+

GLV175 • Powder-Free 
Industrial Grade • 5 mil 
9.6"L • 100/dispenser

$13.15 $12.55 $11.90

Showa-Best RealFeel™ 
Disposable Vinyl Gloves
(Specify Size: M, L or XL)

Item # 1-4 5-9 10+

GLV173 • Powder-Free 
Class I Medical Grade 
5 mil • 9.5"L • 100/dispenser

$9.05 $8.65 $8.15

MAPA® TRILITES® Triple Polymer Gloves
(Specify Size: S, M, L or XL)

Item # 1-4 5-9 10+

GLV162 • Powder-Free • Industrial Grade • 6 mil • 10"L • 100/dispenser $21.15 $20.10 $19

Wire Disposable Glove Dispenser
Item # 1-4 5+

GLV900 • For Cardboard Glove 
Dispenser Boxes $20.35 $19.35

BEST 
SELLER!
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Disposable Latex Gloves — Get a tighter fit and 
better dexterity with super-stretchy latex.

GLV151

“ Our company is a machine shop environment, and 
our workers’ hands take a lot of abuse from oils and 
chemicals. Wearing these gloves keeps their hands 
protected. I’d highly recommend these gloves 
to everyone.” 

– Shari W. GLV161 Customer

“ …these keep our 
workers’ hands 
protected.”

Lightly Powdered Disposable Latex Gloves
(Specify size: S, M, L or XL)

Item # Brand Name Mil Grade Length Texture Color Qty 1-4 5-9 10+

GLV150 PIP Ambidex™ 5 Industrial 9.5" Fully Beige 100 $13.10 $12.45 $11.80

Powder-Free Disposable Latex Gloves
(Specify size for all but GLV151: S, M, L or XL • Specify size for GLV151: M, L or XL)

Item # Brand Name Mil Grade Length Texture Color Qty 1-4 5-9 10+

GLV165 Microfl ex SAFEGRIP® 11.4 Class I Med. 11.8" Fingertips Blue 50 $28.50 $27.15 $25.75

GLV161 Ammex GloveWorks HD™ 8 Industrial 9.5" Fully Natural 100 $23.05 $22 $20.95

GLV164 Microfl ex Diamond Grip™ 6.3 Class I Med. 9.6" Fingertips Natural 100 $24.35 $23.10 $21.95

GLV151 PIP Ambidex™ 5 Industrial 9.5" Fully Beige 100 $12.45 $11.85 $11.25

GLV129 Gloves, Inc. Exacto™ 4 Industrial 9.5" None Natural 100 $12.45 $11.80 $11.25

NOTE: Mil indicates the thickness of the glove material. For chemical resistance and exact thickness information call Technical Services at 
1-800-HOT-HOGS® (468-4647) or go to newpig.com. 

BEST 
SELLER!
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•  Super-stretchy latex is more economical 
than nitrile; fits tightly to further increase 
sensitivity for intricate tasks

•  Ambidextrous design simplifies inventory

•  Beaded cuff helps prevent ripping and 
creates a better seal

•  Nonsterile industrial grade provides an 
affordable barrier to keep dirt or mild 
chemicals away from hands; great for 
assembly, repair, electronics, quality control, 
chemicals, laboratories and more 

•  Nonsterile medical grade ensures 
reliability with strict standards; great for 
laboratories, hospitals, food industry, 
electronics, chemicals and more 

Gloves with the features you need:

•  GLV150 has a light dusting of 
powder that helps gloves slide on 
and absorb perspiration

•  GLV129, GLV151, GLV161, GLV164 and 
GLV165 are entirely free of powder to 
help eliminate skin irritation, contamination 
and residue

•  GLV150, GLV161 and GLV151 are fully 
textured to provide whole-hand grip, 
even when handling wet or oily objects

•  GLV164 and GLV165 feature textured 
fingertips to provide a firm grip, even 
when handling wet or oily objects

GLV165

GLV164
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•   Nitrile glove is double-dipped: Green 
foam base coating protects hands from 
chemicals and abrasion and black foam on 
the palm and fingers provides excellent grip

•    Nylon/polyester liner absorbs 
perspiration to keep hands dry and 
comfortable

•    Ergonomically designed mold matches a 
natural hand shape, minimizing hand fatigue 
and enhancing fit and dexterity

•    Ideal for handling chemicals, oily 
components, painting, maintenance, 
manufacturing, agriculture and construction

SHOWA Coated Nitrile Gloves — Get a great grip plus 
protection from chemicals and abrasion.

WPL587

•   Nitrile material stands up to long-term 
submersion in many harsh chemicals, 
including 30% hydrogen peroxide, ethylene 
glycol, gasoline and diesel fuel

•  Reusable gloves resist swelling and 
degradation; excellent protection against
skin irritation and worker injury

•  Flock lining absorbs perspiration

•  Unlined gloves offer greater economy 
and tactile sensitivity

•  Left- and right-hand molds are curved to 
match hand contours for minimized fatigue

•  Embossed texture adds grip when 
handling wet or oily objects

•  Extra-long cuff extends protection past 
wrist onto forearm

•  Shoulder-length cuff (GLV210) extends 
protection to entire arm; elastic top cinches 
to limit sliding and leakage

•  Interlock-reinforced lining (GLV210) 
increases strength and puncture resistance; 
soft, comfortable cotton absorbs perspiration

•  Great for spill response, degreasing, solvent 
washing, painting, acid dipping, oil refining 
and more

Reusable Nitrile Gloves — Look no further for 
economical protection against harsh chemicals.

GLV210

GLV1209

Reusable Nitrile Gloves
Item # Brand Name Mil Lining Length Size Color Qty 1-4 5-9 10+

GLV210 North Nitri-Knit® 22 Interlock 26" 8 - 11 Blue 1 $27 $25 $24

WPL588 Showa-Best Nitri-Solve® 15 Flock 13" 7 - 10 Green 1 $2.45 $2.35 $2.20

GLV219 MAPA® STANSOLV® AF-15 15 Flock 12" M - XXL Green 12 $23.65 $22.40 $21.30

WPL587 Showa-Best Nitri-Solve® 11 Unlined 13" 7 - 11 Green 1 $2.45 $2.35 $2.20

GLV970 Showa-Best NITRI-DEX® 9 Unlined 12" M - XXL Blue 25 $29.90 $28.40 $27.50

NOTE: For chemical resistance and exact thickness information call Technical Services at 1-800-HOT-HOGS® (468-4647) or go to newpig.com. 

BEST 
SELLER!
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NEW!

No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.

SHOWA 379 Coated 
Nitrile Gloves
(Specify Size: M, L, XL or XXL)

Item # 1-4 5-9 10+

GLV1209 • 16 mil • 12.5"L 
Nitrile Coating • 1 pair $11.95 $11.35 $10.80

NOTE: For chemical resistance and exact thickness information call Technical 
Services at 1-800-HOT-HOGS® (468-4647) or go to newpig.com. 
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Neoprene Gloves — Single- or multi-
dipped for superior liquid resistance. 

Chem Master Neoprene Gloves — Latex 
comfort and neoprene protection.

•   Excellent protection 
against acids, caustics, 
oils, greases and solvents

•   Rough finish adds to wet grip

•   GLV1208 has single-dipped 
neoprene for durability and 
dexterity; 15-gauge seamless 
poly lining

•    WPL366 and WPL367 are 
multi-dipped in premium-
grade neoprene for superior 
quality and durability

•    Flannel-lined neoprene 
construction for comfort, resists 
cuts, abrasion and heat

•    Neoprene over natural 
rubber construction provides 
the comfort of latex with the 
chemical protection of neoprene

•    Provides excellent abrasion, 
puncture and tear resistance 
in tough conditions without 
sacrificing flexibility or tactile 
sensitivity

•    Resists acids, alcohols, oils, 
greases, salts, animal fats, 
even battery acid

•    Self-flushing, tractor-tread 
grip won’t trap liquid

•    100% cotton-flocked lining

•    Great for chemical plants, 
aircraft assembly, pesticide 
maintenance, auto and battery 
manufacturing and printing 
cleanup

GLV1208

Latex Gloves — Great for cleaning 
and maintenance! 

GLV213

GLV220

General Duty Latex Gloves
(Specify Size: S, M, L or XL • Specify Color: Yellow (not available in S) or Blue

Item # 1-5 6-11 12+

GLV220 • 18 mil • 12"L • Flock Lining • 12 pairs $26.20 $24.90 $23.65

Showa-Best Chem Master™ Neoprene Gloves
(Specify Size: S, M, L or XL)

Item # 1-4 5-11 12+

GLV213 • 26 mil • 13"L • Flock Lining • 12 pairs $25.25 $23.95 $22.80

NOTE: For chemical resistance and exact thickness information call Technical Services at 1-800-HOT-HOGS® (468-4647) 
or go to newpig.com.

NOTE: For chemical resistance and exact thickness information call Technical Services at 1-800-HOT-HOGS® (468-4647) 
or go to newpig.com.

SHOWA 3415 Neoprene Gloves
(Specify Size: S, M, L or XL)

Item # 1-11 12-23 24+

GLV1208 • 16 mil • 14"L • Polyester Lining • 12 pairs $95 $89 $85

Showa-Best Heavy-Weight Neoprene Gloves
Item # 1-11 12-23 24+

WPL367 • 16 mil • 14"L • Cotton Lining • 1 pair $10.40 $9.90 $9.40

WPL366 • 16 mil • 12"L • Cotton Lining • 1 pair $9.50 $9 $8.60

Chemical Compatibility Guide

Chemical Name Recommended Glove Material Page(s)

Acid 93 – 98% Butyl 204

Battery Acid 47% Neoprene or Butyl 203, 204

Hydrochloric Acid 37% Neoprene 203

Sodium Hydroxide 50% Neoprene 203

Acetone Butyl 204

Methyl Ethyl Ketone Silver Shield 204

Toluene Silver Shield 204

Xylene Silver Shield 204

Methylene Chloride Silver Shield 204

Hydrogen Peroxide 30% Nitrile 202

Ethylene Glycol Nitrile, Neoprene or Butyl 202, 203, 204

Isopropyl Alcohol Neoprene 203

Gasoline Nitrile 202

Diesel Fuel Nitrile 202

This chart gives general indications based on New Pig’s glove offering and a greater-than-8-hour 
breakthrough time for heavy exposures as tested by the manufacturers. For more precise details on 
concentrations, degradation, permeation and applications, please consult New Pig Technical Services at 
1-800-HOT-HOGS® (468-4647) or visit newpig.com for manufacturer compatibility guides.
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BEST 
SELLER!

•   Durable 18-mil latex gloves resist abrasion, punctures and tears

•    Stands up to water, acids, alkalis, detergents, salts, caustics, 
fats and alcohols

•    Keeps hands clean and dry in general-duty applications

•    Flock-lined interior adds comfort and makes on/off easier; 
diamond grip texture adds grip in wet work areas

NOTE: For chemical resistance and exact thickness information call Technical Services at 1-800-HOT-HOGS® (468-4647) 
or go to newpig.com. 
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Butyl Gloves — When you need the highest 
resistance to gas and water vapors.
•    Adds safety for handling toxic substances like ketones and esters

•   Curved fingers and hand; flexible and sensitive

•    Rough Grip-Saf palm (WPL265) gives better grip on wet, oily parts

Silver Shield/4H Gloves — Protect yourself 
against dangerous chemicals.

Black Knight PVC Gloves — More abrasion 
resistance for wet, chemical applications.

•   Resist permeation and breakthrough of liquids like aromatics, 
ketones, alcohols, esters and chlorinated and aliphatic solvents

•    Also resists water-based solutions of most acids and bases

•    Extra-long cuff; ambidextrous and light enough to be a liner

•    12"-long fully coated cuff; curved, preflexed fingers and wing 
thumb and no seams in working area

•    Dipped rough finish adds grip for handling wet, lubricated parts 

•    Economical choice for tough applications where gloves become 
excessively contaminated by oils, grease and chemicals

WPL265

WPL262

WPL390

North Butyl Gloves
(Specify Size: 8, 9, 10 or 11)

Item # 1-11 12-23 24+

WPL265 • 16 mil • 11"L • Unlined • 1 pair $39 $38 $36

Showa-Best Butyl II Gloves
(Specify Size: M, L, XL or XXL)

Item # 1-2 3-5 6+

GLV208 • 14 mil • 14"L • Unlined • 1 pair $50 $48 $45
NOTE: For chemical resistance and exact thickness information call Technical Services at 1-800-HOT-HOGS® (468-4647) 
or go to newpig.com. 

NORTH

North Silver Shield®/4H® Gloves
(Specify Size: M (9), L (10) or XL (11))

Item # 1-9 10-19 20+

WPL262 • 2.7 mil • 16"L • Unlined • 1 pair $7.95 $7.65 $7.20

NOTE: For chemical resistance and exact thickness information call Technical Services at 1-800-HOT-HOGS® (468-4647) 
or go to newpig.com. 

NOTE: For chemical resistance and exact thickness information call Technical Services at 1-800-HOT-HOGS® (468-4647) 
or go to newpig.com. 

NORTH

Showa-Best Black Knight® PVC Gloves
Item # 1-11 12-23 24+

WPL390 • 26 mil • 12"L • Cotton Jersey Lining • 1 pair $3.55 $3.35 $3.15

MAT WITH 
MUSCLE

PIG ABSORBENT MAT

Get tough on 
leaks and spills with 

the #1 mat in the world: 

See more on pages 8–11.
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Kevlar Cut-Resistant Gloves & Sleeves — 
Protection that keeps you cool.

Axis Touchscreen Cut Protection Gloves — 
Constant hand protection.

Krynit Cut-Resistant Gloves — Cut and 
abrasion protection PLUS good grip. 

PowerGrab KEV Gloves — Latex over 
Kevlar offers cut protection with a grip.

GLV971

GLV1205

GLV1207

GLV500
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100% Kevlar® Cut-Resistant Gloves
(Specify Size: S, M, L or XL)

Item # 1-11 12+

GLV506 • Level 2 • No Coating • 13 Gauge • 1 pair $7.05 $6.65

100% Kevlar® Cut-Resistant Sleeve
Item # 1-11 12+

GLV504 • Level 4 • No Coating • 13 Gauge • 1 each $5.40 $5.15

•   100% DuPont Kevlar fiber provides high-tensile strength to 
protect hands from cuts and scrapes

•   Breathable design lets heat and perspiration dissipate

•   100% Kevlar Sleeve (GLV504) protects the wrist and forearm

•   Touchscreen capability in all glove fingers allows wearer to 
keep wearing the gloves while using devices

•   13-gauge high performance polyester fibers offer Level 3 cut 
protection

•   Foam nitrile-dipped palm provides dexterity and protection from 
abrasion in wet or dry conditions

•   Meets EN388:2003 standards

PIP PowerGrab KEV™ Kevlar® 
Latex-Coated String Knit Gloves
(Specify Size: S, M, L or XL)

Item # 1-11 12+

GLV500 • Level 4 • Blue Latex Crinkle Coating • 10 Gauge • 1 pair $15.35 $14.55

MAPA® Krynit Cut-Resistant Gloves
(Specify Size: 7 (M), 8 (L), 9 (XL), 10 (XXL) or 11 (XXXL))

Item # 1-11 12+

GLV1205 • Krynit 580 • Level 2 • Foam Nitrile Coating • 1 pair $13.35 $12.50

GLV971 • Krynit 582 • Level 4 • Foam Nitrile Coating • 1 pair $15.75 $14.95

•   Nitrile outer layer provides excellent grip on oily, slippery parts; 
seamless knit shell is reinforced with HDPE fibers

•   GLV971 has cut-resistant yarns rated ANSI Level 4; liquidproof 
nitrile coating covers 2⁄3 of glove to keep hands dry

•  GLV1205 has cut-resistant yarns rated ANSI Level 2

•  Seamless 100% DuPont Kevlar fiber provides high tensile strength 
to protect hands from cuts and scrapes; crinkle-textured latex 
provides firm and confident grip

•  Won’t absorb oils like cotton or leather gloves; breathable design

•  Formfitting to match hand contours and minimize fatigue

BEST 
SELLER!

GLV1207

GLV506

GLV504

AXIS™ Touchscreen Cut Protection Gloves
(Specify Size: S, M, L, XL or XXL)

Item # 1-11 12+

GLV1207 • Level 3 • Nitrile Coating • 1 pair $11.15 $10.60

NEW!
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Ninja Ice Coated Gloves — Dual shell keeps 
hands warm in cold-temperature jobs.

Temp-Dex 710 Gloves — Safely handle hot 
parts without sacrifi cing dexterity.

Temp-Dex Heat-Resistant Gloves —  Handle 
hot, oily parts and protect against cuts.

•   Durable nylon outer shell with brushed acrylic and a microterry 
liner provide durability, warmth and comfort

•   PVC-coated palm and fingertips repel liquids and keep gloves 
soft and flexible down to -58°F

•   Antimicrobial treatment kills bacteria to control odors and keep 
gloves fresh

•   Thermal insulation protects hands from hot objects (up to 250˚F) 
for short periods of time

•   Nitrile coating with aggressive dot pattern provides superior 
grip and abrasion resistance in oily environments

•   Nylon knit liner stretches for a tight fit with better sensitivity

•   Cut-resistant yarns rated ANSI Level 2

•   Nitrile coating with aggressive dot pattern provides superior grip 
and abrasion resistance

•   Thermal insulation to 265˚ protects hands from hot objects for 
short periods of time

GLV1201

WPL975

•  Constructed from synthetic materials that are both waterproof 
and breathable

•  Features a Thinsulate liner on the inside, a breathable yet 
waterproof lining in the middle and a stretchy nylon/spandex shell on 
the outside

•  Dotted palms are soft and provide extra grip and wear

Max 5.0 Sport Utility Gloves — Triple-layer 
construction for cold, wet jobs.

GLV920

Max 5.0 Sport Utility Gloves
(Specify Size: M, L, XL or XXL)

Item # 1-11 12+

GLV920 • 9.5"L • Thinsulate® Lining $34.05 $32.30

Memphis Ninja® Ice Coated Gloves
(Specify Size: M, L, XL or XXL)

Item # 1-11 12+

WPL975 • Acrylic Fiber Lining • 12 pairs $101 $96BEST 
SELLER!

MAPA® Temp-Dex 710 Heat-Resistant Gloves
(Specify Size: M (7), XL (9) or XXXL (11)

Item # 1-11 12+

GLV1201 • Nitrile Coating • Knit Cuff • Nylon Lining
Dotted Texture on 1 Side • 10 pairs $51.75 $48.60

MAPA® Temp-Dex Plus 720 Heat-Resistant Gloves
(Specify Size: M (7), XL (9) or XXXL (11)

Item # 1-11 12+

GLV1206 • Level 2 • Nitrile Coating • Knit Cuff • Acrylic Fiber Lining  
Dotted Texture on 1 Side • 1 pair $18.10 $17.35

GLV1206
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GLV336

GLV323

•  All coatings offer excellent grip in wet 
conditions; nonallergenic alternative to latex

•  Tear-resistant, seamless nylon knit liner 
has high tensile strength and stretches for a 
tight fit with better sensitivity

•  Low-linting material won’t absorb oil, so 
it’s great for wet or dry use

•  Formfitting and curved to match hand 
contours for minimized fatigue

•  Breathable open back lets heat and 
perspiration dissipate

•  Extended cuff helps keep out dirt; 
reinforced stitching helps prevent fraying

Gloves with the features you need:

•   GLV315, GLV318, GLV323 and GLV340  
feature a nitrile foam coating for 
exceptional grip in wet conditions 

•  GLV307 offers extra puncture and cut 
protection without extra thickness

•  GLV334 has a PVC coating that is highly 
resistant to petroleum products plus a foam 
layer between coating and liner for added 
cushioning and comfort

•   GLV335 has a thin, lightweight 
polyurethane coating with smooth texture 
for excellent grip and sensitivity; 
nonallergenic alternative to latex

•  GLV323 is constructed with a dotted texture 
to provide a firmer, more confident grip, even 
on wet or oily objects

•  GLV340 features a unique waffle texture that 
provides excellent grip and tactile sensitivity

Nylon Coated Gloves — Economical choices deliver 
all-condition grip.

Cotton/Poly-Coated Gloves — Knit lining 
provides comfort in dry handling tasks.

•  Coated gloves grip slippery tools and withstand abrasion 
without the expense of leather

•  Tear-resistant, seamless cotton/poly knit lining is great for dry 
tasks with occasional splashing

•  Thick, puncture-resistant latex coating is economical and 
highly flexible

•  Breathable open back lets heat and perspiration dissipate

Cotton/Poly Coated Gloves
Item # Name Coating Texture Color Sizes Qty/Pkg 1-11 12+

GLV336 Armor Latex Crinkle Gray/Blue S - XL 12 pairs $33.85 $32.15
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Nylon Coated Gloves
Add $3.25 to price shown for XXL (GLV318 only)

Item # Brand Name Coating Texture Color Sizes Qty/Pkg 1-11 12+

GLV315 West Chester N/A Foam Nitrile Smooth Gray/Gray XS - XXL 12 pairs $37 $35

GLV318 Kimberly-
Clark®

KleenGuard® 

G40 Foam Nitrile Smooth Black/Blue S - XXL 12 pairs $81 $77

GLV323 PIP G-Tek® MaxiFlex 
Plus™ II Foam Nitrile Dotted Gray/Black S - XL 12 pairs $77 $73

GLV340 Showa-Best Atlas® Ventilus Foam Nitrile Waffl e Blue/Black S - XL 12 pairs $84 $80

GLV307 PIP G-Tek® NN Nitrile Smooth White/Gray S - XL 12 pairs $30.40 $28.90

GLV334 PIP P-Flex PVC Smooth Gray/Black M - XL 12 pairs $37.20 $35.30

GLV335 Gloves, Inc. Feather Flex Polyurethane Smooth Black/Black S - XL 12 pairs $37.40 $35.50

BEST 
SELLER!

207 Phone: 1-800-HOT-HOGS (468-4647) • Fax: 1-800-621-PIGS (621-7447) • Web: newpig.com

CHECK OUT PIG HAND SAFETY 
TRAINING ON PAGE 253.



Mechanix Wear Gloves — Comfortable, sure-grip 
hand protection that’s worn by the pros.

•    Durable Clarino synthetic leather palm 
is long-lasting and comfortable (GLV705 is 
genuine leather)

•    Lycra sides and spandex back improve 
flexibility, fit and comfort (on most models, 
see newpig.com for full product details)

•    Hook-and-loop closure secures your fit; 
models with elastic cuff only go on faster

•    Machine washable materials and hidden 
seams extend life of gloves

 Gloves with the features you need:

•    WPL838 has a wide-open cuff with gentle 
shirring so gloves go on and off in seconds

•    WPL654 offers all-around hand protection

•    GLV710 features thumb grippers made from 
rubberized tire tread for superior grip

•    GLV806 offers a foam-padded palm and 
molded thermal plastic rubber on back of 
hand and knuckles

•    WPL817 has a double-layer, foam-padded 
palm and molded thermal plastic rubber for 
extra knuckle protection

•    GLV705 features genuine leather palm with 
light foam padding plus molded thermal 
plastic rubber on back and knuckles

Impact Pro Gloves are heavily padded to 
absorb vibration from power tools.

WPL838

GLV806

208 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.

BEST 
SELLER!

PRO-STYLE 
PROTECTION!
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No straps, no snaps. Just a good fit — fast!

Heavily padded gloves protect against 
high impact.

Classic protection, durability and flexibility 
from Mechanix Wear.

Double-padded and reinforced to absorb 
impact and vibration.

All-around hand protection with extra 
features for more grip. 

Rugged gloves meet grip and impact 
demands.

WPL838
FastFit Gloves

WPL654
The Original Gloves

GLV710
The Original Plus Gloves

GLV806
Impact Pro Gloves

WPL817
M-Pact Gloves

GLV705
Heavy-Duty Gloves

Can’t decide which glove’s a fit? 
Call our Tech Team at 1-800-HOT-HOGS!

Select gloves available in:

Blue Red Camo Covert Safety
YellowBlack

Mechanix Wear® Gloves
Item # Name Cuff Padded Location Size Color 1-11 12+

WPL838 FastFit® Elastic Back S - XXL Black, Blue, Red 
or Safety Yellow $19 $18

WPL654 The Original® Hook and Loop None S - XXL 
(S, XXL in Black only)

Black, Blue, Red, 
Camo or Covert $25 $24

GLV710 The Original® Plus Hook and Loop None M - XXL Black $33 $31

GLV806 Impact Pro Elastic Front & Back M - XL Black $38 $36

WPL817 M-Pact® Hook and Loop Front & Back M - XL (Covert not 
available in XL) Black or Covert $42 $40

GLV705 Heavy-Duty Hook and Loop Front & Back M - XXL Black $53 $50

BEST 
SELLER!
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“ Mechanix Gloves — what can I say? 
They’re the best! I’ve avoided so many 
major cuts because I’ve had these 
gloves on. I made them required for my 
advanced students while they’re 
working in the shop area. “

— Joe  WPL838 Customer

“ …What can I 
say? They’re 
the best!”
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CleanTeam Gloves — Great for delicate 
handling or as a liner.

Cotton/Poly Jersey Gloves — Protect your 
hands from scrapes and bumps.

GLV380
•  100% cotton lisle is breathable and comfortable

•  Ambidextrous, with a two-piece reversible pattern 

•  Can be used as a comfortable glove liner

•  Great for packaging/inspection applications or when you need 
to keep small amounts of dirt off hands

•  Cotton/poly blend provides outstanding fit and comfort with 
added durability

•  Protect hands from abrasion and minor cuts

•  Knit cuff keeps particulates out and provides a comfortable fit 

•  Great for general maintenance, warehousing, automotive and 
agricultural work

Uncoated gloves

•  Cotton/poly knit construction wicks sweat and allows air 
circulation; stretches to reduce hand fatigue 

•  Ambidextrous design simplifies inventory 

•  Mediumweight construction (GLV417) balances service 
life with cost

•  Color-coded elastic wrist hems (GLV140) help you identify sizes

PVC-dotted gloves

•  Dotted nubs provide excellent grip and increase abrasion resistance

•  Reversible pattern provides twice the life

•  Seamless construction and poly/cotton blend provide 
breathable comfort

GLV417

String Knit Gloves — The economical heavyweights for warehousing and more.

GLV352

GLV328 GLV140

PIP CleanTeam® Inspection Gloves
(Specify Size: Women’s or Men’s; GLV380 also available in XL)

Item # 1-24 25-49 50+

GLV380 • Lightweight • Unhemmed Cuff • 12 pairs $9.50 $8.95 $8.20

GLV381 • Mediumweight • Unhemmed Cuff • 12 pairs $12.10 $11.30 $10.70

Uncoated Cotton/Poly String Knit Gloves
Item # Brand Gauge Weight Color Coating Sizes Qty 1-11 12+

GLV140 MCR 
Safety 7 Standard Natural N/A XS - L 12

pairs $7.90 $7.55

GLV417 Memphis 
Glove N/A Medium Natural N/A Men, 

Women
12

pairs $6.20 $5.90

PVC Dotted String Knit Gloves
Item # Brand Gauge Weight Color Coating Sizes Qty 1-11 12+

GLV328 Gloves, 
Inc. 7 Heavy Natural

PVC 
dots, 

2 sides

Men, 
Women

12
pairs $15.85 $15.10

Can’t decide which glove’s a fit? 
Call our Tech Team at 1-800-HOT-HOGS!

PIP Cotton/Poly Jersey Gloves
Item # Composition Oz Wrist Liner Sizes Qty 1-11 12-24 25+

GLV352 Cotton/Poly 8 Knit Unlined Men, 
Women 12 pairs $13.95 $13.30 $12.65
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•  Rubberized safety cuff extends protection 
past wrists; holds a sleeve tucked into glove 

•  Gunn construction and wing thumbs 
limit exposed seams to prolong glove life

•  Shirred elastic wrist provides a secure fit 
and helps keep out dirt and debris

•  Shoulder-split leather is inexpensive 
without sacrificing safety

•  Full leather wrap (GLV441, GLV442) 
safeguards first finger; eliminates seam
on outer finger edge

•  Welted seams (GLV463) are strengthened 
by adding an extra strip of leather in 
the seam

•  Great for fabrication, masonry, lumber, 
machinery, railroad, construction, steel 
working and more

Leather Palm Gloves — On a budget? These gloves 
are economical, but a solid choice for durability.

Balance of protection 
and soft flexibility

Incredibly strong 
yet thin for dexterity

GLV458

GLV405

DeerskinGoatskin Cowhide Pigskin

Leather Gloves — Whole-hand protection with dexterity.
Leather gloves are great for foundry work, 
masonry, lumber, machinery, forklifts, 
construction and packaging. All our gloves 
share these features:

•  Gunn construction to limit exposed seams 
and prolong glove life 

•  Shirred elastic wrist to provide a secure fit 
and help keep out dirt and debris

•  Slip-on cuff for easy on/off

•  Top-grain leather is smooth, rugged 
and flexible 

GLV463

GLV418

Won’t get stiff even 
after getting wet

Durability and 
dexterity for any job

GLV410

Leather Palm Gloves
Item # Name Grade of Leather Cuff Padded Liner Sizes Qty 1-4 5-9 10+

GLV441 Value Series Shoulder Split (B/C) 2.5" Safety No L - XL 12 pairs $44 $42 $40

GLV442 Value Series Shoulder Split (B) 2.5" Safety No M - XL 12 pairs $49 $46 $44

GLV463 Economy Shoulder Split 2.5" Safety No Men 12 pairs $45 $43 $41

Lined Leather Gloves
Item # Type of Leather Brand Grade of Leather Liner Sizes Qty 1-4 5-9 10+

GLV418 Pigskin Gloves, Inc. Top Grain Fleece M - XL 12 pairs $120 $114 $108

GLV405 Deerskin Memphis Glove Top Grain Palm, 
Side Split Back Jersey S - XL 1 pair $24.20 $22.95 $21.70

Unlined Leather Gloves
Item # Type of Leather Brand Grade of Leather Sizes Qty 1-4 5-9 10+

WPL483 Cowhide Memphis Glove Premium Top Grain S - XL 1 pair $23.95 $22.70 $21.60

GLV410 Pigskin PIP Economy Top Grain S - XL 12 pairs $99 $94 $90

GLV458 Goatskin Gloves, Inc. A/B Grade M - XL 12 pairs $161 $153 $145

BEST 
SELLER!

WPL483
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Choose the perfect leather work glove in 5 easy steps: 
newpig.com/leather-glove-selection

EXPERT ADVICE

BEST 
SELLER!
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3M Respirators — Get affordable protection from 
airborne hazards with reusable respirators.

•   Lightweight, comfortable thermoplastic respirators accept a 
variety of filters and cartridges (sold separately) to protect against 
specific airborne contaminants

•  Swept-back cartridge design improves balance and field of vision

•  Half-mask design fits comfortably, even over eyeglasses (RSP300)  

•   Full-face design includes a large, hard-coated lens that shields eyes 
and face with wide, unobstructed view (RSP304)

•   For reuse, simply replace used cartridges and filters after 
disassembling and cleaning respirator  (sold separately)

•    Choose cartridges and filters (RSP600–RSP617) with specific 
filter efficiencies (RSP600 requires RSP619 for proper use)

•  Filters and cartridges easily lock into place

RSP610
Multi gas and 
vapor cartridge

RSP300
Half-mask

RSP605
Organic vapor 
cartridge

RSP304

RSP605

•   One-piece design with 
adjustable noseclip 
provides a secure fit 
(3M Part #8210)

•   NIOSH/MSHA approved 
for use with oil-free 
particulate aerosols

•   No maintenance, 
cleaning or spare parts 
to worry about

Dust Mist Respirator — Light-duty N95 
protection from particulate aerosols.

RSP439

Particulate Respirator — Get a great fit 
from Moldex.
•   Exhalation vents and neck cords for 

convenience and performance

•   Moldex Dura-Mesh shell holds its 
shape longer

•   Smooth Softspun lining
won’t irritate skin

•   NIOSH/MSHA 
approved; 95% 
efficient for 
oil-free particulate 
aerosols up to 10X AEL

RSP490

3M N95 Dust Mist Respirator
Item # 1+

RSP439 • 2 Spaghetti Straps • 20/box $25.90

Moldex Particulate Respirator
(Only Available in M/L)

Item # 1-11 12+

RSP490 • N95 • 2 Spaghetti Straps • 20/box $34 $32

RSP491 • N95 • 2 Spaghetti Straps • 10/box $39 $37

RSP491
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3M 6000 Series Half-Mask Respirator
(Specify Size: S, M or L)

Item # 1-4 5+

RSP300 • Adjustable/Elastic Strap $21.15 $20.10

3M 6000 Series Full-Face Respirator
(Specify Size: S, M or L)

Item # 1-4 5+

RSP304 • Adjustable/Elastic Strap $204 $194

3M 6000 Series Cartridges and Filters
Item # 1-4 5+

RSP600 • N95 Pre-Filter • Filters N95 Particulates & Non-oil-Based 
Aerosols • 10/box $27.65 $25.95

RSP605 • Respirator Cartridge • Filters Organic Vapors • 2/bag $20 $19
RSP607 • Respirator Cartridge • Filters Organic Vapors & Acid Gases 
2/bag $21.30 $20.20

RSP610 • Respirator Cartridge • Filters Organic Vapors & Multiple Gases 
2/bag $21.10 $20.05

RSP614 • Respirator Cartridge • Filters P100 Particulates, Oil Mist, 
Organic Vapors & Acid Gases • 2/bag $42 $40

RSP617 • Respirator Cartridge • Filters P100 Particulates, Multiple Gases 
& Oil Mist • 2/bag $43 $41

RSP619 • Filter Retainer • For N95 Pre-fi lters • 20/package $61 $58

BEST 
SELLER!

BEST 
SELLER!

BEST 
SELLER!

TAKE A BREATHER AND CHECK  OUT PIG 
RESPIRATOR BASIC TRAINING ON PAGE 253.



WPL922

WPL911

WPL909

WPL718

Level B
Wear Level B equipment when 
you know the contaminants and 
their concentration. You still need 
the highest level of respiratory 
protection, but there is less concern 
for skin protection.

See pages 214–215

Level C
Wear Level C equipment when 
the contaminant and its 
concentration present minimal 
skin hazard and when the 
concentration of the contaminant 
permits the use of air-purifying 
respirators for protection.

See page 215

Level D
Wear Level D equipment when 
there is no potential for splashes, 
immersion or unexpected 
inhalation of contaminants. 
Provides minimum protection 
with no respiratory protection.

See pages 215–216

Level A
Wear Level A equipment when the 
contaminant is unknown or its 
strength and concentration require a 
high level of protection; when 
responders could come in contact 
with contaminant; or when it has 
been identified as hazardous.

See page 214

Choose the appropriate suit 
level for your application.SUIT UP 

FOR SAFETY

Size matters. Respond to 
hazards in a suit that fits.
This chart is a guide for garment selection, but a proper fit varies 
with individual body shape and underclothing. Always test for 
proper fit before use. Garment performance depends on selecting 
appropriate size. Sizes S–3XL are stock items (4XL is available 
through custom order).

When deciding which size suit to order, consider whether workers 
will be wearing bulky clothing under their suits. If they are, order 
suits one or two sizes larger than the sizing shown above.

Not sure which suit level you need?
Call our Tech Team at 1-800-HOT-HOGS!

”This product is lightweight and made of quality material, doesn’t rip or 
tear like others I have purchased. The price is excellent compared to 
others and it was delivered in a timely manner. New Pig is an excellent 
company to do business with. Keep up the good work.”

       — Chris M.  WPL126 Customer

“ …Doesn’t rip or tear...”
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Train workers on best practices for incidental 
spills with our award-winning PIG Spill 
Response Tactics Training. See TRN100 
and DVD100 on page 251.
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Tychem Level A Suit — 
High-level protection for 
hazmat first responders. 

•   Designed to protect wearers from a 
broad range of chemicals and hazardous 
materials common in industry

•   Also tested against chemical warfare 
agents and suitable for response to 
weapons of mass destruction

•   Fully encapsulating Level B suit 
maximizes chemical protection with 48" 
zippered rear entry port with double storm 
flap and hook-and-loop closure

•   Outside, sewn, heat-sealed seams are 
liquidproof to maximize protection

•   Suit features an expanded back for added 
comfort, elasticized wrists, two exhaust 
ports with shrouds and attached sock boots 
with boot flaps

•   20-mil PVC faceshield permits a broad 
range of vision

Tychem Level B Suit — Fully 
encapsulating suit gives 
field-proven protection.

•   Provides chemical barrier for 8 hours 
against any ASTM F1001 chemical and 
proven against 260 challenge chemicals

•   48" zipper and double-overlapping 
storm flap with hook-and-loop closure 
help block out dangerous vapors
and chemicals

•   Outside, sewn, heat-sealed seams are 
liquidproof to maximize protection

•   Deluxe suit features large 40-mil PVC/10-mil 
PTFE faceshield and heavy-duty 
double-layer gloves

•   Attached sock boots with flaps provide 
leakproof barriers inside outer boots

•   Bright lime green color is highly visible in 
emergency and low-light conditions

•   Includes handy canvas carrying bag to 
keep suit clean and dry before use

Zytron Level A Suit — 
Superior protection with 
taped seams, double flaps.

•   Effective barrier against most organic 
and inorganic chemicals, including acids, 
bases, salts, greases and oils

•   Suits show no permeation breakthrough 
after 8 hours of exposure to the ASTM 
F739-85/ASTM F1001-89 list of 
15 hazardous chemicals and 6 gases

•   Fully encapsulating suit made from 
Zytron material withstands long-term 
contact with wet and dry chemicals

•   Hot-air taped seams and double storm 
flaps maximize strength and help prevent 
chemical penetration

WPL922 WPL854 WPL860

Tychem® BR Level B 
Fully Encapsulating Suit
(Specify Size: L, XL or XXL • Add $10 to price shown for XXL)

Item # 1-6 7+

WPL860 • Zipper Back, Elastic Wrists  
Hood w/ Faceshield, Sock Boots 
w/ Flaps Attached

$330 $312

SEE OUR DECON STATION
ON PAGE 226.
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To determine if a suit will be compatible, check 
the SDS for the chemicals you use. If the SDS 
does not list a specific fabric, our Technical 
Service department can provide chemical-
resistance guides to assist you.

To determine if a suit will be compatible, check
the SDS for the chemicals you use. If the SDS
does not list a specific fabric, our Technical 
Service department can provide chemical-
resistance guides to assist you.

DID YOU KNOW?

Zytron® 500 Level A Suit
(Specify Color:   Charcoal   Orange)
(Specify Size: L/XL or XXL/XXXL • Add $50 to price shown for XXL/XXXL)

Item # 1-2 3+

WPL922 • Zipper Front  
Hood w/ Faceshield, Gloves, 
Sock Boots w/ Flaps Attached 

$1030 $979

Tychem® TK Level A Suit
(Specify: Front or Rear Entry • Specify Size: M, L, XL or XXL)

Item # 1 2+

WPL854 • Zipper Front or Back 
Hood w/ Faceshield, Gloves, Sock Boots 
w/ Flaps Attached

$1322 $1267

BEST 
SELLER!



Zytron Level B/C Coveralls — 
Choose from a variety of suits 
for great chemical protection.
•   Effective against organic and 

inorganic chemicals, including 
many acids, bases, salts, greases 
and oils

•   Attached hood with elastic 
face protects head

•   Zytron 300 material 
withstands significant 
chemical splashes and dry 
particulates (WPL911, WPL912)

•   Zytron material outperforms 
conventional materials on 
chemical hold-out 

•   Zytron 200 material withstands 
moderate chemical splashes 
and dry particulates (WPL909, 
WPL910)

•   Zytron 100XP material 
withstands light chemical 
splashes and dry particulates 
(WPL907, WPL908)

ChemTape — Use this seam-sealing tape 
with chemical-resistant clothing.
•   Ideal for hazmat 

response, this tape 
ensures chemical 
resistance

•   Tears easily by 
hand; protects better 
than duct tape

•   Use to secure 
gloves and boots 
to protective clothing

WPL911

WPL910

WPL591

WPL907

•   Soft, lightweight, spunbond olefin resists 
hazards such as radioactivity, asbestos or 
lead dust

•    Wet or dry, these coveralls remain strong
and flexible to 100°F

•    Biologically inert, low linting, 
minimze static

•    WPL719 has bound seams, zipper front, 
attached hood, elasticized wrists and 
ankles; WPL720 also has attached boots

•   Meets ANSI/ISEA 101-1985 sizing reqs

Tyvek Coveralls — Protect against 
grime, spray and irritating fibers.

Protect arms with 
sleeves (WPL235).

Slip shoe covers 
(WPL233) over shoes.

WPL717

Tyvek® Level D Coveralls
(Specify Size: M, L, XL, XXL or XXXL; WPL718 also available in XXXXL • Add $12.50 to price shown for XXL 
Add $18 to price shown for XXXL and XXXXL)

Item # 1-4 5+

WPL717 • Zipper Front, Open Wrists & Ankles • Collar Attached
Serged Seams • 25/box $170 $160

WPL718 • Zipper Front, Elastic Wrists & Ankles • Collar Attached
Serged Seams • 25/box $189 $180

WPL719 • Zipper Front, Elastic Wrists & Ankles • Hood Attached
Bound Seams • 25/box $213 $202

WPL720 • Zipper Front, Elastic Wrists • Hood & Boots Attached
Bound Seams • 25/box $214 $203

Tyvek® Sleeves
Item # 1-5 6-11 12+

WPL235 • White • 25 pairs $34.80 $33.10 $31.45

Tyvek® Shoe Covers
Item # 1-5 6-11 12+

WPL233 • One Size Fits Most • 25 pairs $38 $36 $34

Zytron® 300 Level B/C Coveralls
(Specify Size: L/XL or XXL/XXXL • Add $2.50 to price shown for XXL/XXXL )

Item # 1 2-5 6+

WPL911 • Zipper Front, Elastic Wrists & Ankles 
Elastic Hood Attached • Hot-air Taped Seams $80 $77 $74

WPL912 • Zipper Front, Elastic Wrists • Elastic Hood, 
Boots Attached • Hot-air Taped Seams $83 $80 $76

Zytron® 200 Level B/C Coveralls
(Specify Size: L/XL or XXL/XXXL • Add $1.50 to price shown for XXL/XXXL )

Item # 1-5 6-23 24+

WPL909 • Zipper Front, Elastic Wrists & Ankles 
Elastic Hood Attached • Bound Seams $33 $32 $31

WPL910 • Zipper Front, Elastic Wrists • Elastic Hood, 
Boots Attached • Bound Seams $34 $33 $32

Zytron® 100XP Level B/C Coveralls
(Specify Size: L/XL or XXL/XXXL • Add $1 to price shown for XXL/XXXL )

Item # 1-5 6-23 24+

WPL907 • Zipper Front, Elastic Wrists & Ankles 
Elastic Hood Attached • Serged Seams $16.25 $15.25 $14.75

WPL908 • Zipper Front, Elastic Wrists • Elastic Hood, 
Boots Attached • Serged Seams $17.55 $16.50 $15.85

BEST 
SELLER!

BEST 
SELLER!

BEST 
SELLER!

ChemTape®

Item # 1-11 12-23 24+

WPL591 • 2"W x 180'L $38.45 $36.45 $34.40
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•   Chemical-resistant suits provide reliable 
protection from dry particulates and 
light splashes

•  Strong serged seams resist stress

•   Elastic wrist and ankle openings help 
keep out chemicals (WPL903, WPL904)

•   Attached hood extends protection to 
head (WPL904)

•   Attached hood and boots protect head 
and feet (WPL905, WPL906)

•    Breathable, spunbond polypropylene material 
keeps workers cool and comfortable

•    Microporous polyethylene film repels liquids 
and blocks out dirt and dust

•    Disposable, single-use design ensures 
full protection every time

•   Use for emergency response, maintenance and 
for limited chemical protection

Cloth-backed tape is 
easy to tear by hand.

•   Secures loose protective clothing and 
withstands tough industrial conditions

•   Polyethylene-coated cloth backing 
resists moisture to maximize sealing

Safe N’ Clean Coveralls — 
Stay cool and comfortable.

Duct Tape — Secure loose 
protective clothing.

 WPL116

WPL266

Chemtex Protective Clothing — Level C 
protection from chemical splashes.

Endurosaf Apron — Provides 
lightweight protection against 
chemicals and oils.

•   Worn alone or with the jacket (WPL136, 
sold below), the overall provides effective 
lower-body splash and dust 
protection; coverall, WPL137, sold below

•   Flame-resistant nylon/
polyester is coated with 
impermeable PVC to 
withstand acids, alkalis, 
oils and other chemicals

•   Heat-welded seams, 
heavy-duty buckles and 
reinforced knees/crotch 
decrease rip-outs

•   Elastic cuffs provide an 
effective seal against 
splashes and particles

•   Nonconductive and 
nonsparking for safety 
around electrical or 
combustible hazards

•  Enduro 2000 composite film provides 
durable protection, even in 
cold temperatures

•  Composite film 
outperforms 
neoprene, nitrile, vinyl 
and other films for use 
in food processing, 
chemical processing 
and labs

•  Liquids roll right 
off satiny smooth 
finish for easy cleaning

•   All-day comfort; 
only weighs 8 oz.

WPL137
Coverall

WPL903 

Zytron® 100 Level D Coveralls
(Specify Size: L/XL, XXL/XXXL • Add $3 to price shown for XXL/XXXL • For WPL906 Add $20 to price shown for XXL/XXXL)

Item # 1-4 5+

WPL903 • Zipper Front, Elastic Wrists & Ankles • Collar Attached • Serged Seams • 12/box $172 $162

WPL904 • Zipper Front, Elastic Wrists & Ankles • Hood Attached • Serged Seams • 12/box $180 $172

WPL905 • Zipper Front, Elastic Wrists • Hood, Boots Attached • Serged Seams • 12/box $204 $192

WPL906 • Zipper Front, Elastic Wrists • Hood, Boots Attached • Bound Seams • 12/box $226 $215

Zytron Coveralls — 
Pick from four styles 
offering Level D protection. 

BEST 
SELLER!

Safe N’ Clean™ SplashGuard Level D Coveralls
(Specify Size: L, XL, XXL or XXXL)

Item # 1-4 5+

WPL116 • Zipper Front, Open Wrists & Ankles • Elastic Hood Attached 
25/box $218 $207

Duct Tape
Item # 1+

WPL266 • 2"W x 180'L $9

Chemtex Protective Clothing
(Specify Size: M, L, XL or XXL)

Item # 1-4 5+

WPL135 • Level C Bib Overall • Suspenders, Elastic Ankles & Waist $33 $31

WPL136 • Level C Jacket with Hood • Snap Front, Elastic Wrists
Drawstring Hood Attached $44 $42

WPL137 • Level C Coverall with Hood • Snap Front, Elastic Wrists & 
Ankles • Drawstring Hood Attached $70 $67

WPL135
Bib

WPL136
Jacket

Endurosaf® Apron
(Specify Color:    Blue   White)

Item # 1-11 12+

WPL139 • No Pockets $26.30 $25.05

WPL905

BEST 
SELLER!

WPL139
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•   Heavy-duty nitrile blend 
protects against chemicals, oils, 
alkalis and animal fats, even in 
cold temperatures

•   Tough nitrile blend 
withstands demanding 
industrial settings

•   Lightweight comfort and 
heavy-duty protection; only 
weighs 18 oz.

•   Reinforced, rustproof grommets 
support straps and protect 
against rips and tears

Heavy-Duty Apron — 
Protects against acids, 
solvents and chemicals.

WPL140
WPL865

Hycar Heavy-Duty Apron
Item # 1-11 12+

WPL140 • No Pockets $29.45 $28

•   ANSI-compliant solid polyester fabric with fire-retardant treatment 
helps protect workers from flames

•  Fire-retardant treatment lasts up to 25 washings

•   3M Scotchlite fire-retardant 2" reflective material is ANSI 107 
compliant to Class 2

•   Hook-and-loop 
closure for 
easy on/off

NOTE: Not recommended 
for arc flash applications. 

•   State-of-the-art design and construction maximize protection 
against hazardous chemicals

•   Made of special polymer compound with steel toe and midsole

•   Sure-grip sole provides traction 

•   Exceeds NFPA 1991 and 1994 requirements for chemical 
permeation and flammability

GloWear Class 2 Vest — Fire-retardant, 
hi-viz design enhances safety on any job.

HazProof Boots — Specific sizing and 
unique closure for easy on/off. 

WPL145

GloWear® High Visibility Vest 
with FR Treatment 
(Specify Size: S/M, L/XL, 2X/3X or 4X/5X)

Item # 1-4 5+

WPL145 $46 $44

WPL672

HazProof™ Boots
(Specify Size: 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 or 13)

Item # 1-2 3+

WPL672 • 11"H $123 $117

•   Seamless, injection-molded PVC/urethane construction maximizes 
protection against wet, chemical and electrical hazards 

•   Exceeds ANSI and CSA standards for dielectric footwear; meets 
NFPA 1991 and 2005 requirements

•   WPL865 has a wide opening and pull/kick tabs for easy use with a 
Level A chemical protective suit

Hazmax Boots — Protect yourself against 
chemical and electrical hazards.

WPL32

HAZMAX® Steel Toe Boots
(Specify Size for WPL32: 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 or 15)

Item # 1-5 6-11 12+

WPL32 • Regular • 16"H $140 $134 $127
(Specify Size for WPL865: M - fits men’s 9-10, L - fits men’s 11-12 or XL - fits men’s 13-15)

Item # 1-5 6+

WPL865 • Ez-fi t • 11"H $133 $126

BEST 
SELLER!
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Disposable Latex Response Boots
(Specify Size: L (7-8), XL (10-12) or XXL (13-16))

Item # 1-11 12-23 24+

WPL241 • 12"H $8.45 $7.95 $7.55

Disposable PVC Boot Protector
(Specify Size: M (6-8), L (9-11) or XL (12-14))

Item # 1-11 12-23 24+

WPL222 • 15"H $5.50 $5.20 $4.95

218 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.

•   High-quality boots fit over other boots/shoes to add protection 
from acids, alcohols and salts

•   Features smooth inside finish for easy on/off and non-skid sole for 
use on smooth surfaces

•   Disposable yellow latex boots are .60 mm gauge rubber for 
reliable performance without rips or tears

•   Yellow, 15"-high PVC boots have elasticized tops to add splash 
protection; excellent in damp environments

•   .22 mm thick with 0.5 mm waffle-tread sole for extra durability 
and traction

•   Superior resistance proven against 280 
harsh chemicals

•   Wear 2.7-mil booties as a boot liner or 
outer layer

•   Five-layer, lightweight design provides 
strength and protection for tough jobs

•   Treaded sole for slip-resistant traction 
and four-way self-cleaning cleats that 
prevent grime buildup

•   Seamless, injection-molded construction for 
leakproof protection

•   Fold-over flap with two snap positions 
adjusts fit and helps seal out dirt 
and moisture

•   Two-ply cushioned sole reduces fatigue 
from standing or walking on hard surfaces

•   Covers strap on without binding and 
adjust to most footwear

•   Chemical- and oil-resistant sole adds 
traction to help reduce slips and falls

•   Also insulates feet from cold cement 
floors to increase worker comfort

Latex Response Boots — Fit over your 
shoes to guard from chemical splashes.

PVC Boot Protector — Tall boots guard 
shoes and feet from splashes.

4"H Booties — Wear as a liner 
or outer layer for protection 
from harsh chemicals.

PVC Overboots — These slip-
resistant boots are great for 
wet work.

ErgoMates Shoe Covers — Get 
the feeling of walking on an 
antifatigue mat.

WPL241 WPL222

WPL883

WPL880

Disposable 4H™ Booties
(One Size Fits All)

Item # 1-11 12-23 24+

WPL583 • 16"H $15.35 $14.50 $14.05

NORTH

WPL583

PVC Overboots
(Specify Size: M (8-9), L (10-11), XL (12-13) or XXL (14-15))

Item # 1-5 6+

WPL883 • 17"H $38 $36

ErgoMates™ Anti-Fatigue Shoe Covers
(Specify Size: S (5-7), M (8-10), L (11-14) or XL (14-16))

Item # 1-4 5+

WPL880 • 1 pair $75 $70
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Hard Hat — Reliable head protection 
doesn’t have to cost an arm and a leg.

•  HDPE shell offers excellent head 
protection along with dielectric 
protection up to 20,000 volts

•  Features four-point suspension, 
absorbent brow guard and 
rear foam pad 

•  Complies with 
ANSI Z89.1 for Type I, 
Class C, E and G 
head protection

PLS1549 GLS112

Standard Hard Hat
(Specify Color:   Blue    White    Yellow)

Item # 1-9 10+

PLS1549 $11.90 $11.05

GLS471

GLS470

Mirage Eyewear — Our most affordable 
glasses still offer reliable ANSI protection.
•   Bulk purchase of this economical design can supply visitors, 

temporary employees and everyday use-and-toss jobs

•   Optically correct, distortion-free lens won’t impair vision

•   Meets the ”High Impact” level of the ANSI Z87.1 Safety Standard

•   Mirage Small (GLS112) offers a better fit for narrow faces

Mirage Small™ Eyewear
Item # 1-9 10+

GLS112 • Clear Lens • Clear Frame $1.70 $1.65

Mirage™ Eyewear
Item # 1-9 10+

GLS470 • Clear Lens • Clear Frame $1.90 $1.75

GLS471 • Smoke Lens • Smoke Frame $2.10 $2

BEST 
SELLER!

•   Original (GLS500 and GLS501) are scratch-resistant and ultralight 
for all-day comfort; flexible temples 

•   Squared (GLS503 and GLS504) have a square lens design with 
soft, pliable rubber temples and nosepieces for all-day comfort

•   Each pack of Gumballs (GLS502) comes in ten stylish colors; 
scratch-resistant, ultralight, and designed to fit smaller faces 

•   All styles designed to meet and exceed ANSI Z87.1 Safety 
Standards for impact protection

GLS502

GLS500

GLS504

GLS501

StarLite Gumballs (GLS502) 
come in a variety pack of 
ten colors.

GLS503

StarLite Safety Glasses — Where safety meets style.

StarLite® Safety Glasses
Item # 1-9 10+

GLS500 • Original • Clear Lens • Clear Frame $2.40 $2.25

GLS501 • Original • Gray Lens • Black Frame $2.75 $2.60

GLS503 • Squared • Clear Lens • Clear Frame $2.95 $2.80

GLS504 • Squared • Gray Lens • Black Frame $3.30 $3.10

GLS502 • SM Gumballs® • Clear Lens • 10/box - Color variety pack $25.15 $23.90

NEW!



Law™ Safety Glasses
Item # 1-9 10+

GLS480 • Clear Lens • Clear Frame $3.05 $2.90

GLS481 • Gray Lens • Gray Frame $3.20 $3.05

GLS482 • Indoor/Outdoor Lens • Clear Frame $4.05 $3.85

GLS135

GLS137

GLS136

220 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.

GLS480

Law Glasses — Get style, protection and 
value in this featherweight design.

Veratti Eyewear — Here’s 
affordable protection with 
a sleek, lightweight design.

Cyclone Glasses — Lens 
options and rubber temples 
provide a high-end feel.

•   Frameless, one-piece design is extremely 
lightweight and comfortable

•   ScratchCoat-treated to help prevent scuffs 
and scratches

•   Polycarbonate lens filters out 99.9% of 
harmful UV

•   Meets ANSI Z87.1 Safety Standard for 
impact protection

•   Impact- and scratch-resistant 
polycarbonate lens maximizes protection 
against 99.9% of harmful UVA and UVB

•   Seamless wraparound lens provides 
distortion-free vision and clarity

•   Meets and exceeds ANSI Z87.1 Safety 
Standards for impact protection

•  Clear lens (GLS100) ideal for inside work

GLS454

•   Distortion-free polycarbonate lenses reduce eye fatigue 

•   Rubber-tipped temples deliver comfort; soft rubber nosepiece 
helps keep glasses in place, especially in heat

•   Tough polycarbonate lens protects against impact and 
99.9% of UV rays

•   Exceeds ANSI Z87.1 Safety Standard

•  Clear lens is ideal for inside work

•  Strong polycarbonate design weighs less than four quarters and 
meets ANSI Z87.1 Safety Standard 

•   Features soft, flexible rubber nose bridge and no-slip,
low-pressure thermal plastic rubber temple inserts

•   Lenses block 99.9% of harmful UV rays with superior 
scratch resistance

DeWalt Eyewear — Economical design still 
delivers a comfortable fit.

Veratti® 2000 Eyewear
Item # 1-9 10+

GLS454 • Clear Lens • Clear Frame $2.85 $2.70

•   Coated polycarbonate lens resists 
scratching and exceeds ANSI Z87.1 
Safety Standard

•   Curved single lens wraps around to 
protect from all angles and provide 
full panoramic view

•   99% protection from harmful 
UVA and UVB rays

Ztek Eyewear — Impact 
protection without added 
frills or cost.

GLS160

GLS157

Ztek® Economy Eyewear
Item # 1-9 10+

GLS157 • Clear Lens • Clear Frame $3.05 $2.90

GLS160 • Indoor/Outdoor Lens  
Clear Frame $3.55 $3.40

Cyclone Safety Glasses
Item # 1-9 10+

GLS100 • Clear Lens • Black Frame $5.90 $5.60

GLS139 • Gray Lens • Black Frame $7.35 $7.15

GLS138 • Indoor/Outdoor Lens
Black Frame $7.35 $7.15

DeWalt® CONTRACTOR PRO™ Eyewear
Item # 1-9 10+

GLS135 • Clear Lens • Clear Frame $3.60 $3.50

GLS136 • Smoke Lens • Black Frame $4.40 $4.15

GLS137 • Indoor/Outdoor Lens • Clear Frame $4.75 $4.50

GLS100

GLS139

GLS138
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GLS481

GLS482



•   Flexible, durable frame expands for larger faces, and temples can 
spread to fit on hard hat when not in use; pivot point is located 
behind temple to relieve pressure

•   Exceeds ANSI Z87.1 Safety Standard 

•   Protects against 99.9% of harmful UVA and UVB radiation

NASCAR Eyewear — 
Sleek, sporty look is a 
winner with race fans.

•   Frameless, translucent 
wraparound design with 
NASCAR logo imprinted 
on temple

•    Padded inner brow and nosepiece 
rest comfortably on face

•    ScratchCoat protects lenses 
from scuffs and scratches

•   Meets ANSI Z87.1 
Safety Standard

•   Wraparound lens improves 
impact resistance, peripheral 
vision, fashionable appearance 
and worker acceptance

•   Clear lens ideal for indoor use, 
gray lens for outdoor use or 
blue lens for low-light conditions GLS453

GLS451

GLS184

GLS450

GLS182

GLS183

GLS186

Nemesis Safety Glasses — They flex to fit 
larger faces or over hard hats.

Exeter Eyewear — Curved 
lens and side windows for 
wide-angle protection.

Magnifying Glasses — 
No need to switch to 
bifocals! 

Dispenser — Mounts easily 
wherever safety glasses 
are required.

•   Sporty, streamlined appearance and 
panoramic view

•   Coated polycarbonate lens resists scratching 
and fogging and exceeds ANSI Z87.1 
Safety Standard

•   Pressure-free fit for all-day comfort

•   99% protection from harmful UVA and 
UVB rays

•   Built-in, 28 mm ”reading lenses” are placed 
away from direct line of sight to limit 
distraction; choose magnification strength 
from +1.5 to +3.0 (increments of +0.5)

•   Economical, lightweight frameless style, 
flexible temples and saddle-bridge 
nosepiece

•    Exceed ANSI Z87.1 Safety Standard; 
99% protection from UVA, UVB rays

•   PPE that’s easy to see and access is more 
likely to be used

•   Highly visible green message reminds 
that safety glasses are required

•   Durable, scratch-resistant, clear 
acrylic allows at-a-glance inventory checks

•   Holds over 20 pairs of safety glasses 
(sold separately) in nearly any brand 
or style

GLS154

GLS153

Exeter™ High Fashion Eyewear
Item # 1-9 10+

GLS153 • Clear Lens • Black Frame $5.95 $5.60

GLS154 • Gray Lens • Black Frame $6.55 $6.20

Nemesis™ Safety Glasses
Item # 1-9 10+

GLS182 • Clear Lens • Black Frame $6.50 $6.15

GLS183 • Gray Lens • Black Frame $6.70 $6.40

GLS184 • Indoor/Outdoor Lens • Black Frame $6.55 $6.25

GLS186 • Blue Mirror Lens • Black Frame $7.55 $7.15

NASCAR® GT Eyewear
Item # 1-9 10+

GLS450 • Clear Lens • Clear Frame $5.15 $4.90

GLS451 • Gray Lens • Black Frame $5.95 $5.65

GLS453 • Blue Mirror Lens • Black Frame $8.40 $8
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GLS172

Acrylic Safety Glass Dispenser
Item # 1-3 4+

GLS172 $105 $100

GLS170

ZENON Z12R Magnifying 
Safety Glasses

(Specify Diopter: 1.5, 2, 2.5 or 3)

Item # 1-3 4+

GLS170 • Clear Lens • Clear Frame $5.70 $5.45
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GLS150
GLS585

•   Comfortable over prescription 
eyewear or on their own

•   Single-lens design with side shields 
surrounds eyes for protection

•   Coated, 100% polycarbonate lens resists 
scratching and impact; exceeds ANSI 
Z87.1 Safety Standard

•  99% protected from UVA and UVB rays

•   Fits easily over low-profile prescription 
eyewear up to 5"W x 1"H

•   ScratchCoat 100% polycarbonate lens 
provides scratch resistance and high 
impact protection

•  99% protected from UVA and UVB rays

•   Meets and exceeds ANSI Z87.1 and 
CSA Z94.3-2007 Safety Standards

•   Clear lens (GLS587) ideal for indoor work 

•  Gray lens (GLS588) ideal for outdoor work 

•   Sleek, modern design is roomy enough to 
fit over glasses; sized to fit most people

•   Flexible, polycarbonate clear lens and body 
construction provides impact protection

•   Extended, integrated side shields, 
99.9% UV resistance, comfortable nosepiece

•  Ideal for site visitors or general use

•   Meets ANSI Z87.1-2010 Safety 
Standard for high impact requirements

Over-The-Glass Eyewear — 
Use with/without glasses.

Veratti OTG Glasses — Ban 
the bulk! Sleek fitting OTG.

Tour-Guard Glasses — 
Economical OTG protection.

222 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.

OTS® Over-The-Glass 
Safety Eyewear
Item # 1-9 10+

GLS150 • Clear Lens • Black Frame $4.75 $4.55

GLS152 • Indoor/Outdoor Lens
Black Frame $5 $4.80

BEST 
SELLER!

•   Polycarbonate lens shields eyes with low-
profile, ergonomic design that’s 
appealing to wear

•   Lens offers a wide area of vision and 
blocks 99% of harmful UVA and UVB rays

•   One-piece, 100% polycarbonate lens is 
coated to resist scratching and fogging 
and exceeds ANSI Z87.1 Safety Standard

XPR36 Goggle — 
Comfortable protection 
against chemical splashes.

Wheelz Goggles — No-fog 
eyewear with dust and 
impact protection.

Cyclone Goggles — Special 
inserts offer two-in-one 
protection.

GLS181

XPR36 Goggle
Item # 1-11 12+

GLS181 • Polycarbonate Lens  
Clear Frame $16.45 $15.60

Veratti® MINI OTG™  
Safety Glasses
Item # 1-9 10+

GLS587 • Clear Lens • Clear Frame $4.55 $4.35

GLS588 • Gray Lens • Clear Frame $4.75 $4.55

GLS587

GLS588

GLS505

Wheelz® Goggles
Item # 1-9 10+

GLS505 • Clear Lens • Clear Frame $5.75 $5.45

GLS506 • Gray Lens • Black Frame $6.25 $5.95

Cyclone® Goggles
Item # 1-9 10+

GLS507 • Clear Lens • Clear Frame $7.95 $7.55

•   Resist fogging in humidity, heat or cold; 
they also offer dust and impact protection

•   GLS505 has clear lens for indoor work 
and GLS506 has gray lens for glare 
reduction; each have a lightweight, flexible 
frame for comfort

•    Meets and exceeds ANSI Z87.1 Safety 
Standards for impact protection

•   Convert from impact-only to impact and 
splash protection via removable inserts

•   With inserts in, goggles provide impact 
and splash protection for working with liquids

•   With inserts removed, two rows of vents 
along brow and on underside keep air 
circulating to help clear fog

•    Meets and exceeds ANSI Z87.1 Safety 
Standards for impact protection

NEW!

NEW!

GLS506

GLS507

Tour-Guard™ V Safety Glasses
Item # 1-5 6-11 12+

GLS585 • Clear Lens 
Clear Frame $3.30 $3.15 $3.05

GLS586 • Clear Lens 
Clear Frame • 20/dispenser $52 $51 $49
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 Faceshields

•   Rigid plastic station with mirror holds 
one bottle of solution and up to four boxes 
of tissues

•   Hi-viz, easily accessed station encourages 
regular cleaning of glasses and goggles

•   Offer one-at-a-time dispensing to help 
limit usage and minimize waste

•   Silicone- and alcohol-free solution is safe 
and effective for any lens, even those 
treated to prevent fogging or scratching

Lens Cleaning Station — Clean eyewear provides safer 
working conditions.

GLS175

Premoistened 
towelettes contain no 
silicone or alcohol.

GLS179

uvex clear® Lens 
Cleaning Station
Item # 1-5 6+

GLS175 • uvex clear® Lens 
Cleaning Station $55 $53

GLS175 Contents • 1 Station w/ Mirror • 1 16 oz. Lens Cleaning 
Solution • 4 500 ct. Lens Cleaning Tissues • 1 Mounting Hardware 

GLS176 • uvex clear® Lens Cleaning 
Solution • 1 - 16 oz. bottle $6 $5.75

uvex clear® 
Lens Cleaning Towelettes
Item # 1-9 10+

GLS179 • 100/box $16 $15.25

Splash GoggleGear — 
Lightweight, face-
conforming protection.

AO Tuffmaster® Faceshield/
Headgear System
Item # 1-9 10+

GLS382 • Ratchet Suspension 
Headgear for AO Tuffmaster Faceshields $29.65 $28.15

GLS383 • Faceshield Window 
Propionate Plastic $11.50 $10.95

Beyond The Standard™�

Sperian Faceshield/
Headgear System
Item # 1-11 12+

GLS204 • Headgear for Faceshields $18 $17
GLS204-0001 • Faceshield Window  
Propionate Plastic $7.70 $7.30

GLS204-0002 • Faceshield Window  
Polycarbonate $11.10 $10.55

GLS204

•   Sponge-padded sweatband 
prevents splashes from running down 
inside faceshield 

•   Choose chemical-resistant propionate 
or scratch-resistant polycarbonate 
faceshield lenses; ANSI Z87.1 compliant

Faceshield/Headgear — 
Chem and spark protection.

GLS204-0001

•   Designed to maximize protection, 
support and comfort with inside-mount 
window and five-position crown strap

•   Precision ratcheting adjustment makes 
getting a comfortable fit quick and easy

•   Clear propionate window offers excellent 
chemical resistance (GLS383); 
ANSI Z87.1 compliant

GLS383

Faceshield System — 
Change windows quickly. 

Headgear 
and lens sold 
separately.

Headgear 
and lens sold 
separately.

Goggle and Faceshield — 
Use both for splash safety.

Can be 
worn with 
respirator.

•   Polycarbonate faceshield includes 
FogGard Plus MonoGoggle  for primary and 
secondary splash and impact protection

•   Shield features winged design that extends 
below chin and around sides of face; keeps 
chemical splashes away from face

•   ANSI Z87.1 compliant to help protect 
against impact

•   Adds protection to disposable respirator 
(not included)

GLS374

GLS382
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•   Lightweight ellipsoidal Lexa 
polycarbonate lens extends viewing 
range; just 1.8 oz

•   Soft PVC shroud conforms to the face; 
indirect venting prevents fogging; DX 
Anti-Fog Hard Coat lens resists fogging, 
scratching, static and most chemicals

•  ANSI Z87.1 compliant for impact

BEST 
SELLER!

Splash GoggleGear™

Item # 1-9 10+

GLS380 • Polycarbonate Lens 
PVC Shroud • Clear Frame $17.10 $16.20

Beyond The Standard™�

MonoShield™ Goggle 
with Faceshield
Item # 1-9 10+

GLS374 • Polycarbonate Lens
Clear Frame $50 $48



•   Convenient, open-front dispenser 

•   Hi-viz green draws attention; reminds 
workers that ear plugs are required

•   Lightweight acrylic is strong, durable 
and scratch resistant

•   Hinged lid keeps out dust and dirt; 
top-loading design simplifies refilling

•   Holds over 200 pairs of ear plugs 
(sold separately)

Ear Plug Dispenser — 
Handy dispenser mounts 
wherever it’s needed. 

HNG217

•   Red, white and blue ear plugs dampen noise while pumping up 
American pride; corded (HNG202) and uncorded (HNG201)

•  Smooth, soil-resistant skin keeps plugs clean and lint-free

•  Highly formable polyurethane foam for a consistent, comfortable fit

•   Noise reduction rating (NRR) of 33 for compliance with regulations 
while safeguarding workers

HNG201
HNG202

MAX USA Ear Plugs — Maximum comfort 
and performance in patriotic colors.

HNG122
HNG120

•   One-size-fits-all ear plugs provide all-day hearing protection with 
high attenuation; corded (HNG122) and uncorded (HNG120)

•  Soft foam expands to conform to the shape of your ear canal

•  Handy dispenser box contains 200 individually packaged pairs

•   Noise reduction rating (NRR) of 29 for compliance with regulations 
while safeguarding workers

E-A-R Classic Plugs — Proven performers 
for general hearing protection.

HNG220 HNG221HNG207

MAX Ear Plugs — Count on 
comfort and protection.
•   Smooth, soil-resistant skin keeps plugs clean 

and lint-free; flared and tapered

•   Highly formable polyurethane foam provides 
a consistent, comfortable fit

•  Noise reduction rating (NRR) of 33

•  Rated NRR 33, the highest noise reduction 
available in an earplug

•  Contoured shape follows the curve of the 
ear canal, even at its narrowest point; 
creates less pressure for superior fit

•   Soft, lightweight, and with a wide base for 
easy insertion and removal

•  Bright green is highly visible for 
compliance checks; latex-free foam

Meteors Ear Plugs — 
Contoured design delivers 
NRR 33 hearing protection.

224 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.

MAX® USA Ear Plugs
Item # 1-9 10+

HNG201 • NRR 33 • Uncorded - Disposable • 200 pairs/box $46 $44
HNG202 • NRR 33 • Corded - Disposable • 100 pairs/box $42 $40

E-A-R® Classic™ Plugs
Item # 1-4 5+

HNG120 • NRR 29 • Uncorded - Disposable • 200 pairs/dispenser $40 $38
HNG122 • NRR 29 • Corded - Disposable • 200 pairs/dispenser $77 $73

NOISE REDUCTION RATING (NRR)
IS HOW MANY DECIBELS  

EARPLUGS LOWER THE NOISE LEVEL.

MAX® Ear Plugs
Item # 1-9 10+

HNG207 • NRR 33 • Uncorded - 
Disposable • 200 pairs/box $49 $47

HNG208 • NRR 33 • Corded - 
Disposable • 100 pairs/box $40 $38

Meteors® Disposable Ear Plugs
Item # 1-9 10+

HNG220 • NRR 33 • Uncorded - 
Disposable • 200 pairs/box $45 $43

HNG221 • NRR 33 • Corded - 
Disposable • 100 pairs/box $44 $42

BEST 
SELLER!
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HNG208

Acrylic Ear Plug Dispenser
Item # 1-3 4+

HNG217 • 8"W x 12"L x 13"H $118 $111



HNG159

Quiet Ear Plugs — Self-adjusting plugs 
require no rolling.

PlugStation Dispenser — High-performance 
protection without the hassle of bags.

HNG193

HNG194

Quiet™ Reusable Ear Plugs
Item # 1-9 10+

HNG159 • NRR 26 • Corded • 100 pairs/box $97 $92

Ear Plugs in PlugStation® Dispenser
Item # 1-3 4+

HNG193 • SparkPlugs® • NRR 33 • Uncorded - Disposable
Multi-color • 250 pairs/dispenser $51 $49

HNG194 • Pura-Fit® • NRR 33 • Uncorded - Disposable
Green • 250 pairs/dispenser $60 $57

•   Unique design self-adjusts for a custom fit in your ear canal 
without the hassle of rolling and waiting for protection

•   Patented sanitary finish stays clean longer; just wash and reuse

•   Contoured shape with external flare provides secure fit without 
uncomfortable pressure

•   Noise reduction rating (NRR) of 26

Extreme Performance Ear Muffs — Protect 
your ears with liquid-filled muffs.
•   Liquid/foam-filled pads provide excellent protection without 

sacrificing all-day comfort; NRR of 30

•   Ear cup pivot points tilt for optimum comfort and noise reduction

•   Stainless steel headband provides a secure, comfortable fit

Hi-Visibility Terminator Ear Muffs — 
Comfortable hearing protection.
•   Noise reduction rating (NRR) of 29

•   Reflective material on the headband provides visibility at night

•   Ear cushions have soft foam filling to provide a comfortable seal

•   Padded, moisture-wicking headband is adjustable for any 
head size

•  Folds compact for easy storage

BEST 
SELLER!

•   Wall-mountable, high-
visibility dispenser 
increases compliance by 
making it easy to find and 
encouraging use

•   Sealed design keeps plugs 
dry and clean without trash 
from individual packages

•  Dispenses SparkPlugs Ear Plugs 
or Pura-Fit Ear Plugs; both 
styles provide noise reduction 
rating (NRR) of 33

•  Dispenses plugs one at a 
time with a simple twist to 
reduce waste

•   Entire dispenser is 100% 
recyclable when empty HNG193

HNG184
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Extreme Performance Ear Muffs
Item # 1-9 10+

HNG184 • NRR 30 $40 $38
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HNG595 HNG595 Brightly colored 
earcups in hi-viz lime or hi-viz 
orange are easy to see.

Hi-Visibility Terminator™ 29 Ear Muffs

(Specify Color:   Lime     Orange)    

Item # 1-9 10+

HNG595 • NRR 29 $23 $22

NEW!

SEE PIG PERSONAL PROTECTIVE 
EQUIPMENT TRAINING ON PAGE 253.
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•   Fast deployment: simple assembly takes 
less than 10 minutes

•   Weighs only 26 lbs. for easy handling

•   Removes chemicals and other hazardous 
substances 

•   Removable spray wand connects to any 
standard garden hose (hose not 
included); shut-off valve controls flow

•   Pool holds wastewater to prevent 
environmental contamination; ground tarp 
gives extra protection to ground and pool

Portable Decon Station — Quickly assemble this onsite 
decontamination station in emergency situations.

PLS1540

•   Ideal for installation in high-risk 
areas to provide onsite initial 
treatment

•   Chrome-plated brass valves stay 
open until manually closed for 
complete decontamination

•   Axion MSR eye wash head 
design works 
more effectively 
with natural eye 
function than 
standard eye 
washes

•   Inverted streams 
contact eye at the 
inner corner and sweep 
contaminants toward the outside 
edge; helps stop contaminants 
from flowing into other eye or 
draining into nasal cavities

•   Nearly vertical streams reach 
zero velocity and softly puddle in 
midair before falling for a gentler, 
fuller flush

•   Face wash nozzles also use inverted 
streams to flush entire face as 
eyes are cleaned

•   Antimicrobially treated 
head prevents the growth 
of mold and mildew

•  ANSI Z358.1 compliant

ABS plastic 
showerhead is 
corrosion resistant 
and highly visible.

Drench Shower and Eye 
Wash — Install one unit 
for total body and MSR 
face decontamination.

PLS1358

•   Tester catches water and channels it to 
a floor drain or container, keeping floors dry

•    12"-diameter funnel made of clear vinyl 
with reinforced top opening; durable 
material keeps its shape and allows 
easy inspection 

•   Attached 25' flat vinyl 
hose has 2" dia.; 
drains up 
to 20 gallons 
per minute

•   Has mounting 
bracket, hooks; 
installs easily on 
most dome-style 
drench showers

Installs in seconds 
with included 
hardware.

TLS609

Portable Decon Station
Item # 1 2+

PLS1540 • Zytron® 500 Decon Shower 
& Pool • Holds 185 gal. $1470 $1398

PLS1540 Contents • 1 Yellow Ground Tarp • 1 Canvas Carrying Bag  
1 Spray Wand • 1 PVC Frame • 1 Zytron® Pool • 1 Instructions

PIG® Drench Shower Tester
Item # 1+

TLS609 • For Drench Showers $151

 Shower Tester — Stay dry while you comply with 
ANSI shower-testing regs.
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Free-Standing Drench 
Shower & Eye Wash
Item # 1-2 3+

PLS1358 • Pedestal Mount  
Flow Rate Eyewash - 3.7 gal/Minute, 
Shower - 20 gal/Minute

$1210 $1148

Did you know there are standards and requirements for eyewash stations 
and drench showers?
See them at newpig.com/eyewash-drenchshower-standards

EXPERT ADVICE

TLS609



•   Just pull wide handle for instant activation

•   Unique nozzle design provides soft ribbon 
of solution at room temperature

•   Constant flow rate exceeds 0.4 gpm for 
15 minutes; SEI-certified to meet 
ANSI Z358.1

•   Solution remains pure until activated; lasts 
up to 24 months

•   Requires two 
replaceable, factory-
sealed cartridges of 
saline solution 
(PLS714, sold 
separately)

•   Hi-viz green station 
stands out in low 
lighting and when 
vision is blurred

•   Install using included 
wall mounting 
bracket

•   Separate mobile 
cart (PLS715) 
adds portability; 
even holds 
the container

Emergency Eye Wash Station — No plumbing 
required for this low-hassle eye wash.

PLS713

PLS715 

PLS713

Aquarion Eye Wash — Low-maintenance 
eye wash uses factory-sealed cartridges.

•   Sturdy stainless steel tank withstands 
industrial worksites; built-in handles

•   Fill unit with potable water and add 
preservative to keep clean 

•   Eye wash heads create gentle cleansing 
streams when activated by push handle

Portable Eye Wash Unit — 
Provide any worksite with 
ANSI-compliant flushing.

•   Eye wash unit has a 
14-gallon capacity, but 
extends only 91⁄2" 
from wall when 
retractable tray is 
not in use

•   Pinch-valve design and 
pivoting tray activate 
unit and ensure flow 
within 1 second

•   Steady flow rate 
of 0.4 gpm for 
15 minutes meets 
requirements of 
ANSI Z358.1

•   Separate 5-minute fill 
line meets requirements 
for personal eye wash

•   Rugged handles make 
unit easy to carry to 
outdoor worksites

Gravity-Fed Eye Wash — Get full ANSI flow 
in a unit that won’t take up aisle space.

Hydrosep Additive (PLS726) 
preserves water for up to 
120 days.

PLS724

PLS1617

Bradley® Portable Eye 
Wash/Drench Hose Unit
Item # 1+

PLS1617 • Holds 10 gal.  
Flow Rate .4 gal/Minute Minimum $1473

Fendall PureFlow 1000® Emergency Eye Wash Station 
Item # 1+

PLS713 • Emergency Eye Wash Station • Holds 7 gal.
Flow Rate .4 gal/Minute Minimum $539

PLS714 • Fluid Cartridges • 2 - 3.5 gal. Cartridges $220
PLS715 • Mobile Cart $625

BEST 
SELLER!

Encon® Gravity-Fed Portable Eye Wash
Item # 1+

PLS724 • Holds 14 gal. • Flow Rate .4 gal/Minute Minimum $385
PLS726 • Hydrosep® Water Treatment Additive • 4 - 8 oz. Bottles $43

•   Multiple points of 
inspection include a usage 
seal on the tray, side windows 
for quick inspections and a 
removable lid for thorough 
inspection of cartridges

•   Factory-sealed cartridges 
are ideal when a direct 
plumbing line is inaccessible or 
inconvenient

•   Sleek design avoids crevices 
to help prevent the growth of 
mold, fungus and bacteria

•   High-visibility eye wash is ANSI 
Z358.1 compliant

•   One-step activation; just pull 
down the tray and water flow 
begins

•   Fluid cartridges (PLS456, sold 
separately) provide a 0.4 gpm 
eye wash for up to 15 minutes
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PLS455

Aquarion™ Eye Wash Station
Item # 1+

PLS455 • Holds 7.4 gal. • Flow Rate .4 gal/Minute Minimum $501
PLS456 • Fluid Cartridges • 2 - 3.7 gal. Cartridges $289

PLS456

PLS455

BEST 
SELLER!



•  Universal mount connects eyewash to any 
standard or gooseneck faucet to provide an 
unlimited water supply

•  Won’t interfere with normal sink 
operation; water flows through until 
knob is pulled to 
activate eyewash

•  Integral flow 
control produces 
0.4 gpm steady flow to 
meet ANSI Z358.1

PLS1615

228 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.

Portable Eye Wash Unit — Take full-flush 
capability anywhere you go.

Haws Portable Eye Wash Unit 
with Wall-Mount Brackets
Item # 1-4 5+

PLS1221 • Holds 9 gal. • Flow Rate .4 gal/Minute Minimum $308 $285

•   Easy-to-clean station mounts directly to 
wall with included hardware; overhang 
protects bottle from dust and debris

•   Saline solution is preserved and 
buffered to match natural 
pH chemistry of human tears

•   Sterile, FDA-grade polyethylene bottle is 
sealed with a break-off T-tab lid for tamper 
resistance; easy to open in an 
emergency

•   Extended-flow nozzle provides irrigation 
longer than conventional designs

•   Long shelf life so you can keep a 
replacement in stock; expiration dates are 
clearly marked

•   PLS1498 holds two bottles

Wall-Mount Eye Wash Station — Economical, fully 
stocked eye wash provides temporary relief.

PLS1495

PLS1498

PLS1615

Bradley® Eye Wash
Item # 1+

PLS1615 • Faucet Mount  
Flow Rate .4 gal/Minute $94

Bradley Eye Wash — 
Turn any faucet into an 
emergency eyewash station. 
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Gravity-Fed Eye Wash — Check fluid levels 
at a glance inside this clear unit.

PLS850

Bradley® On-Site® Gravity-Fed Eye Wash Station
Item # 1+

PLS850 • Holds 7 gal. • Flow Rate .4 gal/Minute Minimum $347
PLS850 Contents • 1 Portable Eyewash Unit • 1 Safety Sign • 1 Inspection Tag • 1 Wall Mounting Bracket
3 Replacement Liners • 1 Instruction manual

PLS1571 • Refi ll Kit $22
PLS1571 Contents • 1 Replacement Plastic Cap • 9 Replacement Liners • 1 Inspection Checklist

•   Requires only 7 gallons of 
solution; all fluid is stored 
above supply tube

•   Translucent yellow tank 
lets you see when it’s time 
to clean or refill solution

•    Hinged eyewash tray pulls 
down to activate flow in 
one motion

•   Provides constant flow of 
0.4 gpm for 15 minutes to 
meet ANSI Z358.1

•   Wall-mount design hangs 
on included wall bracket

•   Filled tank weighs only 60 lbs. for easy handling

•   Simple, rugged polyethylene 
construction is well suited 
to long-term use 
in harsh 
environments

•   Built-in carrying 
handle for easy 
transport is great for 
use on remote sites 
or from a truck bed

•   Fold-down arm 
activates eye wash in 
one motion and protects spray 
outlets when not in use

•   Steady flow rate of 0.4 gpm for 
15 minutes meets requirements 
of ANSI Z358.1

•   Hydrosep additive (not included; sold 
separately at left) preserves 5–20 gallons of water for 3 to 6 months

•   Wide-fill opening with threaded cap allows easy filling, cleaning 
and inspection

PLS1221

Fendall Eyesaline® Wall-Mount 
Eye Wash Station
Item # 1-3 4+

PLS1498 • Holds 2 - 32 oz. Bottles $59 $56

PLS1497 • Holds 1 - 32 oz. Bottle $41 $39

PLS1499 • Refi ll • 1 - 32 oz. Bottle $14.75 $13.95

PLS1495 • Holds 1 - 16 oz. Bottle $36 $34

PLS1496 • Refi ll • 1 - 16 oz. Bottle $11.30 $10.70

BEST 
SELLER!

SEE PIG SAFETY SHOWER AND 
EYEWASH  TRAINING ON PAGE 253.



PLS713

GEN449

First Aid and Eye Wash — Access both in 
one centrally located station.

Bradley Eye Wash — Turns 
a faucet into an emergency 
eyewash station. 

ANSI-Compliant First Aid & Eye Wash Station
Item # 1-4 5+

PLS1766 • 90 Pieces • 25 People Served $57 $54

Replacement Eye Wash Bottle for First Aid & Eye Wash Station
Item # 1-4 5+

PLS1567 • 1 - 16 oz. Bottle $10.85 $10.15

•   90-piece selection of eye wash and high-quality first aid supplies 
meets ANSI/ISEA Z308.1-2015 Class A Standards revised in 2015

•  ISEA rated to care for up to 25 people
•   Sterile isotonic eye wash solution 

matches the natural pH of human tears 

•   Station mounts directly to wall 
(hardware included)

�  Helps you comply with 
29 CFR 1910.1030

First Aid Kit — Keep up with ANSI and 
OSHA regs with a well-equipped kit.
•  Selection of high-quality first aid supplies meets 

ANSI/ISEA Z308.1-2015 Class A Standards as revised in 2015

•  Sturdy plastic case with waterproof rubber gasket 

•  Portable and compact, or can be mounted (hardware not included)

�  Helps you comply with 29 CFR 1910.151(6)

PLS1743
10-person 
ANSI Standard

PLS1766
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Haws Portable Eye Wash Unit 
with Wall-Mount Brackets
Item # 1-3 4+

GEN449 • Holds 16 gal.  
Flow Rate .4-gal per Minute Minimum $416 $396

GEN950 • Sterile Eyewash Water 
Preservative • 4 - 5 oz. Bottles $81 $78

•    Universal mount connects eye wash to 
any standard or gooseneck faucet to 
provide an unlimited water supply

•    Won’t interfere with normal sink 
operation; water flows straight through 
until knob is pulled to activate eye wash

•   Integral flow control produces a safe, 
steady flow of water at 0.4 gpm; meets 
ANSI Z358.1

PLS2004

Emergency Preparedness Kit — Be ready for 
natural disasters, floods and blackouts.
•   141-piece kit with first aid, food and 

water supplies for up to 24 people

•   Includes aluminized rescue blanket, 
whistle for emergency signaling and hand-
crank radio with flashlight

•   Contents consist of 24 packs of purified 
water and 24 fortified high-protein food 
bars to provide a mininum balanced 

diet for 24 people for one day

•   Includes a 90-piece ANSI-Approved, 
24-person first aid kit (see contents on 
newpig.com)

Emergency Preparedness Kit
Item # 1-3 4+

PLS2004 • 141 Pieces  
24 People Served $142 $134

NEW!

NEW!NEW!

PLS1766

ANSI-Compliant First Aid Kit
Item # 1-5 6-9 10+

PLS1743 • 71 Pieces • 10 People Served $26 $25 $24
PLS1744 • 89 Pieces • 25 People Served $30 $29 $28
PLS1747 • 183 Pieces • 50 People Served $55 $53 $51

BEST 
SELLER!
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•   Twin-Task Laser Combo (ELS210) offers 
a C4 LED light and C4 laser pointer

•   Five LEDs with 100,000-hour lifespan 
provide up to 100 lumens for 23⁄4 hours on 
three AAA batteries (included)

•   Stylus Pro Penlight (ELS212) 
uses “battery-booster” electronics to 
increase output while reducing power 
usage; provides 61⁄2-hour runtime on two 
AAA batteries (included)

•   C4 LED offers super-bright illumination 
of up to 90 lumens with a 30,000-hour 
lifespan

•   Xenon lamp is four times brighter than 
standard bulbs; watertight to 2,000'

•   Durable polymer body with Lexan lens

•  Requires 3 “C” batteries (not included)

•   Ideal for use in hazardous 
environments

ELS210

SabreLite Flashlight — Dark 
and dangerous? Light it up!

LED Penlights — Get up to 61⁄2 hours of 
illumination from these slim lights.

•   Choose from three 
brightness levels and 
an emergency strobe

•   High-capacity NiCad 
battery can be recharged 
up to 1,000 times before 
it needs to be replaced

•   LED with C4 technology 
offers ultra-bright 
illumination of up to 
350 lumens with a 
50,000-hour lifespan

•   Focused beam is perfect 
for distance or close-up 
viewing; parabolic 
reflector optimizes range 
and peripheral lighting

LED Rechargeable Flashlight — Powerful 
light shines in demanding environments.

ELS201

ELS101

Motion Activated Headlight — Simply wave 
your hand to turn it on or off.

ELS221

•   Gesture Activation Control lets you operate headlight hands-free; no 
need to remove your work gloves to flip a tiny switch

•   Three LED light options: white floodlight, red for “night vision,” 
and signaling red emergency beacon (SOS)

•   Max brightness of 80 lumens

•   4X optical magnification 
allows for wide or focused beam; 
head pivots for beam direction

Stinger DS® LED Rechargeable Flashlight
Item # 1-2 3+

ELS201 • 350 Lumens • Ext. Dia. 1.5" x 8.85"L $209 $198
ELS201 Contents • 1 120V AC Charger • 1 12V DC Charger • 1 Nickel Cadmium Battery • 1 Hardware

Motion Activated Headlight
Item # 1-3 4+

ELS221 • 80 Lumens • 2.5"W x 1.5"L x 2"H $57 $54
ELS221 Contents • 3 AAA Alkaline Battery • 1 Cloth Strap • 1 Rubber Strap
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Super SabreLite® Flashlight
Item # 1-3 4+

ELS101 • 53 Lumens  
Ext. Dia. 1.875" x 7.81"L $48 $46

Twin-Task® Laser Combo
Item # 1-4 5+

ELS210 • 100 Lumens  
Ext. Dia. 1.5" x 5.5"L $64 $61

ELS210 Contents • 3 AAA Alkaline Battery • 1 Safety Lanyard  
1 Holster

Stylus Pro® LED Penlight
Item # 1-4 5+

ELS212 • 90 Lumens  
Ext. Dia. 0.5" x 5.3"L $35 $33

ELS212 Contents • 2 AAA Alkaline Battery • 1 Belt Holster 

ELS212

BEST 
SELLER!

ELS221
ELS201



•   Glow-in-the-dark body 
is easy to locate during 
power outages

•   Produces 378 lumens of 
output on high; runs up to 
202 hours on low (three AA 
batteries included)

•   Three light options: high 
beam, low beam and flashing 
signal mode

•   High-impact, water-
resistant design

•   ELS3310 includes light and 
lockable, wall-mountable 
clear case; light (ELS3311) 
is also sold 
separately

Emergency Lighting Station — When the 
power goes out, this glow-in-the-dark 
flashlight appears.

•   Four C4 white LEDs provide three brightness 
levels: 340 lumens for 30 hours; 175 lumens for 
70 hours; 33 lumens for 295 hours

•   Solid red LED, long-lasting night vision and flashing 
red SOS signaling emergency modes

•   Tough polycarbonate, thermoplastic construction 
and wide base for stability; lightweight, 
cordless lantern is powered by three D 
batteries (not included)
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•   Six C4 LEDs and wide parabolic reflectors 
broadcast a smooth floodlight

•   Three levels: 5,300 lumens for 
4 hours; 2,500 lumens for 9 hours; 
1,300 lumens for 18 hours

•   Sealed lead acid batteries
rechargeable up to 
500 times

•   Stands 6'H when 
fully deployed

•   Packs to a compact 
size for easy storage

•   Can be carried as a 
lantern when collapsed

•   Safe for indoor or 
outdoor usage

Rechargeable LED Scene Light — Massive light illuminates entire 
areas during outages.

6'

ELS275

Rechargeable 
LED Scene Light
Item # 1-2 3+

ELS275 • 5300 Lumens 
6.5"W x 22.25"L x 11.25"H $949 $899

ELS274

ELS274

PIG® LED Lantern by Streamlight
Item # 1-3 4+

ELS274 • 340 Lumens • Ext. Dia. 3.8" x 7.25"L $67.15 $64.05

 LED Lantern — Small but mighty, this 
lightweight lantern has many settings.

ELS3311

ELS3310NEW!
NEW!

NEW!

Emergency Lighting Station
Item # 1-3 4+

ELS3310 • 378 Lumens • Ext. Dia. 1.5" x 6"L $49 $46
EL3310 Contents • Flashlight • Tamperproof Case • Mounting Hardware

ELS3311 • Flashlight Only $41 $39
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Antifatigue Mats
Improve productivity and worker 

comfort with a wide range of 
antifatigue mats for wet or

dry standing work.

See pages 239–246 See pages 247–249See pages 234–238

Entrance Mats 
& Sticky Mats 

Our selection of high-quality fl oor 
mats helps you leave dirt, water 

and grime at the door.

Bollard Covers, 
Machine & 

Wall Guards 
Protect machines, racks, columns 

and more with high-visibility 
guards and covers.

See pages 262–263See pages 254–261

Lockout/Tagout 
& Padlocks 

Lockout/tagout prevents death 
and injury in plants every day. 
Keep your facility equipped.

Signs & Labels  
Provide vital safety information 
with professional signage that 
can help you comply with regs.

See pages 264–266, 269 See pages 266–269

Traffi c Barricades, 
Speed Bumps 

& More  
Keep traffi c under control and 

your parking lots and 
loading docks safe and organized.

Antislip Tapes
& Cable Protectors 

Make floor safety a priority and  
prevent slip, trip and fall hazards by 

covering cables and uneven surfaces.

Stay safe and productive with our proven 
selection of high-quality safety products.

See pages 250–253

PIG Training  
Prepare your employees to 

respond to leaks and spills, deal 
with workplace safety issues, 

industrial maintenance and more.
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 Grippy Floor Mat: 
The world’s fi rst adhesive-backed mat.
Tired of tripping over rubber-backed mats? Frustrated by their 
shifting and sliding? Sick of spending too much on contracts 
and claims? It’s time to say no to rugs. Take control of your fl oor 
safety with our revolutionary new mat.

NO SLIP. NO TRIP. ALL GRIP.

Absorbent top pulls in liquid 
without puddling.

Adhesive backing grips your fl oor.
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NEW! TRY IT OUT WITH A GRIPPY STARTER PACK!
Here’s everything you need to get started and put our adhesive-backed mat to the 

test in entrances, wet spots, high-traffi c and transition areas.

Starter Packs include a roll of PIG Grippy Floor Mat, an Installation 
Board/Cutting Guide, a Safety Knife and detailed instructions and tips.

SEE PAGE 237 TO PLACE YOUR ORDER GRP36206
Gray



WATER CAN’T SPREAD 
OUT ON CARPET, 
SO IT COLLECTS AND 
PUDDLES ON TOP.

When water collects on a carpteted mat, it gets tracked in and makes 
your floor slippery and dangerous. And that mat will stay wet because 
the water can’t spread out and dry up. You can’t use a wet vac either, 
so your only option is to drag out another mat.

THEY SLIDE AND SHIFT.
Rubber-backed mats slide around when people walk on them or carts 
roll over them. So when they shift out of position, you have to waste 
time all day long putting them back where they belong.

AND THEY BUNCH UP WITH
TRIPPY, RIPPLY EDGES.
Rubber-backed mats don’t stay flat. Ripply edges cause trips and falls, 
jam under doors, and hang up carts and pallet jacks.

PIG GRIPPY FLOOR MAT 
SPREADS OUT WATER 
TO KEEP YOUR FLOOR 
DRY AND SAFE.

PIG Grippy Floor Mat wicks and spreads water evenly to let the mat dry 
out — preventing moisture from being tracked in and making your floor 
slippery. During stormy weather, you can even use a wet vac to remove 
excess water without having to pick up the mat. 

IT STICKS AND STAYS PUT.
Adhesive-backed PIG Grippy Floor Mat stays exactly where you put it 
and doesn’t slide or shift. Just put it down and forget it — it’s not going 
anywhere.

AND IT WON’T TRIP YOU UP.
PIG Grippy Floor Mat is the thinnest commercial floor mat you can buy. 
There are no ripply edges to trip you up or jam under doors. Carts and 
pallet jacks roll right over it — and it’s ADA compliant for wheelchairs 
and walkers.

STOP 
FIGHTING
WITH RUBBER-BACKED MATS

TAKE CONTROL
OF YOUR FLOOR SAFETY
WITH PIG GRIPPY FLOOR MAT

INTERLOCKING FIBERS make 
the mat virtually indestructible, 
plus they trap dirt and fi ne 
particles to stop grime from 
being tracked into your facility.

ABSORBENT TOP pulls in liquid and wicks 
it away from the center. Moisture disperses 

evenly so the mat dries out quickly.
HERE’S HOW 
IT WORKS:
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LIQUIDPROOF ADHESIVE LAYER 
sticks tight, but peels up easily. It stops the 
mat from shifting or creeping and prevents 
absorbed liquid from soaking through.

TURN THE PAGE FOR MORE PIG GRIPPY FLOOR MATS!



Reduce slip and fall claims 
by as much as 90%! 
PIG Grippy Floor Mat is tested 
and certified by the National 
Floor Safety Institute (NFSI) as a 
high-traction surface, which can 
reduce slip and fall claims by as 
much as 90% when used as 
part of a Floor Safety Program.

EXCLUSIVE!

GRP36200
Gray
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Easy cleaning. Effortless maintenance. No more lugging heavy 
mats out of the way to clean your floors. PIG Grippy Floor Mat lets you 
sweep, vacuum or mop right over it. You can even run your floor scrubber 
and it won’t budge!

•   Adhesive-backed floor mat stays exactly where you put it with no 
shifting, bunching up or flipping over; traps dirt, salt and moisture to 
keep it from being tracked around

•   Proprietary adhesive sticks to the floor with a super-tight grip, but 
peels up easily

•   Extreme durability stands up to heavy traffic — even forklifts — to 
keep it on the job for up to twelve weeks

•   Easy to use: roll out continuous walk-off coverage for entrances and 
walkways with no gaps, ripples or overlaps

•   Easy to clean: you can sweep, vacuum, mop, use your shop/wet vac 
or run your floor scrubber over Grippy Mat and it won’t budge

•   Easy to customize: lets you create custom-size floor mats for 
transition areas and wet problem spots

•   Highly efficient absorbent top soaks in moisture, wicks and spreads it 
evenly so the mat dries out quickly — ideal for entrances and 
anywhere you need maximum absorbency for water

•   Absorbs a wide variety of liquids including water, oil and grease; 
leakproof backing prevents liquid from soaking through to the floor

•   Completely eliminates rental mat hassles and can save up to 50% 
per year over rental contracts

•   Heavyweight version (GRP72303, GRP36301) absorbs 70% more

 Grippy Floor Mat — Prevent slips and trips in entrances 
and walkways with our easy-to-clean, adhesive-backed mat.

“ Our company used to spend…from 
$10K–$15K per year per location on 
commercial rugs…we now spend about 
$1,500 annually per location. The initial cost 
savings for us is just one benefi t — we have 
not had one injury related to the [PIG Grippy 
Floor Mats].“

—  Nicholas, 
PIG Grippy Floor Mat Customer

“ …we 
have not 
had one 
injury...”

See how PIG Grippy Floor Mat is 
fl at-out better than rubber-backed mats:
newpig.com/grippyvideo



  Gray
Hides salt and dust

  Black 
Conceals oil and grease

  Tan 
Masks dirt and mud

Patent PendingSee disclaimer below.
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Installation Board
Item # 1+

GRP001 • 38"W x 5.75"D x .25"H $30

Safety Knife
Item # 1+

GRP012-001 • 1 Knife with 2 Replacement Blades • 2"W x 6.5"L x .375"H • Blue $12.99

GRP012-012 • 12 Knives • 2"W x 6.5"L x 4.5"H • Blue $110 

GRP012-072 • 72 Knives • 2"W x 6.5"L x 4.5"H • Blue $635

GRP011 • Replacement Blades • 10/bag $12.99

Safety Knife and Installation Board
Item # 1+

GRP005 • Includes 1 Knife and 1 Installation Board • 38"W x 5.75"D x .25"H $43

PIG® Grippy® Floor Mat

(Specify color:  Black   Gray   Tan; See “Color” column for availability.)  

Wt Item # Size Unit Color 1-2 3-6 7+

MW GRP72203 72"W x 10'L 2 mats/roll B, G $126 $117 $109

GRP48200 48"W x 100'L 1 roll B, G $380 $350 $322

GRP48201 48"W x 50'L 1 roll B, G $210 $195 $181

GRP36200 36"W x 100'L 1 roll B, G, T $285 $264 $242

GRP36201 36"W x 50'L 1 roll B, G, T $158 $147 $137

GRP36202 36"W x 5'L 10 mats/roll B, G, T $163 $153 $143

GRP36203 36"W x 10'L 5 mats/roll B, G, T $163 $153 $143

GRP36205 36"W x 3'L 15 mats/roll G $147 $138 $128

GRP36207 36"W x 25'L 1 roll B, G, T $86 $81 $76

GRP24200 24"W x 100'L 1 roll B, G, T $198 $175 $161

HW GRP72303 72"W x 10'L 2 mats/roll G $186 $177 $169

GRP36301 36"W x 50'L 1 roll G $233 $222 $212

BEST 
SELLER!

Patent PendingSee disclaimer below.

PIG® Grippy® Floor Mat Starter Pack

(Specify Color:  Black   Gray   Tan)

Wt Item # Size Unit Color 1+

MW GRP36206 36"W x 25'L 1 kit B, G, T $129

Starter Pack Contents • 1 PIG Grippy Floor Mat Roll • 1 Safety Knife • 1 Installation Board

PIG Grippy Floor Mat Notice: PIG Grippy Floor Mats are formulated to work with most common industrial and commercial floor surfaces but are not intended for home/residential use and wood flooring. All adhesive mats have some potential to leave 
residue or lift or discolor finish coatings, paint, and loose or predamaged tiles depending on the condition and age of the floor surface. If you have questions about the suitability of PIG Grippy Floor Mats for your application, test a 6” x 6” piece in a noncritical 
area before use. PIG Grippy Floor Mats should be replaced if they show signs of wear or damage and should always be changed out before 13 weeks of use.

CUSTOMER ASSUMES THE RISK THAT A NEW PIG ADHESIVE-BACKED MAT MAY DAMAGE OR ALTER CUSTOMER’S EXISTING FLOORING OR FLOOR COVERING. NEW PIG PROVIDES NO WARRANTY OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NO 
WARRANTY THAT THE USE OF AN ADHESIVE-BACKED MAT WILL BE ACCEPTABLE FOR USE IN THE CUSTOMER’S FACILITY.  NEW PIG SHALL HAVE NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR, AND CUSTOMER HEREBY RELEASES AND DISCHARGES NEW PIG FROM, ANY 
DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES TO CUSTOMER’S FLOORS, FLOORING MATERIAL, OR ANY OTHER SURFACES IN CUSTOMER’S FACILITY. CUSTOMER IS SOLELY RESPONSIBLE FOR DETERMINING THE FITNESS AND 
APPROPRIATENESS OF THE USE OF A NEW PIG ADHESIVE-BACKED MAT IN CUSTOMER’S FACILITY. 

2015

GRP36200
Gray

Fast, professional installation 
is a snap with our Installation 
Board and Safety Knife.

GRP012
(Available in bulk quantities) GRP001

Starter Pack 
includes both 

tools!

Adhesive backing keeps mat in 
place but peels up easily when 
you need to remove it.
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100% Money-Back Guarantee!

MAT195

Get Grippy and Sticky: Use 
PIG Grippy Floor Mat to absorb 
water and oil from shoes (see pages 
18–19), and then PIG Sticky Steps 
for finer particles! Needle-Rib Mat 

— Grooves grab 
moisture and dirt.
•   Long-lasting, deep-ribbed, polypropylene 

needle-punched fiber construction

•   Slip-resistant rubber backing grips floors

•   Easy to clean using a vacuum or extractor

FLM301

•   Stiff nylon bottom bristles maximize 
scrubbing

•  No-scratch poly bristles clean shoe sides

•   Weather-resistant frame raises bristles off 
ground for easier shoe cleaning 

•   Open-bristle design lets dirt and debris 
fall through to help prevent clogging

SCRUSHER Shoe & Boot 
Cleaner — Keep grime out!

TLS623

PIG® Sticky Steps® Mat
(Specify Color:   Blue   Gray   White)

Item # 1 2-4 5+

MAT567 • 36"W x 60"L 
120 sheets $330 $314 $298

MAT566 • 24"W x 45"L 
120 sheets $202 $193 $183

MAT195 • 24"W x 36"L 
120 sheets $123 $117 $111

MAT565 • 18"W x 45"L 
120 sheets $155 $147 $141

MAT194 • 18"W x 36"L 
120 sheets $82 $78 $74

BEST 
SELLER!

“ We use the mats at the doors leading to 
our test areas. Before, we had to have 
our office carpets cleaned biweekly; 
now we can go a few months. We will 
continue to use them as long as we 
have a test facility.“

    — Wesley E.  MAT566 Customer

“ ...saved us more 
than they cost.”

•   High-tack mat pulls dirt and debris from 
shoes and wheels to prevent tracking into 
offices, cleanrooms and other areas where 
clean floors are vital

•   Used sheets tear off easily (includes 
four pads of 30 sheets each)

•   Numbered pull-tab system shows when 
you’re running low

•   Low-profile pack adheres to floor with 
easy-to-use backing

•   Each 2-mil polyethylene sheet is 
nonallergenic, nonodorous 
and nondrying

 Sticky Steps Mat — High-tack mat 
grabs grime from shoes and wheels 
to stop dirt in its tracks.

Needle-Rib™ Entrance Mat
(Specify Color:   Brown   Charcoal)

Item # 1-2 3+

FLM302 • 4'W x 6'L • 26 oz. per sq. yd. 
Basis Weight $77 $74

FLM301 • 3'W x 5'L • 26 oz. per sq. yd. 
Basis Weight $47 $45

Heavy-Duty SCRUSHER® 
Shoe & Boot Cleaner
Item # 1+

TLS623 • 9.5"W x 9.75"L x 7.75"H $85
TLS624 • Replacement Brushes for Heavy-Duty 
SCRUSHER® • 5/package $25

When top sheet is 
dirty, just peel it 
off and throw 
it away!

MAT565



Wet Conditions Product Name

Product Name

Description

Description

Page

Page

Continuous Contact
Water Oil/Grease Chemicals

  Designed to work in 
wet conditions and 
provide long-lasting 
comfort without 
degrading. Drainage 
holes let liquids escape 
to avoid slips and falls. Si
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Comfort Flow Mat Lightweight for easy movement and cleaning 246

Cushion Station Mat Highly resistant to grease and oil 246

Safety-Step Grease-Resistant Mat Interlocks for a sturdy, grease-resistant work area 245

Dura-Step II Grease-Proof Mat Fast-draining with superior resistance to grease and oils 245

Performa Mat Excellent drainage, available with gritted top 245

Niru Cushion-Ease GSII Mat Chemical resistance with permanent grit 245

PIG Grippy Floor Mat  Full-coverage adhesive backing holds tight; no bunching up or shifting 234

PIG Sticky Steps Mat  Pulls dirt and debris from shoes or wheels to prevent them being tracked around 238

PIG BubbleZorb Mat  Combines cushiony antifatigue support and universal absorbency 246

Work cleaner and safer 
with these innovative 
mat solutions!

Specialty Mats

QUICK-SELECTION GUIDE: 
WORKSTATION MATS
Antifatigue mats are designed to reduce leg and back strain when you spend 
a lot of time on your feet. They promote frequent posture changes to 
keep blood circulating so you can stay on the job longer without 
feeling fatigued. New Pig offers a wide range of antifatigue 
mats for a variety of applications.

Also in this section are a few specialty mats that go beyond 
antifatigue. See what innovative solutions like PIG BubbleZorb Mat, 
PIG Grippy Floor Mat and PIG Sticky Steps Mat can do for your workstations! 
The guide below will help you choose just the right mat. If you have questions, 
just give us a call at 1-800-HOT-HOGS (1-800-468-4647).

Continuous water
contact

Continuous oil/
grease contact

Continuous
chemical contact

For dry areas only

Light water 
splashes

Light oil/grease
splashes

Light chemical
splashes

Static-dissipative
Application

Key
NOTE: For chemical compatibility information on mats, please call Technical Services or visit newpig.com.

Use these mats 
primarily in dry areas, 
although many resist 
wet conditions. Some 
stand up to oil, grease 
and most chemicals. 
Choose from a variety 
of antislip surfaces to 
provide safe footing.

Dry Conditions Product Name PageDescription
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Light Splashes
Dry Only Oil/GreaseWater Chemicals

Airug Mat Economical, basic antifatigue comfort 240

Pebble Step Sof-Tred Protective coating withstands harsh chemicals 240

Comfort King Mat Durable backing is antistatic and chemical resistant 240

Diamond Sof-Tred Mat Abrasion-resistant top for long-lasting traction 243

Diamond-Tuff Classic Max Mat Thick and comfortable with long-lasting traction 243

Hog Heaven Mat Static-dissipative for use near electronics 241

Cushion Max Mat Tough nitrile with thick foam cushioning 241

Cushion Trax Mat Diamond-plate vinyl with floor-gripping bottom 242

Workers-Delight Deck-Plate Mat Durable and comfortable foam bottom and deck-plate top 242

Corrugated Switchboard Mat Static-dissipative for high voltage 244

Spark-Safe Mat Resists sparks and metal shards 244

Get Fit Stand-Up Mat Antifatigue mat availble in six attractive colors 244

Anti-Static
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•   3⁄8"-thick Zedlan backing is static dissipative and 
chemical resistant

•   Slip-resistant, textured surface minimizes hazards and 
cleans up easily

•   Lasts three times longer than ribbed vinyl mats and offers 
three times the 
resiliency of 
vinyl foam

•   Beveled edges 
reduce tripping 
hazard

•  Choose standard 
sizes or order by 
the linear foot

•   3⁄8"-thick PVC sponge base reduces leg stress and strain

•   Protective Dyna-Shield coating provides longevity, surface 
durability and chemical resistance

•   Beveled edges and a pebble-top surface help prevent slips 
or trips

•   Bright yellow 
edge increases 
visibility

•  Choose standard 
sizes or order
by the linear foot

Pebble Step Sof-Tred Mat — 
Dyna-Shield coating guards 
against chemical splashes and moisture.

•   Good antifatigue mat for dry areas; 
inexpensive enough to equip multiple areas

•   3⁄8"-thick, closed-cell PVC sponge relieves 
leg and back discomfort

•   Ribbed top surface and beveled edges 
reduce tripping hazards and resist moisture

•   Custom length lets your mat match your 
workplace with clean, factory-cut edges

•  Available in black or gray

Airug Mat Roll — You can count on this economical floor 
mat for basic antifatigue comfort.

FLM198

FLM127

Comfort King Mat — 
Zedlan-backed mat outlasts 
vinyl foam floor mats three to one.

FLM275
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(Specify Color:   Black   Gray) 
Price is per linear foot (maximum length 60')

Item # 2-60'

FLM199 • 4'W x 0.375"H $11.10

FLM198 • 3'W x 0.375"H $8.45

FLM197 • 2'W x 0.375"H $6.15

Custom cut lengths ship within 5–7 days.

Pebble Step 
Sof-Tred™ Anti-Fatigue Mat
Item # 1-4 5+

FLM127 • 3'W x 5'L x 0.375"H $71 $67
FLM126 • 2'W x 3'L x 0.375"H $30 $29
Price is per linear foot (maximum length 60’)

Item # 2-60'

FLM130 • 4'W x 0.375"H $17.75

FLM129 • 3'W x 0.375"H $14.75

FLM128 • 2'W x 0.375"H $8.80

Custom cut lengths ship within 5–7 days.

BEST 
SELLER!

Comfort King™ 
Anti-Fatigue Mat
(Specify Color:  Black    Blue   Gray)

Item # 1-4 5+

FLM276 • 3'W x 5'L x 0.375"H $84 $80
FLM275 • 2'W x 3'L x 0.375"H $36 $34
Price is per linear foot (maximum length 60')

Item # 2-60’

FLM277 • 3'W x 0.375"H $17
Custom-cut lengths ship within 7–10 days.

240 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.



•   Sturdy 100% nitrile rubber surface naturally 
resists sparks and chemicals

•   Premium 5⁄8"-thick closed-cell nitrile/PVC 
cushion backing provides all-day comfort

•   Curved, beveled edges help prevent 
tripping and won’t crack or curl, even after 
extended use

•   Textured, slip-resistant surface helps 
improve safety

•   Static-dissipative mat is ideal for use 
around sensitive electronic equipment or 
machinery

•   Choose standard sizes or order by the 
linear foot

Hog Heaven Mat — Textured nitrile top and closed-cell 
cushioning deliver slip-resistant comfort.

•  100% nitrile/PVC closed-cell material and one-piece construction 
help give mat longer life

•  Thick foam provides cushioning to increase comfort and reduce fatigue

•   Beveled edges help reduce trip hazards 

•   Available with or without drainage holes depending on the amount 
of liquid at your work area

FLM593

Cushion Max Mat — Nitrile/PVC mat balances comfort and durability for industrial areas.

 Diamond-patterned surface 
adds traction to help 

eliminate slips and falls.

FLM423

FLM423

All sizes are available with or 
without yellow striped borders.

Hog Heaven™ 
Anti-Fatigue Mat
Item # 1-4 5+

FLM425 
3'W x 12'L x 
0.625"H

Black w/Yellow Striped 
Borders $356 $339

Black $331 $314

FLM424 
4'W x 6'L x 
0.625"H

Black w/Yellow Striped 
Borders $240 $228

Black $218 $206

FLM423 
3'W x 5'L x 
0.625"H

Black w/Yellow Striped 
Borders $148 $140

Black $138 $130

FLM422 
2'W x 3'L x 
0.625"H

Black w/Yellow Striped 
Borders $74 $70

Black $63 $59
Price is per linear foot (maximum length 67')

Item # 2-67'

FLM624
4'W x 0.625"H

Black w/Yellow Striped Borders $49
Black $41

FLM623
3'W x 0.625"H

Black w/Yellow Striped Borders $33
Black $29

Custom-cut lengths ship within 4–6 days. Dimensions are approximate.

BEST 
SELLER!
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Cushion Max 
Anti-Fatigue Mat
(Specify: With Holes or Without Holes)

Item # 1-4 5+

FLM593 • 3'W x 5'L x 0.625"H $79 $74
FLM592 • 2'W x 3'L x 0.625"H $34 $33
Price is per linear foot (maximum length 45')

Item # 2-45'

FLM596 • 4'W x 0.625"H $23.15

FLM595 • 3'W x 0.625"H $18.35

FLM594 • 2'W x 0.625"H $11.50

Custom-cut lengths ship within 4–6 days. Dimensions are approximate.
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•   Built-in RedStop technology grips floors including painted or 
sealed concrete, vinyl and ceramic tile

•   Durable vinyl top features a diamond plate surface for 
multi-directional slip resistance

•   Beveled edges help reduce tripping hazards

•   Dense, closed-cell PVC foam base provides cushioning to help 
alleviate lower back strain and reduce fatigue

•   Solid-surface design is ideal for dry workstations

•   Choose from two standard sizes or order by the linear foot

Specially coated underside 
helps keep mat in place.

FLM666

Cushion Trax Mat — Floor-gripping mat is both antifatigue and antislip.

Worker’s Delight Deck-Plate Mat — Use this mat in dry areas and enjoy 
the comfort, durability and professional appearance.

Cushion Trax® 
Anti-Fatigue Mat
Item # 1-4 5+

FLM664  
3'W x 5'L x 0.562"H

Black w/Yellow 
Borders $137 $131

Black $127 $121

FLM663
2'W x 3'L x 0.562"H

Black w/Yellow 
Borders $62 $59

Black $56 $53
Price is per linear foot (maximum length 75')

Item # 2-75'

FLM667
4'W x 0.562"H

Black w/Yellow Borders $41.05

Black $39.05

FLM666 
3'W x 0.562"H

Black w/Yellow Borders $22
Black $20

FLM665 
2'W x 0.562"H

Black w/Yellow Borders $23.60

Black $21.60

Custom-cut lengths ship within 5–7 days.

BEST 
SELLER!

•   Zedlan foam bottom provides cushion and is extremely comfortable 
to work on

•   Slip-resistant coating on underside of mat helps prevent shifting on 
smooth surfaces

•  PVC deck plate surface adds traction and durability

•  Antifatigue properties help reduce leg stress and back strain

•    Available in black, gray or black with high-visibility 
yellow borders

•   Choose from two standard sizes or order by the linear foot

Diamond plate 
surface for better 

slip resistance

Unique deck plate 
surface provides 

traction and 
durability.
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FLM835

NEW!

Workers-Delight™ Deck Plate
Anti-Fatigue Mat
(Specify Color:  Black             Black w/Yellow   Gray)

Item # 1-4 5+

FLM833 • 2'W x 3'L x 0.625"H $79 $75
FLM834 • 3'W x 5'L x 0.625"H $179 $170
FLM835 • 3'W x 12'L x 0.625"H $439 $419
Price is per linear foot (minimum length 2', maximum length 75')

Item # 2-75'

FLM841 • 2'W x 0.625"H $25
FLM842 • 3'W x 0.625"H $38
FLM843 • 4'W x 0.625"H $50

Custom-cut lengths ship within 7–10 days.



Diamond Sof-Tred Mat — Moisture won’t be an issue with the urethane 
top coating on this long-lasting mat.

•   Durable vinyl top is bonded to a plush, 1"-thick ergonomic foam 
bottom to provide maximum comfort

•   High-profile diamond plate-embossed texture provides 
antislip protection

•   Well-suited to heavy-duty use in dry work areas and 
multi-shift operations

•   Beveled edges help reduce tripping hazard

•   Optional molded-in yellow border makes mat easier to see

•   Choose standard sizes or order by the linear foot

FLM411

Diamond-Tuff Max Mat — Get max comfort with this super-durable, 
vinyl-top mat.

Diamond texture 
adds traction.

FLM271

Diamond-embossed 
surface provides 

traction and enables 
easy cleanup.

•   Closed-cell PVC sponge mat is 1⁄2" thick to relieve leg and 
back fatigue

•   Durable, abrasion-resistant Dyna-Shield urethane top coating 
seals out moisture and extends mat life

•   Beveled edges help reduce tripping hazard

•   Optional molded-in yellow border makes mat easier to see

•   Choose standard sizes or order by the linear foot

Diamond-Tuff® Classic 
Max Anti-Fatigue Mat
Item # 1-4 5+

FLM411  
3'W x 5'L x 1"H

Black w/Yellow 
Borders $190 $181

Black $173 $164

FLM410 
2'W x 3'L x 1"H

Black w/Yellow 
Borders $81 $77

Black $78 $74

Price is per linear foot (maximum length 75')

Item # 2-75'

FLM414
4'W x 1'L x 1"H

Black w/Yellow Borders $47.25

Black $45.25

FLM413 
3'W x 1'L x 1"H

Black w/Yellow Borders $36
Black $34

FLM412  
2'W x 1'L x 1"H

Black w/Yellow Borders $25.90

Black $23.90

Custom-cut lengths ship within 5–7 days.

BEST 
SELLER!
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83% of industrial workers have 
experienced foot, leg or lower back 
problems. Antifatigue mats can help 
reduce these workplace strains. 

DID YOU
KNOW?

Diamond Sof-Tred™ 
Anti-Fatigue Mat
Item # 1+

FLM271  
3'W x 5'L x 0.5"H

Black w/Yellow Borders $64
Black $61

FLM270  
2'W x 3'L x 0.5"H Black w/Yellow Borders $33

Price is per linear foot (maximum length 60')

Item # 2-60'

FLM274  
4'W x 0.5"H

Black w/Yellow Borders $20.65

Black $18.65

FLM273 
3'W x 0.5"H

Black w/Yellow Borders $17.50

Black $14.50

FLM272  
2'W x 0.5"H

Black w/Yellow Borders $10.90

Black $9.90

Custom cut lengths ship within 5–7 days.
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•   Specially formulated rubber surface repels sparks and hot 
metal shards

•   Buoyant 1⁄2" rubber sponge base reduces 
back and leg stress

•   Pebbled texture increases traction

Spark-Safe Mat — Withstands sparks and 
hot metal shards while adding comfort.

Corrugated Switchboard Mat — Low-profile 
mat insulates up to 30,000 volts.
•   Deep corrugated vinyl surface for safe footing; 

good for electronics stations

•   1⁄4"-thick mat won’t create a tripping hazard

•   Conforms to ANSI/ASTM D-178-93 Type 2, 
Class II Standards

•   Ozone and flame 
resistant

•   Custom length; 
match your mat and 
workplace with clean, 
factory-cut edges

A SIGN MAKES IT CLEAR WHEN
HIGH VOLTAGE IS NEAR! SEE PAGE 258.Pebbled surface 

increases traction.

FLM235

FLM191

FLM819

Spark-Safe™ 
Anti-Fatigue Mat
Item # 1-4 5+

FLM235 • 3'W x 5'L x 0.562"H $158 $149

Corrugated Switchboard 
Mat Roll
Price is per linear foot (maximum length 75')

Item # 2-75'

FLM191 • 3'W x 0.25"H $21
Custom-cut lengths ship within 2–3 days.

•   Six attractive color choices to complement your office decor; 
great alternative to industrial black mats with yellow safety borders

•   100% solution-dyed fabric gives long-lasting color that 
won’t fade

•   Thick nitrile foam cushioning is comfortable for 
all-day standing

•   Beveled edges minimize trip hazards and help prevent mat 
edges from cracking or curling

•   Encourages healthier work habits by reducing aches, pains and 
fatigue associated with long-term sitting

Get Fit Stand-Up Anti-Fatigue Mat — Stand at ease while you work!

Get Fit Stand-Up Anti-Fatigue Mat
(Specify Color:   Black    Cocoa Brown    Cobalt Blue    Dark Green

 Red       Granite)

Item # 1-4 5+

FLM821 • 34"W x 47"L x 0.625"H $83 $79
FLM820 • 22"W x 60"L x 0.625"H $72 $69
FLM819 • 22"W x 50"L x 0.625"H $62 $59
FLM818 • 22"W x 32"L x 0.625"H $41 $39

Dimensions are approximate.

NEW!



•   Thick nitrile/SBR construction improves comfort and productivity 
and helps relieve foot, leg and back fatigue

•   Holes in mat allow drainage to help keep mat surface dry

•   Built-in connectors let you combine sections (sold individually)

•   Grease-resistant mat is ideal for metal working, food processing, 
kitchens and more

•   Available with 
gritted surface
(FLM539) for 
increased traction

Performa Mat — Antislip, nitrile/SBR 
construction provides excellent drainage.

FLM539

FLM538

FLM539

•   100% nitrile construction provides 
comfort and resistance to chemicals, oils 
and grease

•   Modular design makes it easy to 
replace individual sections and customize 
configurations

•   Assembles easily with built-in 
connectors and channels that fit 
together without hammering

•   Silicon-carbide grit bonded permanently 
to pure nitrile provides long-lasting, 
nonslip traction (yellow ramps are 
without grit)

•   Add beveled ramps to reduce tripping 
hazards and create a finished look

•   Available with holes for wet areas or 
without holes for dry areas

Niru Mat — Interlocking system 
adds safety where it’s slippery.

Built-in connectors 
make it easy to 
connect ramps.

Carbide surface won’t 
wear off.

FLM816
Ramp

FLM810
Mat

•   576 large drainage holes channel liquid away 
from standing surface

•   Ideal for wet, greasy areas

•   Nubbed backing grips floor and improves 
drainage to prevent sliding

•   Modular design can be built to fit your 
workstation; built-in connectors securely lock sections

•   Choose heavy-duty 
rubber (FLM639) 
or 100% nitrile 
(FLM648) for 
extra resistance

Safety-Step Mat — Provide a sturdy, 
grease-resistant surface in slippery areas.

FLM648

Performa™ Anti-Fatigue Mat
Item # 1-4 5+

FLM538 • 3'W x 3'L x 0.625"H $39 $37
FLM539 • Gritted Surface 
3'W x 3'L x 0.625"H $71 $67

Line any 
drainage mat

with absorbent  
Pig Blue Mat! 

See pages
12–13.

Safety-Step™ Grease-Resistant 
Modular Anti-Fatigue Mat
Item # 1-4 5+

FLM639 • 3'W x 3'L x 0.56"H $74 $70

Dura-Step™ II Grease-Proof 
Modular Anti-Fatigue Mat
Item # 1-4 5+

FLM648 • 3'W x 3'L x 0.625"H $96 $91

Niru® Cushion-Ease® GSII™ Anti-Fatigue Mat
Item # 1-4 5+

FLM812 • With Holes • 5'W x 3'L x 0.75"H $261 $248
FLM811 • Without Holes • 3'W x 3'L x 0.75"H $168 $159
FLM810 • With Holes • 3'W x 3'L x 0.75"H $160 $152

Ramp for Niru® Cushion-Ease® 
GSII™ Anti-Fatigue Mat
(Specify: Female or Male Connection)

Item # 1-4 5+

FLM817 • Without Grit Top • Yellow • 2"W x 5'L x 0.625"H $27.75 $26.75

FLM816 • Without Grit Top • Yellow • 2"W x 3'L x 0.625"H $18.50 $17.50
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•   The next best thing to standing on 
air! It’s the first mat that combines 
cushiony antifatigue support with universal 
absorbency

•   Durable polyethylene-nylon air bubbles 
provide support for feet, legs and 
back; bubbles handle up to 2,000 lbs. per 
square foot

•   Stitched polypropylene top layer withstands 
heavy foot traffic and absorbs oils, 
coolants, solvents and water so you 
have a safer surface to work on

Durable absorbent
top layer keeps 
your feet dry.

Cushiony 
air bubbles on 
bottom layer 
comfort your feet.

FLM351

•   Reduces strain on knees and lower back

•   1"-thick closed-cell foam cushion offers 
support and comfort

•   Nitrile/PVC blend resists oils and grease

•   Provides comfort and durability for 
indoor or outdoor kneeling applications

•   Perfect addition to tool carts or 
workstations

•   Eliminates discomfort from knee pads

Knee RX Mat — Ergonomic 
pad allows comfy kneeling.

FLM226

 BubbleZorb Mat — Work all day on the 
world’s first absorbent antifatigue mat.

PIG® BubbleZorb® Anti-Fatigue Absorbent Mat Roll
Weight Item # Size Unit Abs. Up To 1-2 3+

Medium FLM351 31"W x 50'L 1 roll 10 gal./roll $290 $275
Patent Pending

Knee RX Kneeling Mat
Item # 1+

FLM226 • 12"W x 22"L x 1"H • 4/box $87.40
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•  Closed-cell nitrile rubber foam resists oil 
and grease while providing basic comfort 
during long work hours

•   Antistatic properties reduce the risk of 
electrostatic sparking

•   Resists sparks and 
hot metal shards 
from welding

Cushion Station Mat — Grease- and oil-
resistant mat is ideal for wet-spray areas.

Textured bottom 
grips floors.

FLM588

Cushion Station 
Anti-Fatigue Mat
(Specify: With or Without Holes)

Item # 1-4 5+

FLM589 • 4'W x 6' x 0.437"H $264 $249
FLM588 • 3'W x 5' x 0.437"H $190 $182

Comfort-Flow Mat — Antimicrobial mat is 
ideal for frequently cleaned areas.
•   Antimicrobial agent helps prevent bacterial growth

•   Flow-through holes drain quickly in wet 
environments to help improve footing

•   Beveled edges and slip-resistant surface help 
to minimize trip-and-fall accidents

•   Made from durable 
nitrile rubber

FLM420

Comfort Flow 
Anti-Fatigue Mat
Item # 1-4 5+

FLM421 • 4'W x 6'L x 0.437"H $167 $159
FLM420 • 3'W x 5'L x 0.437"H $107 $103
FLM419 • 2'W x 3'L x 0.437"H $51 $49

BEST 
SELLER!

Dimensions are approximate. Dimensions are approximate.



•   Open-bottom design protects ground- or floor-mounted lines; 
interlockable connectors let you join multiple units

•  Resists pedestrian and light vehicle traffic

•   Beveled edges allow easy transition to decrease trip hazard

•   Textured tread plate

•   Heavy-duty, interconnecting polyurethane protectors help extend 
useful life of power cords and hoses; withstands up to 21,000 lbs.

•   Diamond plate surface increases traction for foot and wheel traffic

•   Nonconductive material insulates electrical cables to help 
ensure safety

•   Protectors with hinged lid make it easy to access and place cords 
or hoses; has five slots

Drop Over Cable Protector — Prevent 
damage to cables and cords.

Cable Protection System — Helps prevent 
tripping and protects cables from forklifts. 

PLS1426

PLS1550

•   Made of industrial-grade DuPont Cordura nylon with 
hook-and-loop edges that withstand foot traffic and guard cables

•   Protector secures electrical cords to looped carpet, minimizing 
tripping hazards

•   Keeps cords secure without sticky adhesive and is easy to remove 
and reuse

PLS875

SAFCORD — Low-profile cable 
cover protects power cords 
running across carpet. Gray

PLS201

PLS202

Cable Protection System
Item # 1-4 5+

PLS201 • Hinged Lid • (5) 1.33"W x 1.32"H Channels
17.5"W x 36"L x 2"H $471 $448

PLS202 • End Caps for General Cable Protection System $210 $199

GUARD DOG® Low-Profi le Cable Protector
Item # 1-4 5+

PLS1906 • Hinged Lid • (5) 1.25"W x .75"H Channels
16.9"W x 36"L x 1.25"H $317 $300

GUARD DOG Cable Protector — Low profile 
for less tripping.
•   Solid-bottom protector encloses and protects cables and cords

•   Rises only 11⁄4" to minimize obstruction as it creates a heavy-duty 
crossing point for foot or wheel traffic; textured tread

•   UV-stabilized polyurethane withstands oils, chemicals and 
driveover traffic

•   Flip-up cover makes it easy to access and place cords

PLS1906

FASTLANE® Drop Over Cable Protector
(Specify Color:   Black   Orange)

Item # 1-4 5+

PLS1426 • Drop-Over Model • (1) 4"W x 1"H Channel
10.75"W x 36"L x 1.5"H $122 $116

PLS1550 • Drop-Over Model • (2) 1.75"W x 1"H Channels
10.75"W x 36"L x 1.5"H $118 $112
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SAFCORD®

(Specify Color:   Gray   Yellow)

Item # 1+

PLS876 • Drop-Over Model • (1) 2"W Channel • 4"W x 30'L $225
PLS875 • Drop-Over Model • (1) 2"W Channel • 4"W x 6'L $64

BEST 
SELLER!
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•   Thick, poly-backed vinyl tape with scrim 
and mesh webbing provides years of 
useful life in industrial settings

•   Weatherproof adhesive backing keeps 
tape flat indoors or out; leaves 
no residue when removed

•   Helps you meet 
OSHA regs and 
prevent injury

Armadillo Tape — Built for 
years of use on your fl oor.

•   Durable 6-mil vinyl withstands indoor foot and vehicle traffic

•   Rubber adhesive backing secures tape to most clean, dry 
surfaces;  semipermanent and easy to apply, remove or reposition

•   Resists regular cleaning and foot and vehicle traffic 

•   Available in 
OSHA-regulated 
colors for safety 
and compliance

Hazard Warning Tape — Highlight for 
safety in OSHA-regulated colors.

PLS1477

PLS1475

Available in six ANSI-standard colors 
for quick recognition.

PLS1990

•   Tough, conformable foil backing won’t 
stretch, crack, tear or lift on corners or 
uneven surfaces

•   Waterproof and resistant to oil 
and chemicals

•   Indoors or out, powerful 
adhesive sticks to most 
clean, dry surfaces

Foil-Backed Traction Tape 
— Conforms to curved,  
textured or uneven surfaces.

PLS1481

” Heavy-duty mesh backing allows me to 
use my forklift without worry of damaging 
the tape. High visibility and antislip surface 
give me peace of mind.” 

— Scott V.  PLS1990 Customer

“ …safer environment 
for employees to 
work in...”

Foil-Backed Traction Tape
Item # 1-4 5+

PLS1482 • 6"W x 60'L $203 $194
PLS1481 • 4"W x 60'L $139 $132

•   Durable 6-mil vinyl is colored, not printed, so color won’t fade

•   Rubber adhesive backing secures tape to most clean, dry surfaces

•   Semipermanent tape is easy to apply, remove or reposition

•   Resists regular cleaning and traffic from feet and vehicles; 
can also be used for pipe marking

•   Available in ANSI-
standard colors 

•   Helps you meet 
OSHA regs and 
prevent injury

Solid Color Marking Tape — Mark an area 
with safety tape in ANSI-standard colors.

Solid Color Marking Tape
(Specify Color: Black, Blue, Green, Red, White or Yellow)

Item # 1-11 12+

PLS1475 • 3"W x 108'L $8.85 $8.50

PLS1474 • 2"W x 108'L $7.95 $7.55
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(Specify Color:   Blue     Green     Red   

 White   Yellow )

Item # 1-2 3+

PLS1990 • 3"W x 108'L $213 $203BEST 
SELLER!

Hazard Warning Tape
(Specify Color:   Red/White    Yellow/Black)

Item # 1-11 12+

PLS1477 • 3"W x 108'L $18 $17.20

PLS1476 • 2"W x 108'L $10.95 $10.40

248 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.

 



Black (FLM646 Only)

Glow-in-the-Dark Hazard

Reflective Strip

Available in:

Caution

•   Rounded corners make application easier 
and won’t lift or flag like conventional 
squared corners

•   Durable mineral grit compound creates a 
nonskid surface for safe footing

•   Grit is sealed with two-part epoxy 
resin for durability and to prevent shedding

•   Resists oil, water and heavy foot 
traffic for long service life

•   Low initial tack for easy repositioning

•   Tape removes without residue

Non-Skid Step Tread — 
Precut gritted tread installs 
easily on steps and ramps.

Non-Skid Step Tape — 
Epoxy-coated grit creates 
safer footing anywhere. FLM640 FLM642

FLM641•   Durable mineral grit compound creates a 
nonskid surface for safe footing throughout 
your facility

•   Grit is sealed with two-part epoxy resin 
for durability and to prevent shedding

•   Resists oil, water and heavy foot 
traffic for long service life

•   Adhesive features low initial tack for 
minutes of easy repositioning

•   Tape removes without residue

•   Just cut to length, remove protective 
backing and apply

Non-Skid Step Tread
Item # 1+

FLM646 • 6"W x 24"L • 50/package $116

Non-Skid Step Tread
Item # 1+

FLM647  
6"W x 24"L
10/package

Caution $42

Glow-in-the-Dark $112

Hazard $42

Refl ective Strip $92

Non-Skid Step Tape
Item # 1+

FLM642  
6"W x 60'L

Black $83

Hazard $116.65

Safety Yellow $95.60

FLM641  
4"W x 60'L

Black $56

Hazard $79.10

Safety Yellow $66.50

FLM640  
2"W x 60'L

Black $37

Hazard $47.50

Safety Yellow $38.05

BEST 
SELLER!

CUSTOM COLORS AVAILABLE. CALL FOR DETAILS.
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NOBODY 
DELIVERS
LIKE PIG!

KIT220
PIG Spill Kit in a 

High-Visibility Bag
See page 101
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NEW! OVER 90 ONLINE COURSES!
WE’VE CHANGED THE 
TRAINING GAME.
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TRAIN YOUR WORKERS 
IN 7 CATEGORIES:

Spill Response • SPCC • RCRA 
Hazmat • Heavy Equipment

Safety • Maintenance

Browse titles on pages 251–253 
and get full course descriptions 

at newpig.com/training.

Boring doesn’t work. 
PIG Training is packed 
with tactics for safety 
and compliance.
We’ve all seen trainings where you sit down, zone out, take a quiz 
and leave. Workers barely remember what the training was about 
15 minutes later, let alone when they need it to do their jobs.

That’s why we developed PIG Training around the principles of 
attention, retention and action. In addition to original, cutting-edge 
content, PIG Training employs creative storyboarding, state-of-the-
art 3D animation, and a little bit of humor to keep it interesting. 

•   Original content presented in easy-to-understand ways — 
no regulation-ese!

•   Written and designed to keep workers awake and engaged 
for high retention and on-the-job action

•   Runtime is broken into short modules for fast-paced training 
that’s informative, educational and entertaining

•   State-of-the-art 3D animation shows real-world tactics that 
apply to everyday workplace applications

TRN139
PIG Safety and Health Training

•   Automatically adapts to play on any computer, projector, 
tablet or smartphone regardless of your connection speed

•   Quizzes keep end users engaged as they work toward their 
named certificate of completion (online trainings only, one 
certificate per user license)

•   Structured pricing accommodates organizations of all sizes

“Attention-getting. 
Clear and simple but 

right on target.” 
– John M., PIG Training Customer

TRN123
PIG Job Hazard Analysis Training 
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•   We know leaks and spills like nobody’s business! Learn 
from the leader to help protect your workers, your facility 
and the environment

•   Topics covered include recognizing spills, assessing spills and 
using SDS, communicating spills, spill signaling, appropriate PPE 
selection, spill containment, absorbent use, spill cleanup, 
reporting, common obstacles and best practices

•   Available online (TRN100) with quizzes and a named 
Certificate of Completion (one certificate per user license); 
DVD version also available (DVD100) if certificate is not desired

•   60-minute duration

•   An essential course for anyone operating heavy equipment over 
bare ground, sand or roadbase

•   Topics covered include hydraulic spill response on soil and other 
permeable surfaces, stopping the flow of hydraulic spills, creating 
soil containment areas, removing contaminated soil, hydraulic spill 
cleanup, securing the spill area, assessing soil condition, reporting 
spills on soil and UV dyeing hydraulic oil for spill response

•   Online format includes quizzes and a named 
Certificate of Completion (one certificate 
per user license)

•   20-minute duration

BEST-SELLING 
SPILL RESPONSE COURSES

 Spill Response Tactics for 
Hydraulic Spills on Soil — Train 
on handling hose bursts, fitting 
failures and other spills.

 Spill Response Tactics 
Training — Best practices for 
handling incidental spills, 
from assessment to cleanup.

Winner of 
Environmental Protection’s 
2015 New Product 
of the Year Award

TRN101
PIG Response Tactics for 

Hydraulic Spills on Soil

PIG® Spill Response Tactics Training
Item # 1-9 10-24 25+

DVD100 • DVD Format • 60 Minutes $504 $478 $452

DVD VERSION AVAILABLE!
When you don’t need a named 
certificate of completion, get our best-
selling PIG Spill Response Tactics 

Training course on DVD.

See ordering instructions on 
the next page or search 
TRN101 at newpig.com

TRN101 
licenses start at

*Price breaks for multiple licenses

$49*

See ordering instructions on 
the next page or search 
TRN100 at newpig.com

TRN100
licenses start at

*Price breaks for multiple licenses

$59*

2016
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TRN103 PIG Anhydrous Ammonia Awareness Training • 23 Minutes

TRN120 PIG Hexavalent Chromium Training  • 34 Minutes

PIG Hazmat Training
Work safer around hazardous wastes and 
know which regs to comply with. 
See RCRA courses at right for related content.

PIG ONLINE TRAINING ORDERING & DELIVERY  
Once you order a course, you’ll gain access to our super-slick Learning Management System (LMS).
•  Login details are emailed within 24 hours
•  Flexible licensing allows 30 days to begin a course and 2 days to 

complete after starting
•  Each license includes a named Certificate of Completion

OVER 90 ONLINE COURSES! 
TEACH SOMEONE A LESSON.

TRN118 PIG Heavy Equipment Safety Introduction Training • 64 Minutes

TRN119 PIG Heavy Equipment Visibility Training  • 15 Minutes

TRN122 PIG Hydraulic Fluid Safety Training • 28 Minutes

TRN143 PIG Tanker Rollover Training • 21 Minutes

TRN144 PIG Trenching and Excavation Safety Training • 32 Minutes

TRN145
PIG Trenching and Excavation Soil Properties Training 
15 Minutes

PIG Heavy Equipment 
Training
Essential heavy equipment safety courses 
deliver tactics to help keep your workers 
safe in the seat and on the scene.

NEW!

PIG® Training
Add $10 to TRN100 1-9 10-99 100+

Online Training Course $49 $39 $29

WATCH VIDEO CLIPS!
Search by item # at newpig.com

TRN100 PIG Spill Response Tactics Training • See page 251

TRN101 PIG Response Tactics for Hydraulic Spills on Soil • See page 251

TRN186 PIG Flammable and Combustible Liquids Training • 23 Minutes

TRN187 PIG Formaldehyde Awareness Training • 15 Minutes

PIG Spill Response Training
Prepare your employees to quickly and 
effectively assess and clean up spills. 
Get tactics you can trust from the 
world’s leak and spill leader since 1985.

TRN135 PIG RCRA Training - Introduction • 32 Minutes

TRN136
PIG RCRA Training - Special Wastes and Other Requirements 
37 Minutes

TRN190
PIG RCRA Training - Generator, Container and Tank 
Requirements • 45 Minutes

TRN191
PIG RCRA Training - Emergencies, Inspections and Training
26 Minutes

TRN192
PIG RCRA Training - Preparing for Transportation, 
Manifesting and LDR • 37 Minutes

PIG RCRA Training
Specific training covers the ins and outs of 
hazardous waste management to help keep your 
facility in-tune with EPA guidelines.TRN184

PIG Spill Prevention, Control and Countermeasures Training
50 Minutes

TRN185 PIG Stormwater Pollution Prevention Training • 32 Minutes

PIG SPCC Training
The EPA says oil spills and waterways don’t 
mix. Train your workers on the settings and 
scenarios of an effective SPCC Plan.

TRN191
PIG RCRA Training

TRN118
PIG Heavy Equipment Training

We’ve highlighted some popular titles in BLUE that may be important to your training program. More PIG Training on pages 250-251.



PIG Industrial 
Maintenance Training
Help keep your workers productive and 
in-the-know — courses cover everything 
from hand tools to hydraulic valves!
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PIG Safety Training
From ladders to lockout/tagout, safety courses 
from PIG Training give your workers the 
knowledge they need to stay safe on the job.

TRN102 PIG Aerial Work Platform Safety Training • 20 Minutes

TRN104 PIG Arc Flash Safety Training • 24 Minutes

TRN105 PIG Chemical Unloading Basics Training • 24 Minutes

TRN106 PIG Combustible Dusts Training • 15 Minutes

TRN107 PIG Compressed Gas Cylinder Safety Training • 23 Minutes

TRN108 PIG Conveyor Safety Training • 26 Minutes

TRN109 PIG Emergency Action Plans Training • 16 Minutes

TRN110 PIG Equipment Hazard Basics Training • 23 Minutes

TRN111 PIG Fall Prevention and Protection Training • 53 Minutes

TRN112 PIG Fire Extinguisher Safety Training • 18 Minutes

TRN113 PIG Fire Safety Training • 24 Minutes

TRN114 PIG Forklift Safety Training • 30 Minutes

TRN115 PIG Forklift Training - Reducing Product Damage • 24 Minutes

TRN117 PIG Hand Safety Training • 18 Minutes

TRN121 PIG Hot Work Safety Training • 28 Minutes

TRN123 PIG Job Hazard Analysis Training • 26 Minutes

TRN124 PIG Ladder Safety Training • 29 Minutes

TRN125
PIG Lockout Tagout for Affected Employees Training 
18 Minutes

TRN126
PIG Lockout Tagout for Authorized Employees Training
20 Minutes

TRN127 PIG Machine Guarding Training • 37 Minutes

TRN130 PIG OSHA Recordkeeping Training • 56 Minutes

TRN131 PIG Personal Protective Equipment Training • 40 Minutes

TRN132 PIG Pneumatic Tool Safety Training • 15 Minutes

TRN133 PIG Portable Loading Ramps Training • 16 Minutes

TRN134 PIG Process Safety Management Training • 45 Minutes

TRN137 PIG Respirator Basics Training • 28 Minutes

TRN138 PIG Safety and Health Training - Advanced • 22 Minutes

TRN139 PIG Safety and Health Training - Basic • 21 Minutes

TRN140 PIG Safety Showers and Eye Washes Training • 28 Minutes

TRN141 PIG Steam Pipe Safety Training • 31 Minutes

TRN142 PIG Supported Scaffold Safety Training • 40 Minutes

TRN146 PIG Turpentine Awareness Training • 21 Minutes

TRN147 PIG Warehouse and Loading Dock Safety Training • 31 Minutes

TRN148 PIG Welding Safety Training • 26 Minutes

TRN175 PIG Problem Solving Strategies Training • 24 Minutes

TRN188 PIG Hazard Communication GHS Training • 32 Minutes

TRN189 PIG Line Breaking Training • 39 Minutes

TRN193 PIG Slips, Trips and Falls Training • 26 Minutes

TRN116 PIG Hand and Power Tools Training • 23 Minutes

TRN128 PIG Maintenance Safety Training • 32 Minutes

TRN149 PIG 5S Methodology Training • 21 Minutes

TRN150 PIG AC Motor Operation and Types Training • 23 Minutes

TRN151 PIG Belt Drive Adjustment Training • 18 Minutes

TRN152 PIG Belt Drive Basic Training • 24 Minutes

TRN153 PIG Centerlining Methodology Training • 24 Minutes

TRN154 PIG Chain Drive Basics Training • 26 Minutes

TRN155 PIG Circuits and Switch Basics Training • 15 Minutes

TRN156 PIG Compressed Air Fundamentals Training • 24 Minutes

TRN157 PIG Conveyor Belt Replacement Training • 23 Minutes

TRN158 PIG Conveyor Types and Components Training • 23 Minutes

TRN159 PIG DC Motor Operation Training • 28 Minutes

TRN160 PIG Electric Motor Basics Training • 32 Minutes

TRN161
PIG Equipment Maintenance and Reliability Training 
18 Minutes

TRN162 PIG Flow, Level, and Pressure Sensors Training • 21 Minutes

TRN163 PIG Gear Drive Basics Training • 20 Minutes

TRN164 PIG Hydraulic System Basics Training • 13 Minutes

TRN165 PIG Hydraulic System Equipment Training • 20 Minutes

TRN166
PIG Hydraulic System Valves and Components Training
23 Minutes

TRN167 PIG Lighting Basics Training • 18 Minutes

TRN168 PIG Lubricants and Oil Training • 31 Minutes

TRN169 PIG Measurement Training - Dimensions • 20 Minutes

TRN170
PIG Measurement Training - Temperature, Force, and Fluids 
Properties • 26 Minutes

TRN171 PIG Meeting Customer Expectations Training • 18 Minutes

TRN172 PIG Motor Control Circuits and Functions Training • 32 Minutes

TRN173
PIG Photoswitches, Proximity Sensors, and Feedback Devices 
Training • 21 Minutes

TRN174 PIG Pneumatic Basics Training • 28 Minutes

TRN176
PIG Process and Instrumentation Diagrams Training
40 Minutes

TRN177 PIG Process Control Charts Training • 23 Minutes

TRN178 PIG Process Control Fundamentals Training • 20 Minutes

TRN179 PIG Pump Basics Training • 24 Minutes

TRN180 PIG Pump Types and Applications Training • 24 Minutes

TRN181 PIG Understanding Facility Costs Training • 16 Minutes

TRN182 PIG Valve Basics Training • 28 Minutes

TRN183 PIG Valve Performance Training • 18 Minutes
TRN139

PIG Safety and Health Training

TRN115
PIG Forklift Training
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Right-to-Know Center — Don’t just have a hazcom 
plan, display it where it can’t be missed!
•   Make SDSs easy to find and 

readily available for 
employees and inspectors

•   36" security chain deters 
removal from proper location

•   Deluxe center (RTK511) 
features three deep pockets for 
binder and booklets; large size 
is easy to locate

•   Economy center (RTK504) 
holds a single binder 
and takes up less space

•   Binders sold separately

NFPA

Color bar

Container Label
(Specify: NFPA or Color Bar)

Item # 1-9 10+

SGN167 • Vinyl • 4"L x 4"H  
500/package $133 $125

•  Write-on spaces for severity hazard 
number, chemical name, common name
and manufacturer

•  Self-sticking labels adhere to smooth, 
clean and dry surfaces

•  Choose NFPA or HMCIS on vinyl or paper

•   Helps you quickly identify hazards of 
materials involved in an accident to protect 
first responders and the public

•   400 pages in softcover are numerically 
indexed and color-coded for fast, easy use

•   A “must-have” for hazmat shippers 
and handlers

•   Brightly colored labels indicate chemical 
hazards of container’s contents

•   Reminds of chemical hazards each time 
a container is used

•   Choose NFPA diamond or color 
bar version

•   Vinyl material is ideal for use in damp or 
outdoor conditions

SGN862

REF303

RTK504

SGN863

Chemical Identifier Labels — 
NFPA and HMCIS labels 
identify small containers.

Emergency Response 
Guidebook — Identify hazards 
and establish isolation zones.

Container Label — Mark your 
drums and containers.

Right-to-Know Center
Item # 1 2+

RTK511 • Deluxe • 4.125"W x 24"L x 30"H $235 $223
RTK504 • Economy • 5"W x 15"L x 20"H $111 $106

SDS Binder
Item # 1 2+

RTK501 • 3" Ring Size • 3.5"W x 12"L x 11.5"H $47 $45
RTK500 • 1.5" Ring Size • 1.75"W x 11.5"L x 10.5"H $33 $32

BEST 
SELLER!

•   Protrudes from wall for higher 
visibility; helps workers fi nd SDS 
documents quickly, even from a distance

•   Choose 90º sign for visibility from either 
side; 3D sign projects 45º from wall 
for visibility

SDS Projection Sign — See 
SDS docs from any angle.

3D

SDS Projection Sign
Item # 1+

SGN1044
3D • 17"W x 8"H x 8.5"D $30
90 Degree • 1"W x 8"H x 12"D $28

90°

RTK511

Chemical Identifi er 
Roll Labels
Item # 1-4 5+

SGN862 • NFPA
3.875"L x 1.5"H
500/roll

Paper $68 $64

Vinyl $102 $98

SGN863 • HMCIS
3.875"L x 1.5"H
500/roll

Paper $68 $64

Vinyl $102 $98

Emergency Response Guidebook
Item # 1-25 26-50 51+

REF303 • English $9.30 $8.75 $8.25

REF304 • Spanish $10.85 $10.30 $9.80

RTK501
Binder

BEST 
SELLER!
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Hazardous Materials Kit — Hi-viz signal kit 
identifies hazards up to 300 feet away.

Markal Dura-Ink Markers — Different 
tips allow for fine or broad marking.

Markal Pro-Line Paint Markers — Superior 
marks on wet or oily surfaces.

Markal Paint Markers — Pick
a paint crayon or twist-up marker.

SGN149

•  Vinyl signal kits are ideal for use on storage tanks, processing tanks, 
vessels, pipelines, drums and more; include five NFPA diamond panels 
and five sets of numbers and symbols

•  Aluminum signal kits can be mounted permanently on walls or 
fences; won’t peel or fade; contain five NFPA diamond panels and 
five sets of numbers and symbols

•   Markal Dura-Ink 15 Fine Bullet Tip Marker (TLS996) is perfect 
for precise marking; uses industrial-strength permanent ink that is 
wear-resistant and fast-drying

•   Markal Dura-Ink 25 Medium Chisel Tip Marker (TLS997) has a 
chisel tip mark size of 1⁄8" or 1⁄4" and can make fine or broad marks on 
almost any surface; uses smear- and water-resistant xylene-free 
industrial ink

•   Markal Pro-Line Wet Surface Marker (TLS998) is perfect for use 
on wet or damp surfaces, with specially formulated, industrial-grade 
xylene-free paint that resists running or spreading

•   Markal Pro-Line Oily Surface Marker (TLS999) was specially 
developed for use on oily and greasy surfaces and leaves marks that 
are wear-, weather- and fade-resistant; uses xylene-free paint

•   B-HEX Paintstik Marker (TLS994): paint in crayon form that makes 
hi-viz marks; UV- and weather-resistant; great on rough, dirty surfaces

•   Quik Stik Twist Paint Marker (TLS995): the top twist-up solid 
paint marker; weather- and UV-resistant and marks on any surface

Hazardous Material Signals Kit
Item # 1-9 10+

SGN149 • Vinyl • 15"L x 15"H  $224 $214
SGN148 • Vinyl • 10"L x 10"H  $155 $148
SGN151 • Aluminum • 15"L x 15"H  $380 $363
SGN150 • Aluminum • 10"L x 10"H  $227 $217

TLS994

TLS995

Markal® B-HEX® Paintstik® Marker
(Specify Color:   White    Yellow)

Item # 1-4 5+

TLS994 • 12/box • Drying time: 4 to 6 hours $17 $16

Markal® Quik Stik® Twist Paint Marker
(Specify Color:  Black    White    Yellow)

Item # 1-4 5+

TLS995 • 12/box • Drying time: 5 to 7 minutes $83 $79

NEW!

NEW!

TLS997

TLS996

Markal® DURA-INK® Marker
Item # 1-4 5+

TLS996 • 15 Fine Bullet Tip • 12/box • Drying time: 5 to 7 minutes $14 $13
TLS997 • 25 Medium Chisel Tip • 12/box • Drying time: 5 to 7 minutes $25 $24

Markal® Pro-Line® Paint Markers
(Specify Color:  Black    White    Yellow)

Item # 1-4 5+

TLS998 • WP • Wet surface • 12/box • Drying time: 5 to 7 minutes $45 $43
TLS999 • HP • Oily surface • 12/box • Drying time: 5 to 7 minutes $45 $43

TLS999

TLS998

NEW!

BEST 
SELLER!



SGN509
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Bright colors and easy-to-read legends help 
you comply with 29 CFR 1910.145 by 
indicating specific hazards that may lead to 
accidental injury or property damage.

THREE-STEP EASY ORDERING

1. Choose a legend

2. Choose a composition

3. Choose a size

Three compositions to fit your 
application and budget.

•   Aluminum signs offer long-lasting, 
superior resistance to abrasion, chemicals, 
weather, splashes and washdowns

•    Plastic signs are an economical choice for 
light-duty or temporary use, indoors or 
sheltered outdoors

•   Dura-Vinyl self-sticking signs provide 
exceptional flexibility and performance, 
indoors or out; high-gloss film resists UV 
rays, water, chemicals and abrasion

Safety Signs — Provide vital information with easy-to-read signs.

Helps you comply with regs!

Not much help.

SGN536

CHEMICALS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS SIGNS

SGN515 SGN516

SGN517 SGN519

SGN522SGN521 SGN523
(SGN521& SGN522 are 10" x 14" only.)

BEST 
SELLER!

SGN539

SGN543

SGN552

SGN547

SGN540

SGN544

SGN554

SGN548

SGN541

SGN545

SGN555

SGN550

SGN537

SGN542

SGN551

SGN546
BEST 

SELLER!

SGN528

SGN534

SGN529

SGN535

SGN531

SGN536

SGN499

SGN532
BEST 

SELLER!
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Safety Signs 
Item # 1-9 10+

Aluminum • 10"W x 14"L $35 $34

Aluminum • 7"W x 10"L $33 $32

Plastic • 10"W x 14"L $25 $24

Plastic • 7"W x 10"L $20 $19

Self-Sticking • 10"W x 14"L $23 $22

Self-Sticking • 7"W x 10"L $18 $17

SGN500

SGN504SGN503 SGN505

ADMITTANCE AND EXIT SIGNS

SGN501 SGN502

SGN506 SGN507 SGN508

SGN518



CHEMICAL DRUMS SIGNS

SEE TONS OF DRUMS ON PAGES 328–333.

WE’VE GOT YOUR SIGN!  SEE MORE SAFETY SIGNS AT NEWPIG.COM! ENTER “SIGNS” IN THE SEARCH FIELD.

PERSONAL PROTECTION SIGNS

SPILL RESPONSE SIGNS

SGN566

SGN559

SGN565

(SGN1032 & SGN1033 are 10" x 14" only.)

SGN573

SGN588

SGN596

SGN580

SGN575

SGN590

SGN597

SGN583

SGN577

SGN594

SGN584

SGN571

SGN578

SGN586

SGN595

SGN567

SGN558

SGN1030

SGN562

SGN568

SGN559

SGN1032

SGN563

SGN569

SGN560

SGN1033

SGN565

SGN566

SGN556

SGN570

SGN561

BEST 
SELLER!

BEST 
SELLER!

BEST 
SELLER!
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SGN633

SGN641SGN640 SGN643

HOUSEKEEPING & TRAFFIC SIGNS

SGN636 SGN637

Do you know which safety sign you 
should use? Find out here:
newpig.com/safety-signs

EXPERT ADVICE
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ELECTRICAL & EQUIPMENT SIGNS

SMOKE & FIRE SIGNS CONFINED SPACE SIGNS
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All signs on these two pages are available in 
three compositions and two sizes. See more 
legends on pages 256–257 or at newpig.com!

THREE-STEP EASY ORDERING
1. Choose a legend
2. Choose a composition
3. Choose a size
•  Aluminum signs offer superior resistance 

to abrasion, chemicals and harsh weather

•  Plastic signs are economical for light-duty 
use, indoors or sheltered outdoors

•  Dura-Vinyl self-sticking signs provide 
exceptional performance, indoors or out; 
resist UV rays, chemicals and abrasion

Safety Signs — These signs can help you 
comply with 29 CFR 1910.145.

Safety Signs 
Item # 1-9 10+

Aluminum • 10"W x 14"L $35 $34
Aluminum • 7"W x 10"L $33 $32
Plastic • 10"W x 14"L $25 $24
Plastic • 7"W x 10"L $20 $19
Self-Sticking • 10"W x 14"L $23 $22
Self-Sticking • 7"W x 10"L $18 $17

•   Self-adhesive backing for easy installation

•  Tough  vinyl film for industrial settings

•   Phosphorescent surface glows up 
to 8 hours

Glow-In-The-Dark Sign — 
Direct traffic during 
power failures.

SGN143

SGN176

SGN177

Glow-In-The-Dark Sign
Item # 1-9 10+

SGN143 • Fire Extinguisher  
10"L x 14"H $45 $43

SGN176 • Not An Exit  
10"L x 14"H $45 $43

SGN177 • Exit • 10"L x 14"H $45 $43

SGN1035

SGN1034

•   Protrudes from wall for high visibility; helps 
workers find spill kits quickly

•  High-contrast message on both sides

•   Molded plexiglass with prepunched holes 
and self-sticking tape for mounting

Projection Sign — 3D wall 
signs are easy to see.

90° Projection Sign
Item # 1+

SGN1034 • “Spill Station” 
12"W x 8"H x 1.5"D  $26

SGN1036 • “Spill Response Equipment” 
12"W x 8"H x 1.5"D  $26

3D Projection Sign
Item # 1+

SGN1035 • “Spill Response Equipment” 
18"W x 8"H x 9"D  $26

SGN1026

SGN1028SGN1026

SGN605SGN603

     SGN609SGN608

SGN612

SGN618

SGN632

SGN611

SGN617

SGN622SGN620

SGN625

SGN615 SGN616SGN614

SGN598SGN619

SGN624

SGN627

SGN628

SGN599

SGN600

SGN601

BEST 
SELLER!

BEST 
SELLER!
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•  Compact desktop unit produces industrial-strength, self-adhesive 
vinyl labels up to 4" wide and 45" long (rolls sold separately)

•  Labels print quickly at 200 dpi for a clear, professional appearance

•  Intuitive software lets you edit layout exactly as it will appear on 
final print

•  Add your own images and logos to clip art gallery of over 
1,400 health, safety, informational and industrial symbols 

•  License-free software can be used on any number of workstations

•  Foolproof control panel has only ON/OFF and feed buttons; 
all other functions overseen by PC

•   Upgrade the ink ribbon to premium-grade thermal-transfer ink 
(SGN264) for higher performance in industrial settings

Sign & Label Machine — Generate custom signs, labels and tags with 
this versatile, unlimited-license printer.

SGN260

SGN261

SGN262

SGN264

SGN263

Roll and ribbon refills 
available in:

BlueBlack

RedOrange
(Rolls only)

GreenClear
(Rolls only)

Yellow
(Rolls only)White

UDO LP 400 Series Sign & Label Machine
Item # 1+

SGN260 • 7.3"W x 10.9"L x 6"H $2650
SGN260 Contents • 1 6' USB Cable • 1 6' Power Supply Cord • 1 Thermal Print Head Cleaning Pen

Vinyl Rolls for UDO LP 400 Series 
Sign & Label Machine
(Specify Color for SGN261, SGN262 and SGN263: Black, Blue, Clear, Green, Orange, Red, White or Yellow
Specify Color for SGN264: Black, Blue, Green, Red or White)

Item # 1-4 5+

SGN263 • 4"W x 82'L $214 $202
SGN262 • 2"W x 82'L $165 $157
SGN261 • 1.125"W x 82'L $124 $119
SGN264 • Premium Resin Ink Ribbon • 4.33"W x 298'L $95 $91

Globally Harmonized System — Create a safer plant and comply with 
HazCom regs by using GHS products.

•   GHS pictograms identify hazardous chemicals 
and warn workers of their potential dangers

•   Adhesive-coated paper can be affi xed to any 
clean, dry surface

•  Labels are available in two sizes

GHS Pictogram Labels

•   Wallet Card fi ts in a pocket 
and displays GHS pictograms 
with descriptions

•   Laminated Poster displays 
GHS labels and pictograms

GHS Wallet Card & Poster

SGN1048
Flammables

SGN1052
Gases

SGN1049
Oxidizers

SGN1053
Toxic Chemicals

SGN1050
Explosives

SGN1054
Irritants

SGN1051
Corrosives

SGN1055
Aquatic Toxins

SGN1056
Respiratory Hazards

SGN1042
SGN1043

GHS Pictogram Labels
Item # 1-4 5+

Large • 2"W x 2"L • 500/roll $89 $85
Small • 1"W x 1"L • 500/roll $58 $54

GHS Wallet Card & Poster
Item # 1-4 5+

SGN1042 • Wallet Card • 3.375"L x 2.125"H $3.80 $3.25

SGN1043 • Poster • 18"L x 24"H $39 $38
BEST 

SELLER!



SEE MORE LEGENDS 
AT NEWPIG.COM

ADDITIONAL LEGENDS 
AVAILABLE  AT NEWPIG.COM
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•   Clear contents labeling speeds inspection of containers packed 
inside shipping containers

•   Easy-to-read legends help make signage easy to see

•   Durable 2.6-mil polypropylene with permanent acrylic adhesive back 
resists moisture and extreme weather

�  Helps you comply with 49 CFR 172

HAZARD CLASS
Flammable Liquid

3
HAZARD CLASS
Corrosive

8

HAZARD CLASS
Miscellaneous
Dangerous Goods

9

SGN181-M11 SGN181-807

SGN181-808

Hazardous Material Labels — Clearly identify hazardous shipping containers.

Hazardous Material Shipping Labels
Item # 1-4 5-9 10+

SGN181 • 4"L x 4"H • 500/package $95 $91 $85
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Hazard Warning Label — Use a label to take a big step toward accident prevention.

Slip-Gard Floor Signs — Reinforce safety messages with durable, high-traction 
floor signs.

•   Bright colors and easy-to-read legends 

•   Small adhesive peel-and-stick advisory labels are easy to fit near 
equipment controls and hazard points

•   Dura-Vinyl material provides exceptional flexibility and performance; 
resists UV, chemicals and abrasion

�  Helps you comply with 29 CFR 1910.145 

•  Self-sticking signs indicate potential 
hazards from a fresh perspective —
the floor!

•  Vinyl top withstands heavy foot traffic 
and protects printed message

�  Helps you comply with 29 CFR 1910.145 

Hazard Warning Label
Item # 1-4 5+

Vinyl • 5"L x 3.5"H • 5/package $23 $22

SGN409

SGN417

SGN441

SGN467

SGN431

SGN462

SGN410

  SGN420

SGN451

SGN470

SGN436

SGN463

SGN411

SGN421

SGN456SGN438

SGN465

   SGN416

SGN429

SGN459

SGN440

SGN466

BEST 
SELLER!

BEST 
SELLER!

Slip-Gard™ Floor Signs
Item # 1-4 5+

1 each • 17" Dia. $47 $45

   SGN829

SGN844

SGN832

SGN845

SGN839

SGN846

SGN841

SGN848

   SGN840

SGN847

SGN828

Textured 
surface adds 
traction.

BEST 
SELLER!

BEST 
SELLER!



•   Bright colors and easy-to-read legends help ensure safety and 
facility compliance

•   All labels are self-sticking for fast application; markable with 
pen or pencil

•   Choose economical paper labels for short-term use or durable 
polypropylene to resist moisture

•    Hazardous waste labels (SGN659–SGN668) 
help you meet 49 CFR 172

SGN645 SGN646 SGN647 SGN648 SGN649

SGN650 SGN651 SGN652

SGN665

SGN668
(6" x 4")

SGN660 
(11" x 6")

SGN662 SGN663

Tracking

Tracking

DRUM IDENTIFICATION LABELS

NONHAZARDOUS WASTE LABELS

HAZARDOUS WASTE LABELS

Drum ID and Waste Labels — 
Improve storage, mixing and 
shipping practices.

SGN653
(25/pack only)

SGN654

SGN655 SGN656 SGN657 SGN658

SGN674 SGN675 SGN676

SGN669 SGN670 SGN671 SGN672 SGN673

Drum ID and Waste Labels
Item # 1-4 5+

Poly • 6"W x 6"L  (unless noted ) • 100/pack $74 $71

Paper • 6"W x 6"L (unless noted ) • 100/pack $54.15 $51.15

SGN653 only • Poly • 6"W x 6"L • 25/pack $30 $29

SGN653 only • Paper • 6"W x 6"L • 25/pack $14.85 $13.85

SGN680 only • 6"L x 6"H • 25/package $38 $36

SGN659

BEST 
SELLER!

BEST 
SELLER!

BEST 
SELLER!
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SGN680

ADDITIONAL PCB LABELS 
AVAILABLE AT NEWPIG.COM



LCK238

E-SAFE® LOCK-A-PLUG 
Electrical Lockout
Item # 1-5 6+

LCK239 • For 220/550 V Plugs up to 
7"L x 3.25"W x 3.25"H w/ 1" Dia. 
Cord Max

$25.70 $24.40

LCK238 • For 110 V Plug w/ .5" Dia. 
Cord Max $18.50 $17.65

NORTH

Combination Electrical & Valve Lockout Starter Kit
Item # 1-2 3+

GEN467 • 72 Pieces • 8.875"W x 20.25"L x 8.375"H $795 $755

GEN467

•  Ensures no power-up during maintenance

•   Highly visible, fully dielectric 
polypropylene resists chemicals, wear, 
rust and extreme temperatures

•   Installs easily to safeguard machinery 
and equipment

E-SAFE LOCK-A-PLUG — 
Enclose a plug to keep 
equipment from turning on.

•   Clamshell-style 
lockout in rugged 
polypropylene 
resists chemicals, 
cracking, abrasion 
and temperature 
changes

•   If not using ANSI 
color-coding, red 
can indicate 
locked and 
closed position

•   Fully dielectric 
design is easy to 
handle and apply

LCK112

V-SAFE® Gate Valve Lockout
Item # 1-5 6+

LCK116 • For 10" to 13" Dia. Valve Handles $70.90 $67.85

LCK115 • For 6.5" to 10" Dia. Valve Handles $45.25 $42.95

LCK114 • For 5" to 6.5" Dia. Valve Handles $38.40 $36.45

LCK113 • For 2.5" to 5" Dia. Valve Handles $27.80 $26.40

LCK112 • For 1" to 2.5" Dia. Valve Handles $18.85 $17.80

NORTH

V-SAFE Gate Valve Lockout — Secures and 
color-codes gate valves for safety.

B-SAFE Ball Valve Lockout — 
The only ball valve lockout for 
open or closed positions.

Combination Lockout Kit — Wide selection 
for safe maintenance and repair.

Small lockout locks in 
open or closed (right) position.

•   Installs in seconds to completely cover 
handles and prevent unauthorized use

•   Highly visible, fully dielectric polypropylene 
resists chemicals, cracking, abrasion, rust and extreme temperatures 

•   Accepts handles up to 1" wide; models available for a range 
of valves from 3⁄8" to 8" in closed position; LCK119 can be locked 
open or closed

•   Kit includes 72 lockout accessories

•   Lightweight case resists impact, rust and chemicals

•   Helps you meet OSHA requirements

B-SAFE® Ball Valve Lockout
Item # 1-5 6+

LCK230 • For 2" to 8" Valves w/ Handles from 12" to 17.5"L $81.10 $76.95

LCK120 • For 1.25" to 2.5" Valves w/ Handles from 7.5" to 10"L $39.90 $37.95

LCK119 • For .375" to 1.25" Valves w/ Handles up to 7.5"L $25.95 $24.75

NORTH

LCK119
In open position

LCK119
In locked position

FOR CONTENTS OF LOCKOUT KITS
VISIT NEWPIG.COM OR CALL 1-800-HOT-HOGS.BEST 

SELLER!
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BEST 
SELLER!

Learn the top lockout/
tagout (LOTO) 
violations to prevent 
hazards and keep 
employees safe:
newpig.com/loto-
violations

EXPERT ADVICE



Deluxe Lockout — Wall-mount lockout station 
keeps your lockout/tagout supplies in one place.

LCK257
Deluxe

Padlock — Powder-coated 
lock comes keyed alike 
or different.
•   Heavy-duty aluminum

alloy body with chrome-
plated shackle resists 
corrosion for long life

•   Keyed-different locks come 
in your choice of four colors; 
keyed-alike locks are red only

LCK104

•   Lockout/tagout device will remain on hasp 
to disable equipment during service 
or maintenance

•   Hasps accept up to six padlocks 
to safeguard against unexpected startups

Steel Lockout Hasp — Add 
safety and security with a 
multiple-worker hasp.

LCK168

LCK169

Steel Lockout Hasp
Item # 1-2 3+

LCK169 • For Up to 6 Padlocks w/ .375" 
Dia. Shackle • 1.5" Dia. Jaw $9.30 $8.85

LCK168 • For Up to 6 Padlocks w/ .375" 
Dia. Shackle • 1" Dia. Jaw $8.55 $8.10

Group Lockout Kit
Item # 1-4 5+

LCK222 • 53 Pieces  
7"D x 15"L x 9.5"H $607 $577

LCK222

•   Includes 65 items to use along with 
lockouts, including padlocks, hasps, tags 
and advisory stickers

•   Durable plastic box can be padlocked to 
prevent tampering

•   Kit is labeled for easy identification

•   Choose keyed alike or individually 
keyed padlocks

•   Includes the most common lockout 
designs used to prevent machine 
activation; 53 pieces

•   Compartments let you group
padlocks and hasps, valve lockouts 
and electrical lockouts

Portable Kit — Easily label 
and identify your lockouts.

Group Lockout Kit — 
53-piece kit designed for 
machine lockouts.

Portable Lockout Identifi cation Kit
(Specify: Keyed alike or Individually keyed)

Item # 1-3 4+

GEN367 • 65 Pieces  
7.5"W x 14.2"L x 5.25"H $164 $157

GEN367

LCK251

•   Place near entrances, machinery or locker 
bays to help avoid misplaced lockout/
tagout items and encourage use

•   See-through cover with hinge and 
lockable compartments let you check 
inventory at a glance

•   High-visibility polycarbonate material 
resists heat and impact

•   Lockable cover helps prevent pilferage or 
unauthorized use of lockout/tagout supplies

•   Deluxe lockout station features tip-out 
drawers and hooks for cables and ropes, 
plus holes for adding pegboard accessories

Padlock Lockout Station
Item # 1-2 3+

LCK251 • 32 Pieces  
1.75"D x 16"L x 12.25"H $180 $171

Deluxe Lockout Station
Item # 1-2 3+

LCK257 • 76 Pieces  
4.5"D x 23.5"L x 27"H $824 $783

KEEP UP-TO-DATE WITH LOCKOUT/TAGOUT 
TRAINING. SEE PAGE 253.
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Keyed-Different 
Aluminum Padlock
(Specify Color:   Black    Blue    Green    Red)

Item # 1-5 6+

LCK104 • Shackle Dimensions 
.25" Dia. x 3"H • 1.5"W x 1.75"H $18.25 $17.40

LCK103 • Shackle Dimensions 
.25" Dia. x 1.5"H • 1.5"W x 1.75"H $16.95 $16.20

Keyed-Alike 
Aluminum Padlock
Item # 1-5 6+

LCK107 • Shackle Dimensions 
.25" Dia. x 3"H • 1.5"W x 1.75"H $19.05 $18.05

LCK106 • Shackle Dimensions 
.25" Dia. x 1.5"H • 1.5"W x 1.75"H $17.15 $16.25

LCK105 • Shackle Dimensions 
.25" Dia. x 1"H • 1.5"W x 1.75"H $16.45 $15.70

BEST 
SELLER!

BEST 
SELLER!
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Barricade Tape
(Specify Legend for PLS325: Caution or Caution Do Not Enter)

Item # 1-5 6-11 12+

PLS325 • 3"W x 1000'L
Black on Yellow $27 $25.70 $24.50

PLS326 • 3"W x 1000'L
Danger Do Not Enter
Black on Red

$27 $25.70 $24.50
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XpanDit™ Expandable Barricade
Item # 1-4 5+

PLS1493 • 16.5"W x 16.5"L x 37"H
Expanded Length 11.5' $307 $292

•   Compact 17" frame expands to an 
11'-long barrier; stores easily when not in use

•   Full 36"-high yellow and black barricade is 
highly visible

•   Lightweight aluminum barrier features sturdy 
steel legs

•   Optional 2" casters make it easy for one 
person to set up and move unit

•   Expands up to 71⁄2' 
then folds and locks 
to a compact 6"

•   Recycled HDPE 
resists impact, UV and 
extreme temperatures

•   Fill base with 
water or sand for 
added stability

VERSA-GUARD Barricade — Steel and 
aluminum barricade expands to 11 feet!

Weighs 29 lbs. — 
carry it anywhere.

•   Expands up to 111⁄2' then 
folds and locks to a compact 
161⁄2" for easy storage

•   Made of recycled 
polypropylene and PVC; 
weighs only 17 lbs.

•   Four casters for mobility

•   Link multiple units to 
block wider spaces

XpanDit Barricade — Block 
off large areas then fold it 
up for compact storage.

Weighs only 15 lbs. 
for easy portability.

Multi-Gate Barricade —
Block traffic outdoors with 
this all-HDPE barricade.

Caution Tape — Restrict 
access or control traffic.
•   Ideal for quickly restricting access 

during spill response

•   High-visibility 2-mil polyethylene tape warns 
traffic with a message that repeats 
along entire length

•   Handy dispenser box is easy to use and 
prevents accidental unrolling

PLS326

PLS325

Multi-Gate Expandable 
Outdoor Barricade
Item # 1-2 3+

PLS1494 • 18.5"W x 90"L x 43"H
Expanded Length 7.5' $364 $345

PLS521

PLS1493 PLS1494

VERSA-GUARD® Barricade
(Specify: Without Casters or With Casters: Add $42 to price shown for with Casters)

Item # 1-2 3+

PLS521 • 17"W x 17"L x 36"H • Expanded Length 11' $467 $446

BEST 
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Adhesive-backed 

PIG Grippy 
Floor Mat 
sticks tight and stays put to stop slips, trips and falls.

Check out 
Grippy on pages 

234–237



•   Clamp the ladder safety gate onto pipe 
railings around your ladders and unloading 
platforms to help prevent falls

•  Made of durable powder-coated steel

•   Gate opens 180°; self-closing hinges 
keep the gate closed at all times

•   Universal hinge-mounting assembly fits 
railings up to 2" in diameter

•   Mount in either direction simply by 
inverting the gate

�  Helps you comply with 29 CFR 1910.23 
covering guarding floor and wall openings 
and holes

Ladder Safety Gate — Employ a full-time guard at 
your fixed ladders and raised platforms.

PLS474

Tensacone® Topper
Item # 1+

PLS1204 • For Traffi c Cones • 13'L Retractable Belt $129

Orange Traffi c Cone
Item # 1-9 10+

PLS1083 • 15"W x 15"L x 28"H $31 $30

Adjustable Safety Gate —Spring-loaded 
gate always closes behind you.
•   Industrial safety gate 

in powder-coated  
steel stands up to 
industrial 
environments

•   Adjusts to fit 
openings from 
221⁄2" to 36" wide

•   Can be installed 
with hinges on 
left or right 
(hardware not 
included)

•   Torsion spring lets 
gate open easily, 
close automatically

•   Bright red color 
alerts workers to 
potential hazard

�  Helps you comply 
with regulation
listed above

•   Polyvinyl chloride 
construction is 
durable, long 
lasting and 
waterproof for use 
indoors or out

•   Fluorescent orange 
color signals 
warning 

•   Broad 15" base 
resists blowing 
over; “grippers” 
add traction 

•   Flexible cone 
springs back to 
shape even if struck

•   Tensacone Topper (PLS1204) has durable plastic housing that 
securely fits most cones; 13'-long retractable webbing is a 
highly visible, temporary barrier; faster and easier to use than 
string, traffic tape or rigid barriers

Adjustable Spring Safety Gate
Item # 1-4 5+

PLS1562 • Fits Opening 22.5" to 36" Wide • 24"W x 24"H $217 $205

Traffic Cone — Mark your hazards and 
danger zones with durable traffic cones.

PLS1083

PLS1562

PLS1204
2 units 
shown

Safety Cone — “Caution” 
cone is easy to see for 
marking an indoor hazard.

PLS829

•   Classic design features bilingual message 
imprinted on all sides

•   Highly visible graphics 
won’t wear or fade

•   Weather-resistant 
plastic won’t rust 
or corrode

•   OSHA safety yellow 
color draws 
attention to cone

Four-Sided Safety Cone
Item # 1-5 6+

PLS829 • 12.25"W x 12.25"L x 36"H
“Caution Wet Floor” $79 $75

PLS826 • Plastic Barrier Chain
1"W x 20'L $44 $42

PLS826

Add a plastic barrier 
chain (PLS826) to 
link cones together.

Ladder Safety Gate
Item # 1-4 5+

PLS478 • Fits Opening 34.75" to 38.5" 
Wide • 36"W x 22.75"H $282 $268

PLS477 • Fits Opening 28.75" to 32.5" 
Wide • 30"W x 22.75"H $267 $252

PLS476 • Fits Opening 22.75" to 26.5" 
Wide • 24"W x 22.75"H $254 $241

PLS475 • Fits Opening 19.75" to 23.5" 
Wide • 21"W x 22.75"H $251 $239

PLS474 • Fits Opening 16.75" to 20.5" 
Wide • 18"W x 22.75"H $247 $235
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PLS1038

PARK-IT Parking Curb — Tough parking 
curb is striped with reflective tape for 
high visibility.
•   Made of 100% recycled tires; resists UV light, moisture, 

oil and extreme temperatures

•   Reflective, glass-beaded tape increases visibility; multiple 
colors available

•   Rubber material bends and flexes to form to asphalt
or concrete surface; installs with rebar spikes

•   Low-profile design stops cars but won’t 
damage vehicles

Foam Strip — Stick this foam strip on 
corners and edges for light-duty protection.

•   Creates a soft surface on machine edges, 
low-clearance areas, workbenches and 
more; absorbs minor impact

•   Flexible strips cut to size with scissors

•   Long-lasting adhesive holds strips in 
place for years; initial tack allows some 
repositioning during installation

PLS1324

Reflective Foam Guards — Protect 
workers from injury and property 
from damage, day or night.
•   High-density foam softens blows to help protect workers; 

guards equipment or facility from damage

•   Contrasting red and silver reflective finish is highly visible in 
daylight or in low-light conditions 

•   Long-lasting self-adhesive backing attaches to any clean, 
dry surface

•   Heavy-duty foam guards are thick but can be easily cut to fit 
any space

PLS2001

PLS2002

PLS2003

Rounded back and extra-wide design 
gives extra protection and mounts 
easily to corners.

Refl ective Foam Guards
Item # Application Shape Dimensions 1-5 6+

PLS2001 90° Corner Round Back Ext. Dia. 2.5" x 39.25"L $125 $119

PLS2002 90° Corner Flat Back 3.25"W x 39.25"L x 1.75"H $123 $116

PLS2003 Flat Surface Round Back 2.75"W x 39.25"L x 1.5"H $121 $114

PLS2001

Protective Foam Strip
Item # 1-4 5+

PLS1325 • Flat Surface • 4"W x 36"L x 0.375"H 
5/box

Yellow and Black $118 $111
Yellow $75 $68

PLS1324 • Flat Surface • 2"W x 36"L x 0.375"H 
5/box

Yellow and Black $80 $76
Yellow $50 $46

PLS1325

PLS1041
Two units shown

•   100% recycled tire construction resists UV, moisture, oil and 
extreme temperatures; flexes and bends to surface shape

•   9" stripes, glass beads and “cat’s eye” glass inserts reflect light to 
attract attention, especially at night

•   Place bumps end-to-end for customized lengths

•   Predrilled for installation on asphalt with rebar spikes (PLS1039) or 
on concrete with lag bolts (PLS549) (both sold separately)

Easy Rider Speed Bump — Slow down a 
vehicle without causing it to bottom out.

Bottom grooves provide 
a channel for cables 
and wires.

End caps add a 
finished look.

PLS1043

PLS1043

EASY RIDER™ Speed Bump
Item # 1-4 5+

PLS1041 • 12"W x 72"L x 2.25"H $224 $212
PLS1043 • End Cap for Speed Bump $39 $37
PLS1039 • Rebar Spikes • Ext. Dia. .5" x 14"L • 4/package $22 $21
PLS549 • Lag Bolt $9 $8.55
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PARK-IT™ Parking Curb
(Specify Color for PLS1038:  White    Yellow)

Item # 1-4 5+

PLS1038 • 6"W x 72"L x 4"H $76 $73
PLS1039 • Rebar Spikes • Ext. Dia. .5" x 14"L • 4/package $22 $21

BEST 
SELLER!
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Foam Guard — Add bumper protection wherever you need 
it to limit bumps and bruises.

PLS1991

PLS1490

PLS1491

PLS1489

PLS170

•   Dense foam softens blows to help 
protect workers; guards your equipment or 
facility from damage

•   Add bumper protection in industrial 
work areas, railway and subway stations, 
public spaces or anywhere people walk

•   Flexible material conforms to slightly 
irregular angles and surfaces

•   Protective coating prevents abrasion to 
provide years of service

•   Long-lasting, self-adhesive backing 
attaches to any clean, dry indoor surface 
(PLS171 and PLS1995 slide on and hold
with friction)

•   Guards with highly visible pattern draw 
attention to potential hazards

•   Wide variety of shapes and styles to fit 
I-beams, shelves, racks, ventilation hoods, 
corners, pipes, rails and more

PLS1563

PLS170
PLS1991

PLS1561

PLS1560
PLS1993

PLS1172
PLS1996

PLS1490 
PLS1994

PLS1996

PLS171
PLS1995

PLS1488

Protective Foam Guards
Item # Application Shape Dimensions 1-5 6+

PLS170 90° Corner Round Back Ext. Dia. 1.5" x 39.5"L $47 $45

PLS1991 90° Corner Round Back Ext. Dia. 2.5" x 39.5"L $81 $77

PLS1560 90° Corner Flat Back 1.25"W x 39.5"L x 1"H $47 $45

PLS1993 90° Corner Flat Back 1.25"W x 16'L x 1"H $203 $192
PLS171 .3125" Slot Round Back Ext. Dia. 1.5" x 39.5"L $47 $45
PLS1561 .3125" Slot Flat Back 1"W x 39.5"L x 1.25"H $48 $44

PLS1995 .3125" Slot Round Back Ext. Dia. 1.5" x 16"L $215 $203

PLS1172 Flat Surface Round Back 1.5"W x 39.5"L x 1"H $47 $45

PLS1996 Flat Surface Round Back 1.5"W x 16'L x 1"H $215 $203

PLS1490 Flat Surface Flat Back 1.562"W x 39.25"L x .5"H $45 $43

PLS1994 Flat Surface Flat Back 1.5"W x 16'L x .5"H $203 $192

PLS1563 Flat Surface Flat Back 2.875"W x 39.375"L x .8125"H $105 $100

PLS1491 1" Pipe/Rail Round Back 2"W x 39.25"L x 1"H $69 $67

PLS1488 2D 90° Corner Round Back Ext. Dia. 1.875" x 1.5"H $21 $20

PLS1489 3D 90° Corner Round Back Ext. Dia. 1.875" x 2.5"H $24 $23

NEED A COURSE ON MACHINE GUARD TRAINING? SEE PAGE 253.
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•   Durable polyethylene shell resists impact, 
chemicals and UV light

•   Holds 90% of its true color in constant 
sunlight for a period of five years

•   Smooth, rounded finish won’t snag 
clothing or hold grime

•   Slides over existing bollard for 
easy installation

•   Heavy-duty covers feature 1⁄4"-thick walls 
and neoprene tape for a vacuum-tight fit; 
PLS195 is available in four colors

•   Economy cover has 1⁄8"-thick walls; yellow 
color only

Neoprene tape creates vacuum 
to hold cover in place.

PLS195 Bollard Covers — Get durable 
bollard protection in your 
choice of sizes.

Brightly colored bollard covers add visibility.

PLS195 available in:

RedBlue
Light 

granite Yellow

PLS195 PLS195

How to measure your 
bollard for a cover:

1.   Measure exact bollard circumference 
with flat tape and divide by 3.14 for 
outside diameter.

2.   Find the most suitable bollard 
diameter range in the product 
information box.

NOTE: When purchasing multiple covers, 
measure each bollard to ensure that you 
are ordering the correct sizes.

Make your posts look like new   

268 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.
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Use bollard covers anywhere you have 
bollards — indoors or out!

Heavy-Duty Bollard Cover
(Specify PLS195 Diameter Size: 4" (fits 4"-4.75"Dia.), 
5" (fits 5"-5.875"Dia.) or 6" (fits 6"-6.75"Dia.)
Specify Color for PLS195: Blue, Light Granite, Red or Yellow)

Item # 1-9 10+

PLS195 • Fits Bollards up to 52"H $74 $71
PLS626 • Yellow • Fits Bollards 
Diameters 7"-7.875" and up to 56"H $100 $96

PLS1009 • Yellow • Fits Bollards 
Diameters up to 8.75" and up to 60"H $105 $100

Economy Bollard Cover
(Specify Bollard Diameter Size: 4" (fits 4"-5"Dia.) or 6" (fits 6"-7"Dia.))

Item # 1-9 10+

PLS758 • Yellow • Fits Bollards 
up to 52"H $45 $43

BEST 
SELLER!



Architectural Cover — Dress up your old, 
rusty bollard with this attractive design.

Trailer Support Stand — Back up 
your trailer’s load capacity.

Cover with Reflective Tape — Help drivers 
see bollard in low-light conditions.

Wheel Chock — Help stop a vehicle from 
rolling away on any surface. 

Architectural Bollard Cover
(Specify Color: Black, Forest Green, Gray or Light Granite)

Item # 1-9 10+

PLS1037 • Fits Bollards Diameters 6"- 6.75" and up to 52"H $79 $75

Bollard Cover with Refl ective Tape
Item # 1-9 10+

PLS1259 • Heavy Duty
Fits Bollards Diameters 6"- 6.75" and up to 52"H $80 $76

PLS1261 • Economy
Fits Bollards Diameters 6"- 6.75" and up to 52"H $53 $51

•   Unique sculptured design is eye-
catching and attractive

•   Available in four earth-tone colors 
to blend into your environment

•   UV- and chemical-resistant 
polyethylene shell won’t chip, 
discolor or fade

•   Comes with neoprene tape wrap 
to secure cover to post and help 
deter theft

•   Simply slides over existing 
bollard for fast, permanent 
installation

Available in:

Black GrayForest 
green

Light 
granite

PLS1037

•   Hi-viz yellow bollard cover 
with red reflective tape alerts 
drivers to help reduce accidents in 
low-light conditions

•   Heavy-duty cover (PLS1259) 
has a 1⁄4"-thick polyethylene shell 
that resists impact, chemical 
and UV light

•   Holds 90% of its true color in 
constant sunlight for 5 years

•   Neoprene tape wrap helps 
deter theft by creating a 
vacuum-tight fit (PLS1259 only)

•   Smooth, rounded finish won’t 
snag clothing

•   Slides over existing bollard for 
fast, permanent installation

•   Economy (PLS1261) has 1⁄8"-
thick polyethylene shell

•   Large base pad maintains stability, 
even in weather when asphalt may sink 
under trailer weight

•   Features 100,000 lb. capacity, 4" steel 
support tube, 10" rubber wheels and easy 
ratchet operation

•  Adjustable height

•   Powder-coated finish ideal for 
outdoor use

•   Reflective collar for visibility in 
low-light conditions

•   Molded urethane chock (PLS1357) is high-visibility orange

•   Recycled rubber chock (PLS553) is made of durable recycled 
rubber; rust-resistant zinc eyebolts let you chain together two chocks

PLS553
Recycled rubber

TLS660

PLS1357

Trailer Support Stand
Item # 1+

TLS660 • Ratchet • 100,000 lb. Load Capacity • 39" to 51" Service Range $472

  with maintenance-free bollard covers.

PLS1259

Wheel Chock
Item # 1+

PLS1357 • Molded Urethane • 8"W x 11"L x 8"H $60
PLS553 • Recycled Rubber • 9"W x 8"L x 6"H $35BEST 

SELLER!
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Learn about the 
7 things you need to 
do for a safe plant: 
newpig.com/
plantsafety

EXPERT ADVICE



PATCH, REPAIR 
& MAINTENANCE

Avoid
downtime
with fast 

fixes!
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Handle overhead leaks, make repairs, minimize 
waste and maintain a professional environment.

PIG Epoxy Putty, 
Patch & Repair 

Fix punctured drums, fractured 
pipes, eroded concrete and more 
with quality patching products.

Stormwater 
Management  

Take control of stormwater 
pollution problems with drain 

inserts, filters and more.

Oil-Water 
Separators

Keep your outfl ows clean with 
oil/water separators for help 

meeting SPCC Regs.

Recycling &
Waste Minimization

Minimize waste streams and 
costs with our compactors, 

wringer, recyclers and crushers.

Smoking 
Receptacles

Collect cigarette butts in clean, 
convenient receptacles, not on 
your sidewalks or landscaping.

Vacuums & 
Cleaning Supplies  

Handle spills and make messes 
disappear with squeegees, wet 

vacs and other cleaning products. 

Remediation & 
Cleaning 

Chemicals   
Powerful cleaners help you with 
everything from soil remediation 

to cleaning up grimy floors.

PIG Leak Diverters
High-quality diverters catch and 
control overhead leaks until you 

can make repairs.

See pages 272–281 See pages 282–288 See pages 289–293 See pages 293–295

See pages 296–302 See page 303 See pages 304–306 See pages 306–307



Not sure which diverter fits your facility? 
Call our Tech Team at 1-800-HOT-HOGS!

3 TYPES OF PIG LEAK DIVERTERS:
Choose your weapon for overhead protection.

PIG Roof Leak Diverters hang in problem spots to catch nuisance leaks and 
protect your people, equipment and inventory.

TLS248

TLS462

TLS620

PIG Ceiling Tile Leak Diverters install in offi ce areas 
for low-profi le protection that won’t get in your way.
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FOR 
ROOFS

SEE PAGES
274–278

FOR 
PIPES

SEE PAGES
278–280

FOR 
CEILINGS

SEE PAGES
280–281

PIG Pipe Leak Diverters hang easily to catch and 
divert leaks and condensation.

Quick Control Leak Diverters 
install even faster! See pages 276–277.

TLS461



TLS248

TLS121

TLS903

LEAK DIVERTED 
CRISIS AVERTED

1.  Survey the spots where you’re most likely to have a 
leak: roof, ceiling, pipes, HVAC, etc.

2.  Choose the diverter size that matches the leak area. Custom 
sizes are also available (call us at 1-800-HOT-HOGS).

3.  Decide on the color: clear and translucent diverters are easily 
inspected; hi-viz yellow sends a clear safety message; gray 
blends in with surroundings.

4.  Choose the appropriate hanging straps and hose (shown 
on page 275 for your application).

5.  Consider whether you want to divert the leak into a 
drain or use a container to collect the liquid (see Tote-N-Stor 
Tanks on page 275).

Selecting the right leak diverter.

Why buy a PIG Leak Diverter?
•  Roof and pipe leaks can be catastrophic and result in 

ruined inventory, lost production time and possible injuries. How 
much can you afford to lose?

•  Be prepared! That storm is coming. Avert disaster by keeping 
PIG Leak Diverters on hand before you need them. 

•  Get the best! Only PIG Leak Diverters deliver the top-quality 
and wide selection that can keep you covered in any situation. 

•  Keep your employees safe. Roof leaks cause wet floors and 
wet floors cause slips and falls. PIG Diverters help you comply with 
OSHA regs stating that your floors must be kept dry and safe. 

Pails sold 
separately on 
page 335.

Here’s how it works…

PIG Roof Leak 
Diverter
Our original diverter helps 
protect your people, 
equipment and inventory.

See pages 274–275

PIG Umbrella-Style 
Roof Leak 
Diverter Kit
Easy-open, single-hook design 
makes this the fastest diverter 
you can buy.

See page 277

PIG Roof Leak 
Diverter Bucket Kit
The bucket doubles as your 
collection container in this 
grab-and-go kit.

See page 278

PIG Pipe Leak 
Diverter
Specially designed to hang over 
pipes and catch their drips 
and condensation.

See page 279

PIG Above-the-
Ceiling Leak 
Diverter
Sits directly on your ceiling tile 
to channel liquid away and help 
prevent damage.

See page 280

TLS462

Hose channels
liquid to a fl oor
drain or collection
container.

Collection tarp 
captures liquid and 
funnels it to the 
hose connection.
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TLS620

BEST-SELLING
LEAK DIVERTERS
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Diverters feature corner grommets 
(or D-rings in larger models) for 
easy hanging. (Hanging straps 
sold on opposite page.)

TLS462
Translucent

Attach a clear 
drainage hose (sold 
on opposite page) 
to divert water into 
a holding tank or 
floor drain. 

Tote-N-Stor 
Tanks sold 
separately on 
opposite page.

Rectangular leak diverter is ideal for 
catching leaks and drips from long 
cracks or fissures.

Hanging 
straps sold on 

opposite page.

TLS553

High-visibility yellow leak diverter 
has an eye-catching safety message 
on two sides. 

TLS555

The 16"-wide trough-style diverter 
fits perfectly between ceiling joists, 
and the edges feature rods along 
the length for added stability.

TLS560

Our leak diverters 
come in different 
shapes and styles to 
fit your needs best.

 Leak Diverters — Help protect your people,

THE SKY IS
FALLING!

PROTECT
YOUR ASSETS.

BEST 
SELLER!P
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ELS221

PIG Leak Diverters hang easily in problem 
spots to catch roof leaks and channel them to 
a floor drain or container.

•   Ideal for quick response to avoid 
downtime after a roof leak or for long-term 
prevention in leak-prone areas

•   Protect employees, equipment and 
inventory while keeping fl oors dry

•   Impermeable tarp is vinyl coated for 
strength and durability; resists punctures, 
UV and mildew for long life

•   Pinched corners help funnel liquid 
toward center for better drainage

•    Accepts a standard 3⁄4" hose 
connection to channel liquid 
(hose sold separately)

•   Flow rate of 31⁄3 gallons per minute 
when used with a 1⁄2" ID hose

•   Corner grommets (or D-rings in 
larger models) resist tearing and 
make installation easy

Don’t forget the hose and straps!
(Sold separately for all diverters on this page.)

TLS559
Adjustable hanging 
straps for 
uneven ceilings

TLS679
Clear drainage hose

These handy extras will make your 
leak diverter even easier to use.

TLS682
Elbow hose 
connector

TLS680
Quick-connect set 
lets you instantly 
connect hose 
to diverter.

Channel leaks and 
drips into portable 
Tote-N-Stor Tanks.

equipment and inventory from a roof leak.

NOTE: Not suitable for temperatures over 190°F/88°C.
Dimensions are nominal size due to pinched corners and reinforced side walls.

PIG® Roof Leak Diverter
(Specify Color:   Clear   Gray   Translucent)

Item # 1-3 4+

TLS467 • 20'W x 20'L $414 $393

TLS466 • 15'W x 15'L $249 $237

TLS465 • 12'W x 12'L $166 $158

TLS554 • 10'W x 20'L $259 $246

TLS464 • 10'W x 10'L $139 $132

TLS463 • 7'W x 7'L $88 $84

TLS553 • 5'W x 10'L $96 $92

TLS462 • 5'W x 5'L $61 $58

TLS672 • 3'W x 10'L $76 $72

TLS673 • 3'W x 7'L $68 $65

TLS552 • 2.5'W x 2.5'L $55 $52

PIG® Trough Style Roof 
Leak Diverter
Item # 1-3 4+

TLS561 • 16"W x 15'L $151 $144
TLS560 • 16"W x 10'L $120 $114
TLS674 • 16"W x 5'L $113 $107

PIG® Safety Message 
Roof Leak Diverter
Item # 1-3 4+

TLS555 • 5'W x 5'L • “Safety Is 
Everyone’s Business” message $87 $83

BEST 
SELLER!

Can’t find the size you need? 
Call us about custom sizing 

at 1-800-HOT-HOGS.

Tote-N-Stor® Portable Wastewater Tank
Item # 1-3 4+

TLS686 • 25 gal. • 23"W x 36"L x 10"H $174  $165

TLS685 • 15 gal. • 17"W x 31"L x 9.5"H $153  $146

TLS684 • 11 gal. • 14"W x 32"L x 8"H $106  $101

Tote-N-Stor® Holding Tank
Item # 1-3 4+

TLS683 • 6 gal. • 12"W x 20"L x 8"H $87  $84

Elbow Hose Connector
Item # 1-3 4+

TLS682 $12.40  $11.75

Quick Connect Set
Item # 1-3 4+

TLS680 $9.60  $9.20

Rubber Hanging Straps
Item # 1-3 4+

TLS472 • 24"L • 4/bag $18.95  $17.95

TLS471 • 19"L • 4/bag $14.40  $13.70

TLS470 • 14"L • 4/bag $12.15  $11.50

Adjustable Hanging Straps
Item # 1-3 4+

TLS559 • 6"L to 60"L • 4/bag $24.45  $23.20

Clear Drainage Hose
Item # 1-3 4+

TLS679 • 25'L $19.90  $19.15

TLS690 • 10'L $13.75  $13.10
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TLS470–TLS472
Rubber hanging straps

TLS685

TLS683

BEST 
SELLER!

” I used the 5'x10' leak diverter to 
contain a roof leak (100 gallons a day 
with a moderate rainfall). I used the 
four corners, did not need to make any 
adjustments, and fully contained the 
leak. Very effective design!”

 — John L. TLS553 Customer

“ Easy to install.”
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PIG Quick Control Leak Diverters — Set up 

1

Hang it in places where you need fast response.

Hang diverter by the attached hooks and slide it 
along the straps for easy leveling — works even 
if your hanging points are uneven!

Click 25'L PVC drainage hose (included) into place 
with quick-connect adapter, and position hose 
toward a fl oor drain or collection container.

•   Coiled diverter springs open for easy 
installation

•   Straps, hooks and clamps can be adjusted in 
seconds; just nudge diverter until it’s 
centered and leveled, even if hanging 
points are uneven

•   Rigid outer rim adds structure so 
diverter keeps its shape and is easier to level

•   All diverter components are preattached 
for speedy setup; flexible 25'L PVC 
drainage hose (included) clicks into place 
with preinstalled quick-connect adapter

•   Conical shape funnels leaks toward center 
and to a floor drain or collection container; 
translucent for easy monitoring

•   Hangs easily in problem spots to catch 
nuisance leaks and channel them to a floor 
drain or collection container

•   Nonpermeable tarp is vinyl coated for 
strength and durability; resists punctures, 
UV and mildew for long life

•   Ready to use right out of the storage bag

3 4

Not sure which diverter fits your needs? Call our Tech Team at 1-800-HOT-HOGS!

2

A unique rigid outer rim opens like a pop-up tent 
and holds the diverter open for easy installation.

EXCLUSIVE!

PIG® Spring-Open 
Roof Leak Diverter Kit
Item # 1-3 4+

TLS753 • Oval  
34"W x 52"L x 10"H $193 $183

TLS752 • Circle 
10"H x 30"Dia. $152 $144

TLS753 & TLS752 Contents • 1 Quick Connect • 1 Drainage Hose
2 Adjustable Length Bungee Cords • 4 Hanging Hooks  
1 Vinyl Storage Bag

NOTE: Not suitable for temperatures over 190°F/88°C.             Patent Pending

 Spring-Open Leak 
Diverter Kit — Hangs and 
levels easily to capture and 
divert overhead leaks.
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Go from storage bag to fully functioning 
leak diverter in less than two minutes.

See for yourself how 
easy it is to use a 
PIG Roof Leak Diverter:
newpig.com/leak-
diverter-video

EXPERT ADVICE
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fast for instant control of overhead leaks.

TLS461

Hang the diverter 
from a single point 

near the leak.

The flexible hose channels the leak to 
a floor drain or collection container.

IT’S IN THE BAG! NO NEED TO 
BUY A HOSE OR STRAPS FOR 

THE DIVERTERS SHOWN HERE.

EXCLUSIVE!

•   Hang from a single point near the leak, 
remove the cover and it opens like 
an umbrella

•    All-in-one kit is perfect for quick 
response to prevent damage to inventory 
or machinery and avoid slip hazards

•   Hangs easily to catch nuisance leaks; 
fl exible 10'L PVC drain hose in TLS461 or 
25'L hose in TLS903 (included) channels 
them to a fl oor drain or collection container

•   Impermeable tarp is vinyl coated for 
strength and durability; resists punctures, 
UV and mildew for long life

•   Tapered sides help funnel liquid 
toward center for better drainage

•   3⁄4" drain fi tting accepts longer hoses

•   Flow rate of 31⁄3 gallons per minute 
when used with a 1⁄2" ID hose

•   Three colors available: yellow draws 
attention; clear shows liquids and lets light 
pass through; translucent shows liquids and 
blends in with white ceilings

PIG® Umbrella-Style 
Roof Leak Diverter Kit
(Specify Color:   Yellow    Clear    Translucent)

Item # 1-3 4+

TLS903 • 48.5"W x 48.5"L $220 $209
TLS461 • 30"W x 30"L $170 $162
TLS903 & TLS461 Contents • 1 Leak Diverter • 1 Hose • 1 Drain Fitting

NOTE: Not suitable for temperatures over 190°F/88°C.

BEST 
SELLER!

 Umbrella-Style Roof Leak 
Diverter Kit — Pop open the 
fastest solution you can buy 
to catch a roof leak.
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TLS461



•  Contains supplies for rapid response to roof leaks, all in a 
61⁄2-gallon pail

•  Pail lid has a removable plug to allow the drainage hose to be 
inserted without having to remove the lid

•  Nonpermeable tarp is vinyl coated for strength and durability; 
resists punctures, UV and mildew for long life

•  Flow rate of 31⁄3 gallons per minute when used with a 1⁄2" ID hose

•   Basic kit (TLS121) has diverter, 25'L hose 
and separate adjustable hanging straps

•  TLS667 and TLS668 have 25'L hose, 
preinstalled quick-connect set and 
permanently attached adjustable 
hanging straps allow speedy setup

•   Included PIG Mat and Wipers 
help you clean up to keep
floors dry (TLS667, TLS668)

Bucket doubles as a 
drainage container.

TLS121

Kit includes one roof 
and one pipe diverter.

•  PIG Pipe and 
Roof Leak 
Diverters hang to 
channel leaks to a 
drain or container

•  Hang with 
attached 
adjustable straps, 
then divert liquid 
from leak with 10' 
or 25' drainage hose

•  Preinstalled 
quick-connect set 
attaches hose to 
leak diverter 

•  PIG Mat 
Absorbent Pads 
soak up liquids 

•  Carrying bag with 
adjustable strap 
and pockets

TLS671

•  Hangs easily in problem spots to catch high-volume leaks and 
channel them to a floor drain or collection container

•  Impermeable tarp is vinyl coated for strength and durability; 
resists punctures, UV and mildew for long life

•  3"-diameter 25'L flat hose drains up to 10 gallons of liquid per 
minute without backing up

•  Straps sold on page 275

TLS676
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NOTE: Not suitable for temperatures over 190°F/88°C. Dimensions are nominal size due to pinched corners and reinforced side walls.

PIG® Roof Leak Diverter Bucket Kit 
Item # 1-3 4+

TLS668 • 7'W x 7'L $219 $208
TLS667 • 5'W x 5'L $178 $168
TLS668 & TLS667 Contents • 1 Leak Diverter • 1 Drainage Hose • 4 Adjustable Hanging Straps • 1 Bucket
1 30 Pack “CAUTION” Mat Pads • 2 25 Pack Wipers

TLS121 • 5'W x 5'L $158 $151
TLS121 Contents • 1 Leak Diverter • 1 Drainage Hose • 4 Adjustable Hanging Straps • 1 Bucket

 Diverter Bucket Kits — Be ready for
roof leaks with all-in-one diverter kits.  

BEST 
SELLER!

 High Flow Leak Diverter — When 
you’ve got a gusher, grab this diverter.

 Diverter Combination Kit — One kit 
keeps you prepared for roof and pipe leaks.

PIG® High Flow Roof Leak Diverter 
Item # 1-3 4+

TLS676 • 11'W x 11'L $222 $212
TLS675 • 6'W x 6'L $136 $129
Contents • 1 Leak Diverter • 1 Flat Hose • 1 90° Elbow

NOTE: Not suitable for temperatures over 190°F/88°C. Dimensions are nominal size due to pinched corners and reinforced side walls. NOTE: Not suitable for temperatures over 190°F/88°C. Dimensions are nominal size due to pinched corners and reinforced side walls.

BEST 
SELLER!

PIG® Leak Diverter Combination Kit for Roofs & Pipes
Item # 1-3 4+

TLS671 • Ext. Dia. 18" x 18"H $338 $323
TLS671 Contents • 2 Leak Diverters • 2 Drainage Hoses • 4 Adjustable Hanging Straps • 1 30 Pack “CAUTION” 
Mat Pads • 2 25 Pack Wipers • 1 Pack Pipe Wrap • 1 Tube Repair Putty • 1 Nylon Carrying Bag
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TLS667

Just remove 
the plug in the 
lid and insert 
the drainage 
hose — no 
need to remove 
the lid.



TLS190

TLS182

TLS248

Standard 
funnel design 
(above) is made 
for single point 
leaks. TLS147 
(left) wraps 
to catch 
spraying leaks.
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•  Hangs from a leaking pipe to catch 
nuisance leaks and channel them to a 
floor drain or collection container

•  Impermeable tarp is vinyl coated for 
strength and durability; resists 
punctures, UV and mildew for long life

•  Hose coupling accepts drainage hose 
(sold separately on page 275)

•  TLS691, TLS248 and TLS200 feature 
built-in grommets and included rubber 
straps for easy hanging from a pipe

•    TLS147 wraps completely around pipes to 
contain spraying liquids; hangs easily with 
hook-and-loop fasteners

 Pipe Leak Diverter — Don’t rig another gizmo to 
catch a leak. Our diverter works!  

•  Compact size lets you target a specific 
leak in tight spaces 

•  Impermeable material is vinyl coated for 
strength and durability

•  UV resistant up to 12 months for long-
term outdoor use without degradation

•  Cinchable drawstrings (TLS182) get 
you close to the leak to capture more liquid

•   TLS190 is low-profile and perfect for a 
leak in a tight spot

 Cinchable Diverter — 
Channel a leak away from 
oddly shaped components.

PIG® Cinchable Pipe Leak Diverter
Item # 1+

TLS182 • 19.5"W x 32"L $51

PIG® Low-Profi le Pipe Leak Diverter
Item # 1+

TLS190 • Ext. Dia. 11.5" x 9"L $64

Reinforced Clear Drainage Hose
Item # 1+

TLS174 • 10'L $49
NOTE: Not suitable for temperatures over 190°F/88°C.

UH OH...

NOTE: Not suitable for temperatures over 190°F/88°C.

PIG® Pipe Leak Diverter
(Specify Color:   Clear    Gray    Yellow)  

Item # 1-3 4+

TLS691 • 24"W x 24"L $87 $83

TLS248 • 18"W x 18"L $70 $67

TLS200 • 12"W x 12"L $66 $64

PIG® Leak Diverter 
for Spraying Pipes
Item # 1-3 4+

TLS147 • Ext. Dia. 18" x 30"H $79 $77

STAY HIGH AND DRY
WITH PIG!
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BEST 
SELLER!

TLS248

  ”Our field guys love the drain bags. They usually 
find a home in their trucks! Easy setup and 
take-down, always easy to order and delivery is 
good. I’d recommend to all who repair pipe 
leaks or backflows.”

— Don A. TLS691 Customer

“ Easy setup and 
take-down...”
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TLS620

TLS669

TLS669

TLS564

•  Includes a PIG Leak Diverter for Pipes with a preinstalled 
quick-connect set to attach 25'L hose to leak diverter in seconds 

•  Use included PIG Pipe Wrap and PIG Putty to make permanent 
repairs to damaged pipes; use PIG Mat and Wipers to clean up spills

•  Pail with “Caution” message can be a collection container

•  Straps are included for fast setup and response

 Pipe Diverter Kit — Divert a pipe leak 
and make permanent repairs.

PIG® Pipe Leak Diverter Bucket Kit
Item # 1-3 4+

TLS669 • Ext. Dia. 18" x 18"L $231 $221
TLS669 Contents • 1 Leak Diverter • 1 Hose • 4 Hanging Straps • 1 Bucket • 1 30 Pack “CAUTION” Mat Pads
2 25 Pack Wipers • 1 Pack Pipe Wrap  • 1 Tube Repair Putty

NOTE: Not suitable for temperatures over 190°F/88°C.
Dimensions are nominal size due to pinched corners and reinforced side walls.

NOTE: Not suitable for temperatures over 190°F/88°C.

PIG® High-Reach Leak Diverter
Item # 1-3 4+

TLS564 • Ext. Dia. 12" x 11"H $276 $264
TLS564 Contents • 1 Leak Diverter • 1 Spring Loaded Pole • 1 Wire Frame • 2 Pole End Fittings

 High-Reach Diverter — Install this 
diverter up to 20' high without a ladder.
•   Tension-mounted pole 

secures to floor and 
ceiling so you can hang 
diverter virtually anywhere

•   Makes it easy for one 
person to install or move a 
leak diverter from one 
location to another

•   Lengthen telescoping 
pole to quickly catch leaks 
and channel them to a floor 
drain or container

•   Impermeable tarp is vinyl 
coated for strength and 
durability; resists 
punctures, UV and mildew 
for long life

•   Hose sold separately 
on page 275

 Above-the-Ceiling Diverter — Catch the leak before it 
damages your tile.

•  Diverter remains completely out of view while diverting 
ceiling leaks

•  Mounted on a lightweight, sturdy frame that sits on suspended 
2' x 2' or 2' x 4' acoustical tile

•  Impermeable tarp is vinyl coated for strength and durability

•  Captured liquid drains through a 1⁄4" port into the attached 
25'-long PVC hose

NOTE: Not suitable for temperatures over 190°F/88°C.                                                                      Patent 7,331,357

PIG® Above-the-Ceiling Leak Diverter
Item # 1-3 4+

TLS620 • 22.25"W x 32.25"L x 7.25"H $116 $111
TLS620 Contents • 1 Leak Diverter • 1 Frame • 1 Hose • 4 PVC Legs

Simply place the diverter directly on the ceiling tile, right below the 
leak or drip.

TLS620

EXCLUSIVE!

Water drains through 
a discreet 25' hose.
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•      Low-profile, hangs inches from ceiling; won’t 
impede traffic or draw attention

•   Easily installed close to the wall, in a corner 
or in middle of room with a drop ceiling

•       Internal fiberglass rods prevent bowing 
and sagging

•     Can span multiple panels

•   Diverts leaks through 25'L hose to drain or tank

•  Eight-layer absorbent pad rests on top of your ceiling tile to catch 
minor drips

•  Poly backing prevents absorbed liquids from staining the ceiling tile

•  Low-profile pads won’t interfere with above-ceiling structures or 
cause tiles to sag

•  Channel away liquids to minimize wet 
floors and damaged equipment

•  Includes 25'L drain hose and clips to 
secure hose to ceiling grids

•  Flow rate of 1 gallon per minute 
when used with included hose

•   After leak has been repaired, simply 
uninstall and store for later use

•   Replaces any standard 2' x 2' or 
2' x 4' drop ceiling tile

Install TLS102 
anywhere in 
the room with 
grid clips.

TLS102

 Suspended Ceiling Diverter Kit — Clip 
in place to control leaks and drips.

 Ceiling Tile Absorbent Pad — Catch 
minor drips before they hit your tile.

 Ceiling Tile Leak Diverter — Replace your damaged 
ceiling tile with this discreet system.

NOTE: Not suitable for temperatures over 190°F/88°C.

Drain hose channels 
liquids to a drain 
or container. 

TLS367

LOOK FAMILIAR?

NO MORE LEAKS =
NO MORE STAINS!

PIG® Ceiling Tile Leak Diverter
Item # 1-3 4+

TLS367 • 2'W x 4'L $137 $130
TLS366 • 2'W x 2'L $132 $125

NOTE: Not suitable for temperatures over 190°F/88°C.

PIG® Suspended Ceiling Leak Diverter Kit
Item # 1-3 4+

TLS102 • 48.5"W x 50"L $199 $189
TLS102 Contents • 1 Leak Diverter w/ 90° Elbow • 4 Fiberglass Rods • 1 Hose • 4 Ceiling Clips • 8 Grid Clips
1 Plastic Chain

PIG® Ceiling Tile Absorbent Pad
Item # 1-3 4+

TLS666 • Heavyweight • 23"W x 48"L • 10 pads/box
Absorbs up to 5.9 gal./box $68 $65

TLS665 • Heavyweight • 23"W x 24"L • 20 pads/box
Absorbs up to 5.9 gal./box $62 $60

TLS100 • Heavyweight • 15.5"W x 20"L • 25 pads/box
Absorbs up to 4 gal./box $49 $47

TLS100

BEST 
SELLER!

BEST 
SELLER!
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PIG Multi-Purpose 
Epoxy Putty
Sticks to nearly anything and cures 
concrete-hard within an hour for 
general plugging or repair. 

See page 283

PIG Pipe Wrap 
Repair Kit
Fast, easy way to permanently fi x 
broken, corroded or leaking pipes 
to beyond their original strength.

See page 284

PIG Pro Plus Drum 
Patch & Repair Kit
Fully packed 84-piece kit in durable 
hard-shell case keeps you equipped 
for multiple drum repairs. 

See page 286

PIG Plug-N-Seal 
Patching Paste
Even without surface preparation, 
ready-to-use paste instantly plugs 
leaks for up to 2 hours. 

See page 285PTY223

PIG Drum Patch 
& Repair Kit 
Basic 49-piece boxed kit has what 
you need to plug and patch most 
common drum breaches. 

See page 286
PTY203

NOT SURE WHICH PATCH TO PICK? 
CALL OUR TECH TEAM AT 1-800-HOT-HOGS!

BEST-SELLING 
EPOXIES AND PATCHESPIG PUTTY, 

PATCH & REPAIR

Burst pipes. Breached drums. 
Ruptured tanks. Be prepared!
When we say “Be prepared for fast response,” we’re usually talking 
about PIG Spill Kits. But some leak and spill situations aren’t as simple as 
cleaning up the liquids that hit the fl oor. Depending on what’s gushing 
from where, your fi rst response could be to stop it at the source.

PIG to the rescue!
That’s why we offer a variety of high-quality, plant-proven putties, wraps 
and patches. The products shown to the right are designed for fast fi xes 
and lasting results. Putties that set in minutes. Pipe wraps that restore 
pipes beyond their original strength. Pastes, patches and plugs that stop 
leaks instantly. We know these solutions work, because we use them in 
our own facilities when something springs a leak.

So don’t underestimate the power of preparedness. Having the right 
supplies on-hand in the event of a spill emergency can make a big 
difference in the damage report. See all our patch and repair products on 
pages 283–288.

PTY201
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FPO

GEN312-1

PTY120

” Amazing product for the quick-fix piping 
repairs. Allows our facility time to 
schedule maintenance to repair or 
replace the pipe as needed.”

  — John C.
PIG Pipe Wrap Repair Kit Customer

“ Quick-fix 
piping 
repairs…”
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•  Repairs fittings, pipes, sinks, 
electrical connections, 
gaskets, tanks and boats — 
even under water

•  20-minute working time; 
cures in 60 minutes

•   Repairs any ferrous or 
aluminum metals

•   3- to 5-minute working 
time; cures in 1 hour

Wet Surface Steel
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Repair Putty

PIG® Epoxy Putty for Wet Surfaces
Item # 1-3 4-9 10+

PTY259 • 7"L • 6/box $52  $50  $48

PIG® Epoxy Putty for Steel
Item # 1-3 4-9 10+

PTY264 • 7"L • 6/box $52  $50  $48

PTY264PTY259

•  Sticks to steel, masonry and most plastics

•  3- to 5-minute working time; 
cures in 60 minutes

Multipurpose

•   Made with the highest-quality 
epoxy resins     

•   Convenient, premeasured 
epoxy putty has Parts A 
and B in one tube; 
knead together and epoxy 
is ready to use in minutes

•   Sets in minutes and cures 
concrete-hard in 1 hour for drilling, 
tapping, sanding or painting

•   A great addition to any toolbox 
or response kit

Part B

Part A

PIG® Multi-Purpose Epoxy Putty
Item # 1-3 4-9 10+

PTY201 • 7"L • 12/box $86  $83 $80

PTY202 • 7"L • 6/box $50  $48 $46

PTY230 • 1.5"L • 40/box $102  $98 $94

PTY201

BEST 
SELLER!

PTY201

DRUM LEAK?

PLUG IT WITH
PIG PUTTY!

BEST 
SELLER!

 Epoxy Putty — Top-quality resins bond better and 
stay stronger so repairs last. Fix it fast!

Not sure if your Putty is 
still good? Find out at:
newpig.com/
howoldismyputty

EXPERT ADVICE
Certified to ANSI/NSF 61

The National Sanitation Foundation certifies products that may 
be used in pipes containing drinking water.NSF
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1. Apply primary patch layer.

3. Apply outer wrap.

2. Soak outer wrap to activate it.

4. Finish off repair and let it cure.

PTY125

PIG® Pipe Wrap Repair Kit for Pipes & Joints 
Not Under Pressure
Item # 1-3 4+

PTY122 • For 6.5" to 10" Dia. Non-Pressurized Pipes & Joints • 1/box $251 $240

PTY121 • For 4.5" to 6" Dia. Non-Pressurized Pipes & Joints • 1/box $138 $132

PTY120 • For 2.5" to 4" Dia. Non-Pressurized Pipes & Joints • 3/box $237 $223

PTY119 • For up to 2" Dia. Non-Pressurized Pipes & Joints • 3/box $159 $150
Contents • Putty Sticks • Butyl Patch • Nitrile Gloves • Polyurethane-impregnated Fiberglass Wrap

PIG® Pipe Wrap Repair Kit for Pipes & Joints 
Under Pressure
Item # 1-3 4+

PTY126 • For 6.5" to 10" Dia. Pressurized Pipes & Joints • 1/box $343 $324

PTY125 • For 4.5" to 6" Dia. Pressurized Pipes & Joints • 1/box $195 $186

PTY124 • For 2.5" to 4" Dia. Pressurized Pipes & Joints • 3/box $318 $304

PTY123 • For up to 2" Dia. Pressurized Pipes & Joints • 3/box $243 $230
Contents • Putty Sticks • Pressure-sensitive Tape • Nitrile Gloves • Polyurethane-impregnated Fiberglass Wrap

BEST 
SELLER!

•  Each kit contains materials for restoring one pipe or joint

•  Works on PVC, copper, galvanized steel, rubber, lead and iron; 
repair is not affected by salt water

•  Materials adhere to wet or dry surfaces; no need to drain pipes

•  Polyurethane-impregnated fiberglass wrap exceeds original 
bursting pressure rating of pipes

•  Cures in about 30 minutes at 75°F

•  NSF Certified for safe use on potable water lines

•  Repair kits for pipes and joints under pressure can be used 
without relieving line pressure (up 
to 60 psi); pressure-sensitive tape 
and PIG Repair Putty apply under 
outer wrap to strengthen seal

•  Repair kits for pipes and joints 
not under pressure require you 
to relieve line pressure before 
beginning repairs; butyl patch or 
PIG Repair Putty applies under 
outer wrap to strengthen seal

” We’ve used PIG Pipe Wrap to repair 
leaks during inclement weather on pipe 
that transports abrasive material under 
pressure. The pipe wrap held up 
extremely well, often outlasting the 
original steel pipe.”  

  — Jeff E. PTY124 Customer

“ …outlasted 
the original 
steel pipe.”BEST 

SELLER!

BEST 
SELLER!

 Pipe Wrap Repair Kits — Make broken pipes like new.

PTY119

KEEP THE RUSH
UNDER WRAPS.LOOK OUT BELOW!
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X-TREME Tape — Military-grade, self-bonding 
tape permanently seals out air or water. 

Insulates up to 8,000 volts 
during electrical repair.

•  Originally developed for military use, this tough tape is a 
great addition to any toolbox

•  Contains no adhesive but bonds to itself when wrapped 
under tension

•  Thermally resistant tape remains flexible at continuous 
temperatures between -60° and 400°F

•  Silicone construction permanently seals 
out air or water

•  Minimizes exposure to asbestos or 
other hazards

•  Water-resistant construction withstands 
temperatures up to 900°F

•  Premeasured wrap of gypsum, cotton 
and resin is activated by water and 
requires no mixing (hardens in 10 minutes)

PTY108

TLS527

GEN313

TLS527

•   Excellent chemical resistance makes it ideal 
for flammable or hazardous leaks

•  Stops leaks from 2 minutes up to 2 hours 
until the system can be drained or the 
source moved into a containment area

• Ready to use without mixing

•  PTY223 is specially formulated for storage 
and use in cold temperatures that 
would freeze standard patching pastes

PTY220

Wrap ‘N Cure®

Item # 1+

PTY109 • 6"W x 9'L • 80 rolls/box $459
PTY108 • 4"W x 9'L • 120 rolls/box $459

PIG® Plug-N-Seal® 
No-Freeze Patching Paste
Item # 1-4 5+

PTY223 • 1 lb. Container $17.15  $16.20

PIG® Plug-N-Seal® Patching Paste
Item # 1-4 5+

PTY220 • 1 lb. Container $16.65 $15.60

” Good for temporary patching projects. We 
carry it on all our trucks for emergency 
repairs offsite to keep a small spill from 
turning into a major one.”  

— Jessica K.  PTY223 Customer

“ No-freeze paste 
is the best since 
we store it on 
the trucks.”

 Plug-N-Seal Paste — Stop leaks now so you can fix 
them later, even when it’s freezing!

•  Clamps work on odd-size and out-of-round pipes 1⁄2" to 5" 
in diameter

•  Includes ratchet wrench, PIG Repair Putty and PIG Mat 

 Pipe Patch Kit — Stainless steel clamps 
and neoprene liners quickly stop leaks.

 Wrap ‘N Cure — Quickly 
and permanently encase 
deteriorating pipe insulation. 

PIG® Deluxe Pipe Patch Kit
Item # 1+

GEN313 • 21 Pieces $578
Notice: Call Technical Services at 1-800-HOT-HOGS® (468-4647) or visit newpig.com for Kit Contents.

X-TREME TAPE™

(Specify Color: Black or Red)

Item # 1-9 10+

TLS527 • 1"W x 36'L $22.80 $21.75



PIG® Drum Patch & Repair Kits
Item # 1+

PTY203 • Basic • 49 Pieces $181
GEN472 • Pro • 68 Pieces $453
RFL472 • Refi ll for PIG® Pro Drum Patch & Repair Kit $268
GEN312-1 • Pro Plus • 84 Pieces $474
Notice: Call Technical Services at 1-800-HOT-HOGS® (468-4647) or visit newpig.com for Kit Contents.

Urethane Notice for GEN472: Due to the nature of softer urethane, the physical properties of these products may change 
over time with exposure to certain environmental conditions like temperature, humidity, and UV radiation. Typical life 
expectancy is 5 years. Please inspect the stored product regularly to ensure it is in a usable state. For more details and for 
chemical compatibility, please call Technical Services. 
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•  Basic 49-piece kit (PTY203) has what you need to plug and patch 
most common drum leaks; packaged in economical cardboard box

•  Pro 68-piece kit (GEN472) includes a versatile selection of 
supplies to repair holes up to 21⁄2" in dia.; hi-viz, water-resistant carry 
bag for easy grab-and-go response

•  Pro Plus 84-pc. kit (GEN312-1) is fully packed for multiple drum 
repairs, even holes up to 5" x 9"; 
hard-shell carrying case 
organizes and protects 
your supplies

All kits include basics 
like pegs, wedges and 
a rubber mallet.

GEN472
Pro Kit

 Drum Patch and Repair Kits — Be prepared for drum 
breaches with your choice of three well-stocked kits!

Urethane Notice: Due to the nature of softer urethane, the physical properties of these products may change over time with exposure to certain environmental 
conditions like temperature, humidity, and UV radiation. Typical life expectancy is 5 years. Please inspect the stored product regularly to ensure it is in a usable 
state. For more details and for chemical compatibility, please call Technical Services. 

BEST 
SELLER!

FULL KIT CONTENTS LISTED AT NEWPIG.COM

PIG® Belly Patch
Item # 1+

PTY231 • 1 - 5"W x 7"L Patch $199

•  Heavy-duty ratchet and nylon 
webbing hold patch in place

•  Soft urethane hugs drum and 
conforms to any shape

•  Resists oil and most corrosive 
liquids and cleans easily with soap 
and water for reuse

•  Reusable; fits steel, fiberboard or 
plastic 55-gallon drums

 Belly Patch — Ratcheting strap with urethane drum 
patch quickly stops leaks.

PTY231 •  Just peel and press into place 

•  Roll adheres to nearly any surface 

•  Multiple polymer layers create a 
durable seal that prevents leaks and 
resists UV; permanent and weatherproof

•  Top aluminum layer reflects heat to 
keep buildings cool, reduce energy costs

• Won’t crack, rot or dry

Roof Patch — Repair low-
slope roofs, gutters, joints.

PTY318

Peel & Seal™ Roof Patch Roll
Item # 1+

PTY318 • For Roofs, Gutters & Vent Pipes 
36"W x 33.5'L Roll $179

GEN312-1
Pro Plus Kit

PTY203
Basic Kit
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Patch &

 Repair

Abocrete Structural Patching and Resurfacing Cement
(Specify Color:   Dark Gray    Light Gray) • For PTY323 Add $4 for Light Gray

Item # 1+

PTY347 • 80 sq. ft. at .005" Deep Coverage Area • 2-gal. Pail $81.40

PTY323 • 320 sq. ft. at 0.005" Deep Coverage Area • 5-gal. Pail $203
PTY347 & PTY323 Contents • 1 Epoxy Resin • 1 Hardener • 1 Sand Aggregate Filler • 1 Pair of Gloves
1 Plastic Bottle w/Spout • 1 Paint Mixing Stick • 1 Putty Knife

Patching/Resurfacing Cement — All-in-one 
epoxy kit turns concrete surfaces like new.

PTY323

•   Precut, pre-notched and ready to install right out of the box

•   High-grade, white vinyl construction resists rust, scratches 
and UV

•   Eliminate costly downtime from demolition and replacement

•   Works on any 2' x 2' or 2' x 4' ceiling grid system with 
15⁄16" grid face

•   ASTM E-84 Class A fire rated

•   For custom colors, call 1-800-HOT-HOGS (468-4647)

GridMAX Covers — Don’t paint or replace 
ceiling grids, use snap-on covers instead!

HOW TO ORDER GRIDMAX COVERS

Rooms with 2' x 4' 
Tile and Grid System

4' Wall Molding Covers: Perimeter ÷ 4

4' Main Covers: Square Footage ÷ 16

4' Tee Covers: Square Footage ÷ 8

4' Wall Molding Covers: Perim. ÷ 4

4' Main Covers: Square Footage ÷ 8

2' Tee Covers: Square Footage ÷ 4

Rooms with 2' x 2' 
Tile and Grid System

Measure perimeter to calculate the number of wall moldings 
needed. Measure total square footage to calculate the number 
of mains and tees needed. See formulas below.

Easy-to-install vinyl covers snap right 
over existing metal ceiling grid.

Round all calculations up to the nearest whole number.

GEN635

GridMAX™ Ceiling Grid Covers
Item # 1-4 5+

GEN635 • Main • 0.9375" x 0.13" x 48" • 25/bag $90 $86
GEN638 • Wall Molding • 0.9375" x 0.13" x 48" • 25/bag $87 $83
GEN637 • Tee • 0.9375" x 0.13" x 47" • 25/bag $87 $83
GEN636 • Tee • 0.9375" x 0.13" x 23" • 25/bag $47 $44

BEST 
SELLER!

•  Provides up to 30 times the tensile strength and 21 times the 
flexural strength of concrete

•  Mixes in minutes, sets in 20–40 minutes 
and dries in under 3 hours

•   Apply in thicknesses from a few mils to 
over 1-foot thick for small repairs 
or major reconstruction

USING GRIT WILL
COST YOU.

DITCH THE GRIT. PICK UP PIG MAT.
Find the one that’s right for you on pages 6 –11.   



•  Sets in 2 hours, even in sub-zero 
conditions, for repairs without shutting
off refrigeration

•  Withstands heavy traffic without cracking

•  2-gallon pail covers 15 square feet

•  USDA Approved for use in food areas

•  Ideal for use in walk-in freezers 
and coolers

•  Creates a smooth, attractive, easily 
cleaned surface

•  Concrete floor patch resists heavy traffic 
and corrosion

•  Stable compound is free of harmful 
chemicals

•  For use in areas allowing up to 
24 hours of curing

Concrete Floor Patches and Resurfacers —  
        Special-application epoxy patches 
            make quick repairs.

•  Tough epoxy floor covering has a gritty 
no-slip surface

•  Nonporous coating resists most acids, 
cleaners and solvents

•  Soaks into pores of concrete for a 
strong bond

•  USDA Approved for use in food 
processing areas

•  Epoxy Resurfacer 
cures in 12 hours

•  Ideal for floor repair in high-traffic 
areas where setting speed and durability 
are crucial

•  Concrete floor patch resists chemicals 
and abrasion for long-term industrial use

•  Perform deep or shallow repairs 

•  Fast 2-hour set time helps you avoid 
long service interruptions

Freezer Floor Patch — Sets in 2 hours, even in freezers. 

Self-Leveling Epoxy Resurfacer — Easily 
produces a smooth, attractive finish. 

Heavy-Duty Resurfacer — Nonslip epoxy 
patch withstands heavy traffic and impact. 

Concrete Floor Patch — Traffic-ready in 
2 hours for deep or shallow repairs.

PTY314

PTY310

PTY312

PTY313

POX-A-CRETE® Heavy-Duty 
Epoxy Resurfacer
Item # 1+

PTY313 • 50 sq. ft. at .0625" Deep 
Coverage Area • 5-gal. Pail $288

FAST-ROCK™ Concrete Floor Patch
Item # 1+

PTY314 • 35 sq. ft. at .125" Deep 
Coverage Area • 5-gal. Pail $250

ZIPCRETE™ Self-Leveling 
Epoxy Resurfacer
Item # 1+

PTY312 • 50 sq. ft. at .0625" Deep 
Coverage Area • 5-gal. Pail $271

ARCTIC-CRETE Freezer Floor Patch
Item # 1+

PTY310 • 15 sq. ft. at .125" Deep 
Coverage Area • 2-gal. Pail $165

288 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.
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BEST 
SELLER!



STORMWATER & FILTRATION
What’s going down your drains?

289 Phone: 1-800-HOT-HOGS (468-4647) • Fax: 1-800-621-PIGS (621-7447) • Web: newpig.com

Not sure how to start your plan?
Call our Tech Team at 1-800-HOT-HOGS!

Best-selling stormwater solutions
to help with reg compliance.

Stormwater Regs: Why comply? 
Noncompliance with EPA’s Stormwater Regs can result in fi nes of 
up to $100,000 per day and/or six years in jail. But aside from the 
fi nes, protecting the environment is just the right thing to do.

How do you abide with regs?
If you’re in a group that must comply (call us if you’re not sure!), 
you need to obtain National Pollutant Discharge Elimination 
System (NPDES) permit coverage by fi ling a Stormwater Pollution 
Prevention Plan (SWPPP) or Stormwater Management Plan 
(SWMP). Plan requirements may include implementing Best 
Management Practices (BMPs), which is where PIG products 
come in handy.

New Pig can help!
Stormwater BMPs don’t have to be complicated or cost a fortune. 
The products in this section are designed to help you protect the 
environment and comply with regs. For sediment, debris and 
fi ltration solutions, see pages 290–295.

PIG Drain Insert
Easily installs under drains in 
high-traffic areas to control 
oily runoff and avoid fines.

See page 291

GutterGuard Curb 
Style Inlet Guard
Block sediment and other debris 
from curb inlets and storm 
drains; good stormwater BMP.

See page 292

PIG Pour-Through 
Oily Water Filter
Pour-through filters use PIG Oil-
Only Pillows and gravity for easy 
separation of oil from water. 

See page 295

FLT116

FLT560

FLT521
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•  Captures a range of contaminants to keep storm drains from 
clogging and overflowing

•  Models are available to capture trash, sediment, silt and 
hydrocarbons — see order box and Filtration Key on opposite page 

•  Below-grate design stays intact in areas with high vehicle traffic

•  Excess fabric around grate can be trimmed for appearance or 
left in place for grip during changeouts

•  Excess flow ports help avoid blockage during high water flow

•  Deep accumulation pocket collects contaminants 
while allowing stormwater to flow through

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 122.26 Stormwater Regs

TLS330
Grate hook

FLT116

A look inside the Drain Insert Plus.

Geotextile fabric collects 
solid materials and 
hydrocarbons but allows 
water to flow through.

Collection point

Undergrate skirt

Excess flow port 
handles peak 
storm   water volume.

Filter strips remove 
hydrocarbons.

 Drain Insert — Control oily runoff and avoid 
fines with our under-the-drain inserts.

BEST 
SELLER!

Read about how to handle stormwater pollution:
newpig.com/stormwaterpollutionprevention

EXPERT ADVICE

Pocket collects oil and sediment 
while stormwater fl ows through.

FLT745
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Drain Inserts

Heavy-duty tension 
rods (FLT602, 
FLT603) hold drain 
insert in place. 
Telescoping design 
provides a snug, 
secure fit in a range 
of drain sizes.FLT602

(Shown with FLT116)

Choose the right insert to protect your drains.

Mesh pocket

Drain Insert Accessories
Item # Name Use With Units 1-4 5+

FLT603 Retainer Rod FLT615 2 each $63 $59

FLT602 Retainer Rod FLT116 2 each $59 $57

TLS330 Grate Lifting Hook Storm Grates 1 each $70 $62

Drain Inserts
Item # Brand Name Filtration Storm Drain Size Product Size Abs. Up To 1-3 4+

FLT614 PIG Drain Insert for Trash & Debris 30"W x 40"L & 30"Dia. Round 36"W x 48"L n/a $89 $84

FLT639 PIG Drain Insert 54"W x 54"L & up to 54" Dia. Round 60"W x 60"L 1.5 gal. $110 $100

FLT638 PIG Drain Insert 30"W x 40"L & 30" Dia. Round 36"W x 48"L .9 gal. $90 $84

FLT615 PIG Drain Insert Plus 54"W x 54"L & up to 54" Dia. Round 60"W x 60"L 2.06 gal. $115 $104

FLT116 PIG Drain Insert Plus 30"W x 40"L & 30" Dia. Round 36"W x 48"L 1.38 gal. $97 $89

FLT745 PIG Quick Fit Drain Insert 16" x 26" to 20" x 32" 16"W x 20"L 1.5 gal. $114 $108

FLT704 Storm Sentinel™ Drain Insert 27" - 29" Dia. Round 27" - 29" Dia. n/a $98 $93

FLT705 Storm Sentinel™ Drain Insert w/Imbiber Beads® 27" - 29" Dia. Round 27" - 29" Dia. .225 gal. $113 $106

FLT705
Available with 
Imbiber Beads 
to absorb 
floating oils.

TrashT

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

SedimentS

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

DebrisD

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

Oil

Filtration Key

More Oil 
Absorbent+

+

+

+

BEST 
SELLER!

PIG Drain Insert for Trash & Debris (FLT614)
Filter larger items like leaves, cigarette butts and paper goods 
while still draining stormwater.

PIG Quick-Fit Drain Insert (FLT745)
Easy installation; no trimming or retaining rods. Sturdy metal frame 
adjusts to match drain opening and rests on drain perimeter.

PIG Drain Insert Plus (FLT615 and FLT116)
Filter strips of recycled fibers remove floating oil and hydrocarbons. 
Deep pocket collects oil and sediment, lets stormwater flow through.

Storm Sentinel Drain Insert (FLT704 and FLT705)
A heavy-gauge collar keeps inserts in place below the grate, even in 
areas with high traffic.



Built-in overflow ports keep 
water moving in heavy rains.
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•  During heavy rain, overflow ports prevent ponding in 
front of drain

•  Reusable; can be cleaned and stored for less waste, expense 
and maintenance than other drain protection methods 

•  Constructed of recycled materials; ideal for construction sites, 
municipal streets, parking lots and more  

•  Useful as a best management practice in stormwater pollution 
prevention plans

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 122.26 Stormwater Regs

GutterGuard Curb Style Inlet Guard
Item # 1-5 6+

FLT561 • For Curb Opening up to 10' • Ext. Dia. 9" x 12'L $190 $177
FLT560 • For Curb Opening up to 8' • Ext. Dia. 9" x 10'L $161 $149
FLT559 • For Curb Opening up to 6' • Ext. Dia. 9" x 8'L $143 $128

FLT559 
Just place in front of your curb inlet — no weights 
or hardware required.

Curb Style Inlet Guard — Prevent ponding and block debris and sediment 
from curb inlets and storm drains.

FLT619

•  Rugged polypropylene construction effectively removes sediment 
and debris from stormwater runoff and keeps drains from clogging

•  To install, simply lift catch basin grate, lower insert into place, 
and replace grate

•  Superior water flow rate and built-in overflow ports prevent 
ponding and flooding

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 122.26 Stormwater Regs

•  Sewn-in debris diverter blocks runoff at curb opening and directs 
it into grate

•  Polypropylene skirting fits inside catch basin under grate to 
further block debris from drain

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 122.26 Stormwater Regs

 Heavy-Duty Drain Insert — 
Extra-deep insert removes up to 
500 lbs. of debris.

 Curb Style Drain Insert — 
Capture oil, debris and sediment 
swept into your drains.

PIG® Heavy-Duty Drain Insert
Item # 1-3 4+

FLT621 • Filters Debris & Sediment For Storm Drains 24" x 48"  
27"W x 51"L x 36"H $136 $126

FLT620 • Filters Debris & Sediment For Storm Drains 24" x 36"  
27"W x 39"L x 36"H $115 $104

FLT619 • Filters Debris & Sediment For Storm Drains 24" x 24"  
24"W x 24"L x 36"H $116 $104

Slide tension rod 
through material to 
secure drain insert 
inside curb inlet.

FLT214

PIG® Curb Style Drain Insert Plus
Item # 1-3 4+

FLT214 • Filters Oil & Sediment • For Combination Style Drains w/ Grates 
up to 40" x 40" & Curb Opening from 24" to 42" • 48"W x 47"L $143 $137

BEST 
SELLER!
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FLT732

•  Remove hydrocarbons and sediment 
from water by simply attaching PipeSock to 
a hose or pipe

•  X-Tex recycled fibers provide high 
efficiency and excellent flow

•  Ideal for pumping out containment areas, 
collection ponds, utility vaults and sumps

PipeSock
Item # 1-5 6+

FLT565 • For 12"Dia. Pipes 
Ext. Dia. 12" x 5'L • Holds 3.9 cu. ft. $109 $104

FLT564 • For 8" Dia. Pipes  
Ext. Dia. 8" x 5'L • Holds 1.7 cu. ft. $81 $75

DeWatering Bag
Item # 1-5 6+

FLT617 • 15'W x 15'L 
Holds 225 cu. ft. $220 $210

FLT563 • 10'W x 15'L 
Holds 150 cu. ft. $151 $143

FLT562 • 6'W x 6'L 
Holds 18 cu. ft. $57 $51

Over-the-Drain Debris Filter — Economical, eco-friendly coconut fiber helps 
keep drains clean.

DeWatering Bag — High-surface-area design removes oil and sediment from 
higher-volume pumping outflows. 

PipeSock — Attach to a hose or pipe to control and contain oil and sediment 
during lower-volume dewatering. 

•  Acts as a short-term Best Management 
Practice for construction-phase 
stormwater sediment removal

•  Built to withstand UV, weather and light 
vehicle traffic 

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 122.26 
Stormwater Regs

•  Simply attach to hose or pipe to remove 
hydrocarbons and sediment from water

•  X-Tex recycled fibers provide high 
efficiency and excellent flow

•  Ideal for pumping out containment areas, 
collection ponds, utility vaults and sumps

Over-the-Drain Debris Filter
Item # 1-3 4+

FLT699 • Filters Debris & Sediment  
For Storm Drains up to 29" x 27"   
30"W x 27"L • 10/box

$193 $186

FLT700 • Filters Debris & Sediment  
For Storm Drains up to 26" W    
27"W x 21'L • 1 roll

$162 $158

Natural coconut-fiber material 
secures to top of drain using 
cable ties and pads (included).

FLT699

FLT562

FLT564

BEST 
SELLER!

BEST 
SELLER!
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•  Organic compost/mulch filler achieves a 97.2% total solid 
removal; also filters oils, diesel, gasoline and hydrocarbon sheens

•  Barrier provides effective erosion and sediment control 
with constant-flow filtration at 2 gpm/linear foot

•  Ideal for use near storm drains, culverts and ditches; also 
helpful where mobility matters, such as site entrances and exits

•  Installs easily on most surfaces, even pavement or frozen ground

•  Bio-based, organic materials help you meet environmental goals

•  No need for stakes or equipment; won’t rip, tear or fall down 

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 122.26 Stormwater Regs

Filtrexx FilterSoxx available in two options:

•  PetroLoxx additive removes oily pollutants 
from stormwater

•  MetaLoxx additive captures and retains heavy 
metals such as copper, lead, zinc and chromium

FilterSoxx — Protect storm drains from sediment, pollutants 
and chemicals. 

FLT710 
Double-polyester skin blocks sediment and 
won’t fall apart in tough environments.

Filtrexx® FilterSoxx with PetroLoxx™

Item # 1-5 6+

FLT711 • Filters Oil, Debris & Sediment • Ext. Dia. 5" x 10'L $157 $145
FLT710 • Filters Oil, Debris & Sediment • Ext. Dia. 5" x 5'L $89 $81

Filtrexx® FilterSoxx with MetaLoxx™

Item # 1-5 6+

FLT718 • Filters Heavy Metals, Oil, Debris & Sediment • Ext. Dia. 5" x 10'L $155 $143
FLT717 • Filters Heavy Metals, Oil, Debris & Sediment • Ext. Dia. 5" x 5'L $89 $81

BEST 
SELLER!

The PIG DrainBlocker with 
DuPont Elvaloy Technology 
has a fortifi ed vinyl top that resists 
prolonged UV exposure. It’s so tough, it 
can take the blazing sun for weeks at a 
time without melting into a gooey mess. 
Learn more on pages 170–171.

•  Low-profile, fits 
under transformers, 
outdoor equipment, 
vehicles, greasy 
dumpsters or piping

•  Rugged, 
UV-resistant 
construction is 
made for long-term 
use outdoors

•  It takes just 
minutes to 
replace saturated 
absorbents

•  Spaghetti-strip 
filter media 
absorbs oil, but 
allows water to 
flow through deck

�  Helps you comply 
with 40 CFR 122.26 

Just lift off the grates 
to replace the 
absorbent media.

FLT511

FLT511 FLT512

Decks can be bolted together to hold larger 
items like grease dumpsters.

 Outdoor Deck — Rugged decks capture oil 
while rainwater drains out.

PIG® Outdoor Deck
Item # 1+

FLT512 • 52"W x 52"L x 5.75"H • Absorbs up to 10 gal. $439
FLT511 • 26"W x 52"L x 5.75"H • Absorbs up to 5 gal. $282
FLT510 • 26"W x 26"L x 5.75"H • Absorbs up to 2 gal. $202

Media for PIG® Outdoor Deck
Item # 1-2 3+

FLT513 • Ext. Dia. 4" x 12"L • Absorbs up to 5 gal./box • 20 socks/box $89 $75

BEST 
SELLER!

“ We use these drip pans with our grease 
dumpsters as a pouring platform. Our 
clients love them because they are stable, 
look clean, and allow water to pass 
through, while trapping the grease.”

  — Matthew D.  FLT510 Customer

“ Grease-
trapper...”



•  Absorbent-filled bucket captures 
hydrocarbons from collected liquid, 
but water passes right through

•  Seven alternating layers of 
PIG Oil-Only Mat Pads and 
PIG Oil-Only Pillows offer high 
oil retention for fewer changeouts

•  Top hose fitting accepts 3⁄4" drainage 
hose from a PIG Leak Diverter

•  Container and absorbents are UV 
resistant for long-term outdoor use

•  3⁄4" connection on bottom of container 
accepts a self bailer, drain plug (included), 
drainage hose (included) or can be used as
a free-flowing drain

•  20-gallon container (FLT730) holds 
oil-absorbent media to remove up to 
5 gallons of oil, grease and hydrocarbons

•  Weatherproof containers with hinged 
lid (FLT732, FLT1153) hold oil-absorbent 
media to remove up to 21⁄2 gallons (FLT732)  
or 1 gallon (FLT1153) of oil, grease 
and hydrocarbons

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 122.26 
Stormwater Regs
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Connect a hose or 
position over floor drain.

Replaceable 
absorbent
pillows filter 
oil from water. 

FLT521

FLT612

FLT732

TLS190 
(Sold separately 
on page 279)

NOTE: Test effluent regularly to ensure it meets local, state and federal discharge 
requirements and to determine when to replace the pillows.

PIG® Pour-Through Oily Water Filter
Item # 1+

FLT521 • Absorbs up to 33 gal. • Ext. Dia. 24" x 39"H $339
FLT525 • Refi ll for PIG® Pour-Through Oily Water Filter • 6 each $194
FLT525 Contents • 6 Pillows • 1 Polyethylene Diffuser Funnel

Carbon Pillow for PIG® Pour-Through Oily Water Filter
Item # 1-4 5+

FLT612 • 3 Pillows/box $290 $275

•  Just pour liquid into the filter and filtered water flows out of drain

•  55-gallon drum filter handles up to 8 gallons of liquid per minute

•  Outflow pipe allows hose connection for easy draining of 
filtered water

•  Replaceable absorbent media is easy to change when saturated

•  Optional carbon pillows (FLT612) work in conjunction with included 
oil-only pillows to remove trace amounts of hydrocarbons 

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 122.26 Stormwater Regs

 Pour-Through Oily Water Filter — Separate oils from water.

 Outdoor Oily Water Filter Bucket — Just 
connect to a leak diverter for help with regs.

BEST 
SELLER!

FLT525

Patent Pending

PIG® Outdoor Oily Water 
Filter Bucket
Item # 1+

FLT730 • Absorbs up to 5 gal. $228
FLT730 Contents • 1 Bucket w/Lid & Fittings • 4 Mat Pads • 3 Pillows  
1 6' Hose • 1 Plug

FLT731 • Refi ll for FLT730 • Absorbs up to 5 gal. $84
FLT731 Contents • 4 Mat Pads • 3 Pillows  

FLT732 • Absorbs up to 2.5 gal. $149
FLT732 Contents • 1 Bucket w/Lid & Fittings • 4 Mat Pads • 3 Pillows  
1 3' Hose • 1 Plug

FLT733 • Refi ll for FLT732 • Absorbs up to 2.5 gal. $29
FLT733 Contents • 4 Mat Pads • 3 Pillows  

FLT1153 • Absorbs up to 1 gal. 
12"L x 10"W x 10"H $113

FLT1153 Contents • 1 Bucket w/Lid & Fittings • 3 Mat Pads • 2 Pillows 
1 6' Hose • 1 Plug

FLT730

BEST 
SELLER!



DRM655

DRM584

DRM1148

DRM1266

RNG202

Minimize your waste streams 
and save money with these 
best-selling PIG products.

RECYCLING &
 WASTE MINIMIZATION

PIG Waste 
Compactor
Crush disposal costs by 
compacting up to 6 drums 
of waste into one. Use for 
absorbents, rags, plastic, 
cardboard and more.

See page 297

PIG Aerosol Can 
Recycler
Puncture aerosol cans for easy, 
legal recycling to avoid the 
hassle and expense of haz 
waste handling. 

See pages 298–299

Fluorescent Lamp 
Recycling Drum
Store used bulbs in this drum
until it’s full, then just seal it 
and ship it. 

See page 301

PIG Free-Standing 
Oil Filter/Paint 
Can Crusher
Turns used oil filters or paint cans 
into recyclable scrap steel with 
19,000 lbs. of downforce.

See page 300

PIG Absorbent 
Wringer
Reclaim up to 90% of liquids 
from your PIG Absorbents to 
help meet waste minimization 
goals at your facility. 

See page 301

Zero in on zero waste — help 
the environment, help yourself. 
According to the EPA in the Resource Conservation and Recovery 
Act (RCRA), waste minimization is “the reduction of hazardous 
waste that is generated or subsequently treated, stored or 
disposed,” and includes both source reduction and recycling. Here’s 
what you can do:

•  Perform a waste audit — fi nd out what types and how much 
waste you are producing and identify processes that are 
producing unnecessary wastes 

•  Improve housekeeping — this inexpensive but effective 
method includes proper labeling, storage, disposal and 
segregation of wastes 

•  Reclaim, recycle and reuse wastes — many wastes can be 
recycled within a process, used as fuel or sold as scrap 

PIG Waste Compactors can help you reduce the volume of your 
waste and products like our PIG Aerosol Can Recycler can save you 
money by avoiding the expenses of haz waste handling. Call our 
Tech Team for more ways that PIG products can help!

296 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.

Recycle and minimize your waste streams. Read 
how at: newpig.com/recycle-universal-waste

EXPERT ADVICE

OUR BULK TANKS ARE GREAT FOR
WASTE OIL. SEE PAGES 363–364.
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•  Choose from electric, air-driven and 
air-driven spark-resistant models

•  Crushes waste with 12,000 lbs. of force

•  Ideal for minimizing waste such as 
absorbents, rags, plastic, paper and 
cardboard (not recommended for wood, 
metal or other hard materials)

•   Residual liquids are forced through holes in 
ram top; models with waste pump 
remove liquids up to 5 gpm for recycling

•  Durable 5"-channel profile frame 
prevents flexing and failure over time

•  No need to move heavy drum for access

•  Reinforced base plate keeps drum from 
bowing under pressure

•  Safety interlock shuts compactor if door 
opens during operation

•  Spark-resistant aluminum (DRM656, 
DRM655) is ideal for flammables

DRM345
Pump Kit 
works with DRM654

DRM656
Spark-
Resistant 
with Pump

5"-channel 
profile frame

(55-gallon drum 
not included)

Reinforced 
base plate

12,000 lbs. 
of downward 
force

DRM652
Electric

Tilt-back frame makes loading easy.

PIG® Waste Compactor
Item # 1 2+

DRM656 • Air Spark-Resistant with 
Waste Pump $8550 $8284

DRM655 • Air Spark-Resistant without 
Waste Pump $6375 $6175

DRM654 • Air-Driven Hydraulic without 
Waste Pump $6050 $5865

DRM653 • Electric with Waste Pump $9050 $8825
DRM652 • Electric without
Waste Pump $8485 $8248

Treatment Notice: Wringing or compacting waste may be considered 
“treatment” by RCRA regulations. You may require a permit to use this 
product. Please consult with your state EPA waste management office 
prior to use.

Waste Pump Kit for 
PIG® Waste Compactor
Item # 1 2+

DRM345 • For PIG® Waste Compactor $1650 $1600
DRM345 Contents • 1 Diaphragm Pump • 1 Hose Bracket • 1 Ball Valve
1 Blue Air Hose • 1 Pump Guard • 1 PVC Suction Wand • 1 Clear Hose 
(2 pieces) • 1 Assorted Clamps and Mounting Hardware

This product is covered by our 1-year limited warranty. For 
complete warranty information, contact 1-800-HOT-HOGS®.

 Waste Compactor — Crush up to six drums of 
waste into one and save money.

BEST 
SELLER!

BEST 
SELLER!
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Ground wire 
helps prevent 

static electricity 
buildup.

 Two-piece 
coalescing filter/ 
carbon cartridge 

captures odors and 
VOCs released by 

punctured 
aerosol cans.

Wall sign
has clear directions 
on how to operate 

the can recycler 
system.

PIG® Aerosol Can Recycler
Item # 1-2 3+

DRM1266 $709 $669
DRM1266 Contents • 1 Puncture Unit • 1 Goggles • 1 Instruction Sign • 1 Plastic Sleeve 
1 Combination Filter • 1 Grounding Wire

DRM1151 • PIG® Combination Replacement Filter $237 $227
DRM1150 • PIG® Carbon Replacement Cartridge • 2/box $273 $263
DRM1236 • Viton Replacement Gasket • 1/bag $11
DRM1237 • Neoprene Replacement Gasket • 1/bag $5

DRM1266

•   Recycling system easily punctures aerosol cans, rendering them exempt from 
haz waste regulations when properly emptied

•   Eliminates the risks associated with illegal aerosol disposal and the expense 
of haz waste handling

•   Minimizes worker injuries caused by fire, explosion or VOC release

•   Properly emptied cans can be sold as scrap steel; reducing waste can 
help you meet recycling goals

•   System works with domed mini, standard and jumbo aerosol cans

•   Unit mounts directly into 2" bung on a 30- or 55-gallon closed-head 
drum; residual liquids drain directly into drum. (Drum should not be filled more 
than 70% full to provide proper displacement for released contents.)

•   Timestrip indicator eliminates the guesswork of carbon cartridge changeouts 
(ideal operating temperature range 60–80°F)

•   Replacement gaskets sold separately; choose standard neoprene 
(DRM1237) or upgrade to Viton (DRM1236) for extra chemical resistance

•   Replacement filters also sold separately as combo (DRM1151) or 
carbon cartridge only (DRM1150); coalescing filter life is six months; 
carbon cartridge life is three months

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 261.1(c)(6) that defines scrap metal

DRM1151
Combination 
Replacement 
Filter

DRM1150
Carbon 
Replacement 
Cartridges

 Aerosol Can Recycler — Puncture and drain 
your aerosol cans to avoid the hassle and 
expense of haz waste handling.

298 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.
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Can Recycler

FLT732

Durable 
aluminum 

construction 
resists rust 

and corrosion.

Angled 
carbide pin 

cleanly and easily 
punctures 

cans.

Punctured cans have 
no sharp, jagged 

edges.

How-to 
instructions 

come attached 
to the unit.

LUBRICANTS BRAKE CLEANERS DEGREASERS SPRAY PAINT

$2.30
per can

$2.30
per can

$2.30
per can

$2.30
per can

 CURRENT STATE OF HAZARDOUS WASTE DISPOSAL

55
GALLON
DRUM

55
GALLON
DRUM

$538
Cost of drum & drum disposal 

234
Collected “empty” cans per drum

$2.30
Per can disposal cost

55
GALLON
DRUM

55
GALLON
DRUM

$240
Cost of drum & drum disposal 

4,000
Collected “empty” cans per drum
(processed liquid equivalent)

$0.37
Per can disposal cost

Exceed Compliance 

Reduced Disposal Cost

Reduced Handling Requirements

Recycling Profits

Hazardous Satellite Accumulation Required
90 or 180 Day Accumulation Limit
Closed Container Storage Required
Frequent Hazardous Waste Removal Required

PUNCTURE & RECYCLE
HAZARDOUS WASTE DISPOSALSOLUTION

Empty cans
are now
valuable

scrap metal

“ DRM1266 works very well. We used to 
pay a hazmat company to dispose of 
our aerosols — quite expensive. Since 
we got the Aerosol Recycler, we recycle 
the cans and recoup even more money. 
We’ve more than paid for the unit with 
these savings. Very good investment.“

— Chuck  DRM1266 Customer

“ Very good 
investment!”

TOSSING EMPTY AEROSOL CANS COSTS YOU.
TURN THEM INTO COLD, HARD CASH!
Transform hazardous waste into recycled scrap metal.

*Includes initial cost of unit and replacement filters.

*
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•  Easy-to-reseal polyethylene 
container safely stores used dry-cell 
batteries for disposal (not a shipping 
container)

•  Clearly labeled for waste battery 
collection to prevent improper disposal

•  Eliminates open containers of dead 
batteries that might not meet 
universal waste regulations

•  Extra used battery labels (SGN242) 
sold separately, below

Used Battery Container — Dry-cell battery container helps 
you meet regs. 

DRM136

SGN242
(Label)

Used Battery Container
Item # 1-9 10+

DRM136 • Holds 2 gal.  
7.75"W x 9.75"L x 9.625"H $21 $19

Item # 1-4 5+

SGN242 • Used Batteries Label 
5"L x 6"H • 25/package $24.85 $23.80

•  Adjustable 16"-high chamber accepts 
large oil filters or two paint cans; crushes 
with 19,000 lbs. of downforce

•  Air-actuated hydraulics operate at a 
minimum of 80 psi (includes air line filter)

•  Draining tray with plug lets you capture 
oil for recycling or disposal before crushing

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 261.4(b)
(13)(i-iv) for hot-draining oil from filters

Crush filters — even 
with steel core tubes 
 — to a fraction of 
their original size.

DRM584

Crush bulky paint 
cans and get 15 
times as many into 
your waste drum.

 Free-Standing Crusher — Turn used oil filters or paint 
cans into sellable scrap steel.

Free-Standing Oil Filter/Paint 
Can Crusher
Item # 1 2+

DRM584 • Air Powered $7570 $7380
DRM584 is covered by our 1-year limited warranty. For complete 
warranty information, contact 1-800-HOT-HOGS®.

BEST 
SELLER!

WALL MOUNT UNIT (DRM865) IS AVAILABLE AT NEWPIG.COM

Propane Tank Recycling System — Recycle cylinders and 
avoid haz waste disposal.
•  Pays for itself with recycling of three 

standard propane cylinders

•  Safely removes valve stem so canister can 
recycle as scrap steel rather than be 
disposed of as hazardous waste

•  Inserts “Recyclable” steel 
certification tag into cylinder valve

•  Activated carbon filter helps remove 
Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) 
from propellant

•  Unit can be handheld or mounted 
on bench

• Antistatic wire grounds unit

•  One-piece replacement cartridge 
(DRM451) threads directly into ProSolv 
unit without special tools

•  Replace filter after 40 uses which 
can be tracked with the 40 certification 
tags included

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 261.1(c)
(6) that defines scrap metal

Pressure gauge 
tells you when 
valve stem can 
be removed.

NOTE: Not for use with oxygen or ether cans.

NOTE: Not a shipping container.

DRM429
ProSolv® Propane Cylinder 
Recycling System
Item # 1-2 3+

DRM429 $1206 $1146
DRM429 Contents • 1 ProSolv® Unit • 1 Anti-Static Wire 
1 Carbon Filter • 1 Safety Goggles • 40 Certification Tags

DRM451 • Replacement Filter for 
ProSolv® System $234 $221

DRM451 Contents • 1 Carbon Filter • 40 Certification Tags
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•  Cost-effective way to store and 
ship spent fluorescent tubes

•  Lightweight but sturdy kraft 
material minimizes shipping 
costs and breakage

•   DRM1149 and DRM1148 hold  
4' lamps; DRM805 telescopes 
to hold 6' or  8' lamps

Latching Lid 
(DRM1129) 
sold separately 
on page 317.

Fluorescent Lamp Recycling Drum — Store used bulbs in 
this drum until it’s full, then just seal it and ship it. 

DRM1148

DRM1149

DRM1149

Fluorescent Lamp Recycling Drum
Item # 1-9 10+

DRM1149 • Holds 4' Lamps • Ext. Dia. 23" x 49"H $77 $75
DRM805 • Holds 6' or 8' Lamps • Ext. Dia. 15.25" x 96"H $69 $67
DRM1148 • Holds 4' Lamps • Ext. Dia. 14.6" x 49"H $70 $68BEST 

SELLER!

reghelp@newpig.com • 1-800-HOT-HOGS
GET FREE ADVICE ON REGS! See page 386 for details.

Handle universal waste the 
right way.
Batteries, pesticides, fl uorescent lamps (bulbs) and 
mercury-containing equipment are all universal 
waste that must be stored in closed containers 
with the proper labels.

 REG 
 TIP

•   Polyurethane ”gripper” rollers 
feature channels to direct liquids away 
from absorbents and into a collection drum

•  12"-wide throat adjusts to 
accommodate a wide variety of 
PIG Absorbents: PIG Super Absorbent 
Socks, PIG Super Pillows, Mats, Booms 
and Re-Uz-It Pads

•   Mounts on standard open- or tight-
head 55-gallon drum (not included)

•  Geared for easy hand cranking

RNG202

PIG® Absorbent Wringer
Item # 1+

RNG202 • Manually Operated $1228
RNG202 Contents • 1 Wringer • 1 Tray

NOTE: Wringing or compacting waste may be considered “treatment” by 
RCRA regulations. You may require a permit to use this product. Please 
consult with your state EPA waste management office prior to use.

Wondering about waste 
minimization?

Call our Tech Team 
at 1-800-HOT-HOGS!

BEST 
SELLER!

 Absorbent Wringer — Reclaim up to 90% of liquids from PIG Absorbents 
to minimize waste.
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CAN479
Recycling Container — Sturdy, weather-
resistant and great for basic recycling.Big Wheel Container — Easily haul heavy 

loads with this wheeled, 50-gallon bin. •  High-quality, long-lasting plastic withstands weather and 
daily use 

•   Smooth, easy-to-clean interior and scuff-resistant exterior

•   Reinforced rims and walls, ergonomic handles for easy grip

•  28-quart capacity; in blue with highly visible recycling symbol 
to encourage recycling of paper, glass, cans, etc.

•  8” rubber wheels roll smoothly over nearly any surface

•  Polyethylene resin with a reinforced bottom and ribbed 
reinforced sides

•  50-gallon capacity 

•  Attached hinged lid flips down to protect contents 
from weather

•  Molded nonslip handles

BRUTE® Big Wheel® Container
(Specify Color:   Blue    Gray    Yellow)

Item # 1-3 4+

CAN479 • Holds 50 gal. • 23.5"W x 29"L x 36.75"H • 1/box $125 $117

•   Built-in 22-gallon sump catches leaks and drips from wet, leaking 
or disassembled parts while you work

•   Integral drain accommodates a 30-gallon container underneath for 
added capacity (available separately)

•   Removable polyethylene grates allow liquids to pass into sump

•   Heavy-gauge steel workbench holds up to 400 lbs.

•   Keeps your workspace and benchtop neat while capturing the 
mess and grime from degreasing, repairs or rebuilds

PAK399

PIG® Drain ‘N Contain® Workbench
Item # 1-2 3+

PAK399 • 27.5"W x 54.5"L x 53"H • 22 gal. sump capacity $689 $638

NEW!
CAN530

Recycling Container
Item # 1-11 12+

CAN530 • 14.5"L x 10"W x 15"H $10 $9

 Drain ‘N Contain Workbench — 
Do messy jobs on a self-draining 
workbench with a built-in sump.
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 Trash/Cigarette Receptacles

Drum Top for Trash — Turn your open-
head steel drum into a fire-safe trash can. 

Smokers Cease-Fire — Snuff cigarettes in 
this alternative to sand-filled buckets. 

•  Steel construction with enameled finish resists chips, scratches, 
corrosion and weather

•  Self-closing, fire-safe door is FM Approved

•  Attaches securely to steel drums with thumb screws

•  Classic design is simple, durable and blends into many environments

•  Door hinges are zinc-phosphate treated to resist rust 
and noise

•  Contoured door has rubber bumpers for silent operation

•  Weatherproof, high-density 
polyethylene with flame-
retardant additive; 
won’t rust

•  Clean, professional 
appearance

•  Oxygen-restricting design 
quickly extinguishes 
cigarettes to 
prevent smoldering

•  Enclosed design keeps 
waste in and water out

•  Easy-open lid and 
removable liner  

CAN255
(55-gallon drum 
not included)

•  Hinged lid closes tightly to keep out water and dirt, 
indoors or out

•  Easy to transport by forklift even when fully loaded

•  Rounded lid keeps water and debris from accumulating on 
top of chest

•  UV-inhibited polyethylene construction is weather resistant 
and lasts for years

•  Models available with
8" wheels, 5" wheels or 
no wheels

BOX406
Dark Granite

 Storage Chest — Store nearly anything in these indoor/outdoor chests.

Drum Top For Trash Collection
(Specify Color:   Black    Green    Red) 

Item # 1-3 4+

CAN255 • For 55-gal. Drums $215 $205

PIG® Storage Chest
(Specify Color:   Gray    Orange    Yellow   Dark Granite    Forest Green
Add $35 to price shown for Dark Granite)

Item # 1+

BOX405 • 15 cu. ft. • 350 lb. load capacity • (4) 8" No-Flat Wheels 
(2 Swivel w/Brake & 2 Rigid) $588

BOX406 • 15 cu. ft. • 350 lb. load capacity • (4) 5" Rubber Wheels 
(2 Swivel w/Brake & 2 Rigid) $429

BOX404 • 15 cu. ft. • 350 lb. load capacity • No Wheels $311

BEST 
SELLER!

BOX404
Forest Green

CAN237

Available in:
Adobe beige Deco black Forest green Terra cottaGray

Smokers Cease-Fire® Cigarette Butt Receptacle
(Specify Color: Gray, Adobe Beige, Deco Black, Forest Green, or Terra Cotta)

Item # 1-3 4+

CAN237 • Ext. Dia. 16.5" x 38.5"H $80 $77BEST 
SELLER!



Squeegee — Quickly move 
spills and standing liquids.

•  Choose conventional straight or 
liquid-containing curved blade

•  Tough, rubber squeegee blades are 
durable and long-lasting

•   60"L solid wood handle (CLN555) 
has smooth finish

•   Tapered end attaches to squeegee 
head with friction fit; easy release

304 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.
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Broom Head — Quality broom 
has chemical-resistant bristles. 

•  All heads resist chemicals, petroleum-
based liquids and solvents for a long, 
reliable life

•   Stiff-fibered broom head scrubs and 
sweeps on rough or smooth concrete

•  Handle (CLN279) locks into 
reinforced head to prevent breaking or 
stripping (Handle sold separately)

CLN279
Handle

CLN278
Broom 
Head

•  Brief rubbing charges bristles with 
dust-attracting static electricity

•  11-foot extension makes ceiling tiles, 
fans, vents and walls easy to reach

•  Helps keep your equipment, inventory or 
showroom clean and dust-free

Electrostatic Broom — Easily 
clean vents and ceiling tiles. 

TLS597

•   Economical 
MaxiCotton Mop 
head (CLN550) is 
cut-end 4-ply cotton 
yarn

•    Mopstick head 
and handle 
(CLN551) work with 
the MaxiCotton Mop;  
plastic head and 
fiberglass handle 
won’t rust or corrode

•   60"L for extra reach 
and leverage, quick 
side-mop release

•   MaxiRough Mop 
Bucket and 
Wringer (CLN553) 
has a 33 qt. bucket 
and sidepress 
wringer

•   4 swivel casters, 
hook on wringer 
for mop and slot 
holds tools

Mop, Mopstick, Bucket and Wringer — Take the 
mess out of mopping. 

CLN550
Mop Head

CLN551
Mopstick

CLN553
Bucket

Electrostatic Broom with Handle
Item # 1+

TLS597 • 12"W • Handle Length 65"
(Extends to 132") $43

Double-Blade Squeegee —  
Lasts 2X longer and it 
won’t splash.
•  Chemical-resistant PVC blades leave 

floors free of liquid and streaks

•  Two blades double the service life 
because the head flips, and the unused 
blade acts as a splashguard

CLN256

Double-Blade Squeegee
Item # 1+

CLN256 • Straight Head • 30"W $34
CLN255 • Straight Head • 24"W $32
CLN254 • Straight Head • 18"W $28
CLN253 • Handle • 1.5"W x 60"L $29

PRO-SWEEP™ Broom Head
Item # 1-11 12+

CLN278 • 24"W Broom Head $24 $23
CLN279 • Handle  
Ext. Dia. 1.13" x 60"L $24

Maintenance Mops
(Specify Size for CLN550: 16 oz., 24 oz. or 32 oz. • Add $1 for 24 oz. and $2 for 32 oz.)

Item # 1-11 12+

CLN550 • MaxiCotton™ Cut-End Mop Head • 7"W $8.50 $7.95

CLN551 • Quick-Way™ Mopstick • 60"L $14.95 $14.15

MaxiRough® Mop Bucket and Wringer
Item # 1-4 5+

CLN553 • Holds 8.25 gal. $99 $95

Maintenance Squeegee
(Specify for CLN554: Curved or Straight Blade)

Item # 1-11 12+

CLN554 • MaxiRough® Floor Squeegee 
Curved 24"W • Straight 23.5"W $35 $33

CLN555 • Handle for  MaxiRough® 
Floor Squeegee • 60"L $9 $8

CLN555
HandleCLN554

Squeegee

BEST 
SELLER!
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•  Accepts tools with long 
handles up to 13⁄8" 
in diameter

•  Compact and requires 
minimal floor space

•  Plastic construction is 
unaffected by wet tools 
or humidity

•  Assembles easily
without tools •  Wall-mountable unit holds four tools, from mops and brooms to 

shovels and squeegees

•  Flexible rubber holders securely hold tools yet release easily; 
brackets slide along track and can be positioned to adjust 
space between tools

•  Durable, lightweight aluminum-and-plastic frame won’t rust 
or corrode

•  Holder is 201⁄4" wide

•  Removable end caps let you connect multiple units

MaxiRough Tool Organizer — Grips tools, but 
lets go easily.

TLS484

CLN552

Tool Storage Stand
Item # 1-4 5+

TLS484 • For Tools up 
to 1.375" Dia. $49 $47

•  Economical floor sweep is ideal for heavy cleaning of oil-
free surfaces

•  Red color is easy to see on industrial flooring, OSB and other 
common surfaces

•  Great for demanding sweeping on rough, oil-free surfaces

•  Available with grit (TLS369) for added cleaning power and traction

•  Contains a natural scrubbing agent made from ground walnut 
shells; breaks down stains and removes inks and dyes

•  Chlorine-free paste contains color-neutralizing agent to reduce 
dyes to uncolored form

•  No petroleum, solvents or silicone
•  Highly concentrated; only a small amount is needed

•  Lightly scented; economical and biodegradeable

Floor Sweep — Drop a few handfuls to control 
loose dirt and dust during sweeping. 

Ink & Dye Remover — Remove ink and dye in 
the blink of an eye!

TLS369

CLN549

Floor Sweep
Item # 1-11 12+

TLS369 • Oil Base with Grit $17.95 $17.25

TLS370 • Oil Base without Grit $30 $28

Kresto® Kolor ULTRA Ink and Dye Remover
Item # 1-9 10+

CLN549 • 1 - 8.45 oz. Squeeze Tube $15 $14

MaxiRough® Tool Organizer
Item # 1-4 5+

CLN552 • 20.25"W $39 $37

CLN549

Tool Stand — Store 24 tools
in an 18" x 18" space. 
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•  Cost-effective alternative to expensive 
brand-name cleaners

•  Removes grease, oils, inks, wax and 
carbons from any surface not 
harmed by water

•  Environmentally preferred, water-based 
formula is safer than trichloroethane, 
MEK or mineral spirits

Industrial Cleaner — 
Full-power green cleaner 
without the high price tag.

CLN351

S-34 NG Green Industrial Cleaner
Item # 1+

CLN351 • 1 - 5 gal. Container $158

Empty Spray Bottle
Item # 1+

CLN108 • 32 oz. $3.75

•  Advanced safety features 
help prevent ignition 
of flammable liquids, 
including a static-
dissipative hose, 
anti-sparking inlet with 
flame arrestor, grounding 
lug and nonsparking 
vacuum tools

•  Completely air-driven to 
minimize risk of 
explosion; auto shutoff

•  Single-jet venturi with 
variable orifice produces 
maximum flow rate with 
minimum compressed 
air requirements

•  Recovers 1 gallon of 
liquid per second and 
operates on a minimum 
of 35 SCFM at 60 psi 

�  Helps you comply with 
OSHA Noise Exposure 
requirements outlined 
in 29 CFR 1910.95

TLS417
Drum included

Flammable Liquids Vacuum — Helps you safely 
lift flammable liquids and semisolids.

VAC-U-MAX® Flammable Liquids Vacuum
Item # 1+

TLS417 • Holds 55 gal. • Air: 35 SCFM at 60 PSI (Minimum) $5953
TLS417 Contents • 1 Vacuum • 1 Hose • 1 Two Bend Floor Wand • 1 Squeegee • 1 Crevice Tool
1 Caster Assembly • 1 Static-conductive Hose • 1 Quick Disconnect Coupling

NOTE: Requires a minimum 1⁄2" airline for operation.

BEST 
SELLER!

•  Fits 55-gallon open-head steel drum without clamps for cleaning 
spills in one step

•  Includes static-conductive PVC 11⁄2" x 15' hose, aluminum wand, 
floor tool and crevice tool

•  Produces a maximum static lift of 215" H2O and 110 SCFM suction

•   Input operating range from 37–70 SCFM at 60 psig

Shop-Vacs — Economical and great for 
your medium-duty cleanups. 

VAC-U-MAX Vacuum — Make short work of 
cleaning up liquid spills.

TLS662

TLS697

Shop-Vac® Industrial Wet/Dry Vacuum
Item # 1+

TLS697 • Holds 22 gal. • 6.5 Hp $268
TLS662 • Holds 10 gal. • 6.5 Hp $323

Flammables Warning: Not suitable for flammable or corrosive liquids. 

CONTENT LISTINGS AND REPLACEMENT FILTERS
AVAILABLE AT NEWPIG.COM

VAC-U-MAX® Vacuum
Item # 1+

TLS271 • Air: 35 SCFM at 60 PSI (Minimum) $2334
NOTE: Not for use with flammable or corrosive liquids and requires a minimum 1⁄2" airline for operation.

•  Wet/dry vacs are great for lifting water as well as dirt, debris 
and sawdust; quiet, reliable operation 

•  6.5 hp motors for even more powerful suction

•  Tank latches securely to lid and locks in vacuumed material

•  Stable base helps prevent tipping and spilling

TLS271NOTE: Drum 
not included.
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CLN225

FleetKleen Degreaser — 
Bio bugs eat grease and 
grime right off concrete.
•  Cleans with natural microorganisms 

and specially formulated biosurfactants

•  Contains no solvents; 
completely nontoxic 
and nonhazardous

•  Easy to apply using 
a spray bottle, 
pressure washer 
or brush

FleetKleen™ Industrial Strength 
Cleaner & Degreaser
Item # 1+

CLN341 • 1 - 5 gal. Container $320

S-200 OilGone Remediation Liquid
Item # 1+

CLN645 • 1 - 5 gal. Pail $186
CLN644 • 1 - 1 gal. Container $59

•  Remediates hydrocarbons by enhancing 
naturally occurring microbes

•  Easy-to-use formula produces 
reliable results

•  Leaves only carbon dioxide and 
water behind, so there are no harmful 
by-products left in the environment

•  Applies to spill area using a pump or 
backpack sprayer

CLN644

CLN341
CLN645

S-200 OilGone Liquid — Low-cost cleanup 
of fuel and oil spills on land or water. 

•  Solves hydrocarbon 
contamination 
problems onsite 
with minimal labor 
and expense

•  Active mixture 
of naturally 
occurring live 
microorganisms 
and a bio surface 
agent oxidizes 
carbons to quickly 
tackle contamination 
problems

•  Microbes are in 
active preparation: 
no special solutions 
and no special mixing 

•  1 gallon of mixed 
product remediates 
up to 1 cubic yard 
of soil or 200 
gal. of water

Liquid Remediact — On land or water, turn 
oil into carbon dioxide and water. 

CLN352

CLN341

Liquid Remediact™ Cleaning Agent
Item # 1-2 3+

CLN352 • 1 - 5 gal. Container $441 $420

Untreated oil spills are an 
EPA fine waiting to happen.

BEST 
SELLER!

RIPTIDE Citrus Degreaser
Item # 1+

CLN225 • 4 - 1 gal. Containers $233

Empty Spray Bottle
Item # 1+

CLN108 • 32 oz. $3.75

•  Superior grease-
cutting power 
tackles any tough 
task that requires a 
free-rinsing, water-
dilutable cleaner

•  Environmentally 
safe ingredients 
are listed by the EPA 
as alternatives to 
Class 1 ozone-
depleting substances

•  Contains nature’s 
first solvent: 
citrus terpene

Citrus Degreaser — Make short work of 
grease with citrus power.

CLN108

BEST 
SELLER!
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From our award-winning PIG Burpless Drum Funnels to the 
UN Rated drums they mount on, we have you covered.

PIG Drum Funnels
Pour quickly and safely with our 
collection of funnels, featuring 
our Burpless design for splash-

free jobs every time.

Oil Drain Pans 
& Dispensing 
Containers  

Make vehicle and equipment 
oil changes hassle-free with 

reliable products.

Safety Cabinets 
When you store fl ammables at 
your facility, you can’t beat the 

features and quality of 
PIG Flammable Safety Cabinets.

PIG Latching 
Drum Lids  

No nuts, no bolts, no fuss! 
Our Latching Lids open and close 

with one hand for easy 
haz waste compliance. 

Drum Lids 
& Drum Liners 

Keep drums in good condition 
and the contents pure while 
you save cleaning time and 

replacement costs.

See pages 365–371See pages 350–351

See pages 320–326 See pages 327, 
336–337

See pages 312–319

See pages
338–341, 352–359

Drum Accessories
Grab a gauge, faucet, pump, tool
or part to help make your work 

with drums easier and safer.

Drums, Pails,
Overpacks & IBCs 
Empty drums, pails, overpacks and 

IBCs with the certifi cations 
and compatibilities to fi t your 
storage and shipping needs.

See pages 328–335,
360–362

Drum Trucks, 
Dollies & Racks 
From dollies and nonsparking 
trucks to space-saving racks, 

we have what you need to handle 
and store your drums.

See pages 342–349
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•  PIG Latching Drum Lids give quick, easy access but keep 
contents dry and secure

•  One-handed access makes it easy to add to drum contents 

•  Nitrile gasket and locking mechanism seal drum lid to 
help reduce vapors and protect contents

Safely cover drum contents 
without the fuss of a nut and 
bolt ring. 

310

The EPA passed the Solvent-Contaminated 
Wipes Management Rule that states that 
some properly managed wipes with no 
free liquids can be exempted from full haz 
waste regulations. That means potentially 
lower shipping costs and less paperwork 
since you’re no longer dealing with 
hazardous waste.

PIG Latching Lids can 
help you meet the Solvent-
Contaminated Wipes regulation.

PIG LATCHING 
DRUM LIDS

No Guff Guarantee • Every product. Every penny. Every time.

Meet EPA regs with 
PIG Latching Lids:

�  Helps you comply with 
40 CFR 264.1086(c)(1)(ii) 
requiring haz waste containers
to be sealed to prevent 
VOC emissions

�  Helps you comply with 
40 CFR 264.173 requiring haz 
waste containers to be closed

For solid waste

BEST-SELLING LIDS

DRM1072

DRM1065

DRM1212

DRM1084

DRM659
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EXCLUSIVE!

PIG Latching Drum Lid
Makes it easier to access the drum, 
minimize vapors and meet closed 
container regs. 

See pages 312–313

PIG Latching Drum Lid 
with Fast-Latch Ring
The fastest, easiest-installing latching 
drum lid for secure closure and 
reg compliance.

See page 314

PIG Latching Drum Lid 
with Fusible Plugs
Converts a 55-gallon steel drum 
into a container for oil- or solvent-
soaked materials.

See page 314

PIG Latching Lid for 
Poly Drum
The fi rst one-hand latching lid for 
open-head poly drums.

See page 316 

PIG Latching Drum Lid 
for Draining 
The easiest way to drain fi lters, 
parts and containers while staying in 
compliance with closed container regs.

See page 318



•  Easy-access design helps you meet closed container regs 
and minimize vapor exposure

•  Patented Burpless vents allow fast pouring without 
venting through 3⁄4" bung; a possible reg violation if left open 

•  Nitrile gasket and locking mechanism seal drum funnel
lid to reduce vapor emissions

Our patented funnel designs 
help you deal with waste 
quickly and safely. 

Still confused about closed 
container regs? Here’s what 
they mean to you.
If you’re using a drum to collect materials that are considered 
hazardous waste, you can’t take the drum lid off and not put it back on 
properly. If you’re hassling with the bolt ring every time you need to 
pour or toss in a solvent-soaked rag, you’ll be out of compliance the 
fi rst time the lid ends up on the drum without the ring — or worse, on 
the fl oor. Same goes for funnels that are on again and off again.

That’s why you need a PIG Latching Drum Lid or a PIG Burpless 
Steel Funnel. Attach them once and the drum stays closed and 
compliant until it’s ready for disposal. Yes, it’s that easy!

311

PIG Burpless One-Hand 
Sealable Steel Drum 
Funnel
No-splash burpless fi lling and easy, one-
handed access.

See pages 320–321

PIG Burpless Stainless 
Steel Drum Funnel
Stainless steel construction provides 
ultimate chemical compatibility 
and purity. 

See page 322

Large PIG Burpless
One-Hand Sealable 
Drum Funnel
Wide-mouth funnel smoothly drains a 
5-gallon bucket in just 17 seconds. 

See page 322

PIG Burpless Tall 
One-Hand Sealable 
Drum Funnel
Drain containers inside the sealed funnel 
to reduce vapor releases.

See page 322

PIG Burpless 
One-Hand Sealable 
Steel Drum Funnel
Small-diameter funnel mouth is ideal for 
smaller containers.

See page 323

DRM1211

DRM1112

DRM1125
Meet EPA regs with 
PIG Burpless Drum Funnels:

�  Helps you comply with 
40 CFR 264.1086 (c)(1)(ii) requiring 
haz waste containers to be sealed
to prevent VOC emissions

�  Helps you comply with 
40 CFR 264.173 requiring haz 
waste containers to be closed

DRM1032

 Phone: 1-800-HOT-HOGS (468-4647) • Fax: 1-800-621-PIGS (621-7447) • Web: newpig.com

PIG BURPLESS
STEEL FUNNELS

For liquid waste

BEST-SELLING FUNNELS

DRM1210
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DRM659
Drum not included. 
See pages 328–330.

•  Hinged lid has a latching handle that easily opens and closes 
with one hand

•  Nitrile gasket and locking mechanism seal drum lid to help cut 
vapors and keep drum contents dry and secure

• Drum lid improves appearance of drums and storage areas

•  Easy-access lid closes securely to help you meet regulations

• Hinge stops keep lid upright when open

• Durable, chemical-resistant powder coat for long service life

• Lockable latch helps prevent unauthorized access

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 264.1086(c)(1)(ii) requiring 
haz waste containers to be sealed to prevent VOC emissions

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 264.173 requiring haz waste 
containers to be closed

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 261.4 for management of 
solvent-contaminated wipes

Problem: Taking the bolt ring and lid off an open-head drum that’s 
being used to store hazardous waste and not replacing it is a 
violation of closed container regs. 

Finding the solution: Our idea was simple — make a temporary 
lid with a latch that was easy to install and use. Early models were 
compliant but clunky. Pins broke. Hinges got pinched. We had lots of 
failures and replaced lots of lids. But the customers who worked with 
us helped us perfect them.  

Now we make a lid that controls 
vapor. We have a lid that has FM 
Approved fusible plugs for 
flammables, plus we have the 
first lids for poly and fiber drums 
and outdoor storage.

Problem solved:
PIG Latching Drum Lids

DRM167

312 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.
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 Latching Drum Lids — One-hand access 
makes it easy to meet haz waste regulations.

EXCLUSIVE!

NO NUTS. NO BOLTS.

NO FUSS!

TOP 10
BEST 

SELLER!

EPA SAYS TO 
KEEP A LID ON IT.
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SIZES AVAILABLE TO FIT YOUR STEEL DRUMS FROM 
5 TO 55 GALLONS. CHOOSE FROM THREE COLORS!

Adjustable tension means the latching 
handle will close properly every time!

Removable hinge pin lets you 
remove the lid without 
loosening the band.

DRM167
16 gal.

DRM821
30 gal.

DRM659
55 gal.

DRM821
20 gal.

DRM167
10 gal.

DRM167
5 gal.

DRM167
8 gal.
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PIG® Latching Drum Lid 
(Specify Color for DRM659 & DRM821:  Black    Red    Yellow)

Item # 1-2 3+

DRM659 • For 55-gal. New & Most Reconditioned 
Open-head Steel Drums  $309 $295

DRM821 • For 20- and 30-gal. New & Most Reconditioned 
Open-head Steel Drums $302 $289

DRM167 • Red only • For 5-, 8-, 10- and 16-gal. 
New & Most Reconditioned Open-head Steel Drums $280 $265

BEST 
SELLER!

 
“ This was a great investment. It is very easy to use and we do not have to 
battle for closing waste drums when not in use. Because of this product, 
we were able to improve our compliance record.”

 — Laura B. DRM659 Customer

“ ...a great investment.”
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Watch our latching lid make it easy to access 
drums with no bolt ring hassles. See it at:
newpig.com/drumlid

EXPERT ADVICE
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•   The only latching drum lid designed specifically for NFPA 30 
venting requirements

•    In a fire, the nylon plugs melt to vent pressure and prevent 
drum from bursting

•  Latching handle easily opens and closes with one hand

•   Ideal for safe storage of flammable or
combustible solids such as used rags 
and absorbents

•   Nitrile gasket and locking mechanism 
seal lid to help reduce vapor emissions

•   Plus all the features of our lids listed 
on page 312

�   Helps you comply with the 
regulations listed on page 312

FM Approved plugs 
melt if there’s a fire.

DRM1065

 Latching Lids — Choose a lid to suit your       

DRM1072

•   Fast-latch ring allows easy installation on new or most 
reconditioned 55-gallon steel drums; no clumsy nut-and-bolt ring

•   Adjustment rod lets ring expand to fit reconditioned drums with 
larger diameters

•   Latching handle easily opens and closes with one hand

•   Includes all the features of our lids listed on page 312

�   Helps you comply with the regulations listed on page 312

The fastest, easiest-installing latching drum lid you can buy — no 
more clumsy nut-and-bolt ring to struggle with!

NEW
BEST 

SELLER!

PIG® Latching Drum Lid with Fast-Latch Ring
(Specify Color:   Black    Red    Yellow)

Item # 1-2 3+

DRM1072 • For 55-gal. New & Most Reconditioned Open-head 
Steel Drums $357 $338

BEST 
SELLER!

PIG® Latching Drum Lid with Fusible Plugs
(Specify Color:   Black    Red    Yellow)

Item # 1-2 3+

DRM1065 • For 55-gal. New & Most Reconditioned Open-head 
Steel Drums $378 $358

 Latching Lid with Fast-Latch Ring — 
Easy to install and access.

 Latching Lid with Fusible Plugs — Turn 
a 55-gallon steel drum into a container for 
flammable materials.
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Do you use solvents? Download our free white 
paper at: newpig.com/solventwipes

EXPERT ADVICE



•   Drum lid offers controlled, temporary containment of 
oil-soaked rags, used oil or solvent containers and lab waste

•   5" port makes it easy to insert waste but minimizes drum lid 
opening to limit emissions

•   Plus all the features of our lids listed on page 312

�   Helps you comply with 
40 CFR 264.1086(c)(1)(ii) requiring 
haz waste containers to be sealed to 
prevent VOC emissions

�    Helps you comply with 40 CFR 264.173 
requiring haz waste containers to be closed

�    Helps you comply with 40 CFR 262.34(c)(1) 
for satellite accumulation

�    Helps you comply with 40 CFR 261.4 for 
management of solvent-contaminated wipes
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Open the entire
lid to dispose of 
larger items.

DRM1033

DRM1033

Rainwater rolls right off without puddling.

DRM1111

DRM1111

•   Outdoor drum lid is zinc primed for extra protection against 
rust and corrosion

•   Fast-latch ring allows easy installation on new or reconditioned 
55-gallon steel drums; no clumsy nut-and-bolt ring

•   3"-wide EVA gasket and locking mechanism seal lid to help 
protect drum contents

•   Includes all the features of our lids listed on page 312

�   Helps you comply with the regulations listed at left

     application from these exclusive designs.

PIG® Vapor-Control Latching Drum Lid
(Specify Color:   Black    Red)

Item # 1-2 3+

DRM1033 • For 55-gal. New & Most Reconditioned Open-head 
Steel Drums $511 $481

DRM1034 • For 30-gal. New & Most Reconditioned Open-head 
Steel Drums  $496 $469

DRM167
5 gal.

“ We use these for solvent-covered 
rags. No more fighting rings and 
bolts just to add to or remove 
from the drum.“

— Paul P.  DRM1033 Customer

“ No more 
fighting rings 
and bolts…”

PIG® Outdoor Latching Drum Lid with Fast-Latch Ring
(Specify Color:   Black    Red)

Item # 1-2 3+

DRM1111 • For 55-gal. New & Most Reconditioned Open-head 
Steel Drums $418 $393

BEST 
SELLER!

 Vapor-Control Latching Lid — Small 
port limits exposure to vapors.

 Outdoor Latching Lid — Protect a drum 
with an easy-on, easy-open lid that sheds 
water and resists weather.
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DRM1084

DRM1084

Lid fits the most common poly drums. See ours on page 333.

•   3"-wide EVA gasket and locking mechanism seal lid to help 
protect drum contents

•   Included spacers help latching lid fit a variety of poly drums 

•   Crowned lid won’t accumulate clutter and provides
a cleaner appearance

•   Includes all the features of our lids listed on page 312

�    Helps you comply with 40 CFR 264.173 requiring haz waste 
containers to be closed

Patent 8,480,139Flammables Warning: Not for use with flammables (f.p.<141°F/60.5°C). 

PIG® Latching Lid for Poly Drum
(Specify Color for DRM1084:   Black    Red    Yellow)

Item # 1-2 3+

DRM1084 • For Most 55-gal. Open-head Poly Drums $439 $412
DRM1084 Contents • 1 Latching Drum Lid • 5 Small Spacers • 5 Large Spacers

DRM1085 • Red Only • For Most 30-gal. Open-head Poly Drums $392 $367
DRM1085 Contents • 1 Latching Drum Lid • 4 Spacers

BEST 
SELLER!

•   Tabs on ring align to drum chime to securely fit 30- or 55-gallon 
fiber drums

•   Fast-latch ring allows easy installation on fiber drums

•   3"-wide EVA gasket and locking mechanism seal lid to 
protect contents

•   Includes all the features of our lids listed on page 312

�   Helps you comply with 40 CFR 264.1086(c)(1)(ii)

�    Helps you comply with 40 CFR 264.173 

Now you can access your 
fiber drums with one hand! 

DRM1199

PIG® Latching Lid for Fiber Drum
Item # 1-2 3+

DRM1199 • For 55-gal. Open-head Fiber Drums
Hinged w/ One Hand Latch $389 $369

DRM1124 • For 30-gal. Open-head Fiber Drums
Hinged w/ One Hand Latch $363 $342

Patent 8,480,139

 Fiber Drum Lid — Outfit a fiber drum 
with a no-hassle PIG Latching Lid to keep 
contents dry and pure.

 Latching Lid for Poly Drum — Equip 
your 30- or 55-gallon poly drums with 
our easy-access lids.

BEST 
SELLER!
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Latching Lids

•   Latching mechanism and EVA gasket provide a tight seal to secure 
contents and reduce vapor emissions

•   Easy-open and close, single latching hasp; padlockable

•   Fast-latch ring installs easily; no nut/bolt ring

�   Helps you comply with 40 CFR 264.173 
closed container regs

�   Helps you comply with 
40 CFR 262.34(c)(1) satellite 
accumulation regs

�   Helps you comply with 
40 CFR 264.1086(c)(1)(ii) 
waste emissions with VOC regs DRM1200

Shown on
steel pail

DRM1200
Shown on poly pail

PIG® 5-Gallon Latching Pail Lid
Item # 1-2 3+

DRM1200 • For 5-gal. Plastic & Steel Pails • Hinged w/ One Hand Latch $237 $227
Patent 8,480,139

DRM1201

•   Latching Drum Lid is a perfect fit for extra-large, 
85-gallon drums

•   Latch opens and closes with one hand; keeps drum covered to avoid 
haz waste fines; hinge stop keeps lid upright

•   Nitrile gasket and latching mechanism seal lid to reduce vapor 
emissions and keep contents dry and secure; hinge pin means no 
band removal

�   Helps you comply with the EPA regulations listed above

•   Replaces conventional slide-on lids for fast, easy access

•   Latching handle is easy to open or close with one hand

•   3"-wide EVA gasket and locking mechanism seal lid to container; 
hinge pin for easy lid removal without loosening drum band

•   Crowned lid keeps debris from accumulating on top

 �    Helps you comply with 40 CFR 273.13(d) for managing universal 
waste in a manner that prevents releases into the environment

PIG® Latching Drum Lid
Item # 1-2 3+

DRM1201 • For 85-gal. New Open-head Steel Drums
Hinged w/ One Hand Latch $415 $393

PIG® Latching Lid for Fluorescent Lamp Recycling Drum
Item # 1-2 3+

DRM1129 • For 23" Dia. Fluorescent Lamp Recycling Drums
Hinged w/ One Hand Latch $345 $325

DRM1129

 Latching Lid for Fluorescent Lamp 
Recycling Drum — Made to fit your drum 
and meet waste management regs.

 Latching Drum Lid — Now, even your 
85-gallon drums can easily meet regs.

 Latching Pail Lid — Secure contents and help meet regs 
with the ONLY latching lid that fits both steel and poly pails!

2013
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 Latching Drum Lid for Draining — Drain liquids with 
our one-hand lid to meet closed container regs.

DRM1212

DRM1213 
Tall draining lid has more 
headroom for larger 
containers or diesel filters.

DRM1204

PIG® Drum Funnel Screen
Item # 1-4 5+

DRM553 • Fine Mesh • For 55-gal. Open-head Drum Funnels • .125" Dia. Mesh Opening $72 $68
DRM1204 • Coarse Mesh • For 55-gal. Open-head Drum Funnels • .438"W x 1"L Mesh Opening $60 $57
DRM1205 • Coarse Mesh • For 20- and 30-gal. Open-head Drum Funnels • .438"W x 1"L Mesh Opening $47 $44

PIG® Lever Ring
Item # 1-4 5+

DRM1049 • Adjustable • For 55-gal. Open-Head Steel Drums $117 $111
DRM640 • For 55-gal. Open-Head Steel Drums $101 $95

318 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.
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DRM1049 

DRM1212

PIG® Latching Drum Lid for Draining
(Specify Color:   Black    Red    Yellow)

Item # 1-4 5+

DRM1213 • Tall • For 55-gal. Open-head Steel Drums • Ext. Dia. 23.75" x 18.75"H $396 $380
DRM1212 • Short • For 55-gal. Open-head Steel Drums • Ext. Dia. 23.75" x 6.75"H $352 $337
DRM1214 • Short • For 20- and 30-gal. Open-head Steel Drums • Ext. Dia. 19.5" x 6.75"H $362 $345
DRM602 • Replacement Gasket Kit • For DRM1213 and DRM1212 $59

Patent 5,931,330; 5,954,218

BEST 
SELLER!

BEST 
SELLER!

•   New latching design opens and closes 
with one hand for easy drum access; no 
nuts, no bolts, no fuss

•   Nitrile gasket and locking mechanism 
seal lid to help reduce vapor emissions and 
keep drum contents secure

•   Add a screen (sold separately) for easy 
draining of waste liquids in 55-, 20- and 
30-gallon open-head drums

•   Lid stays closed while filters or 
containers are draining; hinge stop keeps 
lid upright when open; lockable for security 

•   Multiple lid color options let you 
segregate drums

•   Lever Ring (DRM1049, DRM640) lets you 
quickly attach or remove your latching drum 
lid without handling a bolt

�   Helps you comply with 40 CFR 261.4 
for management of 
solvent-contaminated wipes

�   Helps you comply with 40 CFR 264.1086 
(c)(1)(ii) requiring haz waste containers to 
be sealed to prevent VOC emissions

�   Helps you comply with 40 CFR 264.173 
requiring haz waste containers to be closed

DRM1049 
Lever Ring adjusts 
up to 1" for bent or 
out-of-round 
reconditioned drums.

DRM640
Lever Ring is 
perfectly sized 
for new 
55-gallon drums.

DRM1204 
Coarse mesh screen 
holds heavier 
containers and 
parts for draining.

DRM553 
Fine mesh screen 
filters out debris 
such as metal 
shavings or 
small parts.



DRM1084

 Draining Station — Manage your solvent-contaminated 
wipes for EPA exemption.

•   Avoid the costs of haz waste disposal by managing disposable 
solvent-contaminated wipes, rags and pads so they can be processed 
as common waste 

•   Includes the components needed to properly store solvent-
contaminated wipes in a closed, labeled container

•   PIG Latching Drum Lid provides one-hand latching convenience to 
help you meet closed container regs

•   55-gallon open-head steel drum is pre-labeled for proper 
identification of contents (extra labels sold as SGN1090)

•   Elevated draining screen drains solvents into reservoir; free liquid 
can be extracted through pump hole

�   Helps you comply with 40 CFR 261.4 for management of solvent-
contaminated wipes

DRM1299

Draining Station includes PIG Latching 
Drum Lid, pre-labeled 55-gallon steel 
drum and elevated draining screen.

DRM135

PIG® Draining Station for Solvent-Contaminated Wipes
Item # 1+

DRM1299 $550
DRM1299 Contents • 1 55-Gallon Open-Head Steel Drum • 1 Latching Drum Lid • 1 Draining Screen
1 Excluded Solvent-Contaminated Wipes Label

Solvent-Contaminated Wipes Label
Item # 1+

SGN1090 • 10"L x 7"H • 5/package $30.10

•   Steel screen allows drum to be closed with a latching lid or 
covered with a funnel with screen in place 

•  Mounts securely and holds up to 40 lbs.

•  Use to drain filters, buckets and more

•  Mesh filters out debris, but lets 
liquid pass through 

•  1" finger hole with rubber grommet 
for easy removal

 Draining Screen — Fit inside a 55-gallon 
drum for easy draining.

PIG® Drum Draining Screen
Item # 1-4 5+

DRM135 • For 55-gal. Open-head Steel Drums
.125"  Dia. Mesh Opening $115 $109

•   Large 18"-diameter opening allows easy waste collection

•   Thick-wall, 100% polyethylene construction resists UV rays, rust, 
corrosion and most chemicals; optional screen (see page 318)

NOTE: Does not meet closed container regulations.

DRM965

PIG® 55-Gallon Open-Head Poly Drum Funnel
(Specify Lid Color:   Black    Red    Yellow)

Item # 1-4 5+

DRM965 • For 55-gal. Steel & Poly Drums • Ext. Dia. 24.5" x 11"H $141 $134
Flammables Warning: Not for use with flammables (f.p.<141°F/60.5°C). 

 Open-Head Funnel — Replaces drum 
lid for easy access; no hassling with bolts.
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•   Latching handle opens and closes lid in a one-handed operation

•   Lets you pour without having to vent through 3⁄4" bung, 
a possible closed container reg violation if left open 

•   Chemical-resistant powder coat helps ensure long service life

•   DRM1127 and DRM1128 feature a built-in overfill preventer

•   Lockable to prevent unauthorized access

�    Helps you comply with 40 CFR 264.173 requiring haz waste 
containers to be closed

�    Helps you comply with 40 CFR 262. 34 (c)(1) for satellite 
accumulation of hazardous waste

�    Helps you comply with 40 CFR 264.1086(c)(1)(ii) for 
VOC emissions 

Problem: Pouring liquids into a closed-head drum is a messy job. 
Funnels take forever to drain. They burp. They splash. But leaving 
open the ¾" bung to vent the drum is a violation of closed 
container regs.

Finding the solution: We had to equalize the pressure in the drum 
without loosening the ¾" bung. We designed a built-in vent to let air 
escape, but it took a while to get the rest of the funnel just right. We 
made tall funnels. Wide funnels. Funnels so heavy they tipped the 
drum over. When we finally figured out what would work, we had a 
funnel that could empty a 5-gallon bucket in 17 seconds without a 
single splash — and help customers comply with regs.

Problem solved: PIG Burpless Drum Funnels

 Burpless Funnels — Clean pouring, no splashback 
and a one-hand latch for easy reg compliance.

EXCLUSIVE!

POUR IT.
DON’T WEAR IT.

320 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.
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BEST 
SELLER!

DRM1125

PIG Barrel Top Mat sold 
on pages 30–31.
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 Funnels

These funnels offer features you won’t find 
anywhere else!

PIG Drum Funnels set the 
standard for performance. 

Overfill preventer 
stops messy 
overflow (available 
on DRM1127 and 
DRM1128).

FM Approved for 
flammable liquids 
when the funnel is 
equipped with a 
PIG Flame Arrestor 
(sold separately 
at right).

Flame arrestor 
extinguishes sparks 
and flames (shown 
on DRM1125).

DRM617

Optional poly 
coating shields 
funnel against 
solvents and 
thinners (available 
on DRM1126 and 
DRM1128).

Patented Burpless 
design vents during 
pouring for fast, 
smooth flow with no 
splashback.

One-hand latch for 
easy opening and 
secure closing. 

Nitrile gasket and 
locking mechanism 
create a vapor-tight 
seal, tested to 2 psi.

1.  When liquid level reaches the bottom of 
preventer, funnel stops draining and starts to 
fill up, so you know when to stop pouring. 

2.  Air trapped between inside of drum and 
outside of tube stops liquid from rising.

3.  To empty funnel, twist funnel and preventer 
counter-clockwise and slowly lift to drain 
contents into remaining airspace. 

How the overfi ll preventer works:

DRM1127

DRM1125

PIG® Burpless® One-Hand-Sealable Drum Funnel
( Specify Color for DRM1125 & DRM1127:  Black   Red   Yellow; Specify Color for DRM1126 & DRM1128:  Black   Red )  

Item # 1-4 5+

DRM1127 • Steel w/ Overfi ll Preventer • For 5- to 55-gal. Steel or Poly Drums w/ 2" NPT
11.25"W x 15"L x 15"H $381 $356

DRM1125 • Steel • For 5- to 55-gal. Steel or Poly Drums w/ 2" NPT • 11.25"W x 15"L x 13"H $287 $267
DRM1128 • Poly-Coated w/ Overfi ll Preventer • For 5- to 55-gal. Steel or Poly Drums & Pails w/ 2" NPT 
11.25"W x 15"L x 15"H $438 $412

DRM1126 • Poly-Coated • For 5- to 55-gal. Steel or Poly Drums w/ 2" NPT • 11.25"W x 15"L x 13"H $357 $335
Patent 5,676,185

PIG® Drum Funnel Flame Arrestor
Item # 1-4 5+

DRM617 • For Steel Drum Funnels $93 $87

BEST 
SELLER!

“ Super-easy installation and no more overfilling. The area is a lot 
cleaner since the funnel is not tipping over. As always, fast shipping.“

  — A. A.  DRM1127 Customer

“ …no more 
overfilling.”
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Want to avoid hazardous waste fi nes? Here are seven ways to stay in 
the clear: newpig.com/hazwaste

EXPERT ADVICE
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DRM1210

•   Heavy-duty, one-piece spun stainless steel funnel 
design resists corrosive liquids

•   Features a built-in overfill preventer 
to stop messy overflows

•   FM Approved for flammable 
liquids when equipped with a 
PIG Drum Funnel Flame Arrestor 
(DRM617, sold on page 323)

�    Helps you comply with 
regs listed on page 320

•   Drain paint cans and containers while keeping lid closed; Burpless 
design vents during pouring to eliminate splashback

•   Extra height for draining taller container inside funnel, reducing 
vapor emissions; latching handle allows single-handed operation

•   FM Approved for flammable liquids when equipped with a 
PIG Drum Funnel Flame Arrestor (DRM617, sold on opposite page)

�    Helps you comply with regs listed on page 320

DRM1112

DRM1112

DRM1211

PIG Barrel Top 
Mat sold on 
pages 30–31.

Replacement Gasket Kit
Item # 1+

DRM605 • For PIG Burpless Large Drum Funnel $37
DRM605 Contents • 1 Lid Gasket • 1 1 oz. Adhesive

PIG® Burpless® Stainless Steel Drum Funnel
Item # 1-4 5+

DRM1112 • For 5- to 55-gal. Steel or Poly Drums w/ 2" NPT  
11.25"W x 15"L x 15"H $730 $697

Patent 5,676,185

Sturdy, coarse mesh 
screen (DRM1203) 
holds heavier 
containers and parts 
for draining.

 Burpless Large Funnel — Wide mouth 
drains a 5 gal. bucket in 17 seconds!

 Stainless Steel Funnel — For ultimate 
chemical compatibility and purity.

 Burpless Tall Funnel — Drain 
containers inside funnel to cut vapors.

Patent 5,676,185

PIG® Burpless® Large One-Hand-Sealable Drum Funnel
(Specify Color:   Black    Red    Yellow)

Item # 1-4 5+

DRM1210 • For 30- and 55-gal. Steel • Drums w/ 2" NPT
Ext. Dia. 16.5" x 13.27"H $450 $429

DRM1203 • Coarse Mesh Screen • For 16.5" Ext. Dia. Burpless Funnels
.438"W x 1"L Mesh Opening $44 $38

PIG® Burpless® Tall One-Hand-Sealable Drum Funnel
(Specify Lid Color:   Black    Red)

Item # 1-4 5+

DRM1211 • For 30- and 55-gal. Steel Drums w/ 2" NPT
Ext. Dia. 13" x 15.60"H $395 $375

Patent 5,676,185

PIG® Drum Funnel Screen
Item # 1-4 5+

DRM1206 • Coarse Mesh Screen • For 13" Ext. Dia. Burpless Funnels 
.438"W x 1"L • Mesh Opening $31 $27

BEST 
SELLER!
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•   Patented Burpless design vents during pouring for fast, 
smooth flow with no dangerous splashback

•   Includes all the features of our lids listed on page 320

•   FM Approved for flammable liquids when equipped with a 
PIG Drum Funnel Flame Arrestor (DRM617, sold on page 323)

�    Helps you comply with regs listed on page 320
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 Overfill Preventer — 
Avoid drum overfill.

 Funnel Accessories — Make funnels more effective.
•   Flame arrestor extinguishes sparks and 

flames; funnels used with flammables need 
a flame arrestor to satisfy FM Approval

•   Drum funnel screens filter debris from 
liquids; can also function as
a level draining surface.

DRM1206

When liquid level reaches the 
bottom of preventer’s outer 
tube, funnel stops draining 
and starts to fill up, so you 
know to stop pouring. 

To empty funnel, twist 
funnel and preventer 
counterclockwise to 
drain contents into 
remaining airspace. 

Air trapped 
between inside 
of drum and 
outside of tube 
stops liquid 
from rising.

•   Two-piece adapter 
acts as a shutoff 
valve, closing off a 
55-gallon drum when 
it reaches 531⁄2 gallons

•   Can be used with 
nearly any liquid

•   Fits steel Burpless 

Funnels
DRM919

DRM600 DRM1203

PIG® Drum Funnel Flame Arrestor
Item # 1-4 5+

DRM617 • For Steel Drum Funnels $93 $87

PIG® Drum Funnel Screen
Item # 1-4 5+

DRM600 • Fine • For 18" to 22" Ext. Dia. Burpless Funnels • .125" Dia. Mesh Opening $57 $51
DRM579 • Fine • For 13" Ext. Dia. Burpless Funnels • .125" Dia. Mesh Opening $40 $36
DRM1203 • Coarse • For 16.5" Ext. Dia. Burpless Funnels • .438"W x 1"L Mesh Opening $44 $38
DRM1206 • Coarse • For 13" Ext. Dia. Burpless Funnels • .438"W x 1"L Mesh Opening $31 $27

PIG® Drum Overfi ll Preventer
Item # 1-4 5+

DRM919 • 5"H $161 $145

DRM579 DRM1206

DRM1032

DRM1068•   5"-diameter fill mouth limits vapor, odor 
and VOC emissions

•   Includes the same features as our other 
Burpless Funnels, but in a compact design for 
5-gallon pails and smaller drums; all include 
a built-in PIG Overfill Preventer

•   Features one-hand latching lids for easy 
access; available for steel or poly drums 

•   FM Approved for flammable liquids 
when equipped with a PIG Flame Arrestor 
(see below) 

•   DRM1068 is stainless steel for ultimate 
chemical compatibility

�    Helps you comply with regs listed on 
page 320

 Burpless Funnel — 5"-diameter fill mouth is perfect for 
small pouring jobs on 5- to 55-gallon containers.

PIG® Burpless® One-Hand Sealable Drum Funnel
(Specify Lid Color for DRM1032:   Black    Red)

Item # 1-4 5+

DRM1032 • Steel • For 5- to 55-gal. Steel Drums & Pails w/ 2" NPT    
Ext. Dia. 8.25" x 11"H $310 $286

DRM1050 • Steel • Red Only • For 5- to 55-gal. Poly Drums & Pails w/ 
2" Buttress Thread • Ext. Dia. 8.25" x 11"H $325 $303

DRM1068 • Stainless Steel • For 5- to 55-gal. Steel & Poly Drums & Pails 
w/ 2" NPT • Ext. Dia. 8.25" x 11"H $620 $590

Patent 5,676,185

 “ Our lab people use the sealable drum 
funnels and have nothing but great things 
to say about them. We are now deciding 
how many more we need to maintain our 
compliance with haz waste regs.“

  — Don R. DRM1050 Customer

“ …nothing 
but great 
things 
to say.”

Flame arrestor 
(shown installed 
on DRM1125, 
sold on page 321).

DRM617
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•   Burpless design vents during pouring for fast, smooth flow 
with no splashback

•   Thick-wall, 100% polyethylene construction resists UV rays, 
rust, corrosion and most chemicals

•   Lockable to prevent unauthorized access

•   Lid color options let you segregate waste

•   Attached hinged lid won’t get lost or separated from funnel

•   Built-in debris strainer captures large particles (DRM138 
and DRM166 only)

•   Extra large version (DRM166), includes three labels for 
customization: “waste oil,” “coolant,” and blank

 Burpless Poly Funnel — Keeps on chugging 
without burps or splashbacks.

“ I easily installed it on a 55-gallon plastic drum. I’ve used it to pour countless 
gallons of motor and hydraulic oil and have had zero leaks, stoppages or 
other issues. It’s well constructed, sturdy and lockable.”

 — Keith H.  DRM680 Customer

“ …zero leaks, stoppages or 
other issues.”

DRM680

Threaded brass 
insert screws right 
into bung. Vent 
tube prevents 
liquid from 
burping back.
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Fine Mesh Screens
Item # 1-4 5+

DRM948 • Use with DRM680 & DRM1077 • .125" Dia. Mesh Opening $39 $36
DRM600 • Use with DRM138 • .125" Dia. Mesh Opening $57 $51

Flammables Warning: Not for use with flammables (f.p.<141°F/60.5°C). 
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Interior ridges create a level surface for 
easy draining of buckets and other 
large containers.

A superwide opening and 7-gallon capacity make DRM166 our 
fastest-draining funnel, ideal for IBC fills.

DRM166 and DRM138 have a 
built-in debris strainer to catch 
large particles. 

Fine mesh screen filters debris or 
acts as a level draining surface.

DRM948

PIG® Burpless® Poly Drum Funnel
(Specify Lid Color for DRM680, DRM1077 & DRM138:   Black    Red    Yellow)

Item # 1-4 5+

DRM680 • Standard • For 30- and 55-gal. Steel or Poly Drums w/ 2" NPT 
Ext. Dia. 13.375" x 11"H $79.80 $74.75

DRM1077 • Standard • For 30- and 55-gal. Poly Drums w/ 2" Buttress 
Thread • Ext. Dia. 13.375" x 11"H $91.40 $87.30

DRM138 • Large • For Steel Drums, Totes and Tanks w/ 2" NPT
Ext. Dia. 22" x 11.5"H $110 $104

DRM166 • Extra Large • Red Only • For Steel Drums, Totes and Tanks
w/ 2" NPT • Ext. Dia. 22" x 11.5"H $265 $260

BEST 
SELLER!

•   Poly ball valve lets you open or close funnel in seconds 
with one hand

•   Screws into 2" NPT drum opening to 
prevent spills if drum falls over

•   Made of polyethylene with PTFE seals

�  Helps you comply with 
40 CFR 264.173 and  
40 CFR 264.1086 (c)(1)(ii) 
when ball valve is properly closed

Ball Valve — Add to your PIG Burpless 
Poly Funnel for help meeting closed 
container regulations.

NOTE: Funnel 
not included. 

DRM680 
sold above.

DRM946

Ball Valve for PIG® Burpless® Poly Drum Funnel
Item # 1-4 5+

DRM946 • For Poly Burpless® Funnel $94 $88

DRM166

DRM138

DRM946
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•   Access to 3⁄4" bung for liquid-level gauge

•   Double-wall polyethylene construction 
resists UV rays, corrosion, most chemicals

•   Level inside surface allows easy draining

•   Zigzag ridges prevent splashes and catch 
tools or parts

•   DRM672 has 4" sidewalls and attached 
hinged lid; fits 55-gallon tight-head drums

•   DRM452 and DRM454 have 25 ⁄8" 
sidewalls; fits 30- and 55-gallon tight-head 
steel drums and 30-gallon open-head 
steel drums 

•   DRM455 Pump adapter allows pump to 
stay in place as funnel catches leaks and 
drips; fits 30- and 55-gallon tight-head 
steel drums; fits 30-gallon open-head 
steel drums

DRM454  
Funnel with detached cover

DRM455 
Funnel with pump adapter (pump 
not included)

Filter/splashguard removes large 
particles and prevents splashing.

DRM459 GEN257

Funnel Accessories — Add convenience and performance to your PIG Poly Funnels.
Pop-up drum fill gauge helps
prevent overfilling.

Drum funnel strainer filters metal chips 
and debris from liquid as you pour.

DRM672

Pop-Up Drum Fill Gauge
Item # 1-3 4+

DRM317 • 11" Float Indicator Depth
For Drums w/ .75" NPT Bung $22.25 $21.25

DRM245 • 5" Float Indicator Depth
For Drums w/ .75" NPT Bung $23.15 $22.10

Flammables Warning: Not for use with flammables (f.p.<141°F/60.5°C). 

Strainer for 
PIG® Poly Drum Funnel
Item # 1-4 5+

DRM459 • Strainer for DRM452 and 
DRM454 • .044"W x .044"L 
Mesh Opening

$19 $17

DRM628 • Strainer for DRM639 and 
DRM672 • .044"W x .044"L 
Mesh Opening

$19 $17

Filter/Splashguard for 
PIG® Poly Drum Funnel
Item # 1+

GEN257 • For PIG® Drum Funnels 
15/box $69

“ I regret having waited so long to get the drum funnels. 
We now can drain any container into our drums without 
them slopping over or having smaller funnels tip over. 
We can also drain the buckets without waiting for the 
slow viscous materials to drain.”

 — Tom C.  DRM454 Customer

“ We had been 
fumbling with 
other funnels 
for years...”

 Poly Drum Funnel — Cover your entire drum 
top for clean, easy draining and pouring.

PIG® Poly Drum Funnel
(Specify Lid Color:   Black    Red    Yellow)

Item # 1-4 5+

DRM672 • Funnel with Hinged Lid
Ext. Dia. 29" x 11"H $78.80 $73.75

DRM452 • Black only • Funnel only
Ext. Dia. 23.63" x 5.5"H $50.80 $46.75

DRM454 • Funnel and Detached Cover
Ext. Dia. 23.75" x 6"H $76 $70.85

PIG® Poly Drum Funnel 
with Pump Adapter
Item # 1-4 5+

DRM455 • Ext. Dia. 23.75" x 6"H $135 $125
DRM455 Contents • 1 Funnel • 1 Pump Adapter • 1 Hex Gasket Seal 
1 Round Gasket Seal

Flammables Warning: Not for use with flammables (f.p.<141°F/60.5°C). 

DRM245
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•   Conical shape sheds water and prevents dirt and debris from 
accumulating on drum top

•   Durable HDPE construction resists chemicals

•   Shields steel drum tops and bungs from the elements to help 
prevent rusting

Poly Drum Cover — Cover your drum tops 
to protect against dirt, rainwater and rust. 

 No more rust puddles!

DRM1248

•   Economical lids protect drum heads and bungs from dirt, moisture 
and rust; tough and rigid to stay on and provide reliable protection 

•   Constructed of weather-resistant polyethylene; suitable for use 
indoors or out

•   Clear lids for easy view of labels on drum heads; black lids shield 
contents from light

Snap-On Lids — Protect your drums 
against dirt, moisture and rust.

DRM146DRM146

Snap-On Drum Lids
Item # 1+

DRM144 • Clear • For 55-gal. Open-head Steel Drums • 25/box $179
DRM145 • Clear • For 55-gal. Tight-head Steel Drums • 25/box $179
DRM146 • Black • For 55-gal. Tight-head Steel Drums • 25/box $179
DRM147 • Black • For 55-gal. Open-head Steel Drums • 25/box $179

Polyethylene Drum Cover
Item # 1+

DRM1248 • For 55-gal. New Tight-head Steel Drums • 6/box $53
DRM1249 • For 55-gal. New Open-head Steel Drums • 6/box $53

DRM149

DRM150

Dust Cap Cover — Block dirt and moisture.
•    Durable, low-density polyethylene meets FDA requirements

•   Block dirt and moisture out of containers to keep contents pure

•   Clear 4-mil polyethylene with elastic band protects contents 

•   Recommended for indoor use

Dust Cap Drum Cover
Item # 1+

DRM149 • For 55-gal. New & Reconditioned Open- & Tight-head Steel & 
Poly Drums • 100/box $154

DRM150 • For 5-gal. Steel & Plastic Pails • 100/box $110

BEST 
SELLER!

ZERO RISK. NO GUFF. 
ALL GOOD.

We stand behind 100% of our products 100% of 
the time. If you’re not happy for any reason, we’ll 
refund every single penny of your order, including 

taxes and shipping both ways. We’ll even schedule 
return shipping from your location. 

It’s our No Guff Guarantee™ —  
Every product. Every penny. Every time.
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All drums are UN Rated and tested; have 16-gauge steel lid, body and 
bottom to meet strict wall thickness requirements.

Open-Head Drums

•   Removable lid offers 
full, convenient 
access to inside of 
drum; available 
with 2" NPT and 
3⁄4" NPT bungs

•    12-gauge bolt ring 
closure, sponge 
rubber gasket and 
plated bolt/nut 
provide tight seal 
to help prevent 
leaks and spills

•   Optional phenolic/
epoxy lining adds corrosion resistance

•    Quick-style lever lock rings make it easy to comply with closure 
regs; no tools required and shippable “as is“ — no need to switch 
closure rings as with other lever lock ring assemblies

Tight-Head Drums

•   Tight-head design is equipped with 2" NPT and 3⁄4" NPT bungs

•    Optional phenolic/epoxy lining adds corrosion resistance

OUR BEST-SELLING DRUM ACCESSORIES

PIG Barrel 
Top Mat
Absorb messy pump 
drips to keep them 
off your drum tops 
and floors. 

See pages 30–31

PIG Latching 
Drum Lid
No nuts, no bolts, 
no fuss! One-hand 
access makes it 
easy to meet 
haz waste regs.

See pages 312–313

PIG Burpless 
Drum Funnel
Clean pouring, no 
splashback and a 
one-hand latch 
for easy reg 
compliance.

See pages 320–321

PIG Poly Spill 
Containment 
Pallet
The strongest 
standard pallet 
you can buy 
for everyday
drum storage.

See pages 380–381

MAT208

DRM659

DRM1125

PAK210

Quick-style lever lock rings make drum 
access quick and easy.

DRM837

Steel Drums — Meet UN 
specs in your choice of 
size, style and lining.

Quick-Style Open-Head UN Rated Steel Drum
(Specify: Lined or Unlined; Add $10 to price shown for Lined)

Item # Size (gal.) Thickness (mm) UN Marking 1-9 10+

DRM837 55 1.5/1.5/1.5 UN1A2/X430/S, UN1A2/Y1.4/175 $138 $125

DRM836 30 1.5/1.2/1.2 UN1A2/X235/S, UN1A2/Y1.5/150  $106 $97

DRM835 20 1.2/1.2/1.2 UN1A2/X220/S, UN1A2/Y1.5/150     $92 $87

DRM834 16 1.2/0.9/0.9 UN1A2/Y200/S, UN1A2/Y1.5/150  $72 $67

DRM833 10 1.2/0.9/0.9 UN1A2/X120/S, UN1A2/Y1.5/150   $70 $65

DRM832 8 1.2/0.9/0.9 UN1A2/X96/S, UN1A2/Y1.8/150   $59 $55

DRM831 5 1.2/0.9/0.9 UN1A2/X60/S, UN1A2/Y1.5/150    $54 $51

Open-Head UN Rated Steel Drum
(Specify: Lined or Unlined; Add $10 to price shown for Lined)

Item # Size (gal.) Thickness (mm) UN Marking 1-9 10+

DRM340 55 1.5/1.5/1.5 UN1A2/X430/S, UN1A2/Y1.5/175 $142 $135

DRM423 55 1.5/1.2/1.2 UN1A2/X400/S, UN1A2/Y1.5/150 $109 $102

DRM844 55 1.2/0.9/0.9 UN1A2/Y1.2/100, UN1A2/Y425/S    $102 $96

DRM336 30 1.5/1.2/1.2 UN1A2/X235/S, UN1A2/Y1.5/150  $99 $93

DRM843 30 0.9/1.2/0.9 UN1A2/X235/S, UN1A2/Y1.5/150    $75 $69

DRM335 20 1.2/1.2/1.2 UN1A2/X220/S, UN1A2/Y1.5/150    $87 $82

DRM1008 20 0.9/0.9/0.9 UN1A2/X175/S, UN1A2/Y1.2/100    $79 $74

DRM685 10 0.9/0.9/0.9 UN1A2/X120/S, UN1A2/Y1.8/150   $63 $58

DRM334 8 0.9/0.9/0.9 UN1A2/X96/S, UN1A2/Y1.8/150 $62 $58

DRM682 5 0.9/0.9/0.9 UN1A2/X60/S, UN1A2/Y1.8/150 $57 $54

BEST 
SELLER!

BEST 
SELLER!
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How do you choose the right steel drum? Read 
more at: newpig.com/steeldrums101

EXPERT ADVICE
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•  Heavy-duty 60-mil 
polyethylene liner is 
compatible with many 
chemicals

•   Steel shell with rolling 
hoops offers reliable strength

•   UN Rated and tested to help 
ensure safe shipping of 
hazardous materials

UN Rated Composite Steel Drum — Get 
superior chemical compatibility.

UN Rated Composite Steel 
Drum (DRM1061) has two 
2" buttress bungs with 
EPDM gaskets.

 
DRM427

DRM845

DRM334

DRM683

DRM686

DRM335

DRM969
Open-Head UN Rated Steel Drum with Bungs
(Specify: Lined or Unlined; Add $10 to price shown for Lined)

Item # Size (gal.) Thickness (mm) UN Marking 1-9 10+

DRM975 55 1.5/1.5/1.5 UN1A2/X430/S, UN1A2/Y1.5/175 $137 $126

DRM974 55 1.5/1.2/1.2 UN1A2/X400/S, UN1A2/Y1.5/150 $117 $107

DRM973 55 1.2/0.9/0.9 UN1A2/Y425/S, UN1A2/Y1.2/100 $99 $93

DRM972 30 1.5/1.2/1.2 UN1A2/X235/S, UN1A2/Y1.5/150 $106 $98

DRM971 30 0.9/1.2/0.9 UN1A2/X235/S, UN1A2/Y1.5/150 $84 $79

DRM970 20 1.2/1.2/1.2 UN1A2/X220/S, UN1A2/Y1.5/150 $96 $89

DRM969 10 0.9/0.9/0.9 UN1A2/X120/S, UN1A2/Y1.8/150 $70 $65

DRM968 8 1.2/0.9/0.9 UN1A2/X96/S, UN1A2/Y1.8/150 $63 $58

DRM967 5 0.9/0.9/0.9 UN1A2/X60/S, UN1A2/Y1.8/150 $56 $53

Tight-Head UN Rated Steel Drum
(Specify: Lined or Unlined; Add $10 to price shown for Lined)

Item # Size (gal.) Thickness (mm) UN Marking 1-9 10+

DRM966 55 1.2/1.2/1.2 UN1A1/X1.8/300 $105 $99

DRM427 55 1.2/0.9/1.2 UN1A1/X1.6/300 $90 $84

DRM426 30 1.5/0.9/1.5 UN1A1/X1.8/300 $90 $85

DRM845 30 0.9/0.9/0.9 UN1A1/Y1.5/300 $80 $75

DRM425 20 1.5/0.9/1.5 UN1A1/X1.2/300 $77 $73

DRM686 10 0.9/0.9/0.9 UN1A1/X1.4/250 $64 $61

DRM684 8 0.9/0.9/0.9 UN1A1/X1.4/250 $48 $45

DRM683 5 0.9/0.9/0.9 UN1A1/X1.6/250 $52 $49

Tight-Head UN Rated Steel Drum With Handle
(Specify: Lined or Unlined; Add $10 to price shown for Lined)

Item # Size (gal.) Thickness (mm) UN Marking 1-9 10+

DRM687 5 0.9/0.9/0.9 UN1A1/X1.6/250 $71 $66

BEST 
SELLER!

BEST 
SELLER!

BEST 
SELLER!

UN Rated Composite Steel Drum
Item # 1+

DRM1061 • 55-gal. • 1.1/1.1/1.1 mm • UN6HA1/X1.6/300 $323
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Bonding/Grounding Wires — 
Safer flammables transfers.
•   Choose insulated or uninsulated drum 

grounding wires

•   Available with various clamp options to 
ensure a solid connection on barrels

���Helps you comply with 29 CFR 
1910.106(e)(6)(ii) for grounding and 
bonding when transferring flammables

DRM494DRM491

DRM495

DRM493

DRM498

Bonding/Grounding Wires
Item # 1-3 4+

DRM491 • Uninsulated • 1⁄4" Eyelet 
Grounding End • Hand Clamp Bonding 
End • 10'L

$52 $48

DRM492 • Insulated • 1⁄4" Eyelet 
Grounding End • Hand Clamp Bonding 
End • 10'L

$54 $50

DRM493 • Uninsulated • C-Clamp 
Grounding End • Hand Clamp Bonding 
End • 3'L

$61 $59

DRM494 • Uninsulated • Hand Clamp 
Grounding End • Hand Clamp Bonding 
End • 3'L

$79 $75

DRM1235 • Insulated • #10 Ring 
Terminal Grounding End • Alligator Clip 
Bonding End • 5'L

$34 $32

DRM495 • Uninsulated • Alligator Clip 
Grounding End • Alligator Clip Bonding 
End • 3'L

$35 $33

DRM498 • Insulated • C-Clamp 
Grounding End • Alligator Clip Bonding 
End • 3'L

$37 $35

DRM492

Grounding Clamp — NFPA- 
and FM-compliant grounding 
for flammables storage.

DRM627
DRM376

•   Bonding and grounding assemblies 
prevent spark danger while transferring 
or storing flammable liquids

•   3' galvanized uncoated steel wire
is easy to inspect for dangerous 
breaks and frays

���Helps you comply with 29 CFR 
1910.106(e)(6)(ii) for grounding and 
bonding when transferring flammables

Grounding Clamp Assembly
Item # 1-3 4+

DRM376 • Hand Clamp $34 $32
DRM627 • Hand Clamp Grounding End 
Hand Clamp Bonding End • 3'L $94 $90

Hand clamp
DRM416

Stainless Steel Drum — When purity is critical, nothing 
outperforms stainless steel.

•   Strong, corrosion-resistant and 
reusable drums are constructed 
of long-lasting 304-2B 
stainless steel

•   UN Rated and tested to help 
ensure safe shipping of 
hazardous materials

•   Open-head design and 
removable lid offer full, 
convenient access

•   Bolt ring closure with EPDM 
gasket provides a tight seal; 
prevents leaks and spills

DRM471

UN Rated Stainless Steel Drum
Item # 1-2 3+

DRM471 • Open-Head • 55 gal. • 1.5/1.5/1.5 mm • UN1A2/X430/S, UN1A2/Y1.5/200 $959 $911
DRM470 • Open-Head • 30 gal. • 1.5/1.2/1.2 mm • UN1A2/X225/S, UN1A2/Y1.5/150 $650 $616
DRM472 • Tight-Head • 55 gal. • 1.2/1.2/1.2 mm • UN1A1/X1.8/300 $780 $737
DRM482 • Tight-Head • 30 gal. • 1.2/1.2/1.2 mm • UN1A1/X1.2/300 $652 $618

Retract-a-Clamp® Grounding Assembly
Item # 1-3 4+

DRM416 • Hand Clamp Grounding End 
Hand Clamp Bonding End • 10'L $99 $96

DRM441 • 1⁄4" Eyelet Grounding End
Hand Clamp Bonding End • 10'L $70 $67

Grounding Assembly — Work 
safer with a coiled grounding 
wire to prevent tripping.

•   Bonding and grounding assemblies control 
static electricity to prevent sparking 
during flammable liquids transfer or storage; 
FM Approved, NFPA 77 compliant

•   Coiled wire provides a solid grounding 
connection with no tripping hazard

•   Vinyl coating protects wire from corrosion 
for outdoor use and longer life

BEST 
SELLER!

LEARN SAFE HANDLING WITH 
FLAMMABLE & COMBUSTIBLE 

LIQUIDS TRAINING. SEE PAGE 252.
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Retractable Grounding Reel — 
Flexibility for high-use areas.
•   Spring-loaded retracting reel maintains a 

handy length of wire; prevents tangles 
to avoid accidents

•   Reel locks when cable is at desired 
length and retracts with a light tug

•   Ideal for transferring flammable 
materials in high volumes

DRM133
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DRM798

DRM799

DRM806

•  UN Rated

•   No need to empty drum to burn contents for waste reduction or fuels 
blending; drum is completely incinerable

•  Flat top and bottom make stacking simple and safe

•   Telescoping cover slips over top, so you can utilize entire 
inside capacity

•   Ideal for pelletized resins, colorants, and other dry materials

•  UN Rated

•   Single-wall construction is sturdy and long lasting; rounded 
corners are less likely to get damaged

•   Telescoping, two-piece design allows compact storage; flat top 
and bottom make stacking safer and more uniform

•   Drum contains no metal parts for rust-free storage and complete 
incineration at time of disposal

•   Cost-effective alternative to poly drums for storing dry 
or solid materials

UN Rated All-Fiber Drum — Incinerable 
drum can store or dispose of hot-fills and 
dry materials.

UN Rated All-Fiber Drum
Item # 1-9 10+

DRM806 • 55 gal. • UN1G/Y100/S $56.55 $55.50

DRM799 • 30 gal. • UN1G/Y120/S, UN1G/Z120/S  $43.20 $42.15

DRM798 • 12 gal. • UN1G/X60/S  $38 $35.75

DRM1071

DRM995

DRM994

Square Fiber Drum
Item # 1-9 10+

DRM1071 • 55 gal. • UN1G/X100/S $62 $60
DRM995 • 30 gal. • UN1G/Y120/S $49 $46
DRM994 • 15 gal. • UN1G/X75/S $29 $28

•  UN Rated

•   Economical, lightweight fiber 
drum holds dry products like 
colorants or powders

•   Lever-locking band holds steel lid 
in place; can be wire sealed 
to deter tampering

•  Reinforced bottom adds strength

•   Incinerable to minimize disposal 
cost at end of usable life

UN Rated Fiber Drum — Affordable container even has 
steel chimes and a lever-locking band.

DRM382

DRM384

DRM383

BEST 
SELLER!

Square Fiber Drum — 
Maximize your floor space for storage.

Retractable Grounding Wire Reel
Item # 1-2 3+

DRM133-50T • Reel Grounding End 
Hand Clamp Bonding End • 50'L $426 $411

DRM133-20T • Reel Grounding End 
Hand Clamp Bonding End • 20'L $314 $299

UN Rated Fiber Drum with Lever 
Locking Band
Item # 1-9 10+

DRM384 • 55 gal. • UN1G/Y200/S $76.95 $72.70

DRM383 • 30 gal. • UN1G/Y172/S $61.40 $57.10

DRM382 • 15 gal. • UN1G/Y120/S  $52.75 $49.55
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•    Translucent walls and molded-in calibration marks eliminate 
guesswork to help prevent overfilling or running out of supplies

•   Made from FDA Approved resins for containment of food products

•   High-density polyethylene construction is strong and 
durable, yet lightweight 

•   UN Rated and tested to help ensure safe shipping of 
hazardous materials

•     360° top drum chime makes it easy to move with drum lifter
or other drum handling device (DRM1138, DRM1139)

•   DRM1137 has 2" NPS and 3⁄4" NPS bungs; DRM1138 has 
2" buttress and 2" NPT bungs; DRM1139 has 2" NPS with 
center reducer and 3⁄4" NPS bungs

Translucent Poly Drum — Check fluid levels at a glance with a see-through poly container.

DRM1137
DRM1138

DRM1139

•   Heavy-duty poly construction makes drum reusable 
and recyclable

•    Made from FDA Approved resins for containment of food products

•   Locking metal ring and polyethylene lid with rubber gasket seal 
drum tight

•   Molded-in handles allow easy maneuvering

•   UN Certified for domestic and international shipments

Cube-Shaped Poly Drum — Save space when you ship or store in this drum.

•   HDPE tank is chemical resistant and 
completely discharges contents

•    Square tube steel frame resists rust

•    Composite pallet is stronger than wood 
and lighter than steel; stack four high

•    2" butterfly valve with outlet nozzle for 
controlled dispensing

Poly IBC — Replace multiple 
drums with one tote.

DRM1141

DRM794

DRM796

DRM793

DON’T RISK COSTLY FINES. 
SEE OUR IBC CONTAINMENT UNITS 

ON PAGES 392–396.

UN Rated Poly IBC 
(Intermediate Bulk Container)
Item # 1-2 3+

DRM1142 • 330 gal. • Composite 
Pallet • 39"W x 47"L x 53"H 
UN31HA1/Y

$749 $711

DRM1141 • 275 gal. • Composite 
Pallet • 39"W x 47"L x 46"H  
UN31HA1/Y

$673 $638

Cube-Shaped UN Rated Poly Drum
Item # 1-9 10+

DRM796 • 15 gal. • UN3H2/Y90/S  $91.85 $86.35

DRM794 • 10 gal. • UN3H2/Y90/S $75.25 $71.95

DRM793 • 8 gal. • UN3H2/Y51/S $68.65 $65.30

Translucent UN Rated Poly Drum
Item # 1-9 10+

DRM1139 • 55 gal. • UN1H1/Y1.9/100 $87.60 $83.30

DRM1138 • 30 gal. • UN1H1/Y1.8/100 $82.40 $75.80

DRM1137 • 15 gal. • UN1H1/Y1.8/100 $58.25 $53.85

BEST 
SELLER!
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See CAB715 on page 329.

DRM1134

DRM1136

DRM1135

DRM1147

DRM386

DRM385

HDPE Drums — Rustproof 
containers meet UN specs.
•   Rigid, lightweight high-density polyethylene won’t rust and is 

compatible with a wide range of chemicals

•    Tight-head poly drum is ideal for regulated packaging, including 
shipping hazardous waste by land, sea or rail

•   360° top drum chime makes drums easy to move with drum lifter 
or other drum handling device (DRM1135, DRM1136)

•    Open-head poly drum is made from USDA and FDA Approved 
resins for direct containment of food products

•    Lever lock band can be wire sealed to prevent tampering

•   DRM1134 has 2" and 3⁄4" NPT bungs; DRM1135 and DRM1136 
have 2" buttress and 2" NPT bungs

•   Straight sidewalls allow broader use of 
drum grabs, parrot beak lifters and other 
equipment that can’t move tapered drums

•    Ribs add strength and rigidity; UN Rated 
for storage and transport of solid 
hazardous materials

•    High-density polyethylene won’t rust 
or corrode

•    Quick-release lever lock band can be 
wire sealed to deter unauthorized access

Straight-Sided Drum — Compatible with lifters that can’t 
move a tapered drum.

DRM1060

DRM1059

BEST 
SELLER!

Straight-Sided Open-Head 
UN Rated Poly Drum
Item # 1-9 10+

DRM1059 • 55 gal. • UN1H2/X200/S, 
UN1H2/Y250/S $121 $115

DRM1060 • 30 gal. • UN1H2/Y180/S $110 $104

Open-Head UN Rated Poly Drum
Item # 1-9 10+

DRM1147 • 55 gal. •  UN1H2/X200/S,  UN1H2/Y250/S $125 $118
DRM386 • 30 gal. • UN1H2/X120/S, UN1H2/Y180/S $91.25 $87
DRM385 • 14 gal. • UN1H2/Y100/S, UN1H2/X65/S $69.40 $63.10

Tight-Head UN Rated Poly Drum
Item # 1-9 10+

DRM1136 • 55 gal. • UN1H1/Y1.9/100 $91.90 $87.60

DRM1135 • 30 gal. • UN1H1/Y1.8/100 $82.40 $75.80

DRM1134 • 15 gal. • UN1H1/Y1.8/100 $58.25 $53.85

BEST 
SELLER!

BEST 
SELLER!
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UN Ratings have you dazed and confused? We can clear it all up right here:
newpig.com/un-ratings

EXPERT ADVICE

NEED AN OVERPACK FOR YOUR DRUM? 
SEE OUR FULL LINE ON PAGES 360–362.

THERE’S ONE IN 
EVERY FAMILY.
Okay, so one of these socks is a 
total ham. But underneath their 
skin, every PIG Sock is just a suck-up 
looking for a spill.

Find our stand-out
PIG Blue Absorbent 
Sock (4048) 
on page 35.



•   Made from 24-gauge steel for 
reliable strength 

•    ideal for storing and shipping hazardous 
materials; UN Rated for Packing Groups 
II and III; DRM1143 is in Packing 
Groups I, II and III

•    DRM1063 includes screw cap and 
tamper-evident inner seal; internal 
spout provides mess-free pouring

•    DRM1064 with quick-release lever 
lock band can be wire sealed

•   DRM1143 has dual-bung design with 
2" and 3⁄4" screw cap bungs; secondary 
bung vents during pouring or can be used 
with a fluid level gauge

Steel Pail — Store solids in 
a durable steel bucket with 
quick-release lever lock.

UN Rated Steel Pail
Item # 1-9 10-49 50+

DRM1064 • Open-Head  
5 gal. • UN1A2/Y27/S   
Ext. Dia. 11.81" x 13.5"H

$44.05 $42.95 $40.75

DRM1063 • Tight-Head  
5 gal. • UN1A1/Y1.8/100    
Ext. Dia. 11.25" x 13.38"H

$41.35 $40.25 $39.10

DRM1143 • Tight-Head
5 gal. • UN1A1/X1.8/300
Ext. Dia. 11.25" x 13.44"H 

$49.95 $48.80 $47.70

•   One-piece, blow-molded, high-density 
polyethylene construction has no seams 
to develop leaks

•   UN Rated, tight-head container is ideal 
for viscous liquids such as paint, coatings, 
adhesives and agricultural chemicals

•   Design allows stacking to save 
storage space

Poly Pail — One-piece pail 
with wide-mouth screw cap 
stores viscous liquids.

DRM1063

DRM1064

Rectangular Poly Pail — 
Fit more on your shelves 
and pallets.
•   Durable, blow-molded HDPE construction 

has no seams to hold residue

•   Rectangular design stores easily, is 
stackable and more space efficient than 
round designs

•   Opaque white color 
lets you see 
liquid level, 
but blocks 
most light

•   Widely 
compatible 
for storing 
a variety 
of liquids

DRM892

Translucent Poly Pail —
Easily read content levels.
•   Translucent walls eliminate guesswork 

to help prevent overfilling or running 
out of supplies

•   Made from FDA Approved resins for 
containment of food products

•   High-density 
polyethylene 
construction is 
strong and 
lightweight

•   5-gallon 
pail gives 
efficient 
storage and 
transfer of 
smaller 
quantities

Gamma Seal Lid — Gives a 
pail an easy-open screw top.
•   Turns any 12"-diameter polyethylene 

pail into a leakproof container

•   Dual gaskets protect contents from 
moisture and contamination

DRM282

DRM1143

DRM524
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GAMMA SEAL™ Lid for Poly Pail
(Specify Color:  Black   White   Red   Yellow)

Item # 1-11 12-23 24+

DRM658 • For 12" dia. 
Plastic Pails  $12.60 $12 $11.45

Translucent UN Rated Poly Pail
Item # 1-9 10+

DRM282 • 5 gal. • UN1H1/Y1.8/100
Ext. Dia. 11.5" x 14.75"H $28.40 $27.30

Rectangular Tight-Head 
UN Rated Poly Pail
Item # 1-9 10-49 50+

DRM892 • 5 gal. 
UN3H1/Y1.8/100  
9.75"W x 11.5"L x 14.78"H

$26.15 $25.05 $22.90 BEST 
SELLER!

BEST 
SELLER!

Tight-Head UN Rated Poly Pail
Item # 1-9 10-49 50+

DRM524 • 5 gal.  
UN1H1/Y1.8/100     
Ext. Dia. 11.5" x 15.25"H

$26.25 $25.15 $22.95

DRM658
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Screw Top Poly Pail — Store and transport 
chemicals with a UN Rated plastic bucket.
•   High-density poly construction is ideal for chemicals, medical 

supplies and pharmaceutical products; FDA Approved

•  Contoured lid allows easy drum stacking

•  Molded-in handles make drum easy to move

•   Screw top lid for quick access and resealing

Open-Head Poly Pail — Built to last in 
demanding workplaces.

DRM814

DRM813

Life Latch Poly Pail — Store, transfer and ship solids in a poly pail.

Just pinch the lid to unlock — so much 
easier to open and close than pails with 
separate latches or locks!

DRM1051

DRM1053

DRM1054

DRM1052

•   High-density polyethylene construction with 90-mil walls is 
durable for industrial environments; 9-gauge galvanized handle

•   Tapered-body pails can be stacked with lids on or nested empty

•   DRM525 is UN Rated; DRM815 is FDA Approved but not UN Rated

•   Built-in locking mechanism closes lid 
simply and securely; slot on lid for cable 
ties (not included) for a tamperproof pail

•   Open-head container is UN Rated for 
storing or transporting solid materials; can 
also be used for storing liquids

•   Durable HDPE construction is chemical 
resistant and FDA Approved

•  Attached handle 

•   DRM934 has a screw-top lid with 
tamper-evident, child-resistant closing 
mechanism and a spout for easy pouring
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Open-Head Poly Pails
(Specify Color for DRM815:  Blue   Green   Red   Yellow)

Item # 1-9 10-49 50+

DRM815 • 5 gal. • Ext. Dia. 12" x 15"H $19.55 $18.50 $17.50

DRM525 • White Only • 5 gal. • UN1H2/Y1.5/30, UN1H2/Y30/S     
Ext. Dia. 11.9" x 14.63"H $23.25 $22.15 $21

DRM815

DRM525

Life Latch® Screw Top UN Rated Poly Pail
Item # 1-9 10-49 50+

DRM1051 • 6.5 gal. • UN1H2/Y30/S • Ext. Dia. 12.62" x 19.45"H $32.05 $31 $28.85

DRM934 • 5 gal. • UN1H2/Y1.5/30, UN1H2/Y30/S • Ext. Dia. 13.35" x 16.75"H $32.90 $30.75 $28.65

DRM1054 • 5 gal. • UN1H2/Y30/S, UN1H2/X11.5/S • Ext. Dia. 12.63" x 16.04"H $29.45 $28.40 $27.35

DRM1053 • 3.5 gal. • UN1H2/Y19/S • Ext. Dia. 12.62" x 12.19"H $29.10 $28 $25.85

DRM808 • 2.5 gal. • UN1H2/Y15/S • Ext. Dia. 11.28" x 12"H $25.65 $24.55 $22.45

DRM1048 • 1.25 gal. • UN1H2/Y6/S • Ext. Dia. 8.87" x 9.14"H $17.10 $16.05 $14.95

DRM1052 • .6 gal. • UN1H2/Y4/S • Ext. Dia. 5.6" x 7.39"H $16.15 $15.05 $14

BEST 
SELLER!

Screw Top UN Rated Poly Drum
Item # 1-9 10+

DRM814 • 12.2 gal. • UN1H2/Y59/S  $83 $79.70

DRM813 • 10.7 gal. • UN1H2/Y54/S  $89.65 $85.25
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•    Steel drum replacement parts: Ring and bolt sets for 55 gal. 
open-head steel drums; lever drum rings for 55 gal. open-head drums

•    Open-head drum replacement parts: Rubber gaskets for 
55 gal. drums (sold 10/box); drum lids for 55 gal. drums with and 
without bung fittings; DRM1037 gasket stretches over drum lip to 
create an air, and liquidproof seal

•    Bungs for tight-head steel drums: Choose either 2" NPT or 
3 ⁄4" NPT plated steel bungs with bung gaskets

•    Bungs for tight-head poly drums: Choose either 2" poly buttress 
bung or 2" poly NPT bung (both have gaskets)

DRM534

DRM538
DRM539

DRM536

DRM1037

DRM541

DRM542

DRM544

DRM545

Drum Replacement Parts — Salvage those still-usable 
drums and put them back in business! 

DRM543

Drum Replacement Parts
Item # 1+

DRM531 • Drop Forged Drum Ring & Bolt Set for 55-gal. Open-Head Steel Drums $26.60

DRM534 • Lever Drum Ring for 55-gal. Open-Head Steel Drums $14.75

DRM536 • Rubber Gasket - Square for 55-gal. Steel Drums • 10/box $29.65

DRM1037 • Drum Sealing Gasket for 55-gal. Reconditioned Drums • 25/box $85
DRM541 • Plated Steel Drum Bung for Steel Drums w/ 2" Bung • 10/box $31.85

DRM542 • Plated Steel Drum Bung for Steel Drums w/ .75" Bung • 10/box $24.40

DRM543 • 2" Poly Buttress Drum Bung for Poly Drums • 10/box $33.65

DRM544 • 2" Poly NPT Drum Bung for Poly Drums • 10/box $35.85

DRM545 • 2" Buttress Adapter for Poly Drums $41.10

DRM538 • Unlined Replacement Drum Lid with Gasket for 55-gal. Open-head 
Steel Drums Without Bungs $35.75

DRM539 • Unlined Replacement Drum Lid with Gasket for 55-gal. Open-head 
Steel Drums With 2" & .75" Bungs $49.20

BEST 
SELLER!

BEST 
SELLER!
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•   Place “spider” over lid and ring, then 
crank legs to hold lid closed for nut-
and-bolt securing

•   Coarse thread on closure mechanism 
tightens quickly with limited cranking

•   For 55-gallon open-head drums, 
especially if lid rings become hard to install

DRM1044

 Drum Ring Spider — 
Grabs and squeezes lid 
rings for easy installation.

DRM143

GEN302

Drum Insert — Seamless 
liner protects contents 
and extends drum life.

Barrier Film Drum Liner — 
Withstands chemicals, 
paint, solvents and hot fills.

•   Low-density polyethylene construction with 
accordion design; seamless construction

•   Heavyweight 15-mil LDPE liner reduces 
cleaning, reconditioning and disposal costs

•   FDA Approved polypropylene is safe for 
use with food and cosmetic products

•   Reduces costs of cleaning, reconditioning 
and disposing of used containers

•   Contoured design is easy to insert; won’t 
leave folds or pockets that will trap liquid

•    Made from nylon/poly film to resist 
chemicals, paints and solvents

PIG® Drum Ring Spider
Item # 1+

DRM1044 • For 55-gal. drums $158

Drum Insert
Item # 1+

GEN302 • For 55-gal. Drums • Accordion  
15 mil • 20/box $207

Barrier Film Drum Liner - Chemliner 
Item # 1+

DRM143 • For 55-gal. Drums  • Tie-off • 5 mil 
20/box $197
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DRM955
Anti-stat pail liner 
has an additive 
that dissipates 
static charge.

Round Bottom Drum 
Liner — Reuse drums and 
save on cleaning costs.

•   Reduces the costs associated with 
cleaning and disposing of used drums

•   FDA Approved polypropylene is safe for 
use with food and cosmetic products

•   Contoured design is easy to insert and 
won’t leave pockets that will trap liquid

•   Peel-over style extends over the lip; 
tie-off goes past the edge for easy tying

Straight-Sided Insert — Ideal for mixing or pumping. 

Pail Liner — Save cleaning time & avoid disposal residues.

•   Heavyweight 15-mil LDPE liner reduces 
the costs associated with cleaning, 
reconditioning and disposing of 
used drums

•   Contoured design is easy to insert; won’t 
leave folds or pockets that will trap liquid

•   Anti-stat liners (DRM956) are color-
coded pink to distinguish them from 
standard liners

•   Saves time cleaning pails; just lift out 
liner and replace it

•   FDA Approved polypropylene is safe for 
use with food and cosmetic products

•   Contoured design snaps over pail rim 
and won’t leave pockets that will trap liquid

•   Helps eliminate container residues that 
could make you liable for future 
contamination

DRM923

Round Bottom Drum Liner 
Item # 1-2 3+

DRM930 • For 55-gal. Drums 
Peel-over • 10 mil • 50/box $333 $305

DRM929 • For 55-gal. Drums • Tie-off 
10 mil • 50/box $388 $356

DRM928 • For 55-gal. Drums 
Peel-over • 8 mil • 50/box $344 $314

DRM927 • For 55-gal. Drums • Tie-off 
8 mil • 50/box $358 $339

DRM926 • For 55-gal. Drums 
Peel-over • 6 mil • 100/box $448 $418

DRM925 • For 55-gal. Drums • Tie-off 
6 mil • 100/box $477 $441

DRM924 • For 55-gal. Drums 
Peel-over • 4 mil • 150/box $529 $492

DRM923 • For 55-gal. Drums • Tie-off 
4 mil • 150/box $562 $528

DRM922 • For 30-gal. Drums • Tie-off 
4 mil • 150/box $468 $431

Anti-Stat Round-Bottom Drum Liner
Item # 1-2 3+

DRM1098 • For 55-gal. Drums 
Tie-off • 4 mil • 100/box $359 $329

Straight-Sided Drum Insert
Item # 1+

DRM474 • For 55-gal. Drums • Straight-sided  
15 mil  • 20/box $219

DRM956 • Anti-Stat • For 55-gal. Drums 
Straight-sided • 15 mil  • 20/box $271

DRM586 • For 30-gal. Drums • Straight-sided  
15 mil  • 25/box $231

BEST 
SELLER!

DRM255

Pail Liner
Item # 1+

DRM251 • HDPE • For 5-gal. Steel or Poly Pails  
Straight-sided • 100/box $265

DRM955 • Anti-Stat • For 5-gal. Pails  
Straight-sided • 50/box $162

DRM255 • LDPE • For 5-gal. Poly Pails  
Straight-sided • 50/box $141

GEN308 • LDPE • For 5-gal. Steel Pails  
Straight-sided • 50/box $169

BEST 
SELLER!

DRM474

DRM956

“Buckets are very costly and this liner 
reduces the need to change the bucket 
often. The liners are durable and up to 
the task. We’ve used them for years in a 
heavy industrial setting and never had 
one rip or tear.“

— John  GEN308 Customer

“ …never had 
one rip or tear.”



PIG ABSORBENT MAT
Fight oily messes with the 
power of PIG Mat — the 
#1 brand on the planet!

See MAT240 on page 9.

SUPER
 STRENGTH 
 ABSORBENCY
 RETENTION
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Poly Drum Faucet — 
Chemical-resistant and 
great for disposable use.
•   Inexpensive faucet can be discarded 

after dispensing liquids that may harden 
or gel on the faucet over time

•   Economical alternative to steel faucets 
to help ensure chemical compatibility

•   Ideal for use with adhesives, resins 
and fixatives

Brass Gate Valve — Easily 
dispenses viscous liquids 
heavier than SAE 30.
•   Drains thick resins, lubes and other 

noncorrosive liquids from 55 gal. drums

•   Able to dispense noncorrosive liquids 
heavier than SAE 30

•   Solid cast brass construction is strong and 
chemical resistant

•   FM Approved for dispensing flammables

Stainless Steel Drum 
Faucet — Ideal for 
dispensing flammables.
•   FM Approved faucet features a built-in 

flame arrestor to help prevent ignition

•   Stainless steel for added chemical 
resistance and long service life

•   Faucet adjusts to desired pouring 
angle without remounting

•   PTFE seals offer secure, leak-free 
operation with a wide range of liquids

Brass Drum Faucet — 
Flame arrestor helps 
prevent ignition.
•   FM Approved faucet features a 

built-in flame arrestor to help 
prevent ignition

•   Self-closing with a PTFE seal to help 
prevent spills

•   Lockable to prevent unauthorized access

•   Available in standard design (DRM244) or 
adjustable (DRM244-01)

DRM244

DRM244-01

DRM347

DRM346

DRM489 DRM217

Brass Safety Drum Faucet
Item # 1+

DRM244 • For Nonviscous, Noncorrosive Liquids 
For .75" NPT Bung • Not Adjustable $59.95

DRM244-01 • For Nonviscous, Noncorrosive 
Liquids • For .75" NPT Bung • Adjustable $72.25

Brass Gate Valve
Item # 1+

DRM217 • For Noncorrosive Liquids Heavier 
than 30 wt. Oil • For 2" NPT Bung  
Not Adjustable

$175

Stainless Steel Drum Faucet
Item # 1+

DRM489 • For Flammable & Corrosive Liquids
For .75" NPT Bung • Adjustable $183

Polyethylene Drum Faucet
Item # 1+

DRM347 • For Viscous, Noncorrosive Liquids 
For 2" NPT Bung • Not Adjustable $17

DRM346 • For Nonviscous, Noncorrosive Liquids 
For .75" NPT Bung • Not Adjustable $7.65

BEST 
SELLER!
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•   Chrome-plated steel drum gauge with 
visible fluid level gives quick reading for 
horizontal drum

•   Zinc faucet is FM Approved for use with 
flammable liquids

•   For nonviscous oils and chemicals 
except chlorinated solvents or concentrated 
acids or bases

Horizontal Drum Gauge — 
See exactly how much 
liquid is left in your drum.

DRM205

 Pop-Up Gauge — Prevent overfills with 
a drum gauge that won’t leak.
•   Durable gauge pops up when drum is near capacity to help 

prevent overfilling

•   Solid cast brass construction is strong and chemical resistant

•   Nitrile gasket and float have excellent resistance to petroleum-
based fluids and aromatics

���Helps you comply with 40 CFR 264.173

���Helps you comply with Subpart CC, 40 CFR 264.1086(c)(1)(ii)

Pop-Up Drum Fill Gauge — Economical 
gauge signals when drum is nearly full.
•   Durable gauge helps prevent overfilling by popping up when 

drum is near capacity

•   Corrosion-resistant polyethylene withstands most liquids

•   Highly visible red and yellow offers easy indication

•   Available in extra-long 11" model (DRM317) to give an even earlier 
warning that your drum is nearly full

DRM245

DRM618 DRM245

Economy Gauge — Easy to 
read, even in low light.
•   DRM328 has a polyethylene float for 

chemicals not compatible with steel

•   DRM246 has a nitrophyll float 
compatible with fuels and oils; galvanized 
steel rods are rust, and corrosion-resistant

•   Duro nitrile gasket is resistant to 
petroleum-based fluids and aromatics

DRM246

Barrel Gauge —Resists 
chemicals and solvents.
•   High-contrast drum gauge is easy to 

read, even in low light

•   Simple design with stainless steel rod 
helps minimize upkeep

DRM467

PIG® Pop-Up Gauge
Item # 1-4 5+

DRM618 • For 30- and 55-gal. Vertical Drums w/ .75" NPT Bung  
8.25" Float Indicator Depth $135 $123

Pop-Up Drum Fill Gauge
Item # 1-3 4+

DRM317 • 11" Float Indicator Depth • For Drums w/ .75" NPT Bung $22.25 $21.25

DRM245 • 5" Float Indicator Depth • For Drums w/ .75" NPT Bung $23.15 $22.10

Flammables Warning: Not for use with flammables (f.p.<141°F/60.5°C). 

BEST 
SELLER!

Horizontal Drum Gauge with Faucet
Item # 1+

DRM205 • For 55-gal. Horizontal Drums 
w/ .75" NPT Bung $138

Stainless Steel Barrel Gauge
Item # 1+

DRM185 • Stainless Steel Rod & Float  
For 55-gal. Vertical Drums w/ 2" NPT Bung 
For Petroleum-based Fluids

$98

DRM186 • Stainless Steel Rod & Float  
For 55-gal. Vertical Drums w/ 2" NPT Bung 
For Corrosive Fluids

$237

DRM467 • Stainless Steel Rod & Nitrophyl Float 
For 55-gal. Vertical Drums w/ .75" NPT Bung $96.90

DRM468 • Stainless Steel Rod & Nitrophyl Float 
For 30-gal. Vertical Drums w/ .75" NPT Bung $96.90

Economy Barrel Gauge
Item # 1+

DRM328 • For 55-gal. Vertical Drums w/ 2" 
NPT Bung $50

DRM246 • For 55-gal. Vertical Drums w/ .75" 
NPT Bung $60
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Drum Deheader — Helps 
prevent injury by flattening 
sharp edges as it cuts.

•   Unique design flattens sharp edges as it 
cuts to help protect hands and arms

•   Easy-operating 20" handle provides 
maximum leverage

•   Sharp, hardened steel blade easily 
opens any steel drum

•   Plastic handgrip helps make deheading 
easier on your hands

Nonsparking Drum Deheader 
— Ideal for deheading a drum 
used for flammables.

•   Nonferrous aluminum and bronze 
construction won’t spark when cutting

•   Sharp, hardened bronze alloy blade 
easily opens any steel drum 

•   Plastic handgrip helps make deheading 
easier on your hands

•   Ideal for use with drums of 
flammable liquids

•   Aluminum bronze tool set is designed for safe handling in 
hazardous environments

•   Tools are nonsparking and nonmagnetic

���Helps you comply with 29 CFR 1910.120 (j)(2)(v) requiring hand 
tools appropriate for flammable atmospheres

Nonsparking Tool Kit — Packed with tools 
commonly used around flammables.

GEN309

GEN310

DRM1025

DRM563

Safety Drum Vent — Relieves dangerous 
pressure in vertical or horizontal drums. 

Nonmetallic Drum Vent —  
Relieves pressure and vacuum 
for easy dispensing. 

DRM201

•      DRM415 automatically relieves vacuum 
and pressure at 5 psi

•   DRM201 automatically relieves pressure 
at 5 psig; vent manually to relieve vacuum

•   Flame arrestor prevents flashback ignition

•   Solid cast brass construction

•  Automatically relieves vacuum and 
drum pressure buildup at 5 psi

•  Flame arrestor extinguishes flames 
and sparks

DRM324

DRM322

DRM415

Safety Drum Vent
Item # 1+

DRM415 • For 55-gal. Vertical Drums w/ 2" NPT Bung $96.05

DRM201 • For 55-gal. Horizontal Drums w/ 2" NPT Bung $77.65

Non-Sparking Tool Kit
Item # 1+

GEN310 • Deluxe • 9.5"W x 16"L x 9.5"H  $1179
GEN309 • Basic • 11"L $439
Notice: Call Technical Services at 1-800-HOT-HOGS® (468-4647) or visit our website at newpig.com for kit contents.

Drum Deheader
Item # 1+

DRM1025 • 4"W x 20"L $99
DRM1026 • Replacement Blade for Drum 
Deheader $20.55

Non-Sparking Drum Deheader
Item # 1+

DRM563 • 6.625"W x 19"L $469
DRM564 • Replacement Blade for Nonsparking 
Drum Deheader $133

Justrite® Non-Metallic 
Drum Vent
Item # 1+

DRM322 • For 55-gal. Vertical Drums w/ 2" NPT 
Bung • Zinc-plated Steel Flame Arrestor $52.10

DRM323 • For 55-gal. Vertical Drums w/ 2" NPT 
Bung • Stainless Steel Flame Arrestor $81.30

DRM324 • Cast Iron Elbow Vent Adapter
3"W x 4.75"L • Fits 2" NPT Bung $28
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BEST 
SELLER!
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Universal Drum Plug 
Wrench — Economical cast 
iron wrench is built to last.

•   Inexpensive way to open and close 
most domestic steel and plastic 
drum plugs

•   Durable cast iron construction and 
zinc-plated finish

•   12" handle with offset allows two-
handed use for stubborn bungs

Deluxe Drum Plug Wrench — Open almost 
any drum bung with ease.
•   Versatile wrenches 

open standard and 
nonstandard drum 
bungs; also work as ring 
and faucet wrenches

•   Available in durable 
zinc-plated steel or 
nonsparking 
bronze alloy

•  Deluxe wrench 
(DRM1019, DRM1020) 
features an elongated 
handle for extra leverage 
and knuckle protection

•  Multi-purpose wrench 
(DRM1017, DRM1018) 
features an angled handle 
for knuckle protection

DRM1017

Nonsparking Drum Plug 
Wrench — Avoid sparks and 
knuckle scrapes. 

•   Durable, nonsparking aluminum is safe 
around flammables

•   Offset handle design reduces user stress 
and prevents knuckle scraping

•   Fits most round- and hex-style bung 
plugs (not compatible with 3⁄4" Rieke plugs)

DRM315 DRM1004DRM1058

•   Clamps onto a 55-gallon steel drum 
to gradually warm liquids for easier 
pumping and dispensing

•   Thermostat-controlled band can be 
adjusted up to 550°F to accommodate 
liquids of varying temperatures

•   Powered by a standard 120 V outlet

NOTE: Not for use with flammable or 
hazardous liquids.

Heater for 55-Gallon Steel 
Drum — Warm thick liquids 
for easier handling.

Non-Sparking Drum Plug Wrench
Item # 1-3 4+

DRM1058 • 10.5"L • For Most Round- 
& Hex-style Drum Plugs (Not Compatible 
w/ .75" Rieke Plugs)

$24 $22

Universal Drum Plug Wrench
Item # 1-2 3-5 6+

DRM315 • 2.5"W x 12"L $26 $24 $20

Heater for 55-Gallon Steel Drum
Item # 1+

DRM1004 $283

PIG® Drum Plug Torque Socket
Item # 1-3 4+

DRM818 • .38"L $47 $43

Drum Torque Wrench
Item # 1+

TLS404 • 14.25"L $80

Deluxe Drum Plug Wrench
Item # 1-3 4+

DRM1019 • Polished Zinc Cast Steel • 2"W x 12"L $62 $58
DRM1020 • Nonsparking Bronze Alloy • 2"W x 12"L $106 $101

Multi-Purpose Drum Plug Wrench
Item # 1-3 4+

DRM1017 • Polished Zinc Cast Steel • 5"W x 13"L $69.70 $62.20

DRM1018 • Nonsparking Bronze Alloy • 5"W x 13"L $160 $149

DRM1019

BEST 
SELLER!

•   Tightens most 2" and 3⁄4" poly and steel drum bung plugs, 
including Tri-Sure and Rieke

•   Durable construction features steel with zinc plating

���Helps you comply with 49 CFR 173.22(a)(4) 
requiring shippers to tighten container closure 
devices to specifications of manufacturer

TLS404

DRM818

DRM818

 Torque Socket — Fits any 3⁄8" wrench to 
close bungs to proper specs.
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•   Sump holds up to 57 gallons of spilled hazardous liquids 
from leaking drums

•   Grate and drain plug remove for easy emptying and cleaning

��  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 264.175 for containment 
of haz waste 

Steel Spill Control Cart — Move your drum 
on a 33-gallon containment sump.

PAK648

PAK994

•   Rugged, welded-steel construction withstands strenuous use

•   Chemical-resistant, 6" polyurethane wheels roll easily, even 
over rough surfaces

•   Rear swivel wheels have brakes

•   Steel grating deck lifts out for 
easy sump cleaning

•   Pipe handle has cross bracing 
to add strength; handle removes 
for easier storage

•   Cart is compatible with most 
oils, solvents, lubricants 
and flammables

PIG® Spill Cart
Item # 1-2 3+

PAK648 • For 5- to 55-gal. Drums • 500 lb. load capacity  
57 gal. sump capacity  $905 $858

Flammables Notice: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage 
and handling of flammable liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapors, static discharge and 
heat sources. For further assistance, please call Technical Services.

Steel Spill Control Cart
Item # 1+

PAK994 • For Up to (2) 55-gal. Drums 
2,000 lb. load capacity • 33 gal. sump capacity $625

 Spill Cart — Provides up to 57 gallons 
of mobile hazardous waste containment.

Graduated steps
accept various 
containers.

•   Fits 55-gallon drums and most overpacks 
(adjustable diameters from 223⁄4" 
to 261⁄2")

•   Heavy-duty 3⁄16" steel frame adjusts in 
minutes with bolts and lock nuts

•   Curved ends hold drum tight

•   Hard rubber casters for smooth rolling

•   Brakes allow secure positioning and 
keep dolly from moving

•   Built to hold up to 800 lbs. while 
capturing leaks and drips

•   Base design holds a PIG Absorbent 
Sock for extra leak-catching power 
(sold separately on pages 34–35) 

•   Hard rubber wheels won’t crack 
like plastic

•   Lockable casters add stability

NOTE: PIG Sock sold separately.

Quad Dolly — Holds or moves 
buckets, LP tanks or drums.
•  Dolly base has multiple levels to 

accommodate 5-gallon buckets, LP tanks 
and 30- and 55-gallon drums

•  Steel construction is strong and durable

•   Highly polished zinc finish resists 
corrosion

DRM876

DLY301-01

DRM380

Multi-Purpose Quad Dolly
Item # 1-2 3+

DRM877 • For 5-gal. Pail and 30- to 
55-gal. Drums  • 1,200 lb. load capacity $157 $146

DRM876 • For 5-gal. Pail and 30- to 
55-gal. Drums  • 900 lb. load capacity $116 $110

PIG® Adjustable Drum Dolly
Item # 1+

DLY301-01 • For 55-gal. Drums and 
Containers from 22.75" to 26.5" Dia. 
800 lb. Load Capacity

$189

  Adjustable Dolly — Fits 
drums and overpacks.

  Drum Sock Dolly — Use 
with a PIG Sock to catch leaks.

PIG® Drum Sock Dolly
Item # 1+

DRM380 • For 30- and 55-gal. Drums 
800 lb. Load Capacity $146
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 Mobile Dolly — Do-it-all dolly transports, dispenses and 
provides containment. 
•   Versatile unit transports drums up to 55 gallons, tilts for 

dispensing and provides secondary containment

•   Closed sump lets you move unit without contained liquids 
splashing out

•   Rugged polyethylene with UV inhibitors for indoor/outdoor use

•   Roomy 14"H x 24"W x 16"L well accommodates 5-gallon 
buckets for refilling

•   Ergonomically designed to minimize back strain and fatigue

•   Choose dolly with rubber wheels (DRM664) for concrete or asphalt 
outdoors; choose polyolefin wheels (DRM662, DRM986) for 
smooth floors or concrete

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 264.175 for containment 
of haz waste

DRM986
Lime green dolly is 
easy to see!

DRM662

DRM167
5 gal.

“We needed secondary containment for 
a very heavy drum of resin. This was a 
perfect solution since it easily slips under 
a tipped drum. The fact that it’s wheeled 
is also helpful.“

  — Karma O.  DRM662 Customer

“ …easily 
slips under 
a tipped 
drum.”

Flammables Notice: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage and 
handling of flammable liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapors, static discharge and heat 
sources. For further assistance, please call Technical Services.

•  Holds up to 500 lbs. for easy moving of 
55-gallon drums even when they’re full

•  11-gallon sump provides protection from 
minor spills and leaks

•  Free-rolling casters and optional handle 
(DRM787) make drum transport easy

DRM786

DRM787

DRM949

Dispense liquids without removing the drum.

DRM664

PIG® Mobile Spill Tray
Item # 1-2 3+

DRM786 • White • For 5- to 55-gal. Drums • 500 lb. load capacity 
11 gal. sump capacity $179 $167

DRM949 • Lime Green • For 5- to 55-gal. Drums • 500 lb. load capacity  
11 gal. sump capacity $186 $174

DRM787 • Handle for PIG® Mobile Spill Tray $36 $35
Flammables Notice: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage and 
handling of flammable liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapors, static discharge and heat 
sources. For further assistance, please call Technical Services.

PIG® Mobile Dispensing Dolly
Item # 1-2 3+

DRM662 • White • For up to 55-gal. Drums • 600 lb. load capacity  
70 gal. sump capacity • 10" Polyolefi n Wheels $616 $591

DRM664 • White • For up to 55-gal. Drums • 600 lb. load capacity  
70 gal. sump capacity • 10" Rubber Wheels $707 $672

DRM986 • High-Visibility • For up to 55-gal. Drums 
600 lb. load capacity • 70 gal. sump capacity • 10" Polyolefi n Wheels $616 $591

BEST 
SELLER!

 Mobile Spill Tray — Sump catches leaks during drum transport. 
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•   Wide feet and nylon security belt 
keep drums from being punctured by nose 
prongs and chime hook

•   Heavy-duty, welded, 1" structural tube 
steel construction holds up to 1,000 lbs.

•   For use with 30, 55, 85 gal. steel, fiber, 
and poly open- and tight-head drums

Universal  Drum Draining 
Truck — Transport and 
dispense from a variety 
of drums.

Rubber wheels 
provide a smooth 
ride; kickstand 
allows upright 
storage.

Multi-Purpose Drum Truck — 
Simple solution lets you roll, 
drain and dispense. 
•    Truck doubles as a cradle for draining; just add a spigot to 

have an all-in-one mobile dispensing rig

•   Heavy-duty, welded, 1" structural tube steel construction 
holds up to 1,000 lbs.

•   Nose prongs and slide hook hold drum securely by its 
top rim

•   For use with 30- and 55-gallon steel drums

•   Allows you to dispense liquids into a 5-gallon bucket

DLY303 DRM250
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Knock Down Drum Truck — Why pay extra 
freight? These drum trucks are shipped knocked 
down to save big on shipping fees.

DRM1251
Shown with polyurethane wheels

•   Ergonomic design is more maneuverable than 
standard trucks; reduces breakover effort 
to help prevent back injuries

•   Quick, easy assembly in about 20 minutes

•   Ships boxed to save shipping costs and 
prevent damage

•   Choose polyolefin wheels for hard, smooth 
surfaces; polyurethane wheels are made 
to handle rough surfaces (indoors only)

•   Choose DRM1250 for steel drums; 
DRM1251 for poly

•   Add a third wheel (DRM1254) to 
either model for balanced weight 
distribution and easier drum transport

Knock Down Drum Truck 
(Specify: With 10" Polyolefin or Polyurethane Wheels; Add $40 to price shown for Polyurethane Wheels)

Item # 1+

DRM1250 • For 30-, 55-, or 85-gal. Steel Open- & Tight-head Drums • 1,000 lb. load capacity $370
DRM1251 • For 30- to 55-gal. Poly Open- & Tight-head Drums • 1,000 lb. load capacity $428

Third Wheel for Knock Down Drum Truck
Item # 1+

DRM1254 • Polyurethane Wheel $70

Universal Drum Draining Truck
(Specify: Polyolefin or Moldon Rubber Wheels
Add $50 to price shown for Moldon Rubber Wheels)

Item # 1+

DRM250 • For 30- to 85-gal. Steel, Fiber & Poly 
Open- & Tight-head Drums  
1,000 lb. Load Capacity

$346

Multi-Purpose Drum Truck
Item # 1+

DLY303 • For 30- and 55-gal. Steel Tight-head Drums • 1,000 lb. load capacity $339BEST 
SELLER!
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PIG Burpless 
Funnels

Vented design lets you pour 
without splashback — it’s 
the fastest, cleanest way to 
dump your buckets!

See them on page 321.



Lo-Profile Caddy — Maneuver 
a drum only 1⁄2" off the floor 
without tilting or balancing.
•   Hinged handle angles to a comfortable 

position for easy transportation

•   1,200 lb. capacity for heavy-duty hauling

•   Polyurethane wheels provide 
smooth transport

•   Ideal for moving drums with 
pumps or other accessories 
in place

•   Sturdy, double-welded, dual pipe frame 
supports a fully loaded 
55-gallon steel drum

•   Wide 24" handle 
with vinyl grips 
ensures easy 
maneuvering

•   Kickstand secures 
drum truck when not 
in motion

•   Angular steel base 
easily slides 
under drum

•   Choose 
moldon 
rubber or 
polyolefin 
wheels

Drum Truck — Budget-
friendly design is ideal for 
occasional drum handling.

4-Wheel Drum Truck — Made 
for harsh environments.

•   Stable design with four Moldon rubber 
wheels helps you handle drums without 
strains or tipovers

•   Drum truck grabs drum chime for secure 
loading or unloading

•   1" steel pipe frame with double-welded 
joints holds up to 1,000 lbs.

Poly Drum Truck — Special 
nose pads for safe transport.

•   Securely transports overpacks and poly, 
steel or fiber drums

•   Spring-loaded floating axle helps brake 
and balance load

•   Replaceable feet are designed to 
prevent puncturing of poly or fiber drums

•   10" rubber wheels for smooth rolling

Steel Drum Truck — Move a 
steel drum up to 1,000 lbs.

•   Load, unload and transport drums 
weighing up to 1,000 lbs.

•   Spring-loaded floating axle

•   Durable 1" pipe frame

•   Nose prongs and chime hook keep drum 
in place

•   Molded rubber wheels for easy rolling

Drum Cradle — Economical  
cradle is great for one-person 
use with drums up to 600 lbs.

•   To make room for dispensing, handle 
removes and stores under unit when 
it’s horizontal

•   Sturdy, all-steel frame holds up to 
600 lbs.

•   Rolls on nonsparking, oil- and chemical-
resistant 21⁄2" polyolefin wheels

DRM211 DLY306

DRM997

DRM207 DRM464

Pivoting caster makes 
caddy easy to steer.

DRM765
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Poly Drum Truck
Item # 1+

DRM211 • For 30- to 95-gal. Steel, Fiber & Poly 
Open- & Tight-head Drums
1,000 lb. Load Capacity

$481

Steel Drum Truck
Item # 1+

DLY306 • For 55-gal. Steel Tight-head Drums 
1,000 lb. Load Capacity $424

Economy Drum Truck
(Specify: Polyolefin or Moldon Rubber Wheels
Add $34 to price shown for Moldon Rubber Wheels)

Item # 1+

DRM997 • For 55-gal. Steel Open- & Tight-head 
Drums • 1,000 lb. Load Capacity $264

Drum Cradle
Item # 1+

DRM207 • For 55-gal. Steel Tight-head Drums 
600 lb. Load Capacity $136

4-Wheel Drum Truck
Item # 1+

DRM464 • For 55-gal. Steel Open- (with lid & 
bolt ring in place) & Tight-head Drums 
1,000 lb. Load Capacity

$448

Lo-Profi le Drum Caddy
Item # 1+

DRM765 • For 30- to 55-gal. Steel, Fiber & Poly 
Rimmed Open- & Tight-head Drums
1,200 lb. Load Capacity

$164

BEST 
SELLER!
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High-Lift Hydraulic Drum Truck
Item # 1+

DRM260 • For 55- to 85-gal. Steel & Poly Rimmed 
Tight-Head Drums • 880 lb. Load Capacity $1544
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•   One swivel and two rigid casters provide 
easy maneuverability 

•   Hydraulic vertical lift increases safety by 
removing need to tilt drum truck

•   Straddles pallets up to 33"W and lifts them 
a maximum of 131⁄2"H for easy loading 
and unloading of drums up to 
221⁄2" in diameter

•   Grab-and-release clamp works on any rimmed drum, including 
steel, poly and fiber

•   Floor lock keeps unit stationary during lifting and lowering

•   Drop-down pedal raises drum to 20", folds away when not in use

•   Turning wheels swivel 360° for maneuvering in tight aisles 
and doorways

Ergonomic Drum Handler — Load and 
unload drums from pallets with no forklift.

High-Lift Drum Truck — 
Lifts 421 ⁄2"H drums onto truck 
beds, shelves and racking.

•   Foot-operated hydraulic pump has 
880 lb. capacity

•   Handles 55- and 85-gallon 
tight-head steel and poly drums

                    •   Maneuver in 
tight spots on 
four swivel 
casters with 
precision roller 
bearings

•   Legs adjust to 
fit pallets of 
various sizes

•   Grabs drums for easy moving controlled 
from your forklift seat

•   Smooth-action spring-loaded jaws 
reduce the risk of punctures and tears

•   Works on 30- and 55-gallon poly 
drums with a minimum 3⁄16" chime

•   Made strong with steel and ductile iron

•   Mounts easily on lift truck forks

Drum Grab — Specially 
designed drum grab won’t 
crush or puncture poly drums.

•   Large pneumatic tires offer a smooth, cushioned ride 

•   4-wheel design helps eliminate tipovers

•   Nonsparking aluminum is lightweight but holds up to 700 lbs.

•    DRM1079 is equipped with brakes

Aluminum Drum Truck — Rolls easily on 
rough surfaces.

DRM1079
Spring-loaded hook keeps 
the drum from sliding or falling. DRM624

Caster lock 
helps prevent 
accidental 
rolling.

DRM259

DRM547

DRM260

Economy Drum Truck — Pump 
handle and wide stance help 
ensure safe drum moves.

Aluminum Drum Truck With Pneumatic Tires
Item # 1+

DRM1078 • For 30- and 55-gal. Steel, Fiber & Poly Rimmed Open- & 
Tight-head Drums • 700 lb. Load Capacity $969

DRM1079 • With Brake • For 30- and 55-gal. Steel, Fiber & Poly Rimmed Open- & 
Tight-head Drums • 700 lb. Load Capacity $1266

Ergonomic Drum Handler
Item # 1+

DRM624 • For 30- to 85-gal. Steel, Fiber & Poly Open- & Tight-head Drums 
1,100 lb. Load Capacity $3050

Economy Hydraulic Drum Truck
Item # 1+

DRM259 • For 30- to 55-gal. Steel Tight-head 
Drums • 550 lb. Load Capacity $671

PolyJaws™ Drum Grab
Item # 1+

DRM547 • For 30- to 55-gal. Poly Rimmed 
Tight-head Drums w/ 3⁄16" Chime  
1,000 lb. Load Capacity

$635

BEST 
SELLER!
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Auto-Grip Drum Grab — Wide jaws adjust 
to lift steel drums from 30 to 85 gallons.
•   Spring-and-cam actuated jaws use gravity to automatically grip 

drums or cylinders 18" to 28" in diameter

•   Secures to lift truck forks with heavy-duty T-bolts; pockets 
measure 15⁄8"H x 55⁄8"W x 20"D

•   Adjusts manually to fit 30- to 85-gallon steel and fiber drums

Drum Dispenser and Dumper — Empty a 
drum from your forklift seat.
•   Chain controls drum tilt from forklift seat; no gravity latches to 

cost time or cause injury

•   Slides easily onto forklift tines and secures with two T-bolts

•   Arms accept a 55-gallon open- or tight-head steel drum

•   800 lb. full drum capacity; 500 lb. half drum capacity

•   Welded steel drum lifter locks drums in 
place even over bumpy terrain, unlike a 
conventional drum lifter with gravity-
based grip

•   For use with 30- or 55-gallon open- 
or tight-head drums, including steel, 
fiber and poly

•   Holds up to 1,000 lbs.

Economy Gator Grip — 
Prevent dropped drums 
during bumpy transport.

Adjustable Drum Grab — Pick up a 30- or 
55-gallon steel drum from your forklift cab.

•   Slide this drum grab onto your lift forks, tighten the lock screws 
and start lifting steel drums without ever leaving your seat

•   All-welded steel for durability

•   No-slip, firm-grab design

•   Safely and easily lift a steel drum weighing up to 1,500 lbs.

DRM598 DRM209

DRM411

DRM998

Auto-Grip™ Drum Grab
Item # 1+

DRM598 • For 30- to 85-gal. Steel Open- & Tight-head Drums  
1,500 lb. Load Capacity $1015

Adjustable Drum Grab 
Item # 1+

DRM209 • For 30- to 55-gal. Steel Open- & Tight-head Drums  
1,500 lb. load capacity $639

Drum Dispenser & Dumper
Item # 1+

DRM411 • For 55-gal. Steel Open- & Tight-head Drums • 800 lb. Load Capacity $1133

Economy Gator Grip
Item # 1+

DRM998 • For 30- to 55-gal. Steel, Fiber & Poly Rimmed Open- & 
Tight-head Drums • 1,000 lb. Load Capacity $931

BEST 
SELLER!
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•   Jaws spread from 18"–25" to clamp top 
rim of tight-head steel drums

•   Lightweight enough (just 20 lbs.) to be 
maneuvered by one person

Jaws Drum Lifter — Fit drums 
into overpacks or salvage 
drums using low-profile jaws.

Open-Head Drum Lifter — 
Move a lidless drum without 
risk of deforming it.
•   Arms adjust for use on nearly any drum 

with at least 3⁄16" chime: steel or poly, 30- 
or 55-gallon, open- or closed-head

•   Three-point contact helps prevent drum 
cave-ins or deformation

•   Requires no hydraulic or electric 
connection; locks in place with drum’s 
own weight

Drum Lifter — Load 
into overpacks or 
salvage drums.

DRM418

DRM418

DRM419

DRM419

GEN260

GEN252

Universal Drum Lifter
Item # 1 2+

DRM418 • For 55-gal. Steel, Fiber & Poly Rimmed Tight-head Drums • 1,000 lb. Load Capacity $288 $272
DRM419 • Forklift Attachment $359 $346

Open-Head Drum Lifter
Item # 1+

GEN252 • For 30- to 55-gal. Steel & Poly 
Open- & Tight-head Drums w/ 3⁄16" Chime
1,000 lb. Load Capacity

$285

BEEP! BEEP! FORKLIFT CAUTION SIGNS 
SOLD ON PAGE 257.

Jaws Drum Lifter
Item # 1 2+

GEN260 • For 55-gal. Steel Tight-head 
Drums • 1,000 lb. Load Capacity $148 $139

BEST 
SELLER!

Drum Pallet Rack — Optimize floor space with a 
high-capacity rack.

DRM570

Drum Pallet Rack
Item # 1-2 3+

DRM570 • Holds (12) 30- to 55-gal. Steel or Poly Tight-head Drums • 14,475 lb. Load Capacity $1035 $980
DRM571 • Add-On • Holds (12) 30- to 55-gal. Steel or Poly Tight-head Drums • 14,475 lb. Load Capacity $883 $835
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•   Heavy-duty 
structural channel 
steel holds several 
tons; accommodates 
30- and 55-gallon 
drums as pallet rack

•   Position drums on 
included cradles 
or remove for 
pallet storage

•   Add-on unit 
(DRM571) bolts to 
an existing rack

•   Drum lifter (DRM418) slips between drum 
and overpack wall to insert or remove a 
rimmed drum

•   Tension spring holds arms against drum

•   Forklift attachment (DRM419) includes 
360° swivel hook and chain for secure 
operation with drum lifter

GET EVERY DROP OUT OF YOUR DRUM WITH OUR
DRAIN-IT-ALL DRUM SIPHON (DRM678) AT NEWPIG.COM

BEST 
SELLER!



•   Rack and stacker systems let you stack and dispense from multiple 
55-gallon drums

•   Vertical storage is ideal when floor space is limited

•   Polyethylene construction resists corrosion and most chemicals

•   Rack sits on floor for secure drum dispensing and storage

•   Stacker lets you double your drum capacity without sacrificing 
valuable floor space

•   Available in single- or 
double-drum models for 
storing up to four drums; single 
system can be purchased 
together as PAK570

•   Racks are forkliftable while 
unloaded for easy transportation

•  Dispensing shelf (PAK575) 
attaches to front of any stacker 
to hold a 6-gallon pail
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DRM237
Two 2-drum units shown 

PAK575

PAK570 

•   Welded, bolted racks stack up to four high to save floor space

•   Some easy assembly required to minimize freight cost

•   4-way forklift entry

•   2-drum model (DRM237) holds up to 1,600 lbs./level; 3-drum 
(DRM729) holds up to 2,400 lbs./level

Stackable Rack — Save floor space with 
a rack that stacks drums up to four high.

PAK183

PAK182

PAK575

PIG® Double Poly Rack & Stacker
Item # 1-2 3+

PAK182 • Rack • Holds (2) 55-gal. Steel Tight-head Drums  
3,000 lb. load capacity • 102 gal. sump capacity  $595 $565

PAK183 • Stacker • Holds (2) 55-gal. Steel Tight-head Drums  
2,400 lb. load capacity $265 $245

PAK575 • Dispensing Shelf for PIG® Poly Stacker $94 $89

PIG® Single Poly Rack & Stacker
Item # 1-2 3+

PAK570 • System • Holds (2) 55-gal. Steel Tight-head Drums  
1,600 lb. load capacity $498 $474

PAK570 Contents • 1 31"W x 53"L x 32"H Single Poly Racker • 1 31"W x 41"L x 21"H Single Poly Stacker

PAK573 • Rack • Holds (1) 55-gal. Steel Tight-head Drum  
1,600 lb. load capacity • 66 gal. sump capacity $306 $291

PAK574 • Stacker • Holds (1) 55-gal. Steel Tight-head Drum  
800 lb. load capacity $195 $185

PAK575 • Dispensing Shelf for PIG® Poly Stacker $94 $89
Flammables Notice: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage 
and handling of flammable liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapors, static discharge and 
heat sources. For further assistance, please call Technical Services.

Stackable Rack
Item # 1-2 3+

DRM729 • Holds (3) 55-gal. Steel Tight-head Drums  
2,400 lb. Load Capacity $221 $210

DRM237 • Holds (2) 55-gal. Steel Tight-head Drums  
1,600 lb. Load Capacity $158 $147

BEST 
SELLER!

 Poly Rack & Stacker — Save space with this storage and 
dispensing system.

DO YOU HAVE DRUM TAPS? WE DO!
SEE PAGE 338.
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•   Low 9" profile fits under most vehicles

•   Made of steel with expanded metal shield to minimize splashing

•   Features 6" casters and T-handle for easy maneuvering

•   Add air evacuation kit (TLS319) for easier transfer of waste oil

Low Profile Oil Drain — Steel pan slides in 
for no-splash capture of up to 17 gallons.

•   Low-profile design slides underneath vehicles or other tight areas 
to collect up to 17 gallons of oil or antifreeze

•   High-impact polypropylene tank won’t rust or corrode

•   Expanded metal shield helps reduce splashing and removes for 
easy cleaning or reclaiming liquids

•   Molded-in grips for carrying drain; pull handle is easy to maneuver

TLS155

Poly Oil Drain — Drain pan is rust-free and 
low-profile, with reduced-splash design.

TLS318

Self-Evacuating Oil Drain — Drain the 
25-gallon tank with shop air. No lifting!
•   Evacuate the large, 25-gallon 

storage tank with shop air 
(connects via standard quick-
disconnect air coupler)

•   Made of sturdy galvanized steel with 
a heavy-duty locking caster base

•   Easy-to-read sight tube helps prevent 
overfilling

•   16"-diameter funnel filters out debris 
with metal mesh screen

•   Height adjusts and locks from 
50" to 70" for ideal funnel positioning

•   Unit also features 6' quick-disconnect 
discharge hose and poly-molded tool 
tray for convenient storage

•   15 psi relief valve 
prevents overpressurizing

TLS583

 •   Set of seven plastic funnels in five sizes: 1 pint, 1.25 quart, 
1.3 quart, 1.5 quart, 1.6 quart

 •   Screw-on caps block out contaminants to help keep funnels clean

 •   Universal cap is easy to replace with common food jar caps

•   Larger sizes have flexible necks for fewer spills

 •   Handles allow easy hanging

GEN2202

Funnel Assortment — Screw-on caps keep 
plastic funnels clean and ready to use.

Clean Funnel Assortment
Item # 1-2 3+

GEN2202 • Flexible Spout • Various Opening Dimensions • 7/box $64 $60
GEN2202 Contents • 1 1 pint • 2 1.25 quart • 1 1.6 quart • 3 1.5 quart

Self-Evacuating Oil Drain
Item # 1+

TLS583 • 25 gal. $683

Low Profi le Portable Oil Drain
Item # 1+

TLS318 • 17 gal. $766
TLS319 • Air Evacuation Kit for Low Profi le Portable Oil Drain $196
TLS319 Contents • 1 Safety Relief Valve • 1 Discharge Hose • 1 Tank Bushing • 1 Female Quick Coupler  
1 Male Quick Coupler • 2 Close Nipples • 1 Air Pressure Regulator • 1 Plug • 1 Street Elbow

Low Profi le Poly Oil Drain
Item # 1+

TLS155 • 17 gal. $455
TLS156 • Electric Pump Kit for Low Profi le Oil Drain $295

BEST 
SELLER!
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GEN547

•  Compact, ergonomical, wide-mouth containers 
are easy to fill

•  Five lid styles available including stretch 
spouts and utility lids (sold separately)

•  Industrial-grade HDPE has antistatic 
treatment and resists heat, UV and 
contamination

•  Liquid levels are easy to read and 
measure in quarts or liters

•  Keeps stored lubricants pure and free of 
contamination

•  Includes label to identify contents

•  Optional pump (GEN550) dispenses 
lubricants in hard-to-reach spots

Oil Safe Container — Store and dispense 
your lubricants, and choose from ten lid 
colors to help prevent contamination.
Lids and containers sold separately.

GEN835

Stumpy spout lid (GEN596) has a 
1" spout opening; hose extension 
(GEN835) also available.

Utility lid (GEN594) with screw 
cap allows you to pour without 
removing lid; also accepts pump.

Stretch spout lid (GEN595) has 
a twist-open valve to regulate flow of 
low-viscosity liquids.

Storage lid (GEN593) with 
molded handle fits all containers; 
prevents contamination.

13" stretch spout extension (GEN547) 
reaches tough places; replaces tip of 
stretch spout lid.

Pump (GEN550) dispenses liquids in 
hard-to-reach places; requires utility 
lid (GEN594).

Premium pump (GEN172) 
features fill port and non-
return valve; requires 
utility lid (GEN594). 
Quick connect kit accepts 
a quick connect fitting (not 
included) to avoid drips; 
choose 5' hose (GEN170) 
or 10' hose (GEN171).

Lids available in 10 colors:

Black

Orange

Blue

Purple

Dark 
green

RedGreen

YellowTan

Gray

GEN550

GEN541

GEN598
GEN544

GEN542

GEN594

GEN543

GEN595

GEN593

GEN596

GEN172

Oil Safe® Container
Item # 1-2 3+

GEN544 • 10 qt. $48 $44
GEN543 • 5 qt. $23 $22
GEN542 • 3 qt. $20 $19
GEN541 • 2 qt. $18 $17

Oil Safe® Lid
Item # 1-2 3+

GEN547 • Stretch Spout Lid Extension $22 $20
(Specify Lid Color: Black, Blue, Dark Green, Green, Gray, Orange, Purple, 
Red, Tan or Yellow)

GEN593 • Storage Lid $25 $24
GEN594 • Utility Lid w/ Screw-on Cap $28 $27
GEN595 • 8" Stretch Spout Lid w/ .5" 
Opening $49 $46

GEN596 • 5" Stumpy Spout Lid w/ 1" 
Opening $64 $61

GEN598 • 5" Mini Spout Lid w/ .25" 
Opening $54 $52

GEN835 • Oil Safe® Hose Extension For 
GEN596 Only • 10" $28 $27

Oil Safe® Pump
Item # 1-2 3+

GEN550 • For GEN594 Lid and 
GEN542, GEN543 and GEN544 
containers

$77 $74

Oil Safe® Premium Pump
(Specify Lid Color for GEN172: Black, Blue, Dark Green, Green, Gray, 
Orange, Purple, Red, Tan or Yellow)

Item # 1+

GEN172 • Pump $118
GEN171 • Quick Connect Kit • 10'L $51
GEN170 • Quick Connect Kit • 5'L $48
GEN171 & GEN170 Contents • 1 Discharge Hose with 1⁄4" NPT Male 
Adaptor • 1 1⁄4" NPT Male Adaptor for Pump Return Port 
1 10 Micron Breather
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Piston Hand Pump — Dispense fuel in the 
field with a groundable hand pump.
•   Long-life piston draws fluid on both push and pull actions

•   Outputs up to 20 gallons for every 100 strokes; flow can be 
reversed by rotating piston 180°

•  UL Listed pump can be grounded for use with oil and gasoline

•   Aluminum body is lightweight; stainless steel inner liner stands up 
to oils and fuels

•   Suction tube telescopes from 23" to 431⁄2"; 8' output hose has 
antistatic wire

Safety Drum Pump — Grounding clips 
offer extra safety.
•   FM Approved drum pump 

has built-in bonding and 
grounding wires to
control static electricity 

•   Internal flame arrestor 
helps prevent flashback

•   PTFE piston, packing gland 
and gasket are highly 
resistant to chemicals 
and solvents

•   T-handle design and piston 
action pump

•   DRM1109 has stainless 
steel construction 
that makes the entire pump 
resist corrosive chemicals

DRM1109

Hand Transfer Pump — Move a full gallon 
of liquid with just six strokes.

Heavy-Duty Drum Pump — Siphons up to 
7 gal. per minute from 55 gal. drums.

•   DRM221 is compatible with 50% sulfuric acid

•   DRM222 is compatible with oils, hydraulic oil and glycerine

•   Maximum recommended viscosity equals 40–60 wt.

•   Moves up to 7 gallons of liquid per minute

•   Compatible with mild solvents, light oils, diluted acids/caustics 
and disinfectants

•   Maximum recommended viscosity: equals 30–40 wt.

DRM344 DRM221

DRM285

Heavy-Duty Siphon Drum Pump
Item # 1-6 7+

DRM344 • For Oil-Based Liquids & General-Purpose Chemicals  
7 gal./Minute • Fits 15- to 55-gal. Drum w/ 2" NPT Bung $29 $26

Notice: Call Technical Services at 1-800-HOT-HOGS® (468-4647) or visit our website at newpig.com 
for chemical compatibility.

Notice: Call Technical Services at 1-800-HOT-HOGS® (468-4647) or visit our website at newpig.com 
for chemical compatibility.

BEST 
SELLER!

Hand Transfer Pump
Item # 1+

DRM221 • For Sulfuric Acid (up to 50%) • 28 oz./Stroke • Fits 55-gal. Drum w/ 
2" NPT Bung $81

DRM222 • For Oil-Based Liquids • 21 oz./Stroke • Fits 55-gal. Drum w/ 
2" NPT Bung $79

Piston Hand Pump
Item # 1+

DRM285 • For Gasoline, Diesel Fuel, Light Oils and Kerosene • 25 oz./Stroke
Fits 15- to -55-gal. Drum w/ 2" NPT Bung $241
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Safety Pump
Item # 1-2 3+

DRM1092 • Steel • For Alcohols (all except Propyl), Ammonia Nitrate, 
Anti-Freeze, Gasoline, Ketone, Potassium Bicarbonate, Potassium Chromate 
and Toluene • 8 oz./Stroke • Fits 15- to 55-gal. Drum w/ 2" NPT Bung

$202 $186

DRM1109 • Stainless Steel • For Acetic Acid (20-50%), Alcohols, 
Butyl Acetate, Calcium Hydroxide (10-20% Boiling), Chromic Acid 
(5-10%), Denatured Alcohols, Ethylene Glycol, Heptane, Lacquer Thinner, 
Nitric Acid (10-50%) & Toluene • 8 oz./Stroke • Fits 15- to 55-gal. Drum 
w/ 2" NPT Bung

$280 $260

DRM1092 and DRM1109 Contents • 1 Pump • 1 Adapter  • 1 Tube
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Lever-Action Pump — 
Handles a variety of liquids.
•   Pumps up to 14.4 oz. per stroke with a 

maximum of 40 wt. viscosity

•   Fits 15- through 55-gallon 
drums with 11⁄4"–2" NPT bungs

•   Four models available to 
handle almost any liquid, from 
water to nitric acid; see ordering 
information below

DRM106

DRM108Poly Hand Pump —
Dispenses 16 oz. of 
detergent per stroke.

•   Pumps up to 16 oz. per 
stroke with a maximum of 
30 wt. viscosity

•   Spout rotates up to prevent 
messy drips

•   Fits 15- through 55-gallon 
drums with 2" NPT bungs

DRM681

Lever Hand Pump — 
Economical pump has 
an all-steel body.
•   Pumps up to 15 oz. per 

stroke with a maximum of 
40 wt. viscosity 

•   Compatible with light oils, 
transmission fluid and 
hydraulic fluid (but not water)

•   Fits 15- through 55-gallon 
drums with 2" NPT bungs

Spout turns up 
to stop drips.

Stainless Steel Pump —
Customer favorite for 
use with aggressive 
chemicals.
•   Pumps up to 22 oz. per 

stroke with a maximum of 
40 wt. viscosity

•   Stainless steel and PTFE 
construction is compatible 
with oils, detergents, soaps 
and mild corrosives

•   Fits 15- through 55-gallon 
drums with 2" NPT bungs

DRM461 DRM343

Nylon Hand Pump —  
Handle small, water-
based dispensing jobs.
•   Pumps up to 16 oz. per 

stroke with a maximum of 
30 wt. viscosity

•   Spout rotates up to prevent 
messy drips

•   Fits 15- through 55-gallon 
drums with 2" NPT bungs

DRM462

Notice: Call Technical Services at 1-800-HOT-HOGS® (468-4647) or visit our 
website at newpig.com for chemical compatibility.

Notice: Call Technical Services at 1-800-HOT-HOGS® (468-4647) or visit our 
website at newpig.com for chemical compatibility.

Notice: Call Technical Services at 1-800-HOT-HOGS® (468-4647) or visit our 
website at newpig.com for chemical compatibility.

Nylon Hand Pump
Item # 1+

DRM462 • For General-Purpose Chemicals 
16 oz./Stroke • Fits 15- to -55-gal. Drum w/ 
2" NPT Bung

$65

Stainless Steel Drum Pump
Item # 1+

DRM343 • For Aggressive Chemicals
22 oz./Stroke • Fits 15- to -55-gal. Drum 
w/ 2” NPT Bung

$141

Notice: Call Technical Services at 1-800-HOT-HOGS® (468-4647) or visit our 
website at newpig.com for chemical compatibility.

Notice: For a chemical compatibility guide or the Technical Article “Storing Flammable Liquids” call Technical Services at 1-800-HOT-HOGS® (468-4647) 
or visit newpig.com.
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Lever Hand Pump
Item # 1+

DRM461 • For Light Oils (Max. 40 wt.), ATF, 
Hydraulic Fluids, Kerosene and Diesel Fuel
15 oz./Stroke • Fits 15- to -55-gal. Drum w/ 2" 
NPT Bung

$55
BEST 

SELLER!

Polypropylene Hand Pump
Item # 1+

DRM681 • For General-Purpose Chemicals  
16 oz./Stroke • Fits 15- to -55-gal. Drum w/ 
2" NPT Bung

$49

SEE OUR PUMP TYPES AND 
APPLICATION TRAINING 
COURSE ON PAGE 253.

Lever-Action Pump
Item # 1-2 3+

DRM106 • Polypropylene with Steel Rod • For Lubricants, Alcohols and Fuels  12 oz./Stroke
Fits 15- to 55-gal. Drum w/ 1.25" & 2" NPT Bung $44 $41

DRM107 • Polypropylene with Stainless Steel Rod • For Water-Based Fluids, Light Acids and Alkali Solutions 
14.4 oz./Stroke • Fits 15- to 55-gal. Drum w/ 1.25" & 2" NPT Bung $61 $57

DRM108 • Ryton® with Stainless Steel Rod • For Stronger Acids, Alkalis and 20% Nitric Acid • 14.4 oz./
Stroke Fits • 15- to 55-gal. Drum w/ 1.25" & 2" NPT Bung $85 $81

DRM109 • Ryton® with Stainless Steel Rod • For Stronger Acids, Alkalis, 20% Nitric Acid, Trichlorethane
14.4 oz./Stroke • Fits 15- to 55-gal. Drum w/ 1.25" & 2" NPT Bung $114 $109
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Rotary Pump — Dispense 
fleet fluids with these 
corrosion-resistant pumps.

HDPE Rotary Pump — 
Dispenses bleach, chlorine 
and other chemicals.

DRM981 DRM311

•   HDPE with PTFE vanes, polyethylene flange 
seals and Viton shaft seal provide superior 
chemical and corrosion resistance

•   Ideal for use with corrosive liquids like 
bleach, chlorine and other industrial 
chemicals

•   Dispenses 8 oz. per revolution

•   Strainer filters out particulate to help 
avoid contamination

•   Lightweight pump can be broken down 
for compact storage or disassembled 
for easy cleaning

•   Lightweight pumps resist corrosion and 
a variety of automotive and fleet fluids

•   Ryton pump (DRM982) is even more 
corrosion resistant for use with chlorinated 
solvents 

•   DRM981 has PTFE seals; DRM982 has 
Ryton seals

Hand Pump — Cranks out a 
quart per stroke of the 
thickest oils and lubricants.

•   Ideal for use with even the thickest oils 
and lubricants

•   Dispenses 1 quart per revolution with a 
maximum viscosity of 90 wt. 

•   Drain tube pushes out of the way when 
pumping, then springs back to 
channel drips 
into drums

•   Can be 
calibrated to 
pump either 
quarts or 
liters

•   Padlockable to 
prevent tampering or 
unauthorized pumping

•   Fits 15- to 55-gallon 
drums with 
2" NPT bungs

•   Suction tube 
telescopes 
from 22" to 40"

DRM595
PIG Barrel Top Mat 
sold on page 31.

DRM981 DRM982

DRM595
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Drum Hand Pump
Item # 1-2 3+

DRM595 • For Oil-Based Liquids, Diesel 
Fuel, E15, Kerosene & B20 • 1 qt./
Revolution • Fits 15- to -55-gal. Drum 
w/ 2" NPT Bung

$253 $229

BEST 
SELLER!

Rotary Pump
Item # 1-2 3+

DRM981 • Polypropylene • For Oil-
Based Liquids, Water-Based Chemicals 
and Chlorinated Solvents • 8 oz./
Revolution • Fits 15- to -55-gal. Drum 
w/ 2" NPT Bung

$88 $82

DRM982 • Ryton® • For Aggressive 
Chemicals, Chlorinated Solvents and Oils
8 oz./Revolution • Fits 15- to -55-gal. 
Drum w/ 2" NPT Bung

$129 $122

HDPE Rotary Pump
Item # 1-2 3+

DRM311 • For Bleach, Chlorine & 
Chemicals Compatible with HDPE
8 oz./Revolution • Fits 15- to -55-gal. 
Drum w/ 2" NPT Bung

$128 $120



Stainless Steel Rotary Pump
Item # 1+

DRM988 • For Aggressive Chemicals & Fuels 
6 oz./Revolution • Fits 15- to -55-gal. Drum w/ 
2" NPT Bung

$421

DRM988 Contents • 1 Roll of PTFE Tape for Joints
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High-Flow Pump — Empty 
a 55-gallon drum in just 
two minutes!

Stainless Steel Rotary 
Pump — Move your fuels 
and harsh chemicals.

•   Aluminum pump is lightweight 
yet durable

•   Designed for light oils, diesel fuel, 
antifreeze, windshield washer fluid and 
alcohol; perfect for use in a garage or 
HD fleet area

•   Gear-driven design provides fast, smooth 
operation to 
pump a full 
quart of 
liquid 
per 
stroke

•   NBR rubber seals 
between pump 
gear housing help 
prevent leaks

•   Three-piece 
suction pipe extends to 
the bottom of a 
55-gallon drum

•   Not recommended 
for use with 
benzyl alcohol

•   Stainless steel construction is 
compatible with oils, detergents, soaps, 
mild corrosives, solvents, fuels and 
water-based liquids

•   Rotary design with aluminum handle 
provides single-motion 
dispensing

•   PTFE vanes, 
stainless steel 
spring and PTFE 
seals are 
chemical resistant

•   PTFE tape (included) 
provides an excellent 
seal between pickup 
tube sections

•   Pumps 6 oz. of fluid 
per revolution

•   Use with up to SAE 50 
wt. viscosity 
or 880 cP

DRM597
Pump with 
counter lets 
you monitor 
dispensed 
liquids.

Rotary Hand Pump — 
Transfer oils, gas and 
diesel from drums or tanks.

•   Lightweight, die-cast aluminum body 
is built for long-term use

•   Spring-loaded vanes compensate for 
wear and prevent freezing or sticking in 
cold weather

•   Stainless steel strainer prevents debris 
from entering and damaging pump

•   Handles a maximum viscosity that equals 
40 wt. (at 70ºF)

•   8' output hose has antistatic wire

•   Galvanized steel suction pipe 
telescopes from 22" to 40"

LISTED

DRM596DRM983 DRM988

PIG Barrel Top Mat 
sold on page 31.

DRM988

DRM983

Discharge hose 
included.

Notice: For a chemical compatibility guide or the Technical Article “Storing 
Flammable Liquids” call Technical Services at 1-800-HOT-HOGS® (468-4647) 
or visit newpig.com.
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High-Flow Rotary Drum Pump
Item # 1-2 3+

DRM983 • For Light Oils, Diesel Fuel, 
Alcohol, Antifreeze & Windshield Washer 
Fluid • 32 oz./Revolution • Fits 
15- to -55-gal. Drum w/ 2" NPT Bung

$180 $171

Rotary Hand Drum Pump
Item # 1-2 3+

DRM597 • With Counter • For Oil- 
Based Liquids, Gasoline & Diesel Fuel 
12.8 oz./Revolution • Fits 15- to 55-gal. 
Drum w/ 2" NPT Bung

$417 $401

DRM596 • For Oil-Based Liquids, 
Gasoline & Diesel Fuel • 12.8 oz./
Revolution • Fits 15- to 55-gal. Drum w/ 
2" NPT Bung

$233 $221
BEST 

SELLER!
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•   For transfer of flammable liquids

•   Your choice of explosion-proof .66 HP 
electric or .50 HP air-driven motors

•   Pump tube (DRM271) is made from 
stainless steel and PTFE to withstand 
corrosives, solvents and flammables

•   Static hose protection kit (DRM272) 
helps you properly ground motor to 
eliminate static-generated sparks; hose 
features cross-linked poly construction

•   NOTE: Power cord for DRM269 is included, 
but plug must be installed by customer to 
match specific receptacle being used

PF Series Pump System — High-output 
pump for corrosives.
•   Rated continuous-duty for light to 

medium viscosities

•   Choose .50 HP motor in electric or air-
driven models to pump up to 22 gpm

•   Sealless polypropylene pump tube 
(DRM435) is a solid choice for 
high-output pumping of acids, caustics 
and other chemicals

•   Stainless steel pump tube (DRM508) is 
excellent for general-purpose pumping of 
solvents and mild corrosives

DRM435

DRM432

TT Series Pump — For medium viscosities. 
•   For transfer of shear-sensitive 

liquids or oils

•   Rated continuous-duty for medium- 
viscosity corrosives

•   Choose .25 HP electric or .50 HP 
air-driven motor

•   Pump tube (DRM271) is made from 
stainless steel and PTFE to withstand 
corrosives and solvents

DRM271

DRM887

DRM433

TTX Series Pump System — Explosion-
proof pump for flammables.

DRM271

DRM269

Light-Duty Drum Pump — Economical 
choice for mild corrosives.
•   Lightweight, all-in-one system is perfect for 

intermittent liquid transfers

•   .33 HP electric motor with 2-speed toggle 
switch provides better flow control

•   Impact-resistant plastic pump 
housing and pump tube 
withstand rust, 
corrosion and 
chemicals

•   Pump tube diameter 
fits full-size drums

•   Also includes a 
flexible 5'-long PVC 
discharge hose

DRM1082

Light-Duty Drum Pump
Item # 1+

DRM1082 • For Mildly Corrosive Acids, Cleaners, 
Bases and Lab Chemicals • Electric: 110V/60 Hz $581

DRM1082 Contents • 1 Pump Tube  • 1 Electric Motor   
1 PVC Discharge Hose

OUR TECH EXPERTS CAN 
HELP YOU CHOOSE. 

CALL TODAY AT 1-800-HOT-HOGS.

PUMP ACCESSORIES 
ARE AVAILABLE AT 
NEWPIG.COM

FTI TT Series Drum Pump System
Item # 1+

DRM887 • FTI .25 Horsepower Drum Pump 
Motor • For Medium Viscosties & Corrosives 
Electric: 110V/50-60 Hz

$875

DRM433 • FTI Air Drum Pump Motor  
For Liquids up to 330 cps Viscosity  
Air: 80-100 psi @ 15-32 cfm

$469

DRM271 • FTI TTS Drum Pump Tube • For 
Corrosives, Solvents, and Flammables • 40"L $679

BEST 
SELLER!

FTI TTX Series Drum Pump System
Item # 1+

DRM269 • FTI Explosion-proof Drum Pump 
Motor • For Flammable Liquids
Electric: 110V/50-60 Hz

$1195

DRM433 • FTI Air Drum Pump Motor  
For Liquids up to 330 cps Viscosity  
Air: 80-100 psi @ 15-32 cfm

$469

DRM271 • FTI TTS Drum Pump Tube • For 
Corrosives, Solvents, and Flammables • 40"L $679

DRM272 • Static Hose Protection Kit 
For Explosion-proof Motor and Stainless Steel 
Pump Tube

$420

DRM272 Contents • 1 4' Hose  • 1 6' Grounding Wire with Clamp

FTI PF Series Drum Pump System
Item # 1+

DRM432 • FTI .5 Horsepower Drum Pump Motor 
For Acids, Corrosives and Chemicals  
Electric: 110V/50-60 Hz

$459

DRM433 • FTI Air Drum Pump Motor  
For Liquids up to 330 cps Viscosity  
Air: 80-100 psi @ 15-32 cfm

$469

DRM435 • Polypropylene • FTI PFP Drum Pump 
Tube • For Mild Corrosives and Nonfl ammable 
Solvents • 40"L

$469

DRM508 • Stainless Steel • FTI PFS Drum Pump 
Tube • For Mild Corrosives and Nonfl ammable 
Solvents • 40"L

$739

DRM435 & DRM508 Contents • 1 Pump Tube  • 1 Hose and 
Hose Clamp
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Lutz Pump System — Take control of your 
outflow with this variable speed motor.

DRM767

DRM768

Air-Operated Pump — 
Dispense fleet lubricants 
from IBC units.

•   Transfer or dispense 
liquids up to 
90 wt.

•   Positive 
displacement 
pump is designed 
for pumping liquids 
through meters and 
oil hose reels with 
minimum flow loss

•   3:1 pump delivers 
steady flow of liquid 
up to 5 gpm

•   Includes extra-
long 42" pick-up 
tube and shorter 
221⁄2" tube for 
versatility

•   Dual-mode design pumps or vacuums

•   Quiet, air-powered pump has no motor; 
requires virtually no maintenance

•   Automatic safety shutoff valve 
prevents overflows

•   Fast-turn switch changes from fill 
to empty mode in seconds

•   Installs quickly on a 55-gallon 
tight-head steel drum (requires 
drum with UN Rating of at least 
1A1/X1.8/300)

•   Pumps up to 33 gpm of oils, 
coolants and solvents

•   Optional squeegee attachment 
(DRM276) pulls in up to 40 gpm 
for easier liquid cleanups

Dual Force Vac — Two-way vac sucks liquids into 
a drum or pumps them out for reclamation.

DRM367

Lutz drum pump motor (DRM767)

•   Variable speed .85 HP electric 
pump motor lets you easily control 
output flow

•   Open-flow, drip-proof motor is 
ventilated and cooled by air

Polypropylene pump tube (DRM768)

•   Polypropylene construction is compatible 
with a wide range of light-viscosity, 
oil-based liquids

•   Nonlubricated tube

DRM903

•   100% chemical-resistant, see-through tube (polypropylene), rod 
(thermoplastic polymer) and stoppers (neoprene)

•   Features a unique screw-down locking 
device for transferring liquids and 
semisolids to your in-house lab

•   DRM151 collects up to 130 mL of liquids 
or semisolids; DRM152 collects up 
to 460 mL

Coliwasa Sampler — The easy way to 
sample liquids and semisolids in drums.

DRM151

Lutz Drum Pump System
Item # 1+

DRM767 • For Thin-bodied & Slightly Viscous 
Liquids in Nonexplosive Areas  
Electric: 110V/60 Hz

$606

DRM768 • Polypropylene • For Corrosive and 
Noncorrosive Liquids • 39"L $501

DRM768 Contents • 1 Polypropylene Pump Tube • 1 Wall Hanger  
1 PVC Hose • 1 Barrel Adaptor • 2 Hose Clamps

Coliwasa Sampler
Item # 1-2 3+

DRM152 • For Sample Gathering 
Int. Dia. 1" x 39"L • 10/box $256 $244

DRM151 • For Sample Gathering 
Int. Dia. .56" x 39"L • 10/box $256 $244

Dual-Force Vac
Item # 1+

DRM903 • For Oils, Coolants and Solvents • Air: 50 PSI at 15 SCFM (Min.), 100 PSI at 23 SCFM (Max.) $744
DRM903 Contents • 1 Pump Body Assembly With Overflow Preventer • 1 Hose • 1 Drum Evacuation Tube • 1 Extension Wand • 1 Hose Drum Connection  
1 Ball Valve With 1/4" NPT • 1 Air Line Filter

Squeegee Attachment for Dual-Force Vac
Item # 1+

DRM276 • Steel handle with neoprene blade $177

Air-Operated Pump with 
Pick-Up Tube for IBC
Item # 1+

DRM367 • For Oil-Based Liquids  
Air: 50-145 PSI $650

DRM367 Contents • 1 Air-Operated Pump Motor • 1 42"L Pump Tube 
1 22.5"L Pump Tube • 1 Oil Hose • 1 Air Regulator Combination Unit

BEST 
SELLER!

BEST 
SELLER!

Stumped about a pump? 
Call our Tech Team 
at 1-800-HOT-HOGS!
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•   Dispenses motor oils, gear oils, 
automatic transmission fluids and other 
petroleum-based lubricants

•   Attaches to 16- to 55-gallon 
tight-head drums

•   3:1 ratio, low-pressure pump is specifically 
designed for pumping liquids through 
a hose reel

•   Z-Swivel and 25' medium-pressure 
dispensing hose aides lubrication for 
hard-to-reach machinery

•   Durable hose has maximum 
working pressure of 5,000 pounds

•   Oil control handle keeps output 
regulated and consistent

•  Delivery rate of 5 gpm

Oil Dispensing System — Great for farm and 
fleet operations.

•   Accurately dispenses motor oils, gear 
oils, automatic transmission fluids or other 
petroleum-based lubricants from 55-gallon 
tight-head drums

•   System consists of air-operated pump, 
quart meter and 32' open oil hose reel

•   3:1 ratio low-pressure pump is specifically 
designed for pumping liquids through
a hose reel

•   32' rubber hose reel reaches your work 
area, retracts when you’re finished

•   Hand-operated quart meter tracks the 
amount of liquid dispensed in 8 oz. 
increments; comes with 12" flexible hose 
and non-drip nozzle

Metered Dispensing System — Ideal for fleets, this 
system ensures fast, consistent oil and fluid fills.

DRM698

DRM697

DRM696

DRM164
Drum sold 
separately

Wedge — Durable wedge 
helps you pump every last 
ounce out of your drums.
•   Easy-to-use wedge props up 30- and 

55-gallon drums

•   Moves liquid to one side for 
easy pumping

•   Made of durable, nonsparking 
100% recycled polyethylene

•   Reduces waste; ideal 
for use with 
expensive 
process 
chemicals

DRM299

DRM299

Gear Lube Hand Pail Pump — 
Turn a standard bucket into a 
mobile lubricant dispenser!

•   Dispenses 3 oz. per stroke of motor oil, 
hydraulic oil, automatic transmission fluid 
or gear lubricants up to 
140 weight

•   Buna-N O-ring and brass-
ringed piston are 
designed for 
use with 
petroleum-
based oils 
and 
lubricants

•   Includes 4' 
clear vinyl 
hose with 
a curved 
discharge nozzle
NOTE: Pail not 
included.

DRM694

BUY SEPARATE COMPONENTS OR SAVE 
ON A COMPLETE SYSTEM (DRM699)

The Wedge
Item # 1-9 10+

DRM299 • 10"W x 12"L x 5"H $22 $20

Oil Dispensing System
Item # 1+

DRM164 • For Oil-Based Liquids & Lubricants
Air: 50-145 PSI $696

DRM164 Contents • 1 Air Operated Pump - (DRM696) • 1 Dispensing 
Hose - (DRM162) • 1 Oil Control Handle - (DRM163)
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Gear Lube Hand Pail Pump
Item # 1+

DRM694 • For Oil-Based Liquids, ATF & Gear 
Lube (Max. 140 wt.) • 3 oz./Stroke
Fits 5- to 6.5-gal. Open-head Pail

$44

BEST 
SELLER!

Metered Dispensing System
Item # 1+

DRM699 • For Oil-Based Liquids  
Air: 50-145 PSI $1664

DRM699 Contents • 1 Pump - (DRM696) • 1 Open Oil Hose Reel - 
(DRM697) • 1 Quart Meter - (DRM698)

DRM696 • Air-Operated Pump
For Oil-Based Liquids • Air: 100-145 PSI $696

DRM696 Contents • 1 Air Operated Pump Motor • 1 Pump Tube  
1 Oil Hose • 1 Air Hose • 1 Air Regulator Combination Unit

DRM697 • Open Hose Reel for Metered 
Dispensing System $637

DRM698 • Quart Meter for Metered 
Dispensing System $418
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Battery-Operated Transfer Pump — A 
hand-held pump great for small jobs.
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•   Unique and portable; can be used remotely in different locations 
without the use of power cords or air lines

•   Compatible with diesel exhaust fluid (DEF), water-based chemicals, 
detergents, soap, petroleum products, insecticides and antifreeze 
with maximum 20 wt. viscosity

•  Maximum flow rate of 7 gal./minute

•   NiCad Battery-Operated Pump (DRM1220) pumps 106 gallons 
per charge and uses a 19.2V rechargeable NiCad battery and 
Charging Dock (included and also sold separately)

•   Lithium Battery-Operated 
Pump (DRM1221) pumps 
136 gal. per charge and uses 
a 19.2V rechargeable lithium 
battery and Charging Dock 
(included and also 
sold separately)

•   Unique, portable design can be used remotely in 
different locations, unlike standard pumps that require 
power cords or air lines; uses two “D” size alkaline 
batteries (not included)

•   Compatible with water and light oils of maximum 
20 wt. viscosity

•   Ideal for moving material from 5-gallon and smaller 
cans to equipment or other containers; fits sumps, 
bladders and containers

•   Maximum flow rate of 2.5 gal./minute; pumps 
approximately 1,000 gal. per set of batteries

NiCad & Lithium Battery-
Operated Pump Systems — Stow 
your power cords and air lines.

DRM1221 and DRM1220 come 
with a 70"L polyethylene hose, 
nozzle, holster and stainless 
steel spout.

DRM1221

DRM1220

DRM1220

DRM1223

DRM1226

DRM1222

NEW!

NEW!

NiCad Battery-Operated Pump System
Item # 1+

DRM1220 • Pump • For DEF, Water-Based Chemicals, Insecticides, Antifreeze 
(Max. 20 wt.) • 7 gal./minute • Fits up to 55-gal. Drum & Container with 2" Bung $295

DRM1222 • Replacement Battery for NiCad Battery-Operated Pump System $65
DRM1223 • Charging Dock for NiCad Battery-Operated Pump System $37

Lithium Battery-Operated Pump System
Item # 1+

DRM1221 • Pump • For DEF, Water-Based Chemicals, Insecticides, Antifreeze (Max. 
20 wt.) • 7 gal./minute • Fits up to 55-gal. Drum & Container with 2" Bung $382

DRM1224 • Replacement Battery for Lithium Battery-Operated Pump System $95
DRM1225 • Charging Dock for Lithium Battery-Operated Pump System $46.25

Battery-Operated Transfer Pump
Item # 1+

DRM1226 • For Water and Light Oil (Max. 20 wt.) • 2.5 gal./minute
Fits Sumps, Bladders & Containers $24



•   X-rated for Packing Groups I, II, and III (except PAK180 and 
PAK181); ideal for regulated packaging including shipping 
hazardous waste

•   100% plastic material with UV inhibitors is durable, 
lightweight and chemical resistant

•   Containers are nestable when empty to save storage space; will  
keep hazardous waste safely contained during shipping

•     Leakproof, twist-on lid (except PAK180, PAK181) is notched so 
you can easily tighten it with a 2x4 or pole

•    Integrated ledges allow you to move overpack with a forklift; 
smaller units have integrated handles 

Special features to suit your needs:

•   PAK708 and PAK709 feature two broom holes 180-degrees 
opposite each other on the lid that allow 100% positive leverage for 
easy opening and closing with a broom handle or bar

•     PAK489 and PAK710 have 6" polyolefin wheels and integrated 
handle for easy transportation to your shipping vehicle

•   PAK674 is oversized for shipping distorted or bulging drums

•  PAK229 is specially designed for one-person handling; base and 
lid accept 2x4s or poles to stabilize drum while you tighten the lid

�  Helps you comply with 49 CFR 173.3(c)(1) requiring salvage drums 
to meet UN specs for shipping

360 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.
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 Overpack Salvage Drum — Ship hazardous 
waste in a tough container. 

Spent spill response materials, including 
absorbents and PPE, may be placed in 
compatible UN Rated salvage drums for 
shipment. If the container is certified as 
both a salvage drum and an overpack 
and is used as a salvage drum, any 
references to the overpack must be 
removed prior to shipment.

DID YOU
KNOW?

PAK710

PAK489

PAK181

PAK709

PAK384

PAK725

PAK674

BEST 
SELLER!

Overwhelmed by overpacks? We can help:
newpig.com/overpacks101

EXPERT ADVICE
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PAK180
PAK708
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Overpack Salvage Drum

Item #
Capacity 

(gal.)
Max. Conainer 

Size (gal.)
 Interior Dimensions

(Base x H)
UN Marking 1-9 10+

DRM1154 55 30 22.875"Dia. x 38.56"H UN1H2/X200/S, UN1H2/Y250/S $166 $158

DRM1153 30 16 19" Dia. x 26.375"H UN1H2/X120/S, UN1H2/Y180/S $91.55 $87.25

DRM1152 14 5 13.5" Dia. x 25"H UN1H2/X65/S, UN1H2/Y100/S $77.50 $74.30

PAK725 is specially designed to handle leaking drums up to 55 gallons.

PAK229

•  Wide-base design helps keep 
overpacks stable during transport

•  Heavy-duty rolled steel construction 
holds up to 800 lbs.; includes
lockable casters

PAK725

Overpack Salvage Drum — Here’s a low-cost container 
for shipping your haz waste.

•   X-rated for Packing Groups I, II, and 
III; ideal for regulated packaging including 
shipping hazardous waste

•   Highly visible color is easy to locate when 
you need it fast

•   Locking lever makes drum easy to access

•   High-density polyethylene is durable 
and chemical resistant

•   Three sizes available
DRM1154

PAK414

PIG® Overpack Dolly
Item # 1+

PAK414 • For 95-gal. & 110-gal Overpack  
800 lb. Load Capacity $155

  Dolly — Quickly move 
an overpack or spill kit.

Leakproof, twist-on lid is notched so you 
can easily tighten it with a 2x4 or pole.

To cushion the container, see the loose packing 
absorbent on page 45.
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PIG® Overpack Salvage Drum

Item # Capacity (gal.)
Max. Conainer 

Size (gal.)
 Interior Dimensions

(Base x H)
UN Marking 1-5 6-9 10+

PAK674 110 55 25"Dia. x 42"H UN1H2/X295/S $240 $227 $215

PAK725 95 55 24.75"Dia. x 37"H UN1H2/X295/S $209 $202 $194

PAK384 65 30 22"Dia. x 34.25"H UN1H2/X200/S $190 $181 $173

PAK709 30 16 16.75"Dia. x 27.25"H UN1H2/X100/S $95 $90 $85

PAK708 20 5 16.75"Dia. x 16.5"H UN1H2/X66/S $78 $74 $71

PAK181 10 5 11.75"Dia. x 20.25"H UN1H2/Y54/S $59 $56 $53

PAK180 5 2 11.25"Dia. x 13.75"H UN1H2/Z16.9/S $42 $38 $36

PIG® Wheeled Overpack Salvage Drum

Item # Capacity (gal.)
Max. Conainer 

Size (gal.)
 Interior Dimensions

(Base x H)
UN Marking 1-5 6-9 10+

PAK710 95 55 24.75"Dia. x 38.5"H UN1H2/X113/S $234 $228 $221

PAK489 50 20 17.75"Dia. x 36"H UN1H2/X125/S  $225 $218 $210

PIG® Envirosalv UN Rated Overpack Salvage Drum Plus

Item # Capacity (gal.)
Max. Conainer 

Size (gal.)
 Interior Dimensions

(Base x H)
UN Marking 1-5 6-9 10+

PAK229 95 55 25"Dia. x 37"H UN1H2/X295/S $221 $212 $202

BEST 
SELLER!



WasteAway™ Plus Collapsible UN Rated Container
Item # 1-9 10+

DRM129 • Holds 1,100 lbs. • (UN packaging Group I) or 2,500 lbs. • (UN Packaging Group II and III)
UN13H4/Y/1140 $185 $173

362 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.
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UN Rated Steel Salvage Drum — Safely ship a damaged or 
leaking container.

DRM1001

DRM846

DRM1002

DRM841

DRM842

Quick-style lever is easier and less time-
consuming to use than traditional 
bolt-and-ring closures.

DRM842

•   UN Rated and tested to help 
ensure safe shipping of hazardous 
materials

•   Open-head design and removable 
lid offer full, convenient access

•   Interior is coated with a corrosion 
inhibitor; choose optional 
phenolic/epoxy lining for added 
resistance

•    Quick-style drums (DRM840, 
DRM841, DRM842, DRM846) have 
quick-style lever lock rings, require 
no tools; easier to comply with 
closure regs

•    Bolt & ring drums (DRM400, 
DRM1000, DRM1001, DRM1002) 
provide a tight seal with plated bolt/
nut, EPDM gasket

�  Helps you comply with 
49 CFR 173.3(c)(1) 

DRM1201

Quick-Style Open-Head UN Rated Steel Salvage Drum
(Specify: Lined or Unlined; Add $10 to price shown for DRM840-842 for Lined; Add $15 to price shown for DRM846 for Lined)

Item # Size (gal.) Thickness (mm) UN Marking 1-9 10+

DRM846 85 1.5/1.5/1.5 UN1A2/X440/S, UN1A2T/Y320/S $171 $161

DRM842 55 1.5/1.5/1.5 UN1A2/X430/S, UN1A2/Y1.4/175 $126 $115

DRM841 30 1.5/1.2/1.2 UN1A2/X235/S, UN1A2/Y1.5/150  $112 $104

DRM840 20 1.2/1.2/1.2 UN1A2/X220/S, UN1A2/Y1.5/150   $96 $91

Bolt & Ring Open-Head UN Rated Steel Salvage Drum
(Specify: Lined or Unlined; Add $23 to price shown for DRM400 for Lined; Add $10 to price shown for DRM1000 for Lined; Add $15 to price shown for 
DRM1001 & DRM1002 for Lined)

Item # Size (gal.) Thickness (mm) UN Marking 1-9 10+

DRM400 110 1.5/1.5/1.5 UN1A2/Y409/S  $354 $337

DRM1002 85 0.9/0.9/0.9 UN1A2/Y440/S $136 $125

DRM1001 85 1.2/1.2/1.2 UN1A2/X440/S, UN1A2T/Y320/S $161 $149

DRM1000 55 1.2/0.9/0.9 UN1A2/X425/S, UN1A2/Y1.2/100 $120 $110

BEST 
SELLER!

BEST 
SELLER!

FOR EASY ACCESS TO YOUR SALVAGE DRUM, 
SEE OUR LATCHING DRUM LID ON PAGE 317.
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•   Ship up to 2,500 lbs. of exempted 
waste, including oil-contaminated dirt, 
stone or saturated absorbent booms

•   UN Rated free-standing container has 
rigid sidewalls

•    Polypropylene shell resists oil; LDPE liner 

protects against punctures and leaks

•    Pull-up duffel sleeve keeps rain out

•    High-capacity loops for easy moving with 
hoist or forklift using proper attachment 
(DRM419 sold separately on page 348)

WasteAway Plus Container — Ship nonhazardous 
soil and debris.

DRM129
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•   Complete with double-wall tank, filters, overflow shutoff, level 
gauge and drain evacuation coupling

•    Polyethylene resists UV rays, rust, corrosion and 
most chemicals

•    Level monitoring gauge lets you 
determine tank’s content level 

•    Lockable opening adds security and 
prevents cross-contamination

•   Translucent safety yellow tank 

�    Helps you comply with 40 CFR 112.7 
and 40 CFR 122.26

�    Helps you comply with 
40 CFR 264.193(c)(3) and
40 CFR 279.22(a) 

Used Oil Storage Tank — Helps you comply with 
110% secondary containment regs.

PAK638

PAK103

PAK996

Large top drain with 
removable debris 
screen and strainer 
allows you to drain 
containers and filters.

Used oil destined for recycling is not 
subject to full hazardous waste 
regulation. Collecting waste oil in 
bulk tanks makes it easier to pump 
the oil into trucks for transport to 
the recycling facility.

DID YOU
KNOW?

Oil-Tainer® Storage Tank 
Item # 1+

PAK638 • 385 gal.  • Ext. Dia 64" x 42"H $2633
PAK126 • Spill Pan for 385-Gallon Oil-Tainer $410
PAK996 • 100 gal.  • Ext. Dia 35" x 41"H $1461
PAK103 • Spill Pan for 100-Gallon Oil-Tainer $182

Flammables Notice: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage 
and handling of flammable liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapors, static discharge and 
heat sources. For further assistance, please call Technical Services.

Oil Storage Regulations: Be sure to check federal, state and local oil storage regulations prior to purchasing. 
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reghelp@newpig.com • 1-800-HOT-HOGS
GET FREE ADVICE ON REGS! See page 386 for details.

Make used oil useful 
again — recycle it!
One gallon of used oil produces 2.5 quarts of 
high-quality lubricating oil — and a bulk collection 
area makes it easy to recycle it. 

 REG 
 TIP

DRM814

Double Wall Waste Oil Tank — Store up to 
500 gallons of waste oil. 

PAK249

•   Bulk capacity eliminates multiple small 
containers and centralizes waste 
oil storage

•   Double-wall, 10-gauge steel 
construction helps tank withstand impact 
and provides leak-tested containment

•    Generous 12"-diameter fill hole 
features a lockable hatch and debris screen

•    Durable powder coating resists chipping, 
rust and corrosion

•    Heavy-duty locking swivel casters for 
easy repositioning (PAK248–PAK250 only)

•    Dipstick measures oil volume in 
tank (PAK248–PAK250 only) while level 
gauge monitors content at a glance

•    Individual ports and tank exterior are 
labeled for easy identification

•    2" vent helps prevent pressure buildup

•    Arrives assembled and ready to use

NOTE: Not intended to be used as storage for new oil.

PAK249

PAK1006

BEST 
SELLER!

Oil Storage Regulations: Be sure to check federal, state and local oil storage regulations prior to purchasing. 

10-Gauge Double Wall Waste Oil Tank with Accessories 
Item # 1+

PAK1006 • 500 gal. • 42"W x 73"L x 52"H $3685
PAK250 • 240 gal. • 37"W x 54"L x 43"H  $2161
PAK249 • 185 gal. • 37"W x 42"L x 43"H  $1939
PAK248 • 120 gal. • 28"W x 37"L x 45"H  $1813

BEST 
SELLER!

Individual ports and tank exterior are fully labeled for 
easy identification.
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DRM946

The only Flammable 
Safety Cabinets tough 

enough to wear the PIG label!

No other cabinets on the market are 
stronger or have better features. From fully 
MIG-welded construction to door faces that 
are 56% thicker than the competition, our 
cabinets are built to take decades of 
industrial use. And with our lifetime 
warranty, you can buy our cabinets once 
and use them forever — if there’s ever a 
problem, we’ll replace your cabinet or 
refund your money.

We have dozens of sizes and styles to 
match your application. See our full 
selection on pages 366–369. 

PIG FLAMMABLE SAFETY CABINETS

Mike Kinney
New Pig Product Development

CAB714

PIG Cabinets are built to
outperform the competition!
NEW PIG The Other Guys

FULL LIFETIME
WARRANTY! 5- or 10-Year Warranty

Thicker 14-gauge 
door faces 18-gauge door faces

Heavy-duty, self-
lubricating bullet hinges

Grime-prone 
piano hinges

MIG-welded, full-width shelf 
supports Spot-welded support strips

Rounded, one-piece corners Fastened 90-degree corner pieces

Hybrid powder coating Conventional powder coating or 
enamel paint

Built to last a lifetime. 
Guaranteed.
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See why our cabinets are the best built, best 
backed on the market:
newpig.com/safetycabinets

EXPERT ADVICE

Don’t get slammed by the door! Read all about 
safe-closing doors vs. manual doors:
newpig.com/fl ammable-cabinet-selection

EXPERT ADVICE
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•   FM Approved for the storage of fl ammables 
(meets NFPA and OSHA specs); models with 
self-closing doors meet UFC standards

•   Fully MIG-welded 14- and 18-gauge steel 
body is built for a lifetime of continuous use

•   Impact-resistant, 14-gauge steel door faces are 
56% thicker than competing cabinets

•   Three-point zinc latch ensures fail-safe, 
nonsparking door closure

•   Recessed handle won’t catch on 
passing traffi c

•   4" bullet hinges feature self-lubricating, 
fully enclosed brass pins

•   Double-wall construction with 11⁄2" of 
insulating air space adds fi re protection

•   2" leakproof sump contains leaks, 
drips and spills

•   Flame arrestor vents on right and left sides of 
cabinet help prevent fl ashback ignition

•   Full-width, welded shelf hangers 
offer maximum support and increase 
sidewall thickness

•   Grounding connection inhibits static buildup

•    Hybrid powder-coat fi nish resists chemicals 
and corrosion

•    Leveling feet can be adjusted for stability

LIFETIME WARRANTY    If you’re not satisfi ed, we’ll replace the cabinet 
or offer you a full refund.

Every PIG Flammable Safety Cabinet is built      

Recessed door handle with keyed 
lock won’t snag on passing traffic.

5

4
3

2

11

5

CAB717

Self-closing models have a fusible 
link that melts in a fire; allows you 
to prop doors open.

3

Fully enclosed bullet hinges won’t 
trap grime. More durable than 
piano hinges.

Full-width shelf hangers are 
stronger than individual, spot-
welded column hangers.

2

Three-point zinc latch ensures 
spark-free closing every time.

4

Flame arrestor 
vents

Grounding
lug

14-gauge steel 
door faces

2" leakproof sump Fully MIG- 
welded body

EXTRA SHELVES AND RAMPS ARE AVAILABLE AT NEWPIG.COM
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     with world-class quality and features.

CAB715

Slimline Flammable Safety Cabinets
Short on space? Narrow slimline design 
works in tight spaces where wider cabinets 
won’t fit. Available in three sizes with 
manual- or self-closing doors.

CAB705
Slimline

CAB702
Slimline

PIG® Slimline Flammable Safety Cabinet 

Item # Style
Capacity 
(Gallons)

Ext. Dimensions 
W x D x H

Adjustable 
Shelves

1-2 3+

CAB711 Self-closing 60 23.438" x 34.438" x 65.125" 3 $1265 $1185

CAB705 Manual-closing 60 23.438" x 34.438" x 65.125" 3 $1163 $1077

CAB708 Self-closing 18 23.438" x 18.5" x 44.125" 2 $714 $672

CAB702 Manual-closing 18 23.438" x 18.5" x 44.125" 2 $655 $607

CAB707 Self-closing 12 23.438" x 18.5" x 35.125" 1 $603 $568

CAB701 Manual-closing 12 23.438" x 18.5" x 35.125" 1 $557 $521

PIG® Flammable Safety Cabinet 

Item # Style
Capacity 
(Gallons)

Ext. Dimensions 
W x D x H

Adjustable 
Shelves

1-2 3+

CAB717 Manual-closing 120 59.313" x 34.438" x 65.125" 2 $1805 $1679

CAB722 Self-closing 90 43.313" x 34.438" x 65.125" 2 $1393 $1302

CAB716 Manual-closing 90 43.313" x 34.438" x 65.125" 2 $1273 $1179

CAB721 Self-closing 60 34.438" x 34.438" x 65.125" 2 $1189 $1117

CAB715 Manual-closing 60 34.438" x 34.438" x 65.125" 2 $1099 $1035

CAB720 Self-closing 45 43.313" x 18.5" x 65.125" 2 $975 $922

CAB714 Manual-closing 45 43.313" x 18.5" x 65.125" 2 $895 $836

CAB719 Self-closing 30 43.313" x 18.5" x 44.125" 1 $803 $755

CAB713 Manual-closing 30 43.313" x 18.5" x 44.125" 1 $735 $686

CAB718 Self-closing 22 34.438" x 18.5" x 35.125" 1 $775 $725

CAB712 Manual-closing 22 34.438" x 18.5" x 35.125" 1 $720 $676

BEST 
SELLER!

BEST 
SELLER!

NEW
BEST 

SELLER!
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CAB733

CAB724

CAB723

4"-high feet 
keep cabinet 

base high and 
dry in wet 

storage areas.

CAB738
Plus all the features of our standard 

cabinets shown on page 366.

PIG® Highrise Flammable Safety Cabinet

Item # Style
Capacity 
(Gallons)

Ext. Dimensions 
W x D x H

Adjustable 
Shelves

1-2 3+

CAB730 Self-closing 90 43" x 34" x 70" 2 $1520 $1400

CAB726 Manual-closing 90 43" x 34" x 70" 2 $1400 $1310

CAB729 Self-closing 60 34" x 34" x 70" 2 $1300 $1225

CAB725 Manual-closing 60 34" x 34" x 70" 2 $1200 $1130

CAB728 Self-closing 45 43" x 18" x 70" 2 $1095 $1030

CAB724 Manual-closing 45 43" x 18" x 70" 2 $1015 $955

CAB727 Self-closing 30 43" x 18" x 49" 1 $915 $860

CAB723 Manual-closing 30 43" x 18" x 49" 1 $849 $799
NOTE: Cabinet dimensions shown above are nominal sizes, not exact measurements. See newpig.com for actual width, 
depth, and height. 

BEST 
SELLER!

•    4"-high feet keep cabinet base off the floor, making cleaning and 
washdowns easier; ideal for storage in wet areas

•    Highrise design has the same footprint and capacity of 
standard PIG Safety Cabinets

•   Forkliftable for easy relocation

•   Plus all the features of our standard cabinets (see page 366)

 Highrise Cabinet — Four-inch-high feet 
keep keep the base off the floor.

•   Low-profile design utilizes the storage space underneath 
counters and workbenches

•    Recessed kickplate puts you in closer reach of work surfaces 
above cabinet

•   Can be connected to exhaust systems through rear vents

•   Plus all the features of our standard cabinets (see page 366)

 Undercounter Cabinet — Store 
flammables under counters and benches.

•    22" height keeps containers within reach when cabinet sits 
on your countertop or workbench

 Countertop Cabinet — Keep small 
containers right where you’re working.

PIG® Undercounter Flammable Safety Cabinet

Item # Style
Capacity 
(Gallons)

Ext. Dimensions 
W x D x H

Adjustable 
Shelves

1-2 3+

CAB736 Self-closing 30 48" x 22" x 35" 1 $848 $797

CAB733 Manual-closing 30 48" x 22" x 35" 1 $775 $725

CAB735 Self-closing 22 36" x 22" x 35" 1 $781 $738

CAB732 Manual-closing 22 36" x 22" x 35" 1 $713 $670

CAB734 Self-closing 12 24" x 22" x 35" 1 $600 $563

CAB731 Manual-closing 12 24" x 22" x 35" 1 $532 $500
NOTE: Cabinet dimensions shown above are nominal sizes, not exact measurements. See newpig.com for actual width, 
depth, and height. 

PIG® Countertop Flammable Safety Cabinet

Item # Style
Capacity 
(Gallons)

Ext. Dimensions 
W x D x H

Adjustable 
Shelves

1-2 3+

CAB742 Self-closing 15 43" x 18" x 22" N/A $739 $689

CAB739 Manual-closing 15 43" x 18" x 22" N/A $606 $571

CAB741 Self-closing 11 34" x 18" x 22" N/A $680 $635

CAB738 Manual-closing 11 34" x 18" x 22" N/A $556 $517

CAB740 Self-closing 6 23" x 18" x 22" N/A $521 $483

CAB737 Manual-closing 6 23" x 18" x 22" N/A $454 $427

NOTE: Cabinet dimensions shown above are nominal sizes, not exact measurements. See newpig.com for actual width, 
depth, and height. 

NOTE: CAB740 and CAB737 are not FM Approved.
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CAB715

 Vertical Drum Cabinet — Get bulk storage for flammables.

•    Polyethylene liners resist acids, bases and pesticides

•    Ribbed liner design helps keep containers out of contact with 
accumulated liquids

•   Plus all the features of our standard cabinets (see page 366)

 Corrosives Cabinet — Chemical-resistant shelf liners are ideal for storing corrosives.

•    Lets you store drums in vertical position with 
pumps and funnels in place; use as a dispensing 
or waste collection station

•    Removable steel support raises drum off sump 
bottom to maximize sump capacity

•    Rollers in bottom of cabinet (CAB746, 
CAB748, CAB744) make it easier to move drums

•    Combination cabinet (CAB749) holds small 
containers alongside a 55-gallon drum

•   Plus all the features of our standard cabinets 
(see page 366)

CAB746

CAB749 Combination Flammable Safety Cabinet

Load drums easier 
with our optional ramp (CAB776)

CAB752

PIG® Corrosives Safety Cabinet

Item # Style
Capacity 
(Gallons)

Ext. Dimensions 
W x D x H

Adjustable 
Shelves

1-2 3+

CAB759 Self-closing 60 34" x 34" x 65" 2 $1360 $1280

CAB754 Manual-closing 60 34" x 34" x 65" 2 $1250 $1177

CAB758 Self-closing 45 43" x 18" x 65" 2 $1155 $1090

CAB753 Manual-closing 45 43" x 18" x 65" 2 $1043 $983

CAB757 Self-closing 30 43" x 18" x 44" 1 $936 $882

CAB752 Manual-closing 30 43" x 18" x 44" 1 $830 $780

CAB756 Self-closing 18 23" x 18" x 44" 2 $840 $790

CAB751 Manual-closing 18 23" x 18" x 44" 2 $770 $720

CAB755 Self-closing 6 23" x 18" x 22" N/A $555 $524

CAB750 Manual-closing 6 23" x 18" x 22" N/A $490 $460
NOTE: CAB755 and CAB750 are not FM Approved.
NOTE: Cabinet dimensions shown above are nominal sizes, not exact measurements. See newpig.com for actual width, 
depth, and height. 

NOTE: Cabinet dimensions shown above are nominal sizes, not exact measurements. See newpig.com for actual width, 
depth, and height. 

PIG® Vertical Drum Safety Cabinet with Rollers

Item # Style
Capacity 
(Gallons)

Ext. Dimensions 
W x D x H

Adjustable 
Shelves

1-2 3+

CAB746 Manual-closing 110 59" x 34" x 65" 1 $2115 $1985

CAB748 Self-closing 55 34" x 34" x 65" 1 $1350 $1260

CAB744 Manual-closing 55 34" x 34" x 65" 1 $1260 $1187

PIG® Vertical Drum Safety Cabinet

Item # Style
Capacity 
(Gallons)

Ext. Dimensions 
W x D x H

Adjustable 
Shelves

1-2 3+

CAB745 Manual-closing 110 59" x 34" x 65" 1 $1745 $1635

CAB747 Self-closing 55 34" x 34" x 65" 1 $1165 $1095

CAB743 Manual-closing 55 34" x 34" x 65" 1 $1079 $1010

PIG® Combination Flammable Safety Cabinet 

Item # Style
Capacity 
(Gallons)

Ext. Dimensions 
W x D x H

Adjustable 
Shelves

1-2 3+

CAB749 Manual-closing 115 59" x 34" x 65" 4 $2255 $2120

Ramp for PIG® Vertical Drum Flammable Safety Cabinet
Item # Dimensions (W x L) 1-2 3+

CAB776 28" x 24" $56 $53

BEST 
SELLER!
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Need to chat about cabinets? 
Call our Tech Team at 

1-800-HOT-HOGS!
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•   Buy it once, use it forever with our lifetime 
warranty — if you’re not satisfi ed, we’ll 
replace the cabinet or offer you a full refund

•   Polyethylene liners for shelves and sill resist 
pesticides, acids and bases; ribbed 
design helps keep containers out of contact 
with accumulated liquids

•   Meets NFPA and OSHA specifi cations for 
the storage of fl ammables

•   Fully MIG-welded 14- and 18-gauge 
steel construction is built for a lifetime of 
continuous use

•   Models with self-closing doors feature 
gas springs for smooth, maintenance-free 
operation; fusible link melts at 165°F to 
close doors in event of a fi re

•   Plus all the features of our Flammable 
Safety Cabinets on page 366

Recessed door handle with keyed lock won’t 
snag on passing traffic.

Full-width shelf hangers are stronger than 
individual, spot-welded column hangers.

Fully enclosed bullet hinges won’t trap grime. 
More durable than piano hinges.

Three-point zinc latch ensures spark-free 
closing every time.

CAB788

Polyethylene liners resist pesticides, acids 
and bases; ribbed design elevates containers.

PIG® Pesticides Safety Cabinet
Item # Style Capacity (Gallons) Ext. Dimensions W x D x H Adjustable Shelves 1-2 3+

CAB789 Self-closing 60 34" x 34" x 65" 2 $1393 $1313

CAB788 Manual-closing 60 34" x 34" x 65" 2 $1261 $1188

CAB787 Self-closing 45 43" x 18" x 65" 2 $1149 $1082

CAB786 Manual-closing 45 43" x 18" x 65" 2 $1040 $980

CAB785 Self-closing 30 43" x 18" x 44" 1 $941 $886

CAB784 Manual-closing 30 43" x 18" x 44" 1 $830 $779

CAB783 Self-closing 18 23" x 18" x 44" 2 $850 $801

CAB782 Manual-closing 18 23" x 18" x 44" 2 $775 $725

CAB781 Self-closing 6 23" x 18" x 22" N/A $555 $524

CAB780 Manual-closing 6 23" x 18" x 22" N/A $485 $455
NOTE: CAB781 and CAB780 are not FM Approved.
NOTE: Cabinet dimensions shown above are nominal sizes, not exact measurements. See newpig.com for actual width, depth, and height. 

 Pesticides Cabinets — Safe, secure storage 
backed by our lifetime warranty.
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Safety Cabinets

•   One-piece molded body won’t leak or burst

•   Interior poly tray catches incidental drips

•   Blue cabinet is labeled “ACID” for easy identification

Polyethylene Acid Cabinet — Resists 
corrosives like sulfuric and 
hydrochloric acid.

Corrosives Cabinet — 
Store corrosives in this 
nonmetallic cabinet.
•   Laminated 3⁄4" particleboard provides 

excellent chemical resistance and strength

•   Stainless steel handles and hinges 
resist corrosion

•   Printed warnings in English, Spanish and 
French; firefighter-friendly Haz-Alert™ 
reflective labeling is highly visible

•   Heavy-gauge, enamel-finished welded 
steel bracket resists abuse

•   11⁄2" polypropylene web strap with 
adjustable spring steel buckle and adjuster 
resists over 850 lbs. of force

Justrite® Polyethylene Acid Cabinet
Item # 1-2 3+

CAB411 • Countertop • Holds 2-gal. • Manual-closing  
14.25"W x 16.25"D x 19.5"H $469 $443

•   18-gauge, double-
wall steel cabinet is 
finished with 
weather- and 
UV-resistant 
urethane to 
withstand exposure 
to the elements

•   Sloped roof with 
overhang helps 
prevent accumulation 
of rain, snow 
and debris

SECURALL®  Weatherproof Safety Cabinet
Item # 1-2 3+

CAB446  
Holds 90-gal.

Self-closing • 43"W x 31"D x 71"H $2049 $1936
Manual-close • 43"W x 31"D x 69"H $1867 $1754

CAB445  
Holds 60-gal.

Self-closing • 34"W x 31"D x 71"H $1741 $1640
Manual-close • 34"W x 31"D x 69"H $1550 $1449

CAB444  
Holds 45-gal.

Self-closing • 43"W x 18"D x 71"H  $1533 $1460
Manual-close • 43"W x 18"D x 69"H $1350 $1277

CAB411

Aerosol Can Cabinet — Fits 
right on your benchtop.
•   Roll-out shelves store 24 aerosol cans up 

to 10" tall using 12 precut openings in 
each removable shelf

•   Galvanized steel shelving features 
easy-glide plastic rollers and stops 
to prevent overextension

Your aerosol 
cans stay put 
and organized! CAB127

ADDITIONAL SIZES AVAILABLE
AT NEWPIG.COM

CAB446

Justrite® Aerosol Can 
Benchtop Safety Cabinet
Item # 1-2 3+

CAB425 • Holds 4-gal.  
Manual-closing • 21"W x 18"D x 27"H 
*N, O

$864 $804

*FM = Factory Mutual tested/approved; N = Designed for National Fire 
Protection Association (NFPA) code 30 regulation;  O = Complies with OSHA 
regulations; U =  Complies with Uniform Fire Code

Justrite® Non-Metallic 
Corrosives Storage Cabinet
Item # 1-2 3+

CAB127 • Holds 24-gal.  
Manual-closing • 36"W x 22"D x 36"H $1034 $965

GEN377 
for added 
security

GEN375

Steel Cylinder Bracket
Item # 1-3 4+

GEN376 • For 3" to 12.75" Dia. Gas, 
Oxygen, Propane or LP Cylinders
Holds 3 Cylinders

$75 $71

GEN375 • For 3" to 12.75" Dia. Gas, 
Oxygen, Propane or LP Cylinders 
Holds 1 Cylinder 

$27 $25

GEN377 • Safety Chain for Steel 
Cylinder Bracket $9.75 $8.70

Weatherproof Cabinet — Store it outdoors.

GEN376 
holds 3 

cylinders

Cylinder Bracket — Secure 
gas cylinders to a wall to 
prevent dangerous tipping.

BEST 
SELLER!
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Padlockable for 
added security 
(lock not 
included).
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•   13-gauge flattened mesh sides and 
12-gauge top protect cylinders 
from impact

•   Reinforced corner angles add strength

•   Safety yellow powder coating warns 
of flammable contents

•   Red-lettered safety signage 
increases visibility

•   Lockable doors with slide bolt hasp help 
prevent tampering and theft

•   Predrilled holes in footpads let you secure 
cabinet to floor (hardware not included)

•   Horizontal liquid propane cabinets 
(CAB356–CAB359) feature smooth tube 
rails to hold cylinders in horizontal position

•   Vertical liquid propane cabinets 
(CAB354, CAB355) feature 12-gauge 
solid steel floor to support cylinders in 
upright position

•   Compressed gas cabinets (CAB360, 
CAB361) feature open-bottom design and 
adjustable safety retention chains to help 
secure cylinders in upright position

•   Combo cabinet (CAB362) features tube 
rails on the left side to support liquid 
propane cylinders in horizontal position; 
right side has an open bottom and safety 
retention chains to help secure compressed 
gas cylinders in upright position

���Helps you comply with 29 CFR 1910.110 
and NFPA 58-5-2.1.1 for storage of 
liquefied petroleum gases

Steel Cylinder Cabinet — Store gas and propane cylinders in 
economical steel cabinets.

Aluminum Cylinder Cabinet — Lockable storage lifts cylinders off ground and won’t rust.

CAB252

CAB361

CAB354

CAB357CAB359

CAB360

CAB358

CAB356

CAB355
Steel Cylinder Storage Cabinet
Item # 1+

CAB359 • For Liquid Propane • Holds 16 Horizontal • Manual-close • 65"W x 38"D x 70"H $1210
CAB358 • For Liquid Propane • Holds 12 Horizontal • Manual-close • 49"W x 38"D x 70"H $895
CAB357 • For Liquid Propane • Holds 8 Horizontal • Manual-close • 33"W x 38"D x 70"H $780
CAB356 • For Liquid Propane • Holds 4 Horizontal • Manual-close • 33"W x 38"D x 39"H $535
CAB355 • For Liquid Propane • Holds 4 Vertical • Manual-close • 33"W x 34"D x 40"H $491
CAB354 • For Liquid Propane • Holds 2 Vertical • Manual-close • 30"W x 18"D x 35"H $410
CAB362 • For Compressed Gas • Holds 8 Horizontal & 5-10 Vertical • Manual-close • 62"W x 38"D x 70"H $1175
CAB361 • For Compressed Gas • Holds 10-20 Vertical • Manual-close • 60"W x 38"D x 70"H $1060
CAB360 • For Compressed Gas • Holds 5-10 Vertical • Manual-close • 33"W x 38"D x 70"H $695

CAB362

BEST 
SELLER!

•   12-gauge aluminum construction prevents rusting and corrosion

•   Frame flooring keeps cylinders off the ground

•   Predrilled holes in legs let you anchor cabinet to floor; lockable 
doors for even greater security

•   Highly visible warning label warns of flammable contents

���Helps you comply with 29 CFR 1910.110 and NFPA 58-5-2.1.1

Aluminum Cylinder Storage Cabinet
Item # 1+

CAB248 • For Liquid Propane • Holds 8 Horizontal • Manual-close  
30"W x 32"D x 65"H $929

CAB247 • For Liquid Propane • Holds 4 Horizontal • Manual-close  
30"W x 32"D x 33"H $575

CAB252 • For Compressed Gas • Holds 10-20 Vertical • Manual-close  
60"W x 32"D x 65"H $1320

CAB251 • For Compressed Gas • Holds 5-10 Vertical • Manual-close  
30"W x 32"D x 65"H $928

BEST 
SELLER!

FOR COMPRESSED GAS CYLINDER SAFETY TRAINING, SEE PAGE 253.

CAB247
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•   Protect against fires caused by sparks and spontaneous 
combustion of solvent-soaked cloths, wipers and flammable waste

•  Foot lever opens lid to 60 degrees for hands-free access

•   Durable, galvanized steel construction with powder-coated finish

•   Elevated base features air ports for increased circulation and 
dispersal of heat buildup

•   Uses standard-sized waste collection bags for easier disposal

•   FM Approved and UL Listed

•   “Empty Every Night” warning label printed in English, Spanish 
and French

•    SoundGard Cans (CAN512 and CAN513) feature a muffling pad to 
reduce noise when lid closes

•    Counter-top model (CAN160) fits perfectly on your counter 

Steel Oily Waste Can — Prevent fires started by oily rags with 
an FM Approved, UL Listed can.

•   Can melts inward during a fire to seal out oxygen and keep 
contents from reaching flashpoint

•   Self-closing lid helps prevent fires caused by sparks or 
spontaneous combustion

•   100% polyethylene resists rust, dents and chemicals

•   Convenient foot lever provides hands-free access

•   Hi-viz label reminds you to “Empty Every Night”

Poly Waste Can — FM Approved poly can delivers the fire-safe qualities of steel.

CAN139

CAN160

CAN527

CAN526

CAN525

CAN512

Steel Oily Waste Can
Item # 1-4 5+

CAN141 • Red • 21 gal. • *FM, UL $145 $132
CAN503 • Yellow • 21 gal. • *FM, UL $145 $132
CAN140 • Red • 14 gal. • *FM, UL $98.25 $90.45

CAN502 • Yellow • 14 gal. • *FM, UL $98.25 $90.45

CAN139 • Red • 10 gal. • *FM, UL $84.30 $76.55

CAN501 • Yellow • 10 gal. • *FM, UL $84.30 $76.55

CAN138 • Red • 6 gal. • *FM, UL $75.95 $71.55

CAN500 • Yellow • 6 gal. • *FM, UL $75.95 $71.55

*FM = Factory Mutual tested/approved; UL = Underwriters Laboratories listed

SoundGard™ Steel Oily Waste Can
Item # 1-4 5+

CAN513 • 10 gal. • *FM, UL $104 $96
CAN512 • 6 gal. • *FM, UL $93 $88.60

*FM = Factory Mutual tested/approved; UL = Underwriters Laboratories listed

Counter-Top Oily Waste Can
Item # 1-4 5+

CAN160 • 2 gal. • *FM, UL $63.15 $57.80

*FM = Factory Mutual tested/approved

Poly Oily Waste Can
(Specify Color:   Red    Yellow)

Item # 1-4 5+

CAN527 • 14 gal. $83 $76
CAN526 • 10 gal. $76 $71
CAN525 • 6 gal. $65 $61

LET WORKERS KNOW THAT FLAMMABLES ARE 
NEARBY — POST A SIGN FROM PAGE 256.

BEST 
SELLER!
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*FM = Factory Mutual tested/approved; UL = Underwriters Laboratories listed

Dip/Wash Tank — Durable tank can stay 
wide open for parts washing and soaking.
•   Fusible link melts at 165°F; lid snaps shut in the event of a fire

•   100% leak-tested and fully FM Compliant construction

•   Durable galvanized steel construction with powder-coated finish 
helps prevent corrosion

•    Dip tanks (CAN132–CAN134) 
are ideal for use with larger parts

•   Wash tanks with basket 
(CAN135–CAN137) include 
a stainless steel small parts 
basket for easy submersion 
of parts; after cleaning, 
the basket can be 
positioned at the 
top of tank 
for draining

Steel Dip Tank
Item # 1-4 5+

CAN134 • 5 gal. • *FM, UL $104.20 $97.70

CAN133 • 3.5 gal. • *FM, UL $100.40 $95
CAN132 • 1 gal. • *FM, UL $78.15 $70.95

*FM = Factory Mutual tested/approved; UL = Underwriters Laboratories listed

Steel Wash Tank with Basket
Item # 1-4 5+

CAN137 • 6 gal. • *FM, UL $155 $143
CAN136 • 3.5 gal. • *FM, UL $152 $140
CAN135 • 1 gal. • *FM, UL $118 $114

CAN1 37
CAN1 34

374 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.
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Drain Can — Funnel-top can takes the 
mess out of collecting flammable liquids.

•   Removable wide-mouth 
funnel top is ideal for 
collecting flammable liquids

•   100% leak-tested and fully 
FM Compliant construction

•   Durable galvanized steel 
construction with 
powder-coated finish 
helps prevent corrosion

•   Bucket-style handle 
moves easily from 
workstation to workstation

•   Mesh flame arrestor 
stops flashback ignition but 
still provides fast liquid flow

•  Optional can cover 
(CAN167) keeps debris out 
of can when not in use

CAN165

Steel Drain Can
Item # 1-4 5+

CAN166 • 5 gal. • *FM $97.75 $94.60

CAN165 • 3 gal. • *FM $90.45 $86.35

CAN167 • Cover for Steel Drain Can $29.75 $28.70

*FM = Factory Mutual tested/approved

Poly Safety Can — A storage container that won’t rust or 
dent for your corrosive, volatile liquids.

CAN125

CAN121

•   100% leak-tested and fully 
FM Compliant construction

•   High-density poly resists dents, 
punctures and chemicals

•   Stainless steel fittings are ideal for 
corrosive chemicals

•   Current-carrying carbon insert prevents 
arc flash and provides proper bonding

•   Spring-loaded, self-closing lid is airtight 
to help control vapors and prevent 
accidental spills

•   Positive pressure relief cap automatically 
vents to guard against rupture 
and explosion

•   Double stainless steel mesh flame 
arrestor stops flashback ignition 
but still provides fast liquid flow

•   Rounded handle swings while you 
carry heavy loads

•  Optional funnel hose (CAN126) allows 
precise pouring and includes a clip-on 
bonding wire for added protection

CAN126
Funnel 
hose

Poly Safety Can
Item # 1-4 5+

CAN125 • 5 gal. • *FM, UL $117 $110
CAN121 • 1 gal. • *FM $70 $65
CAN126 • Bolt-On Funnel Hose for 
Poly Safety Can $28.80 $26.75

*FM = Factory Mutual tested/approved; UL = Underwriters Laboratories 

Transfer Can — Mix 
flammables or move them 
in this groundable can.
•   100% leak-tested and fully 

FM Compliant construction

•   Galvanized steel with powder-coated 
finish helps prevent corrosion

•   Fill spout closes automatically

•   Also features internal flame arrestor, 
bonding tab and a gasket-lined cover 

Portable Transfer Can
Item # 1-4 5+

CAN159 • 5 gal. • *FM $147 $136
*FM = Factory Mutual tested/approved
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Liquid Disposal Can —
Collect your flammable 
liquids mess-free.
•  High-density poly resists dents, 

punctures and chemicals

•  Large opening for filling and pouring

•  Stainless steel fittings are ideal for 
corrosive chemicals

•   100% leak-tested and fully FM Compliant construction

•   Durable, powder-coated steel resists fuels, solvents and 
lubricating fluids

•   Spring-loaded, self-closing lid is airtight to help control vapors 
and prevent spills; stainless steel flame arrestor and 31⁄2"-long 
mesh screen stops flashback ignition

•   Positive pressure relief cap automatically vents; guards 
against rupture and explosion 

•  Cans feature vented 
AccuFlow manifold 
and Safe-Squeeze 
trigger handle for 
excellent pour control 
and smooth liquid flow

Type II Safety Cans — Don’t take shortcuts with flammables. 
These cans are built for the job.

CAN524

CAN522
CAN524

CAN119

CAN460
CAN462 CAN461

•   Dispensing faucet is built into can bottom 
to reduce the risk of spills and drops

•   Durable, powder-coated steel resists 
fuels, solvents and lubricating fluids; also 
available in high-density poly (CAN462) 
to resist dents, punctures and chemicals

•   Choose brass control-flow faucet for 
precision dispensing or a high-flow, heavy-
duty faucet for faster dispensing

1-GALLON CANS AVAILABLE AT NEWPIG.COM

Safety Shelf Can — Dispense flammables right from the 
shelf without even lifting the can.

Liquid Disposal Can
Item # 1-4 5+

CAN119 • 5 gal. • *FM $144 $137
CAN117 • 2 gal. • *FM $145 $138

*FM = Factory Mutual tested/approved

Type II AccuFlow™ Safety Can
(Specify Color:   Red    Yellow • Add $3 for Yellow)

Item # 1-4 5+

CAN524 • 5 gal. • 1" Hose Diameter • *FM, UL, ULC, TUV $100.65 $93.10

CAN523 • 5 gal. • .625" Hose Diameter • *FM, UL, ULC, TUV $101.75 $94.15

CAN522 • 2.5 gal. • 1" Hose Diameter • *FM, UL, ULC, TUV $100.85 $93.35

CAN521 • 2.5 gal. • .625" Hose Diameter • *FM, UL, ULC, TUV $100.85 $93.35

*FM = Factory Mutual tested/approved; UL = Underwriters Laboratories listed; 
ULC = Meets National Fire Code of Canada; TUV =  TUV Certified

BEST 
SELLER!

Safety Shelf Can
Item # 1-4 5+

CAN460 • Steel • Control Flow Faucet  
5 gal. • *FM $161 $152

CAN461 • Steel • Heavy-Duty Faucet  
5 gal. • *FM $161 $152

CAN462 • Poly • Control Flow Faucet 
5 gal. • *FM $173 $164

CAN528 • Steel • Control Flow Faucet  
2.5 gal. • *FM $122 $116

CAN529 • Steel • Heavy-Duty Faucet  
2.5 gal. • *FM $127 $121

*FM = Factory Mutual tested/approved



Secondary
containment

comes
first!

SPILL  CONTAINMENT
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Control and contain any liquid — PIG products are 
tested and proven to handle the toughest conditions.

PIG Spill 
Containment Decks 
Tested and proven to be the 
strongest drip decks on the 

market. PIG won’t bow or buckle.

PIG Roll Tops & 
Covered Spill Pallets 

Our best-selling covered 
pallets provide easy access 
and weathertight security.

PIG IBC  
Containment Units

Keep your totes safe and 
compliant on the strongest, most 

durable IBC pallets available.

PIG Spill Trays 
A wide range of containment 
trays to hold oily parts and 

leaky containers. 

PIG Tank 
Containment

Provide liquid containment 
for oil tanks of up to 

1,000-gallon capacity.

PIG Containment & 
Transformer Bags 

Rugged, high-capacity bags are 
built to handle your heaviest loads 
of debris, transformers and more.

PIG Collapsible 
Spill Containment 
Patent-pending designs offer 

drive-in containment with 
capacities up to 17,000 gallons.

PIG Spill 
Containment Pallets  
Heavy drums are no problem for 

the strongest pallets you can buy. 
Guaranteed.

See pages 380–385

See page 403

See pages 386–391

See pages 404–411

See pages 392–396

See pages 411–415

See pages 397–402

See pages 416–417
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Containment products are your last line of defense 
against nasty liquids — so failure is not an option. 
That’s why we tend to go a little overboard with our 
product testing. 

Extreme measures
We built the hulking machine shown on this page to 
push the limits of our decks and pallets. It can easily 
simulate your real-world applications, but that’s just 
the beginning. We crank up the pressure — and keep 
it there for months — to ensure performance when it 
counts. So whatever you do to your PIG Pallets, we’ve 
torture-tested ours even worse.

It pays to be PIG Tough.
Don’t waste your money on products that can’t take 
the pressure. PIG Decks and Pallets are designed, 
tested and guaranteed not to fail.

YOU CAN’T BUY A 
STRONGER PALLET 
OR DECK.

Our compression tester simulates long-term, full-capacity drum storage. 
PIG Decks and Pallets pass the test with flying colors!

Anything less than level is an accident waiting to happen. Why risk it? 
Play it safe with PIG!

PASS! PIG grates can take the pressure.

FAIL! Other brands bend and bow.

30,000 reasons why PIG won’t fail. 
Our in-house compression tester can deliver loads 
equivalent to 30,000 lbs. of drum weight. Way more 
than you’ll ever see in the real world.

No Guff Guarantee • Every product. Every penny. Every time.

Designed 
& Tested 

PIG 
TOUGH
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Here are 11 things you may not 
know about spill containment: 
newpig.com/11truths

EXPERT ADVICE
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PIG Poly Spill 
Containment Pallet
This standard pallet is perfect for 
everyday drum storage. Tough, 
strong and affordable.

See pages 380–381

PIG Heavy Duty 
Poly Spill 
Containment Pallet
The strongest pallets you can buy 
won’t buckle or bow. Guaranteed.

See pages 382–383

PIG Steel Spill 
Containment Pallet
Fully welded, 12-gauge steel 
pallets that can be bonded and 
grounded are designed for 
storing flammables.

See page 385

PIG Poly Drip Deck
Smaller sumps than pallets, but 
incredibly strong, durable and 
low profi le.

See page 387

PIG Poly Modular 
Spill Deck
Create a custom drum storage 
area that shares sump capacity.

See pages 388–389

PIG Bladder 
Containment Deck
Low-profi le deck has a hidden 
bladder that unfurls for 55 gallons 
of additional sump capacity.

See page 390

PAK565

Can pallets and decks help me comply?
Storing drums or leaky equipment on PIG Pallets and Decks is about 
more than just maintaining a professional appearance. The spill 
containment products in this section can play a big role in maintaining 
regulation compliance at your facility.

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 264.175 Secondary 
Containment Regs requiring full containment for hazardous waste 
to prevent releases into the environment 

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 122.26 Stormwater Regulations 
requiring facilities with an SWPPP to describe the plan and equipment 
available to prevent illegal discharge of pollutants into waterways

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 112.7 SPCC Regulations requiring 
facilities to have written plans and documentation of the products 
that are in place to prevent discharge of oil into waters

Create a compliant transfer station.
Once you’ve got containment underneath your drums, top off your 
transfer station with a PIG Burpless Steel Funnel (see pages 320–323) 
to help satisfy the EPA’s closed container regulations.

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 264.173 requiring containers of 
hazardous waste to be kept closed, except when waste is being 
added or removed

PAK523

PAK531

PAK672
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PAK210

WHEN COMPLIANCE IS A 
MUST, PUT YOUR TRUST 
IN NEW PIG.
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PAK239

BEST-SELLING
PALLETS & DECKS



•   6,000 lb. UDL capacity holds four fully loaded steel or poly drums

•   Low 10" height means easy loading and unloading 

•    Molded-in sump catches leaks, drips and spills to help you comply 
with regulations and keep your storage areas clean and safe

•    Low-density polyethylene (LDPE) construction resists UV rays, rust, 
corrosion and most chemicals

•    Textured grating adds traction and lifts out for easy sump access

•    Two-way forklift entry allows easy movement from either 
direction (unloaded only)

•  Compact footprint reduces floor space needed for drum storage

•   Optional drain plug; empty sump without removing drums or grate

•   Poly Loading Ramp (PAK734) is chemical-resistant and 
easy to position

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 112.7 SPCC Regulations

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 122.26 when used as a BMP in a 
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 264.174 for storage of haz waste

PAK210 holds up to four steel or 
poly drums for containment that 
helps you comply.

PIG Burpless Drum Funnel 
sold on page 321.

380 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.
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BEST 
SELLER!

 Poly Spill Pallet — The strongest standard 
pallet you can buy for everyday drum storage. 

PIG® Poly Spill Containment Pallet
(Specify: With drain or without drain • Add $15 to price shown for Pallet with drain)

Item # 1-2 3-6 7+

PAK210 • Holds (4) 55-gal. Steel or Poly Drums • 66 gal. sump 
capacity • 6,000 lb. load capacity • 51"W x 51"L x 10"H $345 $335 $325

PIG® Poly Loading Ramp
Item # 1+

PAK734 • Use with PAK210 • 700 lb. load capacity $238
Flammables Notice: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage 
and handling of flammable liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapors, static discharge and 
heat sources. For further assistance, please call Technical Services.

BEST 
SELLER!



REMOVEABLE GRATES FOR 
QUICK SUMP ACCESS!

Load drums onto PAK210 using a poly 
loading ramp (PAK734).

PAK734

High-strength, textured grates 
won’t bow, buckle or break. 

PAK210

10" height 
for easy 
access 

Two-way forklift entry 
(move unloaded only)

Optional 
drain plug

Nestable design lets you stack unused 
pallets and saves money on bulk shipping.

Engineered to handle poly drums too!
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Spill Pallets

Did your bargain-basement containment pallet come with a warning? Not 
all pallets are all created equal. First there’s a little bending, bowing or 
warping. Then drums are leaning, tipping and spilling. A cheap 
pallet might save you a few bucks up front, but you’ll always 
pay more in the end.

PIG Pallets are PIG TOUGH. Guaranteed.

HAPPEN TO YOU!
DON’T LET THIS �



Four-way forklift entry 
for easy movement — 
even when fully loaded!

Nonslip structural grates 
on the deck surface won’t 
bow, buckle or break. 

PAK672

RELAX.
WE GOT THIS.

•  The strongest, most durable containment pallets you can buy; won’t 
buckle or bow. Guaranteed.

•  Innovative design transfers weight to load-bearing channels 
to maximize capacity

•  Molded-in sump catches leaks, drips and spills to help you 
comply with regulations and keep your storage areas clean and safe

•  Low height means loading and unloading require less effort 
and drum tops are within easier reach

•  Low-density polyethylene (LDPE) construction resists UV rays, rust, 
corrosion and most chemicals

•  Textured grating adds traction and lifts out for easy sump access; 
optional drain plug lets you empty sump without removing 
drums or grating

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 264.175 for storage of haz waste

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 122.26 when used as a BMP in a 
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 112.7 SPCC Regulations

PIG Heavy-Duty Grates — Up to 2X thicker and 4X stronger than the competition.

Only 83⁄4" 
high! 

Other grates bow and sag under poly drums, and over time, the 
weight will cause the pallet to fail.

THEIRS

The grates in our Heavy-Duty Pallets are tested and proven to support 
the weight of fully loaded poly drums — long term — without failing.

OURS

382 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.
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 Heavy-Duty Spill Pallet — The strongest pallet 
on the market won’t bow or buckle. Guaranteed. 

TOP 10
BEST 

SELLER!

Optional 
drain plug



PAK603

Optional ramp makes 
loading and unloading 
drums easier.

Engineered to be moved fully loaded. 
Straps not included.

PAK604

PAK987
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Spill Pallets

“ I noticed my guys continually sliding on our 
poly loading ramp. I looked to PIG and 
found the solution with this nonslip poly 
grate. It was a bit more costly, but if it 
avoids one accident, it’s a worthwhile 
investment. The guys have been thanking 
me since we put it in place.“

  — Mike E.  PAK603 Customer

“ I looked 
to PIG and 
found the 
solution...”

FOR OUTDOOR DRUM STORAGE, 
SEE OUR ROLL TOPS ON PAGES 398–399.

PIG® Heavy-Duty Poly Spill Containment Pallet
(Specify: With drain or without drain; Add $15 to price shown for Pallet with drain)

Item # 1-2 3-6 7+

PAK672 • Holds (4) 55-gal. Steel or Poly Drums • 75 gal. sump 
capacity • 9,000 lb. load capacity • 62.5"W x 62.5"L x 8.75"H $493 $482 $470

PAK213 • Holds (3) 55-gal. Steel or Poly Drums • 66 gal. sump 
capacity • 4,500 lb. load capacity • 34.5"W x 83"L x 8.75"H $399 $379 $359

PAK604 • Holds (2) 55-gal. Steel or Poly Drums • 66 gal. sump 
capacity • 4,500 lb. load capacity • 40"W x 66"L x 8.75"H $279 $269 $259

PAK987 • Holds (1) 55-gal. Steel or Poly Drum • 61 gal. sump 
capacity • 800 lb. load capacity • 40"W x 40"L x 12.5"H $221 $211 $199

PIG® Steel Loading Ramp With Non-Slip Poly Grate
Item # 1+

PAK603 • Use with PAK672, PAK213 and PAK604  
1,000 lb. load capacity $496

PIG® Poly Loading Ramp
Item # 1+

PAK734 • Use with PAK672, PAK213 and PAK604  
700 lb. load capacity $238

PIG® Poly Loading Ramp
Item # 1+

PAK989 • Use with PAK987 • 700 lb. load capacity $330
Flammables Notice: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage 
and handling of flammable liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapors, static discharge and 
heat sources. For further assistance, please call Technical Services.

BEST 
SELLER!



•    Low-density, 100% polyethylene (LDPE) construction resists 
UV rays, rust, corrosion and most chemicals; is up to 
97% recycled 

•    Textured grating adds traction and lifts out for easy 
sump access

•    Four-way (PAK606) or two-way (PAK605) forklift entries 
allow access for easy movement (unloaded only)

•   We test all PIG Containment Pallet designs at max load for months 
to ensure they can handle full capacity at your facility

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 264.175 for storage of haz waste 

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 122.26 when used as a BMP in a 
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan 

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 112.7 SPCC Regulations

PAK605
2-drum (steel drums only) 
165⁄16" loading height

You don’t need a forklift 
to load drums onto 
decks. A simple hand 
truck will do the job 
when you add our 
Poly Loading Ramp.

384 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.
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 Economy Spill Pallet — Our most economical 
pallets are made of up to 97% recycled content!

DRM167
5 gal.

“ Our greenhouse has two fertilizer supply 
tanks that needed oil containment. The 
Economy Spill Containment Pallet was a 
perfect fit for our operation. It is narrow 
enough to be out of the way but still 
holds 110% of the fertilizer volume.“

  — Tom K.  PAK605 Customer

“ …a perfect 
fit for our 
operation.”

PIG® Economy Poly Spill Containment Pallet
(Specify: With drain or without drain • Add $15 to price shown for Pallet with drain)

Item # 1-2 3-6 7+

PAK606 • Holds (4) 55-gal. Steel Drums • 66 gal. sump capacity  
5,000 lb. load capacity • 53"W x 53"L x 12"H $299 $291 $281

PAK605 • Holds (2) 55-gal. Steel Drums • 66 gal. sump capacity  
1,500 lb. load capacity • 28.75"W x 53"L x 16.31"H $219 $195 $190

PIG® Poly Loading Ramp
Item # 1+

PAK989 • Use with PAK606 • 700 lb. load capacity $330
Flammables Notice: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage and 
handling of flammable liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapors, static discharge and heat 
sources. For further assistance, please call Technical Services.
Poly Drum Notice: Not recommended for long term storage of poly drums. 

MOBILE CONTAINMENT SOLUTIONS 
CAN BE FOUND ON PAGES 342–343.

PAK606
4-drum (steel drums only)
12" loading height

BEST 
SELLER!

PAK989



PAN404

•    Durable, 12-gauge steel can be bonded and grounded to control 
static electricity and prevent sparking while transferring or storing 
flammable liquids

•     Fully welded sump meets UFC requirements; catches leaks and 
spills to help you comply with regs and keep floors slip-free

•   Powder coating guards against rust and corrosion

•    Drain plug lets you empty sump without removing drums;
lift-out grating for easy access

•    Four-way forklift entry allows easy movement from any direction 
(unloaded only)

�  Helps you comply with regulations listed on opposite page

PAK241

PAK239
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Spill Pallets

 Steel Pallet — Fully welded, 12-gauge steel pallet 
is designed for safe storage of flammables.

PIG® Steel Spill Containment Pallet
Item # 1-4 5+

PAK241 • Holds (4) 55-gal. Steel or Poly Drums • 66 gal. sump capacity
5,000 lb. load capacity • 55.25"W x 55.25"L x 8.75"H $794 $731

PAK239 • Holds (2) 55-gal. Steel or Poly Drums • 66 gal. sump capacity 
2,500 lb. load capacity • 35"W x 53.75"L x 12.375"H $590 $545

PAK238 • Holds (1) 55-gal. Steel or Poly Drum • 66 gal. sump capacity 
1,500 lb. load capacity • 32.625"W x 37.5"L x 17.5"H $452 $417

PIG® Steel Loading Ramp With Non-Slip Poly Grate
Item # 1+

PAK603 • Use with PAK241 • 1,000 lb. load capacity $496

BEST 
SELLER!

PAK603
Optional ramp makes loading 
and unloading drums easier.

PAK238

PIG Decks and Pallets are great for 
handling your big leakers and drippers. 
What about small leaky containers? PIG 
Utility Pans are perfect for them (at left, 
page 411). Need absorbency also? 
PIG Pillow-In-A-Pan (at right, page 39) 
can stop little piddles from becoming 
bigger puddles.

WE SWEAT THE 
SMALL STUFF, TOO.

PAN201

BE SAFE! BUY GROUNDING WIRES ON PAGE 330.



•   Fork pockets are spaced to fit most pallet jacks; deck can be 
moved fully loaded with properly secured drums

•   2,000 lb. UDL capacity is strong enough to support two fully 
loaded steel or poly drums; PIG Decks won’t buckle or bow

•   Low-profile 6.5"H design is easy to load or unload; pumps and 
funnels are easy to access

•   22-gallon molded-in sump catches leaks, drips and spills 
during drum transfers

•   Low-density polyethylene (LDPE) construction resists UV rays, rust, 
corrosion and most chemicals

•   Textured grating adds traction 
and lifts out for easy sump access

•   Durable, heavy-duty steel ramp 
(PAK225) has edge guards that 
guide drum trucks and help keep 
them from rolling off the sides

PAK1020

PAK1020

NOTE: Straps not included.
Fork channels are sized and 
spaced so you can roll right in.

Flammables Notice: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage 
and handling of flammable liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapors, static discharge and 
heat sources. For further assistance, please call Technical Services.
NOTE: Loaded drums should be properly secured before moving.

PAK225

386 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.
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 Poly Deck with Pallet Jack Pockets — Transfer drums on 
this drip-catching deck. No forklift required!

PIG® Poly Deck with Pallet Jack Pockets
Item # 1-2 3+

PAK1020 • Holds (2) 55-gal. Steel or Poly Drums • 22 gal. sump capacity 
2,000 lb. load capacity • 26"W x 52"L x 6.5"H $230 $220

PIG® Spill Containment Deck Ramp
Item # 1+

PAK225 • Use with PAK1020 • 1,500 lb. load capacity $272

GOT EPA 
OR DOT 
QUESTIONS?
GET FREE
ADVICE!

 “ What UN rating should 
I use to ship benzene?”

We’ve teamed up with The Aarcher Institute of 
Environmental Training — experts, instructors and 
consultants in environmental regs — for answers to 
questions about complicated EPA issues.

We also work with the experts at Daniels Training 
Services for the most current info on complex DOT 
classifi cations, packaging requirements and waste 
management regs.

To reach either Aarcher or Daniels, call 1-800-HOT-HOGS 
(4647) or email reghelp@newpig.com. You’ll get 
on-the-spot answers from the PIG Tech Team or we’ll 
connect you with our partners — ASAP! 

 reghelp@newpig.com  •  1-800-HOT-HOGS
FREE and CONFIDENTIAL



Ramp (PAK726) 

•    Molded-in sump catches leaks, drips, spills; keep areas clean, safe

•     Low-profile 53⁄4"H design is easy to load or unload; pumps and 
funnels are easy to access

•    Low-density polyethylene (LDPE) construction resists UV rays, rust, 
corrosion and most chemicals

•    Textured grating adds traction and lifts out for easy sump access

•    6- and 8-drum decks feature a wide, one-piece design; 
eliminates the expense and labor of connecting multiple decks

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 264.175 for storage of haz waste 
(depending on size of containers stored) 

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 122.26 when used as a BMP in a 
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan 

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 112.7 SPCC Regulations

PAK956

PAK566
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Spill Decks

 Poly Drip Deck — Low-profile deck is easy to load 
and unload. Guaranteed for life.

BEST 
SELLER!

PIG® Poly Drip Deck
Item # 1-2 3+

PAK956 • Holds (8) 55-gal. Steel or Poly Drums • 75 gal. sump capacity 
12,000 lb. load capacity • 50.25"W x 98.25"L x 5.25"H $580 $539

PAK756 • Holds (6) 55-gal. Steel or Poly Drums • 66 gal. sump capacity 
6,000 lb. load capacity • 50.06"W x 74.25"L x 5.19"H $435 $405

PAK566 • Holds (4) 55-gal. Steel or Poly Drums • 44 gal. sump capacity  
6,000 lb. load capacity • 52"W x 52"L x 5.75"H $299 $289

PAK565 • Holds (2) 55-gal. Steel or Poly Drums • 22 gal. sump capacity  
3,000 lb. load capacity • 26"W x 52"L x 5.75"H $199 $189

PAK527 • Holds (1) 55-gal. Steel or Poly Drum • 11 gal. sump capacity  
1,500 lb. load capacity • 26"W x 26"L x 5.75"H $129 $119

PIG® Poly Loading Ramp
Item # 1+

PAK726 • Use with all Decks sold above • 600 lb. load capacity $169
Flammables Notice: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage and 
handling of flammable liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapors, static discharge and heat 
sources. For further assistance, please call Technical Services.

DRM167
5 gal.

“ Delivered just when I needed it. The low 
height makes it easy to get product on 
and off yet maintain compliance with 
spill prevention requirements.“

  — Joseph M.  PAK566 Customer

“ …great 
product, 
great price...”

BEST 
SELLER!

PAK565

SPCC TRAINING COURSES CAN BE FOUND ON PAGE 252.
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•  Patented flow-through sump design lets liquid pass from one 
sump to another; helps you meet containment regs

•  Modular design features bulkhead fittings and predrilled ports to 
connect to other decks; ready to use as soon as they arrive

•  Mix and match the sections you need to fit your space and help 
meet sump capacity requirements

•  Special tools and hardware to connect sections included 

•  Low-density polyethylene (LDPE) construction resists UV rays, rust, 
corrosion and most chemicals

•  Textured grating adds traction and lifts out for easy sump access

•  Translucent white sidewalls allow easy visual inspection

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 264.175 for containment of 
haz waste (depending on size of containers stored and number 
of deck sections)

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 112.7 SPCC Regulations where 
absorbents, barriers and containment devices can be used to control 
or prevent oil discharges

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 122.26 when used as a BMP in a 
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan

NOTE: PIG Heavy Duty Poly Modular Deck and PIG Poly Modular Deck 
components cannot be joined together due to their different heights.

      Poly Modular Spill Deck — Build up to your required 
sump capacity with our connectable, sump-sharing decks.

Our patented bulkhead fittings let liquids from leaking drums flow 
from one connected deck to another.

PAK529 
2-drum

Drum tops and 
funnels are easy 
to reach!

Nonslip grate provides 
secure foot traction.

PAK531 
4-drumPAK524 

1-drum

PAK726
Poly ramp 
sold on opposite page.

Predrilled ports

BEST 
SELLER!

Removing the predrilled ports lets you connect deck sections, 
creating a larger storage or work area and increasing sump capacity.

PAK465

PAK524
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Spill Decks

•   A poly ramp (PAK726, shown on page 388) is easy to handle 
and more economical

•   A steel ramp (PAK538) has a heavier weight capacity

PIG® Poly Loading Ramp
Item # 1+

PAK726 • Use with all Decks sold above • 600 lb. load capacity $169

PIG® Steel Loading Ramp
Item # 1+

PAK538 • Use with PAK466 and PAK465 • 1,000 lb. load capacity $306

Flammables Notice: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage 
and handling of flammable liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapors, static discharge and 
heat sources. For further assistance, please call Technical Services.

PIG® Poly Modular Spill Deck
Item # 1-2 3-6 7+

PAK531 • Holds (4) 55-gal. Steel or Poly Drums • 44 gal. sump 
capacity • 6,000 lb. load capacity • 52"W x 52"L x 5.75"H $375 $365 $355

PAK529 • Holds (2) 55-gal. Steel or Poly Drums • 22 gal. sump 
capacity • 3,000 lb. load capacity • 26"W x 52"L x 5.75"H $253 $243 $233

PAK524 • Holds (1) 55-gal. Steel or Poly Drum • 11 gal. sump 
capacity • 1,500 lb. load capacity • 26"W x 26"L x 5.75"H $155 $150 $145

Patent 5,562,047; and other foreign patents

BEST 
SELLER!

Flammables Notice: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage 
and handling of flammable liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapors, static discharge and 
heat sources. For further assistance, please call Technical Services.

PIG® Heavy-Duty Poly Modular Spill Deck
Item # 1-2 3-6 7+

PAK466 • Holds (4) 55-gal. Steel or Poly Drums • 35 gal. sump 
capacity • 50,000 lb. load capacity • 54.5"W x 54.5"L x 4.25"H $462 $439 $417

PAK465 • Holds (2) 55-gal. Steel or Poly Drums • 18 gal. sump 
capacity • 25,000 lb. load capacity • 27.25"W x 54.5"L x 4.25"H $307 $296 $286

Patent 5,562,047; and other foreign patents

BEST 
SELLER!

Choose our standard decks for drum 
storage and everyday applications.

Go with heavy-duty decks for extra-heavy 
loads — check out these UDLs!PAK531 

PAK466

Lift truck? No sweat. The 9-deck system shown 
here has a combined 300,000 lb. UDL capacity 
and 264-gallon sump.

 Phone: 1-800-HOT-HOGS (468-4647) • Fax: 1-800-621-PIGS (621-7447) • Web: newpig.com

Uniform Distribution Load (UDL) 
refers to the amount of weight a 
product can handle over its entire 
surface. For example, a unit with a 
50,000-pound UDL capacity will not 
be able to support the weight of a 
50,000-pound tank on four legs. The 
weight needs to be evenly distributed 
over the entire surface. For more 
information about load capacity and 
testing, see page 378.

DID YOU
KNOW?

Add a ramp to make drum loading and 
unloading easier. 

PAK538
Steel ramp
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•   Patented ”flow-through” sump design lets liquid pass freely from 
the sump to the bladder to help you comply with containment regs

•   Modular design with exclusive bulkhead fittings and predrilled ports 
to connect to other decks; low-profile (53⁄4"H) decks are ready 
to use 

•    Integrated bladder box provides 55 gallons of containment 
beyond deck

•     Predrilled, plugged ports allow you to connect to any PIG Poly 
Modular Spill Deck

•   Molded-in sump catches leaks and spills to help keep storage 
areas clean and safe

•   Low-density polyethylene (LDPE) construction resists UV rays, 
rust, corrosion and chemicals (call for compatibility)

•    Replacement Bladder (PAK525) recommended after bladder 
is used

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 264.175 for storage of haz waste 

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 122.26 when used as a BMP in a 
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan 

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 112.7 SPCC Regulations

PAK523 
Full bladder deployment requires clearance 
of 66"W x 58"D in front of deck.

PAK726

 Lightweight poly ramp has 
edge guards and a ribbed 
surface for traction; steel 
clamps secure the ramp to 
a pallet or deck.

PAK523

Deck captures small 
spills and leaks. Bladder 
stays rolled up behind 
trap door until sump is 
full and then deploys 
automatically.

Flammables Notice: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage 
and handling of flammable liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapors, static discharge and 
heat sources. For further assistance, please call Technical Services.

PIG® Bladder Spill Containment Deck
Item # 1-2 3-6 7+

PAK530 • Holds (4) 55-gal. Steel or Poly Drums • 99 gal. sump 
capacity • 6,000 lb. load capacity • 52"W x 56"L x 5.75"H $457 $446 $436

PAK528 • Holds (2) 55-gal. Steel or Poly Drums • 77 gal. sump 
capacity • 3,000 lb. load capacity • 26"W x 56"L x 5.75"H $341 $331 $321

PAK523 • Holds (1) 55-gal. Steel or Poly Drum • 66 gal. sump 
capacity • 1,500 lb. load capacity • 26"W x 30.38"L x 5.75"H $287 $275 $262

PAK525 • Replacement Bladder $90

PIG® Poly Loading Ramp
Item # 1+

PAK726 • Use with all Decks sold above • 600 lb. load capacity $169

 Bladder Deck — Roll out 55 gallons of additional 
sump capacity!

“The ramp is great! Very strong with 
super traction. Really makes moving 
big drums easy. It was delivered 
quickly as well. I will purchase more 
in the future.“

  — Chris G.  PAK726 Customer

“ …ramp is 
very strong 
with super 
traction.”

BEST 
SELLER!

RCRA TRAINING COURSES CAN BE FOUND ON PAGE 252.
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Spill Decks

 Steel Deck — Low-profile storage is ideal for 
flammables and has regulation sump capacity.
•   Economical alternative to steel pallets; 

avoid extra costs of pallet feet while still 
benefiting from full containment capacity

•   Full-height internal support channels 
add strength; flow-through vents allow 
liquid to spread across sump

•   Durable, powder-coated steel resists 
dents and provides years of service

•  Steel grating lifts out for access to sump

•   Can be grounded to avoid static 
sparking

•   Available with storage for up to six 
drums at an easily accessible 61⁄2" height 
(except for PAK220)

•   Closed sump catches leaks and spills to 
help keep floors safe

�  Helps you comply with regulations
listed on opposite page (except PAK223)

PAK223

PAK225

This durable ramp attaches to the PIG Steel 
Deck; edge guards guide drum trucks and 
keep them on the ramp.

•   Flow-through sump design lets liquid pass freely from one sump 
to another 

•   Exclusive bulkhead fittings and predrilled ports to connect to 
other decks for customized storage

•   Special wrench (included) makes it easy to connect multiple 
deck sections

•   11-gauge hot-rolled steel can be bonded and grounded for safer 
storage of flammable liquids

•   4" height is easy to load or unload; easy-access pumps and funnels 

�  Helps you comply with regulations listed on opposite page

Raised edges on grating 
provide nonslip footing.

Grounding post (not included) 
permits entire deck to be 
safely grounded.

PAK646
1-drum

PAK644
4-drum

PAK645
2-drum

Steel loading 
ramp (PAK538) 

PIG® Steel Modular Spill Deck
Item # 1-2 3-6 7+

PAK644 • Holds (4) 55-gal. Steel or Poly Drums • 35 gal. sump 
capacity • 32,000 lb. load capacity • 51.5"W x 51.5"L x 4"H $802 $753 $708

PAK645 • Holds (2) 55-gal. Steel or Poly Drums • 17.5 gal. sump 
capacity • 16,000 lb. load capacity • 25.75"W x 51.5"L x 4"H $530 $497 $467

PAK646 • Holds (1) 55-gal. Steel or Poly Drum • 8.75 gal. sump 
capacity • 8,000 lb. load capacity • 25.75"W x 25.75"L x 4"H $352 $331 $313

Patent 5,562,047; And Other Foreign Patents 

PIG® Steel Loading Ramp
Item # 1+

PAK538 • Use with all Decks sold above • 1,000 lb. load capacity $306

 Steel Modular Deck — Create custom drum storage 
that‘s groundable for flammables.

PIG® Steel Spill Containment Deck
Item # 1+

PAK222 • Holds (6) 55-gal. Steel or Poly Drums 
99 gal. sump capacity • 9,000 lb. load capacity 
51"W x 76.5"L x 6.5"H 

$1001

PAK221 • Holds (4) 55-gal. Steel or Poly Drums 
66 gal. sump capacity • 6,000 lb. load capacity 
51"W x 51"L x 6.5"H

$661

PAK220 • Holds (2) 55-gal. Steel or Poly Drums 
66 gal. sump capacity • 3,000 lb. load capacity 
26"W x 51"L x 12"H

$503

PAK223 • Holds (2) 55-gal. Steel or Poly Drums 
33 gal. sump capacity • 3,000 lb. load capacity 
26"W x 51"L x 6.5"H

$409

PAK225 • Use with PAK221, PAK222 and 
PAK223 • 1,500 lb. load capacity $272

BEST 
SELLER!



Optional bucket shelf
makes dispensing easy.

PAK736

Problem: Customers needed a compact, easy-to-use pallet for 
their IBCs with enough sump volume to meet regs.

Finding the solution: Our Poly IBC Spill Containment Pallet has 
an innovative support system that doesn’t cut into sump capacity 
but keeps the unit low and easy to use. We topped it with the 
heaviest grates in the industry for unbeatable strength and added 
17% more surface area to make it easier to position your totes. As 
a final touch, we gave it the only closed sump on the market to 
keep out debris and make liquid recovery easier. 

Problem solved: PIG Poly IBC Spill Containment Pallet

•   The best blend of strength and value without paying for more 
capacity than you need

•   Strong enough for long-term storage of IBCs, this innovative design 
transfers weight to load-bearing channels

•   Molded-in sump catches leaks, drips and spills to help you comply 
with regulations and keep storage areas clean

•   Low profile for easy access to and dispensing from IBC tanks; 
27" height for single unit, 22" height for twin 

•   Low-density polyethylene (LDPE) construction resists UV rays, 
rust, corrosion and most chemicals

•   Two-way forklift entry allows movement from either direction 
when not loaded

•   Textured grating holds a variety of IBC sizes; lifts out for easy 
access to sump

•   Pallet with attached bucket shelf (PAK736, PAK940) drains 
collected liquids into main sump for neater, easier dispensing (extra 
bucket shelf sold separately as PAK1011)

�  Helps you comply with regs listed on page 394

COMPLY 
AND KEEP 
IT CLEAN!
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 IBC Spill Pallet — Your heavy tote is no problem 
for our 8,000 lb. capacity pallet. 

NEW
BEST 

SELLER!

THIS SETUP DOESN’T 
MEET REGS.

Learn how to store IBCs and meet containment 
regs: newpig.com/ibcs-and-containment

EXPERT ADVICE

PIG PALLETS HAVE THE POWER!

392 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.



PAK749
Two-way forklift entry makes 
unit easy to move when empty.

Storing your tote outdoors? See our IBC 
Roll Top Hardcovers on page 402.

  Twin Poly IBC Spill Pallet (PAK749, PAK940) side-by-side design lets you store two IBC tanks 
on one unit (8,000 lb. UDL per side); avoids the higher cost of buying two single units.

Store drums of chemically compatible liquids 
beside your totes.

PAK940

PAK902

Flammables Notice: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage and handling of flammable liquids and the 
safety of this application, specifically flammable vapors, static discharge and heat sources. For further assistance, please call Technical Services.

Bucket Shelf for PIG® Poly IBC Spill Containment Pallet
Item # 1+

PAK1011 • 16"W x 13"H x 19"D $144

PIG® Poly IBC Spill Containment Pallet
(Specify: With drain or without drain; Add $15 to price shown for drain)

Item # 1+

PAK735 • Holds (1) 350-gal. IBC • 360 gal. sump capacity • 8,000 lb. load capacity • 63"W x 63"L x 27"H $1163
PAK736 • With Bucket Shelf • Holds (1) 350-gal. IBC • 360 gal. sump capacity • 8,000 lb. load capacity 
63"W x 63"L x 27"H $1243

PIG® Twin Poly IBC Spill Containment Pallet
(Specify: With drain or without drain; Add $15 to price shown for drain)

Item # 1+

PAK749 • Holds (2) 450-gal. IBCs • 535 gal. sump capacity • 16,000 lb. load capacity
61.625"W x 124.6"L x 22"H $1763

PAK940 • With 2 Bucket Shelves • Holds (2) 450-gal. IBCs • 535 gal. sump capacity • 16,000 lb. load capacity 
61.625"W x 124.6"L x 22"H $1910
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ent

BEST 
SELLER!

“ Just received our PIG Poly IBC Spill Containment Pallet and I’m really 
pleased with its appearance and quality. The drain will help in 
recovering spilled product, should the IBC get punctured. I’m looking 
forward to putting it into service.“

— Jeremy W.  PAK736 Customer

“ …really 
pleased 
with the 
quality.”
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•   4"-thick, two-section decking is supported by all-poly inner pedestals for 
superior load handling

•   Heavy-duty construction permits long-term stacked storage of two IBCs 
to save space

•   Low-density polyethylene (LDPE) construction resists 
UV rays, rust, corrosion and most chemicals

•    Textured grating holds a variety of IBC sizes; if tank 
has feet or pegs, be sure to use proper support pads 
or plates (PAK1008, sold separately at newpig.com)

•    Translucent white sidewalls allow easy 
visual inspection

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 264.175 
for storage of haz waste 

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 122.26 
when used as a BMP in a Stormwater 
Pollution Prevention Plan 

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 112.7 
SPCC Regulations

PAK467

Our containment unit test stand 
applies a downforce to simulate 
the stress of long-term tank 
storage. Our units pass with 
flying colors!

 Heavy-Duty IBC Unit — Stack two IBCs on 
our strongest unit. It holds up to 6 tons!

Flammables Notice: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage and handling of flammable liquids and the 
safety of this application, specifically flammable vapors, static discharge and heat sources. For further assistance, please call Technical Services.

PIG® Heavy-Duty Poly IBC Spill Containment Unit
Item # 1-2 3-6 7+

PAK1007 • With Drain • Holds (1) 385-gal. IBC, 2 Double-stacked • 400 gal. sump capacity
12,000 lb. load capacity • 58"W x 58"L x 33.5"H $1614 $1528 $1440

PAK467 • Without Drain • Holds (1) 385-gal. IBC, 2 Double-stacked • 400 gal. sump capacity
12,000 lb. load capacity • 58"W x 58"L x 33.5"H $1585 $1500 $1413

BEST 
SELLER!

THESE MATS
ARE MADE FOR
WALKIN’

MAT32100 
shown

Mats that slide can make you slip, so we created mats 
that grip. Adhesive-backed PIG Grippy Absorbent Mat 
stays put under foot so you 
can walk all over it.

Are you ready, boots?

Get Grippy
on pages 18–19.



•   Each heavy-duty pallet section supports 
9,000 lb. UDL and accommodates almost 
any size IBC unit

•   Pallet sections and tanks are 100% 
polyethylene to resist corrosion and most 
chemicals, including acids, solvents and oils

•   Each pallet section features four-way 
forklift pockets for easy moving 
and nonslip grates that lift out for easy 
sump access

•   Low profile for easy loading and access

•   Increase sump capacity by adding on an 
individual pallet section (PAK672) or 
expansion tank (PAK116)

•    Includes specially designed tool kit
for connecting components; kit also sold 
separately as PAK117

�  Helps you comply with regulations listed 
on opposite page

Two-IBC pallet (PAK119) 
Includes: 2 pallets, 2 expansion tanks 
Capacity: 280 gallons 
(Helps meet secondary containment 
requirements for two IBC units.)

Three-IBC pallet (PAK120) 
Includes: 3 pallets, 2 expansion tanks
Capacity: 355 gallons
(Helps meet secondary containment 
requirements for three IBC units.)

Four-IBC pallet (PAK121)
Includes: 4 pallets, 1 expansion tank
Capacity: 365 gallons
(Helps meet secondary containment 
requirements for four IBC units.)

Five-IBC pallet (PAK122)
Includes: 5 pallets
Capacity: 375 gallons
(Helps meet secondary containment 
requirements for five IBC units.)

CHOOSING THE RIGHT IBC 
PALLET SYSTEM IS EASY!

Three-IBC Pallet 
(PAK120) includes 
three pallet sections 
and two expansion 
tanks. IBCs not 
included.

Flow-through connections let system 
components share sump capacity to help you 
meet regulations.

Add individual components 
to increase sump capacity:

Each system includes the pallets, expansion 
tanks and bulkhead fittings to create your 
IBC storage area.

PAK119
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 Modular IBC Spill Pallet — Create a low-profile, 
expandable storage system. 

PIG® Modular IBC 
Spill Containment Pallet
Item # 1+

PAK122 • Holds (5) 350-gal. IBCs  
375 gal. sump capacity • 45,000 lb. load capacity 
62.5"W x 313"L x 8.75"H

$2553

PAK122 Contents • 5 Pallets • 1 Tool Kit • 4 Bulkhead Fittings

PAK121 • Holds (4) 350-gal. IBCs 
365 gal. sump capacity • 36,000 lb. load capacity 
62.5"W x 281"L x 12.5"H

$2354

PAK121 Contents • 4 Pallets • 1 Expansion Tank • 1 Tool Kit  
4 Bulkhead Fittings

PAK120 • Holds (3) 350-gal. IBCs 
355 gal. sump capacity • 27,000 lb. load capacity 
62.5"W x 250"L x 12.5"H

$2170

PAK120 Contents • 3 Pallets • 2 Expansion Tanks • 1 Tool Kit  
4 Bulkhead Fittings

PAK119 • Holds (2) 275-gal. IBCs
280 gal. sump capacity • 18,000 lb. load capacity 
62.5"W x 187"L x 12.5"H

$1668

PAK119 Contents • 2 Pallets • 2 Expansion Tanks • 1 Tool Kit  
4 Bulkhead Fittings

Patent 5,562,047 and other foreign patents

PIG® Heavy-Duty Poly Spill 
Containment Pallet & Accessories
Specify: With drain or without drain; Add $15 to price shown for Pallet 
with drain)

Item # 1-2 3-6 7+

PAK672 • Holds (4) 55-gal. 
Steel or Poly Drums     
75 gal. sump capacity  
9,000 lb. load capacity 
62.5"W x 62.5"L x 8.75"H 

$493 $482 $470

Item # 1+

PAK116 • Expansion Tank for PIG® Modular IBC 
Spill Containment Pallet $289

PAK117 • Tool Kit for PIG® Modular IBC Spill 
Containment Pallet $57.80

PAK117 Contents • 1 Hex Socket • 1 Lug Spanner Wrench • 1 Hole Saw 

PAK118 • Bulkhead Fittings for PIG® Modular 
IBC Spill Containment Pallet $33.65

Flammables Notice: If using this product with flammable liquids, please 
consider the regulations that apply to storage and handling of flammable 
liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapors, 
static discharge and heat sources. For further assistance, please call 
Technical Services.

BEST 
SELLER!



•   Powder-coated racking with shared sump saves valuable floor 
space while protecting against large-scale leaks and ruptures

•   385-gallon sump provides containment volume for four IBCs

•   Splash guards on back and sides help keep liquids inside 
the sump 

•   Pallet stops on each level prevent IBCs from being pushed or 
positioned too far back

•   Removable galvanized steel grating provides easy access to sump

�  Helps you comply with regulations listed above

IBC Rack with Spill Containment Sump
Item # 1+

PAK252 • 54"W x 126"L x 120"H • 10,000 lbs. Load Capacity UDL Per Shelf 
385 gal. sump capacity $4375

PAK967 Single
PAK993 Double

396 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.
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IBC Rack with Sump — Four IBCs fit on this easy-access steel sump.

PAK252

•    Durable, heavy-gauge steel construction provides years 
of service

•    Removable bucket shelf can be positioned inside or 
outside sump 

•    Ideal for storing oils, solvents and flammables; grounding 
bolt included

•   Steel grating lifts out for easy access

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 264.175 for storage of haz waste 

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 122.26 when used as a BMP in a 
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan

Steel IBC Units — You can ground these units for safer handling of 
flammable liquids. 

USE BONDING/GROUNDING WIRES FOR SAFER 
FLAMMABLES TRANSFER. SEE PAGE 330.

Steel IBC Spill Containment Unit
Item # 1+

PAK993 • Holds (2) 350-gal. IBCs • 400 gal. sump capacity  
10,000 lb. load capacity • 51"W x 99"L x 23"H $1742

PAK967 • Holds (2) 55-gal. Steel or Poly Drums & (1) 350-gal. IBC
400 gal. sump capacity • 10,000 lb. load capacity • 51"W x 76"L x 29"H $1473

BEST 
SELLER!

NOTE: Actual color of racking may vary from photo shown.
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PIG ROLL TOP 
HARDCOVERS

PAK901

PAK902

Why do I need a Roll Top?
Drums stored outdoors are an easy target for EPA inspectors. 
Without containment, your leaks and spills are direct contaminants to 
the environment. Even regular pallets don’t cut it — they just fi ll up 
with rainwater and spill out. But New Pig has you covered. PIG Roll 
Top Hardcovers stand up to even the toughest conditions, keeping 
liquids in and the elements out. 

•  Weathertight roll top slides up for easy access while the rest 
of the hardcover stays closed

•  Covered pallet has built-in sump to catch leaks, drips and 
spills; helps you meet drum containment regs

•  Heavy-duty construction allows entire unit to be moved with 
drums in place

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 264.175 for storage 
of haz waste 

�  Helps you comply with SPCC and Stormwater Regs

PAK601

DRM828

More inside clearance 
lets you store your drums 
with pumps and funnels.

Front swing-out doors 
make it quick and 
easy to access drums.

Ergonomically designed 
roll top stops at waist 
height for easy access.

Low 83⁄4" heavy-duty 
pallet catches leaks 
and drips.

Forklift pockets let you move 
roll top while it’s loaded.

PIG Single Drum 
Roll Top Hardcover 
Spill Pallet 
Holds one 55 gal. drum; 70 gal. 
sump; 800 lb. load capacity.

See pages 398–399

PIG 2-Drum Roll 
Top Hardcover 
Spill Pallet
Holds two 55 gal. drums; 66 gal. 
sump; 4,500 lb. load capacity.

See pages 398–399

PIG 4-Drum Roll 
Top Hardcover 
Spill Pallet
Holds four 55 gal. drums; 75 gal. 
sump; 9,000 lb. load capacity.

See pages 398–399

PIG IBC Roll Top 
Hardcover
Spill Pallet
Holds one 350 gal. IBC; 360 gal. 
sump; 8,000 lb. load capacity.

See page 402

BEST-SELLING
ROLL TOPS



Forklift collar on 
DRM828 lets you 
move fully 
loaded unit.

•    Roll top slides up for easy access to 
drum tops while the rest of the unit stays 
closed; store drums with pumps or funnels 
in place

•    Low-profile pallet with sump catches 
leaks, drips and spills while keeping drum 
tops and accessories within reach

•    Weather-resistant design prevents 
contaminants from entering stormwater

•    Heavy-duty construction allows unit to 
be lifted by a forklift with drums 
in place

•    Low-density polyethylene (LDPE) with 
UV inhibitors resists UV rays, rust, 
corrosion and most chemicals

•    Durable swing-out doors on front for 
easy loading and unloading (PAK601, 
PAK718, PAK901); swing-out doors on 
front and rear provide easy access from 
both sides (PAK901)

•    Doors and roll top can be secured with 
padlock (sold separately)

•    Single drum roll top features a 
two-piece design to provide protected 
storage and liquid containment

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 264.175 
for storage of haz waste 

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 112.7 
SPCC Regulations

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 112.26 
Stormwater Regulations

PAK601

DRUM STORAGE FOR
RAIN, SHINE, SLEET OR SNOW.

Hardcover and 
pallet (PAK901, 
PAK601, PAK718, 
PAK150) can be 
lifted by a forklift 
with drums in 
place. No need to 
unload them!

398 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.
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BEST 
SELLER!

 Roll Top Spill Pallets — Protect your drums 
from the elements using our roomy roll tops. 



PAK901

Setup is simple! Just load a 
drum on the pallet, drop 
sleeve over drum and attach 
roll top hardcover.

Removable top lets you 
insert and replace drums.

•   Steel ramp (PAK603) features a polyethylene grate surface; hinge 
assemblies let you store ramp upright inside a PIG Roll Top Hardcover

•   Poly ramp (PAK734) is easy to handle and has a ribbed surface 
for traction

NOTE: Ramp must be detached to close doors.

PAK603

PAK150

DRM828

OD
Green

PAK718 available in: Move unit 
manually 
with dolly 
(DLY301-01).
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Roll Top Hardcover Pallets and Ram
ps

Flammables Notice: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage 
and handling of flammable liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapors, static discharge and 
heat sources. For further assistance, please call Technical Services.

“ We‘ve used PIG Roll Tops in the past, 
and our new one is just as good. The 
fit and finish are great; no difficulty in 
getting doors to fit together. Perfect for 
outdoor spill containment and storage.“

  — Doug M.  PAK601 Customer

“ …perfect for 
outdoor 
containment
and storage.”

PIG® Steel Loading Ramp With Non-Slip Poly Grate
Item # 1+

PAK603 • Use with PAK901, PAK601 and PAK718 • 1,000 lb. load capacity $496

PIG® Poly Loading Ramp
Item # 1+

PAK734 • Use with PAK901, PAK601 and PAK718 • 700 lb. load capacity $238

 Loading Ramps — Add an optional 
steel or poly ramp and stop waiting for 
forklifts to load drums onto decks. 

PIG® Roll Top Hardcover Spill Pallet
(Specify: With drain or without drain Add $15 to price shown for Roll Top with drain)

Item # 1+

PAK901 • Holds (4) 55-gal. Drums • Black w/Gray • 75 gal. sump capacity 
9,000 lb. load capacity • 65"W x 79"H x 62"D $1579

PAK601 • Holds (2) 55-gal. Drums • Black w/Gray • 66 gal. sump capacity
4,500 lb. load capacity • 67.5"W x 74"H x 41.25"D $999

PAK718 • Holds (2) 55-gal. Drums • OD Green • 66 gal. sump capacity 
4,500 lb. load capacity • 67.5"W x 74"H x 41.25"D $1011

PAK150 • Holds (1) 55-gal. Drum • Black w/Gray • 61 gal. sump capacity  
800 lb. load capacity • 40"W x 80"H x 40"D $646

DRM828 • Holds (1) 55-gal. Drum • Black w/Gray • 70 gal. sump capacity  
800 lb. load capacity • 32"W x 64"H x 34.25"D $389

PIG® Adjustable Drum Dolly
Item # 1+

DLY301-01 • For DRM828 • 800 lb. load capacity $189

BEST 
SELLER!
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•   Provides 75 gallons of containment and protected storage for up 
to eight 55-gallon drums (two stacked pallets)

•   Low-density polyethylene (LDPE) construction with UV inhibitors 
resists UV rays, rust, corrosion and most chemicals

•   Molded door vents help reduce fumes and interior 
condensation

•   Removable grates provide easy access to the sump and forklift 
access from all sides makes the empty shed easy to move

•  Lockable to help keep contents secure (lock included)

•   Ramp (PAK755) designed for use with this shed sold separately

�  Helps you comply with regulations listed above

PIG® Poly Storage Shed
Item # 1+

PAK754 • Holds (8) 55-gal. Steel or Poly Drums • 75 gal. sump capacity
8,000 lb. load capacity • 62.5"W x 93"H x 90"D $3229

Flammables Notice: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage 
and handling of flammable liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapors, static discharge 
and heat sources. For further assistance, please call Technical Services.

Ramp for PIG® Poly Storage Shed
Item # 1+

PAK755 • 1,000 lb. load capacity $227

PAK754 
PAK755 

PAK608

•   Economical ”gull wing” hardcovers allow easy access while 
providing protected storage and liquid containment

•   Support hinges lock in place to keep cover up and out of the way 

•   Weather resistant; prevents 
contaminants from entering stormwater

•   Low-density polyethylene (LDPE) 
construction with UV inhibitors resists 
UV rays, rust, corrosion and 
most chemicals

•  Available with or without drain plug

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 264.175 
for storage of haz waste 

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 112.7 
SPCC Regulations

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 112.26 
Stormwater Regulations

 Pallet with Hinged Hardcover — Economical storage for up to four drums.

PIG® Poly Spill Pallet with Hinged Hardcover
(Specify: With drain or without drain • Add $15 to price shown for Pallet with drain)

Item # 1-2 3-6 7+

PAK608 • Holds (4) 55-gal. Drums • 66 gal. sump capacity  
3,000 lb. load capacity • 57.25"W x 60"H x 54"D $1096 $1082 $1067

PAK607 • Holds (2) 55-gal. Drums • 66 gal. sump capacity  
1,500 lb. load capacity • 57"W x 65.25"H x 29"D $769 $749 $729

Flammables Notice: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage 
and handling of flammable liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapors, static discharge and 
heat sources. For further assistance, please call Technical Services.

2-drum model (PAK607) 
is a great option for 
outdoor drum storage 
on a budget.

BEST 
SELLER!

GET EASY ACCESS AND PROTECTION 
WITH THIS HINGED HARDCOVER.

 Poly Storage Shed — Walk-in storage shed has the sump capacity and 
space for up to eight drums.
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Covered Pallets

NOTE: 4-drum tarp does not fit PAK672; 2-drum 
tarp does not fit PAK604.

•   Heavy-duty gas cylinder hinges on PAK198 and PAK199 make lid 
easy to lift and keep it open

•   Integrated sump contains leaks and spills

•   Durable steel construction with hard-shell finish stands up to 
heavy use and harsh weather; lockable for security; welds are 
100% inspected 

•   Station can be grounded using standard lug on exterior of unit 

•  XT stations (PAK245, PAK246) have additional 18" clearance so 
drums can be stored with pumps and funnels in place

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 264.175

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 122.26 when used as a BMP in a 
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan

PAK198
PAK199

Drum HazMat Containment Station — House up to four drums of flammables 
in an indoor/outdoor steel station.

PAK245

Drum HazMat Containment Station
Item # 1+

PAK199 • Holds (4) 55-gal. Drums • 66 gal. sump capacity  
2,400 lb. load capacity • 55.75"W x 59"H x 50.75"D $3440

PAK198 • Holds (2) 55-gal. Drums • 66 gal. sump capacity  
1,200 lb. load capacity • 55.75"W x 61.875"H x 34.75"D $2615

Drum HazMat Containment Station XT
Item # 1+

PAK246 • Holds (4) 55-gal. Drums • 66 gal. sump capacity  
2,400 lb. load capacity • 58"W x 72.437"H x 58"D $3782

PAK245 • Holds (2) 55-gal. Drums • 66 gal. sump capacity  
1,200 lb. load capacity • 58"W x 75.687"H x 33"D $3135

•  Prevents rainwater and snowmelt 
from overflowing your PIG IBC Spill 
Containment Unit; helps you comply with 
containment regs

•   Elasticized bottom creates a tight fit 
around IBC base to divert leaks into sump; 
made of 4-mil antistatic polyethylene

Containment unit (PAK735) 
sold on page 393.

PAK442

STR123

•   Prevents rainwater and snowmelt 
from overflowing spill pallet 
sump capacity

•   UV-resistant tarps are vinyl polyester 
with elasticized bottom and grommets; 
available in clear and yellow

•   Clear SDS/identification pocket 
on front

◆  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 264.175

 Pallet Tarp Cover — Protect your pallets outdoors. It‘s 
like a raincoat for your sump!

 IBC Outdoor Cover — 
Protect an IBC and its pallet 
from the elements.

PIG® IBC Outdoor Cover
Item # 1-5 6+

PAK753 • For IBCs & Totes $94 $90

PIG® Pallet Tarp
Item # 1-5 6+

PAK381 • 4-drum • Yellow • 20 mil 
57"W x 57"L x 40"H $163 $151

PAK442 • 4-drum • Clear• 12 mil 
57"W x 57"L x 40"H $163 $151

STR123 • 2-drum • Yellow • 12 mil 
31"W x 55"L x 40"H $155 $141

PAK443 • 2-drum • Clear • 12 mil 
31"W x 55"L x 40"H $142 $130

BEST 
SELLER!
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•  Provide protected storage and liquid 
containment for IBCs up to 52"L x 52"W x 61"H

•  Weather-resistant design prevents 
contaminants from entering stormwater

•  Low-density polyethylene (LDPE) construction 
with UV inhibitors resists UV rays, rust, 
corrosion and most chemicals

•  Durable rolling cover and swing-out doors on 
both sides provide easy access

•   Two-way forklift entry for easy movement 
(unloaded only)

• Available with or without drain plug

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 264.175 
for storage of haz waste 

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 122.26 
when used as a BMP in a Stormwater 
Pollution Prevention Plan 

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 112.7 
SPCC Regulations

PAK902

PAK947

Twin Roll Top Hardcover (PAK947) 
saves you $649 compared to 
buying individual units.

 IBC Roll Top Hardcover Pallet — Store totes 
outdoors and meet EPA standards. 

BEST 
SELLER!

PIG® IBC Roll Top 
Hardcover Spill Pallet
(Specify: With drain or without drain
Add $15 to price shown for Roll Top with drain)

Item # 1+

PAK902 • Holds (1) 350-gal. IBC   
360 gal. sump capacity • 8,000 lb. load capacity 
64.5"W x 96"H x 62"D

$2299

PIG® Twin IBC Roll Top 
Hardcover Spill Pallet
(Specify: With drain or without drain
Add $15 to price shown for Roll Top with drain)

Item # 1+

PAK947 • Holds (2) 350-gal. IBCs   
535 gal. sump capacity • 8,000 lb. load capacity 
each side • 126.5"W x 96"H x 62"D

$3949

Flammables Notice: If using this product with flammable liquids, please 
consider the regulations that apply to storage and handling of flammable 
liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapors, 
static discharge and heat sources. For further assistance, please call 
Technical Services.

BEST 
SELLER!

Learn all you need 
to know about Spill 
Containment in our 
FREE White Paper at:
newpig.com/11truths

EXPERT ADVICE
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Tank Containm
ent &

 Self Bailer Kit

•   Safely stores up to 1,000-gallon oval tanks; no measuring or 
guesswork required

•   Extra-large sump contains leaks, spills and overfills; helps prevent 
groundwater contamination outdoors and slippery floors indoors

•   Polyethylene construction resists UV rays, rust, corrosion and 
most chemicals

•   Choose either 3⁄4" or 2" drain plug for convenient emptying; 
also available without drain

•   Use with tarp (sold separately) to prevent accumulation of 
rainwater outdoors

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 112.7 SPCC Regulations

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 126.26 Stormwater Regulations

PAK108

PAK580

PAK969

PAK750

PIG® Tank Spill Containment Unit
(Specify for PAK108 & PAK750: With drain or without drain; Add $15 to price shown for Tank with drain) 
(Specify: 2” or .75” Drain Plug size)

Item # 1-2 3+

PAK108 • For 1,000-gal. tanks • 1,100 gal. capacity  
63"W x 148"L x 33"H $1629 $1564

PAK750 • For 500- and 550-gal. tanks • 605 gal. capacity  
62.25"W x 87"L x 32.75"H $713 $673

PAK949 • For 275-gal. tanks • 360 gal. capacity 
43.63"W x 84.5"L x 29"H • With .75" Drain $487 $476

PAK580 • For 275-gal. tanks • 360 gal. capacity 
43.63"W x 84.5"L x 29"H • Without Drain $475 $466

Flammables Notice: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage 
and handling of flammable liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapors, static discharge and 
heat sources. For further assistance, please call Technical Services.

PIG® Elasticized Tarp
Item # 1+

PAK969 • For PAK750 $287
PAK579 • For PAK949 & PAK580 $199

BEST 
SELLER!

•  Captures oily sheen and modest spills but lets water 
flow through

•  Automatically stops overflow if filter senses a large hydrocarbon 
leak or if absorbent cartridge is completely saturated

•  Easily attaches to spill pallets and a variety of containment units

•  Manual shutoff valve can be used to stop all draining

•  Attaches to any 3⁄4" connection and  available in two flow rates

•  Ideal for use at unmonitored containment sites

•  Replacement filters sold separately

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 122.26

Collapse-A-Tainer 
Systems sold on 
pages 404–405.

Outflow of clean water
FLT517

Replaceable 
filter cartridge

Clear sight glass 
to monitor filter 
operation.

Manual 
shutoff

 Self Bailer Kit — Capture oily sheen and automatically stop outflow for a 
large hydrocarbon leak.

 Tank Containment Unit — Contain leaks up to 1,100 gallons to avoid 
major spills, indoors or out. 

PIG® Self Bailer Kit
Item # 1+

FLT517 • Flow Rate 7.5-gal. per Hour • Ext. Dia. 3.75" x 36"L $344
FLT518 • Replacement Filters for FLT517 • 2/box $385

PIG® Large Capacity Self Bailer Kit
Item # 1+

FLT100 • Flow Rate 22-gal. per Hour • Ext. Dia. 4.5" x 36"L $638
FLT443 • Replacement Filters for FLT100 • 1/box $469

BEST 
SELLER!
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 Collapse-A-Tainer Berm — Our most affordable 
model sets up quickly for portable containment. 
•   Reengineered to provide exceptional value while maintaining the 

quality and performance you expect from PIG Collapse-A-Tainers

•   Durable, coated geomembrane resists chemicals, abrasion 
and tearing

•   Folds to a compact size for easy handling and storage

•    Ideal for use under storage tanks, tote tanks, pillow tanks, 
pallets loaded with drums and more; can be stowed in a vehicle 
for containment in remote locations

•   One-piece design requires no additional parts or tools

�   Helps you comply with 40 CFR 112.7 SPCC Regulations

�   Helps you comply with 40 CFR 122.26 Stormwater Regulations

Even the 12' x 12' system 
(PAK793) folds to a size 
that’s easy to handle, 
carry and store.

PAK793

Collapsible sidewalls have 
attached skirt with aluminum-
reinforced supports.

Quick setup! 
Just pull out one 

support and the entire 
wall takes shape.

Sides easily fold down to allow 
pallet jacks and forklifts to be 
driven into and out of containment.

BEST 
SELLER!

PIG® Collapse-A-Tainer® Spill Containment Berm
Item # 1 2+

PAK793 • 12'W x 12'L x 1'H Overall dimensions  
10'W x 10'L x 1'H Sump dimensions • 748 gal. sump capacity  $1412 $1341

PAK792 • 8'W x 10'L x 1'H Overall dimensions  
6'W x 8'L x 1'H Sump dimensions • 359 gal. sump capacity  $841 $799

PAK791 • 6'W x 8'L x 1'H Overall dimensions 
4'W x 6'L x 1'H Sump dimensions • 179 gal. sump capacity  $605 $579

BEST 
SELLER!
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Collapse-A-Tainers

 Fail-Safe Containment Berm — Endwalls rise 
with a leak or can be locked in place. 
•   Endwalls can remain folded down during use, but automatically 

rise with the liquid level of a leak

•    Heavy-duty hinges can be locked into place when snow, 
hoses or other heavy objects could prevent the flotation system 
from functioning

•    Folds to a compact size to let you store the system in a vehicle and 
transport it to a remote location; included strap secures unit in place

•    Constructed of tough XR-5 geomembrane to resist the effects of 
harsh chemicals and UV exposure

•    Grommets at each support hinge let you secure unit to the ground

•    Ideal for use under storage tanks, tote tanks, pillow tanks, pallets 
loaded with drums and more

•    Custom sizes and colors available; call 1-800-HOT-HOGS
(468-4647) for details

�   Helps you comply with regulations listed on opposite page

Hinges can be locked 
in place to prevent 
snow, hoses or other 
heavy objects from 
interfering with the 
flotation system.

Endwalls rise with the 
liquid level for round-
the-clock protection.

Heavy-duty hinges 
are tough enough to 
withstand vehicle traffic.

PAK1003
System provides constant 
drive-through capability, while 
sides can be locked in place.

PAK595
Optional belting helps protect containment 
system from sharp debris collected in tires. 
See page 406 for information.

PIG® Collapse-A-Tainer® Fail-Safe Spill Containment Berm
Item # 1 2+

PAK1003 • 14.75'W x 50.75'L x 1'H • 14'W x 50'L x 1'H sump dimensions 
5,236 gal. sump capacity  $7013 $6662

PAK1002 • 12.75'W x 28.75'L x 1'H • 12'W x 28'L x 1'H sump dimensions 
2,513 gal. sump capacity  $4794 $4557

PAK1001 • 10.75'W x 10.75'L x 1'H • 10'W x 10'L x 1'H sump dimensions  
748 gal. sump capacity  $1990 $1890



Collapse-A-Tainer Accessories — Protective extras can 
help extend the life of your containment berm.

Track Belting 

•   Add Track Belting to the floor of a 
Collapse-A-Tainer Berm for protection 
from heavy truck tires and debris

•    Made of PVC-coated polyester to resist 
rough abrasion

•   Measures 3' wide in the length of 
your choice

Repair Kit for 
PIG Collapse-A-Tainer Berm

•   Make quick and easy field repairs to 
PIG Collapse-A-Tainer Berm

•   Contains all the essentials you need to 
repair up to 6" x 6" holes

Industrial-Strength Vinyl Cement 

•   Provides durable, flexible and 
liquidproof bonding for most fabrics 
coated or laminated with vinyl

•  Can also be used for general patching

•   Resists temperature and 
weather extremes

PIG Self Bailer Kit 

•   Easily attaches to the containment unit and 
acts as a fail-safe design

•   Automatically stops containment 
rainwater outflow if filter senses a large 
hydrocarbon leak or if absorbent cartridge 
is completely saturated from an oil or 
hydrocarbon spill

Ground Mat 

•   Ground Mat is an extra-thick underlayer 
for protecting Collapse-A-Tainer Berm from 
rough surfaces and punctures from sharp 
objects or rocks 

•   Constructed of the same tough PVC-
coated polyester as Collapse-A-Tainer 
Track Belting

Ground Tarp 

•   Protects Collapse-A-Tainer Berm from 
abrasion and punctures on rough surfaces 
like asphalt and concrete

•   Made of the same tough 18-ounce vinyl 
XR-5 geomembrane as the Fail Safe Berm

PAK595 PAK924 PAK130

FLT517

PAK752

PTY105
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Ground Tarp for 
PIG® Collapse-A-Tainer® 
Containment Berm
Item # 1 2+

PAK130 • 16'W x 52'L • 20 mil $1320 $1255
PAK129 • 14'W x 28'L • 20 mil $666 $636
PAK594 • 11'W x 11'L • 20 mil $247 $233

Ground Mat for PIG® Collapse-A-Tainer® 
Containment Berm
Item # 1+

PAK924 • 6' Wide • 65 mil • Sold by linear foot $20

Industrial-Strength Vinyl Cement
Item # 1+

PTY105 • 8 oz. can $16.40

PIG® Self Bailer Kit
Item # 1+

FLT517 • Flow Rate 7.5-gal. per Hour  
Ext. Dia. 3.75" x 36"L $344

Repair Kit for 
PIG® Collapse-A-Tainer® Berm
Item # 1+

PAK752 $149
PAK752 Contents • 1 80 Grit Sandpaper • 1 Heat Gun • 1 Seam Roller
1 Instruction Sheet • 1 Roll XR-5 Material • 1 Plastic Case

Track Belting for 
PIG® Collapse-A-Tainer® 
Containment Berm
Item # 1+

PAK595 • 3' Wide • Sold by linear foot $15
BEST 

SELLER!



Use this handy checklist to create your custom Collapse-A-Tainer Berm.

Don‘t see a Collapse-A-Tainer Berm that fits your application? Just give us your specs 
and we‘ll build it! Customize the shape, dimensions and reinforcement to create 
the perfect system. 

•   Convenient one-piece construction; no assembly required and 
no parts to lose

•   Made of tough geomembrane material that resists harsh chemicals

•    Designed for mobility in the field and easily moved by hoist or forklift

•   Container packed on plastic pallet for reusability and ease of storage

•   Optional accessories include track mat, ground tarp and ground mat, 
sold separately

•   Sample material available; just ask!

CUSTOMIZED CONTAINMENT

Large, small or in-between, we can 
customize the perfect containment berm 
for your application.

Choose rigid or collapsible sidewalls; 
counterbalanced outside locking supports 
available, along with optional track belting.

��REINFORCEMENTS ��DIMENSIONS

How to Order Collapse-A-Tainer Containment Berms
For a custom Collapse-A-Tainer Berm, you’ll 
need to determine the number of gallons 
(Gal) you wish to contain, including volume 
displaced by vehicles, containers or 
other items.

Next, estimate the desired width in feet 
(W'). To calculate the length (L') needed, 
use this formula: 

Gal ÷ 7.48 ÷ W' = L'
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Custom
ized Collapse-A-Tainers

CALL 1-800-HOT-HOGS (468-4647) 
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND A FREE 

QUOTE FOR YOUR DESIGN.

Specify round, square, rectangular or 
irregular — we can even include 
obstruction deviations.

Specify any height from 8" to 24" by any 
width and length. Add a cutout (shown) 
to fit around existing structures.

��DIMENSIONS ��DIMENSIONS��SHAPE

��SIZE

 Collapse-A-Tainer Berm — Tell us what you need!

� What is your application?

� What shape do you need?

�  Does it need to accommodate 
an obstruction?

�  How many gallons will you need 
to contain?

� Are there any size restrictions?

�  Do you need rigid or collapsible 
sidewalls?

�  What type of material is required 
to contain your liquid?

�  Do you need penetrations for 
cables, pipes or drains?

�  Do you need passive filtration 
(PIG Self Bailer)?

�  Do you need drive-through?
 2 or 4 sides?

�  Will you use it on smooth 
or rough surfaces?
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PAK905

PAK903
PAK904
2-drum berm shown 
with grate removed

•   Low-cost alternative to hard plastic 
pallets and decks when you don’t need 
to meet containment regs

•    4"-high foam sidewalls can be driven 
over with a drum truck and spring back for 
leak containment

•    Removable polyethylene grates keep 
drums out of liquid and help protect 
containment berm

Berms are 
easy to carry 
and set up 
in seconds!

•   A great way to provide portable 
containment; no assembly required

•    Durable 18 oz. vinyl is chemical 
resistant, lightweight and easy to handle

•    Portable containment berm folds to a 
compact size for carrying or storing

•    8" sidewalls are the perfect “step-over“ 
height, so Collapse-A-Tainer Lite is ideal 
for use as a decon station

•    Optional grate elevates area inside 
containment berm

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 264.175, 
40 CFR 122.26 and 40 CFR 112.7

PAK721
with PAK354

Folds 
for easy 
carrying 
or storing.  

EASY ROLLER – SEE OUR 
DRUM TRUCK (DRM464)

ON PAGE 345.

“ Everything about these containments is 
great! They ship fast, collapse to almost 
nothing and work like a charm. Great 
product!“

— Brad Y.  PAK720 Customer

“ …works like 
a charm.”

 Collapse-A-Tainer Lite — Lightweight containment 
is easy to store, handle and deploy.

 Soft Side Spill Berm — No ramp required for loading drums into this berm.

PIG® Soft Side Spill Berm
Item # 1-2 3+

PAK908 • Holds (8) 55-gal. Steel or Poly 
Drums • 76 gal. sump capacity  
2,000 lb. load capacity  
8.5'W x 4.5'L x 4"H

$667 $634

PAK907 • Holds (6) 55-gal. Steel or Poly 
Drums • 57 gal. sump capacity  
2,000 lb. load capacity 
6.5'W x 4.5'L x 4"H

$399 $379

PAK906 • Holds (4) 55-gal. Steel or Poly 
Drums • 38 gal. sump capacity  
2,000 lb. load capacity 
8.5'W x 2.5'L x 4"H

$322 $303

PAK905 • Holds (4) 55-gal. Steel or Poly 
Drums • 38 gal. sump capacity  
2,000 lb. load capacity  
4.5'W x 4.5'L x 4"H

$250 $242

PAK904 • Holds (2) 55-gal. Steel or Poly 
Drums • 19 gal. sump capacity  
2,000 lb. load capacity  
4.5'W x 2.5'L x 4"H

$163 $153

PAK903 • Holds (1) 55-gal. Steel or Poly 
Drum • 9.5 gal. sump capacity  
2,000 lb. load capacity  
2.5'W x 2.5'L x 4"H

$126 $117

BEST 
SELLER!

PIG® Collapse-A-Tainer® Lite
Item # 1 2+

PAK722 • 4'W x 8'L x 8"H Sump 
dimensions • 159 gal. sump capacity  $459 $435

PAK721 • 4'W x 6'L x 8"H Sump 
dimensions • 119 gal. sump capacity  $348 $329

PAK720 • 4'W x 4'L x 8"H Sump 
dimensions • 79 gal. sump capacity  $232 $221

Deck Grate
Item # 1-3 4+

PAK469 • 26"W x 52"L x 4"H $90.45 $86.35

PAK354 • 24"W x 48"L x 2.63"H $66.30 $62.20

BEST 
SELLER!
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•   Pliable, 2"-high foam sidewalls contain liquids and spring back to 
shape after you drive over them

•   Double-layer, 18 oz. vinyl bottom resists punctures and tears

•    One-piece construction deploys in seconds; 
no assembly required

•   Portable, lightweight and easy to store when not in use

•  1⁄2" grommets on each corner help keep the berm in place

•    Deck Grate (PAK354, PAK469) with raised-profile, antislip grating 
adds traction and allows draining

PAK936

PAK724

 Open-cell foam   
 sidewalls spring
 back to shape.

PAK724

PAK354

BEST 
SELLER!

 FlexBerm Containment Pad — Roll right over the soft 
sidewalls for easy washdowns or leak containment.

“ The size fits perfectly under our trucks. It 
handles being driven over with no tears, 
springs back up with no problems. The 
yellow visibly announces to all that spill 
containment is being used.”

  — Jim H.  PAK936 Customer

“ …fits 
perfectly 
under our 
trucks.”

Use deck grates to
elevate drums and parts 
inside your FlexBerm.

PIG® FlexBerm Spill Containment Pad
Item # 1-2 3+

PAK128 • 10'W x 18'L x 2"H Sump dimensions • 200 gal. sump capacity  $668 $636
PAK936 • 10'W x 11'L x 2"H Sump dimensions • 100 gal. sump capacity  $488 $464
PAK127 • 4'W x 8'L x 2"H Sump dimensions • 35 gal. sump capacity  $375 $355
PAK724 • 2'W x 4'L x 2"H Sump dimensions • 10 gal. sump capacity $152 $143
PAK723 • 2'W x 2'L x 2"H Sump dimensions • 5 gal. sump capacity $129 $123

Deck Grate
Item # 1-3 4+

PAK469 • 26"W x 52"L x 4"H $90.45 $86.35

PAK354 • 24"W x 48"L x 2.63"H $66.30 $62.20

BEST 
SELLER!
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Truck Mount Carrier — Stow a containment 
pool or duffel bag truck kit in this carrier.
•   Heavy-duty, gasketed, UV-resistant polyethylene 

container; padlockable

•   Easily mounted to vehicles or other flat surfaces 
(mounting hardware not included)

Expands instantly for 
immediate deployment; 
folds easily for storage.

PAK927

•   Ideal for quick deployment to catch the contents of blown 
hydraulic lines, punctured tanks, leaking containers and 
decontamination operations

•   Heavy-duty, 18 oz., vinyl-coated polyester provides high resistance 
to tears and punctures

•   Rim has foam ring that rises with level of liquid contained

•   Deploys instantly; decontaminate for reuse

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 264.175, 
40 CFR 122.26 and 40 CFR 112.7

PAK572

 Portable Containment Pool — Don’t leave home 
without our “stow & go” spill pool in your vehicle.

Truck Mount Carrier for PIG® Portable 
Spill Containment Pool
Item # 1-9 10+

PAK572 • 13"W x 28"L x 10.5"H $63.75 $58.60

PIG® Portable Spill Containment Pool
Item # 1-2 3+

PAK971 • 5.75' Dia. x 1.67'H Sump dimensions • 400 gal. sump capacity  $260 $250
PAK970 • 5.75' Dia. x 1'H Sump dimensions • 250 gal. sump capacity  $212 $201
PAK928 • 4.42' Dia. x 1.08'H Sump dimensions • 150 gal. sump capacity  $170 $153
PAK927 • 3.625' Dia. x 1'H Sump dimensions • 100 gal. sump capacity  $147 $137
PAK926 • 2.7' Dia x 1'H Sump dimensions • 66 gal. sump capacity  $133 $123
PAK925 • 1.5' Dia. x 11"H Sump dimensions • 20 gal. sump capacity  $113 $103
PAK972 • Storage Bag for 250- and 400-gal. Pool $62
PAK932 • Storage Bag for 150-gal. Pool $34
PAK931 • Storage Bag for 100-gal. Pool $32
PAK930 • Storage Bag for 66-gal. Pool $28
PAK929 • Storage Bag for 20-gal. Pool $26

BEST 
SELLER!
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Containm
ent Trays

PAK290

Rolls up for easy transport and 
compact storage; secures with 
attached hook-and-loop strap.

•  Collapsible trays 
require less 
storage space, 
so it’s easy to 
keep them handy 
wherever you 
need to catch 
leaks and drips

•  Easy-to-clean 
PVC trays are 
perfect for small 
liquid transfers, 
maintenance, fluid 
changing areas, 
and engine part 
degreasing and 
cleaning

•  Deploy quickly 
and easily to catch 
unexpected leaks 
and drips

•  Rigid corner 
supports hold 
shape when trays 
are deployed

PIG® Collapsible Utility Tray
Item # 1+

PAK292 • 48"W x 48"L x 4.75”H • 54.8 gal. sump capacity $135
PAK291 • 30"W x 30"L x 4.75”H • 21.4 gal. sump capacity $89
PAK290 • 18"W x 18"L x 4.75”H • 7.7 gal. sump capacity $65

•   Chemical-resistant polyethylene tray features built-in sump 
containment to trap leaks and drips while you work

•   Translucent sidewalls let you easily inspect fluid level in sump

•   Pour spout for easy draining

•   12"-high sidewall creates 75-gallon total capacity (14-gallon 
sump capacity below grate)

•   Open sump and removable grate keep parts above the grime

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 264.175 for storage of haz waste 

PAK372

Ideal for lab 
tabletops, too!

PAK371

Flammables Notice: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage 
and handling of flammable liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapors, static discharge and 
heat sources. For further assistance, please call Technical Services.

PIG® Mini Drip Deck
Item # 1+

PAK372 • 16.63"W x 20.63"L x 3.88"H • 3 gal. sump capacity $55.20

PAK371 • 12"W x 16.63"L x 3.88"H • 1.5 gal. sump capacity $41.30

•   Capture drips, temporarily contain 
small parts, organize a workbench and 
much more

•   Chemical-resistant polyethylene can be 
used with a variety of workplace materials

•   Nestable design occupies minimal space 
for shipping and storing

•   Cleans easily with soap and water

PAN404

BEST 
SELLER!

 Collapsible Tray — Our leak and drip tray 
rolls up for storage but deploys instantly.

PAK472

 Utility Pan — You’ll use 
our multipurpose pans all 
around your facility.

 Utility Spill Basin — High sidewalls 
contain spills and splashes.

 Mini Drip Deck — Portable 
containment on the floor or in the lab.

PIG® Utility Spill Basin
Item # 1 2-5 6+

PAK472 • 35"W x 58"L x 12"H • 14 gal. sump capacity $266 $253 $241
PAK472 Contents • 1 Grate • 1 Sump 

Flammables Notice: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage 
and handling of flammable liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapors, static discharge and 
heat sources. For further assistance, please call Technical Services.

PIG® Utility Pan
Item # 1-3 4+

PAN404 • 10.375"W x 10.375"L x 3"H 
Sump capacity: 1.07 gal./pan; 
12.8 gal./box • 12 pans/box 

$27 $26
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•   Reinforced thermoset composite fiberglass resists chemicals, 
retains shape even with heavy loads

•   Smooth corners, seamless design; can be steam cleaned 
or sterilized

•   Molded edges contain minor spills or leaks

•   100% leak-tested tray is ideal for temporary storage of small 
containers that may leak or drip flammable liquids

•   12-gauge galvanized steel can be grounded to limit the buildup of 
static electricity when handling flammables

•   Great for storing gas cans and other small containers, or catching 
leaks and drips

Poly Utility Tray — Line your bench or shelf 
with a poly tray to hold small parts.

PAK656

Fiberglass Chemical Tray — Smooth, seamless 
tray controls messes and is easy to clean.

Steel Spill Tray — Working with flammables? 
Keep drips off the floor with a steel tray.

•   Light-colored, flat-bottomed, modular design makes it easy to see 
small parts

•   All-poly construction resists most chemicals; will not rust 
or corrode

PAK744

Flammables Notice: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage 
and handling of flammable liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapors, static discharge and 
heat sources. For further assistance, please call Technical Services.

Poly Utility Tray
Item # 1+

PAK662 • 24"W x 37"L x 4"H • 13.48 gal. sump capacity $56
PAK661 • 25.5"W x 38"L x 2.5"H • 8.83 gal. sump capacity $54
PAK659 • 29.5"W x 29.5"L x 2"H • 6.18 gal. sump capacity $44
PAK658 • 17"W x 24"L x 2.25"H • 3.27 gal. sump capacity $35
PAK657 • 16"W x 20"L x 2.5"H • 3 gal. sump capacity $33
PAK656 • 10.75"W x 15"L x 1"H • .5 gal. sump capacity $20

•   Great for temporary storage of leaking parts or cores; poly tray 
resists many chemicals

•   Saves valuable bench space; store large, heavy parts safely on floor

•   Ribbed bottom keeps batteries and containers from resting in 
spilled liquids

•   PAK123 has heavy-duty grate to raise parts and containers out of 
deeper liquids in sump

PAK124

PAK123

SEE ADDITIONAL GRATES ON PAGE 409.

Flammables Notice: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage 
and handling of flammable liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapors, static discharge and 
heat sources. For further assistance, please call Technical Services.

PIG® Utility Tray
Item # 1+

PAK123 • With Grate • 25.25"W x 49.25"L x 3.25"H • 8 gal. sump capacity $114
PAK124 • 25.25"W x 49.25"L x 2"H • 9 gal. sump capacity $64.95

Steel Spill Tray
Item # 1+

PAK254 • 24"W x 36"L x 3"H • 11 gal. sump capacity $190
PAK255 • 18"W x 48"L x 3"H • 11 gal. sump capacity $224
PAK257 • 18"W x 72"L x 1.5"H • 8 gal. sump capacity $309
PAK253 • 18"W x 36"L x 3"H • 8 gal. sump capacity $180

Fiberglass Chemical Tray
(Specify Color: Black or White)

Item # 1-9 10+

PAK744 • 20"W x 30"L x 2"H • 3.58 gal. sump capacity $70 $66
PAK743 • 17.88"W x 25.75"L x 1"H • 1.63 gal. sump capacity $45 $43
PAK741 • 16"W x 21.88"L x 1"H • .94 gal. sump capacity $34 $32
PAK740 • 15.13"W x 20.38"L x 1"H • .82 gal. sump capacity $34 $32
PAK742 • 14"W x 18"L x 1"H • .66 gal. sump capacity $31 $30
PAK739 • 10.63"W x 13.25"L x 1"H • .36 gal. sump capacity $25 $24

 Utility Tray — Tough tray can handle 
your heaviest parts.

PAK254

BEST 
SELLER!

BEST 
SELLER!



DRM167
5 gal.

“ This tray works perfectly for the used 
batteries we store. The acid will not eat 
it up and the lip is big enough to catch 
any spills. I would recommend this 
product to anyone.”  

  — Jim B.  PAK920 Customer

“ …works 
perfectly 
for used 
batteries.”
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Spill Trays

•   Thick-wall, chemical-resistant polyethylene won’t bend or warp

•    Ribs on bottom of trays add strength and elevate parts to 
keep them away from trapped liquids

•    Ideal for temporary storage of small containers that may leak 
or drip liquids onto the floor

•    Stackable trays store easily when not in use

•    Ideal for storing liquids, granules or powders that may 
leak, drip or cause contamination if they reach the ground

•    PAK112 is designed to fit on top of pallet for easy mobility 
with a forklift; 40" x 48" pallets can also be placed inside of tray

PAK112

PAK922

PAK921

NOTE: Wood pallet not included

BEST 
SELLER!

Flammables Notice: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage 
and handling of flammable liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapors, static discharge and 
heat sources. For further assistance, please call Technical Services.

PIG® Utility Containment Tray
Item # 1-3 4+

PAK922 • 40"W x 40"L x 5"H • 26.92 gal. sump capacity $76.15 $72.05

PAK920 • 33.75"W x 52"L x 5"H • 29.92 gal. sump capacity $94.40 $91.35

PAK919 • 28.25"W x 52.25"L x 5"H • 23.93 gal. sump capacity $55.85 $53.80

PAK921 • 28.25"W x 40.25"L x 5"H • 17.95 gal. sump capacity $63.95 $60.90

PAK918 • 16.25"W x 52.25"L x 5"H • 11.96 gal. sump capacity $52.10 $50.10

PIG® Pallet Containment Tray
Item # 1-3 4+

PAK112 • 43.58"W x 51.38"L x 4"H • 28.89 gal. sump capacity $126 $122

 Utility Tray — Keep your greasy parts and 
leaky containers in a durable spill tray.

BEST 
SELLER!
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 Under-Rack Containment Tray — Capture leaks and drips 
underneath pallet racking to make floors safe.

•   Install low-profile containment trays under pallet racking 
to capture liquids before they can reach your floor

•   Black polyethylene trays are lightweight and durable

•   Trays slide forward to capture drips during dispensing or 
for cleaning

•   Sectional design prevents liquids from spreading to 
multiple trays

•   Available in single tray (PAK963), double tray (PAK964) and 
triple tray (PAK965) configurations for up to 72" of coverage

•   Connectors join trays to eliminate an open area that liquids 
could pass through; included with PAK964 and PAK965, 
sold separately as PAK966 for joining multiple units

PAK963

PAK964

PAK965

PIG® Under-Rack Containment Tray
Item # 1+

PAK965 • 3 Trays and 2 Connectors • 72"W x 44"L x 3.25"H
24 gal. sump capacity $208

PAK964 • 2 Trays and 1 Connector • 48"W x 44"L x 3.25"H
16 gal. sump capacity $135

PAK963 • 1 Tray • 23.5"W x 44"L x 2.75"H • 8 gal. sump capacity $55.20

PAK966 • Connector for PIG® Under-Rack Containment Tray $21.90

Flammables Notice: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage 
and handling of flammable liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapors, static discharge and 
heat sources. For further assistance, please call Technical Services.

Flammables Notice: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage 
and handling of flammable liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapors, static discharge and 
heat sources. For further assistance, please call Technical Services.

Flammables Notice: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage 
and handling of flammable liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapors, static discharge and 
heat sources. For further assistance, please call Technical Services.

•   Holds almost any wood, poly or metal pallet above sump without 
grating; supports four fully loaded drums or an IBC

•   Sump allows vertical segregation of incompatible materials 

•  Resists UV rays, rust, corrosion, most chemicals

•   Drops right into steel pallet racks from 36" to 48" deep

PAK219

PIG® Pallet Rack Sump
(Specify: With drain or without drain Add $28 to price shown for Sump with drain)

Item # 1+

PAK219 • Holds (4) 55-gal. Steel or Poly Drums • 66 gal. sump capacity
3,000 lb. load capacity • 52"W x 52"L x 11.5"H $395

 Pallet Rack Sump — Add secondary 
containment to your existing system.

 Waste Fluid Collection System — Save 
on three leading PIG items!
•   Complete system 

for mobile collection 
of waste fluids

•   Includes single 
drum container with 
70-gallon sump that 
holds a 55-gallon 
drum, a container 
dolly and a PIG Poly 
Drum Funnel with 
lid for easy pouring

•   Store nonhazardous 
waste liquids for 
recycling

•   Empty drum not 
included

PIG® Waste Fluid Collection System
(Specify Funnel Lid Color:   Black    Red    Yellow)

Item # 1-3 4+

DRM375 • 70 gal. • 32.81"W x 32.81"L x 30.33"H $322 $310
DRM375 Contents • 1 PIG® Single Drum Container (DRM373) • 1 PIG® Single Drum Container Dolly (DRM374)
1 PIG® Poly Drum Funnel with Cover (DRM454)

PIG Poly Drum Funnel 
and Cover

Empty drums sold 
on pages 328–329.

DRM375
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Drum
 Containers

•   Low-density polyethylene construction 
resists UV rays, rust, corrosion and 
most chemicals

•    70-gallon sump is large enough to 
contain a fully ruptured 55-gallon drum

•    Top collar lets you easily move container 
with a forklift; holds up to a 1,200 lb. load

•    Translucent white sidewalls allow easy 
visual inspection

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 264.175 
(DRM878 only)

 Drum Container — Sump can contain a fully ruptured drum.

Pour hole lets you 
drain liquid.

DRM369

Add a dolly 
(DRM484) 
to move 
loaded tray.  

DRM371

Flammables Notice: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage and handling of flammable liquids and the 
safety of this application, specifically flammable vapors, static discharge and heat sources. For further assistance, please call Technical Services.

PIG® Drum Spill Tray
Item # 1-5 6-10 11+

DRM369 • 32.25"W x 32.25"L x 8.25"L • 22 gal. sump capacity $89.35 $85.25 $81.15

DRM371 • With Grate • 32.25"W x 32.25"L x 8.25"L • 21 gal. sump capacity $127 $119 $114
DRM484 • Dolly for PIG® Drum Spill Tray • 800 lb. load capacity  $165

Top collar lets you move with a forklift 
and holds up to 1,200 lbs.

SEE PIG ROLL TOPS 
FOR OUTDOOR STORAGE 

ON PAGE 399. Flammables Notice: If using this product with flammable liquids, please consider the regulations that apply to storage and handling of flammable liquids and the 
safety of this application, specifically flammable vapors, static discharge and heat sources. For further assistance, please call Technical Services.

DRM373
Three units shown

PIG® Single Drum Container
Item # 1 2+

DRM878 • With drain plug • Holds (1) 55-gal. Steel or Poly Drum • 70 gal. sump capacity
1,200 lb. load capacity • 32.81"W x 32.81"L x 27.33"H $181 $176

DRM373 • Without drain plug • Holds (1) 55-gal. Steel or Poly Drum • 70 gal. sump capacity
1,200 lb. load capacity • 32.81"W x 32.81"L x 27.33"H $166 $161

PIG® Single Drum Container Dolly
Item # 1+

DRM374 • For PIG® Single Drum Container • 800 lb. load capacity  $144

Dolly (DRM374) 
makes it easy to 
move a leaking 
55-gallon drum. 

BEST 
SELLER!

•   Catch drips before they create messes 
and slippery floors

•   Made of 100% polyethylene; won’t rust, 
dent or corrode

•   Designed for use with 275-gallon oil 
storage tanks

Tank Containment Tray — 
A big oil tank needs a big 
containment tray!

PAK640

Tank Containment Tray
Item # 1-2 3+

PAK640 • 30"W x 60"L x 4.5"H
35 gal. sump capacity  $142 $132

Flammables Notice: If using this product with flammable liquids, please 
consider the regulations that apply to storage and handling of flammable 
liquids and the safety of this application, specifically flammable vapors, 
static discharge and heat sources. For further assistance, please call 
Technical Services.

 Drum Spill Tray — Store a 55-gallon drum so leaks 
can’t touch your floor.
•   Catches drips, leaks and 

spills that can make your 
floor a big mess

•   With a 55 gal. drum in 
place, DRM369 holds 15 gal.; 
DRM371 holds 14 gal.

•   Removable grate (DRM371) 
holds four 5-gallon buckets 
or leaky batteries above 
leaked liquids

�  Helps you comply with 
40 CFR 122.26 when used 
as a BMP in a Stormwater 
Pollution Prevention Plan 

�  Helps you comply with 
40 CFR 112.7 SPCC 
Regulations

BEST 
SELLER!
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•  DOT and UN Rated for Packing Group III for the safe 
transport of PCBs

•  High-capacity hoist straps (rated at 10,000 lbs.) offer 
secure lifting

•  Watertight nylon/polyethylene sandwiched between durable woven 
polypropylene delivers weather, puncture and tear protection

•  Three integrated PIG Fat Mat Pads cushion bag to prevent damage 
on rough surfaces like diamond plate; also soak up leaks and 
splashes of mineral oils and PCBs

•  Pull-up duffel sleeve covers entire transformer and cinches with
attached drawstring

•  Self-supporting bag opens for easy, one-person loading; sewn-in 
Tyvek tag lets you record tracking info

�  Helps you comply with 40 CFR 122.26 when used as a BMP in a 
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan; 40 CFR 761 by containing 
releases of PCB-contaminated materials; 40 CFR 112.7 SPCC 
Regulations where containment devices can be used to control or 
prevent oil discharges

Problem: Energy companies transporting damaged, oil-filled 
transformers were pumping them out and loading them onto spill 
pallets. And it was costing them a bundle.

Finding the solution: We believed there had to be a better way 
— a bag that would allow customers to move transformers without 
having to empty them first. At first, they said it would never work,  
but we knew we were on to something.

We lined the bag with PIG Fat Mat Pads to absorb and contain 
leaks and worked out how to make it puncture resistant, sturdy 
enough to drag over diamond plating and strong enough to hoist.

Twelve prototypes, seven on-site tests and six months later, we 
lifted a transformer and shook it in midair to prove once and for all 
that the best way to eliminate pumpouts was with one tough bag. 

Problem solved:  PIG Transformer Containment Bags

Pad-mount bags are easy to use — just 
drop in the transformer, zip and go!

 Transformer Bags — Contain and transport      

PIG Transformer Containment Bags are 
packed for compact storage in vehicles. 
Handles and lightweight construction make 
them easy to carry anywhere!

PAK235

All transformer bags 
have high-capacity 
straps (rated at 10,000 
lbs.) for safe lifting.

Reflective stripe 
adds visibility in 

low-light 
situations.

Double-wall 
base increases 
strength 
and capacity.

PAK273

ONE
TOUGH
BAG. NEW

BEST 
SELLER!

REG VIOLATION

PAK236
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     leaking containers with our DOT Rated bags.

PIG® Pole-Mount Transformer Containment Bag
Item # 1+

PAK237 • For 75 kVA to 167 kVA Pole Mount Transformers • Holds 2,250 lbs. (HazMat) or 2,780 lbs. (Non HazMat) • UN13H4/Z/*/USA/AA6394/0/1020  $276
PAK236 • For 37.5 kVA, 50 kVA & Small 75 kVA Pole Mount Transformers • Holds 1,900 lbs. (HazMat) or 2,280 lbs. (Non HazMat) • UN13H4/Z/*/USA/AA6394/0/862 $225
PAK235 • For 10 kVA to 37.5 kVA Pole Mount Transformers • Holds 1,400 lbs. (HazMat) or 1,680 lbs. (Non HazMat) • UN13H4/Z/*/USA/AA6394/0/567 $193

PIG® Pad-Mount Transformer Containment Bag
Item # 1+

PAK274 • For 75 kVA to 167 kVA Pad Mount Transformers • Holds 4,000 lbs. (HazMat) or 4,800 lbs. (Non HazMat) • UN13H4/Z/*/USA/AA6551/0/1814 $345
PAK273 • For 25 kVA to 100 kVA Pad Mount Transformers • Holds 3,000 lbs. (HazMat) or 3,600 lbs. (Non HazMat) • UN13H4/Z/*/USA/AA6551/0/1361 $297

Just 4 easy steps and it’s in the bag.

Transport it: Load it up, strap it down and 
go — this tough bag contains leaks and 
withstands wear and tear!

4

Lift it: Move the transformer with a hoist. 
If using a forklift, our attachment (DRM419, 
page 348) helps you comply with regs. 

3

Drop it in: Just set your containment bag 
down and drop in the transformer.

Close it up: Pull up the sleeve and 
cinch it tight.

1 2
Load Bearing
Fabric

Liquidproof 
Core

Cut-resistant
Fabric

Reinforced Edge

PIG Fat Mat
Absorbent Pads
(Total 1" thick)

Built tough for the long haul.

PAK274

Our containment bags 
come in a variety 
of sizes for both 
pole- and pad-mount 
transformers!

PAK237

WRAP UV-RESISTANT PIG OIL-ONLY SOCKS AROUND PAD-MOUNT 
TRANSFORMERS TO ABSORB LEAKS! SEE PAGE 58.

BEST 
SELLER!
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Need some help 
understanding 
regs and safety? 
Find answers at
PIG Expert Advice.
New Pig is the world’s leading resource for what 
a clean, safe and productive workplace can be. 
We’ve mastered the ins and outs of regulations 
and liquid management, so we can help you find 
the information, best practices and practical 
solutions you need.

We call this collection of knowledge PIG Expert 
Advice. It’s our entire library of how-to videos, 
articles, white papers and other downloadable 
goodies, right at your fingertips. You can access 
original content from our technical specialists, 
delivered to you in plain talk and formats that are 
easy to understand. 

So tap into our expertise around UN ratings, 
chemical compatibility, EPA regs, OSHA compliance 

and anything under the sun that’s 
related to leaks, drips and spills. 
Check out the topics listed to 
the right and browse the next 
seven pages to get a taste of 
PIG Expert Advice.

EXPERT ADVICE

Want more? Stay connected 
for daily updates:

HAVE A QUESTION?
Contact us, and we’ll jump right on it! 
Most questions are answered the same day.

 Phone: 1-855-493-HOGS (4647)
Email: hothogs@newpig.com

We’re mobile-
friendly! Get 
full site access 
from your phone 
or tablet.

7 areas where you 
need to know your regs:

Slips, Trips and Falls
Discover tips and techniques to get you on the 
path to world-class floor safety. 
....................................... See page 419

Solvent-Contaminated 
Wipes Management
Get the low-down on the EPA’s recent rule 
change and see how much you could save.
......................................  See page 420

Spill Preparedness
Spills happen! Have a plan and stock up 
on the right equipment. 

......................................  See page 421

SPCC
If you have the capacity to store large 
quantities of oil, you need to know this.
......................................  See page 422

Stormwater
Get best practices to control your stormwater 
runoff and contain its contaminants. 
......................................  See page 423

Hazardous Waste
Get expert advice on avoiding the violations 
and fines of mismanaged hazardous waste. 
......................................  See page 424

Secondary Containment
Spill containment is at the heart of EPA water 
pollution regs. Know your responsibilities. 
......................................  See page 425
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Slips, Trips and Falls
Same-level slips, trips and falls are the second leading cause of non-fatal, lost worktime injuries. 
OSHA requires workplace fl oors to be kept clean and dry whenever possible, but they don’t 
require you to have a written plan that addresses fl oor safety.

A fl oor safety plan can help you prevent slips, trips and falls at your facility and achieve 
world-class fl oor safety. Every plan should include these 10 steps:

1.  Conduct a fl oor and walkway audit
2.  Declutter and organize work areas
3.  Repair damaged fl oors and improve traction
4.   Create procedures for cleaning and maintenance
5.   Establish footwear guidelines
6.    Implement prevention controls at entrances and transition areas
7.    Use containment and absorbents in areas with regular leaks and drips
8.   Prepare for spills
9.   Use appropriate signage, barricades and lighting
10.  Train employees about fl oor safety

Slips & falls 
are serious 
business.
Get the expert advice 
you need to help prevent 
slips and falls in your 
facility. Nobody knows 
this stuff like we do.

DOWNLOAD YOUR 
FREE WHITE PAPER:
newpig.com/
slipandfall

EXPERT ADVICE
Top products that 
can help you comply:

29 CFR 1910.22(a)(2) requires that workplace floors be maintained in a clean and, 
so far as possible, dry condition.

OSHA regulation summary

GRP36200
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Slips, Trips and Falls

PIG Slips, Trips and Falls 
Training (TRN193) 

Train your employees to 
help avoid one of the 
most common — and 
preventable — causes of 
workplace injuries.

See page 253

PIG Grippy Floor Mat ...............................237

P A P E R

10Steps to
WORLD-CLASS 
FLOOR SAFETY

SLIPS, TRIPS AND FALLS

How to Prevent Slips, Trips and Falls at Your Facility

PIG Universal Mat ......................................11

PIG Spill Kits ..............................................87

MAT230

KIT202

WATCH THE VIDEO
See how PIG Mat — the world’s #1 mat — keeps liquids off your fl oors:
newpig.com/pig-mat-video

Find more answers at
newpig.com/expertadvice
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ALERT: 2014 EPA SOLVENT RULE CHANGE

The EPA has just relaxed the definition of hazardous waste  

for solvent-contaminated mats and wipes.  

This can save you money and  

make your life easier!

STOP
OVER COMPLYING!

SOLVENT  
USERS:

EXPERT ADVICE
Top products that 
can help you comply:

40 CFR 261.4 states that properly managed wipes with no free liquids could now be 
exempted from full hazardous waste regulations.

EPA regulation summary

DRM659

DRM1299

PIG Draining Station ................................ 319

PIG Latching Drum Lids ........................... 313

BAG114

Disposal Bags........................................... 137

Use solvents? 
Better read 
this!
The EPA has new rules 
about the management of 
solvent-contaminated 
wipes. Learn how you could 
save time and money.

DOWNLOAD YOUR 
FREE WHITE PAPER:
newpig.com/
solventwipes

Solvent-Contaminated Wipes 
Management
While the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) was considering the solvent-contaminated 
wipes regulation, one of their concerns was allowing fl exibility while minimizing the health 
and environmental impacts that these wipes presented. The fi nal rule refl ects their belief that 
both can be accomplished and proper management begins well before the wipes hit the dock 
for laundering or disposal.

To be eligible for the exemption, both reusable and disposable solvent-contaminated wipes 
must be managed properly during their lifecycle. That means that while they are onsite at 
facilities, during transportation and when they are laundered, dry cleaned, incinerated or land 
disposed, wipes must be handled according to the standards outlined in the regulation.

The defi nition of “wipe” includes absorbent mats. This opens up some opportunities for 
facilities that use absorbents to pick up solvent leaks, spills and overspray.

PIG RCRA Training — 
Introduction (TRN135)

Train workers on RCRA 
haz waste identification, 
codes, characteristics 
and what they mean in 

your facility.

See page 252

WATCH THE VIDEO
See how our latching lids can help you manage solvent-contaminated wipes. 
newpig.com/drumlid

Find more answers at
newpig.com/expertadvice
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Spill Preparedness

P A P E R

5 STEPS 
 SPILL  
  RESPONSE

TO EFFECTIVE

EXPERT ADVICE
Top products that 
can help you comply:

40 CFR 264.32(c) requires facilities to be equipped with 
spill control and decontamination equipment.

40 CFR 262.34(d)(5)(iv)(B) states that, in the event of a spill, facilities must contain 
and clean up hazardous waste and any contaminated materials or soil.

40 CFR 263.30(a) states that transporters must take immediate and appropriate action 
to protect human health and the environment in the event of a hazardous waste spill.

EPA regulation summary

PLR267

PIG SpillBlocker Dikes .............................. 179

PLR403

PIG DrainBlocker Drain Covers ................ 171

PIG Spill Kits .............................................. 87

Spill Preparedness
Follow these fi ve steps for effective spill response:

1.   Get ready: Investigate what materials you have onsite, train employees on proper handling 
and stock up on the right absorbents and PPE.

2.  Size up the situation: Assess whether it’s safe to go near the spill. Try to identify the source 
and listen for any unusual sounds. Be prepared to pull an alarm or mobilize a response team.

3.  Suit up: Determine what PPE spill responders should wear based on what has spilled.

4.  Clean up and decontaminate: Create a barrier around the spill, stop the source and 
collect waste for proper disposal. Then decontaminate the area, tools and PPE.

5.   File your reports: Send reports about the spill and response to the appropriate federal, 
state and local agencies.

Spills happen. 
Do you know 
what to do?
With the right plan and 
equipment, you’ll be 
prepared to deal with the 
inevitable. Our white paper 
tells you everything you 
need to know.

DOWNLOAD YOUR 
FREE WHITE PAPER:
newpig.com/
spillresponse

KIT202

PIG Spill Response Tactics 
Training (TRN100)

Train workers on best 
practices for handling 
incidental spills — from 
assessment to cleanup 

and reporting. 

See page 252

WATCH THE VIDEO
Worried about spills on the road? Check out our spill kits just for trucks:
newpig.com/truckkitsvideo

Find more answers at
newpig.com/expertadvice
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SPCC regs
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Should I be worried about

8 things you need to know.
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EXPERT ADVICE
Top products that 
can help you comply:

40 CFR 112.7 states that facilities subject to SPCC Regulations must have written 
plans discussing what measures are in place to prevent spills. Facilities must also have 
documentation of the products, countermeasures and procedures that are in place, or 
will be in place, to prevent discharge of oil into waters.

EPA regulation summary

PLR264

PIG Build-A-Berm Barriers........................ 187

PLR403

PIG DrainBlocker Drain Covers ................ 171

PIG SpillBlocker Dikes .............................. 179

SPCC Regulations
If your facility has the capacity to store 1,320 gallons of oil aboveground or 42,000 gallons of 
oil underground, you might need a Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasures (SPCC) plan. 
SPCC plans outline how your facility will prevent oil from getting into navigable waterways 
and how you will respond to spills.

Your plan must contain:

•   The location of all oil containers and oil-fi lled equipment and type of oil

•   A record of the routine oil-handling procedures and the best practices in place to 
prevent spills

•    Documentation of employee training that states they know best practices and spill 
response procedures

•   A list of spill response materials, trained personnel and procedures

Do you have 
oil in your 
facility?
If you have the capacity to 
store large quantities of oil 
in your plant, you need to 
know about SPCC. We can 
help you.

DOWNLOAD YOUR 
FREE WHITE PAPER:
newpig.com/spcc

PLR267

PIG SPCC Training (TRN184)
Train workers on EPA’s 
Spill Prevention, Control 
and Countermeasures 
(SPCC) plan, settings 

and scenarios. 

See page 252

DRM1125
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WATCH THE VIDEO
See how PIG Build-A-Berm Barriers can help you comply with SPCC regs. 
newpig.com/buildabermhowto

Find more answers at
newpig.com/expertadvice
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Prevent

Runoff Pollution
Stormwater

Best Practices to 
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EXPERT ADVICE
Top products that 
can help you comply:

40 CFR 122.26 requires facilities to have a Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan 
(SWPPP) in place when applying for a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System 
(NPDES) permit. This plan must describe actions, procedures, control techniques, 
management practices and equipment available to prevent illegal discharge of 
pollutants into waterways.

EPA regulation summary

PLR403

FLT116

PIG Drain Inserts ...................................... 291

PIG DrainBlocker Drain Covers ................ 171

PAK601

PIG Roll Top Hardcovers .......................... 399

Concerned 
about 
stormwater?
Stormwater runoff and 
its contaminants are a 
serious threat to our 
waterways. Read what 
you can do to control it 
and comply.

DOWNLOAD YOUR 
FREE WHITE PAPER:
newpig.com/
stormwaterpollution
prevention

Stormwater Regulations
We know that your facility would never (purposely) discharge nasty pollutants into a 
waterway. And you don’t have any cows or horses or other kind of animal feeding operations 
in your workplace, so you don’t have to worry about compliance with stormwater regulations 
concerning secondary containment. Right? Well — actually, you do. Just because your facility 
doesn’t have animals, it doesn’t mean you’re off the hook.

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) says that facilities that discharge pollutants are 
considered “point sources.” That means if your facility releases anything other than pure, fresh 
water that is at the ambient temperature of the receiving waters, you’re going to need a 
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit.

In order to get that permit, you’ll need a Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) that 
outlines the processes, procedures and defenses that your employees will use to prevent water 
pollution. Questions? Call our Tech Team at 1-800-HOT-HOGS! PIG Stormwater Pollution 

Prevention Training (TRN185)
Train workers on SWPPP 
and BMPs to control 
and prevent stormwater 
drainage into waterways. 

See page 252

WATCH THE VIDEO
How can you block your drains and control runaway liquids? See it here. 
newpig.com/pig-drainblocker-video

Find more answers at
newpig.com/expertadvice
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HAZ WASTE
FINES!
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Hazardous Waste
Certain types of solid wastes present health and environmental hazards. This is where RCRA 
rules really begin to kick in. For every solid waste stream that is generated by or at a facility, a 
hazardous waste determination must be made. Under RCRA rules, solid wastes can become 
hazardous wastes in a number of ways:

•  The waste is a hazardous waste if it is listed on the F, K, P or U lists
•  The waste has a hazardous characteristic of toxicity, reactivity, ignitability or corrosivity
•  The waste has been mixed with a listed hazardous waste
•   The waste has been mixed with a characteristic haz waste and still exhibits that characteristic
•   The waste is derived from the treatment, storage or disposal of a listed hazardous waste and 

has not been exempted

EXPERT ADVICE

40 CFR 264.173 requires containers of hazardous waste to be kept closed, except when 
waste is being added or removed. 
40 CFR 264.1086 prevents emissions from wastes containing VOCs by requiring a 
continuous seal or barrier.
40 CFR 262.34(c) allows up to 55 gallons of hazardous waste satellite accumulation in 
closed containers.

EPA regulation summary

DRM1125

DRM659

PIG Latching Drum Lids ........................... 313

PIG Burpless Drum Funnels ...................... 321

SGN668

Signs and Drum Labels ............................ 261
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WATCH THE VIDEO
Lock those vapors inside the drum and you’ll comply. We’ll show you! 
newpig.com/drumlid

Have a plan or 
pay the piper.
Having a plan to manage
your hazardous wastes 
properly is key to avoiding 
violations and fi nes. Our 
experts tell you how.

DOWNLOAD YOUR 
FREE WHITE PAPER:
newpig.com/hazwaste

Targeted course explains 
generator, container and 
tank requirements in 
RCRA facilities.

See page 252

Top products that 
can help you comply:

PIG RCRA Training — 
Generator, Container and Tank 
Requirements (TRN190)

Find more answers at
newpig.com/expertadvice



40 CFR 264.175 requires full containment for hazardous waste to prevent releases 
into the environment. Full containment is defined as 100% of the largest container or 
10% of the total volume, whichever is greater.

EPA regulation summary
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Secondary Containment
If you are required to comply with EPA water pollution prevention regulations, spill containment 
is a key component to your plan. Keep these “truths” in mind at your facility:

Truth #1: There are two kinds of spills. Determine whether your spill is incidental 
or emergency and respond appropriately.

Truth #2: You might need a written spill plan. If your facility uses or stores oil, you might 
need an SPCC plan that outlines how you will prevent spills and an FRP plan that outlines how 
you will respond.

Truth #3: You need two kinds of containment. Spill containment and secondary 
containment both play a huge role in spill prevention. Whether or not you have permanent 
secondary containment, you still need spill containment products.

Want more Spill Containment Truths? Download the white paper shown above and 
keep reading!

EXPERT ADVICE

PAK531

PLR264

WATCH THE VIDEO
PIG Build-A-Berms contain leaks and spills. You can build one — it’s easy! 
newpig.com/buildabermhowto

Spill 
Containment:

P A P E R

11
TRUTHS 
EVERY FACILITY SHOULD KNOW  

Containment: 
A must-have 
to meet regs.
Spill containment is a big 
part of complying with  
water pollution regs. 
Know these 11 truths.

DOWNLOAD YOUR 
FREE WHITE PAPER:
newpig.com/11truths

PIG Stormwater Pollution 
Prevention Training (TRN185)

Train workers on SWPPP 
and BMPs to control 
and prevent stormwater 
drainage into waterways. 

See page 252

PIG Spill Containment Pallets .................. 380

PIG Modular Spill Decks .......................... 389

PIG Build-A-Berm Barriers........................ 187

Top products that 
can help you comply:

PAK210

Find more answers at
newpig.com/expertadvice



New Pig looks for innovative groups in local communities working to make 
their corner of the world more sustainable. We provide funding in the form 
of cash and in-kind donations of PIG products. 

Projects 
We are particularly interested in either new or continuing hands-
on community projects that improve sustainability of waterways, 
watersheds, estuaries, tidal pools or wetlands, or the wildlife that are 
directly affected by them. Most anything that improves sustainability of 
a body of water will be considered.

Grant Sizes
Approximately $25,000 (total) is annually awarded to 
deserving projects.

Eligibility
Groups and organizations of any type may apply, whether they are 
nonprofi ts, businesses or loosely organized groups. Applicants do not 
have to be New Pig customers to be eligible. 

Application and Referral
Apply online at pigdifference.org/apply or encourage one of your 
favorite organizations to apply at pigdifference.org/take-action.

Interested?
Learn more about The PIG Difference Grant Program at 
pigdifference.org.

 426  

APPLY TODAY FOR 
A PIG DIFFERENCE 
GRANT
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The PIG Difference Grant Program was established by 
New Pig to help customers and friends restore, conserve 
and protect America’s most important habitats: streams, 
rivers, ponds, swamps and wetlands.

No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.
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In the mid-1990s, a pollutant infected almost half of the 32-mile Little 
Juniata River, wiping out most of the aquatic insects and leaving very 
little food for trout.

That’s when concerned residents stepped in and formed the Little Juniata 
River Association to monitor river activity. Soon after its inception, 
LJRA’s mission expanded. Today, the organization strives to preserve and 
improve the river, in addition to monitoring it, by executing projects that 
will have a direct benefi t.

“We do not spend our time on feel-good projects,” said LJRA President 
Bill Anderson. “We want to know that what we’re doing is the next thing 
that needs to be done, in the order of priorities.”

Atop LJRA’s priority list is organizing and executing the annual riverbank 
cleanup, which usually takes place the fi rst weekend in March. For four 
hours every year, volunteers band together to pick up and properly 
dispose of trash that people throw on the riverbanks and adjacent streets 
before it gets into the river.

Last year, New Pig employees partnered with LJRA and two Boy Scout 
troops to clean up a stretch of the riverbanks in March, near New Pig 
headquarters in Tipton, Pennsylvania.

With the additional site, Anderson said last year’s riverbank cleanup had 
the largest turnout yet with about 240 volunteers.

LJRA, an entirely volunteer-run organization, is the fi rst-ever recipient of 
a PIG Difference grant. Going forward New Pig will award grants three 
times a year to organizations pursuing projects that restore, conserve 
and protect America’s most important habitats:  streams, rivers, ponds, 
swamps and wetlands. �

Cleaning up the Little 
Juniata River

Grant recipients

More than 60 
New Pig volunteers 
combed the woods 
and riverbank for 
trash and debris.

Green Abalone Restoration Project
Get Inspired (getinspiredinc.org) 
Los Angeles, CA
The plan is to inspire community stewardship 
in hands-on restoration of coastal ecosystems. 
Abalone, once plentiful, is an endangered species. 
They will restock the green abalone species using 
large adult farm-raised abalone.

Native Plant Restoration Nursery Upgrade
Mattole Restoration Council (mattole.org)
Petrolia, CA
The project is to update the Council’s Native Plant 
Nursery to prevent the spread of plant diseases 
and restore natural systems in the Mattole River 
Watershed. The Nursery needs upgrades to ensure 
they can bring the highest quality, healthiest plants 
into their ecosystems.

Duck and small bird nesting structures
Donegal Experiential Education Program 
(DEEP) (dhs.donegalsd.org), Lancaster, PA
DEEP is an outdoor and environmentally based 
program for high schoolers about the importance 
of protecting and conserving the environment. 
They install, monitor and maintain duck and bird 
boxes in Lancaster Co., PA, and need an ATV and 
cart to perform this service for years to come.

Natural Refuge Kiosk and Bridge Project
Holyoke Community College Foundation 
(hcc.edu/the-hcc-foundation), Holyoke, MA
The Foundation is the caretaker of the Natural 
Refuge, Vernal Pond and Trail System, used 
as a campus and community educational and 
environmental venue. They need to repair, 
renovate and build trails, informational kiosks, 
and a bridge over the Refuge brook.

Wetlands Restoration & Floodland Planning
Woodbridge Township, NJ 
(twp.woodbridge.nj.us) 
Hard hit by Superstorm Sandy, Woodbridge 
Township aims to increase the area’s resilience to 
fl ooding, as well as restore, conserve and protect 
the natural wetlands and improve the sustainability 
of the area’s waterways. They want to create public 
open space as a buffer against storms and fl oods.
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 204 ..................34
404 ..................34
2048 ................35
4048 ................35
104PS ..............60
124CR ..............74
2410PP ............40
2410PP-01 .......40
64CRSC .........122

BAG111 .........137
BAG114 .........137
BAG115 .........137
BAG201 .........137
BAG202 .........137
BAG206 .........137

BKT100 ..........175
BKT102 ..........175
BKT213 ... 98, 138
BKT214 ..........138
BKT215 .........104, 
.............. 115, 122

BLU100 ............13
BLU101 ............13
BLU102 ............13
BLU103 ............13
BLU104 ............13
BLU105 ............13
BLU106 ............13
BLU107 ............13
BLU108 ............13
BLU255 ............31

BOM100 ........193
BOM101 ........193
BOM102 ........193
BOM103 ........193
BOM104 ........193
BOM105 ........193
BOM106 ........193
BOM107 ........193
BOM108 ........193
BOM118 ........192
BOM119 ........192

BOM202 ..........64
BOM203 ..........64
BOM204 ..........64
BOM301 ........192
BOM302 ........192
BOM304 ..........63
BOM400 ..........63
BOM402 ..........64
BOM403 ..........64
BOM404 ..........64
BOM405 ..........63
BOM406 ..........63
BOM407 ..........63
BOM408 ..........63
BOM409 ..........63
BOM410 ..........63
BOM411 ..........63
BOM412 ..........63
BOM413 ..........63
BOM414 ..........63
BOM415 ..........63
BOM600 ..........59

BOX404 .........303
BOX405 .........303
BOX406 .........303

CAB127 .........371
CAB237 .........102
CAB247 .........372
CAB248 .........372
CAB251 .........372
CAB252 .........372
CAB354 .........372
CAB355 .........372
CAB356 .........372
CAB357 .........372
CAB358 .........372
CAB359 .........372
CAB360 .........372
CAB361 .........372
CAB362 .........372
CAB400 .........102
CAB411 .........371
CAB425 .........371

CAB444 .........371
CAB445 .........371
CAB446 .........371
CAB701 .........367
CAB702 .........367
CAB705 .........367
CAB707 .........367
CAB708 .........367
CAB711 .........367
CAB712 .........367
CAB713 .........367
CAB714 .........367
CAB715 .........367
CAB716 .........367
CAB717 .........367
CAB718 .........367
CAB719 .........367
CAB720 .........367
CAB721 .........367
CAB722 .........367
CAB723 .........368
CAB724 .........368
CAB725 .........368
CAB726 .........368
CAB727 .........368
CAB728 .........368
CAB729 .........368
CAB730 .........368
CAB731 .........368
CAB732 .........368
CAB733 .........368
CAB734 .........368
CAB735 .........368
CAB736 .........368
CAB737 .........368
CAB738 .........368
CAB739 .........368
CAB740 .........368
CAB741 .........368
CAB742 .........368
CAB743 .........369
CAB744 .........369
CAB745 .........369
CAB746 .........369
CAB747 .........369
CAB748 .........369
CAB749 .........369
CAB750 .........369
CAB751 .........369
CAB752 .........369
CAB753 .........369
CAB754 .........369
CAB755 .........369
CAB756 .........369
CAB757 .........369
CAB758 .........369
CAB759 .........369
CAB776 .........369
CAB780 .........370
CAB781 .........370
CAB782 .........370
CAB783 .........370
CAB784 .........370
CAB785 .........370
CAB786 .........370
CAB787 .........370
CAB788 .........370
CAB789 .........370

CAN117 .........375
CAN119 .........375
CAN121 .........374
CAN125 .........374
CAN126 .........374
CAN132 .........374

CAN133 .........374
CAN134 .........374
CAN135 .........374
CAN136 .........374
CAN137 .........374
CAN138 .........373
CAN139 .........373
CAN140 .........373
CAN141 .........373
CAN159 .........374
CAN160 .........373
CAN165 .........374
CAN166 .........374
CAN167 .........374
CAN237 .........303
CAN255 .........303
CAN460 .........375
CAN461 .........375
CAN462 .........375
CAN479 .........302
CAN500 .........373
CAN501 .........373
CAN502 .........373
CAN503 .........373
CAN512 .........373
CAN513 .........373
CAN521 .........375
CAN522 .........375
CAN523 .........375
CAN524 .........375
CAN525 .........373
CAN526 .........373
CAN527 .........373
CAN528 .........375
CAN529 .........375
CAN530 .........302

CLN108 .........306
CLN225 .........307
CLN253 .........304
CLN254 .........304
CLN255 .........304
CLN256 .........304
CLN278 .........304
CLN279 .........304
CLN341 .........307
CLN351 .........306
CLN352 .........307
CLN549 .........305
CLN550 .........304
CLN551 .........304
CLN552 .........305
CLN553 .........304
CLN554 .........304
CLN555 .........304
CLN644 .........307
CLN645 .........307
CLN1000 .......127
CLN1001 .......127

DLY301-01 ...342,
.......................399
DLY303 ..........344
DLY306 ..........345
DLY313 ............88

DRM106 ........353
DRM107 ........353
DRM108 ........353
DRM109 ........353
DRM129 ........362
DRM133-20T ...331
DRM133-50T ...331
DRM135 ........319
DRM136 ........300
DRM138 ........325

DRM143 ........336
DRM144 ........327
DRM145 ........327
DRM146 ........327
DRM147 ........327
DRM149 ........327
DRM150 ........327
DRM151 ........357
DRM152 ........357
DRM164 ........358
DRM166 ........325
DRM167 ........313
DRM185 ........339
DRM186 ........339
DRM201 ........340
DRM205 ........339
DRM207 ........345
DRM209 ........347
DRM211 ........345
DRM217 ........338
DRM221 ........352
DRM222 ........352
DRM237 ........349
DRM244 ........338
DRM244-01 ...338
DRM245 ..326, 339
DRM246 ........339
DRM250 ........344
DRM251 ........337
DRM255 ........337
DRM259 ........346
DRM260 ........346
DRM269 ........356
DRM271 ........356
DRM272 ........356
DRM276 ........357
DRM282 ........334
DRM285 ........352
DRM299 ........358
DRM311 ........354
DRM315 ........341
DRM317 ..326, 339
DRM322 ........340
DRM323 ........340
DRM324 ........340
DRM328 ........339
DRM334 ........328
DRM335 ........328
DRM336 ........328
DRM340 ........328
DRM343 ........353
DRM344 ........352
DRM345 ........297
DRM346 ........338
DRM347 ........338
DRM367 ........357
DRM369 ........415
DRM371 ........415
DRM373 ........415
DRM374 ........415
DRM375 ........414
DRM376 ........330
DRM380 ........342
DRM382 ........331
DRM383 ........331
DRM384 ........331
DRM385 ........333
DRM386 ........333
DRM400 ........362
DRM411 ........347
DRM415 ........340
DRM416 ........330
DRM418 ........348
DRM419 ........348
DRM423 ........328

DRM425 ........329
DRM426 ........329
DRM427 ........329
DRM429 ........300
DRM432 ........356
DRM433 ........356
DRM435 ........356
DRM441 ........330
DRM451 ........300
DRM452 ........326
DRM454 ........326
DRM455 ........326
DRM459 ........326
DRM461 ........353
DRM462 ........353
DRM464 ........345
DRM467 ........339
DRM468 ........339
DRM470 ........330
DRM471 ........330
DRM472 ........330
DRM474 ........337
DRM482 ........330
DRM484 ........415
DRM489 ........338
DRM491 ........330
DRM492 ........330
DRM493 ........330
DRM494 ........330
DRM495 ........330
DRM498 ........330
DRM508 ........356
DRM524 ........334
DRM525 ........335
DRM531 ........336
DRM534 ........336
DRM536 ........336
DRM538 ........336
DRM539 ........336
DRM541 ........336
DRM542 ........336
DRM543 ........336
DRM544 ........336
DRM545 ........336
DRM547 ........346
DRM553 ........318
DRM563 ........340
DRM564 ........340
DRM570 ........348
DRM571 ........348
DRM579 ........323
DRM584 ........300
DRM586 ........337
DRM595 ........354
DRM596 ........355
DRM597 ........355
DRM598 ........347
DRM600 ........323
DRM600 ........325
DRM602 ........318
DRM605 ........322
DRM617 ..321, 323
DRM618 ........339
DRM624 ........346
DRM627 ........330
DRM628 ........326
DRM640 ........318
DRM652 ........297
DRM653 ........297
DRM654 ........297
DRM655 ........297
DRM656 ........297
DRM658 ........334
DRM659 ........313
DRM662 ........343

DRM664 ........343
DRM672 ........326
DRM680 ........325
DRM681 ........353
DRM682 ........328
DRM683 ........329
DRM684 ........329
DRM685 ........328
DRM686 ........329
DRM687 ........329
DRM694 ........358
DRM696 ........358
DRM697 ........358
DRM698 ........358
DRM699 ........358
DRM729 ........349
DRM765 ........345
DRM767 ........357
DRM768 ........357
DRM786 ........343
DRM787 ........343
DRM793 ........332
DRM794 ........332
DRM796 ........332
DRM798 ........331
DRM799 ........331
DRM805 ........301
DRM806 ........331
DRM808 ........335
DRM813 ........335
DRM814 ........335
DRM815 ........335
DRM818 ........341
DRM821 ........313
DRM828 ........399
DRM831 ........328
DRM832 ........328
DRM833 ........328
DRM834 ........328
DRM835 ........328
DRM836 ........328
DRM837 ........328
DRM840 ........362
DRM841 ........362
DRM842 ........362
DRM843 ........328
DRM844 ........328
DRM845 ........329
DRM846 ........362
DRM876 ........342
DRM877 ........342
DRM878 ........415
DRM887 ........356
DRM892 ........334
DRM903 ........357
DRM919 ........323
DRM922 ........337
DRM923 ........337
DRM924 ........337
DRM925 ........337
DRM926 ........337
DRM927 ........337
DRM928 ........337
DRM929 ........337
DRM930 ........337
DRM934 ........335
DRM946 ........325
DRM948 ........325
DRM949 ........343
DRM955 ........337
DRM956 ........337
DRM965 ........319
DRM966 ........329
DRM967 ........329
DRM968 ........329

DRM969 ........329
DRM970 ........329
DRM971 ........329
DRM972 ........329
DRM973 ........329
DRM974 ........329
DRM975 ........329
DRM981 ........354
DRM982 ........354
DRM983 ........355
DRM986 ........343
DRM988 ........355
DRM994 ........331
DRM995 ........331
DRM997 ........345
DRM998 ........347
DRM1000 ......362
DRM1001 ......362
DRM1002 ......362
DRM1004 ......341
DRM1008 ......328
DRM1017 ......341
DRM1018 ......341
DRM1019 ......341
DRM1020 ......341
DRM1025 ......340
DRM1026 ......340
DRM1032 ......323
DRM1033 ......315
DRM1034 ......315
DRM1037 ......336
DRM1044 ......336
DRM1048 ......335
DRM1049 ......318
DRM1050 ......323
DRM1051 ......335
DRM1052 ......335
DRM1053 ......335
DRM1054 ......335
DRM1058 ......341
DRM1059 ......333
DRM1060 ......333
DRM1061 ......329
DRM1063 ......334
DRM1064 ......334
DRM1065 ......314
DRM1068 ......323
DRM1071 ......331
DRM1072 ......314
DRM1077 ......325
DRM1078 ......346
DRM1079 ......346
DRM1082 ......356
DRM1084 ......316
DRM1085 ......316
DRM1092 ......352
DRM1098 ......337
DRM1109 ......352
DRM1111 ......315
DRM1112 ......322
DRM1124 ......316
DRM1125 ......321
DRM1126 ......321
DRM1127 ......321
DRM1128 ......321
DRM1129 ......317
DRM1134 ......333
DRM1135 ......333
DRM1136 ......333
DRM1137 ......332
DRM1138 ......332
DRM1139 ......332
DRM1141 ......332
DRM1142 ......332
DRM1143 ......334

ITEM# PAGE#ITEM# PAGE#ITEM# PAGE#ITEM# PAGE#ITEM# PAGE#ITEM# PAGE#Uncle Ben’s
Item Listing

WHO IS Uncle Ben, you ask? 
And why is this his listing? Some 

years ago, our chairman of the board, 
Ben Stapelfeld (a.k.a. “Uncle Ben”), 
asked for an item-number listing of 
all products in The Big Pigalog 
catalog so he could quickly locate 
specific products. What a time saver!

Then we realized that you might find it 
useful too, so we’ve included it in this 
catalog. Need to find a product by its 
item number? No problem — it’s as 
easy as asking Uncle Ben!

428 No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.
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DRM1147 ......333
DRM1148 ......301
DRM1149 ......301
DRM1150 ......298
DRM1151 ......298
DRM1152 ......361
DRM1153 ......361
DRM1154 ......361
DRM1199 ......316
DRM1200 ......317
DRM1201 ......317
DRM1203 ......322
DRM1203 ......323
DRM1204 ......318
DRM1205 ......318
DRM1206 ......322
DRM1206 ......323
DRM1210 ......322
DRM1211 ......322
DRM1212 ......318
DRM1213 ......318
DRM1214 ......318
DRM1220 ..359, N7
DRM1221 ..359, N7
DRM1222 ..359, N7
DRM1223 ..359, N7
DRM1224 ..359, N7
DRM1225 ..359, N7
DRM1226 ..359, N7
DRM1235 ......330
DRM1236 ......298
DRM1237 ......298
DRM1248 ......327
DRM1249 ......327
DRM1250 ......344
DRM1251 ......344
DRM1254 ......344
DRM1266 ......298
DRM1299 ......319
DRM1340 ....... N6

DVD100 .........251

ELS101 ...........230
ELS201 ...........230
ELS210 ...........230
ELS212 ...........230
ELS218 ...........141
ELS221 ...........230
ELS274 ...........231
ELS275 ...........231
ELS3310 ........231
ELS3311 ........231

FLM126 .........240
FLM127 .........240
FLM128 .........240
FLM129 .........240
FLM130 .........240
FLM191 .........244
FLM197 .........240
FLM198 .........240
FLM199 .........240
FLM226 .........246
FLM235 .........244
FLM270 .........243
FLM271 .........243
FLM272 .........243
FLM273 .........243
FLM274 .........243
FLM275 .........240
FLM276 .........240
FLM277 .........240
FLM301 .........238
FLM302 .........238
FLM351 .........246

FLM410 .........243
FLM411 .........243
FLM412 .........243
FLM413 .........243
FLM414 .........243
FLM419 .........246
FLM420 .........246
FLM421 .........246
FLM422 .........241
FLM423 .........241
FLM424 .........241
FLM425 .........241
FLM538 .........245
FLM539 .........245
FLM588 .........246
FLM589 .........246
FLM592 .........241
FLM593 .........241
FLM594 .........241
FLM595 .........241
FLM596 .........241
FLM623 .........241
FLM624 .........241
FLM639 .........245
FLM640 .........249
FLM641 .........249
FLM642 .........249
FLM646 .........249
FLM647 .........249
FLM648 .........245
FLM663 .........242
FLM664 .........242
FLM665 .........242
FLM666 .........242
FLM667 .........242
FLM810 .........245
FLM811 .........245
FLM812 .........245
FLM816 .........245
FLM817 .........245
FLM818 .........244
FLM819 .........244
FLM820 .........244
FLM821 .........244
FLM830 .......... N8
FLM831 .......... N8
FLM832 .......... N8
FLM833 .........242
FLM834 .........242
FLM835 .........242
FLM836 .......... N8
FLM837 .......... N8
FLM838 .......... N8
FLM839 .......... N8
FLM840 .......... N8
FLM841 .........242
FLM842 .........242
FLM843 .........242

FLT100 ...........403
FLT116 ...........291
FLT214 ...........292
FLT443 ...........403
FLT510 ...........294
FLT511 ...........294
FLT512 ...........294
FLT513 ...........294
FLT517 .. 403, 406
FLT518 ...........403
FLT521 ...........295
FLT525 ...........295
FLT559 ...........292
FLT560 ...........292
FLT561 ...........292
FLT562 ...........293

FLT563 ...........293
FLT564 ...........293
FLT565 ...........293
FLT602 ...........291
FLT603 ...........291
FLT609 .............66
FLT610 .............66
FLT611 .............66
FLT612 ...........295
FLT614 ...........291
FLT615 ...........291
FLT617 ...........293
FLT619 ...........292
FLT620 ...........292
FLT621 ...........292
FLT638 ...........291
FLT639 ...........291
FLT699 ...........293
FLT700 ...........293
FLT704 ...........291
FLT705 ...........291
FLT710 ...........294
FLT711 ...........294
FLT717 ...........294
FLT718 ...........294
FLT730 ...........295
FLT731 ...........295
FLT732 ...........295
FLT733 ...........295
FLT745 ...........291
FLT1153 .........295

GEN160 .........138
GEN170 .........351
GEN171 .........351
GEN172 .........351
GEN179 .........140
GEN180 .........140
GEN182 ...........81
GEN249 ...........81
GEN252 .........348
GEN257 .........326
GEN260 .........348
GEN302 .........336
GEN305 .........136
GEN308 .........337
GEN309 .........340
GEN310 .........340
GEN312-1......286
GEN313 .........285
GEN322 ...........79
GEN323 ...........79
GEN324 ...........79
GEN367 .........263
GEN375 .........371
GEN376 .........371
GEN377 .........371
GEN381 ...........79
GEN382 ...........79
GEN420 .........140
GEN423 .........136
GEN449 .........229
GEN467 .........262
GEN472 .........286
GEN522 ...........79
GEN527 ...........79
GEN528 ...........79
GEN529 ...........79
GEN541 .........351
GEN542 .........351
GEN543 .........351
GEN544 .........351
GEN547 .........351
GEN550 .........351
GEN572 ...........80

GEN593 .........351
GEN594 .........351
GEN595 .........351
GEN596 .........351
GEN598 .........351
GEN635 .........287
GEN636 .........287
GEN637 .........287
GEN638 .........287
GEN834 .........141
GEN835 .........351
GEN864 .........130
GEN950 .........229
GEN2202 .......350

GLS100 ..........220
GLS112 ..........219
GLS135 ..........220
GLS136 ..........220
GLS137 ..........220
GLS138 ..........220
GLS139 ..........220
GLS150 ..........222
GLS152 ..........222
GLS153 ..........221
GLS154 ..........221
GLS157 ..........220
GLS160 ..........220
GLS170 ..........221
GLS172 ..........221
GLS175 ..........223
GLS176 ..........223
GLS179 ..........223
GLS181 ..........222
GLS182 ..........221
GLS183 ..........221
GLS184 ..........221
GLS186 ..........221
GLS204 ..........223
GLS204-0001...223
GLS204-0002...223
GLS374 ..........223
GLS380 ..........223
GLS382 ..........223
GLS383 ..........223
GLS450 ..........221
GLS451 ..........221
GLS453 ..........221
GLS454 ..........220
GLS470 ..........219
GLS471 ..........219
GLS480 ..........220
GLS481 ..........220
GLS482 ..........220
GLS500 ..........219
GLS501 ..........219
GLS502 ..........219
GLS503 ..........219
GLS504 ..........219
GLS505 ..........222
GLS506 ..........222
GLS507 ..........222
GLS585 ..........222
GLS586 ..........222
GLS587 ..........222
GLS588 ..........222
GLS800 ........... N9
GLS801 ........... N9
GLS802 ........... N8
GLS803 ........... N8
GLS804 ........... N8
GLS805 ........... N8
GLS806 ........... N9
GLS807 ........... N9

GLV102 .........199

GLV103 .........199
GLV104 .........199
GLV107 .........199
GLV108 .........199
GLV109 .........199
GLV111 .........199
GLV112 .........199
GLV115 .........199
GLV116 .........199
GLV117 .........199
GLV118 .........199
GLV120 .........199
GLV122 .........199
GLV123 .........199
GLV127 .........199
GLV129 .........201
GLV140 .........210
GLV150 .........201
GLV151 .........201
GLV161 .........201
GLV162 .........200
GLV164 .........201
GLV165 .........201
GLV173 .........200
GLV175 .........200
GLV208 .........204
GLV210 .........202
GLV213 .........203
GLV219 .........202
GLV220 .........203
GLV307 .........207
GLV315 .........207
GLV318 .........207
GLV323 .........207
GLV328 .........210
GLV334 .........207
GLV335 .........207
GLV336 .........207
GLV340 .........207
GLV352 .........210
GLV380 .........210
GLV381 .........210
GLV405 .........211
GLV410 .........211
GLV417 .........210
GLV418 .........211
GLV441 .........211
GLV442 .........211
GLV458 .........211
GLV463 .........211
GLV500 .........205
GLV504 .........205
GLV506 .........205
GLV705 .........209
GLV710 .........209
GLV806 .........209
GLV900 .........200
GLV920 .........206
GLV970 .........202
GLV971 .........205
GLV1201 .......206
GLV1205 .......205
GLV1206 .......206
GLV1207 .......205
GLV1208 .......203
GLV1209 .......202
GLV1211 .......199

GRP001 .........237
GRP005 .........237
GRP012-001 ..237
GRP012-012 ..237
GRP012-072 ..237
GRP24200 .....237
GRP36200 ..21, 237

GRP36201 ..21, 237
GRP36202 .....237
GRP36203 .....237
GRP36205 .....237
GRP36206 .....237
GRP36207 .....237
GRP36301 ..21, 237
GRP48200 .....237
GRP48201 .....237
GRP72203 .....237
GRP72303 .....237

HA1010 ...........74
HA8010 ...........75

HNG120 ........224
HNG122 ........224
HNG159 ........225
HNG184 ........225
HNG193 ........225
HNG194 ........225
HNG201 ........224
HNG202 ........224
HNG207 ........224
HNG208 ........224
HNG217 ........224
HNG220 ........224
HNG221 ........224
HNG595 ........225

HR7015 ...........75

KIT201 ...........102
KIT202 .............87
KIT204 .............90
KIT204-01 ........90
KIT204-02 ........90
KIT205 .............92
KIT206 .............92
KIT211 .............87
KIT213 .............99
KIT215 ...........103
KIT216 ...........103
KIT220 ...........101
KIT221 .............41
KIT223 ...........100
KIT224 ...........102
KIT228 ...........103
KIT234 .............98
KIT236 .............87
KIT241 .............87
KIT242 ...........100
KIT243 .............87
KIT244 .............92
KIT245 .............89
KIT254 .............41
KIT259 .............93
KIT261 ...........101
KIT262 .............89
KIT263 .............89
KIT264 .............89
KIT272 .............87
KIT273 .............93
KIT274 ...........101
KIT276 .............91
KIT278 .............92
KIT279 .............91
KIT280 .............91
KIT281 ...........104
KIT283 ...........100
KIT285 ...........104
KIT289 ...........102
KIT290 ...........104
KIT292 ...........104
KIT295 ...........102
KIT297 .............92
KIT298 ...........100

KIT302 ...........116
KIT304 ...........118
KIT304-01 ......118
KIT304-02 ......118
KIT306 ...........120
KIT307 ...........122
KIT308 ...........122
KIT310 ...........117
KIT311 ...........116
KIT312 ...........117
KIT315 ...........123
KIT316 ...........123
KIT319 ...........131
KIT320 ...........121
KIT322 ...........125
KIT323 ...........121
KIT328 ...........123
KIT330 ...........134
KIT336 ...........116
KIT341 ...........116
KIT342 ...........121
KIT343 ...........116
KIT344 ...........119
KIT352 ...........125
KIT353 ...........126
KIT354 ....126, N6
KIT355 ...........120
KIT359 ...........119
KIT362 ...........117
KIT363 ...........117
KIT365 ...........116
KIT366 ...........119
KIT367 ...........121
KIT379 ...........118
KIT380 ...........118
KIT385 ...........122
KIT389 ...........120
KIT390 ...........123
KIT392 ...........122
KIT395 ...........119
KIT397 ...........119
KIT398 ...........120
KIT399 ...........130
KIT402 ...........105
KIT404-01 ......108
KIT404-02 ......108
KIT404-03 ......108
KIT406 ...........114
KIT408 ...........115
KIT409 ...........115
KIT411-01 ......105
KIT413 ...........107
KIT416 ...........106
KIT418 ...........108
KIT418-01 ......108
KIT420 ...........111
KIT423 ...........114
KIT434 ...........113
KIT436 ...........105
KIT441 ...........105
KIT442 ...........114
KIT443 ...........105
KIT444 ...........110
KIT459 ...........109
KIT467 ...........106
KIT468 ...........105
KIT469 ...........109
KIT470 ...........111
KIT471 ...........111
KIT476 ...........110
KIT479 ...........109
KIT480 ...........109
KIT483 ...........114
KIT485 ...........115
KIT497 ...........110

KIT498 ...........114
KIT501 ...........131
KIT600 ...........134
KIT601 ...........130
KIT610 ...........126
KIT620 .............99
KIT621 .............99
KIT622 .............95
KIT623 ...........112
KIT624 .............96
KIT625 ...........112
KIT626 .............97
KIT627 ...........113
KIT628 .............97
KIT629 ...........113
KIT630 .............98
KIT631 ...........113
KIT632 .............96
KIT633 ...........112
KIT2200 ...........88
KIT2300 ...........88
KIT2400 ...........88
KIT2500 ...........88
KIT2900 .........103
KIT3200 .........117
KIT3300 .........117
KIT3400 .........117
KIT3500 .........117
KIT3900 .........123
KIT4000 .......... N3
KIT4001 .......... N4
KIT4002 .......... N2
KIT4003 .......... N3
KIT4004 .......... N3
KIT4200 .........107
KIT4300 .........107
KIT4400 .........107
KIT4500 .........107
KIT4900 .........115

KITR202 .........87, 89,
..............................102
KITR203 ...........91
KITR204 ...........90
KITR211 .....87, 89
KITR302 .........116
KITR303 .........118
KITR304 .........118
KITR311 .........116
KITR403 .........109
KITR404 .........108
KITR450 .........106
KITR451 .........106

LBL100 ..........139

LCK103 ..........263
LCK104 ..........263
LCK105 ..........263
LCK106 ..........263
LCK107 ..........263
LCK112 ..........262
LCK113 ..........262
LCK114 ..........262
LCK115 ..........262
LCK116 ..........262
LCK119 ..........262
LCK120 ..........262
LCK168 ..........263
LCK169 ..........263
LCK222 ..........263
LCK230 ..........262
LCK238 ..........262
LCK239 ..........262
LCK251 ..........263
LCK257 ..........263
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MA1097 ..........35

MAT110 ..........25
MAT112 ..........25
MAT115 ..........25
MAT116 ..........25
MAT117 ..........25
MAT124 ..........16
MAT127 ..........16
MAT132 ..........25
MAT135 ............9
MAT137 ..........11
MAT139 ............9
MAT140 ..........11
MAT141 ..........11
MAT142 ..........25
MAT153 ..........11
MAT154 ............9
MAT155 ............9
MAT160 ............9
MAT162 ..........21
MAT169 ..........23
MAT170 ............9
MAT171 ............9
MAT172 ............9
MAT173 ..........16
MAT175 ..........16
MAT176 ..........16
MAT182 ..........31
MAT185 ..........11
MAT188 ..........25
MAT189 ..........25
MAT190 ..........25
MAT191 ..........25
MAT193 ...11, 104
MAT194 ........238
MAT195 ........238
MAT202-01 .....11
MAT203 ............9
MAT204 ............9
MAT208 ..........31
MAT209 ..........29
MAT210 ..........29
MAT214 ...53, N5
MAT215 ...53, N5
MAT216 ............9
MAT218 ..........21
MAT220 ..........11
MAT223 ..........21
MAT225 ..........11
MAT226 ..........11
MAT229 ..........11
MAT230 ..........11
MAT231 ............9
MAT234 ..........23
MAT235 ..........27
MAT237 ..........31
MAT240 ............9
MAT242 ..........14
MAT243 ..........14
MAT244 ..........31
MAT245 ..........11
MAT246 ..........11
MAT247 ..........21
MAT251 ............9
MAT252 ..........14
MAT253 ..........14
MAT255 ..........31
MAT256 ..........23
MAT265 ..........23
MAT267 ..........25
MAT268 ..........25
MAT269 ..........25
MAT270 ..........23
MAT280 ..........21

MAT283 ..........11
MAT284 ..........27
MAT285 ............9
MAT286 ..........23
MAT291 ..........81
MAT292 ..........81
MAT293 ..........81
MAT301 ..........73
MAT302 ..........73
MAT303 ..........73
MAT304 ..........77
MAT309 ..........73
MAT310 ..........73
MAT320 ..........73
MAT325 ..........73
MAT342 ..........73
MAT343 ..........73
MAT351 ..........73
MAT353 ..........78
MAT354 ..........73
MAT401 ..........49
MAT402 ...53, N5
MAT403 ..........49
MAT405-01 .....65
MAT411 ..........11
MAT412 ............9
MAT414 ...53, N5
MAT415 ..........49
MAT415 ..........56
MAT418 ..........53
MAT419 ..........49
MAT420 ...53, N5
MAT423 ..........49
MAT424 ..........49
MAT425 ..........49
MAT426 ..........49
MAT427 ..........49
MAT435 ..........54
MAT436 ..........54
MAT437 ..........54
MAT440 ..........49
MAT441 ..........49
MAT442 ..........52
MAT443 ..........52
MAT444 ..........57
MAT445 ..........57
MAT446 ..........49
MAT454 ..........49
MAT455 ..........49
MAT458 ..........49
MAT460 ..........49
MAT461 ..........49
MAT462 ..........49
MAT465 ..........57
MAT466 ..........57
MAT467 ..........57
MAT484 ..........54
MAT485 ..........49
MAT497 ..........56
MAT498 ..........49
MAT501 ..........51
MAT502 ..........51
MAT502-01 .....51
MAT503 ..........51
MAT504 ..........51
MAT508 ..........31
MAT520 ..........51
MAT525 ..........51
MAT530 ..........51
MAT540 ..........51
MAT544 ..........31
MAT545 ..........51
MAT546 ..........51
MAT554 ..........51
MAT560 ..........51

MAT565 ........238
MAT566 ........238
MAT567 ........238
MAT577 ..........51
MAT602 ..........15
MAT603 ..........15
MAT604 ..........15
MAT605 ..........15
MAT606 ..........15
MAT607 ..........28
MAT608 ..........28
MAT625 ..........15
MAT630 ..........15
MAT905 ..........23
MAT1400 ........78
MAT1625 ........19
MAT1650 ........19
MAT2001 ........11
MAT2002 ........16
MAT2005 ........16
MAT2009 ........11
MAT2101 ........26
MAT2102 ........26
MAT3200 ........19
MAT3205 ........19
MAT3210 ........19
MAT3250 ........19
MAT3251 ........19
MAT4101 ........55
MAT4102 ........55
MAT4105 ........56
MAT4107 ........56
MAT4109 ........31
MAT4150 ........14
MAT4304 ........56
MAT4305 ........56
MAT4306 ........56
MAT32100 ......19

PAD202 ...........56
PAD203 ...........56
PAD210 ...........29

PAK103 .........363
PAK108 .........403
PAK112 .........413
PAK116 .........395
PAK117 .........395
PAK118 .........395
PAK119 .........395
PAK120 .........395
PAK121 .........395
PAK122 .........395
PAK123 .........412
PAK124 .........412
PAK126 .........363
PAK127 .........409
PAK128 .........409
PAK129 .........406
PAK130 .........406
PAK150 .........399
PAK180 .........361
PAK181 .........361
PAK182 .........349
PAK183 .........349
PAK198 .........401
PAK199 .........401
PAK201 .........135
PAK205 .........135
PAK210 .........380
PAK213 .........383
PAK219 .........414
PAK220 .........391
PAK221 .........391
PAK222 .........391
PAK223 .........391

PAK225 .........386
PAK225 .........391
PAK226 ...........56
PAK227 ...........56
PAK228 ...........56
PAK229 .........361
PAK235 .........417
PAK236 .........417
PAK237 .........417
PAK238 .........385
PAK239 .........385
PAK241 .........385
PAK245 .........401
PAK246 .........401
PAK248 .........364
PAK249 .........364
PAK250 .........364
PAK252 .........396
PAK253 .........412
PAK254 .........412
PAK255 .........412
PAK257 .........412
PAK273 .........417
PAK274 .........417
PAK276 .........135
PAK277 .........135
PAK284 ...........97
PAK290 .........411
PAK291 .........411
PAK292 .........411
PAK294 .........135
PAK295 .........135
PAK354 ...408, 409
PAK371 .........411
PAK372 .........411
PAK381 .........401
PAK384 .........361
PAK399 .........302
PAK414 ...138, 361
PAK442 .........401
PAK443 .........401
PAK465 .........389
PAK466 .........389
PAK467 .........394
PAK469 ...408, 409
PAK472 .........411
PAK489 .........361
PAK523 .........390
PAK524 .........389
PAK525 ...188, 390
PAK527 .........387
PAK528 .........390
PAK529 .........389
PAK530 .........390
PAK531 .........389
PAK538 ...389, 391
PAK565 .........387
PAK566 .........387
PAK570 .........349
PAK572 .. 97, 410
PAK573 .........349
PAK574 .........349
PAK575 .........349
PAK579 .........403
PAK580 .........403
PAK594 .........406
PAK595 .........406
PAK601 .........399
PAK603 ..383, 385, 
.......................399
PAK604 .........383
PAK605 .........384
PAK606 .........384
PAK607 .........400
PAK608 .........400

PAK638 .........363
PAK640 .........415
PAK644 .........391
PAK645 .........391
PAK646 .........391
PAK648 .........342
PAK656 .........412
PAK657 .........412
PAK658 .........412
PAK659 .........412
PAK661 .........412
PAK662 .........412
PAK672 ...383, 395
PAK674 .........361
PAK708 .........361
PAK709 .........361
PAK710 .........361
PAK718 .........399
PAK720 .........408
PAK721 .........408
PAK722 .........408
PAK723 .........409
PAK724 .........409
PAK725 .........361
PAK726 ........387, 
.............. 389, 390
PAK734 ........380, 
.............. 383, 399
PAK735 .........393
PAK736 .........393
PAK739 .........412
PAK740 .........412
PAK741 .........412
PAK742 .........412
PAK743 .........412
PAK744 .........412
PAK747 .........135
PAK749 .........393
PAK750 .........403
PAK752 .........406
PAK753 .........401
PAK754 .........400
PAK755 .........400
PAK756 .........387
PAK757 .........135
PAK791 .........404
PAK792 .........404
PAK793 .........404
PAK800 .........135
PAK802 .........135
PAK901 .........399
PAK902 .........402
PAK903 .........408
PAK904 .........408
PAK905 .........408
PAK906 .........408
PAK907 .........408
PAK908 .........408
PAK918 .........413
PAK919 .........413
PAK920 .........413
PAK921 .........413
PAK922 .........413
PAK924 .........406
PAK925 .........410
PAK926 .........410
PAK927 .........410
PAK928 .........410
PAK929 .........410
PAK930 .........410
PAK931 .........410
PAK932 .........410
PAK936 .........409
PAK940 .........393
PAK947 .........402

PAK949 .........403
PAK956 .........387
PAK963 .........414
PAK964 .........414
PAK965 .........414
PAK966 .........414
PAK967 .........396
PAK968 ...........92
PAK968 .........110
PAK969 .........403
PAK970 .........410
PAK971 .........410
PAK972 .........410
PAK987 .........383
PAK989 ...383, 384
PAK993 .........396
PAK994 .........342
PAK996 .........363
PAK1001 .......405
PAK1002 .......405
PAK1003 .......405
PAK1006 .......364
PAK1007 .......394
PAK1011 .......393
PAK1020 .......386
PAK3000 .......129
PAK3001 .......129
PAK3002 .......129
PAK3003 .......129
PAK3100 ...128, 129
PAK3101 .......128
PAK3102 .......128
PAK3103 .......128
PAK3104 .......128
PAK4040 .......128
PAK24108 .....128
PAK28110 .....128
PAK28150 .....128
PAK28200 .....128

PAN201 ...........39
PAN202 ...........41
PAN204 ...........38
PAN401 ...........66
PAN402 ...........66
PAN404 .........411

PIG100 ............38
PIG105 ............37
PIG201 ............35
PIG202 ............35
PIG203 ............35
PIG205 ............34
PIG209 ............34
PIG210 ............36
PIG211 ............36
PIG212 ............36
PIG214 ............36
PIG217 ............35
PIG218 ............34
PIG219 ............34
PIG220 ............34
PIG233 ............37
PIG237 ............34
PIG238 ............35
PIG301 ............74
PIG305 ............74
PIG309 ............77
PIG353 ............78
PIG400 ............65
PIG403 ............65

PIL104 .............66
PIL201 .............39
PIL203 .............67
PIL204 .............39

PIL205 .............38
PIL302 .............75
PIL306 .............75
PIL307 .............75
PIL352 .............77
PIL353 .............78
PIL402 .............64
PIL403 .............64
PIL405 .............67
PIL3000 .........128
PIL3001 .........129
PIL3002 .........129
PIL3003 .........129
PIL3004 .........129
PIL3005 .........129

PLP106 ............80
PLP201 ............43
PLP205 ............45
PLP206 ............45
PLP213-1 .........42
PLP213-50 .......42
PLP216 ............45
PLP217 ............78
PLP218 ............43
PLP219 ............42
PLP220 ............42
PLP300 ............78
PLP301 ..........127
PLP303 ..........127
PLP404 ............68
PLP410 ............68
PLP415 ............68
PLP500 ............68
PLP501 ............75
PLP503 ..........132
PLP505 ............68
PLP602 ..........134
PLP800 ............77
PLP801 ............77
PLP802 ............77
PLP803 ............78
PLP804 ............78
PLP805 ............78
PLP806 ..........130
PLP807 ..........130
PLP900-1 .........44
PLP900-50 .......44
PLP1000 ..........80

PLR103 ..........187
PLR108 ..........189
PLR109 ..........189
PLR111 ..........191
PLR112 ..........191
PLR113 ..........191
PLR114 ..........187
PLR117 ..........187
PLR204 ..........181
PLR205 ..........181
PLR206 ..........181
PLR207 ..........191
PLR208 ..........191
PLR209 ..........191
PLR210 ..........191
PLR212 ..........181
PLR213 ..........184
PLR215 ..........177
PLR222 ..........187
PLR225 ..........190
PLR229 ..........184
PLR230 ..........183
PLR232 ..........177
PLR252 ..........191
PLR253 ..........179

PLR254 ..........179
PLR258 ..........187
PLR260 ..........190
PLR263 ..........187
PLR264 ..........187
PLR265 ..........187
PLR266 ..........190
PLR267 ..........179
PLR268 ..........179
PLR276 ..........187
PLR277 ..........187
PLR278 ..........187
PLR279 ..........187
PLR280 ..........181
PLR281 ..........191
PLR282 ..........177
PLR283 ..........189
PLR284 ..........181
PLR285 ..........177
PLR286 ..........177
PLR287 ..........177
PLR288 ..........177
PLR289 ..........187
PLR300 ..........173
PLR301 ..........173
PLR302 ..........173
PLR303 ..........173
PLR304 ..........173
PLR305 ..........173
PLR306 ..........173
PLR307 ..........173
PLR308 ..........173
PLR309 ..........173
PLR312 ..........173
PLR320 ..........173
PLR330 ..........173
PLR340 ..........176
PLR350 ..........182
PLR351 ..........182
PLR352 ..........182
PLR400 ..........171
PLR401 ..........171
PLR402 ..........171
PLR403 ..........171
PLR404 ..........171
PLR405 ..........171
PLR406 ..........171
PLR407 ..........171
PLR408 ..........171
PLR409 ..........171
PLR412 ..........171
PLR420 ..........171
PLR430 ..........171
PLR500 ..........184
PLR510 ..........176
PLR511 ..........187
PLR512 ..........187
PLR513 ..........187
PLR514 ..........189
PLR515 ..........189
PLR516 ..........189
PLR517 ..........188
PLR518 ..........188
PLR525 ..........187
PLR526 ..........189
PLR528 ..........187
PLR600 ..........175
PLR601 ..........175
PLR602 ..........175
PLR603 ..........175
PLR604 ..........175
PLR700 ..........175

PLS170...........267
PLS171...........267
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PLS195...........268
PLS201...........247
PLS202...........247
PLS236...........140
PLS325...........264
PLS326...........264
PLS455...........227
PLS456...........227
PLS474...........265
PLS475...........265
PLS476...........265
PLS477...........265
PLS478...........265
PLS521...........264
PLS549...........266
PLS553...........269
PLS626...........268
PLS713...........227
PLS714...........227
PLS715...........227
PLS724...........227
PLS726...........227
PLS758...........268
PLS826...........265
PLS829...........265
PLS850...........228
PLS875...........247
PLS876...........247
PLS1009 ........268
PLS1013 ........132
PLS1014 ........132
PLS1037 ........269
PLS1038 ........266
PLS1039 ........266
PLS1041 ........266
PLS1043 ........266
PLS1083 ........265
PLS1131 ........132
PLS1172 ........267
PLS1204 ........265
PLS1221 ........228
PLS1245 ........133
PLS1259 ........269
PLS1261 ........269
PLS1268 ........141
PLS1324 ........266
PLS1325 ........266
PLS1357 ........269
PLS1358 ........226
PLS1426 ........247
PLS1474 ........248
PLS1475 ........248
PLS1476 ........248
PLS1477 ........248
PLS1481 ........248
PLS1482 ........248
PLS1488 ........267
PLS1489 ........267
PLS1490 ........267
PLS1491 ........267
PLS1493 ........264
PLS1494 ........264
PLS1495 ........228
PLS1496 ........228
PLS1497 ........228
PLS1498 ........228
PLS1499 ........228
PLS1540 ........226
PLS1549 ........219
PLS1550 ........247
PLS1552 ........141
PLS1559 ........141
PLS1560 ........267
PLS1561 ........267
PLS1562 ........265

PLS1563 ........267
PLS1567 ........229
PLS1571 ........228
PLS1615 ........228
PLS1617 ........227
PLS1710 ........190
PLS1711 ........190
PLS1712 ........190
PLS1713 ........190
PLS1743 ........229
PLS1744 ........229
PLS1747 ........229
PLS1766 ........229
PLS1850 ........133
PLS1906 ........247
PLS1990 ........248
PLS1991 ........267
PLS1993 ........267
PLS1994 ........267
PLS1995 ........267
PLS1996 ........267
PLS2000 ........139
PLS2001 ........266
PLS2002 ........266
PLS2003 ........266
PLS2004 ........229
PLS2005 ........190
PLS2006 ........190
PLS2007 ........190
PLS2008 ........190
PLS2009 ........190
PLS2010 ........190

PTY105 .. 187, 406
PTY108 ..........285
PTY109 ..........285
PTY119 ..........284
PTY120 ..........284
PTY121 ..........284
PTY122 ..........284
PTY123 ..........284
PTY124 ..........284
PTY125 ..........284
PTY126 ..........284
PTY201 ..........283
PTY202 ..........283
PTY203 ..........286
PTY220 ..........285
PTY223 ..........285
PTY230 ..........283
PTY231 ..........286
PTY259 ..........283
PTY264 ..........283
PTY310 ..........288
PTY312 ..........288
PTY313 ..........288
PTY314 ..........288
PTY318 ..........286
PTY323 ..........287
PTY340 ..........187
PTY340-1 .......187
PTY347 ..........287

REF303 ..........254
REF304 ..........254

REZ105 ............28
REZ106 ............28

RFL228 ..........103
RFL234 ............98
RFL236 ......87, 89
RFL243 ......87, 89
RFL244 ............92
RFL259 ............93
RFL272 ............87
RFL276 ............91

RFL328 ..........123
RFL330 ..........134
RFL336 ..........116
RFL343 ..........116
RFL344 ..........119
RFL354 ...126, N6
RFL359 ..........119
RFL365 ..........116
RFL402 ..........105
RFL411-01 .....105
RFL434 ..........113
RFL436 ..........105
RFL443 ..........105
RFL444 ..........110
RFL459 ..........109
RFL468 ..........105
RFL472 ..........286
RFL622 ............95
RFL623 ..........112
RFL624 ............96
RFL626 ............97
RFL627 ..........113
RFL628 ............97
RFL631 ............52
RFL1001 ........127
RFL2900 ........103
RFL3900 ........123
RFL4000 ......... N3
RFL4001 ......... N4
RFL4002 ......... N2
RFL4003 ......... N3
RFL4900 ........115

RNG202 .........301

RSP300 ..........212
RSP304 ..........212
RSP439 ..........212
RSP490 ..........212
RSP491 ..........212
RSP600 ..........212
RSP605 ..........212
RSP607 ..........212
RSP610 ..........212
RSP614 ..........212
RSP617 ..........212
RSP619 ..........212

RTK500 ..........254
RTK501 ..........254
RTK504 ..........254
RTK511 ..........254

SA8010 ............68

SGN143 .........258
SGN148 .........255
SGN149 .........255
SGN150 .........255
SGN151 .........255
SGN167 .........254
SGN176 .........258
SGN177 .........258
SGN181 .........260
SGN242 .........300
SGN260 .........259
SGN261 .........259
SGN262 .........259
SGN263 .........259
SGN264 .........259
SGN303 .........139
SGN409 -SGN470 
.......................260
SGN500 -SGN643 
............... 256-258
SGN566 .........139
SGN567 .........139

SGN568 .........139
SGN569 .........139
SGN570 .........139
SGN645 -SGN680 
.......................261
SGN829 -SGN848 
.......................260
SGN862 .........254
SGN863 .........254
SGN1026- SGN1033 
............... 256-258
SGN1030 .......139
SGN1032 .......139
SGN1033 .......139
SGN1034 .......258
SGN1035 .......258
SGN1036 .......258
SGN1042 .......259
SGN1043 .......259
SGN1044 .......254
SGN1048-SGN1056
............................259
SGN1060 .......175
SGN1061 .......139
SGN1065 .......138
SGN1090 .......319

SKM203 ...........60
SKM210 ...........58
SKM221 ...........52
SKM400 ...........61
SKM401 ...........61
SKM403 ...........61
SKM404 ...........61
SKM405 ...........37
SKM406 ...........37
SKM407 ...........37
SKM408 ...........37
SKM411 ...........61
SKM412 ...........61
SKM413 ...........61
SKM414 ...........60
SKM415 ...........61
SKM500 ...........59
SKM600 ...........59
SKM601 ...........59
SKM602 ...........67
SKM700 .......... N5
SKM701 .......... N5

SOC3000 .......129
SOC3001 .......129
SOC3002 .......129
SOC3003 .......129
SOC3004 .......129

STR123 ..........401

TLS100 ...........281
TLS102 ...........281
TLS121 ...........278
TLS147 ...........279
TLS155 ...........350
TLS156 ...........350
TLS174 ...........279
TLS178 ...........191
TLS182 ...........279
TLS190 ...........279
TLS200 ...........279
TLS248 ...........279
TLS271 ...........306
TLS280 ...........136
TLS281 ...........136
TLS290 ...........136
TLS292 ...........136
TLS318 ...........350
TLS319 ...........350

TLS326 ...........136
TLS327 ...........136
TLS330 ...........291
TLS366 ...........281
TLS367 ...........281
TLS369 ...........305
TLS370 ...........305
TLS404 ...........341
TLS417 ...........306
TLS461 ...........277
TLS462 ...........275
TLS463 ...........275
TLS464 ...........275
TLS465 ...........275
TLS466 ...........275
TLS467 ...........275
TLS468 ...........138
TLS470 ...........275
TLS471 ...........275
TLS472 ...........275
TLS484 ...........305
TLS527 ...........285
TLS552 ...........275
TLS553 ...........275
TLS554 ...........275
TLS555 ...........275
TLS559 ...........275
TLS560 ...........275
TLS561 ...........275
TLS564 ...........280
TLS583 ...........350
TLS597 ...........304
TLS609 ...........226
TLS620 ...........280
TLS623 ...........238
TLS624 ...........238
TLS631 .............52
TLS660 ...........269
TLS662 ...........306
TLS665 ...........281
TLS666 ...........281
TLS667 ...........278
TLS668 ...........278
TLS669 ...........280
TLS671 ...........278
TLS672 ...........275
TLS673 ...........275
TLS674 ...........275
TLS675 ...........278
TLS676 ...........278
TLS679 ...........275
TLS680 ...........275
TLS682 ...........275
TLS683 ...........275
TLS684 ...........275
TLS685 ...........275
TLS686 ...........275
TLS690 ...........275
TLS691 ...........279
TLS697 ...........306
TLS752 ...........276
TLS753 ...........276
TLS903 ...........277
TLS994 ...........255
TLS995 ...........255
TLS996 ...........255
TLS997 ...........255
TLS998 ...........255
TLS999 ...........255
TLS1000 .........136
TLS1002 .........137
TLS1003 .........137

TRN100 -TRN193
.............. 252, 253

WIP100 ..........155
WIP101 ..........156
WIP115 ..........155
WIP118 ..........155
WIP119 ..........155
WIP150 ..........154
WIP153 ..........154
WIP154 ..........154
WIP155 ..........154
WIP171 ..........157
WIP190 ..........157
WIP200 ..........153
WIP216 ..........154
WIP218 ..........154
WIP229 ..........154
WIP230 ..........153
WIP231 ..........153
WIP232 ..........153
WIP235 ..........153
WIP238 ..........153
WIP242 ..........153
WIP245 ..........153
WIP247 ..........153
WIP251 ..........157
WIP255 ..........157
WIP303 ..........148
WIP304 ..........148
WIP306 ..........148
WIP309 ..........148
WIP310 ..........153
WIP311 ..........153
WIP313 ..........147
WIP316 ..........147
WIP325 ..........148
WIP327 ..........153
WIP328 ..........148
WIP329 ..........148
WIP330 ..........159
WIP333 ..........148
WIP363 ..........159
WIP443 ..........153
WIP455 ..........145
WIP456 ..........145
WIP480 ..........146
WIP483 ..........146
WIP484 ..........146
WIP501 ..........165
WIP505 ..........165
WIP506 ..........165
WIP515 ..........163
WIP518 ..........164
WIP519 ..........163
WIP520 ..........163
WIP529 ..........163
WIP530 ..........163
WIP531 ..........163
WIP532 ..........163
WIP535 ..........163
WIP537 ..........163
WIP538 ..........163
WIP547 ..........165
WIP548 ..........165
WIP550 ..........163
WIP551 ..........163
WIP553 ..........163
WIP554 ..........164
WIP555 ..........164
WIP557 ..........163
WIP559 ..........164
WIP560 ..........163
WIP561 ..........163
WIP565 ..........163
WIP569 ..........163
WIP570 ..........163
WIP575 ..........163

WIP578 ..........164
WIP581 ..........164
WIP585 ..........163
WIP587 ..........163
WIP588 ..........164
WIP589 ..........164
WIP591 ..........163
WIP592 ..........163
WIP594 ..........163
WIP595 ..........165
WIP596 ..........165
WIP597 ..........165
WIP630 ..........155
WIP631 ..........155
WIP633 ..........155
WIP635 ..........155
WIP640 ..........151
WIP641 ..........151
WIP642 ..........151
WIP660 ..........150
WIP661 ..........150
WIP662 ..........150
WIP663 ..........150
WIP689 ..........145
WIP693 ..........145
WIP699 ..........145
WIP700 ..........127
WIP770 ..........149
WIP771 ..........149
WIP850 ..........159
WIP880 ..........146
WIP881 ..........146
WIP902 ..........160
WIP905 ..........160
WIP906 ..........160
WIP920 ..........158
WIP921 ..........158
WIP922 ..........158
WIP950 ..........145
WIP1212 ........158
WIP1213 ........158
WIP1300 ........161
WIP1301 ........161
WIP1302 ........161
WIP1303 ........161
WIP1304 ........161
WIP1404 ........134
WIP1500 ........160
WIP1600 ........159
WIP3086 ........155
WIP5007 ........151
WIP5320 ........156
WIP5511 ........158
WIP5514 ........158
WIP5517 ........158
WIP5701 ........151
WIP5790 ........151
WIP5812 ........155
WIP5816 ........155
WIP5841 ........155
WIP5930 ........147
WIP6006 ........160
WIP9165 ........158
WIP9361 ........160
WIP12165 .....158
WIP32992 .....159
WIP34015 .....150
WIP34790 .....150
WIP34865 .....150
WIP34955 .....150
WIP41025 .....147
WIP41026 .....147
WIP41029 .....147
WIP41041 .....147
WIP41043 .....147

WIP41048 .....147
WIP41055 .....147
WIP41100 .....149
WIP41200 .....149
WIP41300 .....149
WIP41455 .....149
WIP41611 .....149
WIP58310 .....161
WIP75130 .....159
WIP80579 .....160
WIP80595 .....160
WIP91367 .....161
WIP91371 .....161

WPL32 ...........217
WPL105 .........127
WPL116 .........216
WPL135 .........216
WPL136 .........216
WPL137 .........216
WPL139 .........216
WPL140 .........217
WPL145 .........217
WPL222 .........218
WPL233 .........215
WPL235 .........215
WPL241 .........218
WPL262 .........204
WPL265 .........204
WPL266 .........216
WPL362 .........199
WPL366 .........203
WPL367 .........203
WPL390 .........204
WPL483 .........211
WPL580 .........199
WPL583 .........218
WPL587 .........202
WPL588 .........202
WPL591 .........215
WPL654 .........209
WPL672 .........217
WPL717 .........215
WPL718 .........215
WPL719 .........215
WPL720 .........215
WPL817 .........209
WPL838 .........209
WPL847 .........199
WPL854 .........214
WPL860 .........214
WPL865 .........217
WPL880 .........218
WPL883 .........218
WPL903 .........216
WPL904 .........216
WPL905 .........216
WPL906 .........216
WPL907 .........215
WPL908 .........215
WPL909 .........215
WPL910 .........215
WPL911 .........215
WPL912 .........215
WPL922 .........214
WPL975 .........206

WRT601 .........156
WRT619 .........156
WRT900 .........156

ITEM# PAGE# ITEM# PAGE#ITEM# PAGE#ITEM# PAGE#ITEM# PAGE#ITEM# PAGE#ITEM# PAGE#ITEM# PAGE#



A
4 in 1 Mat ............................................ 27, 54
Absorb-&-Lock for Oils ................................ 68
Absorb-&-Lock for Solvents  ........................ 68
Absorbent Accessories
   Clip-&-Go Bag Carrier ............................... 80
  Disposal Bags ......................................... 137
  Mat Dispensers/Holders............................. 81
  Mobile Cart for Loose  .............................. 80
  PIG Picker ................................................. 80
  Trays for Mats ........................................... 23
  Waste Compactor ................................... 297
  Wringer .................................................. 301
Absorbent Drip Pad ..................................... 29
Absorbent Mats ................................ See Mats
Absorbent Pillows .......................... See Pillows
Absorbent Sample Pack ............................... 41
Absorbent Socks .............................. See Socks
Absorbent, Loose .............................See Loose
Absorbents in a Workstation Box ................ 41
Acid Absorbent Loose ......................See Loose
Acid Absorbent Mats ......................... See Mats
Acid Absorbent Pillows................... See Pillows
Acid Absorbent Socks ....................... See Socks
Acid Absorbing Spill Kits .... See Spill Kits, HazMat
Acid Cabinets ............................................ 371
Acid Neutralizing Loose ..........................77-79
Acid Neutralizing Mat ................................. 77
Acid Neutralizing Pillow .............................. 77
Acid Neutralizing Sock ................................ 77
Acid Neutralizing Kits .....See Spill Kits, HazMat
Acid-Resistant Oil-Only Sock........................ 60
Adhesive-Backed Mat.............19, 21, 234-237
Aerosol Can Cabinet ................................. 371

Aerosol Can Recycler ................................. 298
Ampho-Mag Neutralizer .............................. 78
Ansul Neutralizing Adsorbents..................... 79
Anti-Fatigue Mats ....................... 239-246, N8
Anti-Fatigue Shoe Cover............................ 218
Anti-Static Absorbent Mat ........................... 53
Anti-Static Absorbent Sock ..........................N5
Aprons ...............................................216-217

B
Bags  
   DeWatering Bag ..................................... 293
   Disposable Bags ...................................... 137
   Disposal Bags ................................. 137, 362
   DrainBlocker Carry Bag ........................... 177
   Pipe Sock ................................................ 293
   Portable Pool Storage Bag ...................... 410
   Sandless Sandbags.................................. 190
   Soil & Debris Bags .................................. 362
   Transformer Bags .................................... 417
Bag Carrier ................................................. 80
Bailer Kit ................................................... 403
Barrel Top Mat ............................................ 31
Barrels ............................................See Drums
Barricades ................................................. 264

Barriers and Berms  
  Build-A-Berm Barriers ......................186-189
   Collapse-A-Tainer Berm ...................404-408
   Containment Booms ........................192-193
   DrainBlockers ...................................170-176
   FlexBerm Containment Pad ..................... 409
   Flood Barriers ......................................... 190
   Sandless Sandbags.................................. 190
   Soft Side Spill Berm ................................. 408
   SpillBlockers.....................................178-184
Base Neutralizing Kits ....See Spill Kits, HazMat
Base Neutralizing Loose .........................78-79
Base Neutralizing Mat ................................. 78
Base Neutralizing Pillow .............................. 78
Base Neutralizing Sock ................................ 78
Basin ........................................................ 411
Battery Management  
  Battery Acid Loose Absorbent ................. 127
   Battery Acid Neutralizing Pillows ............. 129
   Battery Acid Neutralizing Socks ............... 129
   Battery Acid Spill Kit ........................125-126
   Battery Acid Cleaning Wipes ................... 127
   Battery Cleaning Kit ................................ 127
   Battery Containment Trays ...............128-129
   Battery Handling PPE Kit ......................... 127
   Battery Terminal Covers .......................... 128
   Used Battery Container & Label .............. 300
Belly Drum Patch ....................................... 286
Bench Pads ............................................... 159
Biohazard Spill Kit ..............................132-133

Bioremediation (Biobugs) .......................... 307
Bladder Containment Deck ........................ 390
Blanket, Absorbent ..................... 66, See Mats
Blockers .......................... See Barriers & Berms
Bloodborne Pathogen Kit ...................132-133
Blue Sock .................................................... 35
Bollard Covers ....................................268-269
Bonding/Grounding Wires ..................330-331
Book, Emergency Response ....................... 254

Booms, Absorbent ............................ See Socks
Booms, Nonabsorbent ........................192-193
Boots .................................................217-218
Brackets, Cylinder ..................................... 371
Brooms ..................................................... 304
Brown Oil-Only Mat .................................... 51
BubbleZorb Anti-Fatigue Absorbent Mat.... 246
Bucket, Mop ............................................. 304
Buckets, Pails & Accessories  
   Dust Covers ............................................ 327
   Funnel .................................................... 323
   GAMMA SEAL Lid ................................... 334
   Latching Pail Lid ..................................... 317
   Mop Bucket ............................................ 304
   Oily Water Filter Bucket .......................... 295
   Pail Liners ............................................... 337
   Poly Pails .........................................334-335
   Pump ...................................................... 358
   Steel Pails ............................................... 334
Build-A-Berm Barrier ..........................186-189
Bumper Guards ..................................266-267
Bumper Post Sleeves ..........................268-269
Bungee Cords ........................................... 275
Burpless Funnels ................................320-325

C
Cabinets ............................................366-372
Cable Protectors ........................................ 247
Camoufl age Mat ................................... 25, 54
Can Crusher .............................................. 300
Cans ..........................................302, 373-375
Cartridges ......................................... 212, 227
Carts ..................................................342-343
Caustic Neutralizing Absorbents... ......See Base  
.....................................................Neutralizing
Caution Tape  ........................................... 264
Ceiling Grid Covers ................................... 287
Ceiling Leak Diverters .........................280-281
Chat Mat  ................................................... 28

Index

PIG Build-A-Berm Barrier 
PLR264 – 
See page 187

BEST 
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PIG Oil-Only Boom 
BOM304 – See page 63
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PIG Aerosol Can Recycler 
DRM1266 – See page 298
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Chem Guard Sock ....................................... 74
Chemical Absorbent Loose ...............See Loose
Chemical Absorbent Mats ................. See Mats
Chemical Absorbent Pillows ........... See Pillows
Chemical Absorbent Socks ............... See Socks
Chemical Classifi er Kit ............................... 140
Chemical Spill Kits ..........See Spill Kits, HazMat
Chocks ...................................................... 269
Cigarette Butt Receptacles ........................ 303
Clay Replacements .................................42-45
Cleaners
  Battery Acid Cleaning Wipes ................... 127
   Bioremediation (Biobugs) ........................ 307
   Concrete Cleaner ............................ 305, 307
   Degreaser ....................................... 306, 307
   Floor Sweep ............................................ 305
   Germicidal Wipes .................................... 160
   Hand Cleaner .................................. 161, 305
   Industrial Cleaner ............................ 306, 307
   Ink & Dye Remover ................................. 305
   Lens Cleaner ........................................... 223
   Premoistened Wipers .......................160-161
   Shoe & Boot Cleaner ............................... 238
Clip-&-Fit Sock ............................................ 34
Clip-&-Go Bag Carrier ................................. 80
Coliwasa Sampler...................................... 357

Collapse-A-Tainer Containment Berm .....404-408
Collapse-A-Tainer Lite ............................... 408
Collapsible Containment ....................404-411
Column Protectors .............................268-269
Compactor, Waste .................................... 297
Cone ......................................................... 265
Containment Berm .......... See Barriers & Berms
Containment Boom (Absorbent) .......62-65, 74
Containment Boom (Nonabsorbent) .....192-193
Containment Decks ..........................See Decks
Containment Pallets ........................See Pallets
Containment Pool ..................................... 410
Coolant Skimming Pad ................................ 52
Cord Protectors ......................................... 247
Corncob Loose Absorbent ........................... 45
Corrosives Safety Cabinets ................ 369, 371
Coveralls & Suits ................................213-216
Covered Pallets ..................................398-402
Covers

Bollard Covers .................................268-269

   Drain Covers ....................................171-176
   Drum and Pail Covers .......312-318, 326-327
   Roll Top Hardcovers .........................398-402
   Spill Kit Covers ........................................ 135
Crusher, Oil Filter ...................................... 300
Curbs, Parking .......................................... 266
Cylinder Cabinets ...................................... 372

D
Dark Oil-Only Boom .................................... 63
Debris Filter .......... See Stormwater & Filtration
Decks
  Bladder Spill Deck ................................... 390
   Mini Drip Deck ........................................ 411
   Outdoor Filter Deck ................................. 294
   Poly Deck with Pallet Jack Pockets .......... 386

   Poly Drip Deck ........................................ 387
   Poly Modular Spill Deck ...................388-390
   Steel Modular Spill Deck ......................... 391
   Steel Spill Deck ....................................... 391
Decon Station ........................................... 226
Degreasers ............. See Cleaners & Degreasers
Deluxe Variety Pack .................................... 41
DeWatering Bag ........................................ 293
Dike, Absorbent ............................... See Socks
Dike, Nonabsorbent ...................178-184, 190
Dispensers  
  Mat Holders .........................................80-81
   Dispensing Dolly ..................................... 343
   Dispensing Racks .............................348-349
   Dispensing Systems ................................. 358
   DrainBlocker Holder ........................ 175, 177
   Drum Dispenser & Dumper ...................... 347
   Earplug Dispenser ................................... 224
   Glove Dispenser ...................................... 200
   Loose Dispenser ........................................ 80
   Oil Dispenser .......................................... 351
   Safety Glasses Dispenser ......................... 221
   Wiper Dispensers .................................... 160
Disposal Bags ................................... 137, 362
Dollies..........................88, 138, 342-343, 361
Drain Barriers .................. See Barriers & Berms
Drain Covers ......................................171-176
Drain Filter Insert  ..............................291-292
Drain Plugs ............................................... 191
DrainBlocker Accessories ................... 175, 177

DrainBlocker Drain Covers ..................171-176
Draining Drum Lid ..................................... 318
Draining Pan ............................................. 350
Drip Pad ............................................... 29, 56
Drip Pan .........................................40, 41, 66
Drive-Over Build-A-Berm ....................188-189
Drive-Over DrainBlocker .................... 173, 176
Drive-Over SpillBlocker .............................. 182
Drum Accessories
  Belly Drum Patch .................................... 286
   Covers/Lids .......................312-318, 326-327
   Decks ............................................See Decks
   Deheader ................................................ 340
   Dollies .............................................342-343
   Drum Ring Spider .................................... 336
   Faucets ................................................... 338

   Funnels  ...................................320-326, 350
   Gauges ................................................... 339
   Heater .................................................... 341
   Labels & Signs .........................254-257, 261
   Latching Drum Lids ..........................312-318
   Lever Rings ............................................. 318
   Lifters & Movers ...............................344-348
   Liners & Inserts ................................336-337
   Lock .........................................................N6
   Marking Sticks ........................................ 255
   Mat, Drum Top ......................................... 31
   Pallets ..........................................See Pallets
   Patch & Repair Kits ......................... 284–286
   Pumps .............................................352-359
   Racks ...............................................348-349
   Replacement Parts .................................. 336
   Spill Tray ................................................. 415
   Trays ....................................................... 343
   Trucks & Movers ..............................344-347

PIG Collapse-A-Tainer Berm 
PAK793 – See page 404

BEST 
SELLER!

PIG Poly Drip Deck 
PAK565 – See page 387

BEST 
SELLER!

PIG DrainBlocker Drain Cover 
PLR403 – See page 171
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PIG Burpless 
One-Hand 
Sealable Steel 
Drum Funnel
DRM1125 – 
See page 321

BEST 
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   Vents ...................................................... 340
   Wedge .................................................... 358
   Wrenches................................................ 341
Drum Covers/Lids ................312-318, 326-327
Drum Decks .....................................See Decks
Drum Deheader ......................................... 340
Drum Funnels .....................................320-326
Drum Heater ............................................. 341
Drum Lifters .......................................344-348
Drum Lock ..................................................N6
Drum Pallets ...................................See Pallets
Drum Pumps ......................................352-359
Drum Racks .......................................348-349
Drum Repair  .................................... 283, 286
Drum Spill Tray.......................................... 415
Drum Top Mat ............................................ 31
Drum Trays ............................................... 343
Drum Trucks.......................................344-347
Drums  
  Fiber Drums ............................................ 331
   Fluorescent Lamp Recycling Drums .......... 301
   Overpack Salvage Drums ..................360-362
   Poly Drums ......................................332-333
   Stainless Steel Drums .............................. 330
   Steel Drums .....................................328-330
Dry Acid Neutralizer .................................... 78
Dust Masks ............................................... 212

E
Ear Plug Dispenser .................................... 224
Ear Plugs & Muffs ..............................224-225
Elephant Mat .............................................. 23
Emergency Preparedness Kit ...................... 229
Emergency Response Guidebook ............... 254
Entrance Mats ....................................234-238
Epoxy Putty, PIG ....................................... 283
Extra-Duty Mat............................................ 16
Eye Wash Stations ..............................227-229

F
Faceshield ................................................. 223
Fat Mat ................................................. 26, 55
Faucets ..................................................... 338
Fence, Barrier ............................................ 264
Filter Crusher, Oil ...................................... 300
Filter/Splashguard ..................................... 326
Filters for Can Recycler .............................. 298
Filtration  .............. See Stormwater & Filtration
Filtrexx FilterSoxx ...................................... 294
First Aid Kits ............................................. 229
Flame Arrestor .......................................... 321
Flammable Liquids Mat ............................... 53
Flammable Liquids Sock ..............................N5
Flammable Safety Cabinets ........366-369, 371
Flashlights ..................................141, 230-231
Flat Sock ............................................... 38, 60

FlexBerm Containment Pad ....................... 409
Flood Control Products .............................. 190
Floor Mats, Absorbent ....................... See Mats
Floor Mats, Nonabsorbent ........... 238-246, N8
Floor Repair .......................................287-288
Floor Sweep (Cleaner) ............................... 305
Fluorescent Lamp Recycling Drum ............. 301
Foam Guards .....................................266-267
Formaldehyde Neutralizing Mat ................... 78
Formaldehyde Spill Kit ............................... 131
Fuel Station Kits ....................................N1-N4
Funnels  .....................................320-326, 350

G
Gas Cans ...........................................374-375
Gates, Safety............................................. 265
Gauges ..................................................... 339
Glasses ..................................219-222, N8-N9
Gloves & Accessories  
  Chemical-Resistant Gloves ...............202-204
   Coated Gloves .................................206-207
   Cotton Gloves ......................................... 210
   Cut-Resistant Gloves ........................205-206
   Disposable Gloves ............................199-201
   Extreme Temperature Gloves ................... 206
   Glove Dispenser ...................................... 200
   Inspection Gloves .................................... 210
   Leather Gloves ........................................ 211
   Mechanic’s Style Gloves .......................... 209
   Sleeves ................................................... 205
Goggles .............................................222-223
Grippy Absorbent Mat ................................. 19

Grippy Floor Mat ..........................21, 234-237
Ground Tarp, Absorbent .............................. 57
Ground Tarp, Nonabsorbent ...................... 406
Grounding Wires  ...............................330-331
Guards, Bumper .................................266-267

H
Ham-O Mat ........................................... 25, 54
Hand Cleaner ............................................ 305
Hard Hat ................................................... 219
Hardcover Pallet .........................398-400, 402
Hasps........................................................ 263

HazMat Absorbent Loose .................See Loose
HazMat Absorbent Mats ................... See Mats
HazMat Absorbent Pillows ............. See Pillows
HazMat Absorbent Socks ................. See Socks
HazMat Spill Kits  ...........See Spill Kits, HazMat
Heater, Drum ............................................ 341
High Traffi c Absorbent Mats ...................18-23
High-Visibility Mat ................................. 15, 28
Hose, Drainage ................................. 275, 279

I
IBC  ........................................................... 332

IBC Pallets .................................392-396, 402
Insert, Drain .......................................290-292
Insert, Drum .......................................336-337

K
Kits  
  Bailer Kit ................................................. 403
   Battery Cleaning Kit ................................ 127
   Battery Handling PPE Kit ......................... 127
   Biohazard Cleanup Kits ....................132-133
   Build-A-Berm Barrier Kit .......................... 187
   Chemical Classifi er Kit ............................. 140
   Drain Plug Kit ......................................... 191
   Emergency Preparedness Kit .................... 229
   First Aid Kit ............................................. 229
   Funnel Gasket Kit ................................... 322
   Leak Diverter Kits .............................276-281
   Lockout/Tagout ................................262-263
   Nonsparking Tool Kit .............................. 340
   Patch & Repair Kits .......... See Patch & Repair
   Spill Kits ....................................See Spill Kits
   Spill Response Tool Kit ............................ 137
   Spill-X Neutralizing Kit .............................. 79
   Waste Pump Kit for Compactor ............... 297
  Kneeling Pad .......................................... 246

L
Labels .................................See Signs & Labels
Ladder Safety Gate .................................... 265
Latching Bucket Lid ................................... 317
Latching Drum Lids ............................312-318
Leak Diverters & Accessories  
  Ceiling Leak Diverters ......................280-281

PIG Poly IBC Spill 
Containment Pallet 
PAK735 – See page 393

BEST 
SELLER!

PIG Grippy 
Floor Mat
GRP36200 – See page 237
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   Drainage Hose ................................ 275, 279
   Hanging Straps ....................................... 275
   High Flow Leak Diverter .......................... 278
   High-Reach Leak Diverter ........................ 280
   Holding Tanks ......................................... 275
   Pipe Leak Diverters ..........................278-280
   Quick Control Leak Diverters ............276-277
   Roof Leak Diverters ..........................275-278
Lens Cleaning ........................................... 223

Lids ............................................312-318, 327
Lighting .....................................141, 230-231
Liners, Drum ......................................336-337
Liquid Sampler .......................................... 357
Lite-Dri Loose Absorbent ....................... 43, 68
Lock, Drum .................................................N6
Lock, Padlock ............................................ 263
Lockout/Tagout  .................................262-263
Loose, Universal  
   Corncob  ................................................... 45
   Lite-Dri  .................................................... 43
   Packing Material ....................................... 45
   PIG Dri  .................................................... 42
   Pulp, PIG Mat ........................................... 45
   Sheen Clean  ............................................ 44
Loose, Oil-Only  
  Absorb-&-Lock For Oils ............................. 68
   Absorb-&-Lock For Solvents ...................... 68
   Lite-Dri ..................................................... 68
   Peat .......................................................... 68
   Pulp, PIG Mat ........................................... 68
Loose, HazMat  
  Absorb-&-Lock For Acid ............................ 75
   Absorb-&-Lock For Bio-Fluids .................. 132
   Acid Neutralizing Loose .......................77-79
   Base (Caustic) Neutralizing Loose .........78-79
   Battery Acid Neutralizing Loose ............... 127
   Hydrofl uoric Acid Neutralizing Loose ....... 130
   Mercury Absorbent Powder ..................... 134
   Pulp, PIG Mat ........................................... 75
   Solvent Neutralizing Adsorbent ................. 79
  Machine Guards ..............................266-267

M
Maintenance Sock, Oil-Only ........................ 59

Marking Sticks .......................................... 255
Masks ....................................................... 212
Mat Dispensers/Holders ............................... 81
Mat Pulp ............................................... 45, 68
Mat Tablet .................................................. 16
Mats, Anti-Fatigue & Entrance .......234-246, N8

Mats, Universal Absorbent  
  4 in 1 Mat ................................................ 27
  Drip Pad ................................................... 29
   Adhesive-Backed Mat ..........19, 21, 234-237
   Barrel Top Mat.......................................... 31
  Bench Pads ............................................. 159
   BubbleZorb Anti-Fatigue Absorbent Mat . 246
   Chat Mat .................................................. 28
   Elephant Mat ............................................ 23
   Extra-Duty Mat ......................................... 16
   Fat Mat .................................................... 26
   Grippy Absorbent Mat ............................... 19
   Grippy Floor Mat ........................21, 234-237
   Ham-O Mat .............................................. 25
   High-Traffi c Mats .................................18-23
   High-Visibility Mat .............................. 15, 28
   Mat Tablet ................................................ 16

   Pig Blue Mat ....................................... 13, 31
  PIG Mat .................................................8-11
   Poly-Back Mat ..............9, 11, 19, 21, 23, 25
   Re-Uz-It Wringable Mat ............................ 28
   Rip-&-Fit Mat ............................................ 14
   Thick Liquids Mat ...................................... 29
   Traffi c Mat ................................................ 21
   Yellow Mat ......................................... 15, 28
   Drum Top Mat .......................................... 31
   Ceiling Tile Pad ....................................... 281

Mats, Oil-Only Absorbent  
  4 in 1 Mat ................................................ 54
   Barrel Top Mat.......................................... 31
   Brown Mat ......................................... 31, 51
   Coolant Skimming Mat ............................. 52
   Drip Pad ................................................... 56
   Fat Mat .................................................... 55
   Ground Tarp ............................................. 57
   Ham-O Mat .............................................. 54
   Mop System .............................................. 52
   PIG Oil-Only Mat....................................... 49
   Poly-Back Mat .................................... 49, 57
   Railroad Mat ............................................. 57
   Rip-&-Fit Mat ............................................ 52
   Skimming Sweep ...................................... 65
   Stat-Mat ................................................... 53
   UV-Resistant Mat ...........................31, 56-57
   Weighted Blanket ..................................... 66
Mats, HazMat Absorbent  
  Acid Neutralizing Mat ............................... 77
   Base Neutralizing Mat ............................... 78
   Formaldehyde Neutralizing Mat................. 78
   PIG HazMat .............................................. 73
   Rip-&-Fit Mat ............................................ 73
Mercury Spill Kits ...................................... 134
Message Mat .............................................. 28
Mildew-Resistant Sock ................................ 37
Mini Drip Deck .......................................... 411
Mobile Cart for Loose Absorbents ............... 80
Monitoring Well Sock .................................. 61
Mops ............................................52, 65, 304
Muffs & Ear Plugs ..............................224-225

N
Neutralizing Absorbents ..........76-79, 125-131 
Neutralizing Spill Kits .....See Spill Kits, HazMat
No-Trip Mat ....................See Grippy Floor Mat

O
Oil & Debris Containment Boom .........192-193
Oil Dispenser ..................................... 351, 358
Oil Draining Pan ........................................ 350
Oily Water Filter .... See Stormwater & Filtration
Oil Filter Crusher ....................................... 300
Oil Safe Container ..................................... 351
Oil Storage Tanks ...............................363-364
Oil-Only Absorbent Booms ............... See Socks
Oil-Only Absorbent Mats ................... See Mats
Oil-Only Absorbent Pillows ............. See Pillows
Oil-Only Absorbent Socks ................. See Socks
Oil-Only Loose Absorbents ...............See Loose
Oil-Only Mop System ................................... 52
Oil-Only Spill Kits .......... See Spill Kits, Oil-Only
Oil-Tainer Storage Tank ............................. 363
Oily Waste Cans ........................................ 373
Organizers, Tool ........................................ 305
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PIG Latching Drum Lid 
DRM659 – See page 313

TOP 10
BEST 

SELLER!

PIG Absorbent Mat 
MAT240 – See page 9

ALL-TIME
BEST 

SELLER!

Pig Blue 
Absorbent Mat
BLU101 – See page 13

BEST 
SELLER!
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Original Sock............................................... 34
Outdoor Deck............................................ 294
Outdoor Drip Pads ...................................... 56
Outdoor Drum Storage  .......398-401, 404-405
Outdoor PIG Pan  ........................................ 66
Overfi ll Preventer, Drum .....................321-323
Overpacks ..........................................360-362

P
Packing Loose Absorbent ............................ 45
Padlocks ................................................... 263
Pails ........................ See Buckets & Accessories
Paint Markers ........................................... 255

Pallets
  Pallet Tarps ............................................. 401
   Pallets for IBC/Totes .........................392-396
   Poly Pallets ......................................380-384
   Roll Top Hardcover Pallets........398-399, 402
   Spill Carts, Wheeled ................................ 342
   Steel Pallets ............................................ 385
  Pans ....................................40, 66, 411-415
Parking Curbs ........................................... 266
Patch & Repair

Belly Patch ............................................. 286
   Ceiling Grid Covers ................................. 287
   Collapse-A-Tainer Repair Kit ................... 406
   Concrete Repair ...............................287-288
   Drum Patch Kits ...................................... 286
   Floor Patch & Resurfacers ................287-288
   Pipe Patch Kit ......................................... 285
   Pipe Wrap Kits ........................................ 284
   Plug-N-Seal Paste ................................... 285

   Putty, PIG Epoxy ..................................... 283
   Roof Patch Roll ....................................... 286

   Sealants .................................................. 187
   Wrap ‘N Cure ......................................... 285
  X-TREME Tape ........................................ 285
Peat Loose Absorbent ................................. 68
Pesticide Spill Kit ......................................... 99
Pesticides Cabinets.................................... 370
pH Tester & Solution ..........................140-141
Pig Blue Mat ......................................... 13, 31
PIG Dri Loose Absorbent ............................. 42
PIG Mat  ......................................8-11, 49, 73 
PIG Pan ................................................ 40, 66
PIG Picker ................................................... 80
Pigs ................................................. See Socks
Pillows, Universal Absorbent
  PIG Pillow ................................................. 39
   PIG Pillow-In-A-Pan .................................. 39
   Super Pillow .............................................. 38
   Super Pillow-In-A-Pan ............................... 38
Pillows, Oil-Only Absorbent
   Carbon Pillow for Oily Water Filter .......... 295
   Pillow-In-A-Pan ......................................... 66
  Sheen Clean Pillow ................................... 67
   Skimmer Pillow ......................................... 67
   Spaghetti Pillow ........................................ 64
   Weighted Blanket ..................................... 66
Pillows, HazMat Absorbent
  Acid Neutralizing Pillow ............................ 77
   Base Neutralizing Pillow ............................ 78
   Battery Acid Neutralizing Pillow .............. 129
   HazMat Pillow .......................................... 75
Pipe Leak Diverters .............................278-280
Pipe Plugs ................................................. 191
Pipe Repair  .......................................283-285
PipeSock ................................................... 293
Plugs ........................................................ 191
Poly-Back Mat ...........9, 11, 19, 21, 23, 25, 49
PomPom Oil-Mops ...................................... 65
Pool, Containment .................................... 410
Premoistened Wipers .........................160-161
Propane Cylinder Cabinets ........................ 372
Propane Cylinder Recycler ......................... 300
Protection Cover ....................................... 135
Pulp, PIG Mat .................................45, 68, 75
Pumps ...............................................352-359
Putty, PIG Epoxy ....................................... 283

R
Racks, Drum ......................................348-349
Racks, IBC ................................................ 396
Rags ..................................................163-165
Railing  ..................................................... 265
Railroad Absorbent Mat .............................. 57
Recycled Products ..... See newpig.com/recycled
Recycling Products ..... See Waste Minimization
Remediation Agents (Biobugs)................... 307
Repair Products .................. See Patch & Repair

Repair Putty, PIG ....................................... 283
Respirators and Cartridges ........................ 212
Restroom Products .................................... 156
Re-Uz-It Wringable Mat .............................. 28
Right-to-Know Center ............................... 254
Rip-&-Fit Mat ..................................14, 52, 73
Roll Top Hardcover Pallet ...........398-399, 402

Roof Leak Diverters ............................275-278
Roof Patch ................................................ 286
Rugs, Entrance ...................................234-238

S
Safety Cabinets ..................................366-372
Safety Cans ........................................373-375
Safety Cone .............................................. 265
Safety Data Sheet Binders ......................... 254
Safety Gate ............................................... 265
Safety Glass Dispenser .............................. 221
Safety Glasses ........................219-222, N8-N9
Safety Signs ........................See Signs & Labels
Salvage Drums ...................................360-362
Sampler .................................................... 357
Sandbag ................................................... 190
Scoop ....................................................... 136
Scraper ..................................................... 136
Screens ...................... 318-319, 322-323, 325
Sealant ..................................................... 187
Self Bailer Kit ............................................ 403
Shed, Storage ........................................... 400
Sheen Clean Loose Absorbent ..................... 44
Sheen Clean Pillow ..................................... 67
Sheen Clean Sock ....................................... 59
Shoe Covers .............................................. 215
Shovels ..................................................... 136

PIG Poly Spill 
Containment Pallet 
PAK210 – See page 380

PIG Multi-Purpose Repair Putty
PTY201 – See page 283

BEST 
SELLER!

PIG Roof 
Leak Diverter
TLS462 
See page 275

BEST 
SELLER!

PIG Flammable 
Safety Cabinet
CAB714 – See page 367

NEW
BEST 

SELLER!
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Shower ..................................................... 226
Shower Tester ........................................... 226
Sign & Label Machine ............................... 259
Signs & Labels
   Chemical Identifi er Label ......................... 254
   Drum ID Labels ....................................... 261
   Exit Signs ........................................ 256, 258
   Floor Signs ...................................... 139, 260
   GHS Poster & Labels ............................... 259
   Glow-In-The-Dark ................................... 258
   Hazard Warning Labels ........................... 260
   Hazardous Material Signals ..................... 255
   Safety Signs ......................138-139, 256-258
   SDS Signs ............................................... 254
   Shipping Labels ................................260-261
   Sign & Label Machine ............................. 259
   Solvent Wipes Label ................................ 319
   Spill Kit Labels ........................................ 139
   Spill Station Signs ....................138-139, 257
   Tamperproof Labels ................................ 139
   Used Battery Label .................................. 300
Single Drum Container Unit ....................... 415
Skimmer Pillow ........................................... 67
Skimmer Sock ............................................. 60
Skimming Products ..............See Oil-Only Mats,
..................................................Socks, Pillows
Skimming Sweep ......................................... 65
Sleeves.............................................. 205, 215
Smokers Post ............................................ 303
Sock, Universal Absorbent  
  Blue Sock .................................................. 35
   Clip-&-Fit Sock .......................................... 34
   Mildew-Resistant Sock .............................. 37
   Mini-Mizer Sock ........................................ 34

       
  Original Sock ............................................ 34
   Super Sock ................................................ 36
   Water Hog ................................................ 37
   Water-Absorbing Sock .............................. 37
Sock, Oil-Only Absorbent  
   Acid-Resistant Sock ................................... 60
   Dark Boom ............................................... 63
  Filtrexx FilterSoxx .................................... 294
   Flat Sock ................................................... 60
   Maintenance Sock ..................................... 59
   Monitoring Well Sock ................................ 61
   Oil-Only Boom .......................................... 63
   Oil-Only Sock ............................................ 58

   Sheen Clean Sock ..................................... 59
   Skimmer Sock ........................................... 60
   Spaghetti Boom ........................................ 64
   Static-Dissipative Sock...............................N5
   Sump Skimmer  ......................................... 61
Sock, HazMat Absorbent  
   Acid Neutralizing Sock .............................. 77
   Base Neutralizing Sock .............................. 78
   Battery Acid Neutralizing Sock ................ 129
   Chem Guard Sock ..................................... 74
   HazMat Dike ............................................. 74
   HazMat Sock ............................................ 74
Soft Side Spill Berm ................................... 408
Solvent Neutralizing Adsorbent ................... 79
Spaghetti Boom .......................................... 64
Spaghetti Pillow .......................................... 64
Speed Bumps ............................................ 266
Spill Berm ....................... See Barriers & Berms
Spill Boom .......................................62-64, 74
Spill Decks .......................................See Decks
Spill Dikes (Absorbent) ..................... See Socks
Spill Dikes (Nonabsorbent) .........178-184, 190
Spill Kit Accessories  
  Detection Supplies ...........................140-141
   Disposable Bags ...................................... 137
   Dollies .............................................. 88, 138
   Floor Label .............................................. 139
   Mounting Brackets ....98, 104, 115, 122, 138
   Outdoor Protection Cover........................ 135
   pH Tester & Solution ............................... 141
   Refl ective Tape ....................................... 139
   Safety Signs .....................................138-139
   Scoop ..................................................... 136
   Scraper ................................................... 136
   Shovels ................................................... 136
   Spill Response Tool Kit ............................ 137
   Tamperproof Label .................................. 139
   Truck-Mount Container ............................. 97
Spill Kit, Universal Absorbent

Bag Kits .................................95-97, 99-102
   Bucket Kits ....................................88, 98-99
   Cabinet Kits .....................................102-103
   Counter Top Kit ...................................... 104

   High-Visibility Kits ...... 88-89, 91-93, 95-97, 99,      
.........................................................101, 104

   Overpack Kits ............................................ 87
   Pesticide Kits ............................................ 99
   See-Thru Kits ......................92, 96, 101, 104
   Truck Kits.............................................94-98
   UN Rated Container Kits ................87, 98-99
   UV-Resistant Kits ........................91, 98, 103
   Wall-Mount Kits ...............................103-104
   Wheeled Kits .................................87, 90-93
   You-Supply-the-Drum Kit .......................... 92
Spill Kit, Oil-Only Absorbent
   Bag Kits ...........................................111-114
   Bucket Kits ..................................... 107, 113
   Fuel Station Kit ...................................N1-N4
   High-Visibility Kits ....................107, 109-113
   Overpack Kits ...................................105-106
   See-Thru Kits .................................. 111, 115
   Transformer Kit ....................................... 106

   Truck Kits.........................................112-113
   UN Rated Container Kits ..................105-107
   UV-Resistant Kits .....106, 108-109, 113, 115
   Wall-Mount Kit ....................................... 115
   Wheeled Kits ...........................105, 108-110
   You-Supply-the-Drum Kit ........................ 115
Spill Kit, HazMat Absorbent  
  Acid Neutralizing Kit ......................... 79, 130
   Bag Kits ...................................120-121, 126
   Base Neutralizing Kit ......................... 79, 131
   Battery Acid Neutralizing Kit ............125-126
   Biohazard Kits ..................................132-133
   Bucket Kit ........................122, 126, 130-131
   Cabinet Kits ............................................ 123
   Formaldehyde Kit .................................... 131
   High-Visibility Kits ............117-119, 121, 126
   Hydrofl uoric Acid Neutralizing Kit ............ 130
   Mercury Spill Kit ...................................... 134
   Overpack Kits .................................. 116, 125
   See-Thru Kits ...................119, 121-122, 125
   Solvent Neutralizing Kit ............................. 79
  UN Rated Container Kits .........116, 122, 125
   UV-Resistant Kits .................................... 118
   Wall-Mount Kit ................................122-123
   Wheeled Kits ...................116, 118-119, 126
   You-Supply-the-Drum Kit ........................ 122
Spill Pallets .....................................See Pallets
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PIG Original 
Absorbent Sock
404 – See page 34

TOP 10
BEST 

SELLER!

PIG Spill Kit in 
Hi-Viz Container
KIT262 – See page 89

TOP 10
BEST 

SELLER!

PIG Truck Spill Kit in 
Stowaway Bag
KIT623– See page 112

NEW
BEST 

SELLER!
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SpillBlockers .......................................178-184
Spill-X Neutralizing Kits ............................... 79
Squeegees ................................................ 304
Static-Dissipative Absorbent Mat ................. 53
Static-Dissipative Absorbent Sock ................N3
Stat-Mat Absorbent Mat ............................. 53
Step Covers, Tapes and Treads ...........248-249
Sticky Steps Mat........................................ 238
Storage Cabinets ................................366-372
Storage Chest ........................................... 303
Storage Shed .....................................400-401
Storm Preparedness  
   Emergency Preparedness Kit .................... 229
   First Aid Kits ........................................... 229
   Flood Barriers ......................................... 190
   Leak Diverters ..................................274-281
   Lighting  ..........................................230-231
   Quick Dam Water Curbs.......................... 190
   Sandbags ................................................ 190
Stormwater & Filtration  
   Bailer Filter Kit ........................................ 403
   Curb-Style Drain Insert ............................ 292
   DeWatering Bag ..................................... 293
   Drain Filter Insert .............................291-292
   Drain Insert Accessories .......................... 291
   DrainBlocker Drain Covers ................170-176
   Filtrexx FilterSoxx .................................... 294
   GutterGuard ........................................... 292
   Oily Water Filter ...................................... 295
   Outdoor Filter Deck ................................. 294
   Over-the-Drain Debris Filter ..................... 293
   Pipe Sock ................................................ 293
   Self Bailer Kit .......................................... 403
Straps, Hanging ........................................ 275
Suits & Coveralls ................................213-216
Sump Skimmer  ........................................... 61
Super Pillow ................................................ 38
Super Sock .................................................. 36
Sweeping Compound ................................ 305

T
Tamperproof Seals .................................... 139
Tank Containment Unit ............................. 403
Tanks  
  Dip Tank ................................................. 374
   Leak Diverter Holding Tank ..................... 275
   Oil-Tainer Storage Tank .......................... 363

  Tank Containment Tray ........................... 414
   Tank Containment Unit ........................... 403
   Used Oil Tank ..................................363-364
   Wash Tank ............................................. 374
Tape  
  Anti-Slip Tape ..................................248-249
   Barricade Tape ........................................ 264
   Caution Tape .......................................... 264
   Chem Tape ............................................. 215
   Duct Tape ............................................... 216
   Marking Tape ......................................... 248
   X-TREME Tape ........................................ 285
Tarp, Absorbent Ground .............................. 57
Tarps ..................................57, 401, 403, 406
Testing Supplies .................................140-141
Thick Liquids Absorbents .................29, 64, 65
Thick Liquids Drip Pan ................................. 41
Thick Liquids Mat ........................................ 29
Tool Storage ............................................. 305
Tote .......................................................... 332

Tote Pallets ................................392-396, 402
Traffi c Cone .............................................. 265
Traffi c Control ....................................264-266
Traffi c Mat .................................................. 21
Trailer Support Stand ................................ 269
Training Courses ................................250-253
Transformer Bag ....................................... 417
Trash Cans ................................................ 302
Trays  
  Battery Acid-Resistant Tray ..............128-129
   Collapsible Utility Tray............................. 411
   Drum Spill Tray ....................................... 415
   Fiberglass Tray ........................................ 412
   FlexBerm Containment Pad ..................... 409
   Mat Tray ................................................... 23
   Mini Drip Deck ........................................ 411
   Mobile Spill Tray ..................................... 343
   Pallet Rack Sump .................................... 414
   Pallet Tray............................................... 413
   Portable Containment Pool ..................... 410
   Soft-Side Spill Berm................................. 408
   Steel Spill Tray ........................................ 412
   Tank Containment Tray ........................... 414
   Under-Rack Containment Tray................. 414
   Utility Spill Basin ..................................... 411
   Utility Tray .......................................411-413
Truck Spill Kits ........................94-98, 112-113

U
Universal Absorbent Mats ................. See Mats
Universal Absorbent Pillows ........... See Pillows
Universal Absorbent Socks ............... See Socks
Universal Loose Absorbents ..............See Loose
Universal Spill Kits ........See Spill Kits, Universal
Used Oil Tanks ...................................363-364
Utility Basin .............................................. 411
Utility Trays ........................................411-413
UV-Resistant Absorbent Mat ............31, 56-57

V
Vacuums ........................................... 306, 357
Valve ........................................191, 325, 338
Variety Pack, Absorbent .............................. 41
Vents ........................................................ 340
Vests......................................................... 217
Vinyl Cement ............................................ 187
Vomit Cleanup Kit ..............................132-133

W
Wall Protectors ..................................266-267
Waste Compactor ..................................... 297
Waste Fluid Collection System ................... 414
Waste Minimization  
  Aerosol Can Recycler .............................. 298
   Fluorescent Lamp Recycling Drum ........... 301
   Oil Filter Crusher ..................................... 300
   Paint Can Crusher ................................... 300
   Propane Cylinder Recycler ....................... 300
   Recycling Container ................................ 302
   Used Battery Container ........................... 300
   Waste Compactor ................................... 297
   Wringer, Absorbent ................................. 301
   Waste Fluid Collection System ................. 414
WasteAway Container ............................... 362
Water Barriers ........................................... 190
Water-Filled Containment Dike .................. 190
Water Hog .................................................. 37
Water Indicating Paste .............................. 141
Water-Repellent Mats ............................48-57
Water-Absorbing Sock ................................. 37
Wedge, Drum............................................ 358
Weighted Absorbent Blanket ....................... 66
Wheel Chocks ........................................... 269
Wiper Dispensers ...................................... 160

PIG SpillBlocker Dike
PLR267 – See page 179

BEST 
SELLER!

PIG Roll Top 
Hardcover 
Spill Pallet 
PAK902 
See page 402

BEST 
SELLER!

PIG Absorbent 
Mat Roll
MAT230 – See page 11

ALL-TIME
BEST 

SELLER!



Wipers
   Heavy-Duty ......................................146-150
  Light-Duty.........................................155-156  
  Medium-Duty ...................................151-155
  Ultra-Duty ............................................... 145  
Wipers, PIG  
  All-Purpose Wipers PR40 ........................ 153
   Battery Acid Cleaning Wipes ................... 127
   Bench Pad .............................................. 159
   Disposable Polishing Cloth PR100 ........... 145
   Dual-Textured Wipers.............................. 159
   Extra-Heavy-Duty Maintenance Wipers PR80 ..146
   Heavy-Duty Maintenance Wipers PR70 .... 148
   Light-Duty Solvent Wipers ....................... 157
   Maintenance Wipers PR35 ...................... 154
   Mercury Cleanup Wipers ......................... 134
   Parched Piggy Wipers PR35 .................... 154
   PolyPro Wipers ........................................ 157
   Premoistened Wipers .............................. 161
   PrintShop Wipers .................................... 158
   Super Shop Towels PR100 ...................... 145
   Value Wipers PR20 ................................. 155
Wipers, Specialty  
  Aerospace Wipers ................................... 158
   Battery Acid Cleaning Wipes ................... 127
   Chemical-Resistant Wipers ...................... 157
   Cleanroom Wipers .................................. 159
   Disposable Polishing Cloth PR100 ........... 145
   Germicidal Wipes .................................... 160
   KIMTECH Precision Wipers ...................... 158
   Light-Duty Solvent Wipers ....................... 157
   Mercury Cleanup Wipers ......................... 134
   Polypropylene Wipers .............................. 157
   Premoistened Wipers .......................160-161
   PrintShop Wipers .................................... 158
   Washroom Hand Towels ......................... 156
Wires, Bonding & Grounding ..............330-331
Workbench ............................................... 302
Wrenches .................................................. 341
Wringer, Absorbent ................................... 301
 
Y
Yellow High-Visibility Kits .............See Spill Kits
Yellow High-Visibility Mat ....................... 15, 2
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Mailing List Rental Preference: 
We occasionally make our customer list available to a few reputable, carefully screened companies whose products we feel may 
be of interest to you. If you do not wish to receive such mailings, you may do any of the following and we will promptly remove 
your name from our rental list. Mail: New Pig Customer Lists, One Pork Avenue, P.O. Box 304, Tipton, PA 16684; 
call: 1-800-643-OINK (6465); or email: hothogs@newpig.com

Limited Warranty: Except as described in our No Guff Guarantee, there are no express warranties or implied warranties 
including, but not limited to, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose. New Pig shall not be subject to and disclaims: 
1) All obligations or liabilities arising out of breach of contract or of warranty, 2) All obligations whatsoever arising from tort 
claims (including negligence and strict liability) or arising under other theories of law with respect to products sold or services 
rendered by New Pig or any undertakings, acts or omissions relating thereto, and 3) All consequential, incidental and contingent 
damages whatsoever.

Prices: All published prices are in U.S. dollars and must be paid in U.S. dollars. In the event of a printing error, New Pig 
reserves the right to charge the correct price. New Pig works hard to maintain prices, but they are subject to change due 
to market conditions. 

Terms: These terms and conditions shall constitute the entire agreement 
between New Pig and the purchaser, and shall be governed by and 
construed according to the laws of the state of Pennsylvania and the 
United States of America.

OSHA Hazardous Substance Product Information: Safety Data 
Sheets are enclosed with all orders where required. If you would like a 
Safety Data Sheet prior to order, please call customer service at 
1-800-468-4647.

Attention Distributors: If you hold integrated 
supply contracts with your customers and would 
like to provide New Pig Products to them, give us a 
holler. You may qualify for special pricing. Please call our 
Integrated Supply Team at 1-800-328-2464. 

Trademarks: All rights reserved. PIG, the PIG logo, Pigalog, 
1-800-HOT-HOGS and WORLD’S BEST STUFF FOR LEAKS, 
DRIPS AND SPILLS. are trademarks of New Pig in the U.S. and 
other countries. See more at tm.newpig.com. Other company, 
product or service names used may be trademarks of others.

Offers: Expire in 30 days.

When you’re ready to make a purchase, the 
last thing you want is another obstacle in 
your path. That’s one of the reasons we’re 
committed to maintaining our ISO 9001:2015 
and ISO 14001:2015 certifications — to 
make sure that anybody who wants to do 
business with New Pig can!

Even if you’re not required to buy from a 
company with ISO certifications, you still 
benefit from our due diligence. Our quality 
and environmental management systems 
help ensure that we continue to make PIG 
products the best they can be — and that we 
do it in an environmentally responsible way.

Need to buy from a company with ISO 
certifi ed systems? You’re looking at it!

" You should have high 
expectations of every area of 
New Pig! Through our quality 
and environmental management 
systems, we strive to meet the 
strictest standards!" Bruce Helms

New Pig QMS/EMS Manager

PIG 
All-Purpose 
Wipers 
WIP231– See page 153

TOP 10
BEST 

SELLER!

ISO-14001:2015
QMI-SAI Global
CERT-0096908

ISO-9001:2015
QMI-SAI Global
CERT-0096545



You have to be a little crazy to look at an old pair of pantyhose and 
ground-up corncob and think, “That would make my job a lot easier.” 
We were, and we did.

Back in 1985, our founders were working up a late-night sweat cleaning 
oil and grime from filthy factories. The worst of the nasty jobs was 
shoveling up the cat litter that got spread around leaky machines. But 
our guys wouldn’t take “dirty” for an answer — they cut up pantyhose 
and stuffed ‘em with everything from sawdust to rice hulls. They laid 
these things in pools of oil, in search of a better absorbent. Finally, they 
found it — ground corncob worked like a charm.

A PIG by any other name

When that prototype “sock” sat in a 
pool of oil, it looked like it 
was wallowing in the slop. 
Someone called it a “pig,” 
and the name stuck. When it 
came time to give our 
company a name, co-founder 
Ben Stapelfeld chose “Pig 
Corporation,” but it was 
already registered to a local 
farmer. Out of respect to 
farmers (and lawyers), we 
added New to our name, and  
voila! — New Pig Corporation 
was born.
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But we’ve been unmaking messes 
for more than 30 years.

WE WEREN’T
BORN      BARNIN A

Our first product testing 
area was a pigpen of oily 
leaks and spills.

The Pigalog has grown from 
our first 16-page “Almanac” 
into today’s 454-page 
behemoth with more than 
2,500 products.

New Pig Corporation Milestones

1985   Our first product, the PIG Original Sock, is patented as 
the world’s first contained absorbent.

1987    PIG Spill Kits are introduced as the first prepackaged 
emergency response kits for industrial workplaces.

1988    The New Pig Almanac is released (our first Pigalog!), 
featuring 16 illustrated pages of 20 products.

1989  PIG Mat makes its first appearance on plant floors — 
28 years later it’s still the world’s #1 mat!

1992    PIG DrainBlockers and SpillBlockers hit the market, 
adding non-absorbent products to the PIG brand.

1994   New Pig Ltd. opens in Glasgow, Scotland.

1996    We patent PIG Build-A-Berm Barrier, an innovative berm 
that can be customized to fit any area. 

1997   Newpig.com launches. Netscape Navigator finds it.

2003    New Pig Ltd. becomes the UK’s largest industrial 
direct marketer.

2005    New Pig garners three Gold Product of the Year Awards 
from Plant Engineering: PIG SpillBlocker Vacuum Dike, 
PIG Under Rack Containment and PIG Burpless One-
Hand Sealable Drum Funnel.

2006   Our international expansion reaches 70 countries. 

2009    New Pig becomes NASCAR’s officially licensed provider 
of heavy-duty wipers and absorbents.

2010   The Pigalog is available in nine languages. 

2011    We unveil a line of PIG Flammable Safety Cabinets and 
guarantee them for life. 

2013    PIG Grippy Surgical Mat is the choice of healthcare 
professionals everywhere who are tired of wet blankets. 

2016     PIG Grippy Floor Mat takes on rental mats as a safer, 
easier, less expensive way to fight slips and trips.



In the years since our PIG Original Sock launched the industrial 
absorbent revolution back in 1985, we’ve racked up dozens of product 
awards from various outlets and organizations. The shiny gold 
hardware looks great in a trophy case, but we know the real measure 
of our success comes from you. If our products solve your problems — 
you’ll keep coming back to PIG. 

That’s why we spend so much time getting to know our customers. We 
make plant visits all around the world to see what’s working and what 
needs to work better. We’re in 
constant contact with our “PIG 
Panel” — a special group of 
customers that give us priceless 
feedback on product ideas and 
prototypes. And we have a team 
of people reading every product 
review and reaching out to learn 
more about how you’re using 
PIG products.

All of this insight lands in our 
product developers’ hands, giving 
them real-world direction for the 
next PIG thing. Inside the doors 
of our Absorbatory (what else 
would we name our lab?), we leak and spill, catch and contain, build 
and demolish until our standards are met. Need products you can 
trust? Nobody beats the quality, engineering or performance of PIG.

We never forget that you’re working your tail off to keep your facility 
and environment clean and safe. So we’ll keep making the World’s Best 
Stuff for Leaks, Drips and Spills® just the way you need it. Here’s to a 
job well done!

Got a workplace problem in need of a solution? Call 1-800-HOT-HOGS 
or email hothogs@newpig.com and tell us about it!
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SETTING THE 
GOLD STANDARD

DRM680 
PIG Poly 
Burpless Funnel  
See page 325

BLU101
Pig Blue Absorbent Pads
See page 13

DRM1084
PIG Latching Lid for Poly Drum
See page 316

Winning awards is nice. Winning your 
business — and keeping it — is nicer.
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GRP36200
PIG Grippy Floor Mat  
See page 237

Our Absorbatory is loaded with technology for PIG innovation.



 442  No Guff Guarantee™ • Every product. Every penny. Every time.

PIG ABSORBENT MAT
Fight oily messes with the power of PIG Mat — 
8-layers strong for top performance!  See MAT240 on page 9.

SUPER
 STRENGTH 
 ABSORBENCY
 RETENTION

World’s

#1
Absorbent

Brand



True, we make the world’s best 
stuff for leaks, drips and spills,® 
but we want to be so much 
more than your supplier. Check 
out the pages referenced below 
for more ways we can help you 
protect your environment.

PIG Expert Advice
Get info and answers on top 
EPA and OSHA regs that could 
affect your workplace. 
See pages 418–425

PIG Difference
Grant Program
We award cash grants to help 
grassroots charities restore, 
conserve and protect our 
waterways. Join the cause! 
See pages 426–427

PIG Innovation
Our best product ideas come 
from customer feedback and 
suggestions. Tell us what’s up 
in your neck of the woods!
See page 441

The world leader 
in leak and spill 
management.

FAST, FRIENDLY, EASY ORDERING

THE PIG PROMISE SERVES YOU RIGHT.

PINKY SWEAR

443

EXPERT CUSTOMER SERVICE
Do-right done right.
Your call is answered in 2 rings by a real person. The average 
order takes only 3 minutes. And we won’t rest until you’re a happy 
camper. Call 1-800-HOT-HOGS or chat us up at newpig.com.

FAST SHIPPING
24 hours is plenty.
In-stock orders placed by 5 PM ship within 24 hours thanks to F.L.O.W. 
(Flawless Logistics and Optimized Warehousing) — our super-effi cient 
system to get your orders on the road lickety split!

RISK-FREE SHOPPING
Zero risk. No guff. All good.
We stand behind 100% of our products, 100% of the time. So if 
you’re not happy, we’ll refund every single penny, including shipping 
both ways. We’ll even schedule the return from your location.

COMPLETE SATISFACTION
The extra mile isn’t far enough.
We serve you with a smile, always. Whether it’s through an 
exclusive gift or a sympathetic customer service rep, we’ll go the 
distance — and then some — to brighten your workday.
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